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SCREW DRIVERS 
What a difference a good screw driver makes! 

But what makes a good screw driver ... a Snap -on OCTO- 
GRIP screw driver ? Nickel- molybdenum alloy steel blades, 
electrically heat treated to give the correct combination of toughness and hardness ... tested hard -tempered tips, pre- 
cision ground and shaped to prevent "chewing" and break- age ... easily gasped, OCTO -GRIP plastic handles, non -roll- ing and shock -proof-... b'IIanced design that insures deft- 
ness, sureness and speed under all working conditions. 
These are the "musts" in a really good screw driver . . . and they are in every Snap -on OCTO -VnIP driver you buy. 

Snap -on also makes other fine screw drivers ... more than 75 different models, including Phillips screw drivers in both one piece and detachable head models, Reed & Prince drivers, offset and hammer head and spark testing drivers ... in fact, every type of screw driver required for 

radio maintenance 
and service. Snap -on 

screw drivers, like Snap -on's 
4,000 other tools, are available 

through nationwide direct -to -user tool service. 
"Ask your Snap -on man ", or write for information. 

SNAP -ON TOOLS CORPORATION 
8120 -L 28th AVENUE KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 

International Division: Kenosha, Wisconsin, U. S. A. 

THE CHOICE OF BETTER MECHANICS 

_111;,,T 
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/ BROKE INTO RAS /0 
ßYPRAcT1c/N; IN SPARE TM 

INN THE B /GK /TS FROM N Ri 
HOBERT HEAD 

N.R.I. sends you Soldering Equipment and Radio 

to mountwand connect 
110 

Radiio parts; gives you 
practical experience. 

Early in the course you build this Tester with parts 
N.R.I. sends. It soon helps you fix neighborhood 
Radios and earn EXTRA money in spare time. 

You get parts to build Radio Circuits; then test 
them; see how they work, learn how to design 
special circuits; how to locate and repair circuit 
defects. 

You get parts to build this Vacuum Tube Power 
Pack; make changes which give you experience with 
packs of many kinds; learn to correct power pack 
troubles. 

LEARN RADIO by Practicing in Spare Time 
Future for Trained Men Is Bright Find Out What N.R.I. Can Do for You 

in Radio, Television, Electronics Flail Coupon for Sample Leeson and my 64 -page 
r book. Read the details shout my Course. Read 

It's probably easier to get started in Radio now letters from men I trained, telling what they are 
than ever before because the Radio Repair business doing, earning. See how quickly easily you can get 

ar is booming. Trained Radio Technicians also find stted. No obligation! Just MAIL COUPON NOW 
profitable opportunities in Police, Aviation, Marine in an envelope or paste it on a penny postal. 
Radio, Broadcasting, Radio Manufacturing, Public E. SMITH, President, Dept. 7NR National 

Television 
work. Think of even 

become 
ea opportunities Radio Institute, Pioneer Home Study Radio 

ps end and 
free books 

becom available to the 
School, Washington 9, D. C. 

public! Send for free books now. 
Our 33rd'Year of Training Men for Success in Radio 

My training includes TELEVISION ELECTRONICS FPM 

Building this A: M. Signal Generator gives you more 
valuable experience. It provides amplitude -modu- 
lated signals for many tests and experiments. 

You build this Superheterodyne Receiver which 
brings in local and distant stations-and gives you 
more experience to help you win success in Radio. 

Do you want a good -pay job in Radio - 
or your own money -making Radio Shop? 
Mail Coupon for a FREE Sample Lesson 
and my FREE 64 -page book, "How to Be 

a Success in RADIO -Television, Elec- 
tronics." See how N.R.I. gives you practical 
Radio experience at home - building, test- 
ing, repairing Radios with BIG KITS OF 
PARTS I send! 

Many Beginners Soon Make Good Extra 
Money in Spare Time While Learning 

The day you enroll I start sending EXTRA 
MONEY manuals. You LEARN Radio principles 
from my easy-to- grasp, illustrated lessons -PRAC- 
TICE what you learn with parta I send -USE your 
knowledge to make EXTRA money fixing neighbors 
Radios in spare time while still learning! From here 
it's a short step to your own full -time Radio Shop 

or a good Radio job! 

VETERANS 
You can get this training right in 

your own honte under G. I. Bill. 

Mail coupon for full details. 

December, 1947 

Mr. J. E. SMITH, President Dept. 7NR 
I National Radio Institute, Washington 9, D. C. 

Mail me FREE, without obligation, Sample Lesson and 

vision, Elect onics.t (No salesmanuwillll call. Please write 
I plainly.) 

Age 
1 

I Name 

Address 

City State 
(Please Include Post Omee zone number) 

L.MMMass s. MM MMM 
APPROVED FOR TRAINING UNDER GI BILL 
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THE hottest ham performance ever at this price ..." That's the verdict of amateurs who have 
had a chance to try Hallicrafters new Model SX -43. 

This new member of the Hallicrafters line offers continuous coverage from 540 kilocycles to 
55 megacycles and has an additional band from 88 to 108 megacycles. AM reception is pro- 
vided on all bands, except band 6, CW on the four lower bands and FM on frequencies above 
44 megacycles. In the band of 44 to 55 Mc., wide band FM or narrow band AM just right for 
narrow band FM reception is provided. 

One stage of high gain tuned RF and a type 7F8 dual triode converter assure an exceptionally 
good signal -to -noise ratio. Image ratio on the AM channel on band 5 (44 to 55 Mc.) is excellent 
as the receiver is used as a double superheterodyne. The new Hallicrafters dual IF transformers 
provide a 455 kilocycle IF channel for operating frequencies below 44 megacycles and a 10.7 
megacycle IF channel for the VHF bands. Two IF stages are used on the four lower bands and a 

third stage is added above 44 megacycles. Switching of IF frequencies is automatic. The separate 
electrical bandspread dial is calibrated for the amateur 3.5, 7, 14, and 28 megacycle bands. 

Every important feature for excellent communications receiver performance is included. 

1n 4 

FEATURES FOUND IN NO OTHER RECEIVER AT THIS PRICE 

ALL ESSENTIAL AMATEUR FREQUENCIES 
FROM 540 kc to 108 MC 

AM - FM - CW RECEPTION 

IN BAND OF 44 TO 55 MC: WIDE BAND 
FM OR NARROW BAND AM ... JUST RIGHT 
FOR NARROW BAND FM RECEPTION 

CRYSTAL FILTER AND EXPANDING IF CHAN- 
NEL PROVIDE 4 VARIATIONS OF SELECTIV- 
ITY ON LOWER BANDS 

SERIES TYPE NOISE LIMITER 

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION FOR FREE- 
DOM FROM DRIFT 

PERMEABILITY ADJUSTED "MICROSET" IN- 
DUCTANCES IN THE RF CIRCUITS 

SEPARATE RF AND AF GAIN CONTROLS 

EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD SIGNAL -TO -NOISE 
RATIO 

SEPARATE ELECTRICAL BANDSPREAD CALI- 
BRATED FOR THE AMATEUR 3.5, 7, 14 AND 
28 Mc BANDS 

BUILDERS OF ki/PnE, AVIATION RADIOTELEPHONE 

December, 1947 

hallicrafters RADIO 
THE HALLICRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO 
AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16. U. S. A. 

Sole Hollicrofters Representatives $n Canada: 
Rogers Majestic Limited, TorontoMontreol 
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AUDIO TRANSFORMERS Ak ow DRSTDRTIUNSE 

IN FREQUENCY RANGES 'Cálcrky 
aoroiny comfi lefe 

'tear 44a line 

Full Frequency Range 
30 to 15,000 Cycles, provides uni- 
form response over this entire band with 
± 1/2 db up to 10 watts of audio power. 
within ± 1 db over 10 watts. Standard 
RMA impedances. Hum balancing coil 
structures and nickel alloy shielding. 
Included are Input, Output, Driver, and 
Modulation Transformers; Modulation 
Reactors. Sealed in Steel construction, 
stud mounting, with pin -type terminals. 

,ifit 
:...;v.-4,7:11 cs 

aY,'.%?, y:< 

.. ,, '4.1,, 

Public Address Range 
50 to 10,000 Cycles, frequency re- 
sponse within ± 1/2 db up to 10 watts 
of power, within ± 1db over 10 watts, 
throughout this range. Secondary im- 
pedances match 600 and 150 -ohm lines, 
16, 8 and 4 -ohm reproducing systems. 
Listed are Driver and Output Trans- 
formers. Sealed in Steel construction, 
flange mounting, with solder lugs or 
wire leads. 

Y=' 
..r 

S/8wav`Y 

Communications Range 
200 to 3,500 Cycles, affords response 
with variations not exceeding ± 1 db 
over the range of voice frequencies. For 
use with 600 or 150 -ohm lines. Input, 
Output, Driver and Modulation Trans- 
formers offered. Sealed in Steel con- 
struction, flange mounting, with wire 
leads or solder lugs. 

6 

f 

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER 
DIVISION OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION 

3501 ADDISON STREET CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS 

RADIO \E«1 
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I Put You to Work with Your Hands to LEARN RADIO! 
You Build Receivers! You Make Typical Defects Occur 

and Make Tests to Prove the Theory! 

YOU 
GET 

RADIO 

3 BIG KITS UIPMENT 
& EQUIPMENT 

ld nJ 

2.BFt4títtiP 

ECE ER 
16 RANGE 

METER 

PIP FOR TESTING 

D 

to MAKE MONEY! 
LOW COST TRAINING - EASY PAYMENT PLAN! 

F. L SPRAYBERRY, PRES. 
!DENT ot the SPRAYBERRY 
ACADEMY OF RADIO. This 
is the man who directs 
your study. His years of 
experience and Radio 
"know -how" assure you of 
the finest in home RadiO 
Training! 

You Learn at Home How to 
Build and Test Dozens and 
Dozens of Circuits - Simple 
and Complex! 

YOU DO 
OVER 175 

INSTRUCTIVE 
EXPERIMENTS 

YOU BUILD 
ALL THESE TESTERS 

AND MORE! 
I give you a fine, 
moving -coil type 
Meter Instrument 
on Jewel Bearings - with parts for a 

complete Analyzer 
Circuit Continuity 
Tester. You learn 
how to check and 
correct Receiver 

defects with professional speed and 
accuracy. 

70 80 90,100 
85 
80 
55 

Set has Long and 
Short Wave Tuning.. 
All Sprayberry Equip. 
Is yours for KEEPS. 

You'll get 
valuable ex- 
perience and 
p r a c t i c e 
building this 
Signal Gen- 
erator and 
m u l t i- purpose Tester. 
Makes a 
breeze out of fixing Radios and you 
don't have to spend money on ready. 
made Equipment. 

SPRAYBERRY HOME TRAINING is PLANNED to MAKE MONEY for you FAST! 
I train you with regular professional Radio Equip- 
ment. I tell you exactly what to do ... how to do 
it. You handle Radio Parts, see them operate, 
learn what they're for. With the fine Kits I supply, 
you learn how to build Radio Circuits, construct 
Your own Test Equipment. I'll show you how to 
cause typical Radio defects so you can watch and 
see how they act. You learn the latest methods for 
trouble -shooting and repair. All this adds up to 

VETERANS! 
Approved for 
G.I. Training 
Under Public 

Law 346. 
Mail Coupon 

for Full 
Details. 

December, 1947 

the finest kind of "bench" experience. And you get 
it right in your own home. In no time at all, you'll 
be ready for a business of your own or a good job 
in Radio, FM, Television, 
Radar, Industrial Elec- 

tronics, etc. Now's +p4E 

the time to 
started! 

SEND FOR MY 
VALUABLE 

FREE BOOKS! 

lGet 

-How To Road Radio Diagrams and Symbols" 
A wonderfully complete new book, which explains 
in simple English how to read and understand any 
Radio Set Diagram. Includes translation of all 
Radio symbols. Send for this volume at once! It's 
free! With it I'll send you another Big Free Book, 
describing in detail my Radio Electronic Training! 

44 V9`c 

06 
E` 

1.1 
SPRAYBERRY 

Soldering, wiring, connecting Radio 
parts ... building circuits with your 
own hands - you can't bear this 
method of learning. When you con- 
struct this Rectifier and Filter, Re- 
sistor and Condenser Tester, etc., you 
get a really practical slant on Radio 
that leads to a money- making future. 

NM -W HIN-i 
ACADEMY OF RADIO. F. L. Sprayberry, President 

Room 25127. Pueblo. Colorado 
Please rush my FREE copies of "How to MAKE MONEY In RADIO ELEC- 
TRONICS and TELEVISION' and "Now to READ RADIO DIAGRAMS and 
SYM °OLS." 

O Check here if a veteran. 

Name Age 

Address 

City 

IN N. 
State 

(Pei,' in ,r.vf lope or paste on penny postcard) 

t 
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7" TELEVISION KIT 
with COMPLETE FM RADIO 

COVERS 
ENTIRE 
FM BAND 

(87.5 TO 
108.5 MC) 

TRANSVISION 7' De Luxe 'television Kit 
with FM Radio Receiver. Easy to assemble; no 
technical knowledge required. 18 tubes and pic- 
ture tube. Folded Dipole Antenna and 60 ft. low - 
loss lead in cable List $199.00 
T Standard Television Kit List $169.00 
Table Model Cabinets for above.: List $ 32.50 
10' CONVERSION KIT with 10' Electrostatic 
Tube and Directions. Converts any 7' Television 
Kit to 10' size List 69.00 
Also iV STANDARD TELEVISION 

KIT List $239.00 
Table model cabinet List $35.00 

Transvision Picture Blow -Up Lens 

Brilliantly enlarger 
any 7' television 
picture to equiva- 
lent picture of 10' 
television set. 

Has adapter ar- 
rangement for 
Transvision Panels 
and cabinets. Op. 
tically ground an. 
polished to high 
accuracy. Plastic 
gives 50% greater 
light transmission 
than equivalent 
glass lens 

List $19.95 

Transvision 8 -Tube FM Radio 
Receiver 

Covers entire FM Band (87.5 to 108.5 me). 

No technical knowledge required for assembly. 
Makes an FM Radio Receiver worth 2 to 3 times 
cost of kit. Model FM -1 8-tube FM Radio 
Receiver Kit with 10' Speaker and 
Tubes List $64.95 
FM CONVERSION KIT enables you to in- 
corporate a complete FM Radio into your present 
television receiver List $29.95 

HIGH -FIDELITY FM TUNERS 
Model FMF -2 . . . 2 -tube Tuner Front End 
(less tubes) List $21.65 
Model FMF-3 . . . 3 -tube Tuner Front End 
(leas tubes) List $30.75 
\lode' FM -107R ... 3 -tube IF Amplifier Kit 
(less tubes) List $21.65 
Model FM -107 ... 6 -tube IF Amplifier Kit 
(less tubes) List $41.20 
All prices fair traded.... All prices 5% higher 
west of the Mississippi River. 
See your local distributor, or for further in- 

formation write to: 

TRANSVISION, INC. r7.: 
:385 North tse. New Rochelle, N. Y. 

8 

B Y T H E E D I T O R 

IT SEEMS that every once in a while 
some newspaper or national maga- 

zine is sold a bill of goods on some- 
thing which will radically affect the 
techniques employed in modern radio 
and electronic equipment servicing. 

The latest is the "cure -all" receiver 
described and illustrated in the Sep- 
tember 8th issue of LIFE Magazine. 
The article bears the title "Repair -It- 
Yourself Radio." The main reason for 
publishing the article seems to be the 
following: "It will also be watched 
with dismay by those radio repairmen 
who have relied on the customer's ig- 
norance of electronics to foist huge 
repair bills on him." 

The above seems to imply that many 
radio repairmen are, and have been, 
charging excessive prices for their 
work and that the average service 
technician is being driven around by 
a chauffeur as he collects exorbitant 
fees for his "know how." After read- 
ing the article, Mr. Set Owner thinks 
that at long last there is a stream- 
lined solution to his radio repair prob- 
lems. All he has to do is to take this 
new receiver to his local serviceman, 
reach for a spare replacement stage, 
plug it in with ease and come away 
with the deep satisfaction that comes 
with a newly discovered knowledge of 
having outsmarted a long established 
technician. 

So much for the picture as it is 
painted. What about the reality in- 
volved ? First of all Mr. Radio Serv- 
iceman is too busy to stand around 
while Mr. Joe Doakes goes about the 
task of substituting components, until 
he finds one that will once again give 
him good performance. During this 
juggling process Mr. Technician must 
keep his eye on the customer in order 
that he does not tear the pins off the 
connectors or otherwise damage new 
parts for which he has invested a con- 
siderable sum. Suppose that the cus- 
tomer does finally hit the jackpot in 
finding a workable combination. That 
brings us to the matter of correct 
alignment of circuits. Is the customer 
going to do that ? As he gloats in his 
success at being able to get the set 
operating, he will of course muster up 
a lot of courage and accordingly rè- 
quest the use of the technician's equip- 
ment (under proper instructions, of 
course,) for free. 

As the clock ticks on, Mr. Techni- 
cian mentally adds up the compara- 
tive time costs involved in servicing 
a conventional or equivalent receiver. 
He finds it a fact that not only has the 
customer wasted his own time, as well 
as the technician's, but he is still not 
assured of a satisfactory repair job. 

Next comes the possibility, or should 
we say probability, that one of the 

tubes has gone west. If it has, it 
would be a bit embarrassing to the 
customer to discover this. Chances 
are he would blame the serviceman 
for not "briefing" him when first he 
came into the shop with his "cure -all." 
He might even expect that a new tube 
was part of the package inasmuch as 
it was associated with the particular 
unit that he had discovered was on 
the fritz. 

If the "cure -all" customer failed to 
locate the defective unit, he would be 
the first to put the blame squarely on 
the shoulders of the dealer simply be- 
cause he's the guy that sold him the 
stuff in the first place and, therefore, 
it is up to him to keep him as a satis- 
fied customer. We just can't see where 
the profit on a $1.85 item can offset 
the time that might well be involved 
in re- checking the receiver and ad- 
vising and explaining the procedures 
involved to the customer in an at- 
tempt to maintain his good will. It 
doesn't make sense. 

The article does not reveal that 
changing tubes usually requires a bit 
of realignment on a receiver for 
proper reception. In fact, the article 
does little, if anything, to give a real- 
istic viewpoint on the subject. Radio 
servicing involves a great amount of 
skill. Without skill it is impossible to 
correctly maintain a modern radio. 

In the case of FM and television sets 
which are far more difficult to handle 
than prewar sets, we fail to see where 
the customer would even be willing to 
haul such equipment to a repair shop, 
even though he had an urge to do the 
repair job himself. 

Have you ever seen an owner haul 
his washing machine down to the 
dealer so that he could try out various 
replacement wringers until he found 
one that would work like the original ? 
Have you ever seen Mrs. Smith bring 
in a burned out toaster and proceed 
to try out different heater elements ? 
Have you ever seen an owner of a 
vacuum cleaner take it down to a re- 
pair shop to try out a new motor ? 
Of course not. And isn't it ridiculous 
to expect an American set owner to 
do likewise ? We personally don't feel 
that the public at large will accept 
this "cure -all" service technique for 
their radios. And how many radiomen 
would support such nonsense, espe- 
cially after being tagged as a scoun- 
drel. , 

We have long been pioneering for 
improvements in radio servicing tech- 
niques and it is not our intention to 
pull in on the reins of progress in this 
fièld. What we do object to is the pub- 
lication of a so- called "workable" plan 
that scoops the experts -but is full of 
loopholes O. R. 

RADIO NEWS 
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there's Only One Complete Radio Buying Guide! 

%d ALLIED'S 164 -PAGE 

RADIO CATALOG - Cfet /t! 
Radio in 

At 
Lowest prices! 

A COMPLETE to 
of this big CO 

Get your 
s the 

referredBuyig equipment 
the p 

equipment 

NO V41 lt' electronic 

serviceman, 

ra 
engineer, 

ham, short- You 

for the and experimenter. 
You 

builder o ment. Radio 
listener, the latesá 

a ALLIED your 

up-to-dote 
on 

ed, depend- 

able 

blish every money on the esto men .it's radio 
rters America's today' 

able afa 
supply 

page ALLIED 
Catolog 

Write 

HALLICRAFTERS SX-43 

The new SX -43 gives you more value - 
greater performance broader frequency 

coverage (550 Kc. to 55 Mc. and 
88- 108 Mc ) -a fine investment in the 

medium price ronge AM -FM -CW 
reception, Crystal filter, calibrated main 

and bandspread dials, variable tone 

control, precision- engineered for custom - 

built performance! Tops for the Ham or 

Short Wave Listener. 

NET $169.50 

NATIONAL HRO -7 

Newest model in the world- famous, 
dependable HRO line -o remarkable 
performer under any receiving condi- 
tions. Features modern styling, voltage - 
regulated 6C4 oscillator, double -action 
type variable noise limiter, tone control, 
accessory power take -off, separate 
power supply for 110 -220 v. AC opera- 
tion. Complete with tubes and power 
supply. Less speaker. 
NET. $299.36 

Other Communications Receivers 

National NC -173 & Spla $189.50 
National NC -2 -40D 225.00 
Nalionol NC-46 8 Spkr 107.40 
HallicraHers SX-42 275.00 
Hallicraflers S-38 
Hollicrafters S-40A 
HallicraHers S-47 

in cabinet 

47.50 
89.50 

200.00 

Hammarlund SPC -400X 
8 Speaker 

Hommarlund HO -129X 
8 Speaker 

RME -84 
RME -45 & Speaker 
RME VHF -152A Converter 
RME DB -22A Preselector 

ORDER YOUR NEW COMMUNICATIONS 

RECEIVER FROM ALLIED TODAY! ... 
The New NATIONAL NC -57 -We Have It! 
Here is the new, completely modern receiver Hams and SWL's have 
been waiting for- designed for maximum performance at a moderate 
price. The National NC -57 features extended frequency range, tuning 
550 Kc. to 56 Mc., continuous in 5 bands. Has electrical bandspread 
for pinpoint tuning on SW and Amateur bands. Features include: 
Accurate calibration on all bands; automatic noise limiter; antenna 
trimmer; voltage -regulated RF, Oscillator and BFO; Loktal tubes in 
RF circuits for maximum efficiency at high frequencies; universal 
antenna input; emergency battery -power socket; built -in 6" dynamic 
speaker; 3- position tone control; BFO pitch control; 1 RF and 2 IF 
stages. 7 tubes plus VR tube and rectifier. An outstanding receiver 
guaranteeing fine performance at an amazingly low price. 
NET, Complete $89.50 

GET YOUR COPY OF 
$398.25 RADIO'S LEADING BUYING GUIDE 

189.15 
98.70 

198.70 
86.60 
66.00 

Prices are Net, F.O.B. Chicago 

TIME PAYMENTS 
Trade -Ins Accepted 

ALLIED RADIO 
Everything in Radio and Electronics 

December, 1947 

ALLIED RADIO CORP. 
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 1 -MM -7 
Chicago 7, Illinois 

Send FREE 164 -Page ALLIED CATALOG 

Enter order for 

Enclosed S Full Payment 
Part Payment (Balance C.O.D. ) 

Send full information on Communications Receivers and Time 
Payment Plan, without obligation. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
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MODEL 
S X -42 

Greatest continuous frequency cover- 
ONLY age of any communication receiver - 

from 540 Kc. to 110 Mc., in six bands. 97 C00 
FM- AM -CW. 15 tubes. Speaker $29.50 L. 

MODEL S -47 

15 -tube AM -FM high fidelity receiver. 
Response -30 to 15,000 CPS. 12- 
watt audio -amplifier. Unbelievably 
pure tone. Speaker from ... $29.50 

ONLY 
20000 

DAVEGA COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 
63 Cortland( Street, New York 7, N. Y. 

Please send full information on Communications Re- 
ceivers, without obligation. 

86th St. 2369 Broadway Jamaica 163 -24 Jamaica Ave. 
Harlem 125 W. 125th St Astoria 31 -55 Steinway St 
Bronx 31 E. Fordham Rd. Flushing 39 -11 Main Street DAVEGA NAME 
149th St. 2860 Third Ave. Hempstead 45 Main St. 
Brooklyn 
Brooklyn 

360 Fulton St 
924 Ftatbush Ave. 

White Plains... 
Newark 

.. 175 Main St. 
60 Park Place 

ADDRESS 

Brooklyn 1304 Kings Highway Jersey City 30 Journal Sq. CITY STATE 
Bay Ridge 5108 Fifth Ave Petersen 185 Main St MAIL COUPON FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE RN 3 

DAVEGA America's Largest Hallicrafters Dealer 
68 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE 

presenting .. . 

4's 
hallicrafters 

The Radio Man's Radio 
MODEL SX 43 
The SX -43 offers continuous coverage from 540 

Kc. to 55 Mc. and has an additional band from 88 

to 108 Mc. AM reception all bands. CW on four 
lower bands and FM on frequencies above 44 

Mc. Speaker $19.50 additional. 

DAVEGA 
CHRISTMAS SPECIALS 

MODEL S -40A 
Overall frequency range 
from 540 Kc. to 43 Mc. 
in four bands. Nine 
tubes, built -in dynamic 
speaker. 

8950 
ONLY 

16950 

MODEL S -38 
Overall frequency range 
from MO Kc. to 32 Mc. 
in four bands. Compact 
and rugged. AC -DC. 
Built -in speaker. 

ONLY 4750 

Use These DAVEGA Addresses 
Downtown 63 Cortlandt St. 
Downtown 200 Broadway 
Near 13th St. 831 Broadway 
Hate! Commodore..111 E. 42nd St. 
Tunes Square 152 W. 42nd St. 
Empire State 18 W. 34th St. 
Madison Sq. Garden 825 Eighth Ave. 
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¡»'TOPS" in Quality 
Skillful engineering, highest quality materials, latest production tech- 

niques, and careful workmanship are combined in SNC transformers to 

0 give you perfect installations ... a min - 

imum of rejects ... outstanding 

performance! 

s 

' AND 

Get this easy -to -read cat- 

alog from your distributor 
-or write to factory direct. 

We invite your inquiry on 

custom made units for 
industrial application. 

MANUFACTURING G CO., INC. 

WEST LAKE AVE. NEAR LEHIGH GLENVIEW, ILLINOIS 
9!1rí ember. 1917 
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* The greatest Radio Hand- 
book ever published * Larger 
size * More detailed photo- 
graphs * All new equipment 
shown * 32 chapters * Other 
sections extensively revised. 

The greatest RADICI HANDBOOK 
WE'VE EVER PUBLISHED. Our 11th edition contains the greatest array of practical radio equipment ever shown between the covers of one book - 
all brand -new. All newly- designed, and newly -built by practical men, for practical men; all tested in our own shop in actual use. Larger- sized, 
more detailed photographs, on new larger page size (same size as this magazine). 

Dozens of transmitters for all bands. 
and all powers up to I kw. 
Six chapters on Antennas, Transmis- 
sion Lines, and Propagation 
One chapter devoted entrely to rotary 
array construction and feed methods 

FEATURED IN THI 
One large chapter on the conversion of 
widely -distributed military s u r p l u s 

equipment to amateur and other prac- 
tical use 
New constructional data on beam - 
tetrode amplifiers 

S EDITION ARE: 
One chapter on determining the opera- 
tional characteristics of all types of 
amplifiers 
New, simple FM exciter designs 
New data on transmitter control by 
Improved methods 

New V -F -O design 
Simplified antenna tuning device and 
sending -wave meter 
The most extensive tube tables of any 
book not devoted entirely to such data 

MORE MATERIAL THAN EVER BEFORE, DURABLY CLOTHBOUND, GOLD- STAMPED, FOR ONLY 
per copy at your favorite dealer's in U.S.A. Mail or- 3.00 ders, $3.25 postpaid in U.S.A.; foreign, $3.50 postpaid. 

CET IT AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER'S. If he cannot supply you, you may order direct from us by mall. 
DEALERS: "Technical" discounts allowed on this book when purchased by the radio, book, and news trades In quantities for resale. 

ECLItSiL.S, CcrìC 1302 KENWOOD ROAD Cz( /7G_,tfrait--,, CALIFORNIA 
i rn i i E D 
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Here's what low-cost customers want! 

Intercommunication for the home 
ONLY $A050 

for Master Station, Speaker 
Unit and 100 feet of wire. 

Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies 

If you are not pushing the sale of "TELEHOME" it is not too late to 
do so: The Saturday Evening Post advertising promoting the sale of 
"Telehome" is telling millions of consumers about this new household 
necessity. 
Housewives and home owners interested in the last word in modern conven- 
ience are now buying "Telehome" intercommunication for their homes. 

Many additional prospective customers in your trade area will want to see 
and have you demonstrate this new item. Therefore, if you are not stocking 
and selling "Telehome," now is the time to do so. 

This new convenience comes as a package consisting of one master station, 
one speaker unit and 100 feet of wire. Anyone can install it by following 
simple instructions. The master station has capacity for two additional 
speaker units which are available and can be sold separately. 

In addition, a door speaker and wall -type master station for permanent and 
fixed installation in kitchen wall or cabinet are available. They are described 
and illustrated in the box at the right. 

Prepare now to be the source of supply in your community. 

Licensed under U. S. Patents of Western Ekctric Company. Incorporated. 
and Amercan Telephone and Telegraph Company 

WEBSTER 
RACINE 

ELECTRIC 
WISCONSIN 

E tabliehed 1909 

Export Dept. 13 E. 401h Skeet, New York (16), N. Y. Cable Address "ARLAB" New York City 

"Where Quality Is a Responsibility and Fair Dealing an Obligation" 

December, 1947 

m, 
WEBSTER ELECTRIC 

lelehome 
HOME INTERCOMMUNICATION 

\R,\_zdsvò-\_\ 

O`Ei.PY.E0.S OF ß`ltEAI.FáRS OF 

Door Speaker with 
bell push button Wall -Type Master Station 

Besides being the convenience that has 
caught the eye of the average housewife, 
the door speaker illustrated above offers 
another outstanding feature as you can 
answer your door without opening it ... 
a safety feature that gives added protec- 
tion to the home. 
The wall master unit is excellent for 
new homes and for kitchen moderniza- 
tion. It has a capacity for five speaker 
stations. 
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Rectifier, 
Band 
5.5 

$64.95 
Net. 

Walnut 
L i 

Ivory, 
$14.95; 
Net. 
Superhets. 

` 
,'1'1 

- 

Tube 

k5+5 

Tubes 

- $ 12.95; 

s f , $9.71 Net, 
Blue, Red, 

List, 10.57 $ 

All 4 Tube 

5 Tube Super- 
het, in Walnut 
Plastic Case, 
$19.95. List- 
$15.45 N e } ; 

Ivory Plastic, 
$22.95; List, 
$17.35 Net; 
Mahogany 
Wood Case, 
$26.95 L i s t, 
$18.95 Net. 

Superhet- 

. 

Plus Selinium^- 
Broadcast 

and S.W. from 
to 18.5 MC 

List, $43 99 

ll 

- s,,;;, 

." _ 

' 

Regal 
Superhet 

/ 
7 ̀ _ 

E¢gíneered 
MODEL 208 

by speciabuilt lists 
In 

in 
our 

the 
own 

developmodern ment of broad- 
receivers, laboratory. 

Four times the power of pre -war radio sets. Hand- 
in appearance and more efficient in operation. 

Visual slide rule tuning dial with built -in Regaloop, 
super Alnico No. 5 permanent magnetic speaker, 

with automatic volume control. 
FEATURES 

Six Tubes-including Rectifier 
Single Band Super-Heterodyne 

Automatic Volumes Control 
K.C. 

Wave Trap Rejector 
Super Sensitive Iron Core Transformers 
5" Alnico Wonder Speaker 
Illuminated Slide Rule Dial 
Built in Regaloop 
Works on 117 Volt A.C. or D.C. 
R.C.A. & Hazeltine License 
SIZE -Length 111/2", Depth 71/2" Height 81/4" 

WEIGHT 
overall hsize 

Ins shipping carton 10 lbs. 6 oz. Overall 
in en th 4' " De t 

Height I lg p q 
carton. Length I /z Depth 10' /4 

MODEL 1049 
and 

by specialists in the development of broad- 
and short wave receivers, built in our own modern 

Four times the power of pre-war radio 
Handsomer in apcesrance and more efficient in 

Visual adds rule tuning dial with built-in 
and super Alnico No. 5 permanent magnetic 

with automatic volume control In the hand- 
modem plastic cabinet. 

Six Tubes -including Rectifier 
Two Band Super- Heterodyne 
Broadcast Band 550 to 1650 K.C. 
Short Wave I6 to 49 Meters 
Automatic Volume Control 
Wave Trap Rejector 
Super Sensitive Iron Core Transformers 

IiIU 
Alnico Wonder Speaker 

al 
Built in Regaloop 
Works on 117 Volt A.C. or D.C. 
R.C.A. & Hazeltine Licence 
SIZE -Length 1 l''y2 ". Depth 7r /s ". Height 81/4" 
Cabinet overall size 
WEIGHT -In shipping carton 10 lbs. 6 oz. Overall 
size in shipping carton: Length 141/2". Depth 101/4", 
Height 111/2" 

MODEL 205 
by specialists in the development of broad- 

receivers, built in our own modern laboratory. 
times the power of pre-war radio sets. Handsomer 

appearance and more efficient in operation. Visual 
rule tuning dial with built -in Regaloop, and 
Alnico No. 5 permanent magnetic speaker, with 

volume control. 

Five Tubes -including Rectifier 
Single Band Super- Heterodyne nit. 
Automatic 

Volume 
oo 

Control Automatic Volume Control 
Super Sensitive Iron Core Transformers 5 Alnico Wonder Speaker 
Illuminated Slide Rule Dial 
Built in Regaloop 
Works on 117 Volt A.C. or D.C. 
Licensed by R.C.A. & Hazeltine 
Size 61/2x7x 10 
Weight in Carton 9 lbs. 
Also Available in Ivory 

MODEL 747 
REGAL Super -Mite! AC. DC or BATTERY. 

enough to be packed in s suitcase. yet uses 
full size components! Parts 

with h 5 "A" 
and 1 "B" battery. Average life -100 hours! 

4i /' Alnico 
Nóí5 

speaker with a heavy duty slug 

SeleMum rectifier (no rectifier tube necessary) 
Uses following tubes: I -1R5, I -1T4, 1 -185, 
1-3S4 
Licensed R.C.A. and Hazeltine 
Super- Heterodyne 
Available in six different colors 
Full size 2 -gang variable condenser 

`` cast 
S 

@t 

- 31 comer 

and 

-- 
3 

Model 208 -6 Tuba 
-List 524.95 

Net 518.75 

.- 

_ fí 

cast cast .- ..- -- - laboratory. .._....-- 
sets. 

,,.,... .- - oteratio¢. 
Regaloop, 

6 Tube Superhet 2 Band, speaker 
Broadcast and S.W. from 16 sourest 

FEATURES 
to 49 Meters List $34.95, 

Net 524.8 7 

- . ir.°'^"` 
. ski 

Regal Model ic 5 Tube Engineered 
cast 

C ase, 51 9.9 5 List - $15.45 Four 
Net, in Pure Ivory Case (not in 
sprayed) $23.95 List -$16.95 slide 

Net super 
automatic -- ,,__ FEATURES 

Size: 
4' wide 
5' high 
8' long 

o- ,'; 

--._^ -._ 
_ - 

- ..,., 
- -- 

The 
.- - rt - I Small . - standard 

_. -- ..- A' _ batteries 
FEATURES 

- `yam, -- 
+!1, , -, 

:- 
$29.50 -Lisf. $22.22 Net, 

Batteries $2.03 per set 

PARTS SPECIALS FOR DECEMBER ONLY 
4 Inch Permoflux Speakers, Heavy Alnico S Magnet.... 88c 
, Meg, ''/ Meg, I Meg Standard Brand Volume Controls, y 

Tapped, with Switch, 21/2 Inch Shaft 44c each 
Solar 20 -30 MFD at ISO Volts 52c each 
Solar 30 -50 MFD Condenser at ISO Vols 56c each 
Solar 40 -40 MFD at 150 Volts 56c each 
Solar 50 -50 at 150 Volts Plus 20 at 25 Volts 72c each 
Sprague or Cornell .01, .02, .05 at 600WV $4.80/100 
Male AC Plugs, UL Approved, Bakelite Cap 4.25/100 
Male AC Plugs, UL Approved, Live Rubber, Long Shank 6.75/100 
Toggle Switches, Rotary or Throw Type 14c each 

TUBE SPECIALS -SEALED CARTONS -STANDARD 90 DAY 
GUARANTEE 

5Y3GT 33c each 
35W4 40c each 
SY4G 44c each 
6XSGT, 27, 47c each 
IC6, IH4G, 32, 34, 6F6GT, 6H6GT, 12ÁT6, 

1297, 
12SJ7GT, 26, 

36L6GT, 43, 45, 77, 84/6Z4, 6K7GT, 1297, 65Q7GT, 12SQ7GT, 
501.6GT 53c each 

IA7GT, IRS, IU4, 354 6AMGT, IT4, 1S5, 6.17G, 7M, 7B6 7C6, 
7C7, 797, I2A86tT, 12BÁ6, 128E6, 50B5, 7IA, XXt, IV, 
6A7, 6C6 63c each 

IUS, 6G6G, 35Y4, 11726 77c each 
6L6G, 7X7, 14X7 92c each 

Late Scoop -Sonata "Little Maestro," World's Smallest Portable Amplified Phonograph, Alligator Leather Case with $1578 
N E T Cover, Size 9 "x10 "x511/22 ", Plays Any 10 or 12 Inch Record Perfectly. $21.95 List. 

WARREN DISTRIBUTORS 
3145 Washington St.. Jamaica Plain 30. Mass. 
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El It 

See why Centralab's ceramic by -pass and cou- 
pling capacitors are your best buy for QUALITY! 

"HI -KAP" FEATURES DESCRIPTION ADVANTAGES 

1. Impervious to moisture Ceramic -X is non -hygroscopic. Moisture 
absorption is .007% or less. 

No deterioration, no shorting. Longer life 
even under the most adverse conditions. 

2. Low mass weight 
Av. Wt. Dimensions Values 

For unit size and weight, Centralab BC 
"Hi- Kaps ", made with Ceramic -X, are 
the only capacitors on the market which 
provide these voltage ratings. 

.0229 oz. D -.315" L- .540" 
.00005- 
.00025 mfd. 

3. Small size 
.044 oz. D '315» 

L -.830 .0005 mfd. 

.050 oz. D -.340" L- 1" 
.000750- 
.005 mfd. 

.082 oz. 
4. High capacity 

Rating: 600 WVDC 

D -.400" L- 1.305" - 1000 

.01 mfd. 

VDC flash test. 

5. Special insulation 
Wax impregnated,- lacquered, dipped in 
special phenolic resin, cured and wax 
impregnated. 

prevents any possibility of shorting to 
adjacent leads, chassis or components. 

6. Convenient side leads Heavy #22 gauge tinned copper. Permit rapid, close -coupled connections. 
No tricky bending or fitting required. 

7. Low power factor Initial -.6 %. After 100 hours, 95% 
humidity test - 3.0 %. 

More efficient circuit operation, fewer 
failures. 

8. High leakage resistance Initial - 5000 megohms. After humidity 
-500 megohms. Long life, more efficient performance. 

9. Maximum dependability One -piece construction. Leads soldered 
directly to electrodes. 

Will not short or become intermittent. 

10. Factory tested For your protection, all units 100% fac- 
tory tested before packaging and shipping. 

Your guarantee to your customers of re- 
liable service and performance. 

WSee why Centralab's ceramic by -pass and coupling 
capacitors are your best buy for PRICE! 

NEVER BEFORE has the dependability, permanence and convenience of ceramic 

by -pass and coupling capacitors been offered to Radio Service Dealers at a 

favorable price! As more and more manufacturers turn to BC "Hi -Kaps" for 

longer life and better set performance, Centralab now offers you this opportunity 

to give yourself and your service customers the newest and finest in capacitor 

components! Made with high dielectric constant Ceramic -X, BC "Hi -Kaps" are 

rated at 600 WVDC - 1000 V. flash tested. Values from .000050 to .010000 

mfd., list priced from $1.25 to $1.50 per envelope of five. 

Look for large counter displ_ry at your Centralab Distrib- 

utor. Write today for new free booklet, "Why Ceramic 

Capacitors ", containing complete history of origin and de- 

velopment of ceramic capacitors! 

December, 1947 1.5 
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NEW RIDER 800KS OPEN UP 
NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU! 

I 
""...__T 
' by John F. Rider B Seymour D. Uslon 

CHAPTER 
HEADS 

Fundamental 
Considerations 

Frequency 
Modulation 

Fulatslran+mitters 

' Transmitters 
nt¡ Today 

(Wide 
Bond) 

Band and Narrow Si nols 

The Transmission 
of F -M 9 

F -M Receiving Antennas I The WA Receiver 

Alignment 
of F -M Receivers 

Servicing of F -M Receivers 

Over 300 Fact -Pocked Pages 

ITWO EDITIONS: 8 
(Same but for covers) 

'Paper Cover Stock.. 

Hord Back Cloth.. 

IBM WHORI BUNN NM. 

$2.70 

T' FM 
TRANSMISSION 

AND RECEPTION 

A thorough explanation 
of 

oll mono. 

focturen' products-transmitting 
and 
roil. I 

receiving: 
regular broadcostmg. 

rood, P slice, and "ham' equipment. 

and narrow bond is 

Wide medium 

considering 
nar- 

row 

I 
considered. who can look to 

F.M 

servicemen, fs, 
For radio set 

"ham" 
a big P 

of their future pro d 

is con 
for the ndam who who is 

row band F M- -for the student 
the 

grooming himSelf 
for octiv'ty in 

electronic 
field, this new book explains 

both the theory and servicing of F -M 

receivers. 
Its text provides on equally 

valuable hand -book for engineers. -S S _ Moo 

BROADCAST OPERA TORS 
by HAROLD E. ENNES 

OUT IN HANDBOOK b a well known 
I book written yf others who 

JANUARY! bio ideasi station opero 
(sons in that branch 

see 

of 
VACUUM 

° hi h Dos' $3.30. 
k to attain 9 

a es- 
electronics. 

280 pages-$3.30. 9 

TUBE VOLTMETERS 

Explains the theory upon which the functioning 
of the different types of or voltmeters is based, 
and also the practical applications of these 

instruments. Includes a bibliography consisting 
of 145 international references. 180 Pages- 
111 Illustrations- $2.50. 

INSIDE THE VACUUM TUBE 

By John F. Rider. A new approach and tech 

nique that makes its message easy to under. 
stand. A solid, elementary concept of the 

theory and operation of the basic types of 
vacuum tubes based on the electro static field 
theory. The book, which covers diodes, triodes, 

tetrodes, and pentodes, presents a clear physical picture 
of exactly what is happening in a vacuum tube. 

A goldmine for the student; a must for servicemen, 
amateurs and engineers. 425 Pages -$4.50. 

SERVICING BY SIGNAL TRACING 
Explains approved system of diagnosing faults 
in radio receivers and all kinds of communica- 
tion systems. The method was introduced by 
the author of the book, lohn F. Rider. The system 
has won endorsement by individuals and as. 
sociations the world over as well as technical 

branches of our government. 360 Pages -188 Illustra 
tiens -$4.00. Spanish edition -$4.00. 

A -C CALCULATION CHARTS 
By R. LORENZEN. Students and engineers will find this 
book invaluable. Simplifies and speeds work involving 
AC calculations. Contains 146 charts. Covers AC calcu- 
lotions from 10 cycles to 1000 megacycles. -$7.53 

THE METER AT WORK 

How each type of meter works and how each 

is used in the field to best advantage. Covers 

whichever phase of the subject the reader is in- 

terested in. 152 Pages -138 Illustrations -$2.00. 
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Here is technical know -how that will enable you to benefit 
from the fast growing manpower needs of the electronic 
industries. Rider Radio Books have proved their practical value 
in servicing shops, "ham" shacks, engineering labs., public 
libraries, government and private schools and colleges. They 
are authoritative, and easily understood. Check the listing be- 
low. Order today - and begin to "Learn RIGHT with Rider," 

Joy out! TWO NEW 
RIDER 

PA INSTALLATION AND SERVICING Here is o book that provides the answers to characteristic problems 
power public address installations 

nsae 
not to do with microphones, rin short it tells what in sod' what how to servie ` aphones, amplifiers, loud speakers, connecting e such PA systems. onnecting cables -oho 
Considering the importance 

UNDERSTANDING 
VECTORS AND PHASE 

method ri conveying 
and wide use of vector presentations as met 

the latest technical information in the r 
a 

behooves the significance mthe technical This choof;she industry tpO11p,, 
onf¡alp, 

e belon 
appreciation tien every student and serviceman 

if he is to keep pace with'and understand advances Each Over 130 Pages 
in the radio art. 

99C WATCH FOR EARLY RELEASE OF ADDITIONAL RIDER 9 

RIDER 

9 1 

THE CATHODE -RAY TUBE AT WORK 

By JOHN F. RIDER. Presents a complete ex- I 

planation of the various types of cathode -ray (v 
tubes and what role each element within the 
device plays in making voltages and currents L. -- 
visible. The only book of its kind! 338 Pages., 
450 Illustrations- $4.00. 

RADAR 
The complications have been removed in this entertain- 
ing book explaining Radar. Non -technical, but authentic. 
80 pages, profusely illustrated, only $1.00. 

THE OSCILLATOR AT WORK 

Shows how various oscillator circuits function 
and methods to improve their performance. 
Also describes the r f and at oscillators used 
as signal sources. Covers laboratory lest 
methods, and other related tests. 256 Pages - 
167 Illustrations-$2.50. 

SERVICING RECEIVERS BY RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT 
Discusses series and parallel combinations of resistances 

and the distribution of currents and voltages, providing 
the basis underlying the circuit arrangements used in 

various types of radio receivers. 203 Pages -94 Illustra- 
tions -- $2.00. 

ALIGNING PHILCO RECEIVERS 

Complete and detailed information for aligning 
every Philco model from 1929 to 1941. 

VOL. I -1929 to 1936 -176 Pages $2.00 
VOL. II -1937 to 1941 -200 Pages $2.00 

UNDERSTANDING MICROWAVES 
By VICTOR J YOUNG Foundation for understanding 
microwave radio and radar Explained simply. Design 

and Operation of waveguides, magnetrons, klystrons, 
antennas, etc Section I covers theory; Section II, terms, 
ideas, and theorems. 385 Pages Liberally Illustrated. $6.00. 

(each) $1.25 

AN HOUR A DAY WITH RIDER SERIES -96 PAGES 
of Ohm's .25 

D.C. circuits are employed in radio receivers. 
VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION IN RADIO RECEIVERS -The applications 

ALTERNA interpreted in terms Af how n with the 

"ALTERNATING-CURRENTS 
IN RADIO sRECEeVé RECEIVERS"-This 

Ba'sirbfacts. 

famitiarixes you 

different forms of alternating curt 
t e of the subject in .elation to all com- 

RESONANCE AND 
systems, 

andN ttL 

eN clai y of this text, have sold over 60,000 of this title. 

of how aye is 

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL -An easy to understand explanation 

utilized in radio receivers. 

CHECK 
THE BOOKS 
YOU NEED 
AND GET 

THEM 
TODAY! 

LEARN RIGHT WITH RIDER! 
FOR 17 YEARS PUBLISHERS EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE RADIO AND ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 

AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL SYSTEMS 
"hits . Basic operation of discriminator and Automatic 

loft. Frequency control circuits is detailed in first part 
1 of book. Descriptions of systems used in com- 

mercial receivers are fully described in second 
part. 144 Pages -102 Illustrations -$1.75. 

I JOHN F. RIDER 

PUBLISHER, Inc. 
I 404 FOURTH AVENUE, 
I NEW 

. 

YORK 16, N. Y. 111 

(Dept. R) 1 
Export Agent: Rocke International 1 ' Corp., 13 E. 40th Street, N. Y. C. 
Cable ARAB 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 
Publishers of 1 

RIDER 

----------I 
1 
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"the Old Order Changeth, 

Yielding Place to New" 

. e and this new component 

CAN MEAN 

NEW BUSINESS FOR YOU 

FFK 

An IT&T Associate 

Lots of water has gone over the dam" since 
the early radio fan tickled a crystal with a 
"cat's whisker." And every major advance in 
radio design has meant more and better busi- 
ness for the radio industry-from manufac- 
ture to servicing. 

So it is with Federal's new Miniature Selenium 
Rectifier, which replaces the rectifier tube in 
AC -DC radio receivers. Already more and 

more radio manufacturers are including it as 
original equipment - and more and more 
progressive service men are getting new busi- 
ness by installing it to modernize the sets they 
service. Here's what it can do for you: 

INCREASE YOUR BUSINESS 

ASSURE SATISFIED CUSTOMERS 

REDUCE YOUR INVENTORY 

Federal's profit- making Miniature Selenium Rectifier can be obtained from major 

jobbers all over the country- complete with detailed instructions for installation. 

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporal/ott 

KEEPING FEDERAL YEARS ANEAD... is IT&T's world -wide 
research and engineering organization, of which the Federal 
Telecommunication Laboratories, Nutley, N. J., is a unit. 

December, 1947 

SELENIUM and 1NTELIN DIVISION, 1000 Passaic Ave., East Newark, New Jersey 

In Canada: -Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q. 

Export Distributors:- International Standard Electric Corp. 67 Broad St., N.Y. 
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Here are a few samples of 
our wide diversification 

BC -3M RECEIVER 

Used but in perfect condition. Two stages 
RF, separate local and beat oscillators. 
For 12 -volt DC operation but easily con- 
verted to 110 -volt AC. Frequency range 
150.1500 KC, continuous in 6 bands. 
This unit is ideal as an airport or marine 
low frequency receiver, also a very ex- 
cellent BC receiver. Complete with tubes, 
specially priced at $29.50 

MOTOR GENERATOR 
DC to AC motor generator, manufactured 
by Allis Chalmers for the Navy. Rated 
1250 VA output at 80% power factor. 
Input: 115 V., 14 amps DC. Output: 120 
V., 10.4 amps AC. This unit is very con. 
servatively rated and will easily supply 
2 KW in constant duty without overheat- 
ing. It has built -in voltage and frequency 
control to maintain constant 60 -cycle out- 
put. Centrifugal governor. These units are 
brand new and built to Navy's usual high 
standards and shipboard water -resistant 
specs. 

Harvey Special $12$ 

ELECTRONIC SWITCH 
GE Type YE -9 ... designed for special 
studies of waveform, phase frequency re- 
lationship, etc. Will show for simultane- 
ous comparison, on screen of single CRO, 
two or more independent signals. Requires 
no adjustment or calibration when in use. 

$59.50 
STAND MIKE 

Single button carbon mike in telephone 
type stand, with tillable head, press -to- 
talk switch, 6 ft. of 3 -wire table and 

PL -68 plug $4.95 
UTC S -38 Choke. Brand new in original 
carton. Rated 5/25 henries, 550 mils, 60 
ohms DC res $6.95 
Cornell -Dubilier TJ -20040 oil -filled capa- 
citor. Rated 4 mfd at 2000 V DC working 

$3.75 

Telephone: LOngacre 3-1800 

103 West 43rd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

I8 

* Presenting latest information on the Radio Industry. 

By FRED HAMLIN 
Washington Editor, RADIO NEWS 

THE HARD -WON prosperity that 
came to the radio industry this year 
promises to continue over into 1948, 
best authorities in the field seem 
agreed. With all returns not yet in, 
'47 will undoubtedly turn out to be 
the greatest year in the industry's his- 
tory. The coming year, while fraught 
with dangers and discouragements, 
should also hang up a number of new 
records. 

CHIEF AUTHORITY for these 
statements is one of the best -informed 
men in radio, Bond Geddes, executive 
vice -president of the Radio Manufac- 
turers Association, who is not only one 
to speak with caution, but who also 
always speaks on the basis of the vast 
store of statistics at RMA's command. 
As for this year, says Mr. Geddes, it's 
bound to hit history- making highs. 
"Despite the aches and pains always 
prevalent to a degree in our industry," 
he said recently, "present indications 
are that all previous production rec- 
ords will be broken. As the final quar- 
ter of the year customarily brings 60 
per -cent of our annual sales, we can 
confidently look forward to a new all - 
time record in 1947 of about 15 million 
sets and a probable total dollar vol- 
ume of close to three quarters of a 
billion." 

BREAKING DOWN the production 
figures, Mr. Geddes has uncovered 
some interesting sidelights on radio 
trends during the current year. Be- 
lieve it or not, on one type of receiver, 
production fell off almost to the van- 
ishing point. This was in the manu- 
facture of straight consoles, without 
phonograph apparatus, which have 
almost vanished from production and 
the market. Present production ra- 
tios are only eight- tenths of 1 per -cent 
in number and 5 per -cent in dollar 
volume, as contrasted with matching 
ratios in 1941 of 5.16 per -cent and 
10.77 per -cent. 

OFFSETTING THIS, the percentage 
of radio -phonograph combination re- 
ceivers is about double the 1941 ratio, 
Mr. Geddes estimates. This includes 
both table and console types. Produc- 
tion ratios to total sets produced of ta- 
ble combination sets is running about 
8.7 per -cent. Console combinations are 
up to about 10.2 per -cent of total vol- 
ume. Table sets were only 4.61 per- 

cent. in 1941, console combinations only 
5.08. The present dollar value ratio 
of table combination sets is 12.5 per- 
cent, compared to 5.51 in 1941. Con- 
sole dollar value is 28 per -cent. In 
1941 it was only 20.75. In production 
of straight table models, without 
phonographs, the present unit per- 
centage is still high at 53.5 per -cent 
of the total volume. Auto radios are 
now running about 14.5 per -cent, port- 
ables 12.2 per -cent. Indications at last 
count were that receiving tube pro- 
duction would run as high as the last 
year peak of 205 million. Mebbe 
higher. 

LOOKING TO 1948, Mr. Geddes 
sees the usual quota of "aches and 
pains" -and another banner year. The 
"temporary indigestion due to over- 
production of table models," which 
was a headache during part of 1947, 
has now practically disappeared. Pro- 
duction has become more balanced 
and many of the troubles owing to 
obtaining wood for cabinets are gone. 
FM should make giant strides for- 
ward, since "1947 was only the start- 
ing point of FM." But Mr. Geddes 
adds a word of caution: "In my opin- 
ion, AM receivers will continue for 
many years to be the bread and butter 
of the industry, with FM and televi- 
sion sales as dessert." As for televi- 
sion, total sales for receivers in 1947 
will reach some 100,000 and "with in- 
creasing commercial sponsorship by 
local as well as prominent national 
interests, television should be raised 
to new heights in 1948." The RMA 
spokesman is not pessimistic about 
the fact that less than one -tenth of 
1 per -cent of American radio homes 
now have television receivers, 15 to 
20 per -cent of current sales going to 
public places. He believes that these 
sales to group- consumer spots will re- 
sult in stimulated home consumer de- 
mand. 

BUT 1948 isn't going to be a bed of 
roses, and competition is going to be 
tough. In contrast with the industry 
prior to the war, when it was com- 
paratively stable, now it is still chang- 
ing over from the war years and is 
over -crowded. "For instance," Mr. 
Geddes reports, "in 1941 there were 55 
receiver manufacturers. On the rolls 
today, both active and passive, there 
are 155, although many of these who 
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E. B. De Vry, President 

DeForest's Training, Inc. 

Profit Through Training in 

RADIO - ELECTRONICS) 
Prepare at HOME or in our CHICAGO LAB- 

ORATORY to get REAL MONEY, a BETTER 

JOB, or a BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN . . . 

Our business is helping men ... and young men ... get into 
a well -paying future in the highly profitable fields of RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS. During the past sixteen years we have `` 
trained many men who desired better jobs or businesses of 
their own. We can effectively provide you with this same 
opportunity either in our new, modern Chicago laboratories 
or in the privacy of your own home. 

If you choose to come to Chicago, we shall find comfortable 
living quarters for you. If you train at home, we shall send 
you modern, practical equipment. In either of these two 
methods, you will have the supervision of some of the finest 
instructors in the country. Fill in coupon below and we shall 
send you, absolutely FREE, full information about our pro- 
gram of building men for better opportunities in RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS. DeForest's Training, Inc. also includes in- 
struction in FM Radio, Television and Industrial Electronics. 

If you prefer to remain at home, you receive eight (8) big 
kits of radio parts and assemblies from which you can work 
out dozens of fascinating radio circuits to gain practical ex- 
perience in your own home. In addition, you receive a 16 mm. 
motion picture projector and 12 information -packed reels of 
film which help you learn faster ... easier. You also get mod- 
em looseleaf lessons with handy fold -out diagrams. 

VETERAN 
Both our (1) Chicago Laboratory and 
(2) Home Study training are accepted 
under the "G. I. Law." If you qualify, the 
Government will pay cost of either training you select. 

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 
When you complete your training our effective Employment 
Service helps you get started toward a real future. Mail cou- 
pon below today ... do not delay. 

MAIL THIS OPPORTUNITY COUPON NOW! 

DEFOREST'S 
TRAINING, INC. 

Affiliated with the De Vry Corporation 

CHICAGO ILLINOIS 
December, 1947 

g 
Mr. E. B. De Vry, President 
DeForest's Training, Inc. 
2533 N. Ashland Ave., Dept. RN -D12 
Chicago 14, Illinois 

.tltltltl 

DOME III III MOM MEE mmmm 

Please show me how I may get started toward a good job or a busi- 

ness of my own in Radio -Electronics. 

Nome Age 

Address Apt 

City Zone State 

If under 16, check here 
for special information. 0 If a discharged Veteran of World War II 

check here. 
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Whatever the variety of trans- 

formers you need -whatever 

the number, small or large -you 

make sure of the same distin- 

guishing characteristic: Merit 

Qualify. 

EXPORT DEPARTMENTS 

1607 Howard Street. CHICAGO 26. U. S. A. 

Cable Address: MERIT 
MERIT COIL AND TRASF NSFORM ER 

CORP. 

20 

4427 North Clark St. 
TELEPHONE 

Long Beach 6311 CHICAGO 40, ILL. 

SPOT RADIO NEWS 
received OPA price permits and pat- ent licenses never made a set. The 
ranks, of manufacturers, however, in- 
clude many newcomers, a few of whom 
are climbing up the ladder." It fol- 
lows that '48 will "unquestionably be 
a period of extreme competition, in 
the American fashion" and "already 
there are indications of some casual- 
ties ahead." But despite this, Mr. 
Geddes is, on the whole, very optimis- 
tic. Summing up : "Prospects for 1948 
can be regarded as sure to receive the 
impetus of a continued high level of 
general business activity, with high 
national and individual income, and 
with the assurance of wide and new 
markets through FM, television, and 
other electronic appliances." 

AS WAS PREDICTED here last 
month, a new treaty regulating world 
radio operations, was signed at the At- lantic City convention in due order 
by the 78 nations concerned. And to 
give you an idea of how tough the 
summer -long job was, the final set of regulations, each of which had to be 
debated almost a word at a time dur- 
ing the meetings, filled 391 pages of 
fine print. It covered all phases of international radio communications, 
including operating practices, techni- 
cal standards, and safety and distress 
signals. As an example of the work that went into this masterpiece of world amity, consider the toil of only 
one of its committees, concerned with 
frequency allocation. The group held 
no less than eight meetings beginning 
May 15 and continuing through the 
summer. They came up with agree- 
ments that were approved without 
change by the entire assembly of dip- 
lomats. And not once during their 
eighty sessions did any of them use 
invectives or throw a punch. 

THE SPIRIT OF THE SESSION 
was made official toward the end by 
Leon C. Boussard, editor of "The Morning Electron," mimeographed 
newspaper for delegates at Atlantic 
City, and outstanding in its crusade 
to keep goodwill alive during the 
meetings. "I have been sitting here 
for five solid months," declared Mr. 
Boussard, "and it is a great experi- 
ence to acknowledge the common 
sense and goodwill of the specialists 
and experts who here assembled. 
They have proved themselves real 
peacemongers. Never in the whole 
field of telecommunications have so 
many owed so much to so few. It was 
obvious -at least in Atlantic City - 
that there is always a solution or a 
compromise proposal at hand to solve 
the most difficult problems." Mr. Bous- 
sard recommended that "when the 
delegates are scattered and estranged 
all over this distraught world, they be 
requested to give five minutes thought 
every week to the pleasant memory of 
the time when they used to collabo- 
rate with other human beings who 
were separated by nationality, creed, 

(Continued on page 186) 
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ON THE WAY -a superior line of test equipment 
that puts time -consuming service jobs on a profitable, 
production -line basis ... that anticipates all FM and 
television needs. Matched styling of all instruments 
permits attractive, convenient grouping. Watch for 
announcements of the other units in this new line. 

ACA's NEW FM SWEEP GENERATOR 
... third unit of a 

revolutionary new line 

Provides every signal you need 
for fast, accurate FM alignment 

THE WR- 53Aremoves the last element 
of doubt from FM receiver alignment 

. . . regardless of band -width require- 
ments. You bring the recognized advan- 
tages of the sweep method of alignment 
to every FM job- speed, accuracy, and 
reliability that add up to a perfect job 
every time, in less time. 

Its packed with features to make your 
work easier. Here's a quick check list: 

i -f center frequency, 8.3 to 10.7 me 
... adjustable i -f sweep width ... internal 
and external frequency modulation . . . 

r -f range continuously variable from 85 
to 110 me ... provides AM or c -w signals 
... includes step and fine attenuators .. . 

a scope phase control permits centering 
of sweep patterns. 

TEST AND MEASURING EQUIPMENT 

With the i -f sweep section, you can align 
i -f stages by the variable -frequency or 
visual method. When used with an oscil- 
loscope or VoltOhmyst, you can quickly 
adjust an FM discriminator circuit by 
either the visual or single- frequency 
method. Alignment of r -f, local- oscillator, 
ratio -detector, and mixer circuits all be- 
come simple, routine jobs. 

Here's an instrument that's comparable 
in performance yet half the price of simi- 
lar laboratory -type equipment. It's a 

"natural" for the receiver manufacturer's 
laboratory as well as the radio service 
shop. 

A new bulletin is yours for the asking. 
Keep in touch with your RCA Test Equip- 
ment Distributor. 

RADIO CORPORATION of A MERI CA 
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT CAMDEN. N.J. 

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal 
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COMPARE Before You Buy Your Service Data 

The speed with which you can complete radio 

repairs usually depends on the quality of your 

technical information service. That's why you 

owe it to yourself to choose the best. But don't 

guess. Don't take anyone's word for it. Be your 

own judge and jury. 
Ask yourself: "Does the technical information 

service I use provide these features: 

1. Is it complete -does it give me all the data 

I need to do the job? 

2. Is the information concise, or is it padded 

with useless sales talk that makes needed 

data harder to find? 

3. Is the data uniform -the same for all makes 

and models -or do I have to "dope out" 

a different layout for each model? 

4. Does the data service give me accurate re- 

placement listings -or do I have to g 
e s- 

what I should order from my parts 

tributor's stock ?" 

Don't guess about these important points. Corn - 

pare PHOTOFACT Folders with any other serv- 

ice -point by point, set by set. Check specific 

models. See what PHOTOFACTS offer you - 
from complete disassembly instructions to ex- 

clusive Standard Notation schematics; from com- 

pletely detailed drawings to exclusive exploded 

views. Then see what you find in others. 

Be critical. Analyze carefully. Judge for your- 

self. Then you will know that only PHOTOFACT 

Folders will meet your actual needs. 

Don't Miss PHOTOFACT Sets Nos. 23 -28 
with exclusive "Standard Notation" Schematics it 

Howard W. Sams 1947 Automatic Record Changer Manual 
Nothing like it! COVERS MORE THAN 40 DIFFERENT POST- 
WAR MODELS. Absolutely accurate, complete, authoritative -based 
.on actual study of the equipment. Shows exclusive "exploded" views, 
photos from all angles. Gives full change cycle data, information on 
adjustments, service hints and kinks, complete parts lists. Shows you 
how to overcome any kind of changer trouble. PLUS -for the first 
time -complete, accurate data on leading WIRE, RIB$ON, TAPE, 
and PAPER DISC RECORDERS! 400 pages; hard $// C 
cover; opens fiat. Don't be without this manual. ONLY 'Fe9J 

Howard W. Sams Dial Cord Stringing Guide 
There's only one right way to string a dial cord. And there's only one 
book that shows you how. It's the Howard W. Sams DIAL CORD 
STRINGING GUIDE. Here, for the first time, in one handy pocket - 
sized book, are all available dial cord diagrams and data covering 
1938 through 1946 receivers. Licks the knottiest dial cord problem 
in a matter of minutes. This low -cost book is a "must" for servicing. 
You'll want one for your tool kit and one for your shop 7C 
bench. Order today. ONLY J 

FREE! New PHOTOFACT Cumulative Index 

New Cumulative Index to first 25 Sets of PHOTOFACT 

Folders now available! Your guide to more than 2200 

receiver models and chassis (1946 and 1947 models). 

Ask your parts jobber for FREE copy, or write us direct. 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 
INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 

Export -Ad. Auriensa -89 Broad St., New York 4, N. Y -U S. of A1710roco 
Canada-A. C. Simmonds & Sons, 301 King St. , East - Toronto, Ontario 

PHOTOFACT SERVICE 
"The Service that pays for itself over and over again" 

22 

ina 

PHOTOFACT Sets now feature the exclusive 
new uniform "Standard Notation" schematics - 
the greatest service data development in 20 years! 
Every diagram is drawn to the same basic set of 
clear, uniform, easy -to- understand standards. 
Here's what the new "Standard Notation" Sche- 
matics mean to you: Makes circuit analysis 
simpler, quicker, fool -proof, more accurate! No 
more time wasted puzzling over odd -looking dia- 
grams! No more trouble with varying symbols 
and confusing styles! Just ONE CLEAR 
STANDARDIZED STYLE FOR ALL CIR- 
CUITS -SAVES YOU TIME -HELPS YOU 
EARN MORE. Subscribe to PHOTOFACT at 
your parts jobber now. At only $1.50 per Set, it's 
the easy pay -as- you -earn way to build the 
world's finest service data library. 

BOOST YOUR EARNING POWER! 

Mail This Order Form to Your Parts Jobber Today or send directly to HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., 
INC., 2924 E. Washington St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 
My (check) (money order) for $ enclosed. 

Send PHOTOFACT Sets n No. 23. No. 24. 
No. 25. No. 26. No. 27. No. 28 (at 
$1.50 per Set). 

Send ... SAMS' 1947 AUTOMATIC RECORD 
CHANGER MANUAL(S) at $4.95 each. 
Send SAMS' DIAL CORD STRINGING 
GUIDE(S) at $0.75 per copy. 
Send PHOTOFACT Volume 1 (including Sets 
Nos. 1 through 10) in Deluxe Binder, $18.39. 
Send PHOTOFACT Volume 2 (including Sets 
Nos. 11 through 20) in Deluxe Binder, $18.39. 
Send FREE PHOTOFACT Cumulative Index. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

It.111111 1E11'1 
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RADIO MAINTENANCE 
Subscribers 

AVERAGE 

$ income 

per year 

Successful Radio Service Technicians read RADIO 
MAINTENANCE regularly. It is the magazine of 
ideas and information for profitable service shops. 
It helps maintain secure, high quality operation. 
Where you find RADIO MAINTENANCE, you'll find 
successful servicing! 
Each month RADIO MAINTENANCE brings you the latest 
developments in television, radio and electronics by top 
experts in the field. Each article, each department is 
carefully edited and presented to help you in your 
daily work. All these articles are invaluable as refer- 
ence material; and all the articles together will form a 
complete reference library on everything in the Radio 
Servicing business. In the coming year, RADIO MAIN- 
TENANCE will bring you a complete series on each of the 
following: AM -FM- Television- Signal Tracing and 
all Test Equipment -Low Cost Business Promotion 
Methods -Sales Techniques for Servicemen -How to 
Make Huge Profits in the Sound Installation Business. 
Each article in a series will be a compact unit in itself 
-combined with the others of its series, they form a 
complete education -a complete service library - to 
bring you prestige, profit and security in your own 
Radio Service establishment. 

EVERYTHING IN TELEVISION, RADIO AND ELECTRONICS 

FOR THE RADIO SERVICE- TECHNICIAN 

DECEMBER 1947 35 CENTS 

BOLAND 8. BOYCE INC., PUBLISHERS 

AM SERIES 
There are still 70,000,000 AM sets to service 

Our principal source of income is servicing AM. The 
more sets we can get to service, the faster we can service 
each set, the more money we can make each week. 
RADIO MAINTENANCE rapid, trouble -free servicing tech- 
niques will enable you to triple your income. You will 
have more time to promote and build your business- 
for greater profit and security -present and future. 
Currently scheduled are 36 articles including sugges- 
tions for service shop design -portable racks for rapid 
movement of receivers without damage -ten -minute 
trouble location through simplified, modern signal 
tracing, circuit analysis and many other features. These 
RADIO MAINTENANCE articles will present a complete 
educational library on high profit AM radio service 
techniques. 

SOUND EQUIPMENT SERIES 

Are you prepared to get your share of the huge profits 
in Sound? Sound installation brings thousands of dol- 
lars every year to the service technicians with the 
knowledge of how to handle sound. In every com- 

munity, more and better PA systems are increasing in 
number, and you can get contracts immediately to 
equip auditoriums, dance -halls, restaurants, factories, 
and many other establishments. RADIO MAINTENANCE 

in the new, forthcoming series on sound will tell you 
how to sell PA, plan the installation, and pick the right 
equipment for the job. It will cover actual installation 
of all types of PA components, how to instruct the 
owners in operation and finally how to derive addi- 
tional income from PA maintenance. 

Every issue of RADIO MAINTENANCE contains the information you want. . . . 

Every day is RADIO MAINTENANCE day in your shop. . . . Send in the coupon today - 
your first issue will be mailed to you immediately! 

RADIO MAINTENANCE MAGAZINE 
460 Bloomfield Ave. 
Montclair 3, N. J. 

Please send me RADIO MAINTENANCE 
for 

1 year at S3.00 

2 years at 55.00 

EL Check enclosed Bill nie later 

December, 19 17 

Name 

Address 
City and State 
*Occupation 
Title (Service Mgr., etc.) 

Employed by 
a Business or professional classifications are required to serve you better. Each subscriber will profit 

by writing one of the following classifications in space indicated. 

INDEPENDENT SERVICEMAN SERVICE MANAGER DISTRIBUTOR 

DEALER SERVICEMAN DEALER JOBBER 
State your trade or occupation if not listed 

2:1 
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rown Devil 

ESISTORS 

Wire-Woun 
Vitreous -Enam 

T 

Now you can get an Ohmite wire- wound, vitreous- enameled 
resistor ... of proved reliability ... in the new compact 
5 -watt size. This new resistor has the same rugged construc- 
tion ... the same unfailing dependability ... as the well 
known line of 10 and 20 -watt Brown Devil resistors. 
Stocked in a wide range of resistance values from 1 to 
10,000 ohms, with a tolerance of -!- 10 %. 

The new 5 -watt Brown Devil can be easily mounted 
by its 1%' copper wire leads. Its small size -A" x 1' 
-and rugged all- welded construction make it ideal for 
general industrial uses and for original and replacement 
purposes in radio and electronic equipment. 

Investigate this new line of Ohmite resistors. 

Write for Catalog 19 
Contains information on 

Ohmite stock items 

J 
ore 

items . 

TYPE 
2 

POTENT /OMEER n 
A new, 
olded conv140 1y hiblt 

quality 

safety factor. good 
soldont 

ythr 
-! azite Distributor 

S% LITTLE s 
OMPOSITI DEVIL 

11a::e:fltt es 
thi i_1 , tolerance. erance 

unit -with Position 

C 

The j ON 
RESISTORS 

Ïl1 
lÌl 

y thr Ohntite 
Drstributo 

;N::N INDICATOR r 
compact, 

low- cos t unit used with a 6-voit battery 
me 0-1 &Wha- 

ñotely the 

hear antenna. 

PLATE CHOK SENCY 

single-layer 
wound, 

h . 

f equeac chokes. 
Silt new to 520 title. 600 ma, four 

1000 
ma 

.1118-7.,*- , 
OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

4885 Flournoy St., Chicago 44, III. 

HAUTE 
RHEOSTATS RESISTORS TAP SWITCHES CHOKES ATTENUATORS 
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WE BRING NATIONAL SCHOOLS 

TO YOU FOR HOME TRAINING IN 

01)%0 
TELEVISION 

& ELECTRONICS 
Partial View of the 
Facilities that Stand 
Behind Your National 
Schools Home Training 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS SHOP METHOD HOME 

TRAINING WILL START YOU RIGHT 

TELEVISION STUDIO 

AT NATIONAL 

For Over 42 One of Years 
Leading 

Trade 

We will train you today to get started tomorrow in one of the thou- 
sands of opportunities opening in the field of Radio, Television and 
Electronics. The Home Radio Service Field continues to grow. Tele- 
vision is here . . . Television Broadcasting facilities are being rapidly 
expanded. Television sales, service, installation and maintenance re- 
quirements are more and more important from day to day. Electronics 
is an important factor in many applications for utility, safety, accuracy 
and convenience. Airlines are finding new uses for Radio bringing new 
benefits to air transportation. Ships at sea are employing Radar to- 
gether with other conventional Radio apparatus for ship -to -shore com- 
munications and safety. Frequency Modulation is modernizing Radio 
Broadcasting, offering static -and -interference -free reception in the 
home. The list of Radio applications is almost endless, and every one 
represents increasing opportunities in our modern world for the RADIO, 
TELEVISION AND ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN WITH A SOLID 
TECHNICAL BACKGROUND. 

YOU CAN BE A NATIONAL SCHOOLS MAN 

It is not a question of opportunity but rather how to take advantage 
of existing opportunity. Only proper training can make these oppor- 
tunities a reality. National Schools of Los Angeles, one of the oldest 
and largest technical trade schools in the United States, offers you 
Shop Method Home Training, a proved method that builds qualified 
technicians. Here is Home Training that BRINGS RESULTS. 

Behind all training from National Schools stands a permanent fac- 
ulty of experienced instructors and engineers. These men are daily 
teaching resident students right in our own Shops and Laboratories. 
From first hand experience with students here at school, our instructors 
understand the needs and ambitions of men like you. All of our instruc- 
tors, both Home Study and Resident, have ideal facilities to make 
your training practical, up -to- the -minute, interesting. It takes years of 
experience to know how to train men, especially in the practical tech- 
nical trades. Established almost 50 years ago, National Schools has a 
rich background of experience to help you to take full advantage of the 
opportunities in the Radio, Television and Electronics Industry. 

VETERANS 
During the war. National 
trained enlisted men un- 
der contract with the War 

Department. Both the Armed Forces 
Institute and Marine Corps Institute 
used our lesson texts on a wide scale. 
Now, we are training veterans, both 
resident and home study, through the 
Veterans Administration. If you are a 
veteran of World War II -and qualified 
for training under the G.I. Bill of 
Rights, check the coupon for special 
information. 

December, 1947 

Begin Training at Home 

Later Come to Our Shops and 

Laboratories in Los Angeles 

-If You Prefer 

National's Master Shop Method Home 
Training in Radio, Electronics and Tele- 
vision is COMPLETE in itself. No other 
training is necessary; but, some men do 
prefer to take a short experience course 
here in our resident shops and labora- 
tories, at the end of their Home Study 
training. They find it helpful to spend a 
short period of time in our modern 
Broadcasting Station, or our New Tele- 
vision Laboratories and Studios, or our 
Extensive Radio Servicing Shops -as 
well as other departments covering 
every specialized phase of the Radio 
Industry. 

You are welcome to take advantage 
of this additional instruction if you 
wish. If you are interested, check the 
coupon below. Full details will be sent 
you by return mail. National Schools' 
OUTSTANDING FACILITIES 
MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO OFFER 
THE FINEST POSSIBLE TECH- 
NICAL TRADE TRAINING IN 
RADIO, TELEVISION AND ELEC- 
TRONICS. 

G. I. APPROVED 

You Get All This Radio 

Experimental Equipment to 

Use and Keep at Home! 

LEARN BY DOING is the basic ` 
principle of National's Shop Method 
Home Training. We send you stand- 
ard Radio parts for an interesting 
series of experiments which demon- 
strate the fundamentals of Radio. 
Television and Electronics. The very 
essence of this training is EXPERI- 
ENCE -you get actual experience by 
building many different types of cir- 
cuits. You build a fine, long distance 
MODERN SUPERHETERODYNE 
RECEIVER signal generator, low - 
power Radio transmitter, audio oscil- 
lator, etc. This practical work de- 
velops your knowledge of Radio step 
by step, makes you a practical Radio 
Technician. 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS 
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA EST.1905 11141!10,w 41(11 

MAIL OPPORTUNITY COUPON FOR QUICK ACTION 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS, Dept. 12-RN 

4000 South Figueroa Street, Los Angeles 37. California 

Mail me FREE the two hooks mentioned In your ad, including a sample lesson 
of your 

plan which you der o, stats 
no salesman will call on me. I have checked 

below 

NAME 
AGE 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 
(Include your sons number) 

O 1 am Interested In home study only. 
l7 

Send int Snap 
information Combined Homo-Study and Modern 

p veteran of World War II. 
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A telephone listens to a loud speaker in the new "free field" acoustic test room at Bell Telephone Laboratories. 
The sound -transparent "floor" is built of steel cables. 

Test -tube for Sound 

This giant "test- tube" is actually an 
echoless sound room at Bell Telephone 
Laboratories. Here engineers seek new 
facts about sound which will help them 
make telephone service still better and 
more dependable. 

Bell scientists know a great deal 
about what happens to sound in elec- 
trical systems. This new room will give 
them a powerful tool to find out more 
about what happens to sound in the air. 

In an ordinary living room, most of 
the sound addressed to you comes by 
way of reflections. At 10 feet less than 
10% reaches you directly. 
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Sound that bounces at you from 
walls, ceilings, furniture, and your body 
is all right for hearing -but it poses 
questions for scientists who would study 
it uncontaminated by reflections. 

The Bell Laboratories "test- tube" 
gives telephone people the chance to 
produce pure sound and analyze it re- 
liably with respect to intensity, pitch, 
and direction. The entire room is lined 
with glass wool, contained in wire -mesh 
cases, wedge- shaped to give maximum 
absorbing area. Sound bounces along 
the sloping surfaces, sifts into the soft 
glass wool, and is gradually stifled. 

This is one more example of Bell 
Laboratories' constant work to learn 
more about everything which can ex- 
tend and improve telephone service. 

BELL TELEPHONE 
LABORATORIES 

Exploring and inventing, devising and 

perfecting for continued improvements 

and economies in telephone service. 
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PHILCO LEADS IN 

BATTERY - POWERED RADIOS 

PHILCO 
P DPI ABLE 

BATTERY 

... and gives you your biggest battery 
replacement market! Sell the easy way with 

PHILCO 
PORTABLE 
BATTERY PFIItICO 

p6'.:.. 

SEll 
P ORT ABLE OW N ERS 

Philco provides 
makes 

batteries for all makes of port- 

able radios -plus sales -building 

promotional 
plans to bring this 

profitable business to your store. 

SELL ERS 

RADIO ARM O 
OWN 

onsis 

you carry on 

Philco nd promotions 
of 

tent year lacements for 
all 'wakes 

ans 

battfarmeP 
radios. 

Useshhese 
ra 

our sal and profits. 
of 

to increase y 

December. 1947 

GENUINE 

PHILCO 
BATTERIES 
Yes, owners of Philco . Portables and Farm 
sets in your area, are the backbone of the 
radio battery replacement business. Sell 

them the batteries they know -the batteries 
that are engineered for their radios -genu- 
ine Philco Batteries. Don't work harder 
selling substitutes when you can sell the 
real thing. Feature Philco Dry Batteries - 
preferred by Philco owners - accepted 
by all for dependable quality and long life. 

USE PHILCO 

Local Promotions 
TO INCREASE YOUR BATTERY SALES 

Famous Philco "Share- the -Cost" coopera- 
tive advertising plans are now available 
to help you get more of the profitable 
dry battery business of your community. 
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f FOR FASTER SOLDERING 

2 NEW WELLER 

SOLDERING GUNS 

with 

/ 

LONGER REACH-Gels 
; ihiough wiring 

FLEXITIPLoop tip easy 

to form 

SOL DE RLIJE.- Spotlights 

the work 

5 SECOND HEATING- - 
Saves time and power 

DUAL HEAT--35% reserve 

heat for chassis soldering 

S107 Single heat 

D207 Oval heat 

loo wets 
110 volts 
60 cycles 

The new Weller Soldering Guns with 
Solderlite plus the fast 5 second heating 
help make service work more profitable 
for radio, television and appliance serv- 
ice men, electrical maintenance men, 
electric motor rewinding and repair 
shops automotive electrical service. 
A useful and time- saving tool for labora- 
tory workers, experimenters, hobbyists, 
telephone installation and maintenance 
men. S107 100 watts single heat, D207 
100/135 watts dual heat. 
See your radio parts distributor or 
write for bulletin direct. 

WELLER 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

810 Packer St., Easton, Pa. 
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 560 King St., 

N. W., Toronto, Ont. 
Export Dept.: 25 Warren St., New York 7, N. Y. 

l!i 

F. M. SLOAN has been appointed man- 
ager of the Westinghouse Home Radio 
Division at Sunbury, Pa., succeeding 
Harold B. Donley who has resigned. 

Mr. Sloan, formerly assistant gen- 
eral manager of Westinghouse Radio 
Stations, Inc., has been associated with 
Westinghouse radio activities for more 
than 15 years in technical and admin- 
istrative positions. In addition to lay- 
ing the ground work for the nation- 
wide service organization of the Divi- 
sion which he now manages, Mr. Sloan 
served during the latter part of the 
war as manager of the Field Engineer- 
ing Service Department for the Indus- 
trial Electronics Division at Baltimore. 

s s * 

THOMAS E. STEWART. JR.. is the new 
chief of the Applied Electronics 
Branch of the U.S. 
Army Engineer Re- 
search and Develop- 
ment Laboratories 
at Fort Belvoir, Va. 

He succeeds Ma- 
jor E. G. Radcliff, 
who has been as- 
signed to Purdue 
University to obtain 
his Master's degree in electrical en- 
gineering. 

Mr. Stewart, who has been employed 
by the Army since 1942, was recently 
presented the Exceptional Civilian 
Service Award for his development of 
metallic, non -metallic, and underwater 
mine detectors, a radio explosives de- 
tonator, and a barrage balloon flight 
analyzer. 

Prior to his association with the 
Army, Mr. Stewart was employed by 
the Sylvania Industrial Corporation of 
Fredericksburg, Va. He is an associate 
member of the IRE and a graduate of 
Pratt Institute. 

* s 

RODOLFO M. SORIA has joined the 
American Phenolic Corporation of 
Chicago as Project Engineer in charge 
of special development work on an- 
tennas and radio frequency transmis- 
sion lines. 

Mr. Soria obtained his Bachelor and 
Master degrees in communication en- 
gineering from .the Massachusetts In- 
stitute of Technology. He was formerly 
an instructor in electrical engineering 
at the Illinois Institute of Technology 
where he received his doctorate in 
June of this year. 

* * * 

HAYDON MANUFACTURING COMPANY. 
producers of timing motors and appa- 
ratus, have recently moved all opera- 
tions of the company into new quar- 
ters in Torrington, Conn. 

The completion of a three -story 
addition to the plant has allowed the 

company to consolidate operations 
from the Forestville plant under a 
single roof. 

s * * 
DAVID H. ROSS of San Francisco has 
been named northern California rep- 
resentative for Bud 
Radio, Inc., of 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

Long associated 
with the radio in- 
dustry, Mr. Ross be- 
came the youngest 
amateur radio op- 
erator in the 7th 
r a di o district in 
1926. He is a graduate of the Univer- 
sity of Washington where he received 
his B.S. in Industrial Engineering. He 
has been associated with Globe Wire- 
less, Ltd., and Dalmo Victor, Inc., in 
various capacities. 

The company also announced that 
H. J. Nelson of Denver will serve as a 
representative for the company's 
products in the Colorado, Wyoming, 
Montana, eastern- Idaho, Utah, New 
Mexico and South Dakota territory. 
He served four years in the Army as 
an Engineering Officer with the Signal 
Corps. 

e * * 

PETER - N. TSOKRES has been named 
chief engineer for the Colonial Tele- 
vision Corp. of New York. 

In his new position, Mr. Tsokres will 
supervise the engineering of the corn - 
pany's line of bar and home receivers. 
He Succeeds Robert Saron who re- 
cently joined the staff of the UNO. 

s * * 

E. H. DREIFKE has recently been pro- 
moted to the post of assistant manager 
of the Radio Divi- 
sion of Stewart- 
Warner Corpora- 
tion of Chicago. 

Mr. Dreifke has 
been associated 
with the company 
for 12 years and 
joined the r a d i o 
division in January 
of this year. From 1944 through 1946 
he was on special assignment in 
charge of the firm's war contract set- 
tlements. 

He was formerly employed by 
Grigsby -Grunow Co. and the Temple 
Corp. 

i * 

EMPIRIA CORPORATION has recently 
been incorporated as a New York cor- 
poration serving in collaboration with 
their London colleagues, Empiria 
Products Limited. 

This new concern which will main- 
tain offices at 149 Broadway, New 
York, will specialize in the exporting 
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ANOTHER NATIONAL 

THE NC -183 

FEATURES: 

Frequency coverage from 0.54 to 

31 Mc Plus 6 meter band. Band - 

switching on all frequencies. 

Adjustable sensitivity control for 

S -meter operation on either c.w. 

or phone. 

Automatic adjustable threshold 

double -diode noise limiter. 

115 volts 50/60 cycle AC opera- 

tion. Easily adapted to 230 volts. 

Amateur Net (Complete with 10' 

speaker) $269.00 

For the first time, a ham receiver incorporating all the latest 

innovations demanded by amateurs is now available at a reason- 

able price. 
The NC-183, latest in National's great new line of communica- 

tions receivers, is a band -switching set covering frequencies from 

0.54 to 31 MC plus the 6 meter band. Two r.f. amplifier stages 

provide remarkable image rejection and the latest crystal filter 
aids in maintaining the highest degree of selectivity. 

In addition, a stabilized voltage regulated circuit makes the 

NC -183 a truly top -flight performer on the highest frequencies. 

A push -pull audio output stage with separate 10" speaker affords 

excellent fidelity of output. 
These, plus many other features, combine to make the NC -183 

a really "hot" receiver. It will certainly become a strong favorite 
with those stations that specialize in digging DX out of the 

background. 
See and hear the NC -183 at your nearest National distributor 

this week. 

Company, Inc. 
Dept. fo. 15 

maiden, mass. 
U.S.R. 

M A K E R S O F L I F E T I M E R A D I O E Q U I P M E N T 

December, 19 17 
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Make YOUR SHOP a 
modern, profitable 

SERVICE LABORATORY 
Two things - and only two things - spell success or failure 
in radio servicing today. One is knowledge and skill. The 
second is instruments. McMURDO SILVER brings you the 
Laboratory Caliber Electronic Test Instruments which turn 
your shop into a modern service laboratory. Simple instructions 
make them easy to use. They are proved by thousands upon 
thousands of users. Compare value and prices and LCETI will 
be your selection, too. 

MODEL 906 FM /AM SIGNAL GENERATOR: The basic need for AM, FM, and tele- 
vision servicing. 8 ranges calibrated =1% accurate, 90 kc. thru 210 mc. 0 -100% 
variable 400 AM; 0 -500 kc. variable FM sweep built -in. Metered microvlts; variable 
0 -1 volt Strays lower than $500 laboratory generators. Only $99.50 net. 

"VOMAX" UNIVERSAL V.T.V.M.: The overwhelming choke of experts. 51 ranges, 
d.c., a.c., a.f., i.f., r.f., current, db., and resistance. Visual signal tracing to 500 mc. 
New 5" pencil -thin flexible r.f. probe. Only $59.85 net. 

MODEL 904 CONDENSER /RESISTANCE TESTER: Measures accurately '4 mmfd. thru 
1,000 mfd.; thru 1,000 mega . Internal 0 -500 V. variable d.c. polarizing volt- 
age. Measures condensers with rated d.c. volts applied. Only $49.90 net. 

MODEL 905 "SPARX" SIGNAL TRACER: Time- saving visual and audible signal 
tracing; also tests phono pickups, microphones, speakers, PA amplifiers. Is your 
shop test- speaker, too. 20^' thru 200 mc.; PM speaker; mains -insulated transformer 
power supply. Only $39 90 net. 

SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOG. See these and Silver com- 
munication transmitters, receivers, "Micromatch," Xtal -con- 
trolled VFO, pretuned frequency multiplier at your jobber. 

OVER 36 YEARS OF RADIO ENGINEERING ACHIEVEMENT 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES 1240 MAIN ST., HARTFORD 3, CONN. 
F A C T O R Y O F F I C E : 1 2 4 9 MAIN ST., HARTFORD 3, CONN. 
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of electrical, engineering electronic, 
and radio equipment as well as com- 
ponent parts and accessories. 

Like the parent company, the New 
York concern will handle exports 
principally to India, the Middle East, 
and South Africa. 

*.* * 

DAVE R. CHENAULT, formerly assistant 
advertising manager of Sparks -With- 
ington Company, 
has been promoted 
to the post of sales 
promotion and ad- 
vertising manager 
for the Radio and 
Appliance Division 
of the company. 

Mr. Chenault was 
in sales work before 
joining the U. S. Air Force in 1943. 
He joined the Sparton organization 
soon after being discharged from the 
service and has been active in the 
preparation and execution of many of 
the company's sales promotions since 
that time. 

* * * 

E. E. FERREY has been upped to the post 
of Director of Public Relations for the 
Farnsworth. Television & Radio Cor- 
poration. 

Mr. Ferrey has served as assistant 
director of the Public Relations Divi- 
sion since joining the company in 
August of 1946. In his new post he 
succeeds Paul J. Boxell who has joined 
Hill and Knowlton, Public Relations 
Counsel, New York. 

The new Public Relations Director 
was formerly news editor of Radio 
Station WHAS in Louisville and 
served as correspondent for the United 
Press and as extension lecturer in 
journalism for Indiana University. 

* * * 

GRENVILLE R. HOLDEN, vice -president 
of Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., 
has been elected to 
the Board of Direc- 
tors of Electronic 
Tubes Ltd. of Lon- 
don, a British radio 
tube manufactur- 
ing affiliate of Syl- 
vania. 

Mr. Holden was 
named a vice- presi- 
dent of Sylvania in April of this year 
after joining the company in 1943 as 
secretary to the Management Com- 
mittee. In 1946 he was promoted to 
the post of Assistant to the President. 

He is a graduate of Harvard Uni- 
versity where he also served as an 
Economics instructor. He was for- 
merly associated with Eastman Kodak 
Co. and during the war served the 
government in various capacities. 

* * * 

OWEN NANGLE has been appointed 
a district sales manager for Zenith 
Radio Corporation serving the lower 
Michigan and most of Indiana terri- 
tories. 

Mr. Nangle succeeds William H. 
Boyne who has been promoted to the 
post of general manager of the Zenith 

(Continued on page 146) 
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Deeember, 1 J-17 

For true to life recording there has never been 

anything better than Presto Green Label Discs. 

glJ RECORDING CORPORATION 242 WEST 55TH STREET NEW YORK 19, N. Y. 

Walter P. Downs, Ltd., in Canada 

World's Largest Manufacturer of Instantaneous Sound Recording Equipment & Discs 
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*Your'Plant'is your technical ability 
Keep it up -to -date. It's a key to success! 

Every manufacturing plant must maintain a program of moderni- 
zation. Equipment, methods, building -all must be kept up -to- 
date to meet the swift -moving demands of today and tomorrow. 
For the same reason it is important that you invest in your own 
"plant" modernization program. 

If you are wise, you will match strides with radio developments. 
You must improve your technical knowledge not only to hold the 
job you now occupy, but to qualify for the better job you want. 
CREI offers you a proved program of technical self- improvement 
for home study in your spare time. Courses are constantly revised 
and kept up -to -date. CREI shows you the way to good pay and 
security by providing the "tools" you need to build a secure foun- 
dation for your "plant ". 

You can "go all the way with CREI" -from introductory basic 
principles to advanced training, on to specialized engineering sub- 
jects. No matter what your needs -no matter what your experi- 
ence- there's a CREI course for you. These courses offer you 
more today than ever before -and are still at pre- inflation prices! 
How can you afford not to invest in "plant modernization" at this 
low cost? 

Right now is the time to decide what the next five years will 
mean to your future. It costs you nothing but your time to read 
the facts in our 24 -page booklet and to see and read the sample 
lesson. You can't afford not to investigate. Mail the coupon now! 

VETERANS! CREI TRAINING AVAILABLE UNDER THE "G. I " BILL! 

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute 
An Accredited Technical Institute 

DEPT. RN-12 16TH AND PARK ROAD, N. W., WASHINGTON 10, D. C. 

Branch Offices: New York (7): 170 Broadway San Francisco (2): 760 Market St. 
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SAMPLE LESSON 
FREE 

Now, see for yourself ! Read one of these 
interesting lessons from the CREI course. You 
will see, in advance, how practical it is to 
improve your ability the CREI way. 

From Practical Radio -Electronics Course: 
"ELECTRON PHYSICS AND ELECTRON THEORY " -Dis- 
cusses modern theories of the composition of 
matter, including atomic energy, and their rela- 
tion to present -day radio -electronics. 

From Practical Television Course: 
"PICK -UP TUBES- ICONOSCOPE AND IMAGE DISSECTOR 
TUBES " -Discusses fundamental pick -up tubes of 
the television camera. It precedes the study of 
the Orthicon and the Image Orthicon. 

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE 
24 -PG. BOOKLET & SAMPLE LESSON 

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 

16th A Park Rd., N.W. Dept.11N- 12,Washington 10, D. C. 

Mail me ONE FREE sample lesson and your 24 -page 
booklet, "CREI Training for Your Better Job in 
Radio Electronics ". I am attaching a brief resume of 
my radio experience, education and present position. 
Check One PRACTICAL RADIO- ELECTRONICS 
Course: PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY ZONE STATE 
I am entitled to training under the "G. I." Bill 

RADIO NEW Si 
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More Tapped 

Control Values 

For Your 

"Every Need" 

-wiikAI1100" 
MALLORY provides every needed 

resistance value in its single 

tapped replacement controls -31 com- 

binations of overall and tap resistances 
in all. 

Mallory MRT Controls are available in 

most of the popular values, and feature 
an easy -to -cut channel shaft that fits all 

types of knobs. Mallory TMs are made 

in an even wider range of resistance 
values than the MRTs, and are used in 

conjunction with 30 non -wobbling, 

non -loosening Plug -In Shafts. They 
have practically universal application 

because they provide "special' shafts 

of nearly every required type. 

Where shaft lengths of 3 inches or less 

are required, Mallory TRPs (fixed shafts) 

M 

replace large originals using set screw 

or spring type knobs. See your 
Mallory distributor. 

Insist on MALLORY- the 

Complete Control Line 

Mallory offers 33 Tapered Wire -Wound 

Controls ... 31 Values in Single Tapped 

Controls ... 10 Values in Double Tapped 

Controls ... 12 Clutch Type Controls 
... 10 Universal Dual Controls .. 
and 92 Popular Special Controls. 

The MALLORY "Good Service for Good Business" Plan 

Includes ideas that will help your business grow. 
Ask Your UIStrlbutar ODOUM If. 

P. R. MALLORY 8. CO..Inc. 

MALLORY 
VIBRATORS ... VIBRAPACKS'... CAPACITORS ...VOLUME 

CONTROLS ... SWITCHES ... RESISTORS ... FILTERS 

.. RECTIFIERS ... POWER SUPPLIES. 

sRsp. U. S. Pat. Oif. 

APPROVED.ERICISI;QN ,-ODUCTS 

December, 19 17 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 
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HOW'D YOU LIKE TO GETL 
these famous Ghirardi Training Course Rooks 

BEGINNERS! LEARN 
ELECTRONICS.. 

The most widely 
used radio train- 
ing book in the 

world 

LEARN FAST! 

LEARN RIGHT! 

Friends or relatives are probably wondering what to give YOU this Christmas. Then why not drop a hint that nothing would please you more than Ghirardi Radio-Electronic training course books? They'll appreciate the suggestion -and you'll appreciate the books every day of your life. What finer gift could you ever hope to receive than these giant training books that make it easy as A -B-C to learn basic Radio-Electronics and to trouble -shoot and repair all kinds of radio and electronic equipment? And why not give these big books for Christmas to your own friends who are interested in radio? 

BASIC RADIO- 
. as fast as you can read! 

No matter what phase of Radio or 
Electronic work you'd like to special- 
ise in, you'll need the basic training 
that Ghirardi's 3h -Ib., 972 -page 
Radio Physics Course book gives. 
More people have gotten their start 
from this giant book than any other 
book or course! On a survey among 
hundreds of radio service experts, 
engineers, instructors, etc., 9 out of 10 
said that Ghirardi's Radio Physics 
Course is the finest, easiest- to-under- 
stand Radio -Electronic Training 
Course on the market. And you buy 
it for only $5 for the complete course -on a money -back guarantee basis! 

36 COURSES IN ONE! 
Radio Physics Course is especially 
written for home study without an In- 
structor. Nothing Is omitted or con- 
densed. Starting with a thorough, easily - 
understood foundation course in Basic 
Electricity, the book takes you Step by 
step through the entire field of basic 
Radio -Electronics. Actually, Radio 
'hyslea Course gives you the scope of 
it complete courses in one big book. lr 
'roken into sections and sold as a serleS 
d lessons. you'd regard it as a bargain 

.it 350 or more. But you get it all at once' 
You learn as fast as you can read. Sub - 
sects that seem highly complicated in 
other courses are made crystal -clear both 
n text and by over 508 clear pictures and 

diagrams. Mail coupon today. Remem- 
ber, you don't actually risk a cent. Our 
5 -Day Money -Back Guarantee Is 
Your Absolute Protection. 

LEARN TO REPAIR RADIOS 
THIS FAST, EASY WAY! 

You don't have to be an expert to make ordi- nary repairs in 4 radios out of S! You don't need a lot of high -priced test equipment! Every receiver has its "weak" spots that give trouble first. Ghirardi has compiled case histories of these common troubles into a big 744 -page Radio Troubleshooter's Handbook. When you want to repair a set, just look up its make and model num- ber. 4 times out of 5 the book tells you what the trouble is-and exactly how to fix It with a few simple tools. It's a service short cut that really works. The book pays for itself in time saved the first time you use it. Smart servicemen use it on every job. Helps you repair cheap sets profitably because you don't need to waste a lot of time on them. Ideal for training new helpers. 

DO TWO JOBS ... IN THE TIME 
NORMALLY REQUIRED FOR ONE! 
Radio Troubleshooter's Handbook tells you what to do and exactly how to do it in repairing practically every radio model in use today. And that is lust the beginning. It also contains the most complete, genuinely helpful Tube Chart you've ever seen. Dozens of pages contain I -F alignment peaks for 20,000 superhets and data on I -F Transformer troubles. Hundreds of additional pages contain tables, graphs, charts and service information to help you repair any radio ever made easier, and twice as fast! You get the complete, 744 -page, manua' -size book for only $5 See money -savior offer below! 

GET COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL RADIO 
SERVICE TRAINING ... 

At Home Without an Instructor 

Makes the hard 
jobs easy to do! 
Trains you scientifi- 
cally for all phases of 
Radio -Electronic 

Service 

:11 

Ghirardi's famous .1300 -page Modern Radio 
Servicing is a complete, 1- volume course in 
PROFESSIONAL service methods of the 
kind that open doors to big -money opportuni- 
ties which only scientifically trained men can 
grasp. It shows how to avoid guesswork by 
analyzing radio and other electronic circuits by 
professional methods. Explains how all basic 
types of radio test instruments work. Tell- 
when, why, where and exactly how to use them. 
Shows how to troubleshoot both circuits and 
complete epuipment; how to make repairs and 
replacements; how to analyse components- 
even how to run a successful radio service 
business of your own. 

COMPLETE DATA ON TROUBLE- 
SHOOTING, INSTRUMENTS 

AND REPAIR 
Modern Radio Servicing is invaluable as a "refresher" course for men already in the radio service business -and it's worth its weight in gold to service beginners! Everything is ex- plained an clearly it can easilß be understood at home without an instructor. 706 clear illustra- 
tions and 720 Self -Test Review Questions speed 
up learning. Only $5 for the big 4-lb. book -on 
our 5 -Day Money -Back Guarantee. Sec money -saving offer in coupon. 

I.414141.40,1_ 

MONEY- SAVING 
SPECIAL OFFER 

Let Ghirardi's Radio Troubleshooter's Handbook save you time and money on common service jobs. Let his Modern Radio Servicing train you for pro- fessional service work of all kinds! Get BOTH big books for only $9.50 ($10.50 foreign). See Money -Saving Offer in coupon 

Let this "AUTO- 

MATIC TEACHER' 

show you exactly 

how to repair 

OVER 4800 

RADIO MODELS 

Fix radios without costly 
test equipment! 

11"Viryr 'qv *sr Art 

Dept. RN -127, Murray Hilt Books Inc., 232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 
below; or'O d C.O.D. (no foreign C. 

which ) and el will pay postman indicated 
plus a small postal charge when he delivers my package. If the books are not entirely satisfactory, I'll return them within 5 days and you guarantee to refund my money. 

Ó RADIO PHYSICS COURSE $5 ($5.50 foreign) 
MODERN RADIO SERVICING $5 ($5.50 foreign) 
RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK $5 (35.50 foreign) 
MONEY- sAVINo COMBINATION OFFER! Both Modern Radio Servicing sod Radio Troubleshooter's Handbook, only $9.50 for the two ($10.50 foreign). 

Name 

Addneee 

City and Zone .State 
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Portable That's "Going Places" -Model 
R- 1409 - three -way portable, AC -DC and 
battery. Smart alligator -grain fabric with 
plastic front. 550 -1700 kc. Self- contained 
charger increases battery life. Real beauty, 
exceptional performance. 

Winning "Combination" -Model 
R -1242- combination radio and 
record player; 110 -volt, AC -DC. 
Sleek, modern design in rolled - 
top walnut cabinet. Eye -catching 
grille panel. Built -in loop antenna. 
Single record player accommodates 
10" or 12" records. Four tubes plus 
rectifier tube. 550 -1700 kc. Compact, 
dependable. 

Tops on Any Table -Model R- 1238 -table 
model; 110 -volt, AC -DC. Handsomely de- 
signed in walnut veneer and silver -gray 
plastic. Striking lucite - and - chrome 
carrying handle, convenient and durable. 
Four tubes plus rectifier tube. 550 -1700 
kc. Built -in loop antenna. A real value. 

oteseteo-- 

ØELCO RADIOS 

DELCO RADIO 
A GENERAL MOTORS PRODUCT 
Delco radios are distributed nationally by 
United Motors Service. See your United 
Motors distributor about theDelco radio line. 

December, 1947 

THESE three modern -as- tomorrow Delco radios really 
appeal to American tastes and needs. They're a 

sure -fire cinch to set sales and profit records for dealers. 

Each one of these smart Delco models gives you plenty 
to talk about in features, appearance, performance and 
value. Each one carries an assurance of dependability 
because it is built and backed by General Motors. 

You can count on Delco Radio for "the best of all 
that's new in radio" -and that goes for the complete 
line of table models, consoles and combinations. Like 
the original- equipment auto radios built by Delco 
Radio for America's leading cars, Delco home radios 
are a great General Motors value. 
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Dr. Lee de Forest 

No longer is Television just a laboratory marvel. It is rapidly 
spreading over the nation. Practically every radio manufacturer 
has Television models in production. New stations are being 
licensed. Television is already big business. 

Are You Ready? 
Who will get those new high paying jobs? Who will step into 
key positions in a rapidly growing industry? Not inexperienced 
radio men. Not untrained electricians. But men who know Tele- 
vision and can be relied upon to operate and maintain expensive 
equipment! 

American Television -A Great 
Training Institution! 

American Television has pioneered in Television research. Its direc- 
tors have made fundamental contributions to the industry. Dr. Lee 
de Forest, our Director of Research and Training, is known through- 
out the civilized world as the "Father of Radio" through his inven- 
tion of the radio tube. U. A. Sanabria, President and founder of 
American Television, Inc. invented the Interlace Scanning System 
which is now the standard of all Television. Most recently, a revolu- 
tionary new circuit which corrects a common television defect known 
as "ghost images" has been developed by J. M. Sanabria, head of 
American Television's Manufacturing Division. 

Most Elaborate Training Laboratories 
Every modern type of equipment obtainable has been installed for in- 
struction purposes in what we believe to be the most extensive and 
elaborate Television training facilities in the world. You will find 
complete operating studios with the new sensitive cameras and their 
associated equipment. A corps of highly qualified instructors will 
guide your study. 

Start Learning TELEVISION 

at Home -FREE! 
Prepare yourself for the endless opportunities in 
Television the new "American" way. Now, for the 
first time, you may discover in advance of entering 
school, just how your abilities fit into Television. 
If you qualify under the simple rules, you will be 
given a complete preliminary home study Television 
course absolutely free and without obligation. 
Your success with the course will not only help you 
to decide for yourself what phase of Television you 
like best but will also aid us in qualifying you for 
residence training. 

We prefer that all new resident students take this 
free course as it provides excellent preparation for 
residence study. However, there is no obligation on 
your part to enroll for residence training when you 
complete the home study course. 

We urge you to take advantage of this splendid op- 
portunity at once. Just write your name and address 
on a penny postcard and say: "I am interested in your 
free Television Course ". Do it today! This offer is 
necessarily limited. 

Approved for Veteran Training 

ii t11111 
0111111' 

American Television, Inc. 
5050 BROADWAY 

:Ili 
' CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS 
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TESTS: Receiving Tubes, Voltage Regulator Tubes, low power Thyratrons 

The WESTON Model 798 Mutual Conduct- 
ance Tubechecker provides, for the first 
time, adequate tests on voltage regulator 
tubes, light -duty Thyratrons such as the 
884, 885, 0A4, 6D4, 2A4, 2050, 2051 in ad- 
dition to tests on regular receiving tubes. 
Ranges of 12,000, 6,000, 3,000 micromhos 
as well as "Good -Bad" indications cover 

the tube checking requirements of elec- 
tronic control and radio circuits. Housed 
in rugged aluminum case to withstand 
rough usage in shop or field. 

For full details consult your local 
WESTON representative, or write . . 

WESTON Electrical Instrument Corp., 617 

Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 5, N. J. 

WESSON 
ALBANY ATLANTA BOSTON BUFFALO CHARLOTTE CHICAGO CINCINNATI CLEVELAND DALLAS DENVER DETROIT JACKSONVILLE KNOXVILLE LITTLE ROCK LOS ANGELES MERIDEN MINNEAPOLIS NEWARK 

NEW ORLEANS NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA PHOENIX PITTSBURGH ROCHESTER SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE ST. LOUIS SYRACUSE IN CANADA, NORTHERN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., POWERLITE DEVICES, L10. 

:17 
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Un to the 

r 
, 

minute 
Full range .54 to 31 me in six accurately calibrated bands Band spread with four 
calibrated ham bands and all- purpose scale Variable selectivity crystal filter for 
phone or cw. Antenna compensator for maximum image rejection and high sensi- 
tivity Voltage regulation. Noise limiter that really kills noise Adjustable S 
meter Three IF stages ... The HQ -129 -X has every up -to- the -minute improvement 
that radio science has so far developed for amateur radio receivers. 

FOUR 20 
TRANSMITTER 

38 

The Four -20 makes an efficient exciter for 
any final amplifier from a hundred watts 
up to a tetrode kilowatt. The Four -11 will 
drive a high power modulator. Why not 
build the big rig yourself? Use the Four - 
20 to drive the final and the Four -11 to 
push the modulator. 

Iflt,tl{N 111 

FOUR H 
MODULATOR i 

WRITE FOR TECHNICAL BOOKLET 

11 AAA A111oao 
THE HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC., 460 W. 34 *N ST., NEW YORK 1, N.Y. 
MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
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1 Completed 10" kinescope at left. Center unit is bulb blank in which the "button' has been sealed. In front of tube are 

the stem and completed tube element assembly. Right hand bulb shows fluorescent coating and colloidal graphite lining. 

By FRANK E. BUTLER 

A modern miracle of mass production is typified 
by the ingenious wedding of automatic machinery, 
technical skills, and quality-controlled materials. 

THE Age of television is at hand 
and to speed its progress to- 
ward perfection, groups of tech- 

nical experts in widely divergent pro- 
fessions such as electronics, optics, 
and the glass industries are con- 
tributing their share of scientific 
knowledge and experience to this end. 

The technological advance is so 
rapid, both in monochrome and color 
television transmission and receiving 
equipment, that pictures by both sys- 
tems are now being shown with sur- 
prising realism and clarity. Only 
very little of this advanced develop- 
ment remains in the laboratory stage 
and this is sufficiently developed to 
insure its appearance in homes much 
sooner than most of us had expected. 

The rapidity and skill with which 
this progress has been made by tele- 
vision laboratories and their con- 
fidence in the future of television is 

evidenced by the building of new 
plants and the designing of special 
machinery for the manufacture of 
equipment. Therefore a peep behind 
the scenes of television activity 
should prove of unusual interest at 
this time. 

The heart of television is the icono- 
scope -the electronic device capable 
of detecting the image or scene of ac- 

December, 1947 

tion that is to be televised through 
space, then subsequently translating 
the reflected light into electric im- 
pulses. 

The kinescope is a similar elec- 
tronic tube which reverses the above 
action whereby the televised impres- 

2 

sions are transformed back into light 
to form a reproduced image or "pic- 
ture" on the sensitive face of the 
tube. To create these two com- 
panion tubes, which must combine 
delicateness, ruggedness, and utmost 
sensitivity, requires the use of nimble 
fingers, keen eyes, highly developed 
skills, modern automatic machinery 
and the best techniques that can be 
devised by the several different in- 
dustries involved in the manufacture 
of.tubes. 

The factory where these tubes are 
produced must be fully air condi- 

Flare machine in which G12 glass tubing is cut off and pre- formed to provide a flat 

pressed stem for the tube. Glass parts are heated at various stages from 600 -900° C. 
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3 
Hundreds of 10 -inch kinescope bulbs lined up ready for the application of the flu- orescent coating to the inside. Each tube receives a measured amount of solution. 

4 
Operators prepare the fluorescent solution which is used in the kinescopes to form the picture screen of the video tube. Quality control of the solution is vitally important here. 

tioned and the humidity level must 
be maintained at a predetermined 
level. In addition, the factory must 
also be equipped with dust filters in 
order to eliminate impurities which 
might affect the sensitive tube ele- 
ments. 

There are two kinds of kinescopes 
produced -one known as the elec- 
tronic direct view type, and the other 
as the projection type. From the 
small kinescope which produces ex- 
ceptionally brilliant images which 
are subsequently enlarged optically 
for projection on a viewing screen of 
a 7% x 10 or 18 x 24 foot theater 
size, to the largest kinescopes which 
have a 10 or 12 inch face from which 
the image is viewed directly (without 
enlargement), there are many precise 
and intricate operations which must 
be performed on both the tube ele- 
ments and the glass bulb. 

One of the first glass operations in 
the production of kinescopes or icono- 
scopes is to make the flare of the 
stem which holds the elements. This 
is done on the flare machine shown 
in Fig. 2. Here gas fuel is used to 
heat the -glass parts as they index 
around the automatic machine, in 
various stages, to temperatures rang- 
ing from 600° C. to 900° C. After a 
small section has been cut off and the 
end flared, the bottom portion is 
heated by a special gas flame pat- 
tern which places the heat exactly 
where it is wanted at the proper tem- 
perature for flat pressing. Heating 
time is controlled by the speed at 
which the machine indexes from sta- 
tion to station. 

A battery of automatic flare ma- 
chines is used in making the glass 
stems in which the tube element sup- 
porting the lead -in wires are sealed. 
Specially designed gas burners, emit- 
ting predetermined flame patterns 
heat the glass tubing to various 
stages of viscosity in order that it 
may be flat pressed into a stem. All 
of the equipment that utilizes heat 
in any form for processing is e®- 

5 
Fluorescent coating, in solution, is carefully [ Next step is the insertion of the "button" in the side of the bulb by means of a poured into a prepared kinescope bulb. U gas -fired torch. Operator softens the glass, punctures a hole, and inserts button. 
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ciently hooded and ventilated to carry 
off excess heat and the products of 
combustion. 

When this part. has been formed, 
the lead -in wires to the tube elements 
are inserted and the assembled ele- 
ment units are placed on another au- 
tomatic gas -fired machine where 
special flame patterns heat those 
parts of the stem to just the proper 
temperature and for just the correct 
time to effectively seal the wires into 
the glass stem. Annealing takes 
place immediately after the part has 
reached the last position on the ma- 
chine. The unit is then ready for 
mounting the tube electrodes, after 
which it is prepared to be sealed into 
a bulb -blank, which resembles a large 
glass funnel with a long stem. 

The bulb or kinescope blanks are 
subjected to many processes and 
operations; the first being a thor- 
ough washing, inside and out, after 
which they are placed in specially 7 

Baking on the colloidal graphite coating requires approximately one and a half hours 

at 400- C in a gas -fired oven. A specially designed oven is used in this operation. 

constructed racks in the "settling - 
room" Fig. 3. This room is con- 
structed on its own foundation and 
the floor is composed of a heavy con- 
crete slab floating on a layer of cork. 
There is no physical connection to any 
other part of the building, thus elim- 
inating any transmission of vibration. 
A measured quantity of liquid con- 
taining a fluorescent substance is then 
placed in each tube. The preparation 
of this fluorescent solution requires 
a high degree of skill and accuracy. 
The operation is shown in Fig. 4. 

Next, the coating, in suspension, is 
carefully and accurately poured into 
the kinescope bulb. See Fig. 5. 
Slowly, the solid, active fluorescent 
material settles on that part of the 
tube face on which the electrons re- 
act to produce the image. When the 
settling process is complete, the re- 

December, 1947 

8 
A non -reflecting carbon coating, designed to keep stray electrons 
from the picture screen, is next applied with a long -handled brush. 

9 
The operator is shown installing the cathode -ray gun in a modern 
type image orthicon camera tube which is used far video pickups. 

maining liquid is carefully decanted. 
The next step in the manufacture 

of the tube is the insertion of a "but- 
ton" in the side of the bulb. This 
operation, which is illustrated in Fig. 
6, is performed by means of a gas - 
fired torch. The operator softens the 
glass, punctures a small hole and in- 
serts the "button" or electrical con- 
tact which is then hermetically sealed 
in the tapered section of the bulb. 
The tube is then annealed at 450° C. 

by means of a continuous gas -fired 
radiant tube glass lehr where the 
cycle of passing through the heated 
air ranges from four to six hours, de- 
pending on the size of the tube. 

The inside of the bulb is next coated 
with a colloidal graphite mixture 
which serves to carry off the electron 
charges after they bounce back from 
the screen. The grounded electrical 

circuit is through the "button" pre- 
viously described. Next, this inner 
graphite coating is subjected to a 
baking cycle which is performed at 
temperatures of 400° C. for approx- 
imately one and a half hours. This 
operation is shown in Fig. 7. 

The operator now applies a coating 
of non -reflecting carbon to the in- 
terior of the tube by means of a long 
handled brush (See Fig. 8). This 
coating keeps stray electrons from 
the picture screen. 

Fig. 9 shows the operator adjusting 
, the delicate electrical components 

that are to be inserted in the tube. 
At this stage of production, the pre- 
pared bulb is ready to be sealed to 
the glass stem which supports the in- 
ternal elements, or . electron gun. 
This operation takes place on a com- 
pletely automatic gas -fired sealing 
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10 
Automatic sealing machine where elements are set in tube. 
the flare and bulb are sealed and the collet is cut off. 

machine (Fig. 10) where the elements 
are set in the tube, the flare and bulb 
are sealed, and the collet cut off. 
These operations take place as the 
tubes index around the machine to 
their respective stations where vary- 
ing patterns of gas flames perform 
the successive operations on the glass. 
At the final station the excess neck 
of the bulb, or collet, is cut off when 
the No. 6 lime glass of which the 
kinescope blanks are made is heated 
to 1050° C. by a needle flame which 
produces a clean, sharp cut. 

After sealing, the tube progresses 
to an exhaust machine where an ex- 
tremely high vacuum is developed. 
While on this machine, the glass bulb 
is heated by radiant heaters to its 

11 
Close -up view of operation in which collet is cut off. The 
gas burner shown at right performs the annealing operation. 

softening point to assist the vacuum 
pump in removing occluded moisture 
and gases. The electron gun and 
other internal elements are heated by 
high frequency induction methods 
and, at another stage in the process, 
working voltages are applied to the 
tube elements themselves. 

Fig. 11 shows a close -up view of 
the six needle gas flames which con- 
centrate on the bulb neck where the 
collet is cut off as the tube revolves 
in the flame. The large gas burner, 
shown at the right of the photograph, 
performs the annealing operation. 
When the vacuum process has 
reached its final position, the tube is 
"tipped off" -an operation which 
seals the tube permanently and sev- 

12 
Operator threads lead -in wires into socket 13 Technician checking kinescope picture base of a kinescope after the air tubes during a 500 -hour continuous has been exhausted from the tube envelope. performance test run at the home plant. 

ers its connection to the vacuum 
pump. 

After the tube has been evacuated 
and severed from the exhaust ma- 
chine, the operator threads the lead - 
in wires into the socket base of the 
kinescope. This operation is shown 
in Fig. 12. 

Final tests are then run on the 
complete kinescopes. The operator 
(Fig. 14) uses a special chart as a 
reference standard. Following this 
testing, the tubes undergo a 500 -hour 
operational test (Fig. 13). 

Larger television pictures obtain- 
able in the projection system are the 
result of an optical development 
which is an outgrowth of a discovery 

(Continued on page 170) 

iA 
14 

One of the test procedures used in 
checking the performance of kinescopes 

used in home television receiving sets. 

12 
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MODERN merchandising in- 
volves many factors -getting 
salable merchandise, proper 

pricing, attractive store fronts, ef- 
fective display, good salesmanship, 
advertising -and the reputation of the 
dealer. This one point, the most in- 
tangible of all, can make all the oth- 
ers ineffective if it is neglected, or 
can bring surprising returns if it is 

developed expertly. 
Your reputation among your pro- 

spective customers depends on two 
things -the way you do business, and 
how much the public knows about you 
and your business. They go together 
and cannot be separated. If your 
business methods are basically un- 
sound, no amount of publicity will set 
them right. If you don't let the public 
know about you, it will take a long 
time for your sound policies to pay off 
in sales. 

Almost all dealers today know the 
basic requirements of a good business 
reputation: 

1. Be fair to all customers. Play 
no favorites. Set a price on every 
item and offer that same price to 
everyone. 

2. Be scrupulously honest. Be sure 
every customer knows exactly what 
he's paying for and gets a receipt for 
every purchase. 

3. Provide liberal guarantees. Ex- 

December, 1!147 
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Vice-Pres., Harry Coleman & Co. 

A carefully planned publicity campaign can pay 
off for the dealer. Follow these basic rules: 

change merchandise without question 
if the customer is dissatisfied. 

4. Offer as much service as you can 
afford -pickup and delivery, installa- 
tions, free check -ups and estimates. 

5. Remember the little extra things 
that please the customer -prompt de- 
livery, etc. 

What very few dealers understand 
is the effectiveness of publicity in 
letting their prospects know what they 
have to offer, and in building up the 
name of the store to the point where 
it attracts customers. 

This familiarity of a name influences 
everybody's daily purchases of prod- 
ucts : Coca Cola, Ivory soap, Pepso- 
dent toothpaste and hundreds'of other 
items. It also frequently determines 
the choice of store where these items 
and others are bought. Such places as 
Macy's and Marshall Field's sell more 
of the standard -priced, nationally ad- 
vertised items than their competitors 
because their very names attract cus- 
tomers for everything they sell. 

You as a dealer have two ways of 
attracting prospects. One is by of- 
fering "X" brand of product, which 
has been advertised and publicized so 
that many buyers will seek it out or 
react favorably when they find it. 
You, by carrying this brand, auto- 
matically gain the benefits of the 
manufacturer's publicity. The other 

way is by making your own store the 
attraction, so that the prospect will 
say, "Let's get our radio at Milligan's" 
and then come to you to see what you 
have to offer. The ideal combination 
of the well -publicized product and the 
well -publicized store is what makes 
the cash register jingle. 

With this in mind, and once you 
have firmly established the require- 
ments of a good reputation, it will 
pay to begin a systematic campaign 
to make your store's name familiar 
and well- regarded. 

Here are the basic principles of a 
good publicity program for the radio 
and appliance dealer: 

1. Make the familiarizing of your 
store's name your primary objective. 
Before you do anything along the 
publicity line, be sure it will help 
reach this goal. 

2. Simplify the path to the objec- 
tive. Many of your opportunities for 
newspaper stories, radio mentions, and 
word -of -mouth comments will come 
from your personal activities. These 
won't help build up your store very 
much unless your name immediately 
brings to mind the name of the store. 
For this reason, it is wise to have your 
name a part of the store's name; 
"Milligan's Appliance Center" is bet- 
ter than "Ideal Appliance Center." It 

(Continued on page 128) 
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ELECTRONIC 

PHOTOFLASH 

UNIT 

Fig. 1. Close -up of the flash gun show- 
ing the camera mounting bracket, re- 
flector, and synchronizer assembly. The 
push- button on handle is the manual trip 
switch, while the cable release synchro- 
nizer operates both shutter and flash. 

Several new types of flash tithes anale possible a 
photoflash suitable for high speed indoor work. 

Fig. 2. The two 25 pfd. storage condens- 
ers are mounted in the lower compartment. 

THE growing enthusiasm for elec- 
tronic photoflash units on the 
part of both radio and photo am- 

ateurs and professionals has brought 
forth many new and interesting circuit 
and component part developments. 

This semi -portable flash unit is de- 
signed to be used for any general in- 
door work and may be constructed of 
readily available parts. The unit is 
housed in a professional -looking war 
surplus cabinet which was originally 
designed for the SCR -211 frequency 
meter set. 

The circuit is comprised of two prin- 
cipal units, a power supply and two 
photoflash storage condensers housed 
in the carrying case, and the triggering 
circuit and flash bulb which are housed 
in the flash gun handle. Fig. 5 shows 
the correct mounting of the simple 
power supply chassis in the cabinet, 
while Fig. 2 is a rear view of the unit 
showing the two condensers mounted 
in place in the lower section of the 
case. 

The bakelite front panel measures 

By 
W. G. MANY 

Cornell -Dubilier Electric Corp. 

7r%" x 91%y6" with a sub -base panel 
attached with brackets to provide 
mounting facilities for the various con- 
trols. The panel carries an a.c, on -off 
switch, a pilot light for the a.c. line, 
the 117 volt power line receptacle, a 
neon pilot light for the high voltage, 
and a coaxial connector for the lead to 
the flash gun. In the center of the 
panel is a heavy duty push- button 
switch for discharging the condenser 
bank through the 100 ohm, 100 watt 
resistor. It is strongly recommended, 
as a safety factor, that the button be 
pushed immediately after the power 
line switch is thrown to the "off" posi- 
tion. A slight snap of the discharge 
and the neon pilot being extinguished 
indicates that the condensers are prop- 
erly discharged. 

There is one point that must always 
be borne in mind in both the construc- 
tion and operation of this photoflash 
unit - DANGER -HIGH VOLTAGE. 
Constructors might find it advisable to 
paint this warning in red letters on 
both sides of the cabinet as a constant 
reminder and as a caution to those 
who might be tempted to inspect the 
unit while it is in operation. 

The over 2000 volts from the UTC 
Type PFI photoflash transformer is 
rectified through a 2X2 tube to charge 
the storage condensers. A tap on the 
transformer supplies the 2.75 volts a.c. 
for the rectifier tube filament. These 
components, along with the 100 ohm 
safety resistor and the series of six 
carbon resistors which are used as a 
power supply bleeder, complete the 
cased part of the circuit. The two rec- 
tangular can type 25 iifd., 2000 volt 
condensers are mounted in the lower 
compartment of the cabinet. 

The handle of the flash gun houses a 
miniature series trigger tube, a model 
aircraft spark coil, the triggering 
switch, and the flash tube. A small GE 
flex switch or micro -switch actuates 
the gun manually and a socket is par- 
alleled across this switch to provide 
shutter synchronization. 

The. new 0A5 trigger tube proved 
ideal for mounting in the handle of 
the gun as the system provides little 
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delay and rapid ionization yet allows 
the unit to be used with almost any 
type of external or built -in camera 
flash control. The size of this tube 
lends itself nicely to mounting directly 
in the handle of the flash unit, as can 
be seen in Fig. 4. The switch on the 
gun is a manual trip for those who use 
the "open- flash -shut" method of tak- 
ing pictures. 

The handle of the gun is made from 
a length of heavy bakelite tubing, 13" 
long by 1%" i.d. A piece of bakelite 
tubing, 1%" o.d. and Yv;" thick, was cut 
in half lengthwise to fit inside of the 
tube handle. On this half -tube were 
mounted the seven 1/2 watt molded 
bakelite insulated carbon resistors, 
spark coil, tubular paper condensers, 
miniature socket, and the 0A5 trigger 
tube. Wiring was done with light 
polystyrene covered stranded copper 
wire, with care being taken to keep the 
high voltage leads well separated from 
ground and other leads. A seven foot 
length of single conductor and copper 
braid coaxial cable, with polystyrene 
insulation capable of withstanding 
over 2000 volts, is brought out through 
a hole made at one side of the bakelite 
disc cover which is used at the bottom 
of the handle. 

The socket for the Sylvania Type 
R4330 flash tube was made from an 
Amphenol octal base, voltage- safety 
socket with the upper molded shell cut 
off and the unused pins removed. This 
socket is mounted by means of two 
small flathead screws. The entire as- 
sembly, mounted on the half -tube, can 
now be inserted into the handle. An 
Amphenol 93- series single conductor 
coaxial connector is finally connected 
at the end of the coaxial lead ready to 
be inserted into the companion con- 
nector on the panel of the power sup- 
ply unit. 

In operation, the storage condensers 
will charge quickly but it is advisable 

17 V. 

COAXIAL 
CAOLE 

R9 

RI2 

R9 

5,3 

RIO 

RII 

T 

RI -100 ohm, 100 w. wirewound res. 
R. R3, R4. R3, Re- 200,000 ohm, Y2 W. in- 

sulated res. 
R -4 megohm, 1 w. insulated res. 
R.1- 170,000 ohm, 1/2 insulated res. 
R5- 750.000 ohm, 1/2 w. insulated res. 
R10- 180,000 ohm, 1/2 w. insulated res. R,i 3.1 megohm, 1 w. insulated res. 
R,- 150,000 ohm, 1/2 w. insulated res. 
RI3-10 megohm, 1/2 w. insulated res. 
R 20 megohm, 1/2 w. insulated res. 
C,-2 µfd., 2000 r. cond. (Cornell -Dubilier 

Type TQ 20020) 
C, C2 -25 pfd. 2000 r. photoflash storage 

cond. (Cornell- Dubilier Type HKGT 101) 
CI -.01 ttfd., 400 r. cond. 

C5-.25 ¡dd., 1000 v. elec. cond. (Cornell - 
Dubilier Type DT 4P25) 

S,- S.p.s.t. toggle sw. 
S2-S.p.s.t. spring push- button 3w. (220 r. in- 

sulation) S,, S.p.s.t. manual trip sw. (GE miniature 
Push-button) 7,- Miniature plug receptacle for synchronizer 

T, -Power trans. (See text) (UTC Type PH) T- Ignition trans., sec. 15,000 v. or more 
(Model airplane type spark coil) 

PL, 117 r. pilot light 
PL. -Neon pilot light 
1 -2X2 tube 
1 -0.45 tube 1- Photoflash tube (Sylvania Type R4330) 

Fig. 3. Wiring diagram of the power supply unit and trigger circuit of photoflash. 
Power supply assembly is shown at left and gun handle assembly is shown at right. 

LEADS TO SYNCH. SHUTTER SWITCH-. 

OCTAL SOCKET 

R4330 FLASH TUBE 

CEMENTED TO HALF TUBE 

C4 rRe,R9,R10, R12,R13, RI4 

. .. _. i'f, T2 

yt_r. ! , J 1_ :` 
FLAT HEAD SCREWS -" HALF TUBE 

F. H. 
SCREWS 

RII '-BAKELITE HANDLE 

COAXIAL CABLE 

Fig. 4. Sketch showing the flash gun construction and layout of parts in bakelite 
tube handle. By removing the two screws in the octal socket and connections to 
the manual trip switch the entire assembly mounted in the half tube can be read- 
ily removed for inspection. Care must be taken to have high voltage leads well 
insulated and separated from ground and spark coil leads to prevent flashovers. 

to allow about 15 seconds between 
flashes to assure time for the con- 
densers to recharge. A weak flash or 
none at all will result in a poorly 
exposed negative. 

Fig. 5. Complete photoflash consisting of power supply in the 
cabinet and auxiliary triggering circuit in flash gun handle. 

December. 1947 

The manufacturer's rated light out- 
put of the flash tube is approximately 
12,000,000 lumens, and with internal 
synchronization, may be used at any 
shutter speed. 

Fig. 6. Power unit with front panel removed to show arrange- 
ment of parts. Two leads connect unit to storage condensers. 
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44-0.0wmitsmi-wwwwsivenwm 
Beginners' 

TRAFFIC TRANSMITTER 

Controls (from 1. to r. bottom) are: 
Ct, and S,. The octal socket 

is not needed. It is connected 
to the power supply for use in 
operating external equipment. 
C, is in the center of panel 
and to its left is C. Condenser 
C,., is mounted on rear flange. 

By 
A. E HAYES, JR., W3LVY 

Consulting Radio Physicist 

Covers 80 and 4O meter hands without coil change 
and incorporates a v -i -o. with cathode /:eying. 

WHEN the newcomer breaks 
into the traffic handling game 
he soon finds that his "Be- 

ginners' Transmitter" lacks several 
features which are essential to the 
traffic man and which are concerned 
with the oscillator circuit. The aver- 
age beginner has a crystal controlled 
transmitter having an output of be- 
tween twenty -five and fifty watts, and, 
more often than not, the unit is keyed 
in the amplifier circuit. Thus, break - 
in operation is impossible, and it is 
break -in that has contributed most 
during the past several years to the 
speed and efficiency of our major nets. 

Keying the crystal oscillator is not 
much of a problem, as any reasonably 
good crystal will key quite satisfac- 
torily up to 25 or 30 words per minute 
providing the principles of good design 
are incorporated in the circuit. In 
virtually any of the amateur hand- 
books there is a variety of crystal 
oscillators designed for oscillator key- 
ing. 

Due to the relatively new procedure 
of operating most of the major traffic 
nets on a number of frequencies sim- 
ultaneously, that is, having stations 
swapping messages on a number of 
different frequencies above and below 
the nominal net frequency, the crystal 
oscillator has become almost a "dead 
pigeon" due to the expense of procur- 
ing the necessary number of crystals. 
46 

Another procedure that multiplies this 
"cost factor" of crystals is the fact that 
an individual station may often be 
called upon by the Net Control Station 
to QSY to the frequency of another 
net to see if they have any traffic. A 
good variable frequency oscillator, or 
v.f.o., is, therefore, almost a necessity. 

The above -listed requirements would 
seem to pose a difficult problem, a 
v.f.o. that keys well. In most instances 
the newcomer, examining a possible 
v.f.o. transmitter diagram, is present- 
ed with a circuit including at least an 
electron -coupled oscillator, one or two 
"Class A" buffers to isolate the oscil- 
lator from the remainder of the cir- 
cuit, and a driver; all this before the 
final stage is considered. It is small 
wonder, then, that the beginner 
usually sticks to his simple crystal 
controlled transmitter, and thus is 
effectively prevented from getting into 
the traffic game. 

It is the object of this article to 
describe a transmitter having a v.f.o. 
that is beyond reproach, both from the 
standpoint of frequency stability, and 
of "keyability." The transmitter to be 
described was built by the writer after 
a careful consideration of the design 
problems involved, and has been used 
nightly on one of the largest and fast- 
est nets in the country (The Traffic 
Outlet), and on the very formal ARRL 
Trunk Line C. Reports are uniformly 

all that any operator could desire. 
The following specifications were de- 

cided upon, before proceeding, as the 
framework into which the transmitter 
must fit : 

1. Power input to the final tube of 
about 50 watts. 

2. Unit construction -that -is, the 
entire unit including power sup- 
ply and antenna tuning network 
must fit into a single 8% inch 
relay rack cabinet. 

3. An antenna tuning network 
which effectively couples power 
into an antenna having any 
length from 25 feet to 500 feet or 
more. 

4. A v.f.o. having no measurable 
drift after a 15 minute warmup 
period, and having a keying char- 
acteristic with no perceptible 
"chirp." 

5. Eighty meter or forty meter op- 
eration without coil changes. 

It was decided to first attempt a sim- 
ple two -stage transmitter, a simple 
oscillator -amplifier arrangement. Ref- 
erence to all of the established texts 
indicated that such an arrangement 
could not possibly be satisfactory, due 
to the lack of isolation between the 
frequency determining circuits and the 
power circuits, etc., but we proceeded, 
and evolved the circuit shown in Fig. 1. 

In the circuit, the 6V6 oscillator is 
connected in a conventional electron - 
coupled Hartley oscillator arrange- 
ment, the frequency of which is de- 
termined by the tank circuit formed 
by the paralleled- group comprising 
the condensers C,, C :, C,, and the in- 
ductor L,. Two things of top impor- 
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tance must be observed in the con- 
struction of the oscillator -the .001 
'dd. padding condenser C3 must be of 
the type (as for example, Aerovox 
Type 1570 -257L) capable of carrying 
a large radio frequency current and 
the inductor must be wound of large 
diameter wire on an extremely rigid, 
low -loss form. The coil form used in 
the transmitter illustrated was one of 
the ribbed ceramic forms available in 
many of the government surplus units 
on the market. The entire tank circuit 
must be wired with heavy wire, prefer- 
ably silver -plated if such is available, 
and must be arranged in such a fashion 
that circuit losses are kept at a mini - 
mum..The screen and plate voltages of 
the oscillator are stabilized between 
very narrow limits by the regulator 
tubes V, and V. The sliding tap on the 
resistor R, is adjusted so that the cur- 
rent through the regulators is about 
30 ma. in the "key up" condition. 

The oscillator is coupled through a 
condenser C, to the grid of the 807 am- 
plifier, and the screen of the 807 is tied 
to the regulated 255 volts across the 
series -connected regulators. This lat- 
ter precaution, though unconventional, 
serves to eliminate the last traces of 
chirp on the keyed signal. The cath- 
odes of both the 6V6 and the 807 are 
effectively tied together and connected 
to ground through the resistor R_ 
across which the key is connected 
through the open- circuit jack J1. The 
use of the resistor R, in shunt with the 
key serves to greatly reduce any key 
clicks which might be produced by 
conventional cathode keying arrange- 
ments. 

The amplifier is connected to the 
antenna -ground system through a 
modified pi- section tuning network, 
and the switch 22 serves to permit the 
amplifier to supply power to the an- 
tenna in either the 80 or 40 meter 
bands. It will be found that this out- 
put arrangement allows the operator 
to use an antenna of almost any con- 
ceivable length, a feature of impor- 
tance fort those of us who must live in 
apartments and must be satisfied with 
a simple wire leading out the window 
to the nearest tree. 

By way of explanation, it must be 
pointed out that the condenser Ca is of 
such large physical size in order to 
minimize the heating effect due to r.f. 
losses through it. The less the heating 
of the components of a v.f.o. tank cir- 
cuit the better, and in this case it is 
impossible to detect any rise in tem- 
perature over the ambient of any com- 
ponent except the 6V6 after several 
hours of operation. The constants of 
the grid tank circuit of the oscillator 
are selected to provide substantially 
100 per -cent bandspread of the eighty 
meter c.w. band. The actual calibra- 
tion curve, as measured, is illustrated 
in Fig. 2. It will be seen that the cali- 
bration is essentially linear except for 
a slight curvature at the low frequency 
end of the band. This is to be expected 
in the type of bandspreading circuit 
used. The small trimmer C, adjusted 
originally to make the band edges 
December, 1947 
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R,- 100,00 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R2- 10,000 ohm, 10 w. res. «,- 20,000 ohm, 1 w, res. 
R5- 50,000 ohm, 50 w. wirewound var. res. 

(See text) 
C1 -350 lipid. var. fond. (.03" spacing) 
C2-100 µµid. trimmer cond. (.03" spacing, 

screwdriver adj.) 
Cs -.001 pfd. padding cond. (See text) 
C4 -250 µpfd. mica cond. 
C5, Co. C,, C10, C,1 -.01 AN, 500 v. mica 

cond. 
CR-150 lipid. var. cond. (.03" spacing) 
CR -180 paid. mica cond. 
C12 -.01 pfd., 1000 v. mica cond. 
C,,, C14 -250 lipid. var. cond. (.03" spacing) 
Cis, C10-8 aid., 600 v. elec. cond. 
T, -Power trans., 500 -0.500 r. @ 150 ma., 5 

V. @ 3 amps., 6.3 y. @ 2 amps. 

M 

S1- S.p.s.t toggle sw. 
r.j. sw. 

101 -0 -100 ma. d.c. meter 
/5-Open circuit jack 
CH -10 by., 150 ma. filter choke 
RFC', RFC RFCs -2.5 mh., 100 ma. r.j. 

choke 
L1 -20 t. #12 silver-plated copper wire, 2" ,.d.. 

2" long, tap 7 t. from gnd. end 
Le-75 watt, 80 meter coil, 28 1. #20 p.e.. 

17/s" dia., i s /a^ long (Barker Bt Williamson) 
L2-30 t. #14 en., 2" diam., 5" long, tap 15 

t. from ant. end 
Vl -6V6 tube 
V2-807 tube 
Vs -5R4GY tube 
V4- VR105 -30 tube 
VA- VR150 -30 tube 

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram -a conventional Hartley oscillator is used. 

"center up" on the tuning dial, may be 
used to correct the calibration provid- 
ing any long term drift due to tube 
aging or the like is found. No such 
effect has been observed by the writer 
after several hours of operation. 

In operation the grid circuit of 
the oscillator covers the range 1750 
to 2000 kc. and the plate tank circuit 
C,L2 is tuned to the second harmonic 

range which is the eighty meter band. 
The plate circuit of 'the 807 is tuned 
to 80 meters when the switch 22 is in 
the "open" position, and to the 40 
meter band when the switch is closed. 
The 807 thus functions as a doubler on 
40, but it has been found that with 
the amount of drive available from the 
oscillator the output on 40 may be 

(Continued on page 171) 

Rear view shows placement of various above -chassis components. 
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Fig. 1. The Browning RJ -14 
(top) and the RJ -12 (bottom) 
tuners represent two of the 
many different makes of com- 
mercially built, high quality 
tuners that may be used for 
recording off -the -air programs. 

for 
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9 Part 1O. Covering a discussion 
of two representative tuners, 
well suited to recording radio 
programs directly off- the -air. 

By OLIVER READ 
Editor, RADIO NEWS 

The Recording 

and Reproduction of Sound 
ONE of the major requirements 

for the recordist is a good high 
quality tuner for picking up 

signals from local transmitters and, 
in particular, for purposes of record- 
ing high quality music or other enter- 
tainment on his discs, etc. The re- 
quirements permit latitude in the se- 
lection of a tuner as we may begin 
with a simple two or three tube job 
employing tuned r.f. circuits, and later 
procure one of the universal FM -AM 
tuners, such as the one to be described, 
when we wish the ultimate in FM -AM 
reception for recording purposes or 
public address installations. 

Such tuners include the Browning 
RJ -12 and RJ -14, Fig. 1, which are de- 
signed for high fidelity reception in 
the 88 -108 mc. FM band as well as the 
standard AM broadcast band. This 
tuner is designed for maximum per- 
formance when used with a 300 -ohm 
FM antenna. Almost any commercial 
FM antenna having this impedance 
should work satisfactorily. It is im- 
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portant that no part of the antenna 
system be grounded because of the 
balanced feed required on FM opera- 
tion. On AM operation, the entire an- 
tenna and feeder act as the antenna. 
The antenna system should, therefore, 
be located as high as possible. For 
those who wish to build their own an- 
tenna, a drawing has been provided to 
furnish the necessary information. See 
Fig. 3. 

Shielded leads from the tuner to the 
recording amplifier are essential. 
When 'making up the cables, the cen- 
ter conductor should be stripped, 
tinned and inserted in the center 
sleeve of the male connector and 
heated until the solder flows, making 
a good joint. It is well to bring the 
braid up on the outside shell of the 
plug and solder all the way around. 
There are some cases where the shield 
on the lead between the audio output 
of the tuner, and the amplifier em- 
ployed may not be a sufficient ground 
bond between the two. In cases where 

there is any hum, not present in the 
amplifier itself, bonding of the ampli- 
fier and tuner with copper braid of No. 
16 or larger wire, should be used. 

The power requirements for the 
tuner are 250 volts d.c. at 65 milliam- 
peres and 6.3 volts a.c. or d.c. at 4 am- 
peres. Occasionally the voltages are 
available from the recording ampli- 
fier. If these voltages are not avail- 
able, a separate power supply should 
be used. A schematic diagram of 
such a unit is incorporated in the 
diagram Fig. 5. 

The FM section of the tuner em- 
ploys the famous Armstrong circuit. 
In the r.f. portion we find several new 
miniature type tubes (Fig. 5), a 6BA6 
r.f. amplifier, a LBE6 mixer, and a 6C4 
triode oscillator. Following the mixer 
are two i.f. amplifier stages that oper- 
ate at a center frequency of 8.25 mc. 
Excellent gain is realized in the r.f. 
stage and in its conversion to the in- 
termediate frequency amplifier. In 
order to obtain the most effective 
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quieting, two limiters are used in cas- 
cade. Assuming that proper limiting 
is used, then the major source of dis- 
tortion in FM circuits lies in the non - 
linearity of the discriminator char- 
acteristic. When this curve of fre- 
quency versus output voltage is linear 
over the range of modulation, there 
can be no distortion in detection. This 
tuner has an excellent linear char- 
acteristic. High frequency pre -em- 
phasis, purposely introduced at the 
transmitter, must be compensated for 
in the tuner if we are to obtain a 
linear output voltage. A suitable high 
frequency attenuator compensates for 
the standard degree of pre- emphasis 
which is inserted at the transmitter. 

The superheterodyne circuit em- 
ployed in the AM section has one r.f. 
stage and one i.f. stage. It further 
employs a diode detector to provide 
audio and a.v.c. voltage. A sensitiv- 
ity of one microvolt or better over the 
entire band is made possible by em- 
ploying recently developed tubes. The 
bandpass of the i.f. amplifier provides 
a high selectivity much desired for 
average interference -free reception. 
Noise reduction benefits are realized 
due to this selectivity and yet the 
quality of reproduction remains ex- 
cellent. 

One of the features of this com- 
mercially built tuner is the insertion 
of a wave trap that is tuned to 450 kc. 
to provide a low impedance path to 
ground for any signal that might 
otherwise cause interference. This is 
to eliminate local high power, low fre- 
quency code stations in particular. 

Especially designed recording am- 
plifiers will be described in later chap- 
ters. They are well suited for use in 
conjunction with the Browning tuner 
as well as the simple home -made tuner 
to be described in the following para- 
graphs. 

T.R.F. Tuner 
A high fidelity radio frequency tuner 

suitable for use with a recording am- 
plifier or public address system may 
be constructed from parts readily 
available in the average junk box. The 
tuner to be described was designed by 
E. Bruce Pray, Engineer, Electronics 
Division, Sylvania Electric Products, 
Inc. 

In addition to its being useful for 
recording or in conjunction with large 
permanent p.a. and paging systems 
(such as are installed in factories, 
clubs and parks), the radio tuner may 
be coupled to all types of portable am- 
plifiers such as small truck amplifiers 
and record players. 

The tuned r.f. circuit is well suited 
to recording applications because of 
its inherent low distortion. The latter 
is obtained at somewhat of a sacrifice 
of tuning -the tuning ordinarily tend- 
ing to be broader than in a standard 
superheterodyne. However, the tuned 
r.f. section may be engineered to have 
good selectivity, as well as fidelity. 
Another outstanding advantage is the 
fact that the tuned r.f. "front end" 
picks up less noise interference than 
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R2 R3 
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R. R -100 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R2- 10,000 ohm, wirewound pot. 
R;,. R,- 100,000 ohm, 1 w. res. 

R,, R.21000 ohm, 1 w. res. 

RK -10 megohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R9. R,, -1 megohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R 1I- 250,000 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R,2-20 ohm, 2 w. res. 
R,:,- 50,000 ohm, 2 w. res. 
Cis, Cie, C,c -365 ¡sad., 3 -gang tuning cond. 
Cs. C,-.05 aid., 100 r. cond. 
Cs. C4, Ce. CT, C. C,,, C12-.1 µfd., 400 r. cond. 
C, -.02 Aid., 400 r. cond. 
C,0-100 µµtd. mica cond. 

C -.05 isfd.. 400 r. cond. 
Ct4, C,s-40 Aid., 250 ro elec. cond. 
C16--8 Aid., 400 r. elec. cond. Li- Antenna coil (See text) 
Ls, L;,- Interstage coil (See text) 
F, -1 amp., 115 r. fuse 
Si- S.pa.t. sw. (on R._.1 

C1-1,-15 hy., 60 ma. filter choke T y-Fil. trans. 115 y. to 6.3 r. @ 1 amp. 
Y 17,-787 tube 
V3- 6U5 /6G5 tube It- Closed circuit jack 
I2 -Cable connector 
2 -1N34 germanium rectifiers 
2 -NCS selenium rectifiers 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a home -built, three-tube. t.r.f. tuner. The Trait 

covers the AM broadcast band and is suitable for recording purposes. 

many of the low- priced sharper tun- 
ing superhets. 

This tuner- has been designed for 
maximum selectivity rather than max- 
imum amplification, and consists of 
two transformer -coupled pent ode 
tubes, feeding into a germanium diode 
rectifier acting as the detector. 

It is often of great importance that 
an r.f. tuner introduce as few addi- 
tional tubes as possible. Here, we have 
handled this situation by employing a 
germanium crystal diode as the detec- 
tor, and a selenium unit as the sepa- 
rate power supply rectifier. The rec- 
tified audio signal is delivered to an 
output jack located on the rear of the 
chassis, and to a headphone jack lo- 
cated on the front panel. This ar- 
rangement enables the operator to 
monitor the tuner ahead of the ampli- 
fier into which it feeds. This is a con- 
venience, especially during tuning -in 
periods. The final radio frequency sig- 
nal is also fed to another germanium 
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AUDIO OUTPUT 
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PRO N0 
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Fig. 3. Diagram shows installation 
wiring of an FM -AM tuner. Details for 
antenna construction are also given. 

rectifier, the output of which is fil- 
tered and fed to the grid of an elec- 
tron ray indicator tube. 

This second crystal unit serves to 
clear up the eye image, giving a 
sharper pattern than ordinarily would 
be obtained. 

The power supply operates from a 
115 volt, 60 cycle source and consists 
of two 6.3 volt, 1 ampere filament 

Fig. 4. Rear view of t.r.f. juner. Location of parts should be followed closely. 
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transformers with their secondaries 
connected together. The junction of 
the two secondaries is used to supply 
the filaments of the amplifiers, while 
the output of the combination, approx- 
imately equal to the line voltage, is 
fed to two selenium rectifiers con- 
nected as a voltage doubler. This back - 
to -back transformer arrangement per- 

mits use of the line voltage without 
the dangerous ground- return common 
to a.c. -d.c. line power supplies. At the 
same time, tube heater voltage is sup- 
plied without having to incorporate 
line -cord resistors. 

The additional plate voltage sup- 
plied by the voltage doubler results in 
higher output and greater sensitivity 
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than would be obtained with only 115 
volts on the plates of the tubes. 

The output ripple of the voltage 
doubler combination is reduced to a 
minimum by the addition of a 15 henry 
filter choke and an 8 µfd. condenser. 
The 50,000 -ohm bleeder resistor com- 
pletes the power supply which will be 
more hum -free than either a series - 
filament arrangement or an a.c. -d.c. 
transformerless supply. 

Layout is an extremely important 
factor. The first decision that must 

I be reached in constructing electronic 
equipment is that of proper location 
of parts, and selection of a suitable 
chassis. This, at first sight, might ap- 
pear to be wasted effort, but after re- 
building a unit several times, one then 
fully realizes the importance of proper 
parts location. 

The amplifier employs a 7 "x11 "x11 /2" 
chassis and a standard 7 "x19" panel. 
Above the chassis (Fig. 4) are located 
the tuning condenser, the two filament 
transformers, the three shielded r.f. 
transformers, the two tubes, the filter 
choke, and the magic eye. 

The transformers and choke are 
mounted together and in such a way 
that their fields do not interfere with 
the tuning condenser (C,). The tubes 
and coils are arranged across the rear 
of the chassis, with the antenna coil 
at the extreme left hand corner, fol- 
lowed by the first r.f. amplifier, the 
first r.f. coil, the second r.f. amplifier 
and the second r.f. coil. Locate the 
magic eye on the front panel directly 
over the dial. 

In mounting the tube sockets (Fig. 
6), arrange each one so that its grid 
contact is nearest to the coil connect- 
ing to the preceding stage. The plate 
contact then automatically will be op- 
posite the coil of the following stage. 
The antenna and ground binding posts 
should be located at the rear of the 
chassis, just under the antenna coil. 

Locate the two selenium rectifiers 
on the front of the chassis by means of 
two machine screws inserted through 
the mounting eyelets which are insu- 
lated from the discs. Caution should 
be exercised to avoid grounding the 
discs of the rectifier. These discs carry 
the a.c. potential, and a short circuit 
at this point might damage the filter 
condensers, the rectifiers, or the trans- 
formers. The chassis position of these 
rectifiers should always be such that 
they are not mounted adjacent to any 
heat -dissipating components, such as 
power tubes, high- wattage resistors, 
etc. 

The two germanium crystals are 
mounted on a terminal strip which is 
placed along the left hand edge of the 
chassis. All grid and plate leads should 
he as short and direct as possible, and 
the plate leads kept close to the 
chassis. 

(Continued on page 106) 

Fig. 5. Complete schematic diagram of Brown- 
ing Models RI -12 and RI-14 FM -AM tuners. 
The power supply which is incorporated in 
this schematic diagram is actually built as 
a separate unit and connected via cables. 
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Build Your Own 

AUTOMATIC 

KEY 

Two views of the completed, 
home built automatic key. 
Over -all size is 3 "x 4 "x 5 ". No 

external power supply is re- 
quired. Knob on side of case 
is speed control, R,. Note posi- 

tion of the micro -switch. 

By 
G. W. GUNNEL, WONMS 

Code key that provides automatic dots and dashes 
is loin in cost and extremely simple to construct. 

ANUMBER of articles have been 
published in recent years on 
the subject of automatic keys. 

Such a key should meet the following 
specifications : It should make perfect 
dots, dashes and spaces; be a single 
unit of the same size or smaller than 
a standard mechanical key; it should 
not be necessary to resort to purchas- 
ing a standard key in order to adapt it 
to an electronic key; the power supply 
should be included in the unit; it 
should be ready for instant operation 
without tube heater lag or consuming 
power in the standby period; be low 
cost. The key herein described is the 
only one, to the author's knowledge, 
that meets all of the above specifica- 
tions. 

The theory of operation is extremely 
simple and can best be compared with 
that of an ordinary buzzer or doorbell. 
The make and break system is the 
same; however, a sensitive relay con- 
nected as a buzzer is used and con- 
densers switched across it. The time 
necessary for the condensers to dis- 
charge into the relay provides the 
necessary time lag. 

Fig. 1 shows the circuit diagram for 
automatic dots and manual dashes. 
Switch X consists of a spring keying 
arm (a piece of hacksaw blade works 
well) that pivots between contacts A 

and B. When the keying arm is in the 
dot position, touching 'contact A, the 
alternating current flows through the 
selenium cell rectifier (a Federal 100 
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ma. type) where it emerges as direct 
current; it then flows from the keying 
arm X to the top contact of one side 
of the double -pole, double -throw relay; 
thence, across the contacts to the relay 
coil and condenser C,. The relay 
closes, opening the top contacts and 
the condenser C, starts to discharge. 
The relay stays closed until C, is com- 
pletely discharged, at which time, the 
relay arm springs back and again 
makes connection with the top contact. 
This process repeats itself as long as 
the keying arm is held in the dot posi- 
tion. The time necessary to discharge 
C, and hence the speed of the dots is 
regulated by R,, the 10,000 ohm linear 
taper potentiometer connected across 
the relay. The spacing between dots 
can be adequately adjusted by varying 
the spring tension on the relay arma- 
ture and the spacing between the relay 
contacts. These relay adjustments are 
the same for all speeds and need be 

made only once. The two lower con- 
tacts on the other pole of the relay are 
connected to the circuit to be keyed. 
These contacts are connected when 
the relay is in the down position. 

Manual dashes are made by moving 
the keying arm against contact B. 

This throws the direct current directly 
across thé relay. The relay will open 
and close in conjunction with the 
movement of the keying arm from neu- 
tral position to contact B and return. 

Fig. 2 shows the schematic for auto - 
(Continued on page 144) 

Fig. 1. Circuit that may be used to ob- 

tain automatic dots and manual dashes. 

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram used by the author to obtain automatic dots and dashes. 
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TELEVISION 

INSTALLATION 
By W. W. E 

Part 4. City and urban locations usually 
require specialized techniques and highly 
directional antennas for ghost -free reception. 

52 

Fig. 1. The conventional dipole- and -director an- 
tenna is adequate for most installations, but a 
more highly directional antenna may be required 
in city or urban locations to overcome ghosts. 

ACRITICAL requirement of 
every modern television set is 
an efficient installation capable 

of providing adequate reception -free 
from ghosts and other interference - 
on the TV channels desired by the cus- 
tomer. Properly installing a televi- 
sion antenna and lead -in system is no 
simple matter, however, because every 
installation is different. 

The work is influenced by the type 
and size of the customer's house or 
dwelling or business establishment, 
and by its location with respect to 
local television transmitters as well 
as any nearby, large buildings. The 
work is complicated by any of several 
installation problems, which invari- 
ably are of more serious nature when 
the location is in the vicinity of urban, 
industrial, or commercial districts. 

For a few urban locations, a single 
dipole may sometimes provide satis- 
factory reception. Usually, however, 
either a director or reflector is used 
with the dipole for greater directivity. 
With such a two -element arrangement 
(Fig. 1), there is very little pickup 
from the rear, and much sharper di- 
rectivity with an increase in "gain" or 
signal strength in the forward direc- 
tion. These basic antennas, previously 
discussed, prove entirely adequate for 
most suburban installations and for 
many urban installations. 

However in many city or_metropoli- 
tan locations, it may be difficult- 
sometimes impossible -to site and 
orient such antennas for adequate, 
ghost -free reception, following the 
Basic Procedure of Installation (Table 
1). The resulting poor reception, ob- 
tained at such locations with the set 
operating normally, is visible directly 

Fig. 2. An increase in height of the direc- 
tional antenna provides better signal re- 
ception with less electrical interference. 

on the receiver picture tube, and may 
be analyzed in terms of these symp- 
toms :_ 

1. Weak pictures on one or the other, or both, of the Primary and 
Secondary Channels preferred by the 
customer. These pictures are often 
speckled with a "snowy" effect, and 
the image may not hold steady on the 
screen. 

2. Ghost images of the direct picture 
signal, or, blurry or diffused reception 
which does not move or change. The 
effect is always characteristic of only 
one channel; it is decidedly different 
or even non -existent when other chan- 
nels are received. 

These are two common symptoms of 
a poor antenna installation. They are 
regularly encountered in urban loca- 
tions, and are important indications 
of "what to do next." 

In some cases, only a further ad- 
justment or better siting of the exist- 
ing antenna is required. In many 
cases, however, a more highly direc- 
tional antenna is necessary for good 
reception, according to the degree and 
nature of the symptom of poor recep- 
tion. 

]huportance of Height 
With the set using a directional an- 

tenna (a dipole- and -director) and op_ 
erating normally, reception of weak or 
"snowy" pictures on one or more tele- 
vision channels (Symptom 1) indicates 
that insufficient signal power is being 
received by the existing antenna. A 
building or other large obstruction 
may be blocking the direct or line -of- 
sight path between the receiving an- 
tenna and the transmitter, or the re- 
ceiving site may be located a consider- 
able distance from the transmitter. 
In either case, the best solution to this 
problem is to increase the height of 
the receiving antenna. 

If a higher location is available, the 
RADIO NEWS 
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Fig. 3. Normal picture signal of test pattern 
as received on primary television channel. 

antenna should be resited. Even an 
elevation increase of a few feet may 
be sufficient for greatly improved sig- 
nal reception. 

However, when it is physically im- 
possible or impractical to find a fixed 
location of sufficient height, the an- 
tenna should be mounted on a suit- 
able mast above the house or build- 
ing (Fig. 2). Despite the resulting in- 
crease in the cost of installation, the 
customer will usually approve such 
construction when the reception prob- 
lem is properly explained. 

Suitable towers can be obtained 
from manufacturers or structural 
steel companies. Pr.oper guying and 
other mechanical factors of safety and 
sturdiness must be considered in erect- 
ing such a tower. 

Siting and orienting of the antenna 
at high elevations follow the usual 
procedures (Table 1). Since long 
transmission lines are required for 
such installations, impedance match- 
ing between receiver and lead -in and 
between lead -in and antenna is of ex- 
treme importance. ' 

Fig. 6. Photograph shows a typical urban 
installation where a conventional dipole 
and reflector antenna is used to provide 
adequate reception on the two preferred 
TV channels as selected by the customer. 
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Fig. 4. Hazy effect caused by a ghost image, 
slightly displaced from the direct image. 

A good general rule for all television 
installations is to erect the antenna 
in the clear and as high as possible. 

Increased height is of particular 
importance when the receiving site is 
more than 30 miles from a television 
transmitter, and often may provide 
adequate reception of signals at par- 
ticularly remote receiving locations 
which would not otherwise be possible. 

Additional height also provides 
greater security from ignition and mo- 
tor "noise" and other types of elec- 
tricalinterference. 

Reception of Ghosts 
The appearance of multiple images 

or ghosts (Symptom 2) is an indica- 
tion of the reception of more than one 
signal from the same transmitter. 
Ghost images are caused by reflected 
signals arriving from various direc- 
tions different from the direct or line - 
of -sight path, and their appearance on 
the television screen is due to the in- 
sufficient directivity of the receiving 
antenna. 

This is one of the most important 

Fig. 5. Multi-image reception caused by sev- 
eral reflected signals appearing at antenna. 

problems of television installation. It 
is a common source of poor reception, 
encountered in all urban installations, 
and is a perpetual challenge to the 
ingenuity and ability of the technician 
or serviceman. 

Picture signals radiated by a trans- 
mitter travel outward (in straight 
lines) in all directions, until the waves 
reach a resonant antenna, or until 
they strike a surface or large object 
and are reflected in various new di- 
rections. Since a receiving antenna 
is usually located as high as possible, 
within so- called "optical sight" of a 
transmitter, a direct wave (following 
a line -of -sight path) is the first signal 
to reach a receiver tuned to that chan- 
nel, and this armears on the picture 
screen as a direct image (Fig. 3). 
Other radiated picture signals are re- 
flected by various surfaces in such a 
way that some of these waves also ar- 
rive at the receiving antenna -but a 
few microseconds later than the direct 
wave. 

When a receiving antenna is not 
properly sited and oriented, or is not 

Fig. 7. An urban installation providing reception of three images from single 
station, with reflected "ghost" via path "A" stronger than direct image or ghost 
via path "B" (see inset). The dipole is directed toward source of reflected "A " signals 
for-best reception, and addition of director(or reflector)removes two unwanted images 
from picture screen. Pattern "C" (inset) is obtained from "direct path" signal. 
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LOCATING THE RECEIVER 
Best position must be satisfactory to cus- 

tomer, free from sunlight and electrical inter- 
ference; with adequate space for viewing 
screen. 

1. Install receiver carefully. 
2. Check operation. with makeshift dipole. 
3. Determine customer's choice of 2 sta- 

tions, for Primary Channel and Secondary 
Channel. 

PREPARING THE LEAD -IN 
Best lead -in for "probing" is "twin -lead 

ribbon." Match impedances. If set input is 
marked 300, use lead -in with 300 -ohm rating. 
For 75 -ohm input, use 75-ohm lead -in. 

1. Cut extra -sufficient length of lead -in to 
reach from set to any point on roof. 

2. If 300 -ohm lead -in is used, connect short 
Matching Section (a 36 -inch piece of 150 -ohm 
"twin -lead ribbon") to end of lead -in on roof. 

PREPARING THE "PROBE" 
Instal'atlon "probe" consists of typical com- 

mercial dipole, mounted on pole, and con- 
nected to set by lead -in. Dipole is portable. 

1. Assemble dipole of 2 metal rods. Use 
over -all dipole length of 78 inches to receive 
ALL channels. To favor certain channels, 
use: 

Channel Over -all Dipole Length 
1 108 in. 
2 80 in. 
3 Si in. 
4 73 in. 
5 64 in. 
6 60 ln. 

2. Connect lead -in (and Matching Section) 
to dipole. 

3. Run wires and install simple two -way 
telephone or intercom between roof and set. 

SITING THE ANTENNA 
Best site is determined experimentally, 

using two -man coordination system. While 
man on roof uses "probing" dipole to test 
various locations, man at set observes merit 
of locations in terms of signal strength and 
picture quality, and absence of ghosts and 
noise interference. 

1. Site is selected for best reception of 
Primary and Secondary Channels, with least 
effect of ghost images. 

2. Attach metal mounting bracket to roof. 
3. If ghost interference is not too serious 

and picture signals are strong, assemble a 
directional antenna-either a dipole- director 
or a dipole -reflector antenna with a mount- 
ing pole of suitable height-and erect an- 
tenna in roof mounting bracket, leaving it 
free to rotate. 

4. If ghost images predominate and /or if 
desired signals are weak, first "probe" for 
new site, then attempt much greater height. 
Assemble any type of highly directive com- mercial antenna and erect at best site, leav- 
ing it free to rotate in roof bracket. 

ORIENTING THE ANTENNA 
Previous two -man coordination system is 

used. Antenna is oriented and tuned, based 
on best results observed by man at receiver. 

1. Rotate antenna to best position for ghost -free reception of Primary and Sec- 
ondary Channels. 

2. Tune antenna by adjusting all tunable 
factors for best signal strength and picture quality WITHOUT ghost reflections. Install 
in fixed position. 

3. If noise interference persists throughout 
siting and orienting, substitute (properly 
matched) coaxial cable for lead -in between antenna and set. 

4. Install lead -in permanently, without 
slack. Recheck operation of set. 

Table 1. Basic procedure for all television antenna installations. 

sufficiently directional, it accepts these 
reflected signals and they appear on 
the television screen as fixed (but 
usually weak) images, which are iden- 
tical to the direct image but are dis- 
placed horizontally and to the right 
of the direct image. 

The amount of displacement is 
really an indication of the additional 
distance the ghost signals traveled 
to reach the receiving antenna. When 
this additional distance is short, the 
displacement on the screen may be so 
small that the result is a blurry or in- 
distinct merger with the direct signal 
(Fig. 4). Greater displacements on 
the screen; however, produce moredis- 
tinct multiple images (Fig. 5). 

In all instances of ghost reception, 
the first image (to the left on the tele- 
vision screen) is the direct image. It 
is usually brighter than the "ghost" 
images, because fhe reflected signals 
lose part of their energy (or intensity) 
during reflection. 

These unwanted signals are re- 
flected by large buildings, apartment 
houses, skyscrapers, factory buildings, 
steel storage tanks, and other large 
objects or surfaces, which may be lo- 
cated at any distance and in any di- 
rection from either the transmitter or 
the receiving site. For this reason, 
ghost interference is particularly 
troublesome in metropolitan or city 
locations, where there are many large 
buildings acting as almost -perfect mir- 
rors of television signals. 

However, the procedure of elim- 
inating ghosts is the same for either 
urban or suburban installations, be- 
cause the key to the problem lies in 
the directional characteristics of these 
reflected signals. Ghost images ar- 
rive at the receiving site at different 
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angles with respect to the direct wave. 
For this reason, the receiving antenna 
must be sufficiently directional so that 
it accepts only the strongest signal 
from the transmitter- usually, but 
not always, the direct signal. This re- 
quires the introduction of some new 
techniques, within the scope of the 
Basic Procedure of Installation. 

Ghost Elimination 
After initial "probing" operations 

with a single dipole (Table 1) and 
temporary installation of a directional 
antenna -either a dipole- and -director 
or a dipole -and- reflector -it will be 
found, in most city or urban locations, 
that some degree of ghost reception 
is present regardless of the orienta- 
tion of the directional antenna. This 
condition is very typical, and indicates 
that the directional antenna is inade- 
quate in its particular location. A 
new site must be found, and the pur- 
pose of further roof activities is the 
reception of ghost -free signals. 

Although a general procedure can 
be followed, each installation must be 
treated individually because of the 
specific problems posed by each loca- 
tion. Many hours, perhaps a day or 
two, may sometimes be necessary to 
find a ghost -free site in crowded me- 
tropolitan or industrial districts. For 
the two -man installation team, pa- 
tience is an absolute requirement! 

The importance of antenna height 
should first be considered as probably 
the simplest means of eliminating 
some ghosts. The usual 4- or 5 -foot 
mast of the directional antenna can 
be replaced with a mast of much 
greater height. Or, the higher eleva- 
tion of an adjacent building may be 
considered a better site. 

Frequently, however, ghost -free re- 
ception with a conventional dipole - 
and- reflector antenna requires a thor- 
ough exploration of every conceivable 
site in the vicinity of the location most 
desired. This requires further, care- 
ful, patient "probing" over extended 
roof areas, and may even include 
amateur rigging and steeple -jack 
work atop some types of large build- 
ings. In many instances a satisfac- 
tory site can be located, however, and 
then the antenna must again be ori- 
ented for reception of both Primary 
and Secondary Channels -and with- 
out ghost effects! 

In one typical, metropolitan area, 
long and patient exploration re- 
vealed only one roof location that was 
free of ghosts (Fig. 6), where a con- 
ventional director -and -reflector Philco 
antenna could be used, without the ad- 
ditional expense of erecting a mast 
and without recourse to a more com- 
plicated, highly directional antenna. 

Since the displacement of a ghost 
image (on the television screen) is a 
ratio measure- of the additional dis- 
tance required for the ghost signal to 
travel,' it is sometimes possible to esti- 
mate distances to actual reflecting ob- 
jects or surfaces by such displacement 
on the television screen. In this way, 
certain large buildings, water tanks, 
or other exposed objects can be iden- 
tified optically. Knowledge of the lo- 
cation of such objects or surfaces can 
be used to good advantage in improv- 
ing an existing antenna so that it is 
capable of rejecting signals arriving 
from the direction of such known re- 
flecting surfaces. 

As one example, a large, reinforced 
section of sheet metal or screening 
can be erected upright near the an- 
tenna, on a line with the distant 
source of reflected signals, so that the 
antenna is effectively shielded in that 
direction. The screen must be rigid 
with low wind resistance, and must 
be erected no closer than 8 feet from 
the antenna. 

Ghost Utilization 
In rare instances, a reflected signal 

may be desired in preference to the 
direct signal. 

A condition is sometimes encount- 
ered in urban locations, where a re- 
flected or ghost image - may prove 
brighter and stronger than the direct 
signal, and the television antenna is 
oriented with respect to the source of 
signal reflections instead of to the 
transmitter. 

In a typical case (Fig. 7), the path 
of the direct wave is almost entirely 
blocked by a tall building between the 
transmitter and receiving antenna. 
However, two reflected paths "A" and 
"B" are of significance. The latter 
wave is reflected by a small building. 
Wave "A" is reflected by a large, steel - 
and- concrete building, however, re- 
sulting in a reflected signal of consid- 
erable power reaching the antenna 
site. For this reason, the single dipole 
is turned broadside to the large build- 
ing, the "source" of the strongest sig- 

(Continued on page 124) 
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10.7 mc. I.F. TRANSFORMERS 
By 

J. C. MICHALOWICZ 
Dept. of Elec. Eng. 

Catholic Univ. of America 

Build your own i.f. transformers. 
10.7 nit. is now standard for a 
new band FM home receirer. 

THE re- allocation- of the fre- 
quency-modulation broadcasting 
designation to the 88 -108 mega- 

cycle band has necessitated the recon- 
struction of 42 -50 megacycle receivers 
to intercept this new frequency. The 
most important changeover required 
is, of course, that of the high -fre- 
quency or input section of the 
receiver, but probably of equal impor- 
tance, is the renovation of the inter- 
mediate frequency amplifier system, in 
particular, the i.f. transformers. 

In choosing a proper intermediate 
frequency, it must be borne in mind 
that the image frequency must neces- 
sarily fall outside of the high- frequen- 
cy band. With the old allocation of 
42 -50 megacycles, a 4.3 megacycle i.f. 
frequency was employed, its image be- 
ing produced at 8.6 megacycles, which 
is well outside of the 8 megacycle 
band. So also with the new allocation 
of a 20 megacycle bandwidth (88 to 
108 megacycles), an i.f. frequency 
must be used whose image falls out- 
side of the FM band. Consequently, a 
frequency of 10.7 megacycle's for in- 
termediate frequency amplification 
has been adopted. 

Although commercially -built 10.7 
megacycle i.f. transformers of good 
bandwidth are available, they are 
fairly expensive. However, with the 
increasing availability of coil -forms 
and shield cans, one can construct his 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of 

Fig. 1. Parts required to construct U. 
transformer. From left to right. coil 
form, shield can, completed assem- 
bly. See Fig. 3 for mechanical details. 

own with satisfactory results. The 
materials used by the author are 
shown in Fig. 1. This type (an RCA 
product) is not absolutely essential; 
any adaptation of discarded i.f. trans- 
former forms may be employed as long 
as the coil diameter and spacings as 
shown in Fig. 3 are followed closely. 
Also, the metallic shield should be of 
such a size as to permit at least the 
width of one coil diameter between 
the windings and the shield, both at 
the sides and at the ends of the coils. 
Ínductively -tuned transformers are 
chosen in preference to capacitively - 
tuned ones, since they are more stable 

and present a more compact finished 
product. 

The winding data is shown in Fig. 3. 
Both secondary and primary windings 
consist of 17 turns of No. 28 plain en- 

(Continued on page 140) 

two -stage i.f. amplifier. All transformers are identical in design and construction. 
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An Experiment in 
Voice Controlled Relays 

Unit designed and built by the author. It Is being 
used to control the operation of a paging system. 

By LEON A. WORTMAN 
Radio Station WSYR 

Just "sag the word" and this electronic device will 
control the "on -off" operation of other equipment. 

THERE are countless devices that 
are used to carry voice frequency 
modulations. Most of these de- 

vices, be they intercoms, public ad- 
dress systems, paging systems, radio- 
telephone transmitters, dictating ma- 
chines or recording devices, must be 
operated manually before they will 
function. If the device can be oper- 
ated automatically as soon as the 
voice or other modulating signal is 

Fig. 1. Simplified diagram of relay unit. 

impressed on its input, and if the de- 
vice can maintain operation during 
the period of desired modulation, and 
if the device can automatically stop 
itself at a predetermined time after 
the signal has ceased, such a device 
speaks for itself and no pun is in- 
tended. The idea was suggested by a 
friend who operates a large labora- 
tory. There is a paging system through- 
out the lab and its associated offices 

Complete schematic is shown in Fig. 2. 
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with the microphone placed at the 
switchboard for the telephone opera- 
tor. This was designed to save that 
poor overworked switchboard opera- 
tor all the abuse that is heaped on her 
head for having forgotten to switch the 
microphone on when she paged "Mis- 
ter Smith on two three wun!" Or she 
would forget to turn the microphone 
off after use and the whole plant be- 
came an audience for her personal 
conversations. The unit to be de- 
scribed, when added to the existing 
paging amplifier, eliminated the 
"switch throwing" operation entirely. 
The amplifier began feeding immedi- 
ately as she started talking into the 
microphone and the amplifier stopped 
when the talk stopped. 

Fig. 1 diagrams the basic circuit for 
the unit that was installed to perform 
these functions. A signal voltage im- 
pressed on the input terminals of the 
unit is amplified ,by V, and V. CB, 
acting as a blocking condenser for the 
d.c. plate potential of V,, permits the 
amplified signal voltages to be im- 
pressed on the anode of V, which is 
connected as a diode rectifier. V, rec- 
tifying the signal voltage causes a 
positive potential to appear across its 
load, which is Ro in parallel with the 
grid and cathode of V,. The triode, V,, 
is biased almost to cut -off by the volt- 
age dl.,* across Ro as a result of the 
cathode current flow. As the signal 
voltage increases from zero, the volt- 
age developed across Ro increases, 
making the grid less negative with 
respect to the cathode. As a result, 
the plate current flow increases in- 
stantaneously. It can then be seen 
that by placing a sensitive type relay 
in series with Rc, in effect making the 
relay añ integral part of the biasing 
circuit, and adjusting the bias of V, to 
the point where the relay is in normal. 
position, an audio voltage impressed 
upon the input terminals of V, will, in 
a fraction of a second, actuate the 
relay. 

However, the relay will alternately 
"release and hold" as the voice or 
other modulation is impressed. It will 
"chatter" and try to follow every 
word. Therefore some time delay must 
be introduced to maintain the relay in 
a "hold" condition. If a condenser, Cr, 
is placed across Ro, in Fig. 1, a time 
delay to the release operation is in- 
troduced. CT is charged instantane- 
ously by the peak rectified voltage out- 
put of diode V,, and it will maintain a 
sufficiently high potential on the grid 
of V, to keep the relay locked in a 
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7 
6SN7 

"hold" position until the charge leaks 
off through Ro. The "leakage" time 
can be predetermined. 

The combination of Ro and CT in 
parallel will preset the "release" time 
delay of the sensitive relay. Varying 
either the value of CT or of Ro will 
permit a wide variation in time. The 
time can be made to vary from the 
inherent mechanical lag of the relay 
armature up to several seconds or 
even minutes. Larger time delays are 
possible but the constants then become 
quite large electrically and physically, 
and the charging potentials may be- 
come inordinately high. A series of 
practical experiments showed that a 
time delay of up to four seconds from 
start was sufficient for most purposes. 
Of course it is far more practical to 
make Ro the variable element while 
CT remains at a fixed value. An ordi- 
nary potentiometer with smooth ac- 
tion as in the ordinary, well -built gain 
control (carbon type), connected as 
Ro with the potentiometer arm going 
to one end of CT and the other termi- 
nal of CT going to the grid of V, will 
serve ideally as the fully variable 
time delay control. 

Rc, in practice is a 20,000 ohm wire - 
wound rheostat or potentiometer. Both 
the controls Ro and Ro are mounted on 
the back of the chassis, as seen in the 
photograph. A screwdriver slot ad- 
justment is cut into the shortened 
shafts. These two controls, once set, 
seldom need be readjusted unless the 
type of service changes or possible bias 
adjustment of Rc may be necessary 
when V, is aging or is replaced. 

Fig. 2 diagrams the practical and 
completed circuit of a typical voice 
control relay unit. It is the unit shown 
in the photographs. This unit was used 
to drive the paging system. The out- 
put line is placed in series with the 
voice controlled relay so that talking 
closes the audio output line, and when 
the relay "releases" the audio output 
line is opened or broken. The output 
line was connected to the input termi- 
nals of a standard public address sys- 
tem which was used for paging. No 
changes or alterations of any kind are 
required in the paging unit. The gain 
controls are adjusted so that close 
talking is required to operate the relay 
unit. This is necessary so that ex- 
traneous office noises and conversa- 
tions will not actuate the relay. In 
order that the operator can be certain 
she has operated the relay and that 
she is being heard, a small pilot light 
is placed within easy view to indicate 
that the unit is functioning. In order 
to utilize the set of s.p.d.t. contacts of 
the standard model sensitive relay, the 
pilot light going off rather than on 
indicates "in operation." The switch- 
board operator did not find it at all 
confusing. And as she said, "Just as 
long as something changes when I 
start talking." 

Fig. 3 shows a model that can be 
used to operate a radio -telephone 
transmitter, act as a microphone pre- 
amplifier, be used to key a transmitter 
carrier, and generally be operated as 
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R,- 500.000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R2-1000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R1-2 megohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R4-200,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
Rs- 500,000 ohm pot. 
R5 -250 ohm, 2 w. res. R- 15,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
Rs -5000 ohm, 1 w. res. 
Rs -1 megohm, 1/2 w. res. 

I I 

R,0-1 megohm pot. 
R,s 20,000 ohm, wirewound rheostat 

9 CIO C, C6-10 p.fd., 25 V. elec. cond. 
C2, C3, C6, C -.1 ad., 400 v. cond. 
C4 -4 ad., 450 v. elec. cond. 
Cs-1 µfd., 100 v. oil -filled cond. 
Cs, C,s-16 p.fd., 450 V. elec. cond. 
PL -6.3 v. pilot lamp 
RL- S.p.d.t. sensitive relay (Any mal. 

aient to Ward Leonard #507 -544) 
CH, 400 ohm, 60 ma. filter choke Si S.p.s.t. toggle sw. (Not used by author, 
T, Output trans., single -plate 6V6 to line, 

8500 ohms to line 
T2-Power trans., 300 -0 -300 v. @ 60 ma., 5 

v. @ 2 amps., 6.3 v. @ 2 amps. 
1 -80 tube 
1 -6SN7 tube 
1 -6V6 tube 
1 -617 tube 

ì,T 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a voice controlled relay unit designed to 

operate a paging system. Potentiometer R,0 is time delay adjustment. 

a "master control" unit for the trans- 
mitter. V, is a 6J7, V2 is a 6V6, V, is 
one section of a 6SN7 connected as a 
diode with the grid and plate tied to- 
gether, and V, is the second section of 

the 6SN7 operated as a triode with the 
plate going directly to the high voltage 
"B" supply. With Rio set to approxi- 
mately one second delay time, rapid 

(Continued on page 161) 

Fig. 3. Suggested circuit diagram of a unit that may be used as a "mas- 
ter control" for operating a conventional radio -telephone transmitter. 
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Fig. 1. Panel view of Silver 
Model 906 signal generator. 

NO LONGER is a good signal 
generator a luxury instrument. 
The increasing complexity of 

modern radio receivers, together with 
the need for precise measurements 
and adjustments, now makes this in- 
strument essential in the radio shop, 
as well as in the technical laboratory. 
The day of haphazard measurements 
with leaky test oscillators is past. 

A signal generator is a distinct in- 
strument having many imitations but 
no real counterpart. It is more than 
just a tunable r.f. signal source. Not 
every test oscillator can qualify as a 
signal generator. In addition to de- 
livering accurate radio frequencies, 
selectable over a wide range, the 
modern signal generator has the fol- 
lowing features: (1) Its output atten- 
uator permits smooth adjustment of 
the signal strength to levels which 
may be duplicated. (2) At zero setting 
of the attenuator, no signal is deliv- 
ered by the instrument except at very 
high frequencies where total reduction 
of signal strength to zero is impossi- 
ble in the present state of the art. 
But even in the latter case, the trans- 
mitted signal is of known, negligible 
value. (3) The actual signal level is 
accurately indicated in microvolts by 
means of the attenuator and a self - 
contained output v.t. voltmeter. (4) 
In addition to standard 400 -cycle mod- 
ulation with continuously variable 
modulation percentage, continuously 
variable -width frequency modulation 
is also provided, in order that the sig- 
nal generator may be employed in FM 
and television receiver measurements 
and in visual (oscilloscopic) adjust- 
ment of AM receivers. (5) Signal leak- 
age (that is, the radiation of r.f. en- 
ergy over any path except through 
the controlling attenuator) is zero, 58 

By 

GUY DEXTER 

A relatively low -priced test 

instrument corering 90 1w. 

Io 210 me. Features ä3f1. 

F31, und 100 cycle audio. 

-Hui, Compact 

Signal GENERATOR Has 

Laboratory Features 

except at very high frequencies where 
stray coupling reactances are very 
small and shielding less efficient. Even 
this leakage, however, is small in the 
laboratory -caliber signal generator. 

These important features formerly 
were obtainable only in laboratory 
type signal generators costing many 
hundreds to even thousands of dollars. 
The high cost of such instruments pre- 
cluded their wide use in service shops 
and in small laboratories. The costli- 
ness of such instruments can be attrib- 
uted, at least in part, to the special 
manufacturing procedures, almost 
amounting to custom building, which 
have been required in the past. Using 
war -learned techniques, one electronic 
instrument manufacturer has solved 
the problem of building an efficient 
signal generator in volume production, 
thereby reducing the cost of this in- 
strument to a figure within the budg- 
ets of service shops and small labora- 
tories. 

Features of the Instrument 
Frequency Range. The Model 906 

Signal Generator is single -dial tuned 
from 90 kc. to 170 mc. ( amplitude 
modulated) and from 90 kc. to 210 mc. 
(frequency modulated). Calibration 
accuracy is i- 1 per -cent. The eight 
frequency bands are selected by means 

of a single control knob. Band chang- 
ing is accomplished efficiently by 
means of a coil- changing turret 

In the first seven frequency bands, 
fundamental frequencies are gener- 
ated, and these are read directly on 
the main dial of the instrument. In 
the eighth band, the r.f. oscillator op- 
erates at frequencies equal to one -half 
the dial values, output being on the 
second harmonics of the actual oscil- 
lator frequencies. This type of oper- 
ation is desirable in the 57 to 170 mc. 
range, since the stability of the oscil- 
lator is greater when operating be- 
tween 28.5 and 85 mc. The second 
harmonic amplitude is substantially 
equal to that of the fundamental fre- 
quency because of the short excita- 
tion cycle of the oscillator. 

R. F. Oscillators. Two radio -fre- 
quency oscillators are employed in the 
Model 906 Signal Generator. One of 
these is a variable- frequency unit, ex- 
pressly for unmodulated and AM out- 
put; the other is a fixed frequency os- 
cillator, used in conjunction with the 
v.f. oscillator for FM output. 

The variable- frequency r.f. oscil- 
lator is designed around a type 6C4 
miniature button -base tube, V,. The 
first models of the signal generator 
employed _one -half of a type 6J6 as 
the r.f. oscillator; the other half being 
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used as the 400 -cycle AM modulator. 
Later in- production tests, however, es- 
tablished the superiority of the 6C4 
as regards better output, increased 
frequency stability, and longer life. 

The variable- frequency oscillator 
circuit is seen in the upper left -hand 
corner of Fig. 2. Variable condenser 
C. is the main tuning unit. C, is an 
individual trimmer paralleling each 
of the eight turret - mounted coils, L,. 

In the v.f. oscillator portion of the 
instrument circuit, RFC, is a heater - 
isolating r.f. choke. This component,. 
together with plate r.f. choke RFC,, 
contributes to the 'stability and free- 
dom from "strays" of the oscillator. 

Each coil is individually air -trimmed 
by means of a concentric 3 -30 pi fd. air 
condenser, C,, mounted directly on the 
coil to which it is connected. Each 

coil, L,, is wound on a separate ce- 
ramic form. These forms are held be- 
tween two disc -type aluminum heads 
which form the rotary turret. As the 
turret is rotated into position for each 
of the eight frequency bands, the 3- 
coil contact studs are brought into 
con t act with low- inductance, flat 
bronze contact springs which lead di- 
rectly to tuning condenser C: and to 
tube V,. This arrangement insures 
short, direct leads. The turret method 
gives the convenience of switching, 
while actually eliminating the selector 
switch and its attendant losses, and 
providing the efficiency of plug -in 
coils. 

Each of the coil assemblies are 
aligned at four to seven points in each 
frequency range, against precision 
crystal standards. Both the capaci- 

tance of the trimmer C, and the coil 
inductance are adjusted in this oper- 
ation. A frequency accuracy of ± 1% 
or better is maintained. 

The fixed -frequency oscillator (for 
FM) operates at 40 megacycles and is 
designed around the 6C4 tube, V2. 
Operating into this oscillator is a re- 
actance modulator, comprised of the 
6AU6 tube, V,. 

The fixed -frequency oscillator and 
reactance modulator are placed in 
operation by means of the "Modula- 
tion" switch, S,. When this ganged 3- 
section switch is thrown to its FM po- 
sition, the 400 -cycle AM modulator is 
silenced and the reactance modulator 
sweeps the 40 mc. fixed oscillator fre- 
quency over a continuously variable 
width of 0 to 500 kilocycles, depending 

(Continued on page 115) 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of signal generator. A turret -type bandswitchinq assembly permits 90 kc. to 210 mc. coverage in 8 bands. 
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1-6X4 tube 
1-6J6 tube 
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Miniature Ten Meter PHONE 

TRANSMITTER 

Antenna Lab., Ohio State University 

With only 2 -watts input to final. this compact, home -built 
transmitter has worked out to 3000 miles with good results. 

1 
T IS well -known to radio amateurs 
that the ten meter band has the 
unique characteristic of provid- 

ing fairly consistent two -way com- 
munication over long distances with 
low power. It has also been observed 
that a low power station will often 
be heard as well as one using high 
power when conditions are right for 
communication with a certain part 
of the world, and when these condi- 
tions are not right even the high power 
station will not be heard: The trans- 
mitter described in this article is; to 
the author's knowledge, the smallest 
complete phone transmitter ever de- 
signed specifically for amateur opera- 
tion. Very good readability and sig- 
nal strength have been reported over 
distances of three thousand miles with 
an input power to the final amplifier 
of only two watts. 

The entire transmitter, consisting of 
two stages of r.f. and three stages of 
a.f., is completely self- contained in a 
standard 3" x 4" x 5" metal box. This 
was made possible by the release of 
miniature type tubes on the surplus 
market at a price comparable to their 
standard metal equivalents. It was 
necessary to select the remaining corn - 
ponent parts with great care due to 
the necessarily limited amount of 
space available in the box. All of the 
parts used were standard and are 
available at any amateur radio store. 

A conventional circuit employing a 

crystal oscillator, amplifier, and plate 
modulator, together with two audio 
stages for crystal microphone input is 
shown in Fig. 5. The crystal oscillator 
is the well -known tri -tet, used exten- 
sively among amateurs to obtain out- 
put on even harmonics of the crystal 
frequency. With a 40 meter crystal, 
sufficient output can be obtained on 10 
meters (the fourth harmonic of the 
crystal) to drive the final amplifier. 
Capacity coupling between the oscil- 
lator and final amplifier is employed 
because of space limitations. The final 
amplifier is a plate -neutralized triode 
which is self- biased by means of a 
grid resistor; link coupling between 
the amplifier tank coil and the anten- 
na provides a low impedance r.f. out- 
put. A 6AK6 pentode modulator op- 
erating "Class A," provides enough au- 
dio power to Heising modulate the 
final amplifier. This type of modulator 
does not require a modulation trans- 
former, since the modulation voltage 
can be developed across a small a.c.- 
d.c. filter choke; good power regula- 
tion is also obtained since the plate 
current of a "Class A" amplifier re- 
mains constant at all times. For 100% 
modulation the peak audio voltage 
must equal the d.c. voltage on the 
final, which means that the final plate 
voltage must be less than the modula- 
tor plate voltage. It has been found 
however, that when the d.c. voltages 
are the same the carrier can be modu- 

Fig. 1. Midget home -built transmitter -compare it for size with the Hallicrafters S -27. 

60 

lated satisfactorily between 80 and 90 
per -cent. 

The crystal socket is mounted ex- 
ternally so that the transmitter fre- 
quency can be quickly changed by 
merely changing crystals; mounting 
the crystal in this position also tends 
to prevent the crystal frequency from 
changing due to crystal heating. Con- 
trols and connectors are shown in the 
photographs; the oscillator and final 
amplifier plate tank condensers, mi- 
crophone jack, audio gain control, and 
antenna terminals are mounted on the 
front panel, with the meter switch and 
connector plugs for power, meter, and 
"on -off" switch mounted on the back. 
Screwdriver- adjustment tank condens- 
ers are used' to prevent accidental 
change of capacity. Since the meter 
switch is used only during tuning of 
the transmitter, it also is screwdriver 
adjusted. The antenna terminals are 
National type TPB threaded poly- 
styrene bushings with a center con- 
ductor which is molded in. Thus, by 
putting alligator clips on the trans- 
mitter end of the transmission line the 
antenna can be quickly attached or 
removed. Paver for heaters and 
plates is supplied through a four -prong 
male Amphenol miniature connector, -- 
with a four -prong female miniature 
connector for meter and send -receive 
switch connections mounted next to it. 
These connectors mount in a plain 
round hole -%" in diameter and are 
held in place by a tempered steel re- 
tainer ring. A single- contact Am- 
p. %,enol coaxial plug -in connector is 
used for microphone input and must 
be thorough;y grounded to the chassis 
to prevent stray pickup. Also, the 
resistor from microphone to ground 
and the grid lead to the preamplifier 
audio stage should be as short and 
isolated as possible. 

An old aluminum recording disc was 
obtained from a local broadcast sta- 
tion and after being cleaned up was 
cut, formed, and drilled as shown in 
Fig. 6 to provide a T- shaped skeleton 
chassis within the box. The chassis is 
mounted in the box with screws at 
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Fig. 2. Front panel view 
of home - built transmitter. 
Over -all size is 3 "x4 "x5 ". 

Fig. 4. Under -chassis view. Due 
to compact size, all parts must 
be carefully placed and wired. 

Fig. 3. Top view with cover re- 
moved. All tubes must be well 
shielded to prevent oscillation. 

two points of the T and by the audio 
gain control at the other point. Min- 
iature type tube sockets with shields 
are available at surplus at a reason- 
able price, and help considerably in 
isolating the various stages. The shield 
on the modulator tube was omitted 
since it was not needed. 

All wires and leads from condensers 
and resistors connect directly to ter- 
minals provided by tube sockets, plugs, 
switch, etc., which eliminates the need 
for terminal strips. To obtain a prop- 
er size r.f. choke (RFC,) in the final 
grid lead it was necessary to remove 
two pi's from a standard 2.5 mh. r.f. 
choke and use the remaining two pi's 
with just enough of the ceramic core 
to hold them together. 

The neutralizing capacity is a small 
3 -30 µpfd. . trimmer condenser. " It is 
screwdriver adjusted and need only be 
adjusted once for any amplifier tube. 
Out -of -phase voltage for neutraliza- 
tion is obtained by placing the center 
of the final tank coil at ground r.f. po- 
tential with the amplifier plate at one 
end of the coil and the neutralizing 
condenser between the other enu and 
grid. The final tank condenser is a 
single- section padding c on dense r 
which was designed to have the rotor 
grounded through the mounting stubs. 
The connection between the rotor and 
grounded stub can be broken with a 
small, sharp chisel and then part of the 
metal strip connecting the two may be 
removed. However, being a single sec- 
tion condenser there will be an unbal- 
ance between the rotor capacity to 
ground. This unbalance will change the 
required neutralizing capacity slightly 

(Continued on page 134) 

Fig. 5. Complete schematic diagram of 
10 -meter phone transmitter. Crystal os- 
cillator is the well -known tri -tet circuit. 

December, 1917 

R1- 68.000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R2-- 20,000 ohm, 1 w. res. 
Rs, R6, R,,-25 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R,- 22,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R,-3 megohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R, -1000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R, -1 megohm, V2 w. res. 
R1,- 300,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R11- 500,000 ohm pot. 
Rey -1500 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R1,- 47,000 ohm, '/ w. res. 
RI,- 500,000 ohm, {/2 w. res. 
R15 -300 ohm, 1 w. res. 
CI -50 µµtd. mica cond. (See text) 
C2, Cs, Cr-.002 ofd. mica cond. 
C,, Cs-25 µofd. air trimmer cond. 

®TT 

CRVSTAL 

6ÁK6 
OSCILLATOR C5 

Có-30 µµtd. ceramicon cond. 
C6-3 -30 ¡gild. trimmer cond. 
CS-50 Aid., 25 v. elec. cond. 
Ct0--.05 cid., 400 r. cond. 
Cu. C12-.01 ofd., 400 v. cond. 
S1- D.,.,. 4 -pos. rotary sw. 
AL-Input jack 
CH1 -8 hy., 50 ma. midget filter choke 
Crystal -(See text) 
L1 -(See text) 
Ls-12 t. #18 en., spaced 3/4" on 1/2" rod 
Ls-18 t. #18 en., c.t., closewound on 1/2". rod 
L4:--(See text) 
RiC, -(S ..e text) 
1-6C4 tube 1 -9002 tube 1- 9001,tube 2-64R6 tubes 

MIC. 
INPUT 

C41 
T 

R2 

L2 RFCI 

4 

9001 
PRE-AMPLIFIER 

C 

C9 
R7 Re RIO 

R9 

MALE 
POWER 
PLUG 

CI 

250 V. 

R3 

6C4 
FINAL AMPLIFIER 

R5 2 

C7 

R6 3 

4 

9002 
A. F. AMPLIFIER 

R12 

C12 

6ÁK6 
MODULATOR 

rie 
RI3 R14 RIS 

CHI 

TO SEND RECEIVE SWITCH 

TO ALL 
HEATERS 

3 4 

1 

I.9-.b 
2 .-.a\4z' 

3- 
44-p 

d-4 
r3 I 

TO 
METER 

FEMALE 
CONTROL 

PLUG 

L4 

ETO 
ANT. 
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A Compact E.C.O. Controlled 
TRANSMITTER This unit serves as a complete 

transmitter or as an exciter with 
either v.f.o. or crystal control. 

By 
HARRY R. HIDER, W2LIW 

MOST amateurs build their 
v.f.o.'s as a separate unit, to 
be placed on the operating 

table alongside the station receiver. 
The v.f.o. usually feeds a string of 
doublers in the transmitter proper. 
The unit itself delivers but a watt or 
two of power. There is a lot to be 
said for isolating the v.f.o. from the 
transmitter as much as possible, but 
several transmitter manufacturers 
have demonstrated that it is entirely 
feasible to make the v.f.o. an integral 
part of the transmitter. This naturally 
requires some care in design and con- 
struction. 

At this station, it was planned to 
make the v.f.o. as versatile as possi- 
ble. Compactness was sought so that 
the unit could serve as a complete 
portable transmitter. A reasonable 
amount of power output was desired 
in order that the unit could serve as 
a transmitter alone, or, be used to ex- 
cite a high -power final. It should op- 
erate on all bands with a minimum of 
coils and tuning adjustments. Provi- 
sion should be includéd for crystal 
control on any band. Finally, but most 
important, it should put out a clean 
signal of high stability. 

All the above requirements are met 
in the unit pictured above. Its outside 
dimensions are 7" x 14" x 8 ". It de- 
livers a measured output of 20 watts 
on the 28 mc. band and 35 to 40 watts 
on all other bands (without exceeding 
CCS ratings!). There are only three 
tuning controls, changeover to crystal 
control is automatic, and the quality 
of the signal is all that could be de- 
sired. - 

Circuit Details 

As is evident from the diagram (Fig. 
2) an 802 is used as the electron - 
coupled oscillator, followed by a 6L6 
buffer -doubler (which also serves as a 
crystal oscillator). The final amplifier 
is an 807. 

The 802 was chosen because of its 
ex'cellent shielding and rugged con- 
struction, so important in any self - 
excited circuit. Care was taken to 
make the oscillator stable and free of 
hum modulation. A tank capacity of 
500 ppfd. is used, together with a 50 
ppfd. "band setter" and a 100 pµfd. tun- 
62 

ing condenser. The fundamental fre- 
quency range is 3500 to 3650 kc.; out- 
put is secured on that portion of the 3.5 
mc. band and on all of the 7, 14, and 
28 mc. bands. The filament of the 802 
is at the same r.f. potential as the 
cathode. This removes all traces of 
hum modulation. The 'screen and sup- 
pressor are tied together. A VR -105 
voltage regulator controls the screen 
voltage. The plate circuit of the 802 
is rather interesting. On the 3.5 and 
7 mc. bands, the plate impedance is a 
2.5 mh. r.f. choke, mounted in a blank 
5 -prong coil form. On the 14 and 28 
mc. bands, the plate load is a 7 mc. 
coil, wound on a similar form. This 
coil is resonated to about 7200 kc. by 
a mica trimmer mounted inside the 
coil form. Once set, the trimmer needs 
no further adjustment, as the tuning 
is sufficiently broad to cover the entire 
band. Enough excitation is supplied 
to drive the 6L6 as a doublet to 14 mc. 
These coils also have jumpers across 
some of the prongs (see Fig. 2) which 
make the power supply connections to 
the 802 plate and screen. Thus, when 
no coil is in the 5 -prong oscillator 
plate coil socket, there are no voltages 

Rear view of finished 
transmitter. Power 
supply is built on 
a separate chassis. 

(except filament, of course) on the 
802. When crystal control is to be used, 
a crystal is plugged into this 5 -prong 
socket. The 6L6 then operates as a 
straight -forward crystal oscillator. All 
of the crystals used were of the pre- 
war variety, which fit a 5 -prong tube 
socket. For the newer type crystals 
an adapter may be used, or an octal 
socket and octal -based coil forms may 
be adapted. 

The 6L6 buffer -doubler -crystal os- 
cillator has sufficient cathode bias to 
keep the idling plate current within 
the dissipation rating, therefore, no 
provision is made for metering this 
circuit. The plate circuit is resonated 
with the aid of a Y4 watt neon bulb, 
which is pushed through a rubber 
grommet on the front panel. A wire 
is soldered to the center contact of the 
bulb and wound several times around 
the 6L6 plate lead, making a good, 
cheap, resonance indicator. In addi- 
tion to cathode bias, the 6L6 has a 
100,000 ohm grid leak, which increases 
its harmonic output. The 6L6 plate 
coils are found on National -XR -2 1" 
diameter forms, and mounted inside 
National PB -10 -5 plug -in shields. 
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Controls from left to right are: 
variable condensers, C. C,o, and 
C,,;. Send -receive switch, S:,, neon 
lamp, and jack are also shown. 

Shielding of these coils is necessary, 
because of their proximity to the 807 
plate circuit. 

The 807 is operated as a straight 
amplifier on the 3.5, 7, and 14 mc. 
bands, and as a doubler to 28 mc. 47 
ohm, 1 watt parasitic suppressors were 
placed in the grid and screen leads, 
right at the socket, before the bypass 
condenser. As a result, the 807 shows 
no traces of instability at any fre- 
quency. Bias for the 807 is obtained 
partly from a 200 ohm cathode resis- 
tor, and partly from a 22,000 ohm grid 
leak. In addition to supplying bias, 
the 200 ohm resistor acts as a key - 
click filter. The 807 screen is fed from 
a dropping resistor, suitably bypassed 
for r.f. and audio. A note of warning - 
the amplifier tank r.f. current flows 
through both the plate and screen by- 
pass condensers. They should be placed 
close to the final tank coil socket, have 
short, heavy leads, and be of the high - 
voltage mica types. The 807 tank coils 
are standard items, manufactured by 
E. F. Johnson Co. Similar coils of 
other manufacturers may be used, of 
course. The 3.5 mc. coil has a 25 µpfd. 
double- spaced trimmer mounted in- 
ternally, since it was not possible to 
resonate it with the 50 µpfd. tuning 
condenser. A 0 -150 d.c milliameter is 
wired in the plate circuit. It is not 
a bad idea in this case, to shunt the 
meter with a condenser, since the r.f. 
field is rather strong. Output is taken 
from the coil links, connected to a 
pair of feed- throughs on the rear of 
the chassis. 

Construction 
The unit is built on a 7" x 13" x 2" 

steel chassis and mounted in a 7" x 
14" x 8" hinged -lid cabinet. The chas- 
sis must be spaced back from the panel 
about 'iá" in order to clear the front 
'December, 1947 

lip of the cabinet. All tuning con- 
denser frames are at ground potential, 
so no insulation problems or shock 
hazards exist. A good, accurate dial 
is a "must" in any v.f.o.; this one is 4" 

in diameter, has a reduction drive, and 
a vernier permitting it to be read to 
one -tenth of a division. The buffer and 
amplifier tuning controls are fitted 
with 2" diameter skirted knobs. 

Most of the components are mounted 
underneath the chassis. A ground bus 
is run from one end of the chassis to 
the other, and all r.f. grounds and by- 
pass returns are made to this. In 
addition, even though all tuning con- 
denser rotors are grounded to the 
chassis, wire leads are brought from 
their terminals to the ground bus. 
This idea could well be incorporated 
in all high frequency gear, since it in- 
sures minimum r.f. currents in the 
chassis proper, thus preventing un- 
wanted coupling between circuits. 

The 802 and 807 sockets are sub - 
mounted 1 ", to increase the clearance 
between their plate caps and the cabi- 
net lid. Sleeve shields are used on 
both the 802 and 807. The 6L6, being 
metal, requires no shielding. Several 
small pieces of sponge rubber were 
jammed into the 802 shield, to prevent 
vibration of the tube. 

The 6.3 volt filament transformer is 
mounted on the back drop of the chas- 
sis. All power leads are brought to a 
male octal socket. The power cable 
has a female plug at one end, which 
plugs into the transmitter, and a male 
plug at the other, which plugs into the 
power supply. The cable is made by 
running insulated wires through trans- 
parent plastic sleeving. 

Table 1. Winding data for coils required to cover 3.5, 7, 14, and 28 mc. bands. 

Band 

3.5 mc. 
7 mc. 

14 mc. 
28 mc. 

COILS REQUIRED 

Osc. Buffer Amp. 
Plate Plate (L,) Plate (L,) 

F 
G 
H 

A C 
A D 
B E 
B E J 

If crystal control is desired on any 
band, an appropriate crystal may be 
plugged into the oscillator plate coil 
socket. (For socket wiring see Fig. 1.) 

This automatically removes plate and 
screen voltages from the e.c.o. The buffer 
then operates as a straight crystal oscil- 
lator. For 3.5 mc. crystals, use coil C for 
L,; for 7 mc. crystals use coil D; for 14 
mc. crystals use coil E. The final ampli- 
fier may be used either as an amplifier 
or a doubler, in order to obtain a plural- 
ity of crystal frequencies. 

COIL WINDING DATA 

Osc. Grid Coil (L,) 
14 t. No. 22 d.s.c., 1" long, tapped 4 t. 

from gnd. end. Fil. winding 4 t. inter - 
wound at gnd. end. (See diagram be- 
low.) 

Osc. Plate Coils 
Coil A: 2.5 mh. r.f. choke, mounted 

inside blank 5 -prong form. (See inset 
Fig. 1 for wiring.) 

Coil B: 12 t. No. 20 en., 11/2" diam., 
spaced to 11/2" length. 25 -125 µpfd. 
mica trimmer mounted inside 5 -prong 
form. (See inset Fig. 1 for wiring.) 

Buffer -Doubler Plate Coils (L,) 

Coil C: 45 t., No. 24 d.c.c., close - 
wound. 

Coil D *: 20 t., No. 20 d.c.c., close - 
wound. 

Coil E *: 12 t., No. 18 d.c.c., spaced to 
1 ". 

Coils wound on 1" diam. forms 
mounted inside National PB -10 -5 plug - 
in shields. 

Final Amp. Plate Coils (L3) 

Coil F 3.5 mc., 50 w. plug -in coil. 
25 wild., double- spaced air trimmer set 
to full capacity mounted inside. 32 t., 
No. 16 en., link 6 t. No. 16 en. (See 
text.) 

Coil G : 7 mc., 16 t., No. 16 en., link 
4 t. No. 16 en. (See text.) 

Coil H 14 mc., 9 t. No. 14 en., link 
3 t., No. 14 en. (See text.) 

Coil J ": 28 mc., 6 t. No. 12 en., link 
2 t. No. 12 en. (See text.) 

"Coils wound 13/4" diam. forms, 2" 
winding length. All link coils wound 
at cold end. 

Construction of oscillator grid coil (L,). 

I- I" 

IJ J 

Z 

J 
1 
tt 

J' /x" I"J t 

1 11 

CATHODE TAP 
802 HEATER 

FIL. TRANSE. 

GNO. 

GRID 
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Under chassis view shows location of miscellaneous components. 

The power supply requires little 
comment. It supplies 500 volts at 100 
ma. for the amplifier, and 350 volts at 

100 ma. for the oscillator and buffer. 
A common transformer and filter 
choke are used, with separate recti- 

fiers for the two voltages. The choke 
is in the negative lead. The high - 
voltage portion of the supply uses a 
5U4G, the low voltage a 5Y3GT. 

Operation 
It is best to get the electron -coupled 

oscillator operating first. Plug in the 
oscillator coil, the form -mounted r.f. 
choke in the plate circuit, and the 802 
and VR -105 tubes. Apply filament 
voltage and allow about 15 minutes 
for the 802 to reach its normal operat- 
ing temperature. Then turn on the 
plate voltage. Adjust the slider on the 
VR -105 dropping resistor until the 
tube ignites, as indicated by the fa- 
miliar blue glow. It would be a good 
idea to check the current drawn by 
the VR -105; for best regulation, this 
should be about 30 ma. Next, set the 
oscillator tuning condenser to about 
90% of full capacity. Tune the re- 
ceiver or frequency meter to 3500 kc. 
and adjust the 50 Aufd. trimmer across 
the oscillator coil until the signal is 
heard. The high frequency end of the 
band should then be checked; 3650 kc. 
should fall at about 10% of full ca- 
pacity. 

(Continued on page 76) 

Fig. 1. Complete schematic diagram for transmitter. Oscillator plate coils, A or B, or crystals plug into coil socket shown. 

r 
LI 

VR-105 

L 

COIL A 

PLUG 

l'- r 
PLUG 

CRYSTAL 

Z 
T 

PLUG 

C20 

117V.A.C. 

T 

R1- 47,000 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R,.- 10,000 ohm, 25 w. adj. wirewound res. 
R3- 100,000 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R, -400 ohm, 10 w. wirewound res. 
Rs- 10,000 ohm, 10 w. wirewound res. 
Re- 22,000 ohm, 2 w. res. 
R7. R0 -47 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R5-200 ohm, 10 w. wirewound res. 
R50- 20,000 ohm, 10 w. wirewound res. 
C1 -50 µgfd. air trimmer 
C -500 µgfd., Zero -temp. coefficient cond. 
Cs-100 µgfd. var. cond. 

C5 -250 Algid. mica cond. 
C5 -.005 gfd. mica cond. 
Cs, C -.1 Add., 600 y. cond. 
C7, C,,, C,2, C15, C15 -.01 Add., 600 v. cond. 
Cs, C13 -100 wild. mica cond. 
C,0 -50 µgfd. var. cond. 
C,,, Css, C1 -.005 gfd., 1000 v. mica cond. 
C,5 -50 µgfd., double -spaced var. cond. 
C_.u. C2-4 gfd., 1000 v. oil -impregnated cond. 
C.0 -20 Add., 600 v. dry elec. cond. 
RFC, -2.5 mh. r.f. choke 
L,, Lt, Ls-See table and text 

C2I 22 

-t /q 7v. neon lamp 
F, -5 amp. fuse 
J,- Closed circuit jack 
S S.p.s.t. heavy -duty toggle sw. S- S.p.s.t. toggle sw. 

s S- D.p.s.t. toggle sw. 
M -0 -150 ma. d.c. meter 
T, -Plate trans., 500 -0 -500 v. @ 200 ma. 
T-Fil. trans., 5 r. @ 3 amps., 5 v. @ 2 

amps. (High voltage insulation) 
Ts -Fil. trans., 6.3 v. @ 3 amps. 
CH1 -10 hy., 200 ma. filter choke 
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Coinpiled by KENNETH R. BOORD 

Tins 
month we salute a southern 

Good Neighbor of the British 
West Indies -the new Radio 

Trinidad, VP4RD, Port -of- Spain, 
Trinidad, B.W.I. 

William MacLurg, general man- 
ager, Trinidad Broadcasting Com- 
pany, Ltd., 11B, Maraval Rcad, Port - 
of- Spain, sent us this data on VP4RD 
(this call sign will be changed shortly 
to a "Z" call sign) : 

The name of Radio Distribution has 
been associated with broadcasting in 
the Colony of Trinidad for so long 
that it is perhaps not surprising that 
some people in that island have been 
wondering whether Rediffusion would 
be closing down when Radio Trinidad, 
station of the Trinidad Broadcasting 
Co., Ltd., commenced operations in 
the Colony. Such is by no means the 
case. 

The Trinidad Broadcasting Co., 
Ltd., and Radio Distribution (T'dad), 
Ltd., are two entirely separate and 
distinct companies, each operating a 
public service. These services, how- 
ever, are complementary. 

Rediffusion, which operates exten- 
sively in Great Britain and the Col- 
onies, does not normally originate 
programs; the origin of programs is 
primarily a function of the broadcast- 
ing organization, and it is the job of 
a wired broadcasting service -such as 
Rediffusion-to see that those pro- 
grams are brought to the listeners' 
homes with the best possible quality 
and freedom from interference. The 
universality of radio broadcasting has 
resulted in a general state of inter- 
ference and restriction in quality of 
reproduction from which wired dis- 
tribution systems have comparative 
immunity. This is particularly t-ue 
in densely populated areas, whe °e 
electrical and man -made interference 
are rife, and Rediffusion provides lis- 
teners with a means of overcoming 
this type of interference by connect- 
ing them to the studio by a direct 
wire. 

In a recent presidential address to 
the Institution of Electrical Engi- 
neers, Sir Noel Ashbridge, M.I.E K. 
now . Assistant Director General to 
the British Broadcasting Corporation, 
stated that wired broadcasting, that 
is, Rediffusion, was the inevitable 
outcome of the present limitations of 
ordinary broadcasting. It is for this 
reason that the two services exist - 
to provide a high -quality entertain - 

December, 1947 

ment service in densely populated 
areas, and broadcasting via Radio 
Trinidad is the natural medium for 
providing a Colony -wide service. 

Each company is managed by a 
man with considerable experience in 
his own specialized field. W. A. Mac - 
Lurg, general manager of the Trini- 
dad Broadcasting Co., Ltd., has been 
with the BBC for 15 years, and A. 
Cross, general manager of Radio Dis- 
tribution (T'dad), Ltd., has been in 
the service of the Rediffusion Com- 
pany in the United Kingdom and else- 
where for 17 years. Also on the staff 
of Radio Trinidad, as studio manager, 
is Gerard V. de Freitas, long asso - 
ciated with ZFY, "The Voice of 
Guiana," Georgetown, British Guiana. 

Thus, there are now in Trinidad 
two radio companies, with entirely 
separate but complementary func- 
tions; and with a single purpose: 
Public Service. 

Radio Trinidad was officially 
opened on Sunday, August 31, by His 
Excellency the Governor, Sir John 
Shaw, K.C.M.B. The program in- 
cluded greetings and musical mes- 
sages from other radio stations in the 
Caribbean area; a special Trinidad 
edition of "Caribbean Carnival" from 

the BBC; "This is Trinidad," a pic- 
ture in words and music of the Colony 
of Trinidad and Tobago; "Evesong" 
from the Cathedral of the Holy Trin- 
ity, Port -of- Spain, conducted by the 
Very Reverend Beardmore, O.B.E., 
Dean of Trinidad; "Music from Trini- 
dad," singers, musicians, bands, and 
local artists; and other features. 

Radio Trinidad began its career as 
a "new voice in the air" with four 
main objectives: 1. To give the peo /Sle 
of Trinidad and Tobago the sort of 
radio service they want. 2. To co- 
operate with Government and other 
official bodies and with radio services 
such as the BBC in the spreading of 
news, knowledge, and information. 
3. To provide an effective and efficient 
radio advertising service for those 
who take time on the station for this 
purpose. 4. To provide a radio serv- 
ice of higher technical quality. 

Officials of the station pointed out 
that "These objectives can best and 
mostly quickly be achieved if you, the 
people of Trinidad and Tobago, re- 
member that this is your radio serv- 
ice and that the station invites and 
indeed is very anxious to receive sug- 
gestions and criticisms . Radio 

(Continued on page 149) 

Sample QSL card which is being sent out by "Radio Trinidad." Port -of- Spain. 

QSL FROM "RADIO TRINIDAD ", BRITISH WEST IN 

"i PORT 
or 

SPAIN 

CHANNELS: 
31.16 Metres 
(9,625 kc /s) 

231.65 Metres 
(l,295 kc /s) 

SAN FERNANDO 

Transmission Hours:- 

Sundays 
7.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. 

4.00 p.m. to 11.00 p.m 

Week -days 
(Monday through Saturday) 

7.00 a.m. to 9.00 a.m. 

12.00 (Noon) 
to 2.00 p.m. 

4.00 p.m. to 11.00 p.m. 

DIES 

6.i 
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The students' first contact with radio is in the Science Boom where the instructor is shown teaching them theory of elec- 
tricity and magnetism. Standard textbooks are used and classroom notes are taken, in Braille, on the machines shown. 

N. Y. institute for the Blind prepares 
students for their harts license exams. 

N HOUR'S ride from downtown Manhattan, on pic- 
turesque Pelham Parkway, is the New York Insti- 
tute for the Education of the Blind. Founded in 

1831, the school has grown with great strides, so that 
today, through the efforts of a former student, it proudly 

Combination circuit and Braille demonstration board is the 
means by which the theory is applied to actual practice. This 
system is analogous to the well-known block diagram in radio. 

66 

boasts of a modern, topnotch radio section. Happily re- 
sponsible for the rapid growth and establishment of this 
phase of the school's curriculum is that former student, 
who is now instructor of the radio department. The se- 
quence of instruction, methods .of demonstration, and a 
myriad of lesser problems had to be overcome, for Robert 
W. Gunderson had no pattern or example to follow except 
that of determination to succeed at his task. 

Now after 15 years of activity, requiring many eve- 
nings and weekends of hard work, students go through 

The next, and natural, step is to learn construction tech- 
niques. Here the instructor helps the student learn the proper 
handling of the soldering iron for wiring a radio chassis. 

RADIO NEWS 
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With theory and construction techniques mastered, the students 
are instructed in the operation of the school's high fidelity 
audio network. While the instructor supervises, Vito cleans 
the cutting table and Al maintains the proper level on unit. 

the radio section of the Institute at the rate of 10 per 
year. Theory naturally comes first, but instructional 
technique must necessarily be different. The blind literally 
"see" with their ears and sensitive fingers, so textbook data 
and instruction manuals must be set in Braille, from 
whence it is translated orally by the teacher. Small ma- 
chines, called Braille Writers, and faintly resembling a 
typewriter, are often used for classroom note work. 

From theory classes, the student studies circuit applica- 
tions with the demonstration boards designed and built by 
the instructor, and patterned after the well -known Dy- 
namic Demonstration Board. Using these enlarged, 
Brailled, block diagrams, the student learns the compo- 
nent parts and their placement in circuits. Actual practice 
is soon begun, and students begin learning the proper 
handling of tools and the correct construction techniques. 
Starting first with simple breadboard receivers or ampli- 
fiers, they soon advance to building finished units that look 
and operate as well as any commercial product. 

If the student hasn't been bitten by the "ham" bug from 
the beginning, he certainly has by now, so concurrent code 
instruction and practice is interspersed throughout the 
course. By the time the boys (and an occasional girl) are 
well up on theory, they also possess a code proficiency 
high enough, or better, to meet license requirements, and 

(Continued on page 179) 

After winning his coveted ham license, this senior student 
goes on the air with a two-meter portable rig which he built. 

December. 1947 

By now every student has been bitten by the urge to become a 
"ham. " In the textbook translated to Braille. our student 
studies the frequency control of a transmitter by 'use of a 
crystal. Note the Braille frequency markings on the crystal. 

Keeping the station log is also done in Braille. The sheets 
are shellacked to retain the raised dots and then bound into 
a permanent form. Operator is shown checking time for entry. 

A fine example of the excellent workmanship seen at the school 
is the instructor's pet transmitter. The rig was built entirely 
by Mr. Gunderson, including drilling of chassis and panels. 
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RADIO 
COURSE 

By 
ALFRED A. GIIIRARDI 

IN ORDER to make a nationwide 
television broadcasting system 
possible, certain uniform video 

and audio transmission and reception 
standards have been set up by the 
FCC and the RMA for use in the 
United States. These have been modi- 
fied several times during the past few 
years, but it is likely that those rec- 
ommended most recently will remain 
in effect for some time to come. The 
picture can still be improved a great 
deal without changing these standards 
by making refinements within the sys- 
tem. Designers of new television 
broadcasting transmitters, as well as 
manufacturers of postwar television 
receivers for black -and -white picture 
reproduction, are now employing them 
as their standards of television engi- 
neering practice. A knowledge of the 
composition of television signals, and 
familiarity with a few of these stand- 
ards, is necessary for a clear under- 

The new Philco Model 1000 table receiver which features a ten inch 
picture tube, automatic level control, and electronic tuning control. 

Part 57. Analysis of the composite video signal and 
the characteristics of the basic elements that make 
up the sound and video channels of a TV receiver. 

standing of the bandpass acceptance 
response characteristics required in 
the sound and video i.f. amplifiers of 
modern television receivers. It will, 
therefore, be well to first obtain a 
clear understanding of the modulation 
characteristics and bandwidth re- 
quirements of the video (picture) and 
the accompanying audio (sound) sig- 
nals. 

The Composite Video Signal 
The signal generated by the camera 

tube in the television broadcast studio 
is employed to amplitude -modulate 
the video carrier of the television 
transmitter. The composite video sig- 
nal is really a combination of the pic- 

Fig. 1. Ideal video (picture) transmission characteristics. 
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ture signal and those produced by sev- 
eral associated scanning and synchron- 
izing circuits that are necessary to 
the system. 

For transmission of the present 
standard 525 -line black- and -white type 
of picture interlaced at 30 frames (60 
fields) per second, the composite am- 
plitude- modulated video signal actual- 
ly involves a range of sideband fre- 
quencies extending to approximately 
4.5 mc. above, and below, the video . 
carrier frequency employed, in order 
to convey all the image information 
ranging from the very large objects in 
a scene (which result in relatively low 
modulation frequencies) to the very 
small details (which result in much 
higher modulation frequencies). In 
practice, the range of sideband fre- 
quencies transmitted is limited to ap- 
proximately 4 mc. as this has been 
found to be adequate. 
-If conventional full double -sideband 

AM transmission were employed for 
the video signal, a frequency channel 
2 x 4 = 8 mc. wide would be required 
for it. In order to economize on the 
radio spectrum necessary to accom- 
modate a sufficient number of televi- 
sion broadcast transmitters in a given 
service area, the bandwidth required 
by the composite video signal of each 
transmitter is greatly reduced below 
this value by employing for it a modi- 
fied form of single -sideband transmis- 
sion known as vestigial sideband 
transmission. It is important that this 
type of transmission be clearly under- 
stood, for it is responsible for the pe- 
culiar and unusual shape of the band- 
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pass acceptance response characteris- 
tic required in the video i.f. amplifier 
of a television receiver. 

Vestigial Sidebrnul Transmission 
of the Video Signal 

The standard ideal video transmis- 
sion characteristic is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. As shown, the video carrier 
frequency is set 1.25 mc. above the low - 
frequency limit of the transmitting 
channel assigned to the television sta- 
tion. It will be observed that all the 
modulation components in the entire 
upper sideband (up to 4 mc. from the 
video carrier frequency) are trans- 
mitted uniformly. Those in the lower 
sideband are partially suppressed.' 
Only those lower sideband components 
of frequencies up to about .75 mc. from 
the carrier frequency are transmitted 
uniformly. Those of a frequency be- 
tween about .75 and 1.25 mc. from the 
carrier frequency are partially atten- 
uated (as shown by the sharp drop at 
the left of point A in Fig. 1) by means 
of suitable filters in the transmitter so 
that a negligible amount of energy at 
these frequencies is radiated. Those 
of a frequency greater than 1.25 mc. 
from the carrier frequency are entirely 
suppressed (observe that the transmis- 
sion characteristic drops to zero value 
at the 1.25 mc. point). Therefore, 
since these higher- frequency com- 
ponents of the lower sideband are 
rejected at the transmitter, single - 
sideband transmission results for the 
higher video modulation frequencies 
above about .75 mc. and double side- 
band transmission takes place only for 
the lower video modulation frequen- 
cies between zero and about .75 mc. 

This partial suppression of one side- 
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Fig. 2. Video -audio division of channel and relative positions of the video and audio sig- 

nals (and their transmitted sidebands) in the 6 -mc. wide television transmitter channel. 

band is known as vestigial sideband 
transmission, and it serves the very 
useful purpose of making it possible to 
satisfactorily effect transmission of 
the desired intelligence without need 
for employing nearly as wide a fre- 
quency channel as would be required 
if full double -sideband transmission 
were employed. 

Vestigial sideband transmission can 
be used in television because the video 
signal consists of a series of various 
types of pulses. Since the function of 
each pulse is to actuate a circuit in the 
receiver in order to produce a visual 
action, only one -half of each pulse 

I Because of technical limitations in transmit- 
ter filters. it is not practical to suppress the en- 
tire lower video sideband. Consequently, a por- 
tion of this sideband is transmitted. 

cycle is actually necessary. In fact, 
single sideband transmission (trans- 
mission in which one sideband is 
completely suppressed and only the 
other is transmitted) would serve sat- 
isfactorily for the video signal if it 
were not for the fact that removal of 
the entire lower half of the signal 
would introduce phase shifts that 
would ruin the picture. Therefore, it 
is necessary to remove only that part 
of the lower sideband portion of the 
signal which will not cause a,serious 
shift in phase. The amount removed 
in the standard transmission charac- 
teristic illustrated in Fig. 1 has been 
found to fulfill this requirement. 

The fact that a part of the lower 
sideband is transmitted along with the 

Fig. 3. Block diagram illustrating functional operation and the two separate i.f. channels in conventional postwar television receiver. 
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Fig. 4. Three band acceptance characteristics for the r.f. tuning circuits in a TV receiver. 
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Fig. 5. (A) Relation of local oscillator, sound r.f. carrier and video 
ri. carrier frequencies in a television receiver. (B) Relation between 
the "difference" frequencies produced during frequency conversion, 
giving rise to the sound i.f. carrier and video i.f. carrier frequencies. 

full upper sideband actually results in 
an over -emphasis of the low modulat- 
ing frequencies, since the energy of the 
low frequencies of the partially sup- 
pressed lower sideband adds to that of 
the low frequencies of the upper side - 
band. To avoid this over -emphasis, 
the tuned circuits of the video i.f. am- 
plifier in the television receiver must 
be designed to provide an unusual 
form of bandpass acceptance charac- 
teristic that attenuates the video car- 
rier frequency 50% (see Fig. 7.). This 
compensates for the over -emphasis of 
the low modulating frequencies at the 
transmitter and results in substantial- 
ly flat response (for the complete sys- 
tem) over the entire video modulation - 
frequency band. 

The Audio Signal 
Simultaneously with the viewing of 

the scene to be televised, a microphone 
picks up the sound which attends the 
scene and converts it into equivalent 
electrical variations which are em- 
ployed to modulate a separate carrier 

employed for transmission of the 
sound (audio) portion of the television 
program. Frequency modulation is 
now employed for the sound program, 
with a swing of x-25 kc. defined as 
100% modulation. A system capabil- 
ity of 50 to 15,000 cycles is used and 
pre- emphasis having a time constant 
of 75 microseconds is employed. This 
practice has been standardized by the 
FCC for use in America. 

Television Transmission Channels 
The television frequency channels 

allocated by the FCC for use by com- 
mercial television broadcasting sta- 
tions in the United States have been 
revised several times. Present regula- 
tions provide for the establishment of 
thirteen numbered channels each 6 mc. 
in width. These are located in two 
bands in the v.h.f. portion of the radio 
spectrum. Six of the channels lie in 
the 44 to 88 mc. band. The other seven 

2 In addition. the frequency band between 480 
and 490 mc. has been allocated for use by 
transmitters engaged in transmission of experi- 
mental color television. 

lie in the band of higher frequencies 
between 174 to 216 mc.2 The lower and 
upper frequency limits of each of these 
13 channels, together with the Channel 
Number assigned to each, are tabu- 
lated herewith for reference: 

CHANNEL 
NO. 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

CHANNEL 
NO. 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

FREQUENCY 
LIMITS 

44 -50 mc. 
54 -60 me. 
60 -66 mc. 
66 -72 mc. 
76 -82 mc. 
82 -88 mc. 

FREQUENCY 
LIMITS 

174 -180 mc. 
180 -186 me. 
186 -192 mc. 
192 -198 me. 
198 -204 mc. 
204 -210 mc. 
210 -216 mc. 

Accommodating the Video and 
Audio Signals Within the Tele- 

vision Signal Channel 
Although several methods have been 

proposed for transmitting both the 
video and audio signals on the same 
carrier, the practice now in vogue in 
the United States is to transmit the 
two signals simultaneously but by 
means of separate carriers differing in 
frequency by a definite amount. The 
relative position of these carriers in 
the 6 mc. wide spectrum of the fre- 
quency channel allocated to the tele- 
vision transmitter, and the division of 
the complete channel into the relative 
portions devoted to the video and 
audio signals and their respective 
transmitted sidebands has been stand- 
ardized by the FCC and will now be 
discussed. 

Video -Audio Division of a 
Television Channel 

By regulation, the carrier frequency 
of the video signal is made 1.25 mc. 
higher than the lower- frequency limit 
of the station channel. This positions 
the video carrier near the low- frequen- 
cy end of the station channel, as shown 
in Fig. 2. 

In order to prevent the sound signal 
from causing audio interference with 
the low- frequency sideband of the 
video signal of the transmitter operat- 
ing in the next adjacent channel of 
higher frequency, an adequate sep- 
arating guard channel must be pro- 
vided between them. This protective 
guard channel is provided by locating 
the sound carrier .25 mc. (250 kc.) 

Fig. 6. Chart showing the oscillator frequency (Osc.), video and sound intermediate frequencies (V, r., Si . r.) and video and 
sound image frequencies (V;, Si) for television signals (V, S) in the six television transmission channels from 44 to 88 mc. 
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below the upper frequency limit of the 
station channel, as shown at the right 
of Fig. 2. 

Since the video signal upper side - 
band- to be transmitted is approxi- 
mately 4 mc. wide (see Fig. 1), this 
leaves a guard channel approximately 
.5 mc. (500 kc.) wide between the upper 
limit of this sideband and the earlier 
of the associated sound signal (see 
Fig. 2) for prevention of audio inter- 
ference with the associated video sig- 
nal, and vice versa.3 

It is apparent that with the tele- 
vision channel divided up as shown in 
Fig. 2, the amplitude -modulated video 
signal with all its sideband frequency 
components that are to be transmitted, 
the frequency -modulated audio signal 
with all its sidebands that are to be 
transmitted (deviation of i-25 kc. de- 
fined as 100% modulation), and the 
necessary guard channels for preven- 
tion of self and adjacent -channel audio 
interference with the picture are all 
nicely confined within the 6 -mc. trans- 
mission channel limit assigned to each 
television station. It will be observed 
that these standards set the frequency 
separation between the video and au- 
dio carriers of any one television 
transmitter at the definite, fixed value 
of 4.5 mc. For a.very good reason that 
will be pointed out later in this dis- 
çussion, the current postwar standards 
recommend that all television trans- 
mitters be operated with the video car- 
rier frequency 4.5 mc. below that of 
the audio carrier, as- illustrated in 
Fig. 2. 

Before leaving this phase of the 
subject it will be interesting to ex- 
amine Fig. 2 in order to determine 
what the use of vestigial sideband 
transmission for the video signal ac- 
tually accomplishes in the matter of 
reducing the width of the transmission 
channel required for each television 
broadcast transmitter. If regular, full 
double -sideband transmission were 
employed for both the video and the 
souñd signals, a channel .25 + 4.5 + 
4.5 = 9.25 mc. wide would be required 
for each television transmitter in op- 
eration. By employing vestigial side - 
band transmission for the video signal, 
the station channel width is reduced to 
6 mc. This represents a reduction of 
approximately 3314%. This decrease 
in required station channel width 
makes it possible to operate that many 
more television broadcast transmitters 
in a given locality within the present 
assigned 44 mc. to 88 mc. television 
broadcast band. 

Basic Elements of a Television 
Receiver 

Television receivers are usually of 
the superheterodyne type, in order 
that all the important advantages in- 
herent in this type of receiver may be 

It is not necessary to make the guard chan- 
nel between the audio carder and the video 
signal of the adjacent- channel transmitter of higher frequency as wide as this because the ex- treme portion of this transmitted adjacent -chan- 
nel video signal which the audio channel adjoins 
is that which is not intended to be used by the 
television receivers tuned to receive Isis ptetu e program. Consequently audio interference with 
st. if it occurs. does no harm. Accordingly, this guard channel is made only 0.25 mc. wide. 
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Brand New Automatix Direction Finder 

RADIO COMPASS 
SCR -269F Complete with 

Component Parts 
Less Power Supply 

This equipment comes complete with 
17 - tube superheterodyne receiver 
which is tunable from 200 -1750 KC in 
three bands. A complete instruction 
book for operation and maintenance 
accompanies this equipment. 

$7500 

BC 433G RECEIVER 
Complete with tubes. $2950 
used, in good condition. 

Azimuth 
Control 

49c 

Dial cali- 
brated. 360` 
face. 
ideal 
for antenna 
rationalizing indicator. 

BC -654 

Transmitter 

& Receiver 

TRANSMITTER TUNING UNIT BC -375 
Approximately 65 MMFD cond., coils 
RF chokes. dials. assorted mica con- $1 95 

densers, 2500 WVDC. Over $50.00 parts! 

DYNAMOTOR UNIT PE -101 -C 
Duo output Dynamotor, input voltage 
12 to 24V.. output voltage 400V. at 135 
ma. 800V at 20 ma. and 9 V. at 1.1 amp. 

$295 

BC -AR230 Transmitter 
Including 4 tubes and Rf Amps. 

meter. 
BC -AL229 Receiver 
Including 6 tubes. Used in 

aircraft. 
BOTH 
UNITS 
ONLY 

T -17 
CARBON 
MICRO- 
PHONE 

89` 
Like new. 

With tubes and xtals. 
used, in good condi- 
tion. The frequency 
range of both transmitter and receiver 
is continuous from 3700 to 5800 KC; all 
stages gang tuned by anti -backlash 
worm gear dial mechanisms 512.50 

Overload Relay 

$195 

Patter and Brum- 
field. Relay 1, 5,000 
ohms, coil current 
10 MA., Relay No. 2, 
110V. 60 Cy, AC coil. 
S.P.D.T. 

Variable Resistor 
2500 ohm. 49c 
100 W. 

PYRANOL 
CAPACITATOI 

$295 

General 
Electric. 
1 MFD. 

5.000 VDC. 

4 "x41/2 "x33/4 ". 

DYNAMOTOR 
DA -3A 
Input. 

28 V.D.C.. 
10.5 AMPS 

Output. 
300 V.D.C.. 
.260 AMPS 
150 V.D.C.. 
.010 AMPS 
14.5 V.D.C.. 

5 AMPS 
Shipping Wt. 

25 Lbs. 

Butterfly Condensers 
Oscillator assembly 76 to 
300 MC with acorn tube $195 
socket mounted 
on condenser. 
Type B, frequency range 
300 to 1000 
megacycles. 
antenna con- 
denser 105 -330 MC. 
Oscillator 
105 -330 MC. 

95` 
5195 

$195 

$150 

FILAMENT 
TRANS 

FORMERS 

$995 

POWER TRANS. 

1 95 110V. 60 cy. 
Sec. 1: 4V at 16 

Amps. Sec. 2: 21/2V at 
1.75 Amps. Ideal for 
2x2 and 826 tubes. 
Hermetically sealed. 
size 6" x 31/2" x 44 ". 

--- IF TRANS. 

95c 

Mounted in aluminum 
shield can 1500 KC. 
with air trimmer. im- 
pedance coupled type. 

110 -V, 60 -cy. Pri. Sec. 49 
5 -V, 3 ". 
Shelled case. 
110 -V, 60 cy. Sec.: 2.5V 
at 5.25 amps. $245 
Shelled case. 

FM Radio and 
Transmitter 
BC- 620 -A, 

20 MC - 27.9 MC 
$995 

This Xtal controlled FM 
set has 13 tubes and has 
dual Xtal controlled chan- 
nels. It also contains built - 
in Fil. and Plate Meter. 
Tubes used: (4) 1LN5, (1) 
1LC6, (i) 1LH4, (2) 1291, 
(4) 1299, (1) 1294. 
Ideal for communication 
between Trucks. Boats. 
etc. Used, in good condi- 
tion. Less power supply. 
Wt. 38 lbs. Complete with 
carrying case and dia- 
grams. 

Toggle 
Switch 

391 
D.P.D.T. 

30 Amps. in 
black 

Bakelite case. 

30MC IF 
TRANSFOR 
MER 29c 
Slugged Tune. 

Cage 
Squirrel 

1FF 
TRANSMITTER 

AND RECEIVER 
$995 

Successfully used as a television re- 
ceiver. 30 MC I.F. channel and video 
amplifier; original diagram furnished. 
Less tubes and power transformer. 

BC223AX TRANSMITTER 
Complete with tubes and 
tuning unit covering 80 , 250 
meter Ham band, in- 
eluding frequencies 
charts. less xtals. 
GEN. ELECTRIC 

METER 

$395 

BK22K RELAY 

Type D041, 
3" 0 -1 MA, 
meter scale 
graduation 

0 -5 D.C. 
Kilo V and 

0 10 MA D.C. 

5 GANG 
VARIABLE 

CONDENSER 

95 

5 gang, approx. 
50 M.M.F.D. per 
section with in- 
dividual air - 
tuned padders. 
18 to 1 vernier 
drive. 

Condensers 
Cap. Working Your 
MFD Volt Cost 

1 1000 oil 44c 
8 600 oil 95c 
2 600 oil 49c 

$750 

Blower 
2" outlet, 110 AC, 60cy 
Silent Ball Bearing 
Motor, with mounting 
bracket. 

General Electric 25 MFD Photoflash pyramol capacitator 
2000 VDC -INT 514.95 

SPST relay 24V. 528 ohm. coil contact rating 5 amp. 
Packed 2 to a carton 2 for .49 

Coaldial solid copper tubing, 30 foot 2.95 
30 -20 MFD Solar condenser. 150 V. tubular .49 
Assorted tubular oil -filled condensers, up to 5 MFD, 15 for 1.00 
3 lbs. assorted hardware 1.00 
Westinghouse oil 1MFD 6000V, WVDC 7.95 
144 MC radar osc., uses 15E with variable coupling, complete 

less tubes 3.95 
Assorted high frequency chokes, 25 for. 1.00 
Thordansen 300 MA power transformer, 110 or 220V, 60 cy. input. 

secondary 500 /ct /100 tapped at 400/400 extra bias winding 
200 /ct /100 at 50 MA, 18 lbs 4.95 

Assorted resistors 1/2 watt fully insulated in popular ohmages. 
100 for 1.49 

Thordorsen T48003, 2H -7H 550 MA swing choke, size 41/2x51/2x51. 
square black crackle case. 15 lbs 5.95 

Assorted mica condensers, per 100 1.95 
Wafer sockets, 4, 5, 6. 7 and 8 prong, per 100 2.95 
12" Utah PM speaker Alinco No. 5 with 6F6 output transformer 6.95 
Assorted knobs, push on wood and plastic 1.95 

±1`: 1 MEG 

$295 Used in 
conjunction 

with SCR269F. 
changeover con- 
tains 29V, step re- 
lay, 5 deck, 6 po- 
sition switch. 12V 
D.P.S. 

POWER 
TRANSFORMER 
' 95 

110V, 60 cy 
Sec. 300V ea 

side of center of 
125MA, 6.3V at 2.1 
Amps, 5V at 3 Amps. 
Hermetically sealed. 
size 6" x 31/2" x 41/4 ". 

POWER TRANS. 

Primary 110V. $, 95 
60 cy., Sec. 
700V each side of 
center at 80MA. 6.3V 
at 1.2 Amps, 5V at 3 
Amps. Hermetically 
sealed size 6" x 31/2" 
x 3 ". 

Sockets for acorn tubes $ .19 
Powdered iron 3ré slug .10 
Jacks, PL55, PL68 .15 
Asst. mica condensers 1.95 
3 lbs. asst. hardware 1.00 
Pin straightener for min. tubes .49 

Ear phones, 2000 ohms, used .95 
Johnson sockets, No. 210. 25W .39 

CORONA BALLS 
$100 Dozenl Oc Each 
High -Speed Photo 

Flash Tube 
10,000 Flashes 

12.000,000 lumens light 
output. Stops all action. 
Ignition coil included on 
back of bulb. 
10.000 flashes. 
Diagrams 
furnished. 

$895 

TUBES 
813 5.95 
VR150 .69 
955 .65 
9002 .89 
RK60 .95 
9001 .89 
6.14 1.50 
5 FP7 1.95 
7BP7 2.95 
9LP7 3.95 
6N7 .89 

872A 1.95 
9004 .49 
9006 .59 
5085 .89 
VT127A 

2.95 
35W4 .69 
3AP1 1.95 
3BP1 1.95 
6.15 .49 
5BP1 3.95 
6116 .59 

174, 305. 6917 .59 
3S4. 5W4. 
6SA7, 1G5. 
12116. 
65H7 

44' 

WRITE FOR FREE BULLETIN! 

Hershel Radio Co. 
5249 GRAND RIVER DETROIT 8, MICH. 

20% DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON ALL ORDERS 

All Orders Minimum Order $2,00 Michigan Customers 
F.O.B. Detroit Add 3°/ Sales Tax 

December, 1947 7:t 
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RADIO BUILDERS and 
EXPERIMENTERS! 

Low -Cost Knight "Ranger" 
5 -Tube Kit Complete with Cab- 
inet, Loop Antenna and Tubes 
It's here! The first ultra -modern 5 -Tube 
AC -DC Superhet kit at so low a price! 
Here's what you get -full broadcast 
band coverage (550 -1600 Kc.); built -in 
loop antenna; latest 5" PM dynamic 
speaker; handsome walnut plastic 
cabinet. Unbelievably easy to build; no 
special tools required. Sockets are 
riveted in place on chassis base; just 
assemble, wire and slip into cabinet. 
Outstanding for power and tone quality. 
Highest grade components only. Com- 
plete with all parts, tubes and full 
instructions. Nothing like it at the 
price! Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. 

$14" No. 83 -275. Complete, only 

ALLIED 
is Your Headquarters 

for Radio Kits! 

ALLIED and the Radio Builder 
The typical ALLIED- Knight Kits presented 
here are the result of over 20 years of experi- 
ence in engineering efficient, easily -assembled 
kits. Every kit is proved for circuit design, 
good mechanical layout, and high quality 
components. KNIGHT Kits are easiest to 
assemble: complete instructions include both 
pictorial and schematic diagrams; panels 
are drilled, screenprinted and calibrated; 
chassis is formed and all holes are punched 
for you -no holes to drill; every last part 
required is included. When you buy a 
KNIGHT Kit, you get top design, top 
quality and top value. 

High -Fidelity Kits for Radio Reception or Record Playing 

TRF BROADCAST TUNER. An easy -to -build high -fidelity TRF 
Tuner Kit. Features broad band reception for higher fidelity 
than obtainable in standard superhet circuits. Linear diode 
detection for quality demodulation; separate diode AVC 
for constant signal. Cathode follower output circuit. "Magic 
Eye" tuning. Vernier dial, 0 -100, 5 -1 ratio. Built -in power 
supply. Complete with all quality parts, including 5 tubes plus rectifier, punched chassis (10 x 6% x 3") and panel, 
matched coils and detailed 4 -page instruction booklet. For 
110 -125 volt, 60 cycles AC. 
83 -221. NET, only $24.25 

TO -WATT NI -FI AMPLIFIER. One of the finest high -fidelity 
audio amplifiers ever designed for home construction -a 
perfect companion for tuner above, or for use with crystal 
phono pickup. Inverse feedback for wide response ± 1.5 db 
from 20 to 10,000 cps. Minimum distortion. High imped- 
ance input; volume and tone controls; large output trans- 
former matches any 6-8 ohm PM speaker. Complete with 
all quality parts, including 4 tubes plus rectifier, punched 
chassis (10 x 6y¢ x 3"), and detailed 4 -page instruction 
booklet with large, clear schematic and pictorial 
diagrams. 83 -222. NET, only $21.75 

POPULAR 2 -METER TRANSCEIVER. It's easy to build this powerful, 
compact 2 -meter transceiver. Fine engineering brings unusually 
high output efficiency. Supplies current for single button carbon 
mike. Output transformer for any PM speaker or headphones. 
Requires 250 v. at 75 ma., and 6.3 v. at .65 amp. for power. Kit 
complete with all parts: punched and formed cadmium plated 
chassis, 5 x 9 x 2", clearly marked 6 x 9" steel front panel with black 
crackle finish, tubes, wire, solder, etc. Includes easy -to- follow 
instructions. Requires Amateur license to transmit. Kit complete, 
less mike, speaker and power supply. 
83 -220. NET, only $18.25 
For Additional KNIGHT Kits, see ALLIED'S 164 Page 

ALLIED 
RADIO 

FREE Catalog! 

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept 1 -M -7 
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III. 
D Send Kit No. 83 -275 
D Send Kit No. 83 -221 
D Send Kit No. 83 -222 
O Send Kit No. 83 -220 
O Send FREE 164 -Page ALLIED Catalog 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 

Saezytl-susg t;.r Radca 
turd EeeCtzacsicd 
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s 
Enclosed 

secured. They employ a number of 
basic functional units arranged in the 
sequence illustrated in the block dia- 
gram of Fig. 3. 

Whether or not a tuned r.f. ampli- 
fier stage is employed ahead of the 
mixer as shown in Fig. 3 depends upon 
the price of the receiver, preferences 
of the designer, etc. There are several 
reasons for this. (1) At the very high 
frequencies (44 to 88 and 174 to 216 
mc.) allocated to commercial tele- 
vision broadcasting the usefulness of 
an r.f. amplifier stage is not as great 
as it would be in a receiver designed 
for the very much lower AM broadcast 
frequencies of 535 to 1605 kc., since 
the gain and adjacent -channel selec- 
tivity contributed by a t.r.f. amplifier 
stage at these v.h.f. is comparatively 
small. (2) Image- frequency rejection 
is not as important a problem in pres- 
ent -day television receivers as it is in 
receivers designed for other services, 
because the standard i.f. values recom- 
mended for use in both the video and 
audio i.f. amplifiers throw all possible 
image frequencies well outside of the 
television bands and into the frequency 
channels employed by a compara- 
tively few low- powered transmitters 
used for other services. (3) Because 
the television transmitting distances 
are short, and the signal voltages at 
the receiving antennas therefore are 
comparatively high, the gain that 
would be contributed by an r.f. ampli- 
fier stage is not of great importance. 
For these and several other reasons 
which need not be gone into here, most 
television receivers do not employ 
a separate tuned r.f. amplifier stage 
but couple the composite television 
signal received by the dipole receiving 
antenna to the input circuit of the 
mixer tube through a tuned r.f. cou- 
pling transformer. In such receivers, 
the tuned r.f. portion referred to is 
the coupling -and tuning circuit be- 
tween the antenna and the mixer grid. 

Since the composite television sig- 
nal (video plus audio) encompasses a 
frequency bandwidth of 6 mc. (see 
Fig. 2) the r.f. and mixer tuning 
circuits' must be designed to have a 
band acceptance characteristic at least 
6 mc. wide4 if both the video and sound 
signals are to be passed. Fig. 4A illus- 
trates such a characteristic (ideal) 
that accepts all the desired frequen- 
cies uniformly, and that sharply at- 
tenuates the unwanted signals of ad- 
jacent transmitting channels. It is 
impossible to attain this ideal flat - 
topped, steep -sided characteristic in 
practice, so a compromise is neces- 
sary. By employing over -coupling be- 

(Continued on page 173) 

The smaller table -model television receivers which employ small diameter cathode -ray tubes having picture screen widths of the order. of 5 or 7 inches do not require as sharp an image as is necessary when the larger C -R tubes are used. The sharpness of the reproduced image is a function of the bandwidth of the video signal applied to the picture tube. Consequently, since extremely fine picture detail is not necessary in such receivers. it is not necessary to reproduce the higher modulating frequencies of the video signal. Therefore the r.1. tuning circuits can be made more selective by employing a band -ac- ceptance width of only 4 or 5 mc. instead of the full 8 mc. required for receivers that employ the larger C -R tubes. 
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Your enjoyment climbs to new altitudes through radio and television achievements of RCA Laboratories. 

RCA LABORATORIES -your "magic carpet" 
to new wonders of radio and television 

More and more people will go sight- 
seeing by television as the number 
of stations and home receivers in- 
creases. Eventually, television net- 
works will serve homes from coast 
to coast ... bringing you the news as 
it happens ... sports events ... drama 
... vaudeville. 

Many of the advances which have 
made possible these extended serv- 
ices of radio -electronics, in sound 
and sight, originated in research 
conducted by RCA Laboratories. 

December, 1947 

Recent RCA "firsts" include: ultra - 
sensitive television cameras that give 
startling clarity to all -electronic tele- 
vision ... tiny tubes for compact, 
lightweight portable radios ... "pic- 
ture tube" screens for brilliant tele- 
vision reception. 

In other fields of radio- electronics, 
RCA has pioneered major achieve- 
ments- including the electron micro- 
scope. Research by RCA Labora- 
tories goes into every product bear- 
ing the name RCA or RCA Victor. 

PIONEERING 

Scientists and research men who 
work in RCA Laboratories made 
many vital contributions in help- 
ing to win the war through appli- 
cation of radio, electronic, radar 
and television techniques. Their 
skills now are devoted to peace- 
time applications of these sciences. 

At RCA Laboratories the elec- 
tron microscope, radar, all -elec- 
tronic television (featuring the pro- 
jection system for the home) and 
many other new instruments of 
radio, including hundreds of new 
electron tubes, were developed to 
improve and to extend the serv- 
ices of radio around the world. 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
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ESPEY Television Training Kit 
Learn television through this unique "assembly line" procedure. Modern circuits 

and postwar design make up -to- the -minute training an absolute necessity. This 
ESPEY television training kit, available in severa fundamental stages, will help 

you understand and gain a working knowledge of TELEVISION -the latest de- 

velopment in electronics. FREE with every kit -a new type of pictorial instruc- 
tion book, giving easy -to- follow, step by step method. No previous knowledge of 

television necessary to build -and LEARN from -this ESPEY kit. 

FEATURES 

18 tubes, including 15 miniatures. 
3 stage, stagger tuned pix i.f. 
21.25 Mc sound i.f. Trµp tuned 
Balanced FM discriminator. 
Portable- weighs only 17 lbs. 

Uses 3' low -cost cathode ray tube. 
Magnifier makes 4' picture. 
Can be aligned with ordinary test oscil- 
lator and Y.T. Voltmeter. 

BASIC KIT -includes all i.f., power, 
blocking oscillator transformers, 
chokes, ceramic capacitors, speaker, 
and sockets riveted into place on 

punched and welded chassis. Ml 
tubes and required resistors and ca- 
pacitors are easily -obtainable types 
available through Distributors every- 
where. 

FOR FURTHER DETAILS WRITE TODAY TO: 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY. INC 

528 EAST 72Y0 STREET -NEW YORK 2I.N.Y. 

NANNY LANGSAM, 
12 a. 12th Street. Phila. 7, Pe. 

I enclose 51.00. Please tend both Radio 
Pin Data Rules. 

O Send Quantity Prim.. 

Check Pin Connections 
& Tube Data Instantly! 
Two new and amazingly handy slide 
rules tell you at once the location 
and nature of pin connections, fila- 
ment voltage, filament current, and 
uses for 176 radio tubes. Radio 
or electronic engineers, servicemen. 
students can't afford to be without 
these pocket -sized time -savers. 
SEND 61.00 IN CASH OR MONEY 
ORDER TODAY and receive both 
prepaid by return mail. Your money 
back if not satisfied. 

WRITE FOR QUANTITY PRICES 

Nam. 
Address 

City at... 

Tube 

76 

Learn and Earn! 
TELEVISION 

RADIO F. M. 
COMMUNICATION 

offer profitable occupation for both men and women. 
You learn by actual work, bow to build and operate, 
and lit yourself for a higher pay Job. Write for catalog. 

Approved f.r V ns 

HOLLYWOOD SOUND INSTITUTE 
1040 -A N. Kenmore Los Angeles 27 

Compact E.C.O. 
(Continued from page 64) 

If the oscillator is operating well, 
which it should if the coil data has 
been closely adhered to, the buffer 
may be tuned. Plug in the 6L6 and 
either the 3.5 or 7 mc. buffer plate 
coil. When the circuit is in tune, the 
neon bulb on the front panel will glow 
brightly. Next, remove the r.f. choke 
from the oscillator plate circuit and 
plug in the other oscillator plate coil 
and the 14 mc. buffer plate coil. Set 
the oscillator to 3600 kc. and tune the 
mica trimmer inside the oscillator 
plate coil for the brightest glow of 
the neon lamp. This adjustment will 
hold for the entire 14 and 28 mc. 
bands, since a large reserve of excita- 
tion is available. 

The final amplifier is tuned for min- 
imum plate current in the usual way. 
The unloaded plate current should be 
10 to 20 ma. on the 3.5, 7, and 14 mc. 
bands, and about 40 ma. at 28 mc. The 
amplifier can be loaded to 100 ma. 
without trouble. Refer to the coil ta- 
ble for the proper coils to use for any 
particular band. The output link is 
suitable for coupling to a low imped- 
ance line, such as would feed a center - 
fed doublet, or to a separate antenna 
Coupler. 

The stability of the oscillator has 
been checked against a secondary fre- 
quency standard, and after a one hour 
warm -up period, did not drift more 
than 500 cycles. Jarring the cabinet 
heavily will "wobble" the frequency 
slightly, but the unit will always re- 
turn to its original frequency. The 
unit was placed on an inexpensive 
sponge rubber kneeling pad, which 
fortunately, measured just 8" x 14 ". 
This made the v.f.o. insensitive to any 
but the severest shocks. 

The rig was intended to drive a 
kilowatt amplifier, but the perform- 
ance and versatility were so accept- 
able that no further experimentation 
was felt necessary. 

The 807 may be plate and screen 
modulated very easily. About 25 watts 
of audio at 5000 ohms is necessary. 

"Look at Ray's new antenna! 
A doublet!" 
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111E77.., JJ 
NOT IN ALL THE HISTORY OF RADIO, AN OFFER LIKE THIS! 

teato*te L Radio 
Battery 

pRTh 
wered B 

Self-powered 

BELLTONE GIVES YOU PLENTY OF 

SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAMS AND INSTRUCTIONS! 

You get the Case, Knobs, Antenna, Tubes 

EVERYTHING!... 
(EXCEPT WIRE, SOLDER, BATTERIES) 

1 Set of Batteries at only $2.55 

We urge you to bear in mind that this 

is NOT, definitely NOT, an ordinary 

portable, but a tiny, wonderful, beau- 

tiful, powerful set -which you can 

easily build yourself - quickly. Wait 

till you see the attractive case, cov- 

ered in simulated leather, with ad- 

justable shoulder strap. You'll want 

several. Use them as gifts. 

10. ELLTONE 
December, 1947 

WE PAY THE 

POSTAGE ANYWHERE 

IN THE U.S.A 

USE THIS ORDER COUPON 

NOW! START BUILDING 

YOUR SET RIGHT AWAY! 

RADIO AND TELEVISION CORP. 
583 AVE. OF AMERICAS, NEW YORK II, N. Y. 

HERE'S WHY THE SET IS SO 

EXTRAORDINARY AT THE PRICE! 

It has a 31/2"ALNICO Q PM speaker. Uses 

standard, easy -to -get, long -lasting batteries 
-easy to change. It plays with the lid open 

or closed. Has 4 tubes. Weighs 31/2" lbs. 

(approx.) when complete and operating, 
case and all! 

BELLTONE RADIO & TELEVISION CORP. DEPT. P 

583 Ave. of Americas New York 11, N. Y. 

Sirs: Send me portable kits for which I am 

enclosing MONEY ORDER CHECK for S 

Battery Kit @ S2.55 

SEND TO 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 
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BUILD THIS 8 -TUBE RADIO-AMPLIFIEK 11`;" ='29?: 
DELUXE 

CONSOLE CABINET $3995 
SLIDE AWAY 
CHANGER COMP. 
RECORD ALBUM 
COMPARTMENT 
BEAUTIFUL, ALL 
WALNUT CON- 
STRUCTION 

This is the first time 
we have been able to 
offer a beautiful floor 
model console. RADIO - 
PHONO cabinet. Finest. all walnut construc- 
tion; hand rubbed fin- 
ish. 34" long, 33" high. 
16" deep. Holds 12" 
speaker. large record 

compartment. Slide away changer compartment will ac- commodate changer of the Webster 56 class and small- 
er. Receiver compartment is 15x14%x7I, inches. Will accommodate our Model PRK -10 kit; advertised here. 
Dealers, here is your chance to buy good cabinets at the right price. Convert those low- priced sets into radio -phono combinations. Weight 50 lbs. Net. $39.95. 
Price with Two Post Oak Changer $56.95 
IF DESIRED. WE CAN FURNISH THIS IN BLOND MAHOGANY -AT $10.00 EXTRA. 

A COMBINED BROADCAST SUPERHET RADIO CHASSIS AND 15 WATT P. A. SYSTEM 
HEAVY DUTY 12" P.M. SPEAKER 
CROW 8" SLIDE RULE DIAL. 2 GANG COND. 
REC. BROAD. 550 TO 1100 KC. HI- FIDELITY 
PUSH PULL 6V6 -TWIN TONE CONTROLS 
INPUTS FOR CRYSTAL OR DYN, MIKES AND 
PHONO -PICKUP. WE FURNISH EVERYTHING TO 
BUILD THIS DELUXE CHASSIS 
WHY NOT ORDER THE CONSOLE ON THE LEFT, 
WITH YOUR PRKI0 

Here is something new In radio. A real 15 watt power amplifier with bass and treble controls. Has 
extra gain stage for crystal or dynamic mikes. And on the same chassis, a standard superhet radio 
receiver. We furnish all parts, knobs, escutcheon plate and tubes: 6SA7, 651(7, 6SR7, 6SN7, 65.17, 
two 6V6 and 5Y3. No cabinet. Extra care in designing the power supply section assures low hum 
level, making this unit ideal for recording as well as P.A. use. We furnish everything as well as 
schematic diagram and photos of the completed chassis. Weight 35 lbs. 

PRK -I0 Radio -Amp. Kit with 12" $2995 P.M. speaker. With tubes Net 

PERSONAL PORTABLE KIT, $10.95 
4 -Tube Broadcast superhet 
Priced Complete with Batteries 
Dynamic Speaker Slide Rule Dial 

PERSONAL PORTABLE KIT MODEL K -PX. Small size leatherette covered case 9x5t,4x5. Easy to build. Operates on self contained B and A batteries. Rec. Broadcast 550 to 1600 K.C. Incorporates a stand- ard superhet circuit with ave. lias 3 inch Alnico 
five PM speaker. Priced complete with batteries. Pictorial diagram and tubes 1R5. 155. 1T4 and 359. Not AC DC, but straight bat- tery operated. Has 2 gang cond. Everyone should have one of these personal port- ables. Everything furnished. Kit K -PE ''et S10.95 

PRK -1 OX Radio -Amp. Kit with A 5 
tubes and $30.00 value 15" Cin- L a7 
naudagraph speaker Net 

3 -WAY PORTABLE 
4 Tubes Plus Disc Rectifier 
300 Hour Battery Pack Included 
Beautifully Built Portable Case 

Build this powerful. 4- tube, 3-way portable kit. Operates on 110 volts AC or DC or self contained batteries. Receives broadcast 550 to 1650 K.C. In- corporates a standard superhet circuit with AVC and loop Ant. Has Alnico 5 PM Speaker, 2 gang condenser. All Parts and batteries are furnished including tubes Disc Rectifier. 1115. 1T4. 1S5 and 354. Iras attractive leatherette portable cabinet size ix9x9. Weight 14 lbs. Kit Model 3 -ZA. 
Net $ 1 7,95 

KIT, $17.95 

5 -Tube AC -DC Broadcast Kit, $9.95 
BEAUTIFUL 10" PLASTIC CABINET 
LOOP AERIAL VERNIER DIAL 
DYNAMIC SPEAKER EASY TO BUILD 
Kit Model P -85. We have finally been able to achie,e our goal. Here it is. A good 5 -tube broadcast AC JJ superhet radio receiver for less than ten dollars. The beautiful 10 inch plastic cabinet is made of the finest material. The chassis is of the standard accepted super- bet design. 456 KC ifs AVC and 5 inch Alnico 5 PM speaker. Attractive vernier dial. Two gang tuning condenser. Loop ant. We defy anyone to offer a better working AC DC receiver kit. Priced complete with diagram. photos and tubes 12BE6, 12BA6, 12AT6, 50115 and 35W4. Nothing else to buy. You can't go wrong on this value. Kit Model P -85 Net $9,95 SUPERH ET. 4 -Tube. 111 -90 Volt FARM RADIO KIT complete. less 1000 -hour battery; similar cab. to Model P -85. Model I'B -48 Net $9.95 

12 -WATT AMPLIFIER KIT, $10.95 
PUSH PULL 6V6 OUTPUT TUBES 
GAIN FOR MIKE AND PICK -UP 
EVERYTHING FURNISHED. EASY TO WIRE 
FINE TONE QUALITY 

KIT MODEL AC -12. 12 watt amplifier kit. Ideal for 
high quality record player as well as public address or 
recording amplifier. Matched component parts, ready 

punched chassis pan. One control fades from phono to microphone. Gain enough for crystal or dynamic microphone, 100 mil power transformer. for 110 volt AC 60 
cycle operation. Priced complete with tubes: 2-6V6. 6SN7, 6SH7 and rectifier. Diagrams and photos furnished. Kit AC -12. Net S 1 0.95. 12" Alnico 5 PM 
speaker $6.95 extra; cry *tat microphone and desk <ato t $4.95 extra. 

RECORD PLAYER $9.95 
POWERFUL SINGLE .. 

RECORD PLAYER KIT 
Z -26. Housed in an attrac- 
tire leatherette covered cab- 
inet. Latest 78 RPM rim 
drive motor and light 
weight pick -up. Ready 
wired and tested 70L7 type 
tube amplifier. Tone and 
volume control, 5" PM 
speaker (Alnico V). This kit salit .li1.. iugeiher. 
Priced complete with tubes and book -up instructions. 
Kit Z -26 Net $9.95 

PORTABLE RECORD PLAYER KITS 
KIT MODEL J -41. Our 
leader record player 
kit. F i n e tone, low needle scratch; in- 
cludes two -tone leath- 
erette covered portable 
case, rim -drive photo 
111 O t o r, high output 
crystal pick -up and 6" 
Alnico 5 PM speaker. 
70L7 ready wired and 
tested amplifier. No 

..;ring to, du, lust moula the parts in the case. Iras 
the tone and volume controls. 
Kit Model J -41 Net , I ".95 
KIT MODEL J -42. lias a beautiful alligator covered 
portable case (similar in appearance to the J -41). Al- 
nico 5 PM speaker and ready wired and tested push - pull 117L7 amplifier. This player is powerful with 
good tone and low needle scratch. Separate tone and 
volume controls. Slips together in only a few min- 
utes. Has single post automatic record changer; plays 
lo 12" or 12 10" records. automatically. 

Net $e29 
2A.95 

Kit Model 1 -92 
KIT MODEL J -43. Includes two -tone leatherette case 
(similar in appearance to the J -91), spring -wound 

phono motor. 6" Alnico 5 I'M speaker and ready wired 
and tested push -pull 354 amplifier. High output crys- 
tal pick -up. Priced complete With batteries; operates 
on self -contained batteries. requires no ex- r .95 5 
ternal power. Kit Model J -43 Net :J 7 J 

RADIO -PHONO COMB. KIT. $24.95 
Build this beautiful 
portable combination radio phonograph. 
We furnish every- 
thing. Beautiful two 
tone portable case. 
latest rim drive pho- 
no motor, A a t a tt o 
crystal pick -up. All 
parts to build high 
quality 5 tube AC- 
DC radio. Tunes broadcast 550 to l650 ICt . as tone control. loop antenna. 6" Alnico 

5 PDI speaker. Tubes 12SA7. 125K7,' 12597. 5OLlt and 35Z5. 8imph- diagram furnished. Kit Model RP -12. Wt. 20 lbs. Your Cost $24.95 

PORTABLE RADIO RECORDER KIT 
$54.95 

190.00 value for only $54.95. 
We furnish every part to 
build a powerful radio and 
dual speed recorder. The 
attractive leatherette case 
houses the sensitive super- 
bet broadcast radio and 
General Industries R90L 
33% and 78 ß1'51 dual 
speed recorder; play back 
mechanism. The 6 tube receiver and amplifier is all on one chassis; 12SA7, 12597, 12SK7, 12SL7, mike gain: two 35L6 push -pull output; plus disc rectifier. lias plenty of gain for crystal or dynamic mike. Has 6" heavy duty PDI speaker and tone control. Kit G -31, everything complete, with tubes and diagram. $54.95. Crystal mike and desk stand $4.95 ex- tra. This is without a doubt one of the best values in kits we have ever offered. Wt. 40 lbs. 

15 IN. SPEAKER. $9.95 
Juke Box speaker scoop of the year. blade by ein- naudagraph. Reg. Dealers net $30.09. Has 12.000 ohm field easily excited in bleeder circuit. 15 ohm 
voice coil 59.95 

McGEE RADIO COMPANY WRITE FOR 
CATALOG 

20 -WATT UTILITY AMP. KIT, $17.95 
Build this 20 watt utility 
lip volt AC. 20 Watt 
power amplifier. Ready 
punched aluminum chas- 
sis. size 12 x 6 x 2% 
inches. Has two input 
drculta, one mike nad s A a one phono. Mike stage 
has 135 DB gain. for crystal or dynamic mike. Has bass and treble controls. Designed for use with Pli speakers: tras 8 -16 ohm output transformer. All parts. conliols, transformers and easy-to-follow diagram fur- nished. including tubes: 2 -11SN7, e25. 2 -6L6GA 5Z3. Kit Model 20 -LX. Net $ I 7.95 12" 12 watt Alnico 5 PM speaker, $8.95 extra. Asiatic crystal mike and desk stand. $7.95 extra. 

6 -110 VOLT UTILITY AMP. KIT. $29.95 
Model 20 -LX6 20 watts output. Similar in appear- ance to the model 20 -LX except on slightly larger chassis. Has same tube line up and input circuits. Has power supply that will work on 6 Volt DC. Or 110 Volts AC. Equipped with super heavy duty vi- brator. Has output voltage to run a reg. AC phono motor when used as a 6 volt unit. All parts tubes and easy to follow diagram furnished. 
Model 20 -LX6 amp. kit. Net $29.95. Ship. weight 
30 lbs. Latest 12 in. P.M. Alnico. V speaker, 12 watt. Net 

$7.9atg5 
Crystal mike and desk stand 

Combo- Radio- 
Phono WL3 -R 

Offered with Inut cabinet with hinged lid. Latest rim drive phono motor, crystal pick -up and complete kit of parts to build a conventional five -tube AC -DC superhet with l o o p and condenser g a n g. Receives broadcast 53- to le30 KC. We fur- nish everything including tubas. 12BA9. 128E9, 12ATA, 5085 33W4 WL3 -R ......Viet $19.95 WLx. Same as WL3.R ex ceps is record player only. No radio. Has wired and tested amplifier and speaker. Slips together in a few minutes. WL -3 Net $14.95 

SEND 25 °o DEPOSIT -BALANCE C.O.D. 
1225 McGEE ST., KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 
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HOT SPECIALS 
IN P.M. SPEAKERS 

12" P.M. 7 oz of A.V. 
18 watt only $6.95 

AH are guaranteed. 
12 - 5 oz. AI ieo 5 Pm Speaker 12 watt Net $5.95 
10" 5 oz. Alnico 5 Pm Speaker 10 watt Net 4.95 
8" 3.15 oz. Alnico 5 Pm Speaker 8 watt Net 3.49 
8" 2.15 oz. Alnico 5 Pm Speaker 6 watt Net 2.95 
8" 2.15 oz. Alnico 5 Pm Speaker 6 watt Net 1.95 

RED HOT SPECIAL -6" 5 oz. Alnico 3 Square Pm 
Speaker $1.49; 10 for $13.50 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 51/2" P.M. $1.95 
554" G -E 1.5 oz. Alnico 5 Pm Speaker with output 
transformer for 50L6 $1.95 (mount for either 6 or 
Olh" speaker.) Scoop price $1.95: 10 for $ 17.50 
CHOICE OF 31/2", 4" or 5" P.M. $0.99 
354 ". 4 ". or 5" I'm Speaker with 1 oz. Alnico 5 magnet. Your choice 99e each. Order all you need. 
May never again be sold at this price. All brand new and guaranteed perfect. Choice of 354', 4 ". or 5" 
1 oz. Alnico 5 Pm Speaker. Scoop Price..99c each 

DYNAMIC SPEAKERS 
654" 1000 ohm Field Speaker 

5" 450 oh 

$2.48 5" 3000 ohm Field Speaker 1.89 
5" 1000 ohm Field Speaker 1.89 

m Field Speaker 1.89 
4" 450 ohm Field Speaker 1.89 4x6" 450 ohm Field Speaker 1.89 

LAST MINUTE SPECIALS 
Solar Genuine Tubular electric tond. All are fresh stock, lust ecelved from Solar. Guaranteed one 

ve 
ar 30 MFD. 400 volt tub Each 49e 15 MFD. 450 volt tub ....Each 42e 10 MFD, 450 volt tub. .Each 39e lO% discount on orders of 50 Solar tub. or more. Thordarson power transformer scoop T 70R62 or 

T 44915 for 60 cycle 115 AC. 700 volta C.T. at 145 mills. 6.3 v. 4.5ampe. and 5 v. 3amp a. 
Scoop price 93.49 Spring wound phono motor with alt hardware turntable crank etc. reg. $6.50 value. 
Scoop pries, 2.98 Thordarson alter choke. 200 mil. 10 henry: fully shielded. Most beautifully made choke 

you ever saw. Weight 5 pounds. 
Scoop price $1.99. 3 for 5.50 

R -32 Vector etc. replacement power transformer. 
Made by Utah. Upright mounting. Has all windings 11/q. 21/2, S etc. ....Net 4.95 100 assorted tf4 (1/4) watt carbon resletors: non. 
Insulated type .. . Net 1.19 

G -E Plastie AC cord; with molded cap 61/2 foot 19c 
8 foot .. ......... 24c 

Utah VPR -1 50 mil strap mounting choke; 30 henrys. This Is the standard etae as used by 
4, 5 and 6 tube radios. .. ....Net Pries .49 

Auto aerial closeouts. 
4 section. TO Cowl less lead 90.69 
3 sect. 66" aide cowl, 30" lead. 1.79 
4 sect. 98" aide cowl, 30" teed.... 2.79 
72" ICA Uni-mount with lead. .. 1.79 
MALLORY Standard sexe 4 prong vlb. Has 8 pointa yet 
is a non -sync. For those heavy drain auto seta. Scoop 
Price 51.09 each; 10 for $9.90 
DELCO off set 4 prong vib. net $149: 100 mill 8 3 volt 
Push mounting power trans. 92.49; 55 mill upright 8.3 
power trans. net $2.49; Astatic pickup arm with L411 
crystal, made for automatic changers and does not have 
mounting sleeve. net $1.29: 10 for 511.95 

1948 MODEL -MIKE -BROADCASTER 
ONLY $7.95 

Broadcasts 800 to 1500 
NC from either a phono- 
graph pick -up or a 
crystal or dynamic mike. 
Stakes any radio receiver 
a P.A. system, record 
player Or recording am- 
plifier. Gives broadcast 
quality. Has fader con- 
trol from mike to record. simulating a regular broad- 
cast station. This is a powerful model: usina 2 -351.6. 
12SJ7 and 3525 tubes. Priced with tubes and con- 
necting Instructions. Works on 110 volts AC -DC. 
Crystal mike and desk stand $4.95 extra. Model 
DE -5 truly a de -luxe mike - phono oscillator. 

MIKE -OSCILLATOR 
800 to 1500 KC 

Mike Oscillator model C -4. Not 
only does the unit work as a 
phono -ose.. but has added gain 
Stave for a crystal mike. Priced 
complete. wired and tested with 
3 tubes and fader control. 
Net $4.95. Crystal Mike $4.90 extra 

3 -TUBE PHONO. OSC. ONLY $3.95 
Model DE -4- Phonograph os- 
cillator. Broadcasts from 800 
to 1500 KC. Gain for any 
crystal pick up. A new 
powerful circuit is used to 
assure plenty of power. Has 
variable gain Control for 
proper modulation. Priced 

with tubes ready to operate, two 50B5 and 34W4. 
Model DE-4 Net $3.95 

ELECTRIC DRILLS $19.50 UP 
Jones Motorola Pistol Grip Electric Drills. 

Finest type of construction. Jacobs Chucks. For 110 
volt AC operation. 
54 In. 3000 RPM 
% tn. 800 RPM 
54 in. 900 RPM 
SUPERHET BROADCAST 
TUNER for connection to 
phono amp. or P.A. system. 
Compact chassis 5x3523 
inches. May be mounted 
inside the record player 
cabinet. Requires only three 
connections to amplifier. 
Uses 88Á7 or 12SAT : 88K7 
or 12SK7 and crystal diode. Comulete with tubes. 
loop antenna dial and instructions for connecting 
to any amplifier. Net $7.95. Specify If tuner is to 
be used with AC or AC -DC type amplifier. 

I r 

net $ 1 9.59 
net 27.00 
net 29.50 

CATHODE RAY 
TUBES 

BRAND NEW 
3BP1 Net $2.95 
3AP1 Net 2.95 
5CP1 Net 3.95 
5BP1 Net 3.95 
5131417 Net 3.95 
7Bí'7 Net 4.95 
91.1'7 Net 4.95 

75% of All the Tubes You Use at 49c Ea. 
Guaranteed Standard Brands. Cartoned and 

lincartoned 
1714 
1B5 
185 
1T4 
3Q4 
351 
5140 
5Y:;GT 
BAC7/ 

1832 
r5 

ara 
66138 
6Fr,GT 
6116 
6.1.5 
61:60T 
6107 
61.7 

7M 
7A7 7E7 
7A8 7117 
7B4 7117 
7B5 7187 
786 7Q7 
7B7 7Y4 
7C5 7Z4 

6SA7 
6NC7 
BSD7GT 
OSFS 
BSF7 
BSG7 
BSI17 
88.17 
an81:7 
681.7GT 
6SN7GT 
eBQTG'P 
68117 
BV6GT 
BN5GT 
12:tT6 
1271A8 
1211E6 
12C8 

12116 
12.12(17 
)25A7 
12807 
128117 
125.17 
128107 
1:51.701 
125N7GT 
125070T 
125117 
14A7/ 

12137 
14118 
14C7 
19117 
14Q7 
14117 
1487 

251.60T 
25Z6GT 
28 

351.80T 
35W4 
3523 
3524GT 
357.5GT 
89/44 

iá 
43 
45 
6086 

75 
76 
77 

78 
80 
11.4 
551.6 
501.6 
12A6 
14B6 
751.7 
1171.7 

49° 
30 
32 
33 
34 
35/51 
85A5 
024 
1115GT 

BÁ8 
1N5GT 
1A7 

3Q5 
6OÁ5 69c 

11.A4 11.C5 1LE3 61.6 
1LA8 11.C8 1LH4 
1LB4 11.135 lt.NS 
12" 20 Oz. 20 Watt PM 
lo" 20 Oz. 25 Watt PM 4.45 
s" 20 Oz. 15 Watt PM 3.95 

All are latest Alnico 3 PM with smooth working cones. 
Guaranteed. 
10% Discount on orders of 10 speakers or more. 

99c 
54.98 

SPECIALS IN TUBULAR CONDENSERS 
Cornell Duhllier .05 Mfd. 600 volt condenser. Scoot/ 
Price $0.09 each. 100 for $7.50 
Salar Sealtites .115 Mfd. 400 volt condensera or .51 
400 -Olt $0.07 each. 100 for ....$3.00 

600 VOLT TUBULARS, MANUFACTURERS 
TYPE 

Guaranteed all good brands condenaera; 001, .005. 
.01, .02. .00, all 800 volt. Any sise $0.0$ each. 
100 assorted for $6.50 

POPULAR F.P. ELECTROLYTICS 
in Alum. Cans. Easy Twist. Mounting all small 
size. 
to to C to Mfd. 
450 volt .. $0.49 
30 Mfd. 450 volt .49 
20 Mfd. 450 volt .39 
20 Mfd. 300 volt. 10 
Mfd 350 volt. 20 40 x 20 Mfd. 150 
Mfd. 25 volt .39 volt 20 Mfd. 23 volt .39 

20 x 40 Mfd. 400 
volt $0.49 0 x 40 Mfd. 250 
volt .39 

TUBULAR ELECTROLYTICS 
In paper tubes with pig tail leads 

Cornell- Dubliler, 8 Mfd. 450 volt $0.39 each 
100 for $32.50 
Cornell- Dublller, 16 Mfd. 450 10.59 each 
10 
Aerovox. 8 x B Mfd. 450 volt. $0.49 each. 10 for 4.50 
Aerovox 20 is 20 Mfd. 150 volt. $0.39 each. 
10 for 
Sprague. Sn x 30 Mfd. 150 volt. $0.49 each 

3.50 
10 for .......................... ... 4.25 
Solar 50 x 30 Mfd. 20 Mfd. 25 volt $0.59 each, 
10 for 4.90 

G.I. RECORDER MECHANISMS 

Latest 1947 General Industries recording assemblies 
with 4 ohm magnetic cutters and crystal play back. 
Model 1170 -L -78 RPM. Net .......... ... $24.50 
Model R90 -33 and 78 RPM. Net ...... ... 28.95 
Model 11130 -L- Automatic changer with 

cutter. 78 RPM. Net 40.10 

RADIO TUBE SCOOP OF THE YEAR 
39c each -100 assorted for $35.00 

128A7(1T cl:7GT 6SATGT 12AT6 11,4 
12SQ7GT 6ABGT 6SD7GT 1213E6 1T4 
128107GT 6V6GT 6SQ7OT 12BA8 354 
351.6 6K6GT 6SK7GT 35W4 3Q4 
501.6 5Y3GT 25L6GT 5085 1ß5 
35Z5 6Q7GT 701701 35B5 135 

117L7GT 11723 ONN7OT 
6X5GT 

These tubes are boxed and branded HYVAC. All are 
guaranteed best quality. full replacement. 

AC-DC AND 
PERSONAL RADIO 9229$ 

"HOTTEST PICK ME UP RADIO IN AMERICA" 
NO TALLER THAN A PEN 

NET EACH $22.95 
IN LOTS OF 3 $21.95 

Regal Model 747 -3 way personal 
radio. Receives broadcast 550 to 
1650 KC. Small size only 4x5x8 
inches. However. uses full size 
parts with 2 -gang condenser and 
loop. Priced complete w i t h 4 
miniature tubes and disc recti- 
fier. These sets are only slightly 
larger than the smallest personal radio. Volume and 
tone like a big set. Kit of batteries $2.05 extra. 

Automatic Record 
Player 

Includes Maguire two post 
automatic record changer: 
Wired and tested two tube 
1171.7 amplifier. Tone and 
Volume controls. Alnleo V. 
PM speaker. Only a f e w 
minutes required to mount 

vchanalue. 

ger and amp. A Real 

Model J- 74..Net $22.95 
MECK PEE WEE SUPER $11.95 

Meek. 5 tube superhet: using 
miniature tubes. Small plastic 
cabinet (7x4x5 "), 2 gang eon - 
denser. loop antenna. Alnico 
5 PM speaker. This Is a red 
hot value In a small radio re- 
ceiver; broadcast 550 to 1650 
KC. Priced with tubes: ready 
to pia?. 

Model 800B, Black plastic cabinet $11.95 
Lots of 3 $ 10.95 
Model 800W, White plastic cabinet $12.95 
Lots of 3 $ 1 1 .95 

Weight 5 lbs. 

I 
MECK FM CONVERTER $14.95 

ILt's 
sensational. Slakes any regular AM (ordinary 

radio) radio receive FM Signals (88 to 108 MC). I 

Just announced by John Sleek Industries. Order I 

I your sample today. Dealers Net $15.95. Same 
I cabinet as Pee Wee shown above. 

I Lots of three $ 1 4.95 

1948 MODELS OF KARADIOS 
"For Your Car" 

Karadio Model 80 -A 
-The greatest radio 
ever offered to the 
ham; covers broad- 
cast 80. 40, 20 and 
10 meter bands. Here 
is your chance to 
get a communications 
type car radio easy 
to mount under dash. 
Ilas R.F. stage: sep - 

ei.,lr r 11 - ru.rl. uc >ian d 101 8 volta D.C. input. 
Band 1 -3311 to 11111 l:C; Band 2-3 to 7.3 MC: 
Band 3 -14 to 30 MC. Net Price $79.50 
Karadio Model 80 -B (airport model). Similar in 
appearance to model 80 -A; except covers different 
frequency. Band 1 -190 to 450 KC; Band 2 -535 to 
1700 KC; Band 3-2.4 to 6.8 MC. Input six volts DC. 
Net $62.50 
Karadio Model 1200 -A fine broadcast (535 to 1700 
KC) car radio. Compact size makes for easy installa- 
tion (55422%x8 Inches). Input six volts D.C. Has 
tuned R.F. stage; separate 6" PM speaker and con- 
ventional high gain superhet circuit. Similar ln ap- 
pearance to Slodel 80; shown above. 
Net Price $38.95 

WIRE RECORDER -RADIO -P.A. 
ALL IN ONE PORTABLE CASE 

McGEE'S 1948 
ADD -A -UNIT 

IO" P.M. SPEAKER 
3 NEW MODELS 

ADD -A -UNIT PORT- 
ABLE PA SYSTEM RE- 
CORDERRADIO. This 
unit is offered as a slip- 
together kit. All corn. 
ponente need only be mounted together to 
make a high quality 
sound system. Radio -Disc or Wire Recorder. The broad- 

[ radio tuner may be added to any model. The port- 
a ble case is leatherette covered and snaps together for 
iasy 

carrying. The 12 watt AC amplifier (Model AC12W) 
s wired and tested ready to play. Priced complete with 

tubes: 2-8V8. 8557, 85117. and 7Y4. Has tone control 
and fader control, gain for either dynamic or crystal 
mike. Has heavy duty 10" PM speaker. Thin amplifier 
is ideal for a public address system and record player; 
or for recording. 
Model SK -1 PA SYSTEM, RECORD PLAYER: Includes 
portable case, wired and tested 12 watt amplifier (Model 
AC-12W), 10" PM speaker and latest single po st d 
changer. Model SE -1 Net $45.93; Crystal Mike 94.95; 
Broadcast Radio Tuner $7.95 
Model SK -2 PA SYSTEM AND DISC RECORDER: In- 
ludea portable case. 12 watt amplifier (Model AC -12W), 

10" PM speaker and General Industries R -90 -L dual 
speed recorder and play -back mechanism. Model SK -2 
Net 
Nunc 

$54.50; Crystal Mike $4.95; Broadcast Radio 

Model SK -3 PA SYSTEM AND WIRE RECORDER: In- 
cludes portable 

a 
ae d 12 watt amplifier (Model 

AC -12W). 10" PM and Webster Model 79 wire 
recorder mechanism with 15 minute spool of recording 
wire. This is the last word in publie address and re- 
cording machines. Model SK -3 Net $79.50; Crystal Mike 
54.95; Broadcast Radio Tuner 57.95 

McGEE RADIO COMPANY WRITE FOR 
CATALOG 

SEND 25% DEPOSIT- BALANCE C.O.D. 
1225 McGEE ST., KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 

Dw'4-rnL4r. 19 17 79 
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ORDER YOUR AIRCRAFT COMMAND RECEIVERS FROM McGEE 
BRAND NEW BC -453, 200 TO 500 K.C., WITH TUBES 
BRAND NEW BC -454, 3 TO 6 M.C., WITH TUBES 
NEAR NEW BC -454, 3 TO 6 M.C., WITH TUBES 
BRAND NEW BC -455, 6 TO 9 M.C., WITH TUBES 
NEAR NEW BC -455, 6 TO 9 M.C., WITH TUBES 

$6.95 
$4,95 
$3.95 
$4.95 
$3.95 

BRAND NEW BC -946 (broadcast), 550 TO 1500 K.C., WITH TUBES & INST... . 
These command receivers have proven to be one of the best values in tear surplus. We 
continue to get repeat orders. Hams and experimenters buy them to convert to other 
frequencies and for use as they are made. Designed for 28 volts DC Input and easily 
converted to AC -DC operation, etc. For your convenience, we will include with each 
receiver a diagram of the Be 454. As all of command receivers are similar. this will 
assist you in becoming familiar with them. Weight 8 lbs. Priced with tubes. three 
12SK7. ]2Sß7. 12K8. 12K6. 

.$12.95 
28 Volt Dynamotor for 453, etc $0.95 
Triple remote control head for SCR -279 (BC- 
453, BC -454, BC -455) $1.95 
Flexible cable for tuning SCR -274 .79 
Mounting Rack for three receivers 1.95 

SUPER VALUES IN AIRCRAFT COMMAND TRANSMITTERS! 
NEAR NEW BC -696, 3 TO 4 M.C., WITH TUBES $3.95 
BRAND NEW BC -457, 4 TO 5.3 M.C., WITH TUBES $5.95 
NEAR NEW BC -457, 4 TO 5.3 M.C., WITH TUBES $3.95 
BRAND NEW BC -458, 5 TO 7 M.C., WITH TUBES $5.95 
NEAR NEW BC -458, 5 TO 7 M.C., WITH TUBES $3.95 
BRAND NEW BC -459, 7 TO 9.1 M.C., WITH TUBES $5.95 
This really tits the ham's dream. Ideal for a 55 watt transmitter with 575 volts at 
250 MA plate supply, or VFO to drive a high prover rig. Its a companion unit to 
the 454- 455 -453 series aircraft receivers. Made by Western Electric and really rugged. 
The oscillator will hold the frequency. even under rough operating conditions. Has 

ORDER YOURS 
WHILE THEY ARE 
STILL AVAILABLE 

12.15 M. O. and 2 -1625 1807) in parallel as final P. A.; or buffer to feed into a high 
poorer rig. Built -in crystal dial calibration checker. Antenna loading inductance. Priced with tubes and crystal. For your convenience a diagram of the BC -457 will 
be sent you. All of the command transmitters are essentially the same book -up. 

e- G.E. SERVO -AMP. 
SALVAGE 

$1.95 EACH 
Two for $3.50 

G.E. Servo amp Salvage Scoop. This item Is ideal to tear up toe the pieces, General 
Electric Servo amplifier. has 14 octal tube sockets, 5 small neon lamps. Lots of con- 
densers, resistors and controls. Salvage value more than the purchase price of this 
unit. Weight 15 lbs. Brand new. Priced less tubes $1.95; 2 for 53.50 

eg 

ARMY PARTS SALVAGE 

X249 FOR 
$449 

28 VOLT DYNAMOTOR. $1.99 EXTRA 

Another red hot value in salvage. All kinds of 
good useable parts in this unit. Con. Res. Re- 
lays, Modulation trans. and tubes VR150, 12 ,15 

and 1625. Brand new and in factory carton. 
Originally designed to modulate the BC 457 W.E. 
Transmitter. You can find many uses for this. 
IIC -456 Modulator scoop, price $2.49 BOTTOM VIEW 

NAVY ARB RECEIVER, $19.95 
195 K.C. THRU 9 M.C. 

INCLUDES BROADCAST BAND 
You can convert this over easily to a good ham receiver. It's one of the hottest values in surplus receivers. 28 volts DC input. Covers 4 bands. 195 kc to 9 mc. This is a deluxe type superhet receiver: note that the fre- quency Includes the standard broadcast band. 
Has gang tuning condenser; can be o 

n 
v rted to a 110 volt AC receiver. Priced complete with tubes: 12SF7, 12SA7, 3 -12SF7 d 12A6. Has dial built o 

front of chassis. Electric dr n 
driven or manual band change switch. Weight 28 lbs. Size 6x7x15 inches. 

ARB Near new condition. with tubes and dynamotor. 
Net . 519.95 

3" CATHODE RAY SCOPE, $14.95 
BC -929 A Radar Indicator Scoop. This unit 
could be rebuilt into a tine test scope. It is 
an ideal size. 8x9x14 priced with tubes 
2 -6SN7, 2 -6116, 6G5, 6X5 and 2X2. This 
is a red hot buy. However you will have to 
change the power trans, for 60 cycle use. 
Guaranteed to be In good condition 
Scoop Price $ 1 4.95 

Weight 20 1hs. Has 3 In. Cr Tube. 
We have few BC -929 Radar Scoops. Brand new 

In factory carton. at $19.95 each. 

10 TUBES FOR 

$2.79 
5 -6V6GT and 5- 6SN7GT -All are J.A.N. Guaran- 
teed Perfect. 

AM-26 $1.49 
AM 26 interphone ampli- 
fier. This unit is nice for - 

J1a 
parts salvage and the alu- 
minum case is usable for 
receiver building etc. Size 
91/2x41/2x5 ". Has two trans- 
formers, four tube sockets, three ulcer condensera, 
three position panel switch, toggle switch, and many 
small parts. All are in perfect condition. 

51.49; 2 for $2.49 

VIBRATOR SCOOP $1.99 
Heavy Duty Vibrator -Made for 
6 -110 volt amplifiers. Freq. 60 
CPS. Scoop price 51.99 
135 ma 6 -110 volt conventional 
power transformer, with all wind- 
ings; will run phono motor. 

55.95 
(Use with above vibrator.) 

VEEDER ROOT METER 
Counts number of feet of trail- 
ing wire antennae; n u m b e r 
turns when winding on coil; 
applicable for many uses; beau- 
tiful bakelite case, Jewelled dia- 
lite, pilot light enclosed, 3 
position switch. counts up to 
1000. 
Each 95c 

R -89 $6.95 
11- 89'ARN -5 Glide Path Re- 
ceiver 11 tube superhet. 
Formerly used for blind 
landing. Adaptable for many 
uses. Receives 326 to 335 
MC. Contains six relay.. 
11 tubes 7 -6Aá5, 12SR7. 2- 125N7, 25D7. Size 13x 

5.6. Weight 12 lbs. A beautiful piece of equipment. 
Has three crystal.. Priced complete with xtals and tubes. 
R- 69 /ARN -S Near new condition. Net 56.95 

NAVY GLIDE PATH SCOOP $3.95 
Navy model ZA Glide 
path receiver. Has 3- 
6C6 tubes; several con- 
trols, transformer and 
handy case; size 6x7x12 
inches. Ideal for sal- 
vage, near new condi- 

tion 53.95: 2 for $6.95 

NEW BC -1206 $5.95 
Designed to rerelve A -N 
beam signals. 24.28 vac. 
Tube complement: 14107. 
14A7, RF. 1457, 14,17. 
14A7. 14117. 1F amplifier: 
14117. detector and lot 
audio: 28D7, output. 195 
to 20 KC 4- high x 4. 
wide a 64í" long. Weight 

lb.. 

RCA SCOOP, $12.95 

RCA AVT -112 Transmitter: pictured to the left; Brand new RCA aircraft transmitter. Crystal controlled, 2500 to 6500 KC. Designed for 8, 12 and 24 volt DC and 350 volt DC input. 6 tubes; 6AF8 dual tuning indica- tor, eVe Pierce oscillator, BVB P.A., 2-8V8, s plate modulators and 6SL7 tuning indicator amplifier. This is the nicest piece of equipment you have ever seen. 656551/2 Inches and weis 6 pounds. Every ham or 
ham to be should have one of these. All brand 
with tubes (less ook. crystal) and complete instruction book. This unit covers 80 meters and 3105 and 8210 aircraft 
beetle. Your Nei.. . 

the right; RCA AVR20A Aircraft Receiver; pictured to the righA 
small light weight, companion unit to the 

6500 
. A tub 3 

6K8, 6F7, 
covering 8. to d5ne 

new, factory 
wiry tares eKB, his ßF7, ati Brand new, 

ngtone This 1s beautiful, 
Receiver. 
compact piece receiv- 

ing equipment. RCA AVR -20d eceiv Net 
Receiver. RCA AVT.12A Transmitter and RCA AVR -20A Rec24.9 

Both for only $24.95 

RCA SALVAGE SCOOP $2.95 
RCA Radio Salvage SCOOP. We have a few hundred of 
the AVR -20A receivers described above. In used condi- tion. They have been stored in a damp place and are .lightly molded. However, they have all of the tubes 
and parts and are not mutilated. Ideal for salvage. 
Service m; the 6KS. 6S7, 6E7 and 698 are worth 
more than the price of the whole unit. With the tube., 
you can.'t go wrong. AVR -20A Salvage only. Net. $ 
Two 5.49 

M c G E E RADIO C O M PA N i SEND 25% DEPOSIT-BALANCE 
CATALOG 1225McGEE ST KANSASCI O Y, MISSOURI 
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BRAND NEW 
* COMPLETE WITH 15 TUBES 

BC -645 I.F.F. 
FACTORY CARTONED 

450 Megacycle- Transmiffer- Receiver 

* DIAGRAMS * CONVERSION SUGGESTIONS 

x995 
Two for $19.00 

ARMY BC -645 I.F.F. UNIT. Early in the war when radar picked up a plane, there was no 
way of knowing whether It was friendly or not. That was before BC -645 was invented. BC -645 
sent out a signal that identified the plane as American. It probably saved more lives than any 
other piece of electronic equipment made. With some modifications the set can be used for 
2 -way communication, voice or code. on the following bands: ham hand 420 -450 me.. citizens 
radio 460-479 mc., fixed and mobile 450 -460 mc., television experimental 470 -500 mc. Equip- 
ment capable of doing the Jobs of the modified set sells for hundreds and hundreds of dollars. 
The 15 tubes alone are worth more than the sale price. 4 -7F7. 4 -7H7, 2 -7E8. 2 -6F6, 2 -955 and 
1- WE316A. It now covers 460 to 490 mc. Each BC -645 is shipped with a Belmont factory 
printed conversion diagram, showing how to make AC power supply modulator and how to make 
Transmitter and Receiver changes. Most Hams and experimenters already have the few parts 
necessary. New BC -645 with tubes less power supply. Shipping weight 25 lbs. 

12 VOLT DC DYNAMOTOR. PRODUCES A L L EXTRA 316A 99¢ VOLTAGES FOR THE OPERATION OF THE 
BC -645. Each $2.95 TUBES 

BC-654 TRANSMITTER $1 295 TWO $25" RECEIVER - FOR - 
Portable voice and CW transmitter and receiv 

ORDER YOURS 

WHILE THEY 

ARE STILL 

AVAILABLE 

USED BUT 
GUARANTEED 

GOOD 
er for portable, mobile, and fixed station opera- 

tion. 7 -tube superheterodyne receiver with 3.5 microvolt sensitivity on voice and 0.5 microvolt 
sensitivity on CW and 100 milljwatts undistorted power output. 455 KC IF. Uses 3- 1N5GT, 
1 -A7GT, 2- 3Q5GT, 1 -1145GT tubes. 6 -tube transmitter, with antenna tuning network. Col - 

pitta thermal compensated oscillator, class C final with 2 -307A tubes in parallel, and crystal 
oscillator for checking frequency every 200 KC. 25 watts output on CW and 11.2 watts output 
on voice. Frequency range, transmitter and receiver, 3800 to 5800 KC. Ideal for Hams. Comes 

complete with cover; furnished with all tubes necessary for the operation of the trans. and rec. 

Less power supplies. These units are used but in good condition. Shipping we ight 50 
2 1hs for . 

BC -654 Less all tubes and crystal $7.95 
654 VIBRATOR POWER PACK 6 OR 11 V.D.C. INPUT $4.95 EXTRA. 

ARC -4 
TWO RECEIVERS, ONE TRANSMITTER SCOOP 

ALL IN ONE UNIT 
PRICE IDEAL FOR 2 METERS 

PRICED COMPLETE WITH 20 TUBES -AND '12-28 VOLT DYNAMOTOR 

FOUR CHANNELS CRYSTAL CONTROLLED. ARC -4 for VHF frequencies 140 to 144 mega- 

cycles. There are 7 tubes in the transmitter: 832, two 1614, two 6V6 and two 6L6. The re- 

ceiver section has 13 tubes: two 6AC7, four 6N7, three 12SJ7, two 12SQ7 and two 12A6. The unit 

is actually two receivers and one transmitter in one piece. One receiver is for stand -by use. Has 

built on dynamotor for 12 or 24 volt DC operation. Priced complete with tubes and four crystals 
and dynamotor. Hams convert this for two meter operation. It's a scoop at this price. Used, 

but guaranteed to be in good condition. 

81995 

LORAN 
R -65 RECEIVER 

INDICATOR SCOPE 

28 TUBES 

HAS G.E. 100 KC. CRYSTAL 

3BP1 Scope Tube 1495 
R-65 APN -9 -Loran Receiver indicator scope. A compact Airborne unit. Priced complete 
with 28 tubes. 6SK7, 6SN7, 2X2, etc. Has 3 inch scope tube 3BP1. This unit has many pos- 

sibilities. More parts, coils and controls than you can imagine. Has a 100 KC. General Elec- 

tric crystal. Pictured with case removed. Size 9x12x16. Weight 36 lbs. These units have 

been in aircraft but we guarantee them to be In good condition. 
Nef $24.95 -Two for $46.95 

SELSYN INDICATORS $2.95 
Selsyn indicators. 5" 
diameter. Will oper- 
ate on from 15 to 24 
volts 60 cycle AC. 
Model I -82A can be 
used as either selsyn 
transmitter or selsyn 
receiver. Scoop Price. 
52.95, 2 for $5.49 

SWITCH POT SALVAGE 

99C 3 for $2.50 

PACKARD BELL PRE -AMP. $1.99 
Housed in a handy alumi- 
num case 52425. priced 
complete with tubes 6SL7, 
28D7, has many usable 
parts. Relay and control 
PL68 plug and patch cord. 

BC -412 SCOPE $4995 
BRAND NEW FACTORY CARTONED 

BC- 412 -612. Oscilloscope. Brand new factory cartoned. weight 200 lbs. This unit is the 
most ideal war surplus scope. Works on 110v 60 cycle AC. Only simple changes (con- 
version in many radio magazines) necessary to convert to a laboratory test scope. Has 
twin heavy duty plate supplies and tubes 5BP4 5" scope tube, 6-628. 2X2. 5T4. 2 -68.17. 
6SC7. 6146. etc. Schematic diagram with each unit. This may be the last time sseBhave 
a scoop in a scope like this. Net 

Lett to Right 
New Remote Control 
Head and volume 
control CW. MCW, 
sw. for BC -455 -B 6 
to 9 MC receiver. 
Scoop Price.. $0.99 
BC- 631 -I3 lack Box. 
N1 W. Has 10M gain 
control and Jones 6 
screw terminal block. Salvage Price 50.29 
Salvage Scoop BC -732 -A Radio Control Box Toggle 
switch, volume control and 6 position single pole 
camoperated switch; phone Jack. Scoop Price..50.49 
HEAD 

P NON 0 ES. cord 
10,000 

2o each. 
Imp. Civilian Types. 

VOLUME CONTROL SPECIAL. t Meg tapped with 
switch. 10 for $4.90. 

RECORD 
CHANGERS 

GENERAL INSTRUMENT 
single post. small size, 
deluxe model as used on 
many 47 model $400 
combinations. Shuts off 

price $17.95 ord. Scoop 

Maguire two -post with permanent needle. Shuts off 
on last record. Scoop price $11.95. 
OAK deluxe model twin post changer. This to a finely 
tooled Job. Net $19.93. 
AERO single post. ties push button off and on and 
reject switch. A small sise 

c 
hanger. Net $13.95. 

Individually designed made to fit walnut bases mar 
be had for any of the above changer for $2.49 extra. 

s 

McGEE RADIO COMPANY CATALFGR 
SEND 25% DEPOSIT-BALANCE C. O. D. 
1225 McGEE ST., KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 
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RADIO WAREHOUSE INC. 

73 East Mill St., Akron, Ohio 

II 

getter get on our 

MAILING LIST 
If you haven't sent us 
your name and address, 

do it now and be 
sure of getting 

our monthly 

BARGAIN 
BULLETIN 

and all special 
Deals we offer 

MAIL THIS 
COUPON TODAY 

OLSON 
RADIO WAREHOUSE INC. 

73 E. Mill St., Dept. 105, Akron, O. 

Sure, put nie on your List. 
I want to save time and money, 

I have a Service Shop. 

I am an Amateur or Experimenter. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 
I. 

I 

J 

CIRCUIT PAGE 
(FOR PARTS LIST SEE PAGE 92) 

RADIO NEWS, DECEMBER, 1947 

ENT. ANT. 

CONVERTER 
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1500 OMS 
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SO.60 CPS 

MIS 
227 vs, 

.H 
O 1 NO 

GA EL _ Eor 
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3RPITGM 

(IM O 

POSIT IOM 

RECTIFIER 
3 

PROMO 
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IDRT P1L5.1 

- PILOT 
¡CIE 

11,0, 1.7. 1 
I. = 

GR 

PHORO 
RECEPTACLE 

. LS 

4EE RCM( 

RADIO NEWS, DECEMBER, 1947 

4Cl 
RF 

1407 
CONVERTER 

lac, 

ZENITH MODELS 6D014, 6D029 

12507GT 
DET -SAW 

55250/GT 
RE CT 

a E0E NB 

O 
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RADIO NEWS, DECEMBER, 1947 STEWART- WARNER MODEL 9003 -B 

6317 
IV LE 

611661 
OITPEI 

LF 455 KC. 
RIST 

,.OEUVRE 

'' l 

RADIO NEWS 
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Here, and on following pages, are circuit diagrams 
and parts lists of many new postwar radio receivers. 
Radio News will bring to you other circuits as quickly 
as possible after we receive them from manufacturers. 

RADIO NEWS, DECEMBER, 1947 ADMIRAL MODEL 7C63, CHASSIS 7C1 

6SK7 sm 65A7 65K7 6507 65J7 

H.AIE a.oaó+i 100 SMITSI 

,s.r as. cast 

"NOTES 'CaMen,.r COI wat added between rh. top 
and it. high .d .1 the Volume Co.rnl 

RADIO NEWS, DECEMBER, 1947 
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WESTINGHOUSE MODEL H -133 

...:,;:.., 
.:., ::::, 

INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY: 455KC 

RADIO NEWS, DECEMBER, 1947 

1x101 120E6 I.i..A55xC. !ZOOS 

ARVIN MODELS 150TC, 151TC 

T{ 
I ZATA 35115 

aW.EO CHOW uW0 40t 

IA10 70 STOAT. 11110010 0 
WITH Wo KH4.nHO{EO OM PP WIT 

Rft. 
Y4N,r40 War,El VACA, lVr[ WITN{,AR 

December, 1947 

tu 

it's new 

it's timely 

it's FREE! 
Lafayette's new Radio 

Supplement and Gift Guide 

HERE ARE SOME TYPICAL 
LAFAYETTE BARGAINS 

Phono and Amplifier Case 
Handsome airplane lug- 
gage type case, light- 
weight and sturdy. Will 
hold phonos built to play 
10 or 12 inch records, with 
space for 6' spkr. and 
amp. circuit. 13s1 4' mtg. 
panel. 19 x 133/4 x 7 1/2' 
overall. 8 lbs. 

X19444 Your Cost, Only $6.95 
10 for $55.00 

TRUTEST 671/2 Volt Battery 

A powerful miniature "B" 
battery for portable radio:, 
hearing aids, etc. Can be 

used in place of similar Bur- 

gess, Minimax, RCA, etc. bat- 
teries. 2t 1 xx13/Ax3t %6'. 11/2 

I bs. 

XPS737 $1.20 

Sensational Tube Values 

872A $1.79 
GI 8020 3.45 
Limac 15 E 1.95 

327 A 2.95 
VT-127 A 2.93 
7BP7 3.95 
954 .39 

Tritest Battery 1.29 

Jqe#eJjadth 
RADIO WIRE TELEVISION, INC. 

100 Sixth A , Now York 13, N. Y. 

542 E. Fordham Rd. 24 Central Avenue 130 Federal Street 
Bronx 58, N.Y. Newark 2, N. 1. Boston 10. Mass -- -MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 1 

_araye'te Radio. Dept. RL -7 
100 Sixth Ave., N.Y. 13 

Rush Free Supplement and Gift Guide No. 885. 

Enter my order for X19444 

XPS737 

Check I I M.O. tubetsl 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE....STATE.... .. 
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lavi radio 
MORE 

FOR YOUR MONEy' 

SptISFACUpRpNtEED- 

r 
Large, complete stocks -prices at absolute minimum -and 
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT Look at the prices on these war - 

surplus items: 

10 Meter Mobile $19.50 2 or 6 Meter Rig $17.50 

BC -375E 17.50 ART -13 68.50 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON EVERY ITEM 

TRANSMITTERS & RECEIVERS FOR 

10 Meter Mobile Rig 
WAR SURPLUS SCR -274 -N COMPLETE ONLY 

FREE 

CONVERSION BOOK 
COST GOV'T 

OVER $600.00 

MOUNTS 

SCR -274 -N COMMAND SET 

FT -220 -A Rack for 3 receivers, 
with plugs - $2.50 

FT -221 -A Shock Mounting for 
FT -220 -A - .75 

FT -222 -A Mounting for Control Box 
BC -450 ______.__________ -- .30 

FT -225 -A Shock Mounting for 
modulator BC -456 - 60 

FT -226 -A Rack for 2 transmitters, 
with plugs -_- 2.25 

FT -227 -A Shock mounting for 
FT -226 -A - .75 

FT -228 -A Mounting for Control Box 
BC -451 -A .20 

FT -229 -A Shock Mounting for an- 
tenna relay BC -442 -A .60 

Total $7.95 
SPECIAL-Complete set of mounts for 

SCR -274 -N with plugs $6.00 

BC -348 RECEIVER 
FT -154 Shock Mount with plug 

PL -Q103 - $2.25 

5fR -522 TRANSMITTER- RECEIVER 
FT -488 Mount for transmitter - 

receiver __- ____- _--- -$1.75 
FT -498 Mount for dynamotor . 1.25 

Set $3.00 
BC -375 -E TRANSMITTER 
FT -107 Mount for dynamotor PE -73 -C .75 
FT -115 -B Individual rubber shock 

mount for top of trans. .35 
FT -151 -A or C Shock Mount for 

BC -375 Transmitter 2.25 
Set $3.35 

PLUGS: We have plugs available for all the 
above equipment separately. Just name 
your plug, each only 75c 

INSTRUCTION BOOKS- MANUALS 

BC -348. $1.25 SCR -522 $1.25 
BC -375 __ 1.00 BC -221 _ -_ 1.00 
SCR -274 -N 1.50 SCR- 269 -G - - 1.00 

84 

CONTROL BOX 

BC -451 89c 

Telegraph key, 2 mike 
jacks, 4 position se- 
lector switch, and nu- 
merous other parts. 

Conversion Book Supplied Free 
gives details for low -cost, 
easy conversion to 

10 METER MOBILE RIG 

20 -40 -80 METER BANDS 

This sensation of all surplus is not only an ideal 10 Meter 
Mobile Rig! It's a complete amateur radio station ! Here 
are a few more ways to use the equipment included in this 
Command Set. The transmitter VFO driver stage gives your 
BC- 376 -E higher RF output -as high as 150 watts. Make 
swell standby receivers with the BC -348 on round -table "rag 
chews." You get all this equipment: 3 Receivers -190 -550 kc, 
3 -6 and 6 -9.1 me ; two transmitters, 4 -5.3 mc, 6.3 -7 me ; four 
dynamotors -28 volts DC input ; 1 modulator with carbon 
mike input ; two tuning control boxes ; one antenna coupling 
box with r -f ammeter ; antenna relay and 5000 volt 50 mmfd. 
WE vacuum condenser (antenna relay can be used with most 
rigs) ; and a complete set of tubes for each unit -29 POP- 
ULAR TUBES in all. Mechanical cables for remote tuning 
of receivers supplied for $1.00 extra. 

COLLINS 

ART -13 
TRANSMITTER 

Complete 
$68.50 

Rated at over 100 watts, one of the most 
compact and neatest xmtrs ever built, com- 
plete with tubes and plugs;freq. range 2 -18 
me. FREE schematic diagram furnished. 
Dynamotor DY -17 $17.50 
Remote control for xmtr $3.00 
COMPLETE TRANSMITTER 
with accessories $89.00 

SUPER -HET RECEIVERS 

Ideal Stand -By or Companion for Your 
Shack - 
75 meter receiver BC -454 
40 meter receiver BC -455 

Easily adapted to 10 meter reception. 
Airway weather stations BC -453 190 -550 kc. 

ALL THREE FOR $14.50 
Free Conversion Book with 2 or more sets. 

SCOPE TUBE 5CP7 BRAND NEW $2.98 

EACH $5.50 

ANTENNA SWITCHES 

19c 29c 75c 

BC -375E 
ARMY AIR FORCES 

$14.50 FOR 

TRANSMITTER ONLY 
Transmitter complete with tubes, plugs and 
one tuning unit. 
COMPLETE BC -375 -E transmitter, with 
five tuning units, antenna loading unit, 
dynamotor, plugs, and all tubes, only 

$24.50 
FREE The complete unit has over 
Conversion $1,000.00 worth of standard 

radio parts and cost govt. over 
BOOK $1,800.00 ... one of most popu- 
lar surplus items ever offered at such a low 
price . . . and GUARANTEED. 

OUTPUT 

40 WATTS 

FAMOUS VFO DRIVER 
BC -457 75 Meter VFO Driver $6.00 
BC -458 40 Meter VFO Driver $6.00 
Transmitters are complete with tubes, 
schematic diagrams, and data for con- 
version. 

BOTH FOR $10.00 
RADIO NEWS 
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Conversion Diagrams 
r 

41, 
.: 

MAt 

t 

R&M RADIO CO. 
CONVERSION BOOK SHOWS HOW 

We've been deluged with requests for schematic 
diagrams covering various war surplus equipment 
conversions. This book, complete with diagrams, 
instructions, and discussion, covers the basic sets 
-SCR- 274 -N, BC- 375 -E, SCR -522, and BC-348. Our 
engineers have worked out many new ways of 
eliminating the worries and headaches of con- 
version. 

$2.00 

TELEVISION 
SCOOP -BC 788 
AC powered, needs only standard 50 mills 60 
cycle transformer to replace present 400 cycle 
transformer; entire set usable as T.V. re- 
ceiver with minor RF assembly changes. 
Has 6 I.F. stages, 30 mc, broad band width, 
6AG6 tubes ; stages mounted straight line; 
may be cut out intact to fit any set. One 
of the best 420 -450 mc. SuperHet Receivers 
obtainable today. Schematic diagram fur- 
nished. $14.50 

HEADPHONE ADAPTERS MC -385 
From high to low impedance, 4000 ohms to 600 ohms. 
Contains matching transformer. 

30c each, 4 for $1.00 
Headphones 

69c 
11S -33 with cord 
and plug, 600 
ohms - Used, in 
A -1 condition. 

Carbon Mike T -17 
Used, in A -1 

condition 

$1.00 

HEADPHONE EXTENSION CORDS 25c 
Approx. 72" long, rubber covered, with JK -26 and 
PL -55 plugs. 

2 METER OR 6 METER RIG 
AAF 

SCR 522 

AAF SCR -522 designed to operate from 
100 -156 mc. makes ideal 2 meter rig (or 
2 -way mobile radio). Only two small 
changes incorporated converts to 6 meter 
operation. As mobile radio telephone unit 
the dynamotor can be converted to an en- 
gine- driven, self- excited generator or cou- 
pled to % hp. AC motor for ground station 
power supply. 

Transmitter and Receiver 
complete with tubes $17.50 

Trans -Rec., tubes, dynamotor, control box, 
plugs and conversion diagram book - 

$24.50 GUARANTEED 

SPEECH AMPLIFIER 
Modulator for Transmitter, 

High Voltage DC Power Supply 

Model unit, BC -456 -A or V with dynamotor DM -33 -A, 
plugs and tubes. Approximate weight 17 lbs. Tube 
line -up, 12J5GT, 1625, VR150 and many other parts 
that make this an ideal purchase for spare parts 
alone. Diagram furnished. $2.75 

NAVY TRANSMITTER TYPE GP 7 

Rated at over 125 watts, designed to cover 
from 350 to 9050 kc. with plug -in tuning 
units ; one of the few transmitters on sur- 
plus market built of standard parts, making 
it a very unusual buy. Limited quantities. 
Transmitter, tubes, and tuning unit - 

ONLY $17.50 

ANTENNA 

RELAY 

$2.45 

BC- 442 -A, SWITCHING RELAY, ANTENNA CUR- 
RENT INDICATOR with 19.5 millivolt movement, 
current transformer and thermocouple, 50 MMFD 
vacuum condenser, fixed, 5000 volt rating, (CAN BE 
USED WITH ANY RIG). 

SPECIAL ON ANTENNAS 
A 40 -foot, heavy duty, light tubular steel, five section. 
telescopic antenna mast. Collar of each section has 

guy wire points and uses cotter pins or bolts to 
secure sections. An ideal mast for mounting UHF 
directional arrays. television mast or all purpose 
antenna. 

$19.50 each; two for $35.00 

TUNING UNITS -FIVE 

SAVE 

FOR $10 OR $2.50 EACH 
The following are available: 
TU-5B 1500-3000 kc. 
TU-6B 3000-4500 kc. 
TU-7B 4500-6200 kc. 
TU-SB 6200-7700 kc. 

TU-9B 7700-10,000 kc. 
TU-10B 

10,000-12,500 kc. 
TU-2GB 200-500 kc. 

We have several hundred sets of five tuning 
units to a box, all different. 

FOR ONLY $10.00 PER BOX 

If you desire special tuning units, they are 
$2.50 EACH 

MONEY AND SAVE TIME - SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

R & M RADIO COMPANY 
1926 N. QUINCY STREET ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 

Deccmber, I!1I7 

SAVE COD CHARGES BY REMITTING IN FULL 
or send 25% deposit on all orders. Shipment is from 
our nearest warehouse -East, Mid -West, or West 
Coast- thereby saving you time and money. 

All orders shipped best way, prices F.O.B. 

R 8 M RADIO COMPANY, Dept. RN -D7, 

1426 N. Quincy St., Arlington, Va. 

Send Conversion Book. $2 inclosed. Send C.O.D. 

Send FREE catalogue on 
Xmtr. Kits. E Receiver Kits. Tube Bargains. 

I am a licensed amateur. Beginner. 

Name 

Address 

City 

Zone State 
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distinguished service 

record of the famous 

SINCE Walden - 
Worcester made 

the first tool kits 

to go into the 
first automobiles, the products of 
this company have been compil- 
ing an enviable service record. 
Today Walden- Worcester Sock- 
et Wrenches are: 

Extra thin walled but 60% 
stronger 
Used by all major air lines 
First with precision forming 
Favorites for auto assembly 
First to use "Power- Packed" 
alloy steel 

First with new spring -lock 
design 
Protected with bright 
chrome finish 

SET WW21 

The highest quality socket 
wrenches and attachments in all 
standard drives are also avail- 
able in complete sets. Write 
Dept. 26 for further information. 

o q c4 s' 

STEVENS -WALDEN, INC. 
Worcester Massachusetts 

Over Forty Years of Master Toolmaking 
86 

PICKUP ADAPTER 
Technical Products International of 

New York has recently developed a 
new "Vibromaster" type M Adapter 
which adapts the Western. Electric 5A 

arm to accommodate General Electric 
Variable Reluctance or Pickering 
120M cartridges. 

The adapter is interchangeable with 
9A heads and provides a correct bal- 
ance when used with the 5A arm and 
either the GE or Pickering cartridges. 
No soldering is necessary for attach- 
ment to cartridge lugs. Output of the 
cartridges at 10 cm. per second, stylus 
velocity is 25 millivolts for the Picker- 
ing and 11 millivolts for the GE. Since 
both of these units are high- imped- 
ance, the leads at the rear of the 5A 
arm should be opened and fed directly 
to grid or preamplifier. 

Additional information on this 
adapter will be furnished upon request 
to Technical Products International, 
453 West 57th Street, New York 19, 
New York. 

WESTON TUBECHECKER 
A new proportional mutual conduct- 

ance tubechecker, designated the 
Weston Model 798 Type 5, has been 
announced by the Weston Electrical 
Instrument Corporation of Newark, 
New Jersey. 

This new instrument tests not only 
all receiving tubes but will also han- 
dle voltage regulator tubes and low 
power thyratrons as well. 

A new differential frequency sys- 
tem, used in this instrument, provides 
proportional mutual conductance 

readings under conditions which close- 
ly resemble actual operation. "Good - 
Bad" readings are also provided. 60- 
cycle a.c. potentials are used on tube 

elements, thereby approaching the 
zero plate load conditions most de- 
sired for mutual conductance tests. A 
separate internal 5 kc. signal is applied 
to the control grid, and the resulting 
plate component of the high frequency 
signal is measured on a rectifier meter. 

Since the normal plate current of 
the tube does not pass through the 
meter circuit, all types of tubes can 
be tested without overloading, in spite 
of widely varying characteristics. 
Three signal voltages of only .75, 1.5 
and 3 volts provide mutual conduct- 
ance ranges of 12,000, 6000, and 3000 
micromhos, without overdriving, or 
tube damage which might result from 
the use of a higher signal voltage. A 
hot neon test is provided for checking 
leakage between tube elements. 

Full details on the Model 798 Type 5 
may be secured from Weston Electri- 
cal Instrument Corporation, 617 Fre- 
linghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, New 
Jersey. 

LIGHTWEIGHT ELECTRIC PLANTS 
D. W. Onan & Sons, Inc., of Minne - 

ap. is, Minnesota, have developed a 
new line of lightweight electric plants 
designed for heavy -duty service. 

This new CK line of plants is char- 

acterized by low cost operation, one 
kwh. output per quart of gasoline, and 
air -cooling. 

One outstanding model in the line 
is the 5CK -115M weighing only 272 
pounds. This 5000 watt plant employs 
the new Onan "CK" air -cooled, 4- cycle, 
two -cylinder gasoline engine. 

The line is available in 60 or 50 cy- 
cle a.c. (2000 and 3000 watts) and d.c. 
(5000 watts, and 3500 watt battery 
charger) in stationary or portable 
types, with either manual or electric 
starting. 

Correspondence concerning this line 
should be addressed to the Advertis- 
ing Department, D. W. Onan & Sons, 
Inc., Minneapolis 5, Minnesota. 

PERSONALIZED METERS 
Assembly Products, Inc., has just in- 

troduced a line of meters which should 
be of interest to amateurs. 

A complete range of milliammeters 
and voltmeters, both a.c. and d.c., are 
being offered. These clear plastic me- 
ters may be obtained with the owner's 
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25 Pounds of Radio 
Parts and Assemblies 
We are swamped with tons 
of samples and odds and 
ends which cannot be 
placed in o u r regular 
stock. We must dispose of 
this useful merchandise 
immediately to give us 
elbow room. Buy 25 
pounds of parts and as- 
semblies at t h e ridicu- 
lously low 
price of eo 

Assortment Values 
100 brand new assorted paper 
tubular by -pass con- $3.85 5 den sers o 

TU 8ES 
Every tube we sell is guaranteed to be 

seme as those you ordinarily pay 2 to 

much for. N"ff not 
brands, 

satisfied. 

or 

Your money back 

100 carbon and W.W. resistors 
-y,, I. 2. 5, 10 Watt $ I 95 -brand new stack 7 .7 

105 ft. assorted spaghetti tub- 
ing. 35 -3 ft. lengths $1.00 for 

1A5 
I H5 
I LC6 
5U4 
5Y3 
2C26 
6AL5 
6C4 
6C5 
6H6 

JUST 
ARRIVED!!! 

General Industries phono - 
motor and turntable! 

Model LX or MX (your 
choice) 78 R.P.M rim drive, 
self -starting induction motor, 
9 inch turntable. For 115 
volt 
A.0 $2.95 
ASTATIC PHONO PICKUP 
ARM with crystal cartridge. 
For 10" or 12" records. 
Sturdy die -cast construction, 
brown finish, $1.45 
curved 
ALNICO P. M. SPEAKERS! 
3 "...$I.29 5" ...$1.49 
4" ... 1.39 6" ... 1.59 

1A7 
IG4 
1G5 
IN5 
1115 

155 
IT4 
305 

1 LH4-$ l .00 

1LN5- 1.00 

3B24- 1.00 

6AB7- .75 

6AG5- 75 
6AC7- .75 

6AG7- 1.00 
6L6-- 1.50 

6.15 

616 
6S8 
6SA7 
6SD7 
6SG7 
6SH7 
6SK7 
6SN7 
6S47 

617 
61(7 
6X5 
6Y6 
7F7 
7Y4 
12AH7 

6SR7 
6V6 
7E5 
7N7 
12A6 
I2C8 
12148 
1215 
12SH7 
125.17 

I2AT6 
I2BA6 
1213E6 
12SF7 
I2SG7 
I2SQ7 
1486 

i 2 S 1(7 

12SN7 
12SR7 
30 
31 

35W4 
39/44 
80 
VT-52 

I 
exactly the 

3 times as 

used tubes. 

Your Choice 

5 

S,c'ce a( f Uze a,16. / / 
LIMITED SUPPLY OfLV 

All ITEMS SUBJECT 

TO PRIOR SALE 

O dc7 7 /ow! 

Brand New Meter Bargains 
Sangamo 0 -50 DC M^ , both 

des center, 3" round $3.00 
Tripolettd 0 -15 RF Amps 3^ 

Aertto Freq. Meter 380 -420 <y- 
ales per see.; 125V 3" round 3.00 

McClintock 0 -5 MA, 3" round. 3.00 
McClintock Triple Range 

n 
0 -15 

DC MA, 0 -300 DC -DC MA 
3" Square Face 3.00 

3.00 

High Speed Drill 
Sets ( #0 -45) 

45 Str.nnht Shank High Speed Dr OR 
Graduated from .0810" to .2280 ". 5 drill, for $7.25 

25Z6 Your Choice 
35L6 
35Z5 
5065 
2051 
VR105 
VR150 

RG 8/U Coaxial Ca- $285 ble, 100 feet for.... .ü 
RG 22/U Coaxial Ca- 4.p5 ble. 100 feet for.... OO 

955 -$0.75 

5L6- .75 
L7 -$0.75 956- .75 

2 9001- .75 
35Y4- .75 9003- .75 
50L6- 75 9006- .50 
117L7- 1.00 1.00 

826- 1.00 2C40- 
2AP1- 1.95 

954- .75 

F.M.- I.F.'s 
20.7 MC double iron core tuned 
I.F.'s. Four to a complete set. Use 
them for F.M. or Video. Can easily 
be trimmed down to 10 MC with a 
single ceramic condenser. $398 Set of four matched I.F.'s. 70 

Special Customers Bonus: 

Deduct 10% from all tube orders of $20.00 or over. 

Mal Phones 
200 -600 0 h m s 
Unusually Sensi- 
tive. Less Rubber 
pads. Used. Guar- anteed perfect 
working order. 50c ea. in for $4.00 

Bakelite 
Brown, l/1 inch sheets -plain, no 
holes or marks. 36x36 -weight 32 
lbs. -per sheet $9.45 
36x42 - wt. 36 lbs. it r 
sheet 510.95 

Armstrong Circuit, 8 Tubes: I R. F., Mixer ose. 2 I. F.'s. 
I Limiter, I Disc. Rectifier, Tuning Eye (Not Furnished). 
3 Gang Tuning Condensers built in 110V A.C. 300V Power 

Supply, 300 ohm dipole input. Each unit checked and 

guaranteed. Completely wired, ready to plug in. Sup- 
ply Limited. 
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SAVE UP TO 50%! Money -Bock Guarantee ... if 
BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE merchandise is not as specified 

$2.00 minimum order, f.o.b. Chicago. 25% deposit. Balance C.O.D. 

p l u s 
` Jr"-, R 

SAVE UP TO 50%! 
Phantom Antenna Unit 

Mounted in round metal can, size 3 in. D. 
6U in. L. Contains air trimmer, jewel lite, 
2 -20W resistors, amphenol male connector, 
iron slug tuned coil and 2 metal binding 
posts. Ideal as dummy ant. on 40M 
and 20M for low -power rigs Each $0.89 

Antenna- Fishpole Type 
8 sections extends to 128 inches. Phosphor 
bronze conductor thru center makes posi- 
tive contact to all sections. 
(AN- 131 -A) Each $1.09 

Antenna -Telescopic Whip 
AT -59 TRC -7. 27% inches fully extended. 
Has standard Amphenol co-ax male con- 
nector as a base mounting. 
Knocked -down size 15!4 in. Each. $0.69 

¡CHECK THE 
if Frequency Meters 
6-inch square industrial type. GE with ex- 
ternal Impedor. 58 to 62 cycles and 55 to 
65 cycles. (Specify 
scale desired) Just $11.95 

A.C. Ammeters 
0-5 Full Scale calibrated 0-50 amps. GE 
and Burlington 3 -inch round (less 
50 -amp shunt) Just $2.49 

Insulators 
Assortment, all -porcelain or isolantite -Ant., 
Spacer, Stand-off and feed thru. All 
new and usable. 15 insulators. . Only $1.00 

Selenium Rectifier 
Dual unit. 7.1 V.A.C. 115 Cycles input. 1.7 
V.D.C. @ 2.4 to 4 amp output. Pfansteel. 
Ideal for converting 
battery sets to A.0 Only $0.69 Each 

Tuning Units for B.C. 375 
T.U. 2Gß and C. $1.19 
T.U. 1013 1.79 
Cases for above units Each .49 

V.H.F. Tuning Assembly 
Tuning Condenser, acorn tube socket fil. 
bypass and two fil. R.F. chokes all mounted 
on Polystyrene subpanel. Drilled and 
tapped for 6-32 machine screw mounting. 
Size 1% in. a 334 in. Ideal for 
2 -meter transceiver, etc. Each $0.89 

Radio Compass Receiver Unit 
BC -433 G. (less tubes) Part of SCR -269. 
Has 400 Cycle power supply (115V). 
Limited Quantity Each$9.95 

SE PRICES... 
1/ Head and Chest Sets 
Consists of one phone and one breast micro- 
phone cord and plug. (Used.) Special at 
50.69 per set. 

Bias Meter 
(1 -97A) Used with teletype equipment. Has 
zero center meter which reads to 115 V.D.C. 
and 100 M.A. DC Right or Left. Mounted 
in sturdy steel case, 5' H., 7' L, 434' D. 
Contains cond., trans., and other useful 
parts. Diagram included. Marion Meter. 

A huy! Only $5.45 
I.F.F. Unit V.H.F. 

Uses 11 tubes in receiver and xmitter. New. 
With Dynamotor and tubes. Many useful 
parts and relays. 
Limited Quantity Only $12.95 

* * * 
VIBROPACK (PE -125 BX) 

12V and 24V.D.C. input. 475V (ai 200 MA. D.C. output. Draws 7.2 
amps at 24V and 15.2 amps. at 12V. A heavy -duty unit -built and 
rated for continuous service. Uses 2 -RK 60 rectifiers, tubes incl. 
Limited 

$12.95 
Quantity! Shipping Wt. Approximately 80 Lbs 

L 12.95 

21(4/1AWCI 5F(RU1bTFIRILS 
3313 -19 W.OGDEN AV Iì. 

C HICt,Gn 23. 

_ 

/ 

111. 

Ur lilted S ur 

PRE -EXAM TESTS 
FOR Radio Operatòr FCC LICENSE EXAMINATIONS 

DON'T TAKE A CHANCE -AVOID FAILURE ON FCC 
COMMERCIAL RADIO OPERATOR LICENSE EXAMINATIONS! 

USE NILSON'S COMPLETE PRE -EXAMINATION TESTS AND COACHING SERVICE 
Enables You To 

Rehearse the FCC license examinations Check your knowledge Practice the procedure Locate your weak points Practice the multiple -choice examination Correct your weak points before taking the methods used by FCC actual examination 
Prepared by Arthur R. Nilson. Famous Co-author of Nilson and Hornune's 

RADIO OPERATING QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics, RN12Terminal Tower, Cleveland 13, OhH 

Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics 
RN.t2Terminal Tower, Cleveland 13, Ohio 

Please send information about Pre -Exam Testa. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 

amateur call letters on the dial. These 
meters are easily illuminated from the 
rear by a light bulb located outside 
the instrument case and behind the 
panel. Light directed on the rear of 

the case is piped through the plastic 
and diffused softly on the front of the 
dial scale. 

Where front illumination is pre- 
ferred, the clear plastic front casts no 
shadows on the dial and permits com- 
plete freedom in the choice of types 
of lighting. 

The meters are supplied in the pop- 
ular 3-34" rectangular size. 

A circular describing this meter line, 
is available upon request to Assembly 
Products, Inc., Chagrin Falls, Ohio. 

HI -FI SPEAKERS 
A new line of deluxe speakers, espe- 

cially designed for extended range use 
in installations requiring efficient 
sound reproduction have been intro- 
duced by Permofiux Corporation of 
Chicago and Glendale. 

Ranging in size from 10" to 15 ", 
these Hi- fidelity De Luxe speakers 
come in both permanent magnet and 
electro- magnet types, with power han- 
dling capacity up to 25 watts. The 

PM type features a heavy ring magnet 
and oversize voice coils. With suitable 
baffling the audio range of these units 
is approximately 30 to 12,000 c.p.s. 

Permofiux Corporation, 4900 West 
Grand Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, or 
236 South Verdugo Road, Glendale 5, 
California, will supply full details on 
this new line, upon request. 

SAFETY CARRYING CASE 
Simpson Electric Company of Chi- 

cago has developed a new Roll Top 
Safety Case for housing the company's 

(Continued on page 120) 
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT! 

94 ?Zeug Nodeé 

20,000 OHMS PER VOLT!! 

Tests all tubes including 4, 5, 6, 7, 7L, Octals, Loctals, Television, 
Magic Eye, Thyratrons, Single Ended, Floating Filament, Mercury 
Vapor Rectifiers, New Miniatures, etc. Also Pilot Lights. 

Tests by the well -established emission method for tube quality, 
directly read on the scale of the meter. 

Tests leakages and shorts of any one element against all elements in 
all tubes. 
Tests both plates in rectifiers. 

Tests individual sections such as diodes, triodes, pentodes, etc., in 
multi -purpose tubes. 

New type line voltage adjuster. 
D. C. VOLTS: (At 20,000 Ohms Per Volt) 
0 to 7.5/15/75/150/750 /1,500 Volts 

A.C. VOLTS: (At 10,000 Ohms Per Volt) 
0 to 15/30/150/300/1,500 /3,000 Volts 

D.C. CURRENT: 
0 to 1.5/15/150 Ma. 0 to 1.5 Amperes 

RESISTANCE 
0 to 2,000/20,000/200,000 Ohms 0 to 50 Megohms 

DECIBELS: (Based on zero decibels equals .006 Watts into a 

500 -Ohm line.) 
-10 to + 18 D.B., -I- 10 to + 38 D.B., -I- 30 to + 58 D.B.) 

20% DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON 

SET 
TESTER 

A super- sensitive, complete all purpose testing 

laboratory, this versatile analyzer will quickly 
and accurately test all tubes. The extremely high 

sensitivity of the V.O.M. section (20,000 ohms 

per volt on D.C. and 10,000 ohms per volt on 

A.C.) will enable you to: 

1. Measure A.V.C. Voltages at the grid return of tubes. 

2. Measure plate or grid Voltages in resistance coupled 
amplifiers. 

3. Measure grid driving Voltages in amplifiers and 
phase inverters. 

4. Measure minute leakage Voltages and currents in 
R.C. amplifiers. 

5. Measure diode rectifier Voltages in second de- 
tectors. 

6. Measure squelch Voltage in noise reduction circuits. 

7. Align discriminator in F.M. sets. 

8. Analyze automatic frequency control circuits. 

9. Align F.M. receivers by measuring the grid voltage 
in the limiter stage. 

10. Measure the Voltage at the grid of picture tubes 
for proper television alignment. 

Model 777 operates on 
90 -120 Volts 60 cycles A.C. 
Housed in beautiful hand - 
rubbed cabinet. Complete 
with test leads, tubes charts 
and detailed operating in- 

structions. Size 13" x 121/2" 

x 6 ". 

ALL C.O.D. ORDERS 

S 

9 
95 
NET 

PRICE 

GENERAL ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO. 
DEPT. RN -12 98 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 
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"ARROW" leads with Better Buys! 
F - 

ARMY 
AIRCRAFT 
RECEIVER 

Model 
BC -946 -B 

Broadcast band 
from 520to1500 
he; sensitive 6 
tube receiver for 
the broadcast 
band with reli- 
t rated dial. Has 
one BF and two 
IF stages with 
iron core coils 
and air trim- 
mers. "Perfect" 
for car radio, 
home radio, 
portable or P.A. tuner. BRAND NEW . complete 
with six tubes and instruction manual in 

1 Z9 sealed carton, lem dynamotor. Each... $ 5 

CROSS POINTER INDICATOR 
Two 0 -200 microampere movements. three inch 
case, many applications. A -1 condition. 
SPECIAL, each $3.95 

RADIO RECEIVERS 

BC-453-A: 190-550 kc, complete with tubes: $ 6 9 5 BRAND NEW IN ORIGINAL CARTONS 
used $4.95 

BC- 454 -A; 3.8 me; complete with tubes: 
BRAND NEW IN ORIGINAL CARTONS 5.95 

used $3.9 5 

NNpl $BR NDEWIORIGiNAC RT NS5 
used $3.95 

TRANSMITTERS (274N Series) 
All Brand New in Original Cartons 
Complete with Tubes and Crystal ' 

11 

BC- 898 -3-4 Mc $7.95 
BC -457 -4.5.3 Mc 5.95 
BC- 458 -5.3 -7 Mc 5.95 
BC- 459 -7 -9.1 Mc 5.95 

DYNAMOTOR 
DM 32k Each 95e; 3 for $2.00 

AN18 /APT -10 
Pre-amplifier model K -1, designed to raise output level 
of magnetic type microphone, complete with 2 tubes 
6SL71,T and 281)7 and band switch, brand new in 
original cartons. 

Each $1.95 3 for $5.00 

REMOTE CONTROL BOX 
EC- 4r.0 -A $1.95 

ARB AIRCRAFT RADIO RECEIVER 
1 he ARB is a six tube, our band, superheterodyne 
Aircraft Radio Receiver with built -in dynamotor, 
designed for the reception of MCW (tone or voice) 
or CW within the frequency range 
195 Kc to 9.05 megacycles. Used... $1 6.95 

Automatic Frequency Control Unit 
1Cestern Electric type 
used for controlling fre- 
quency for teletype and 
telephone work, com- 
plek with 3-68.17 and 
2-OH6 tubes. Complete 
unit, brand new in origl- 

,ial box $4.95 

BC -929 -A 
Contains power 
supply 110 V. 
400 cycles, has 
7 tubes such as 
3CP1, brand 
new, complete 
with tubes. 
Each....$17.95 
Used. ea. 14.95 

APS-15 
Has 45 tubes, one 5' scope tube, one 2' 
scope tube, has 3 meters, 4 power supply ,3950 
units 110V 400 cycles, complete with 
tubes. Each 

BENDIX COMPASS RECEIVER MN -26 
Remote control commercia. type navi- 
gational receiver. Indicates direction of 
any desired transmitting station. 3 

bands -frequency range: 150 Kc to 
1500 Kc; has 12 6 V. type tubes. 
Brand new, original cost $24.95 
$600. Now 

Accessories for above unit: 
Loo MN -20 $6.95 
MN-28 Control Box 5.95 
MN-52 loop control unit 1.95 

T -17B HAND MIKE 
BRAND NEW . .. perfect carbon hand mikes, light 
wt., 200 ohms, single button, press to talk switch, 5 ft. 
rubber cord, plug, dust cover. 
ONLY 69c 

VHF RECEIVER BC -701 
Frequency range 170-180 Mc; IF 30.5 Me; complete 
with 11 tubes; self -contained power supply; brand 
new in beautiful wooden carrying $9.95 case 

NAVY GLIDE PATH RECEIVER 
Bolt type, complete with 3 BC6 tubes and tune from 
90 to 95 Mc; operates from 12 or 24 V.$2.95 
brand New 

VHF TRANSMITTERS 
T -26 /APT -2- 450.710 me $12.95 
T -27 /APT -3- 85-135 me 14.95 
Above transmitters are amplitude modulated radar 
transmitters. Complete with all tubes such as 829, 832, 
931, 6AC7, 6AG7, 5R4GY. Also 110 volt 400 cps. 
power supply. Brand new in original cartons. Manuals 
included. 

GF12 and RU 17 NAVY RECEIVER and 
TRANSMITTER 

Complete with receiving and transmitting coils, junc- 
tion box, control boxes, plugs, power supply, instruc- 
tion manual and spare parts which include tubes. Freq. 
Lange: 200 he to 14 Mc. brand new 

a. 
iu$44 95 origin carton. A real nuy 

GO-9 
Navy type low and high frequency transmitter with 
power supply and tubes. Operates from 200 Kc to 
18,100 he; requires 115V. 800 cycles .$39.50 
Lsed. Complete with tut,es 

HAND -TYPE MICROPHONE RS -38 
Carbon type, with PL-íiß pl ug, brava flew $1,95 

Used 1.71 

OXYGEN MASK MICROPHONE T44C 
tried with SCR- 522, magnetic type complete 
with Jh -26 and PL -179. Used, A -1 condition..9C 
hholesaters, dealers, institutions and other quantity 
purchasers. . Write. Wire, Phone tor Quantity Prices. 
All shipments F.O.B. Chicago -20% Deposit Required 
Gil all orders. Minimum oraer accepted 5.00. 

WRITE FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOG 

DEPT. C 

RCA AVT- 112A- Aircraft Transmitter 

For radio-telephone commu- 
nication; for 6, 12 or 24 volt 
source freq. range from 2,500 
to 6,500 Kc. Small in cime and 
wt. (wt. 6 Ibs.). Complete 
with 6 tubes, oscillator cir- 
cuit, power amplifier modu- 
lators, dual tieing indicator 
and amplifier, with instruc- 
tion manual, less crystal ... 
BRAND NEW IN ORIGI- 
NAL CARTONS -ONLY $12.95 each 

Altimeter Transceiver RT -7 /APN -1 
Frequency 418 -462 Mc FM, with 14 tubes: 
3 -17; 4- 12SH7; 2 -12116; 1- VR150: 2 -955; 
2 -9004; 27 V. Dynamotor. used in $7.95 
working condition 

RECEIVER -POWER SUPPLY UNIT 
For the APN -4 indicator; complete with 16 tubes. 

BRAN 
cycles. N $1 0.95 

Used $7.95 
SETCHELL CARLSON RADIO RECEIVER 
Designed to receive A -N beam signals. 24 -23 vde 
21.6 watts. Tube complement: 1487 or 14A7, RF 
amplifier; 14117 or 14J7, mixer; 14A7 or 14117í IF 
amplifier; 14R7. detector and let audio amplifier, 
28D7, output amplifier. 195 to 420 Ice. 4' high x 4' 
wide x 6%' Ion ,4-wt.I lbs., 4 on. $4.95 Used, A -1 tond 
ERAND NEW $5.95 n original carton 

RADIO TRANSMITTER and 
RECEIVER APS -13 

Light weight air -borne radar system, radio trans- 
mitter and receiver APS -13; tube complement: 
5-6J6, 9 -6AG5, 1- VR105, 2 -D2I, unit is 
brand new, complete with tubes, the tubes alone 
are worth more than this LOW 10.95 PRICE OF ONLY $ 

GLIDE PATH RECEIVER R- 89 /ARN -S 
Glide Path Receiver used in the Instrument Landing 
System covering the frequency range 332 to 335 me: 
complete with the following tubes: 7-- 6AJS, 1- 
123 7, 2- 12SN7, 1 -28D7, and including three 
crystals 6497KC, 6522KC, 6457KC unite 
are in A -1 condition for ONLY $8.45 

BC -733 D LOCALIZER RECEIVER 
Freq. 108 -110 Mc; Tube complement: lu tuoe3- 
1- 12847, 2- 128R7. 1 -12A6, 1 -AH7GT 2- 
12827, 3 -717A: 
NOW ONLY $6.95 
SCR -522 TRANSMITTER and RECEIVER 
The standard very -high frequency airborne receiver 
transmitter. 100 to 156 megacycles. 4 channels seiectel 
from remote control box. Used, as is 
"Complete with Pubes." ONLY $14.95 

Excellent Condition, $19.95 

BC-625 
VHF transmitter, frequency range 100.158 Mc., tow 
channels. Part of SCR -522. Complete with 
tubes less crystals. Used, good condition. ea. $6.95 

BC -624 
VHF Companion receiver for above transmitter. Com- 
plete with tunes less crystals. Used, good condition. 
Diagram with either unit included. $8.95 Each 

VEEDER -ROOT METER AND CASE 
Cubtsupto1009. 95c 

WESTON OUTPUT METER No. 687 
8 sca.es 0-50. A -1 Condition. 

ONLY $5.95 
J 
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SPRAGUE PULSE 1 

FORMING NETWORKS 
Used in small radar motto- I 

latoro, available in 3 sizes, 
67 ohms impedance. 7.5 
Kilowatt rating. 
H -603. one micro second, 

200 pulses $1.95 
per second... 

H -601, 3 micro seconds, 
200 pulses $2 .95 per second... 

H -602, 16 micro seconds. 
60 pulses $3.95 
per second... 

t ALL THREE ABOVE 
FOR ONLY $5.93 

Transmitting MICA CONDENSERS 
.0008 st 5000 VDC ..24c .00005 at 3000 VDC..19c 

OIL- FILLED CONDENSERS 
25 MFD at 1500 VDC 59c 
25 MFD at 15,000 VDC $8.95 

1 MFD at 1000 VDC 59c 
.1 MFD at 3000 VDC 69e 
4 MFD at 600 VDC 29c 

WAVE METERS 
Freq. range: 22 to 30 meg $2495 
Freq. range: 37 to 53 meg 24.95 
Freq. range: 155 to 230 meg 24.95 

AC operated, complete with carrying case and magic 
eye for tuning indicator, veneer tuning dial. 

CRYSTALS 
10 crystals from 2 meg. to 8 meg. $2.95 

Power Converter Unit PE -I04A for BC- 654.$4.95 
. Each only 

1 

"ARROW" leads with Better Buys! 
- ̀elseem- -- _MIME, wii" -- 

BC -645 TRANSMITTER- RECEIVER 
BRAND NEW . , . 15 tubes interrogator- transmitter designed for airborn- 

use, 435 to 500MC frequency range, 5 tube tuned line transmitter with 30 Watts 

peak-impulse power output on either two channels. 1Vith some modifications the 

ham 
can 420 for 

420-450mc; 
communication, voice or code, the following 

ham band: 420- 450mc; fixed and mobile: 450- 460mc; citi- 

zens radio band: 460- 470mc; television experimental: 470 - 

500mc; complete with all tubes, including WE Doorknob 
tube. Size 10Mx133x4%'. Net wt. only 25 lbs. 
Your cost only 

; TWO FOR ONLY ; . $19.00 
$2.95 DYNAMOTOR FOR ABOVE Model PE -101 -C 

ANTENNA RELAY UNIT BC-442 

With antenna current meter, antenna transfer relay 
with 3 standoff lead -in terminals. A -1 con- 95c Idition. Only 

1 

TRANSFORMER 
High voltage scope transformer, 90V 60 cps. 

primary; 6400 V secondary; 4 stand-of 2 terminals each $.95 

ANTENNA TRANSFER 

SWITCH SW -225 
Triple -pole double -throw, mounted on bakelite base 
with nine 2' porcelain stand-off mounts. 59C BRAND NEW 

BC 732 CONTROL BOX 

With 6 position, selective switch, volume control 
and toggle switch each 59c 

COAXIAL CABLE 

26 ft. of Coaxial Cable RGU8, 52 ohm 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
6V6 39c 

FILTER CHOKES 

All Fully Enclosed 
3.7 H. @ 145 MA. DC., 125 ohms DC. Res.59e 
4 MTG. Studs, each 

100 mi 10H 59c 

89c 

1 -70-D TUNING METER 

Milliammeter for indicating resonance of tuned 
station. NEW each 

400 CYCLE AUTOSYN MOTOR 

Ideal for indicating direction of antenna 
systems -BRAND NEW each $2.95 

HEADPHONES 
Signal Corps, 8000 ohms and 200 ohms, 

used79C each 

RADIO PARTS 

Assorted -100 mica condensers $1.19 

100 Resistors 34 to I watt 95c 
100 Tubular bypass condensers. assorted.$4.69 

.01 to .1, all 600 Volt 
Electrolytic condensers 

50-30, 150 Volt each 29c 
Meg. Volume Controls $3.00 2' shaft with switch. 10 for 
Meg. Volume Controls $1.95 2' shaft without switch. 10 for 

Crystal Pick -up, 
new light wt.. each $1 79 

BATTERY FOR "GE" PORTABLES 

2 -volt Willard type 27/2 the exact replacement in 

Pre -War Model LB 530 "GE" Portable Radios. Plas- 
tic case, size 3,1,¡2x3%x5W high. Shipped dry. Uses 
standard battery electrolyte. List value $8.75. 

BRAND NEW! Your Cost $1.95 

Large model, 5 inch diame- 
ter. only 

$2-5 
AC -DC TEST SET 

For testing resistors. 
'ondeneers. chokes, 
open and short circuits 
complete with instruc- 
tion manual and test 
leads. BRAND NEW 
in metal carrying case. 

$ 95 
each 

NEW BC 223 AX TRANSMITTER 
801 Oscillator and 801 Power Amplifiers, 2-46 modu- 
lators and 1 -46 speech amplifier; 4 Xtal Frequencies 
and Master Oscillator on selector switch 10 to 30 
watts output. Tone voice or C.W. Mod. Ideal for Ham 
Use. Black wrinkle case. Tubes included.$1 4.95 packed in original cases, less crystals, only 

Shipping weight 125 lbs. 

ARC 4 TRANSMITTER and RECEIVER 
For operation VHF frequencies in range of 140 -144 
inc. Four channel crystal controlled, manufactured by 
Western Electric -12V. operation. Complete with 
crystal and dynamotor. Used. Good 
condition $24.95 

GE METER 

f -10 amps., DC each $2.29 

INTERPHONE AMPLIFIER 
Comes in an aluminum cabinet 9 %x4 .1x51 ,, ". 

DC output at 60MA. less tubes. Yours for95c 
only 

LP -21 ADF LOOP 
Low impedance loop, good for direction fmder, one 
Selsyn motor, one Selsyn transmitter, freq. range of 
loop 100 Kr to 1750 Kc.; BRAND NEW$6.95 
in original 

PE- 117eUNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY 
6 or 12 volt input; output 145 volts and 90 volts; less 
vibrator, voltage regulator and rectifier tube: ideal 
mobile power supply unit; excellent con 
dition, each 

SELSYN 

INDICATORS 
For use with beam ro- 
tators for indication of 

direction of beam. Op- 
erate from 15 -24V. 60- 

cycle AC supply. 

AM -61 Indica- 
tor Amplifier 

Small model, 3 inch 
diameter, only 

19 tubes 
eluding two 
V R 1 5; 
6L7GT; 
6SN7GT; 

with blower motor, 
brand new in original 
carton, with metal 
cover. $9.95 
each 

TUBES 

6X5 
6V6 129E6 

6SG7 
6AG7 12A6 
35W4 12C8 
12AT6 6517 
12SR7 12SL7GT 
1625 6A6 
Amperite 10T1 
1215 10AC Neon 
6AT8 12K8 
6SF7 VR -105 6H6 
5R4 6SN7 36 6G6G 

49s 
SCOPE 3AP1....81.19 3FP7....51.19 
TUBES 5FP7 .... 1.98 7BP7.... 1.98 

fa, 21.11, 

MONTHLY SPECIAL 
VHF Radar Transmitter T-85 /APT -5 

Rada unit T -85 Is an amplitude modulated transmitter. Fre- 
quency range 300 Mc- I500MC. Power output 10-30 watts. Complete 

with two heavy duty 110 V. 60 
cps. filament transformers. Tube 
lineup is as follows: 1 -931; 2- 
bAC7 Video Amplifier; 1 -6AG7 
Video Amplifier; 1 -616 Video 
Amplifier, 2-829B modulators: 
1 -SAG7 voltage controi; 1- 
3C22 lighthouse oscillator, a set 
of lecher wires are included to 
measure the approximate 0e- 
quency. instruction manual in- 
cluded. Brand new in origina; 

$24.95 carton 

SOUTH SIDE BRANCH 
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BASIC 10" 
TELEVISION 

KIT 
1. Sound IF Transformers (2) 

2. Converter Transformer 

3. 1st PIX IF 

4. 2nd PIX IF 

5. Cathode Trap 

6. Discriminator Transformer 
7. 3rd and 4th PIX IF 

8. Video Series Peaking Coil 

9. Video Shunt Peaking Coil 

10. Video Series Peaking Coils (2) 

11. Video Shunt Peaking Coils (2) 

12. Filament Chokes (5) 

13. Power Transformer 

14. 13 Channel "Front End" 
15. Deflection Yoke 

16. Width Control 
17. Horizontal Linearity Control 
18. Yoke Mounting Hood 

19. Focus Coil 
20. Iron Trap Magnet 
21. Horizontal Output Transformer 
22. Vertical Output Transformer 
23. Horizontal Blocking Oscillator Trans- 

former 
24. Vertical Blocking Oscillator Transformer 
25. Horizontal Synchronizing Discr. Trans- 

former 
26. Horizontal Output and H.V. Transformer 
27. Stamped Chassis. 

All are exceptionally well 
known parts. In fact they lead 
the television field. All these 

J n ee major components you cost you L 
only 

R.F. POWER SUPPLY 

6 K Volt Unit completely wired.. $ 1 7.95 
10 K Volt Unit completely wired.. $24.95 

LAST MINUTE SPECIALS! 

866A rectifier 2 for $1.50 
S.C. J -45 code key with cord 3 for $1.00 
10 ft. 7 cond. viny. cable 4 for $1.00 
Dual .1/7500 V. oil cond. each $1.11 

25% deposit, balance C.O.D. 
Please include sufficient payment for transportation. 
Over payment will be refunded 

Write to Dept. R -12 

._11oliday gnr/e ye 

aefin 

la 

.t[[ Our ._triench 

4 ,,dard parts ¿orP 

235 MAIN ST. HEMPSTEAD, N. Y. 
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Parts Lists 
(FOR CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 

ARVIN 
Part No. 
C20060-222 
C20060-223 
C20060-106 
C20060-224 
C20060-105 
C19927 
C20060-225 
C20060-474 
C19928 

C20060-751 
C20060-334 
C20060-220 
C20060-331 
C20070-123 
C20060-104 
AD21111-1 

C20067-503 
C20065-500 

C20068-503 
C20065-251 

C20068-103 
C20068-502 
A21349 

C20068 -104 
ÁD21169 -I 

AC2I 187-1 
AC21107-1 
AC21158 
AC21097-1 
AC21098-1 
AC21099-1 

APPEARING ON PAGES 82 AND 83) 

MODELS 150TC, 151TC 
Code and Description. 

R -2200 ohm, 1/4 w. res. R,- 22,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
R -10 megohm, 1/4 w. res. 
R4 -.22 megohm, 1/4 w. res. 
R5 -1 megohm, 1/4 w. res. 
Ro-1 megohm vol. control 
R -2.2 megohm, 1/4 w. res. 
R8-.47 megohm, 1/4 w. res. 
R0-.5 megohm tone control 6' 

5w. 
Rig-150 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
R71-.33 megohm, 1/4 w. res. 
R, -22 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
R, -330 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
R14- 12,000 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R76-.1 megohm, 1/4 w. res. 
CIA, Con -Var. cond. 6s' pul- 

ley assembly 
C2 --.05 µfd., 200 v. cond. Cr- .00005 pfd., 500 v. mica 

cond. 
C4 -.05 µtd., 400 v. cond. 
Ce- .00025 µtd., 500 v. mica 

cond. 
Co -.01 pfd., 400 v. cond. 
C -.005 'dd., 400 v. cond. 
C96 , Ces -50/30 µtd., 150/ 

150 r. elec. cond. 
C9 -.I pfd., 400 v. cond. Li- Antenna loop E cover as- 

sembly 
Lo-Osc. coil assembly L,- Filter choke assembly 
L4 -1.f. trap 
T1 -First i.j. coil 
To-Second i.f. coil 
T3- Output trans. 

RCM20A470K 
RCPIOW4103A 

RCP10W6102K 

RCM20A471K 
RCP10W6202A 
RCP1OW2I04A 
RCM20A101 M 
V-3581 
V-4723 

V-3567 
V-3582 
V-3576 
V-3577 
V-3578 

Part No. 
63 -590 
63 -579 
63 -591 
63 -976 
6 3 -600 
63 -1335 
63 -644 
63 -597 
63 -1237 

63 -776 
63 -1450 

63 -1222 
63 -1449 
22 -1356 

22 -629 
HOFFMAN MODEL A500 22 -827 

Part No. Code and Description. 
4500 R5, Re, 1314-.22 megohm, 1/2 22 -1017 

w. res. 
4501 R.-22,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. ' 
4502 R8-2.2 megohm, 1/2 w. res. 
4503 R4- 10,000 ohm, 2 w. res. 
4504 R77- 47,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
4804 Ro-.5 megohm pot. 
4505 R -10 megohm, 1/2 w. res. 
4506 Ro -.47 megohm, 1/2 w. res. 
4507 R10 -560 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
4805 R -.25 megohm pot. with sw. 
4508 R, -47 ohm, 1/ w. res. 
4509 R,3 -330 ohm, 1/2 W. res. 
4400 C C2, C3- 388/388/150 µµfd. 

var. cond. 
C4, Co, Co--- Trimmers (Part of 

var.) 
4100 C C -105 pfd., 200 v. cond. 
4000 Co, C,2, C,3, Coo- -100 µµfd. 

mica cond. 
4101 C50, C,,, C2, -.05 µfd., 400 v. 

cond. 
4102 C14, C16 -.005 µfd., 600 v. 

cond. 
4103 C, -.01 ad., 600 v. cond. 
4200 Cie, C,n, C20- 20/20/20 Aid, 49 -549 

450/450/25 v. elec. cond. 
4104 C -.001 pfd., 600 r. cond. 
4105 C... -.01 µfd., 600 v. cond. 
4004 C.1 ---500 µµfd. silver mica 

cond. 
5200 L, -Osc. coil 
9012 LS -10" electrodynamic 

speaker 
Si -On -off sw. (on tone con- 

trol 
6001 S,- Radio -phono sw. 
6000 S.,- -- Pushbutton sw. assembly 

S4 -Phono motor sw. 
5224 T, -Ant. loop 
5212 T,- Shielded r.f. coil 
5203 T, -Input i.f. trans. 
5204 Ti-Output i.f. trans. 

T6 -Audio output trans. 
5000 To-Power trans. 
55200 Z,- Pushbutton tuning assem- 

bly 

Co, C -47 µµtd. tond. 
Ce, C9, C10---.01 µ f d., 400 w. 

cond. 
C,,, C, -.001 µtd., 600 v. 

cond. 
C1 -470 µµfd. tond. 
C14 -.002 Aid., 600 v. tond. 
Coe, C16 ---.1 µfd., 200 v. cond. 
C, -100 µµfd. cond. 
C,8 -10 µfd., 150 v. elec. cond. 
CO3 --4.7 µµfd. cond. (Not used 

on all chassis) L Lo-Antenna coil 
Le, L, -Osc. coil T,- Output trans. 
First i.f. trans. 
Second i.f. trans. 

ZENITH MODELS 6D014, 6D029 
Code and Description. 

R7- 15,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
R2-220 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
R3- 22,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
R4 -15 megohm, 1/4 w. res. 
R.. -2.2 megohn, 1/4 w. res. 
R6-.5 megohm vol. control R- 22,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
Re- 470,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
R5 -150 ohm, 1/2 w. wire. 

wound, res. 
R10- 330,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
R11-22 ohm, 1 w. wirewound, 

res. R -470 ohm, I w. res. 
R18-470 ohm, I w. res. 
C1 -3 -Rang var. cond. 
Co-Broadcast ant. trimmer 

(on C1) 
03-.05 91d., 200 v. cond. 
C5-.1 Aid., 200 v. cond. 
Co- Broadcast det. trimmer 

(on Co) 
Co -.05 Add., 200 v. cond. 
C7-Broadcast osc. trimmer 

(on Co) 
Co -First i.f. primary trimmer 

(on T,) 
Co -First i.j. sec. trimmer 

(on T,) C- Second i.f. trans. primary 
trimmer (on T_) - C,Second i.f. trans. sec. 
trimmer (on T,) 

C,3 -.0005 Add., 600 v. cond. 
C .004 Aid., 600 r. cond. 
C,6 -.04 pfd., 400 v. cond. 
Coo-.01 µtd., 600 v. cond. 
C, -.02 ¡dd., 400 v. cond. 
C15, Cie, C_.,,- 20/20/40 Aid., 

150/150/150 v. elec. cond. L,- Wavemagnet assembly L.. Det. coil assembly 
L3 -Ose. coil assembly 
T, -First i.f. trans. assembly 
T..- Second i.j. trans. assembly 
PL, -3.2 v., .15 amp. pilot 

light 
SP, -5" PM speaker 

22-854 
22-1362 
22-1361 
22-196 
22-1379 
22-1519 or 

22-1551 
S-11124 
S-12877 
S-9578 
95-960 
95-958 
100-90 

WESTINGHOUSE MODEL' H-133 
Part No. Code and Description. 
RCIOAE224M R,- 220,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
RCIOAE105M R R,,-1 megohm, 1/4 w. res. 
RCIOAE563M R, 56,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
RCIOAE225M R5. R5, R R8 -2.2 megohm, 

1/4 W. res. 
RCIOAEIOIM R. -100 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
RClOAE106M R,n -10 megohm, 1/ w. res. 
RCIOAE334M R11- 330,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
V -3564 R72, SW, -1 megohm vol. con- 

trol Bs' sw. 
V -3569 C» Co, C5 C4 -2 -gang ver. 

cond. 
RCPI0W2503A Có-.05 µfd., 200 v. cond. 

ADMIRAL MODEL 7C63- CHASSIS 7C1 
Part No. Code and Description. 
61,41 -1 R5- 12,000 ohm, 5 w. res. 
6068 -225 
60B8 -474 

601320 -103 
60B8-223 
60B8 -106 
60BR -105 
75131.8 
60B8 -273 
75132 -2 

60138 -335 
601314 -391 
60B8 -106 
60B8 -101 
601380224 
60138 -104 

60B14-104 
60B8 -473 
65B7 -33 

65B1 -31 
65B1 -28 
65B7 -17 
6586-4 
64B1 -22 
65131.27 

6581 -13 
65B7 -5 
65B1 -14 

R_ 2.2 megohm, 1/2 w. res. 
Re, R12, R,3- 470,000 ohm, 

1/2 w. res. R,- 10,000 ohm, 2 w. res. 
R,- 22,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R -10 megohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R9 -1 megohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R0-2 megohm tone control 
R,5- 27,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R,1 -1 megohm vol. control 6' 

sw. (tapped at 500,000 ohms) 
R,4 -3.3 megohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R,6 -390 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R,6-10 megohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R,,, R22 -100 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R - 220,000 ohm, 1/2 W. res. 
R1s, Reo- 100,000 ohm, '/2 w. 

res. 
R55- 100.000 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R24- 47,000 ohm, 1/2 W. res. C Co, Coo-1000 µµfd. mica 

cond. 
C -35 µµfd. silver mica cond. 
C3 -25 µµfd. silver mica cond. 
C4, Cnt -100 µµfd. mica cond. C,-50 rigid. ceramic cond. 
C6-.05 Add., 400 r. cond. 
C7, C -65 µµfd. silver mica 

cond. 
C9-420 µµfd. silver mica cond. 
C10 -200 µµfd. mica cond. 
C, -200 µµfd. silver mica 

cond. 
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t 
in the GREAT SHOPS of COYNE 

.__..,11, _... 

NOT "Home Study" Courses 

...AII Practical Training and 
Necessary Theory Given in 
Our Famous Chicago Shops! 

Why spend years learning Electricity or Radio, when COYNE pre- 
pares you for good jobs in either field in a few short weeks? Our 
training not only saves time; you're ready to step into the better 
pay that much sooner. You make rapid progress because you work 
under expert instructors here in our great shops. We do not teach 
by mail. Select course you prefer and send coupon TODAY! 

ELECTRICITY 

4¡,tPlCl,y 1 

Including Industrial 
Electronics 

Big future in Power 
Plant Work, Motors. 
Armature Winding, 
House and Factory Wir- 
ing, Industrial Elec- 
tronics, Home Appli- 
ances, Lighting, Auto 
Electricity, Electrical 
Maintenance - all cov- 
ered at COYNE. Here 
you get "all- around" 
Electrical training! 

TRAIN ON 
REAL EQUIPMENT 

You use. test, repair 
full -size apparatus - 
just like you'll later han- 
dle on the job. Previous 
experience unnecessary. 

FREE ELECTRICAL BOOK 
Send now for big. illustrated book on 
COYNE Electrical Training. Many 
large pictures of our shops. Tells about 
Free Lifetime Employment Service to 
Coyne graduates. Other vital facts. 
Check coupon for "ELECTRIC- 
ITY" and mail today. 

B.W.COOKE 

ADDED 
TRAINING 

in 
ELECTRIC 
REFRIG- 
ERATION 

included with 
either course 

RADIO 
If you prefer Radio. 
COYNE gives quick, 
practical training in 
Radio Construction. 
Testing, Repair; also 
Public Address, Sound 
Systems, FM, Televi- 
sion. Many branches of 
Radio open to you. 

Want to be 
Your Own Boss? 

Hundreds of Coyne 
graduates have success- 
ful Radio shops of their 
own. We show you how 
to start, how to build 
for a lifetime future. No 
previous experience re- 
quired to take Coyne 
Radio Course. 

including SOUND 
and TELEVISION 

FREE RADIO BOO K 
Check coupon for "RADIO" to receive 
our big FREE book of photos and facts 
about Coyne Training in Radio, Sound 
and Television. Describes the vast ' 
new opportunities in this field, and 
how we make it easy to get ahead. 
Rush coupon NOW. 

COYNE HAS BEEN TRAINING 
MEN SINCE 1899 

For nearly 50 years, the great shops of COYNE 
have been turning out men and young men 
trained for better jobs in practical fields. Coyne 
graduates hold responsible positions in many 
leading electrical and radio firms. 

NON -VETERANS who are short of cash can finance 
their tuition and pay it in easy monthly payments 
after graduation. 
VETERANS! Coyne is authorized to accept veterans for G. I. 
training. Coupon brings bulletin. 

COYNE 
December, i 9 17 

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
Dept. !/G'1y 

500 S. Paulina Street, Chicago 12. Ill. 

CHECK COUPON FOR ELECTRICITY 
OR R DIO- AIIL NOW! am. MIEN AMIN NINO 

I COYNE COO Director, COOKE, ' 500 Paulina 
ELECTRICAL 

Send me ina BIG , Dept 97--81 
H Chicago Course checked FREE BOOK-for gO 

and tell ' special 
and 

plans 
to 
to help This does 

about me your 
I Cl ELECTRICITY 

will call. °t ' 
I NAME CTRICITY RADIO ' 

CITY.. 

ADDRESS 
..... 

......... ... 
. STATE....... 

.. . 
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FREEClarostat metal cabinet with ever- 
kit of 10 standard controls and 
standard switches - $9.05 your choice of sizes 

MECK DISC RECORDER $79.00 
For the latest in modern en- 
gineering, The John Meek In- 
dustries (Audar) portable disc 
recorder combines a trans- 
former type amplifier with 
excellent volume and tone 
quality. Records cut and 
played back at 331,E or 78 
RPM. Complete with crystal 
mike and cutting and play- 
back 
needles $79.00 

Weight 35 lbs. 

MODEL 79- WEBSTER WIRE RECORDER 
Foundation Unit 

Especially designed for the 
experimenter, amateur and 
engineer for building a com- 
plete magnetic recorder or 
adding a wire recorder to a 
sound system. Physical spe- 
cifications: 10%" x 8%" x 
534" (3W' below main 
plate, 2" above). Net 
weight 10 lbs. $52.92 

MEISSNER 

3-5-6 TUBE KITS 
3 TUBE KIT -Not a toy, A 

al midget kit designed for 
students. Easy to assemble. 
Detailed printed instructions 
and diagrams with each kit. 
Only tools necessary to as 
semble are screwdriver 
a n d small soldering iron. 
Complete except for head 
phones and antenna. 

Bash, Only 
$8.25 

Complete with Tubes 
S TUBE KIT - Frequency 
coverage Includes entire 
broadcast band between 540 
kc. and 1800 kc. Operates 
con 

110 volts, 50 to e0 ycles, or DC. Complete 
with factory wound l o o p 
antenna. 

Each, Only 
$22.20 

With Tub.. 
TUBE K I T - Frequency 

range covers broadcast 
band from 550 to 1e00 
kilocycles. Short wave band 
from O to 18 megacycles. 
Kit contains all e e d e d 
parts r completion of re- 
ceiver. 

Each, Only 
$24.76 

with Tubes 

ALUMINUM BLANK CHASSIS 
7x9x2, Natural Finish. 

List 51.70 . Net $1.02 
7x11x2 Natural Finish. List $1.82 Net 2.09 
5x9x3, Black Wrinkle. 

List $1.82 Net 1.09 

8x17x3, Black Wrinkle. 
List $3.20 Net $1.90 

10x14x3 Black Wrinkle. 
List $3.12 .Net 1.86 

1Ox17x3. Black Wrinkle. List $3.38 Net 2.00 

1 3517x3. Black Wrinkle. 
List $5.00 Net $3.00 

6x6x6, Black Wrinkle. 
List $2.00 Net 1.20 

6x9x5. Black Wrinkle. 
List $3.00 Net 1.84 

"ULTRA MIKE" WIRELESS MICROPHONE 
This unit with y regular radio and NO ex. tra Interconnecting wirer iil provide supe- rior results as 

CALLING SYSTEM 
PUBLIC ADDRESS 
DETECTOPHONE 
BABY OR INVALID WATCHER 

The "Ultra Mike" Is light- economical to op- rate- completely elf contained -no connec- tions to power lines - portable. Complete 
YOUR COST 

ea, tubes, etmSpecial $6.63 
Retail $18.00 F.O.B. Chicago 

PnZOÄ 

630 W. RANDOLPH STREET 

M E C K FM CON- 

VERTER - $14.95 
Just announced b, 
John Meek Industrie, 
. . senaatlonall Any 
ordinary radio (regular 
AM radio) receives FM 
signals (88 to 108 M('). 
Dealer. $ 5.95 Net 
Lots of 8...$ 14.95 

Webster Changers 
Model 50.... $2 1 . 1 7 
Model 58.... 26.66 
ilodel 70.... 42.34 

CHICAGO 6, ILL. 

I 

ti 

i 

2).moifevx. SPEAKERS 
YOUR JOBBER CAN SUPPLY YOU! 
Permoflux quality and dependability -the same as supplied 
to the major set manufacturers -is your assurance of com- 
plete customer satisfaction. You'll find Permoflux Speakers 
easy to install and readily available in both PM and Electro- 
dynamic types. You'll find too, that it pays to give your cus- 
tomers "tops in tone" with a Permoflux Replacement Speaker. 

TWO COMPLETE PEnni A uX WRITE FOR 
FACTORIES TO SERVE YOU r` RIV/ r`Y FREE BULLETIN 

PIONEER MANUFACTURERS OF PERMANENT MAGNET DYNAMIC TRANSDUCERS 

PERMOFLUX CORPORATION 
4900 WEST GRAND AVE., CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS 

236 SOUTH VERDUGO ROAD, GLENDALE 5, CALIFORNIA 
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6481 -20 
65B7 -22 
6481.24 
64B 2.25 
6481 -12 
64B1 -10 
67C6 -25 

66A1 -5 

6688 -1 

65135-34 
64B1-32 
6481-28 
6481-20 
6587-5 
64.43-4 
ADI20 
.4D116-1 
AC10S-2 
AD1I6-2 
.4B 100-1 
.4DI16-3 
AC101.1 
74.43 
AB103.1 
7287 
7288 
80B1 
98A19 

Cur-.1 Aid., 400 r. cond. 
C24 -250 µµ1d. mica cond. 
C1. -.02 pfd., 400 v. cond. 
C22 -.01 uld., 400 v. cond. 
Cle -.005 uld., 600 r. cond. 
C22 -.O1 pfd., 600 r. cond. 
Csd., C.ob, C2oc- 30/30/20 

pfd., 350/350/25 v. elec. 
cond. 

C$., Cob-3-40 Auld. dual 
trimmer 

Cow, Ce2b, C.., C.sb -3.40 
µpfd. trimmer 

C2 -1200 µpfd. mica cond. 
C2.r -.05 µpfd., 200 r. cond. 
C26-.25 Add., 200 r. cond. 
C91-.1 Aid., 400 v. cond. 
C20-.20 µpfd. mica cond. 
C31-.0005 pfd., 500 v. cond. 
1.,-Loop antenna 
Ls -S.w. antenna coil 

antenna coil 
La -S.w, r.f. coil 
Lo-B.C. 7.1. Coil 
Le-4. W. OSC. coil 

osc. coil 
CI-It-Filter choke 
CHs -Ost. choke coil 
Tt -First i.t- trans. 
T2-- Second i.j. trans. 
Tg -Power trans. 
T4--- ,Output trans. 

STEWART- WARNER MODEL 90034 
Part No. 
502186 
502110 
502166 
502164 
502910 

502120 
502910 

502907 
502908 
502909 
502161 
502165 
502112 
502122 

502119 
502182 
502468 
502127 
502157 
502155 
502132 
502295 
502113 
502159 
502130 
502411 
502114 
502108 

502182 
502167 
502163 
502111 
502151 
502466 
502102 
502125 
502135 
502157 
502467 
502103 
502131 
502271 
302117 

502150 
502157 
502468 
502128 
502174 
502160 
502152 
502133 
502410 
502132 
502134 
502405 
502135 
110629 

502150 
502154 
502291 
502127 
502118 
504206. 504208, 

504124 

504205 
504205,5042107, 

504125 

502207 

502137 

Code and Description. 
1 -Loop antenna 
2 -S.w. antenna coil 
3 -82 µµ /d., 500 r. cond. 
4-670 µpfd., 500 v. cond. 
5A, 5B -2. 15/10 -40 AAjd. 

trimmer assembly 6- Pushbutton sw. 
7,4, 7B, 7C, 7D, 7E- Trimmer 

assembly I o r push -button 
tuner 8- 540 -1000 kc. coil 

9, 10- 650.1300 kc. coil 
11, 12- 975.1600 kc. coil 
13 -270 µpfd., 500 v. cond. 
14 -1000 Auld., 500 v. cond. 15- Broadcast antenna coil 
164, 168, 16C -Var. gang 

tond. 
17A, 17B, 17C- Bandswitch 
18 -39 Auld., 500 v. cond. 
20-4.7 megohm, 1/4 w. res. 
21 -560 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
22 -.05 Aid., 400 r. cond. 
23 -.1 Nid., 200 r. cond. 24- 100,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
25 -10 Auld., 500 v. cond. 26- Broadcast r.l. coil 
27 -50 AAjd., 500 y. cond. 28- 22,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
29 -2 µµid., 500 v. cond. 
30- Broadcast osc. coil 
314, 31B- 2- 15/245 µµid. 

trimmer assembly 
32 -39 ¡Auld., 500 r. cond. 
33-68 µµ1d., 500 y. cond. 
34-430 Auld., 500 v. cond. 
36 -S.w. osc. coil 
37 -.01 Add., 400 v. cond. 
38- 33,000 ohm, I w. res. 
39 -First i.f. trans. 
40-220 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
41 -2.2 megohm, 1/4 w. res. 
42 -.05 Aid., 400 v. cond. 
43- 68,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
44- Second i.f. trans. 
45- 47,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
46 -260 Auld., 500 v. cond. 
47.4, 478- 500,000 ohm vol. 

control 61 sw. 
48 -.004 ad., 600 r. cond. 
49 -.05 ufd., 400 v. cond. 
50-4.7 megohm, 1/4 w. res. 
51 -2200 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
52 -Power trans. 
53 -110 Auld., 500 v. cond. 
54-.02 pfd., 400 r. cond. 
55- 220,000 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
56 -.1 µ1d., 400 V. cond. 
57- 100,000 ohm, 1/ w. res. 
58- 470.25 ,00Aid.0 oh400 m, 1/4 w. res. 
59 -, v. tond. 
60-2.2 megohm, 1/4 w. res. 
61, 62-6.3 r., 250 ma. dial 

lamp 
63 -.004 Aid., 600 v. cond. 
64 -.05 ¡dd.. 600 v. cond. 
65 -4700 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
66 -560 ohm, 1/4 w. res. 
67 -Tone control sw. 68- Output trans. for 

M- 504205, R- 504205, 
D- 504205 speaker 

69 -6" electrodynamic speaker 
70 -Cone 6' voice coil for 

R- 504205, M- 504205, 
D- 504205 speaker 

71,4,718,71C-20/20/10 gjd., 
25/400/400 v. elec. cond. 

72 -330 ohm, 2 w. wirewound 
res. 
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10N1C A 
THE MOST COMPLETE MULTI- RANGE, 

MULTI-SERVICE UNIT EVER DESIGNED!! 

IT'S A HIGH FREQUENCY A.C. 

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
1A true A.C.- V,T.V.M. employing a 1 -A3 
Diode which together with a resistance - 
capacity network is built into a specially 
designed Polystyrene High Frequency Probe). 

IT'S A D.C. VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
(At 11 megohms input resistance). 

IT'S A CAPACITY METER 

IT'S A REACTANCE METER 

IT'S AN INDUCTANCE METER 

IT'S A DECIBEL METER 

IT'S A 1000 OHMS PER VOLT V.O.M. 
Measures D.C. Voltages at 1,000 ohms per volt) up 
to 3,000 volts, A.C. Voltages tat 1000 ohms per 
volt) up to 3000 Volts, D.C. current up to 15 

amperes, Resistance up to 1000 megohms. 

Sixty, yes Sixty- separate ranges are provided by this most versatile 

Specifications: 
A.C. V.T.V.M. VOLTS: (Input resistance -10 megohms 

shunted by 8 micromicrofarads. Freq. Range -50 cycles 
to 500 Megacycles.) 0 to 3/15/30/75/150/300 Volts. 

D.C. V.T.V.M. VOLTS: (At 11 Megohms Input Resis- 
tance) 0 to 3 /15/30/75/150/300 /750/1500/3000 Volts. 

D.C. VOLTS: (At 1,000 Ohms Per Volt) 0 to 3/15/30/ 
75/150/300/750/1500 /3000 Volts. 

RESISTANCE: 0 to 1,000 /10,000/ 
100,000 Ohms; 0 to 1 /10 /1,000 
Megohms. 

CAPACITY: (In MFD) .0005 -.2, 
.05 -20, .5 -200. 

REACTANCE: 10 to 5M (Ohms), 
100 -50M (Ohms), .01 -5 (Meg - 
ohms). 

A.C. VOLTS: (At 1,000 Ohms Per Volt) 0 to 3/15/30/75 / INDUCTANCE: (In Henries) .035- 
150/300/750/1500 /3000 Volts. 14, .35 -140, 35- 14,000. 

D.C. CURRENT: 0 to 3/15/30/75/150/300 /750 Ma. 
0 to 3/15 Amperes. 

DECIBELS: -10 to +18, +10 to 
+38, +30 to +58. 

unit ever designed. 

The Model 257 comes 
housed in a beautiful 
hand -rubbed oak cabi- 
net complete with test 
leads, V.T.V.M. probes 
and instructions. Size: 
6Y2'xt034'xi4 ". 

s645° 

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT FROM STOCK -20% DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON ALL C.O.D. ORDERS 

MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO, 
DEPT. 

NEW YORK 1, N.ÿ 
N ST. 

December, 19-17 95 
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WILLARD LEAD ACID CELLS 

(HRU) DC POWER SUPPLY 

(A) 6 V. (In metal carrying case) $4.00 

(8) 6 V. (New) (Dry-charged) 3.00 
2 V. (New) (Dry-charged) 1.00 

(Add electrolyte specific gravity 1.625) 
(Drugstore) 

BC -375E GE MOPA TRANSMITTER 

with one tuning unit, choice $17.50 

BC -375 
TUNING 
UNITS 

TU -6B, 

TU -5B, 

TU -78, 

TU -88, 

TU -10B, 

TU -9B, 

TU -26B 

$2.25 

Antenna tuning unit BC -306A $3.95 
Dynamotor PE -73C 4.95 

HEADPHONES 

HS -33 Headphones (New) $1.60 
HS -30 Headphones with cushions. Low im- 

pedance 2.25 

24 -28 V. at 

70 amp. 2000 
watts gasoline 
engine gener- 
ator with elec- 
trrc starter. 
Power supply 
which can be 
used to oper- 
ate 24 -28 V. 
equipment, to 

!tart airplane engines, to charge batteries, as a weld- 
ing machine, lighting system, or For an amateur 
radio station. Height, 211/2'; Width $5950 171/2'; Length, 24s/e' and weight, J 
115 lbs. 

TELRAD 18-A FREQUENCY STANDARD 

Checks signals in the range of 100 Kc. to 45 Mc. 
with a high degree of accuracy. Self -contained 
power supply for 110, 130, 150, 220, and 250 V. 
25 -60 Cy. AC. Complete with tubes, dual crystal, 
and instruction book. Brand new. Ones 24.95 of the best buys on the surplus markets. 

+BC -348 COMMUNICATIONS 
RECEIVER, $49.50 

6 bands, 200 -500 Kc. and 1.5 -18 Mc. 2 stages RF, 
3 stages IF, BFO, crystal filler, manual or AVC. 
Complete with tubes and 24 V. dynamotor. These 
receivers have been thoroughly checked in our work- 
shop and found in excellent condition. 
BC -348, 110 V. AC power supply, including simple 
conversion instructions. Complete with tube . $8.95 

COLLINS AN /ART -13 TRANSMITTER 
A compact light -weight, modern, high- powered 
transmitter. Frequency range 2 -18 -1 Mc. on any of 
its 11 autotune crystal controlled or master oscillator 
channels. December 1946 "Radio News" gives con- 
version data for converting 24 V. DC operation to 
110 V. AC. All of these are in exceptionally fine 
condition, tested in our labs. Weight, $88 50 
67 lbs. (Dynamotor included) 

ALL EQUIPMENT ADVERTISED 
HEREIN IS UNCONDITIONALLY 
GUARANTEED TO THE CUSTOMERS' 
SATISFACTION TO THIS EXTENT: 
RETURN ANY ITEM ADVERTISED 
WITHIN FIVE DAYS AFTER DELIVERY 
FOR FULL REFUND EXCEPT TRANS- 
PORTATION CHARGES (BOTH 
WAYS). 

SELSYN 
INDICATORS 

Selsyn Indicator iop- 
erates from 15.25 V. 
60 cy. AC supply). 

5' model..... $2.85 
3' model..... 2.00 

BEAM ROTATING MOTORS 
Used to rotate - -- 
your beam antenna 

Motor with 
mounting plates, 
etc. 

Motor only, 
24 -28 V. 

$995 

Power Supply (transformer 110 V.-30V.) (New) 
$4.95 

Telegraph keys (New) .45 

ELECTROMODE HEATER..$29.50 
This Is a heater used to 
heat the trucks of the 
SCR -299 mobile units - 
which proved highly suc- 
cessful during the war 
Operates from 110 V. 
AC or OC, 1,500 watts. 
Contains blower unit for 
forced air heating which 
can also be used for fan 
during warm weather. 
Thermostatically con- 
trolled with motor pro- 
tect Thermotron Can be 
used for room heating. 

T -17 -B CARBON 

MICRO- 

PHONES 

(handmike) 
(New), .$1.35 

Headphone Extension Cords $0.75 
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AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES 

A B C 

(A) Sensitive Altimeters. 59.00 
(B) Gyro -horizons 7.50 

(C) Magnetic Compasses 6 00 
(D) MN -26 Radio Compass (New) 69.50 

SCR -269F Radio Compass (New) 69.50 

LANDING 
LIGHTS 

24 V. retractable 
600 watts. $3.95 

TUBE 
HEATERS 

Can be used for va- 
rious purposes 

$0.75 

CD 
Westinghouse 
0 -500 Milliamps 
or 0 -10 Milliamps 
meters, choice 

53.50 

SCR -522 Transmitter and Receiver. (Closing 
Out) 59.50 

RCA AVT -12A Aircraft Transmitters. (Clos- 
ing Out) 3.00 

BC- 929 -A. (Closing Out) 4.00 

SETCHELL- CARLSON 

Receiver BC- 1206 -C 

24-28 V. DC. Tubes, 3- 
14H7; 1 -4R7; 2 -8D7; 
195 -400 Kc. Size, 4'x4'x 

Ws' wide. 4 lbs. With 

manual. (New, in car- 

tons) $5.95 

MG-149F 

Inverter 

(Ho ltzer- 
C a b o t 

Elect. Co.) 
Input 24...(;<,:: 
V. DC 36' 
a m p s . 

O u t p u t 

115 V 
400 cy. 
AC, 500 
V. A. Output at 90°-; P. F. $5.0) 

PE -103 Generator. Dynamotor power supply. 
Operates from 6 or 12 V.; delivers 500 V. 
DC at 160 Ma. (Brand New) $8.95 

SCR -274N Command Set (ARC -5) components 

Modulator with dynamotor $2.75 

Receiver, 190 -550 Kc. (BC- 453 -A) 3.25 

Transmitter, 3 -7 Mc. (BC- 966-A) $3.25 

ARB (CRV- 46151) AIRCRAFT 
RADIO RECEIVER 

6 -tube, 4 band, 
super- heterodyne 
receiver with 
built -in dy- 
namotor. 
Designed for 
reception of 
MCW (tone 
or voice) or 
CW within 
he frequen- 

c y rang s 
195 Kc. to 
9.05 Mc.We 
boughtacar- 
load of these 
in order to 
sell them at this price........... 

GENERATOR CONTROL BOX 

Contains one 21/2' round 0 -300 AC voltmeter 
and one 2W round 30 -0 -30 DC ammeter. 

Also plug, switch, relay, condensers and 
choke coil. (New) $5.85 

RECTIFIER RA -63 -A 

Battery charger 

or rectifier or 

power supply 

units. 110 V. 
60 cy. input; 

12 V. amp. 

output. (New) 
$19.75 

BC -221 

Frequency 

Meter 

Covers 125- 
20,000 Kc. Bat- 

tery or 110 V. 

AC vibrapack 

operated. Beau- 

tiful equipment. 

$39.95 

CONDENSER 
(Aerovox) 1 Mfd. 
10,000 V $21.50 

RadioUnless Otherwise Stated, All of 
This Equipment Is Sold As Used 

130 W.NewYork Ste WITH HALL 4ORDERS 

Indianapolis 4, Ind. Orders Shipped F.O.B. Collect 

December, 1947 97 
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OXYGEN 

TANKS 

Aviators oxygen 

breathing bottles. 

Withstands 500 lbs. 

pressure. Non -shat- 

terable. Choice of 

two above types A 
or B. $6.95 

BC -1158 TRANSMITTER AND MODULATOR 

Made by Bendix for airborne operation. Designed 
for remote control. Power source 28 V. DC input. 
(Not included). Operates in any place in the 53 -60 
Mc. and 80 -88 Mc. frequency band. Is crystal con- 
trolled lcrystals not included). Has RF stages, am- 
plifier and driver section, contains 4-815's and 10- 
12SN7 tubes, 1!150 DC milliamp Weston meter 
which can be switched to various circuits. Has 
exhaust fan for ventilation. Can easily be converted 
to operate on several frequency bands. Size $27.50 12'x8 "x18', 45 lbs. Limited quantity 'v 

INTERPHONE AMPLIFIER 
Type AM- 26 /AZC 

with 28 V. DC dynamotor. Contains 2 -12A6 and 
2 -12J7 tubes. Easily converted for phonograph or 
intercommunication amplifier $1.75 

BC -966 -A IFF 
Approximately 2 meter frequency operation. 14 
tubes, 350 V. DC dynamotor, 12 V. DC. input. 
Contains voltage regulators and many other fine 
parts. Worth more for parts than price asked ...$4.75 

98 

APQ -13 RECEIVER 

$950 
17 tubes, 13 precision resistors, potentiometers, con- 
densers, transformer, knobs, switches, pilot light, 
fuses .......$9.50 

Dynamotor unit MG -1 A for SCR -522 transmitter 
and receiver $3.75 

DETROLA AIRCRAFT 

RECEIVER 

28 V. DC 

operated, 
200 -400 Kc. 

Good con- 

dition. 

TUBE CHECKER 

(Universal Instrument Co.) Counter model 501. Tests 
all tubes in use today. Brand new with manual 
and factory guaranteed $37.50 

ALL EQUIPMENT ADVERTISED 
HEREIN IS UNCONDITIONALLY 
GUARANTEED TO THE CUSTOMERS' 
SATISFACTION TO THIS EXTENT: 
RETURN ANY ITEM ADVERTISED 
WITHIN FIVE DAYS AFTER DELIVERY 
FOR FULL REFUND EXCEPT TRANS- 
PORTATION CHARGES (BOTH 
WAYS). 

BC -357 

MARKER BEACON 

RECEIVER 

Ideal for controlling re- 
mote circuits for model 
aircraft, boats, etc. Oper- 
ates from 75 Mc. Signai 
easily altered to 2 meter 
band. Tubes used and in- 
included: 1 2C8 and 
12507. Also sensitive 
relay. Circuit diagram in- 
included inside case. 
Size, 53/8 °x33 /s "x51/4". For 
24V. DC operation. $1.95 

IF AMPLIFIER STRIP 

19 Mc. contains 5 Western Electric 7 -17A tubes. $3.95 

T -39 /APQ -9 
RADAR TRANSMITTER 

Contains many excellent parts for the VHF experi- 
menter such as a cavity oscillator using 2 -RCA 
8012 tubes rated at full output to 500 Mc. Tubes are 
lofted air cooled by 24 V. DC motor, which is 
easily converted for 110 V. AC operation. Other 
valuable parts such as a pair of 807's, 2 -6ACT, 
1 -931 and 1 -6AG7 tubes; ceramic switch, po- 
tentiometers, gears, revolution counter, etc. 

APN -1 RADIO ALTIMETER 

A complete 460 Mc. radio receiver and transmitter 
which can be converted for ham or commercial use. 
Tubes used and included: 4- 12SH7, 3- 12SJ7, 
2 -6H6 1- VR150, 2 -955, 2 -9004. Other 
components such as relays, 24 V. dynamotor, trans- 
formers, pots, condensers, etc. make this a buy 
on which,you cannot go wrong. Complete 

$s.95 as shown in aluminum case 18 "x7 "x71/4.. 

(A) Lapp 800 -Ib. safe working load insulators.$0.95 
(B) Lapp heavy duty insulators with strap 

mounts 1.65 
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(A) Condenser, .14 Mfd. 50 V. (metal clad). (New).... 100 -12.50 
(B) Condenser, 16 Mfd. 150 V. (filter condenser). (New). .20 

(C) Condenser, .05 Mfd. 400 V. (New) .05 
(D) Condenser, .1 Mfd. 400 V. (New) .05 

(E) Condenser, .3 Mfd. 50 V. DC (Bathtub). (New) .05 

(F) Condenser. 31.1 Mfd. 400 V. DC (Bathtub) (New) .05 

(G) Condenser. ( Aerovox) .02 Mfd. 600 V ... .05 

(A) Relay (i,,.M) 110 V. 6U cy. A. operated ()PST. (New) $0.75 
(B) Relay, 110 V. 6 cy. AC plunge type for door interlock. (New) .85 

(C) Relay, (Clare) 50 V..0045 amp. 11,300 ohms with 2 micro - 

switches. (New) .75 

(D) Relay, (Leach) type 1253 -DEW, 24 V. DC 160 ohms DPST 
(New) .50 

( Relay, 6 meg. 5000 ohm DC resistance SPDT .85 

(F) Relay, (Leech) type 1127 -FR 110 V. 60 cy. DPST. (New) .75 

1 

J o 
(A) Filament Transformer, 110 V. 60 c1/. prl.; Sec. 5 V. and 6 V. 

Center Tapped (cased). (New) $0.95 
(B) Transformer 110 V.-30 V. (New). Made by Esse for beam 

motor 4.95 

(C) Power transformer completely cased. 110 V. 60 cyl pri ; 

Sec. has 600 V. CT 105 Ma. Also 5 V. at 3 amp. plus 2.5 V. 

at 5 amp. and a 6.3 winding. (New) 1.65 

(D) Transformer for Selsyn beam indicators 1.95 

IF Transformer, 19.2 Mc ea. $0.20 

(A) Throat Mikes 7 for 91.00 
(B) Jeweled Pilot Assembly. Candelabra, screw base for 110 

V. lamp. Mounts in 1' hole. (New) .25 
(C) Telegraph key 1 -37 (New) 35 

(D) Phone Jacks for PL -55 Plug .071/2 
(E) National Velvet Vernier dial drive. 6-2 reduction ratio .75 

(F) Ceramic grooved coil forms. 5' length, 2' diameter, 30 
grooves .15 

(G) Mitlin 807 tube shields .25 

(H) 813 tube shields .35 

(A) Resistor kit composed of 150 or more assorted wattages. 
Containing various resistors of up to 10 megohms. Many 
with gold hands. An honest -to- goodness bargain...Box $2.65 

(B) Condenser Kit. Contains assortment of 25 various con- 
densers including 2 -2Mfd. 600 V. filters, 1 -1000 Mfd. 

15 V. filter 4 -1 Mfd. 400 V. paper by -pass, 3-3 -gang 
midget trimmers, etc. 2.65 

(C) Hardware Kit containing about 5 lbs. of radio hardware 
including nuts, bolts, washers, shafts, gears, grommets, 
lugs, screws, spacers. It is a gold -mine of invaluable parts 1.95 

ARR -1 RECEIVER, 334-358 MC. $4.95 
Ideal for mobile receiver or converter on 2 or 6 mete. nand. 

Contains 4 -954 type acorn tubes, connectors, etc. 

k 
! WIRE 

(A) 3 stranded conductors inside of a shield, about 80' 
long Each $0.10 

(B) 2 conductors of stranded wire, each strand about 
No. 8 gauge rubber covered twisted and cloth braid 
outer cover ft, .07 

(C) Heavy duty rubber covered, 2 stranded conductors, 
flexible. Ideal for 110 V. AC power leads to heavy 
electrical machinery ft .10 

(D) 3 Conductors of No. 20 enameled cotton covered 
wire, color coded, completely shielded, moisture 
and fungus proof. Ideal for Intercom work. 50 ft. and 
250 ft. rolls 

(E) 4 strands of braided wire, each rubber covered and 

color coded, one strand being shielded. cotton and 
lt .05 cambric outer wrapping 

(F) Same as above, except the complete cable shielded 
Minimum wire order 100 feet. May be assortment of 

07 t/1/ above wire 

i 

(F) Condenser..25 Mfd. 400 V. (New) $0.05 

(G) Condenser, .125 Mfd. 400 V. (Metal cased) (dual condenser) 

(New) 
.05 (H) Condenser, 1.75 Mfd. 50 V. (New) 

(I) Condenser, .3 Mfd. 600 V. (metal used). (New) 

(D) Resistor mnun'ing lays and terminal strip kit. Assorted 
sizes ana shapes. Many, Many, Many $11.00 

(E) Tube Socket Kit. 25 or more assorted sockets having 
various usable sbe= . 1.50 

(F) Switch Kit containing assortment of 10 rotary and 
toggle switches 1 25 

(A) Condenser (Solar) 10 Mfd. 1000 V. (New) $2.00 
(B) Condenser (GE Pyranol) 8 Mfd. 1000 V. DC. (New) 1.75 

(C) Condenser (Chi. Ind. Cond. Corp) 4 Mfd. 2000 V. (New) 2.50 
(D) Condenser (Cornell- Dubilier) I Mfd. 4000 V. (New) 3.00 

(E) Condenser (Chi. Ind. Cond. Corp) Dual 8.5 Mfd. 1000 V 
3 (New) 

December, 1947 

A 

A. RESISTOR 
Wire wound adjustable divider resistor. 100 watt, 5,000 

ohms. (New) ee. $0.40 

B. BL- SELENIUM RECTIFIER 
110 V. AC input; 110 V. DC output. .75 amp. rating 1.35 

C. Antenna Switches. double pale, double throw Size hear' 
200 (New)... 

Same as above. except SPST. size 81402" (New) 1.00 

FUSES 
Cartridge type. packed 10 

to a box. 

6 Amp. 250 V. Non- renew- 

able Box $0.40 

3 Amp. 250 V. Non- renew 

able Box $0.40 

30 Amp. 250 V 

Renewable Box .75 

3 Amp. 250 V 

Renewable Bos .75 

Buss fuses, type 3Aí1 10 

amp. glass fuses, ea $0.02 

Per hundred 1.35 

(A) Thordarson Transformer type T- 45920. Prl. 220 V. 60 eY.; 
Sec. 530 V. Center Tapped $4.95 

(B) Filament Transformer GE 7467175, 110 V. 60 cy., Sec. 6.3 V. 
at 13 amps and 6.3 V. at 1.2 amp 2.95 

Rectox 

Rectifier 
32 V. AC input, 24 

V. DC output. 5 

amps. (New). 

$3.75 

Sylvania Crystal type I N29 

AN /PRS -1 Mine Detector. (New) 
SCR -625 Mine Detector. (New) 

50.35 
9.50 

67.50 

(1) Condenser, (GE Pyranol) 2 Mfd 600 V. (New) .50 

(K) Condenser, 2 Mfd. 600 V. ( Aerovox). (New) .35 

(L) Condenser, 4 Mfd. 600 V. DC (GE Pyranol). (New) .50 

(M) Condenser, 4 Mfd. 300 V. (New) 

(N) Condenser, 30 Mfd. 330 V. AC (GE Pyranol). (New) 3.00 

/Jz Unless Otherwise Stated, All of 

This Equipment 
CASH 

is Sold 
REQUIRED 

As Used 

130 W. New York St. WITH ALL ORDERS 

Indianapolis 4, Ind. Orders Shipped F.O.B. Collect 
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AND BETTER THAN EVER 
BECAUSE IT'S STEATITE! 

It's good news that the popular 
JOHNSON 135 -24 Stand Off In- 
sulator is again available -good 
news, too, that it is now made of 
STEATITE! 
STEATITE, a highly efficient insu- 
lating material, superior in every 
respect fo porcelain, is now also 
being used in the manufacture of 
several other standard JOHN- 
SON insulators. 
Why is STEATITE better? Because 
its dielectric losses are but a frac- 
tion of that of porcelain 
While STEATITE assures lower loss 

insulation at any frequency, it is 

outstandingly efficient on the high 
frequencies. There is only a slight 
increase in price for JOHNSON 
insulators of STEATITE. 
Available, in addition to the pop- 
ular JOHNSON 135 -24 Stand 
Off Insulator shown above, are the 
following JOHNSON insulators: 

135 -20 135 -42 
135 -20J 135 -40 135 -42J 
135 -22 135 -40J 135 -44 
135 -22J 135 -50 

SEE THEM AT YOUR JOBBERS! 
New Catalog On Request 

E. F. JOHNSON CO. WASECA, MINN. 

l00 

DON'T BE A DAGWOOD 
Wipe the sleep out of your eyes and wake up to neu' business opportunities awaiting alert men. 

YES, it is always the same with 
our comic friend, Dagwood. 
He's late to start, flies off to 

work in a whirlwind of frantic haste, 
only one object in mind day after day 
-get to work on time. Not that we 
decry the fine trait of promptness, but 
the daily routine of getting to work 
which offers no variations is liable 
to be a hazard to business progress. 

If you are in the habit of following 
an identical routine every morning, 
catching the same bus, sitting in the 
same seat, driving down the same 
street, walking to your store from the 
same direction -shake yourself loose, 
snap out of it, upset your jigsaw puz- 
zle and start putting it together afresh 
each day. For instance, try this anti - 
doldrum prescription. 

MONDAY: This morning get away 
just ten minutes earlier. Sure it's 
the toughest day in the week to get 
going. That Sunday of lolling around, 
relaxing, playing, has put you out of 
the mood for working. This is the 
morning you think how nice it will 
be after you've retired and don't have 
any Monday mornings to worry about 
-ever. It's a tough one to face any- 
way, so why not shock yourself into 
action with that ten minutes earlier 
start. After all, what's ten minutes 
in a lifetime. It may be the most 
profitable ten minutes you will spend 
all week. Why ? How are you going 
to use it ? Well, let's call it the 
weekly "spy game." To play this ten 
minute game you'll need: 1. A list 
of addresses of competitive stores (be 
sure to include chain and department 
stores). 2. A note book. 3. A good 
pair of eyes, and 4. A curiosity that 
outdoes any child you know. If you're 
driving, the game may cover more 
territory. If you're riding on a bus 
or streetcar, this necessitates getting 
off at a different corner than usual. If 
you're walking, it means changing 
your usual route -the additional fresh 
air will do you good anyway. 

Now you've made up the list of your 
competitors so you can drive or amble 
past their stores, in order of appear- 
ance, working on toward your own 
shop in an organized fashion. As you 
pass each store, you stop long enough 
to take a good look. What do you see? 
Does the over -all store front look the 
same as the last time you saw it, or 
has the owner painted or recon- 
structed ? Has he put up a new per- 
manent painted or electrified sign or 
a new valance decoration on his show 
window? Get out your note book and 
pencil, brother, if he has and jot down 
just what's happened. Now take a 
long searching look through the show 
window. What's he featuring ? A 
new product you didn't know he han- 

died ? A new way of displaying an old 
product ? New display cards ? New 
sales messages ? New lighting ? No, 
no, don't just criticize. Examine and 
pick out the good points. Jot 'em 
down and make a note of how it oc- 
curs to you that you might do it 
better. He's after the same dollars 
you're hoping to pile in your till. 
What has he done that you can im- 
prove on ? Sure, maybe you do think 
he's a dope, but give the devil his due 
when he comes up with a good one. 
Maybe you've had a chance to peek 
inside. What's that -new display ta- 
bles, a new coat of paint, new lighting 
fixtures ? "Well, well -he's not going 
to outsmart me" say you. Don't trust 
your memory, make notes of what you 
see that's good. Sure, make notes of 
what you see that's bad, too, and be 
certain you're not doing the same 
thing. 

Time's up. That extra Monday 
morning ten minutes has given you a 
glimpse of a lot of things you'd have 
missed if you dashed right down to 
your own shop. 

Now as you approach your own 
store you start to make mental com- 
parisons. You've spotted some things 
you're going to do to your shop right 
away -after all here it is first thing 
Monday morning and there's no time 
like the present to get off on the right 
foot to arrange to trap the prospects 
who may go to buy from your com- 
petitor because of what you saw a few 
blocks away. 

TUESDAY: This morning as you 
fling open your store door you glance 
with satisfaction at that fresh idea in 
the window, inspired by yesterday's spy 
game. Not bad -maybe a few finish- 
ing touches you can put on it today. 
This morning you're holding a meet- 
ing with your accounting department. 
Maybe it's a talk with yourself or 
maybe with an employee who handles 
these vital details for you. You're 
going to say "By this morning we 
have completed our summary of last 
week's business and the month to date. 
Let me see those comparative figures. 
How much business did we do last 
week on radios, on traffic appliances, 
on heavy appliances, on specialty 
sales ? How much have we done this 
month vs. last month to date ? What 
was our margin of profit. on each 
category ? How does our inventory 
stand? What were the cash sales? 
Did credit business or accòunts re- 
ceivable stay in balance with our cash 
sales? What is the total of accounts 
payable ?" 

Now you know just where you're 
going to place your selling effort for 
the rest of the week. Now you know 
just what element in your business 

H.1DIO NEWS 
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BLEEDER RESISTOR 
50,000 ohm 100 watt 

S P E C I A L S O F THE MONTH 

VERNIER TUNING GEAR BOX 
18:1 and 38:1 Ratio. Ideal for osc. 
tuning section of SCR -622 $2.49 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 

Full Wave Bridge Type 
INPUT 

up to 18v A.0 
up to 18v A.C. 
up to 18v A.C. 
up to 18v A.C. 
up to 18v A.C. 
up to 36v A.C. 
up to 36v A.C. 
up to 36v A.C. 
up to 36v A.C. 
up to 115v A.C. 
up to 115v A.C. 
up to 115v A.C. 

OUTPUT 
up to 12v D.0 1 Amp. $1.95 
up to 12v D.0 5 Amp. 4.45 
up to 12v D.0 10 Amp. 7.45 
up to 12v D.0 15 Amp. 9.95 
up to 12v D.0 30 Amp. 14.95 
up to 28v D.0 1 Amp. 3.45 
up to 26v D.0 5 Amp. 7.45 
up to 28v D.0 10 Amp. 12.45 
up to 26v D.0 15 Amp. 18.95 
up to 100v D.0 .25 Amp. 2.95 
up to 100v D.0 .6 Amp. 6.95 
up to 100v D.0 5 Amp. 19.95 

HALF WAVE TYPE 
up to 196v A.C. up to 158v D.0 .075 Amp. $1.95 

up to 396v A.C. up to 330v D.0 .110 Amp. 3.95 

OIL CONDENSERS: 
Standard Brands, A -N Inspected 

All Ratings, D.C. 

lmfd. 600v..$0.35 2mfd. 2000v..$1.75 
2mfd. 600v.. .35 3mfd. 2000v.. 2.75 
4mfd. 600v.. .60 4mfd. 2000v.. 3.75 
8mfd. 600v.. 1.10 15mfd. 2000v.. 4.95 

lOmfd. 600v.. 1.15 lmfd. 2500v.. 1.25 
lmfd. 1000v.. .60 .25mfd. 2500v .. 1.45 
2mfd. 1000v.. .70 5mfd. 2500v.. 1.75 
4mfd. 1000v.. .95 .05mfd. 3000v.. 1.95 
8mfd. 1000v.. 1.95 1mfd. 3000v.. 2.25 

lOmfd. 1000v.. 2.10 .25mfd. 3000v.. 2.65 
15mfd. 1000v.. 2.25 .5mfd. 3000v.. 2.85 
20mfd. 1000v.. 2.95 lmfd. 3000v.. 3.50 
24mfd. 1500v.. 6.95 12mfd. 3000v.. 6.95 

.25mfd. 2000v.. 1.05 2mfd. 4000v.. 6.95 
.5mfd. 2000v.. 1.15 lmfd. 5000v.. 4.95 
lmfd. 2000v.. .96 .lmfd. 7000v.. 2.95 

SPECIAL! 2 mfd. 3000v. $4 45 

HIGH CAPACITY CONDENSERS 
4000 mfd.- 18WVDC $1.95 
4000 mfd.- 30WVDC 

.99 1000 mfd.- 15WVDC 
1 99 2000 mfd.- 50WVDC 

ART /13 MODULATION KIT 

Consists of driver, speech amplifier, sidetone 
amplifier assembly and modulation transformer. 
With complete diagram for the famous ART /13 
transmitter. $ 8.95 SUPER BUY at 

PORTABLE F M TRANSMITTER 
(SONOBUOY) 

Operates on standard 67 v Minimac and 114v Flashlight 
cells. Frequency 72 mc (easily doubled to 144 mc). Com- 
plete with 5 tubes and diagram. (Less batteries.) 
EXCEPTIONAL BUY at $12.95 

GIBSON GIRL TRANSMITTER 
(SCR-578B) 

Emergency life transmitter. 100% complete; in- 
cludes balloon, hydrogen generator, kite, signal 
lamp, antenna and instruction manual. Self -pow- 
ered merely by turning crank. Automatically trans- 
mits S.O.S. on 500 cycles. 
FULLY GUARANTEED $29.95 

DYNAMOTORS 
(Ideal for Mobile) 

Input: 6 or 12 volts, 
Output: 500 VDC at 160 ma. 
Voltage Regulated and Filtered. 
PE -103 (slightly used) $5.95 

Input: 24 -28 volts. Output: 150 
VDC at lO ma. 14.5 VDC at 5 amp. 
Voltage Regulated and Filtered. 
DA -3A (slightly used) $4.95 

RCA -158 OSCILLOSCOPE 
Brand New -110v 60 eye. 5 inch 
tube. Complete ready to oper- 
ate. Regular price much higher. 
Limited Quantity 899.50 

TUBES (Brand New) 
Army -Navy Inspected 

1B24... s 4.95 311 s 1.98 
2AP1... 2.25 371B 5.95 
2C40... 1.19 450TH 39.95 
2D21... .89 703A 7.95 
2V3G ... 1.25 705A 3.95 
2X2.... .84 715B 7.95 
3AP1... 3.00 721A ... 4.35 
3BP1.. 2.95 726/AC. 7.50 
3E29... 2.95 801 1.49 
5BP1. . 3.95 802 1.98 
5BP4... 4.95 803 8.95 
5CP1... 3.95 804 9.95 
5J P 1.... 11.95 805 4.95 
5LP1... 8.95 806 14.95 
5R4GY . .98 807 .95 
5Y3.... .41 808 2.95 
6AB7... .99 809 1.50 
6AC7 ... .99 810 5.95 
6AG5... .99 811 1.95 
6AG7... .99 812 3.15 
6AJ5 ... .99 812H 6.90 
6AK5... .90 813 8.95 
6AL5... .99 814 4.45 
6AR6... 1.29 815 3.95 
6B4G... 1.29 826 2.25 
6C4 .69 829.A -B. 3.00 
6C5 .49 832 2.25 
6F6 .89 833A . 39.50 
6F6G .59 834 2.95 
6J4 1.60 835 2.95 
6J5 .55 836 1.75 
6J6 .89 837 2.50 
6L6 1.23 838 3.95 
6L7 .98 841 1.20 
6N7 1.02 861 69.50 
6SH7.... .59 866 .75 
6SL7 .89 872A . .. 2.50 
6SN7 .69 884 .98 
65R7.... .89 885 .98 
7A4 .81 902 2.25 
7F7 1.25 913 3.00 
7L7 1.59 954 .75 
9JP1 3.95 955 .75 
10Y .98 956 .76 
12X3 1.50 957 .75 
15E 1.50 958 .76 
HK24G.. 1.76 959 .75 
28D7 ... .98 1005 .69 
30 .75 1616.... 2.95 
35T /TG. 3.60 1619.... .75 
V R90 .75 1624.... .90 
V R 105 .75 1625.... .75 
VR150 .75 1626.... .75 
100TH 7.95 8001.... 6.49 
100TS 3.00 8003.... 9.95 
211 1.25 8005.... 4.95 
75T 2.95 8011.... 1.95 
250TH 14.95 8016.... 1.65 
257B 6.49 8025A . . 4.95 
304TH 9.95 1654.... 1.98 

SCR -522 100.156 MC. 
RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTER 

Licensed for Railway and Taxicab Use 

The ideal all- purpose transmitter -receiver for work 
in the 100 -156 mc. spectrum. Four channel push- 
button operation, crystal-controlled, AM, phone, 
mobile or fixed station service. Ideal for amateur, 
aircraft, marine, railroad, taxicabs, police and ex- 
perimental. Amplitude modulated -High trans - 
mitter output. Receiver has 10 tubes and trans- 
mitter has 7 tubes including two 832's. 60 cycle 
operation. Complete conversion instructions and 
schematic furnished with each unit. Tube comple- 
ment 2-832; 3 -12A6; 1-6G6; 2 -6557; 1- 
12J5GT; 1 -12C8; 1 -9002 ;3 -9003; 1- 12AH7- 
GT and 3- 12SG7. Complete 
with tubes $14.95 

BC -375 -E TRANSMITTER 

Operates from 200 kc -12.5 mc complete with all tubes, 
dynamotor, six tuning units and one antenna tuning unit. 

LIKE NEW $39.50 

TRANSFORMERS-115 V 60 CYC. 
HI-VOLTAGE INSULATION 

1600v at 4ma; 700v at 150ma; 6.3v at 8A.. . $8.50 
3710v at 4ma; 2x2.5v at 3A 9.95 
2500v at 10ma 6.50 
2150v at 15ma 6.50 
1750v at 4ma; 6.3v at 3A 7.95 
1540v at 4ma; 340-0-340 at 240ma 7.60 
550-0-550v at 150ma; 5v at 3A; 2x6.3v at 

5 amp 7.95 
500-0-500v at 100ma; 5v ct at 3A 4.95 
442-0-442v at 1000ma 9.95 
425-0-425v at 150ma; 6.3v at 7.5A; 6.3v at 3A; 

5v at 3A 5.95 
400-0-400v at 200ma; 5v at 3A 4.95 
350-0-350v at 150ma; 6.3v at 6A; 5v at 3A; 

78v at lA 4.95 
350-0-350v at 35ma-XLNT for VOLT-DBLR 1.49 
300-0-300v at 65ma; 2X 5v at 2A; 6.3v at 

2MA; 6.3v at lA 3.49 
325-0-325v at 120ma; 10v at 5A; 6.3v at 7A. 3.49 
350-0-350v at 85ma; 2X 5v at 2A; 63v at .6A; 

6.3v at 3.75A 7.50 
250-0-250v at 100ma; 2X 6.3 at 4A; 6.3v at 5A; 

6.3v at IA 4.95 
2.5v at 2A; 5v at 3A.... .. .. 2.95 
2.5v at l0A 3.25 
5v at 115A 9.95 
5v at 190A 17.50 
6.3v at 6 6A 3.25 
6.3vat3.1A 1.95 
6.3v at 21.5A; 6.3v at 2A; 2.5v at 2A 6.95 
1600v ® 2 ma; 2.5v ® 1.75A; 6.3v ® .6A 9.95 

FILTER CHOKES 

HI- VOLTAGE INSULATION 

4 Hy at 250ma...$1.98 12 Hy at 300ma....í3.95 
10 By at 250ma... 2.49 15 Hy at 100ma.. .. 2.95 
10 Hy at 400ma... 4.95 15 Fly at 125ma.. . . 3.26 
12 Hy at 100ma.. . 2.95 30 Hy at 70ma.. .. 1.95 
4 By at 600ma.. . 5.95 .1 Hy at 5 Amps 6.95 

10 Hy at 200ma... 1.98 15 Hy at 75ma. .. 1.49 
200 Hy at 12ma.. . 1.39 10/20 Hy at 85ma.. 1.95 

BLOWER 
IIi -air blast, designed for transmitting tube service. 
Motor operates on 100 -125v 60 cycle at 7000 
RPM. Noise free with self contained chokes and 
lifters. Enclosed in satin finish, aluminum cabinet. 
Measures 4' high x 2 %x3)'. Many uses. 

$5.95 Super buy at 
/ 

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

All merchandise guaranteed. Mail orders promptly filled. 

All prices F.O.B. New York City. Send money order or check. 

Shipping charges sent C.O.D. Minimum order $5.00. 

December, 1947 

ATTENTION! 
INDUSTRIALS -LABS- 
SCHOOLS -AMATEURS 
Let us quote on components 
and equipment that you re- 
quire. We have too many items 
to be listed on this page. Place 
your name on our mailing list 
now for new catalog. 
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Senco Success fully Continues Buyers Dividend Plan 
To Include An Exclusive Radio and Radio 

Phonograph Combination Buy 
4 TUBE AC -DC SUPER- 

HETERODYNE RADIO 
5 TUBE AC SUPERHETERODYNE 
RADIO PHONO COMBINATION 

featuring 
Angle Dial 
for easy 
tuning 

This model is a four tube superheterodyne receiver, 
AC -DC, giving six tube performance by the use 
of multi -purpose tubes. covering the frequency 
range of 530 to 1600 kilocycles and incorporating 
the features of beam power output. super- sensitive. 
high efficiency. permanent- magnet dynamic speaker. 
automatic volume control, and numer- 
ous other features producing improved 1 395 
performance. Complete with tubes... 

100,000 RADIO TUBES 
Every Tube guaranteed. Every Tube in carton. 

Type 
1U5 
1V 
1L4 
2A5 
2x2 
3A4 
3Q5GT 
5U4G 
5W4GT 
SV3GT 
SY4G 
647 
6A8GT 
6AC7 
6405 
6AG7/6AK7 
687 
6C5GT 
BC6 
6C8G 
6D6 
6F6GT 
6H6GT 
6J5GT 
6J7GT 
6K6GT 
6K7GT 
6L6G 
6Q7GT 
6U7G 
6t,6GT 
6X5GT 
65A7GT 
6SJ7GT 
6SK7GT 
6SL7GT 
G5N7GT 
6507GT 
65G7 
62X5G 
706 
787 
7C6 
7C7 
7X4 
7X7 

Each 
36 
45 
55 
65 
79 
69 
79 
50 
40 
40 
40 
50 
50 
55 
79 
89 
55 
55 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
42 
45 
49 
95 
47 
40 
45 
49 
44 
44 
44 
49 
49 
44 
44 
45 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 

Lots 
o 

f 

lo 
Each 
30 
40 
49 
55 
72 
59 
70 
40 
36 
35 
37 
45 
44 
50 
69 
79 
49 
45 
32 
37 
37 
39 
39 
39 
38 
39 
40 
89 
39 
35 
40 
40 
37 
37 
37 
47 
47 
37 
39 
39 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 

Type 
7AF7 
14X7 
1++qGT 
12476 
12046 
128E6 
12C8 
12J5GT 
12K7GT 
12K8 
12Q7GT 
125A7GT 
12Q7GT 
125K7GT 
125J7GT 
26 
27 
41 
42 
43 
45 
47 
56 
57 
58 
73A 
75 
76 
77 
78 
80 
83V 
84!624 
85 
25L6GT 
2525 
2526GT 
35W4 
3523 
352507 
35L6GT 
SOL6GT 
11723 
11726GT 
5005 
32L7GT 

Lots of 

Each Each 
44 35 
44 35 
45 37 
50 45 
50 45 
50 45 
49 45 
49 39 
45 39 
65 59 
45 39 
40 32 
40 32 
45 35 
55 50 
39 30 
42 37 
40 35 
42 38 
54 49 
49 39 
49 39 
49 39 
45 39 
45 39 
39 29 
50 39 
45 39 
40 32 
40 32 
40 38 
99 89 
45 36 
49 45 
49 39 
49 45 
45 39 
43 40 
44 35 
43 39 
45 39 
50 45 
55 45 
99 89 
42 32 
59 49 

Titis model is a Ove tube superheterodyne receiver. 
Biting seven tube performance by the use of mul- ti- purpose tubes. catering the frequency range of 
540 to 170(1 kilocycles Standard Broadcast and in- 
corporating the features of beam power output, tone 
control on both radio and record player operation. 
super -sensitive, high efficiency. permanent - magnet 
dynamic speaker, automatic volume control, loon 
aerial and numerous other features 9 

{v,E 

producing improved performance. Conn- a piece with tube' 

AC PHONO MOTOR AND PICKUP 
GU cacle,. 115 toils with Turntable J JO 
Complete 

SOLE 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 

5 
45 ea. 

511 
1h15 

45 ea. 
50 ea. 

4" P.M. Speaker 
SPEAKERS 

a" P.M. Speaker 91.1s 
6" P.M. Speaker 1.55 

peaker 8" P.M. Speaker 2.75 
12" P.M. PSpeaker 

N 2.75 
Alnico 5 Magnet 5.49 Kit of 100 assorted insulated resistors popular ohmage.. Vs. yy & 1 att....... $1.79 
Bono 

M ohm V.C. with Switch 21/4" Shaft. Popular rand ............................ ea. $0.40 0 x 40 Electrolytic Cond. 150V. .49 50 x 30 Electrolytic Cond. 150V. .49 Mallory -0 Volt 4 Prong Auto Vibrator .. 1 19 ea. 2 Volt V.brator 99 ea. 829 Push Pull twin -unit. Beam power a mpliaer tube 
C.O.D. 
91ea. 25% Deposit on All Orders-Bal. D. All Prices F.O.B. New York City WRITE FOR LATEST BULLETIN 

SENCO RADIO INC. 96 WARREN ST 
NEW YORK 7,NY BEEKMAN 3-6498 

EASY -TECHNICAL- INTERESTING 
LEARN THE E -T -I WAY 

Electronic Technical Institute 
A Resident School 

eat" RADIO-ELECTRONICS 
APPROVED FOR TRAINING UNDER GI BILL 

Electronic Technical Institute combines use of daily labora- tory training in construction and design of FM and AM transmitters and receivers -2 -way radio. Vitalized classroom work includes training with SOUND MOTION PICTURES. Previous experience not necessary to enroll. Approved for veterans, and payment plan offered for non- veterans. 5 -hour morning or afternoon classes and evening classes from 7 to 10 P.M. 
Many earn additional income in spare Time by installing or repairing transmitting or receiving equipment-in yachts, homes, and automobiles. We have a free student placement service for your convenience. 
Advanced training courses include preparation for passing commercial F.C.C. examinations. Resident evening classes in Amateur Radio, also Amateur Radio Correspondence Courses. 

ELECTRONIC TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
771 VENICE BLVD., RN -11 Richmond 9573 LOS ANGELES 15, CALIF. 
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should occupy the precious manhours 
you and your staff have to spend for 
the rest of the week. This early 
Tuesday morning meeting with your 
accounting department has given you 
readings on your trade winds so you 
know just how to apply pressure to 
the helm of your commercial ship to 
keep it on . course toward success. 
You'll never drift into bankruptcy if 
you'll look your business barometers 
squarely in the face every Tuesday 
morning. 

WEDNESDAY: Here is the middle 
of the week. Time to call in the ad- 
vertising and sales promotion man- 
ager. Are plans ready for the special 
promotion that's going to capture the 
dollars of next weekend's consumer 
spending ? What seasonal opportuni- 
ties are ahead ? How are you going 
to make the most of national events 
which are shaping the thinkipg of the 
public ? Has the window display, the 
store decoration, been planned for next 
week? Today's the day to plan it be- 
cause it is going to take all the time 
you can spare from selling on Thurs- 
day and Friday to get the props to- 
gether. 

"How long since we've had a direct 
mail campaign ? ", you ask. "Have you 
checked Joe and Jim and Bill from the 
jobbing houses to find out whether 
there are any cooperative ad deals 
coming up ?" "Let's take a look at all 
the advertising we are doing this week 
and get ready to brighten it up and 
make it sharper for next week ?" 

Yes, Sir, here's Wednesday morning 
and you're turning the spot light on 
your own advertising and sales pro- 
motion activities. You're being just 
as critical of your own efforts as you 
were of that "awful looking ad the 
Jones Appliance store ran yesterday." 

Better get to it. A week is slipping 
quickly away. Never let it be said 
you failed because you were just too 
late or just too lazy to attract cus- 
tomers by fresh, sparkling advertising. 

THURSDAY: "Phew! I sure don't 
like the smell of this place this morn- 
ing," you snort as you swing wide the 
portal. Is that so ? What do you 
think the customers say to them- 
selves ? This is the day, Mister, to start 
doing something about cleaning up the 
store. Time to freshen the air, dust, 
polish, sweep. Sure you do it every day -or do you? Maybe just a once over 
lightly, eh ? This is the day you're 
going to do some digging -regular 
white glove inspection stuff. Not much 
of the week left to welcome customers 
you know. By gosh, there's not going 
to be a whiff of old cigar butts, a 
finger -printed piece of chromium, a 
dust smeared cabinet, or fly- specked 
piece of glass in your business shop 
when this day's over! You know you 
get so used to looking at your store 
day after day you get to the point 
where you don't notice grime creeping 
up on it. The only way to make sure 
you're strictly on the gleaming side is 
to pull yourself up short at this Thurs- 
day morning inspection, look at every- 
thing as though you'd never been in 
there before -then dig, brother, dig. 

RADIO NEWS 
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SPRAGUE TRADING POST 
SWAP -BUY 

OR SELL 
FOR SALE -Mark II transmitter- receiver 
converted for 6 volt operation. $40; Jackson 
comparison oscillator and cycle counter 
$18; Master teleplex code oscillator, $25; 
E. A. McCall. 3504 E. 26th St., Kansas 
City 1, Mo. 

FOR SALE -Weston 777, tube checker, 
emission type with chart for all newest 
type tubes. $45. Frank D'Anna, 2154 E. 
2nd St., Brooklyn 23, N.Y. 

WANTED -25B8 tube, A. V. Philbin. 
6218 Palo Pinto, Dallan, Texas. 

FOR SALE -BC -342 receiver complete, 
$50; also power supply 1250- 1000 -800 volts 
d -c @ 300 ma little used. $50. Robert 
Cockrell. 207 W. Washington Ave., Madi- 
son 3, Wis. 

FOR SALE -BC -3485 in good condition. 
converted per Jan. QST, complete with 
speaker, shockmount S meter, external 
power supply, etc. $75 or trade for 
AIIT13 in good condition. Hastings Sharp, 
llackley School, Tarrytown, N.Y. 

WANTED -To buy radio service shop or 
store preferably in the South or will go 
in partnership. Have all the necessary 
equipment and know how of FM. Ben 
Roller, P.O. Box 156, Nashville, Mich. 

FOR SALE- mtraphone UHP -2, compact 
2 meter transmitter and receiver; 30 watt, 
input, used less than 10 hours, complete 
with tubes, $60. J. Barrett. 1410 Custer 
Drive, Erie. Pa. 

FOR SALE -Radio books: Understand 
Radio by Watson & Welch. $1.50; Elec- 
trical Engineering Handbook, 900 pages. 
$2.50; Radio Engineering by Terman, 600 
pages, $2.50; Drakes Cyclopedia of Radio 
and Electronics, $3. Will give book from 
Radio Craft Library series with every 
book sold. Dan & Ted's Radio Shop, 4355 
S. Honore, Chicago 9, Ill. 

FOR SALE -Pair of R11-63'e similar to 
250th -never used, $15 ea. E. P. Sadler, 
90 Chippewa Rd., Tuckahoe 7, N.Y. 

FOR SALE- Complete outfit for home re- 
cording and playback assembly with 
microphone, turntable, pickup, tubes, re- 
cording arm, etc.. $35. Paul Engelby, Box 
32, Bricelyn, Minn. 

TRADE -One 110V, 500W, D -C, gasoline 
driven generator, new and 2 EES -A phones, 
good. Want Hallicrafters S -2011 or 
similar receiver, good. Don Schletch, 
133% W. 5th Ave., Columbus 1, Ohio. 

WANTED -Radio test equipment, must be 
reasonable. Beet Radio, 3349 Fulton, 
Cleveland 9, Ohio. 

SALE OR TRADE -Pair of 2 meter 
transceivers one AC or vibrator powered, 
other AC. Complete with tubes, speaker 
mike, etc. What have you? Peter Porath, 
186 Everett St., Fond du Lac. Wisconsin. 

FOR SALE- V1ewtone television chassis, 
complete with 19 tubes and C.R.T. un- 
aligned, $75. G. Pollack, 1924 Walton 
Ave., New York 52, N. Y. 

FREE! This Giant Sprague 
TEL -U -HOW 
WALLCHART 
- from your Sprague Distributor 

Ask your nearest Sprague jobber for your 
copy of the SPRAGUE TEL -U -HOW 
WAIL CHART. Just the thing for hang- 
ing on the wall of your shop. Its pro- 
fessional appearance impresses customers. 
The material it contains will help you do 
jobs easier, better, faster. 

Beautifully lithographed in colors, size 
22" x 28 ", the chart includes handy serv- 
ice application data; diagrams and de- 
scriptions of common circuit troubles 
involving capacitors ; general replace- 
ment data on electrolytics ; formulas; 
transformer, resistor and capacitor color 
codes; schematic; and similar invaluable 
service information. Everything is ar- 
ranged for quick, easy reference. Popular 
Sprague Capacitors and Koolohm Re- 
sistors are illustrated. Don't miss it 

WANTED -Camera, any type, describe. 
Will trade radio parts, tubes or what 
do you want '1 Harry Gursh, 147 Chester 
St., Brooklyn 12, N.Y. 

FOR SALE -Andrea 7" television kit 
wired, with cabinet. Good performance- 
local buyer preferred. I. Joseph, 548 
Sheffield Ave., Brooklyn 7, N.Y. 

FOR SALE -New power level /voltmeter, 
range in decibels: -8, -4, 0, 4, 8, 12, 
16. 20, 24. 28 32. Range in A.C. Volts: 
1.5, 6, 15, 60, 150; in bakelite case 
31/2:6" with meter and range switch, $16; 
also one Jenson electro dynamic speaker 
with transformer, $5. Both for $20. J. H. 
Reinhart, 27 Church St., Lonaconing, Md. 

WANTED -P. A. equipment 20 watts or 
more- mention price and condition. Best 
Radio Shop. 3349 Fulton Road, Cleveland 
9, Ohio. 

FOR SALE -18 tube, 6 band Midwest 
receiver with 12" Utah speaker. 4.6 to 
857 meters, good condition. Will accept 
vibroplex speed key, featherweight XTAL 
phones and /or cash. H. Lulli, 2352 -27 
St., Long Island City 5. N.Y. 

SALE OR TRADE -Thordarson multi - 
match modulation transformer 125 watt, 
T11M76. Want small V.O.M. such as 
Simpson hammeter or Triplett 666H. 
R. E. Kurtti, 13159 Montville, Detroit 6. 
Stich. 

YOUR OWN AD RUN FREE 
The Sprague Trading Post is a free advertising service for the benefit 
of our radio friends. Providing only that it fits in with the spirit of this 
service. we'll gladly run your own ad in the first available issue of one 
of the six radio magazines in which this feature appears. Write CARE- 
FULLY or print. Hold it to 40 words or less. Confine it to radio sub- 
jects. Make sure your meaning is clear. No commercial advertising or 
the offering of merchandise to the highest bidder is acceptable. Sprague, 
of course, assumes no responsibility in connection with merchandise 
bought or sold through these columns or for the resulting transactions. 

Dept. RN -127, SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY 
North Adams, Mass. 

(Jobbing distributing organization for products of the 
Sprague Electric Co.) 

FOR SALE -ACRO chassio cradle; clamps, 
set of straight clamps, used very little. 
$5.00; EME 45 receiver, latest model, 
good conditions, $145.00; Gen. Test Equip- 
ment Co. Pen-Oscil -Lite used very little, 
$4. Robert Greenen, 518 Liberty St., Au- 
rora, 111. 

FOR SALE -Vomax VTVM. $50; G -E TC- 
3, 1046 tube tester; 1947 Jackson 040 sig- 
nal generator, $40; Rider's manuals 12 
and 13, $25; Sam's Photofacts, 1946 -47, 
1 through 20, $22.50. Also have coils. 
conductors, etc. H. J. Hass, Osakia, Minn. 

WANTED -New or used Hallicrafters 
SX -25 or SX -28a. State price and con- 
dition. B. A. Braun, Box 302, Beverly 
hills, Calif. 

FOR SALE -New RCA 158 oscilloscope. 
Cash or will trade for h.f. sig. gen. vac- 
uum tube voltmeter, Leica lenses or pho- 
tographic equipment. Beverly Hills Radio 
Co., 9138 West Olympic Blvd., Beverly 
Hills, Calif. 

WILL TRADE -B -10 bubble sextant in 
perfect condition. Want BC -348 receiver 
or what have you. E. McNamara, 6901 W. 
Outer Drive, Detroit 19, Mich. 

SELL 
hearing aid, $20 new Navy RBZ portable 
5 -13 m.c. receiver and 100 -200 a.c. -d.c. 
power pack. Want BC- 728 -A portable or 
any good two meter transceiver or handre- 
talkie or what have you? A. V. Perilli, 
137 Grove St., West Roxbury. Mass. 

FOR SALE -Rider's manual III all pages 
intact, like new $7.50 postpaid. William 
Bashta, 113 Bennett St., E. Syracuse. 
N.Y. 

FOR SALE -Barr ultra short wave trans- 
ceiver DB -3, $15. Want p.a. equipment 
or what have you? Best Radio Shop, 3349 
Fulton St., Cleveland, Ohio. 

FOR SALE -Meissner analyst nearly new, 
$85 
ons 

or 
rewiller. M. 

for 
W. 

g communica- 
tions Gen. 
Del., Guernsey, Wyo. 

WANTED -Silver 906 signal generator, 
good oscilloscope and Silver Vomax. Will 
pay cash or trade Hickok signal generator 
101X. C. D. Justis, Box 86, Newport, 
Del. 

FOR SALE -Used spring wound instructo- 
graph, deluxe, code machine with ear- 
phones, key. built in battery oscillator 
and 10 rolls of tape (1 to 10). $20. Ray- 
mond L. Lemay, 32%5 Oxford St., Lewis- 
ton. Maine. 

FOR SALE -Slightly used S -20 -R com- 
munications receiver, like new, $50. Nor- 
man H. Schauld, 412 Vandalid, Collins- 
ville, Ill. 

FOR SALE -Radio shop equipment; Su- 
perior tube tester 450, $28; Superior VOM 
push button, $25; all wave signal genera- 
tor, $25; stock of new tubes at halt' price; 
also condensers and resistors. C. E. 
Hinesman, 149 Manville, Bowling Green. 
Ohio. 

WANTED -Information as to where Jef- 
ferson Travis 350A surplus radios may be 
purchased. Will sell Mark 2 transceiver, 
$35; SCR 610, $25; mobile l3I receiver, 
$29; 150 -500 kc RCA receiver; AC power 
supply and preselector, $90. E. R. Battik, 
2224 Edgar Road, Linden. N.J. 

FOR SALE -Radio News, Feb. -Aug., 
1947; all 1946 and 1945; May- Sept., 1944, 
$4; also Radio Craft, Jan. -Aug., 1947; 
Jan. -May, July, Nov. and Dec., 1946; 
Mar., and June -Dec., 1946; $2.50. Dan & 
Ted's Radio Shop, 4355 S. Honore St., 
Chicago 9. Ill. 

WILL TRADE -German made Wheatstone 
bridge, various tuba and crystals, also 
Ghirardi's Modern Servicing; Audel's 
Radioman's Guide; Sterling's, Radio 
Manual and Rider's, Frequency Modula- 
tion. Want good tube tester. signal 
generator or a VTVM. William McKay. 
2 Arlington Place, Buffalo. N.Y. 

WANTED -2 BC -1010 Ink code recorders. 
110 volts, 60 cycyle a -c, new or working 
used condition, sis" paper tapa for sanie. 
Also copies Electronics 1941 to date. Ohio 
Radio Television, Box 1171, Lakemore, 
Ohio. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE -Complete Spray - 
berry course without equipment, $45, or 
will trade for good voltohmntillrameter or 
other test equipment. What have you? 
J. A. Rhilinger, 77 Oakton Ave., Dor- 
chester, Mass. 

FOR SALE -BC- 348 -N, 110v a-e phone 
or speaker, new with phones. $55; re- 
ceivers from BC -654, 1% mc to 8.5 mc, 
1% v., B power, $15. Want instructions 
on converting APS -13 for mike key and 
speaker. Opal Watkins, B.B. 3, Elilay, 
Ga. 

FOR SALE -Oscillator, 50 kc to 110 mc. 
6 bands, 1% accuracy, $20; McElroy tape 
recorder and amplifier. $25; Wollensak 3 ", 
f3.5 enlarger lens. $25; Mercury II, $70; 
Argus Speed Printer, $19 -all new. J. 
Bourke, 148 Winthrop St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 

ASK FOR SPRAGUE CAPACITORS and *KOOLOHM RESISTORS by name! 
*Trademark lieg. U. S. Pat. O. 
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E.M. C. Gives Maximum Measurement Value Per Dollar 
COMPARE Model 120 with ANY other 20,000 ohms per volt instrument! 

Model 120 Gives you - 
I. WIDEST resistance range (.2 ohm to 300 megs.) 

2. HIGHEST AC voltage sensitivity (10,000 ohms /volt) 
3. LOWEST PRICE $29.95 for open face model, $34.95 for Model 

I 20-P. (portable) 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE TODAY TO: DEPT. R 

ELECTRONIC f 0./ MEASUREMENTS 
C O R P O R A T I O N 

423 Broome St., New York 13, N. Y. 

TELEVISION 
COIL KIT 

Get a new 
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON 

FREE 
and assemble your own 

MAGI -KLIPS 
RADIO 8 ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S KIT 

Complete $ 2 35-9 
LOOK AT THESE FEATURES! 

Video IF Bandwidth of 4.25 MC that can operate 
ANY size picture tube with maximum resolution. 
Five stages Video IF permeability tuned with sound 
and adjacent channel rejection traps in shielded cans. 
6 Channel RF Tuner, permeability tuned mounted on 
switch assembly plate. 
FM Sound Discriminator for TRUE FM. 
Can provide Video Operation for 10, 12, 15 or 20 -inch 
picture tube upon further construction. 
Video Peaking Chokes to maintain bandwidth. 
Detailed Construction Manual IL Parts List with every 
kit, for 20 Tube, 7 In. Television Set. 
Continued Service Bulletins. 

ORDER DIRECT OR THRU LOCAL DEALER 
TERMS 

Shipped Parcel Post prepaid on receipt of check or money 
order. Or P.P. Collect on receipt of 25% deposit with 
order, balance COD. 

RAY - LECTRON CO. 
706 Tenth Avenue 

BELMAR, N. J. 

104 

This is tite sanie MAGI-KLIPS Kit - 
complete with all parts -that we sell 
ready assembled for $29.75. 

In knocked -down form with full in- 
structions for assembly it is now 
available at the new low price WYJS .. complete with a new Electric Sol- 
dering Iron -the ideal iron for wiring 
your unassembled MAGI -KLIPS Kit. 

Remember. you bui.d 1B different experiments 
with your MAGI -KLIPS Kit. You actuuhy teach 
yourself radio and electronic.; and have a lot o 
fun at the same Lime. 

RADIO RECEIVER. HOME BROAD 
CASTER, PHOTOELECTRIC RELAY 
CODE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR, SIG- 
NAL TRACER, REMOTE CONTROL 
RELAY. Phonograph Transmitter. Inter 
communication Amplifier, Code Transmitter 
Radio Frequency Oscillator, Telephone Line 
Amplifier, Electronic Switch, Phonograph 
Amplifier, Temperature Control Relay, Con- 
tact Detector, Electronic Metronome, Inter - 
val Timer (one-shot), Interval Timer (repeat- 
ing). 

Send for your copy of FREE booklet, "Elec- 
tronics Made Easy." 

DEER & TAYLOR COMPANY 
Dept. N 1342 Milvio St. Berkeley 9, Calif. 

FRIDAY: Time's running out. One 
chance for success out of 52 for the 
year has almost slipped away. Let's 
make this early Friday morning a 
supplier's review session. Let's see 
what salesmen have called this week. 
What did they have to offer ? Did you 
make notes of their suggestions or 
were you too busy when they stopped 
in ? Did they just pass the time of 
day, or did you only get a rough idea 
of some plan they had? If you haven't 
kept notes on their proposals, better 
rush out right now and get yourself 
a note book so next week you won't 
miss a bet, so next week you can jot 
down inspirations which need consid- 
eration after hours and might lead to 
expansion of your business. Right 
now is a good time to run through 
that stack of letters and circulars that 
you've been piling up on the corner of 
your desk all week. Maybe in the 
heap is a proposition from a current 
supplier or a new company you'd bet- 
ter investigate thoroughly. No telling 
when the mailman is going to whisk a 
hot deal through the door. Sure, you 
get loads of circulars, printed matter, 
but remember, friend, somebody has 
given a lot of thought, a lot of time 
and has spent good cold cash to send 
them to you. Maybe one of these 
pieces will give you an opening to 
boost your sales in a way you'd never 
thought possible. 

SATURDAY: Brace yourself, broth- 
er! Here's the last fling, the pay -off 
day of the week. Get in early and 
bright. Stop across the street this 
morning and take a good look at your 
store. Is the stage set to make the 
best impression you can hope for on 
those Saturday shoppers ? Window 
gleaming clean ? Sign in order ? How 
does everything look inside ? Or- 
derly? Set to command attention to 
the items you want featured this Sat- 
urday? Now take a good look in the 
mirror. Shaved ? Shirt clean ? Tie 
straight? Suit pressed? How about 
the expression ? Smile muscles work- 
ing well ? Straightforward, earnest 
look -in- the -eye mechanism in order? 
Eager -to -serve expression all oiled 
up? Frame of mind ready to withstand 
silly questions by the hundred, ready 
to counter with hard -hitting sales 
clinching statements about every piece 
of merchandise in the store ? How 
does the help react this morning? 
Have you greeted them with your best 
"Let's go and hit 'em hard" manner, 
pleasant, encouraging, inspirational? 
Yes, this is "let's take a look at our- 
selves" morning. This is the day we 
give ourselves a thorough going over, 
a slap on the back and a firm grip on 
our patience and good manners. 

So, a week has been ended as the 
last light flickers out on Saturday 
night. 

It's been a good week, a progressive 
week. If you keep alert by challeng- 
ing some important side of your busi- 
ness each day -then doing something 
about it, you're on the tides which lead 
to a prosperous business. 

RADIO NEWS 
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for a Better Job in 
RADIO ENGINEERING 

,-; 
Má% 

7 
%I:41 1 BIM o 

Don't Delay - 
Write Today! 

In This New World of Electronics Better Train- 
ing Means Better Opportunities! ! TODAY, the new war- 

p p developed techniques of- 
fer greater opportunities than ever existed in the early days of broadcasting! Micro -Wave 
Relay Systems, Television, FM Broadcasting, Mobile Communication Systems for Trains, 
Automobiles, Busses, Trucks, many Industrial Applications -these are just a few of the 
new techniques which offer marvelous, exciting opportunities to you who are alert -and 
are qualified! 

Let Cleveland Institute Take Over Your Personal Up- Grading 
Problem! Qualified, competent instructors, ample, personalized instructional aids, or- 
derly, progressively arranged study assignments in recognized, approved technical texts - 
these are only a few of the many superior advantages of CIRE's plan of personalized 
spare -time home study training for professional self- improvement. 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE COURSES OFFER COMPLETE TECHNI- 

CAL TRAINING RANGING FROM LOW -LEVEL TO COLLEGE - 

LEVEL. 
A. Master Course in Radio Communication. 
Covers complete preparation for broadcast station employment 
including preparation for FCC License Examinations. 
B. Advanced Course in Radio Communication Engineering. 
A college -level Radio Engineering Course. 
C. Specialized Television Engineering. 
Including post -war Television Techniques. 

All Courses Include 
The Remarkable Workbooks of Instructional Aids, prepared by 
the instructing staff of Cleveland Institute. 
Choose the course best suited to your needs -Start with the 
section you are qualified to enter -Use the economical CIRE 
"Pay -As- You -Go- Plan." 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE 
OF RADIO ELECTRONICS 

Contractors fo the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation 

RN -12 Terminal Tower 

CLEVELAND 13, OHIO 

Approved for Training under "G.I Bill 
of Rights" 

ENROLL FOR INDIVIDUAL SECTIONS OF COURSES, 

IF YOU PREFER. 

If you need only highly specialized training, you can 
study one or more of the following sections instead of 
a complete course. 
1. Mathematics of Radio. 
2. Fundamentals of DC and AC Theory. 
3. Essentials of Radio Communication. 
4. Communication Networks. 
5. Advanced Radio Telephony for the Broadcast 

Operator. 
6. Audio and Radio Components and Systems (Design 

of Receiver and Transmitter Equipment). 
(MAIL THIS COUPON) - 

Cleveland I nstitute of Radio Electronics, RN .12, Terminal Tower, Cleveland 13, Ohio. 

Gentlemen: Please send information about your home courses in Radio Electronics. 

I desire training in A B C 

I have had experience in broadcasting servicing 
NAME 

ADDRESS operating mfg. CAA Army -Navy 

amateur other I am a 

CITY IIigh School Grad. College Degree 

ZONE STATE Check here for Veteran Enrollment Information. 

IT'S EASY IF YOU FOLLOW OUR PLAN! 
Thousands of new jobs are opening up -F M, TELEVISION, MOBILE COMMUNICA- 
TIONS SYSTEMS, are only a few of the radio fields which require licensed operators. 

TIME IS IMPORTANT TO YOU! 
You can get your License quickly with 
NILSON'S MASTER COURSE in RADIO COM- 

MUNICATION and exclusive CIRE Workbooks 
of Instructional Aids. Saves you many hours 
of random, undirected study. 

Approved for Veteran 
Training under 

"G -I Bill of Rights" 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE 
OF RADIO ELECTRONICS 

Contractors to the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation 

RN -12 Terminal Tower 
CLEVELAND 13, OHIO 

December, 1917 

Assures a MINIMUM of time in getting your 
ticket. 
FREE BOOKLET tells you the Government 
Requirements for all classes of commercial 
licenses - Sent immediately upon receipt of 
coupon. 

MAIL THIS COUPON 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS 

RN -I2 Terminal Tower, Cleveland 13, Ohio 

Gentlemen: Please send information about your Home Study Course for preparation for FCC Commercial 

License Examinations. (Does not cover Amateur License Examinations) 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State v If a Veteran check here 
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Quality at Low Cost! 

POCKET VOLT - OHM - MILLIAMETERS FOR ONLY $5.25 

Anyone can now own a good volt- ohm- milliam- 
meter. There is a Chicago V.O.M.A. priced at 
only 0.25. Chicago "Featherweights" that slip 
easily into the pocket are the original miniature 
radio test instruments. They are popular through- 
out the world. 

For years, Chicago Instruments 
have given radio men accurate, 
dependable service. And because 
of simplicity of design and free- 
dom from "gadgets" we have 
been able to hold down prices 
to a fraction of what you would 
normally pay for instruments of 
similar quality. 

i 
Chicago Instruments are available in 
a variety of ranges and sensitivities. 
You may see them at your Suppliers 
or get the complete details by writing 
for Bulletin No. 10. 

CHICAGO INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENT CO., 536 W. ELM ST. CHICAGO 10, ILL. 

Dial Belt Kits 

Ne -O -Lite Tester 

Alignment Kit 
Phono Turntable Stand 

G -C SERVICEMEN'S 
DIAL BELT KITS 

t a.sv to install. T h e 
best belts for all sets. 
Supplied in kits of as- 
sorted popular belts 
with steel box. 
No. G -25 - Kit of 25 

S6.70 brit,. , t.t 

G -C NO. 5024 
ALIGNMENT 

KIT 

n 

Complete alignment and neutralizing kit of 30 different tools, in leatherette case. i 

List ... S 1 9.95 
G -C PHONO 

TURNTABLE 

STAND 
Steel stand on which 
you can place any 
phono turntable; ideal for repairmen; easily 
adjusted; sturdy steel 
construction. No. 5205- 
l.ist 58.65 

G -C NE -O -LITE TESTER 
For testing ruses. appliances and 
any electrical circuits. 00 volts to 
550 V.. A.C. or D.C. 

No. 5100 -List 5O6 ii 
Available at all leading distributors 

WRITE FOR YOUR CATALOG TODAY! 
RADIO DIVISION, DEPT. H 

GENERALCEMENT Mfg. Co., Rockford, III., U.S.A. 

'Manufacturers of over 3,000 products 
Soles offices in principal.citis. 
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SENSATIONAL VALUES! 

Nationally Known Brand 
8" PM SPEAKER. .. 

5 for $13.75 
IO,' PM SPEAKER. 

5 for $15.50 

52.89 

3.25 

100 Asst 
112 Watt Resistor Kit.. 
5BP4 Television Scope Tube $3.79 

CONDENSER SPECIALS 

$1.69 

10 mfd.. 25 V. .23c -10 for $1.90 
20 mfd., 150 V. ..34c -10 for 2.75 
40 mfd., 150 V. ....38c -10 for 3.10 

8 mfd., 450 V. 34c -10 for 2.75 
16 mfd., 450 V .50c -I0 for 4.10 

20 -20 mfd., 150 V. 59c -10 for 4.70 
¡0 -30 mfd., 150 V. 68c -10 for 5.40 

500M Controls with Switch Ea., 59c 

10 for $5.50 

We carry a full line of tubes, batteries, 
speakers, amplifiers, test equipment, hard- 
ware, controls, etc. 

FREE! Write for R.P.D.'s latest bulletin fo 
more sensational Values! 

Terms: Remittance with order plus postage or 
25 °'o deposit, balance C.O.D. 

Radio nand `n L1 taiirtito2i 
925 E. 55th St., Chicago 15, III. 

,sue 

Recording of Sound 
(Continued from page 50) 

The on -off toggle switch, pilot lamp, 
phone jack, and sensitivity control are 
all mounted on the front panel. All 
other miscellaneous parts, such as by- 
pass condensers, resistors, etc., are 
mounted as close to their respective 
circuits as possible in order to reduce 
interaction between stages and avoid 
unnecessary troubleshooting after the 
completion of the unit. 

The location of the two 7B7 lock -in 
tubes makes interstage shielding un- 
necessary. However, if the reader em- 
ploys some other layout, especially a 
non -metallic chassis and panel, inter- 
action (and feed -back) may be expe- 
rienced. If this does happen, it will be 
necessary to mount an upright sheet - 
metal baffle between the power sup- 
ply components (transformers and 
chokes) and the tuning condenser and 
other r.f. components. Interaction usu- 
ally is noticed first at the high fre- 
quency end of the dial. Most readers 
will prefer to buy factory -made r.f. 
coils (both the antenna and interstage 
units) rather than winding them at 
home, since such manufactured coils 
may be obtained quite readily and are 
reasonably priced. They are designed 
to have a high Q and are completely 
adjusted. Several manufacturers sup- 
ply these coils already mounted in 
shield cans of the proper size. Those 
readers having an assortment of shield 
cans may use the unshielded coils. 
However, one must bear in mind, when 
shielding an r.f. coil, that the smaller 
the diameter of the shield in respect 
to the diameter of the coil, the lower 
will be the Q. and consequently a 
lower gain will be experienced. A 
diameter ratio of approximately two - 
to -one and a length ratio of one and 
one -half -to -one is recommended. 

The filaments of the tubes and the 
panel lamp should be connected to the 
6.3 volt section of the transformer 
combination, using twisted leads to in- 
sure freedom from 60 cycle hum. These 
leads should be dressed close to the 
chassis, as far as possible from grid 
or plate leads. The reader must not 
forget to ground one heater terminal 
to the chassis by means of a short, 
direct connection. 

The use of inexpensive 1 ampere 
filament transformers as the power 
transformer was made possible by the 
use of dry disc rectifiers, which have 
no filaments to draw current. It is a 
good practice to connect the primary 
of the improvised power transformer 
to the line, and check the filament cir- 
cuit for voltages, before completing 
other power supply wiring. 

The two line bypass condensers (Ct: 
and C,,,) aid materially in elimination 
of line hum, and these units must not 
be excluded. 

The screen grids should be wired 
with a 100,000 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor 
(R, -Rs) in series with the positive side 

(Continued on page 110) 
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where you see the 

name STANCOR 
you can count on 

SERVICE 

The famous black -and -yellow STANCOR em- 

blem stands for SERVICE... in guaranteed 
transformer performance ... and in the friendly 

helpfulness of the Authorized STANCOR Dis- 

tributor , .. who stands behind the product he 

sells.... Yes, wherever you see the STANCOR 

emblem you know you will find the most com- 

plete selection of Replacement and General Pur- 

pose Transformers ... advanced designs ... and 

the universal application that make STANCOR 

first with radio service men.... You bet you can 

look to STANCOR ... for the standard of per- 

formance that assures you of satisfied customers. 

standardize on STANCOR 

December, 1947 

TRANSFORMERS 
STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION 1500 N. HALSTED ST., CHICAGO 22, ILL. 
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RADIOMEN'S HEADQUARTERS 4:'::4- WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER SERVICE!!! 

BC -947A ONE KILOWATT HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSMITTER 
This relay -controlled transmitter includes a 115v. 60 cycle power supply. protected by 3 
magnetic circuit breakers, that alone is worth more than the price we are asking for the 
whole rig, even on today's surplus market. On the front panel are six 3%" GE or 
Weston meters, including 250 MA, 50 MA, 1000 MA. 150V AC and 1500V DC at 1000 ohms 

rectifier tubes tubes aggregating over 
The 

$60.00 -at 
21"x15"x36" 

wholesale prices. Western Elec- 
tric's price to the government was $1500.00. Shipping weight 500 lbs. Your cost, as is, 
only 569.95. 

AT LAST YOU CAN AFFORD A LABORATORY STANDARD 
SIGNAL GENERATOR 

The famous Measurements Corp. Model 78B. 
5 Tube Laboratory Standard Signal Generator 
(currently selling new, F.O.B. Boonton. N. J.. 
for $310.00 net), is available in perfect con- 
dition for 25 to 60 cycle, 115 V AC opera- 
tion. Until now this is the sort of top -flight 
lab equipment that discriminating buyers 
have only vainly hoped would be released at 
a bargain price. Worth every cent the manu- 
facturer asks, but available F.O.B. Buffalo 
while our limited supply lasts, for only 
$79.95. 

Such companies as Admiral Corp. and John 
Meek Inc. have ordered from us and repeated 
many times on these 78 generators for use 
in their labs and production line testing. 

"REMEMBER THAT A STANDARD IS 
ONLY AS RELIABLE AT ITS MAKER." 

Model 78 -B Standard Signal Generator. Two Fro. 
suency Bands between 15 and 250 megacycles. 

5" "SO" RADAR P.P.I. OSCILLOSCOPE, complete with 9 tubes. This unit contains mag- 
netic deflection yokes and a Selsyn motor and has a self- contained power supply designed 
to run on the AC supply on LST or PT boats. The most satisfactory scope available for 
navigational radar or panoramic television applications. Uses 807 tube in final power 
stage that provides yoke deflecting current. Your cost -$39.95. "SO" RADAR ECHO 
BOXES, THE PERFECT CALIBRATED CAVITY WAVEMETER-410.00. 

5 INCH RADAR OSCILLOSCOPE BC -412. Easily converted by a few hours 
work to a first class lab scope or to an excellent home television receiver 
using the instructions in the August 1947 RADIO NEWS. Furnished with a 
brand new 5BP4 tube for the television application and a brand new 5BP1 
for the scope application. Specify your choice. Your cost $59.95 

sr 

LORAN INDICATOR OSCILLOSCOPE, complete with 26 tubes and a 5" cathode ray tube. 
government instruction manual included -$39.95. 
2 INCH OSCILLOSCOPE EQUIPPED WITH 2AP1 TUBE $9.95 
5 INCH RECEIVER INDICATOR SCOPE. This unit. originally sold by Western Electric 
for $2500.00 includes a 13 tube receiver with 7 IF stages; 2 tube multivibrator sweep 
generator; 2 tube sweep amplifier; video amplifier; pedestal impulse and sweep generator, 
and 115 volt, 60 cycle supply with 2x2 for high voltage. Supplied with at least 29 of the 
original 40 odd tubs, including a new separately crated scope tube. Makes a wonderful 
laboratory instrument and is better adapted for television conversion than any other war 
surplus item. Your cost 189.95 

GENERAL ELECTRIC RT -1248 15 -TUBE 
TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER 

TERRIFIC POWER-(20 watts) on any two instantly selected, easily pre- adjusted fre- 
quencies from 435 to 500 Mc. Transmitter uses 5 tubes including a Western Electric 
316A as final. Receiver uses 10 tubes including 955's, as first detector and oscillator. 
and 3 -7H7's as IF's, with 4 slug -tuned 40 Mc. IF transformers, plus a 7H7, 7E8's and 
7F7's. In addition unit contains 8 relays designed to operate any sort of external equip- 
ment when actuated by a received signal from a similar set elsewhere. Originally de- 
signed for 12 volt operation, power supply is not included, as it is a cinch for any ama- 
teur to connect this unit for 110V AC. using any supply capable of 400V DC at 135 MA. 
The ideal unit for use in mobile or stationary service in the Citizen's Radio Telephone Band 
where no license is ncessary. Instructions and diagrams supplied for running the ET -1248 
transmitter on either code or voice, in AM or FM transmission or reception, for use as a 
mobile public address system, as an 80 to 110 Mc. FM broadcast receiver, as a Facsimile 
transmitter or receiver, as an amateur television transmitter or receiver, for remote control relay hook -ups, for Geiger- Mueller counter applications. It sells for only $29.95 or two for 
$53.90. If desired for marine or mobile use, the dynamotor which will work on either 12 
or 24V DC and supply all power for the set is only $15.00 additional. 

ARMY BC -312 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER 
This receiver covers the frequency range of 1.5 MC to 18 MC in six direct reading bands. 
The dial, that is driven with split gears to prevent backlash, has 4500 logging divisions 
per band with approximately 600 divisions on the 20 and 40 meter ham bands and 1000 
divisions on 80 meters. Two stages of RF before the converter in this set give it a very 
high signal to noise ratio and maximum sensitivity. Outstanding features of this receiver are: BFO with pitch control, send- receive relay. jacks on the front panel for headphones 
and speaker output, and mike and key inputs. All tubes are standard 6 volt types. This receiver was designed to withstand rough usage in the field and for operation from vehicles 
while in motion, so it is ruggedly constructed and contains a dynamotor power supply - 
Your cost-$49.95. Conversion kit to 110V AC is available for $8.50. 
BT1463 7 TUBE AMPLIFIERS containing 3-7F7, 1 -7Y4, 3-'7N7, 4 potentiometers. 
numerous resistors, filter and bypass condensers, filter chokes, power and audio trans- 
formers, and six sensitive plate relays. A military development that provided amazing stepless control proportional to correction required, for ailerons, rudder and elevator. in 
the original application. A control amplifier of the ordinary type would deflect the rudder 
by some arbitrary amount when the ship was blown off the course to port or starboard. 
The result would either be that the correction was insufficient and the plane continued off course, or the correction would be too great, starting a series of tackings that would greatly increase fuel consumption and elapsed time in reaching the objective. This phe- nomenal unit, with its 3 amplifier and six 5000 ohm relays in bridge circuits, will ac- curately control any 3 operations, related or unrelated, in minutely adjustable uniquely quantitative variations in either forward or reverse directions. 9 "x7 "x8' black crackle aluminum case. Brand new in original carton $12.95, or used $9.95. 

PE -109 32 -VOLT DIRECT CURRENT POWER PLANT 
This power plant consists of a gasoline engine that is direct coupled 
to a 2000 watt 32 volt DC generator. This unit is ideal for use in 
locations that are not serviced by commercial power or to run 
many of the surplus items that require 24 -32V DC for operation. 
The price of this power plant is only $59.95. We can also supply 
a converter that will supply 110v AC from the above unit or from 
any 20 -3217 DC source for $29.95. 

SERVICEMEN 
Check This Column for Lowest Prices on Quality Parts 
TUBES; all types in stock, 60% off on all tubes if ordered in lots of 10 or more. 
RESISTOR KITS -100 assorted 2 watt resistors -only $1.95. TRANSFORMERS -All types in stock. AUTO.TRANSFORM- 
ERS; Steps up 110v to 220v, or steps down 220v to 110v- $1.95. FIL, 6.3v. 20 Amps. -$1.98; Universal Output Trans. 
8 Watt -89e; 

TRANS.; 
18 Watt -$1.29; 30 Watt -$1.69. AUDIO TRANS- 

FORMERS: S. Plate to S. Grid. 3:1 -79e; S. Plate to P.P. 
Grids -79e; Heavy Duty Class AB or B, P.P. inputs -11.49; 
Midget Output for AC -DC sets -690; MIKE TRANSFORMER 
for T -17 Shure microphone, similar to UTC ouncer type -$2.00. 
Staneor SB or DB mike to line or grid- $1.95. 
POWER TRANSFORMERS -Half -shell type, 110V. 60 cy. 
Ceatertapped HV winding. Specify either 2.5 or 6.3V filament 
when ordering. 
For 4 -5 tube sets -650V, 40MA, 5V & 2.5 or 6.3V $1.49 
For 5 -6 tube sets -650V, 45MA, 5V & 2.5 or 5.3V 1.75 
For 6 -7 tube sets -675V, 50MA. 5V & 2.5 or 6.3V 1.90 
For 7 -8 tube sets -700V, 70MA. 5V & 8.3 or two 2.5V 2.35 
For 7 -8 tube sets -700V, 70MA, 5V & 6.3 (25 Cycle) 3.60 
For 8 -9 tube seta- 700V -90MA, 5V -3A. 2.$V -3.5A 

2.5 -10.5A 2.83 
For 9 -11 tube sets -700V. 5V & 6.3V -4A 2.85 
For 9 -15 tube sets -600V. 150MA. 5V & 6.3V 2.95 
CONDENSERS -PAPER TUBULAR 600 WV -.001. .002 .005 -8e; 01, .05 -9e; .1 -IOe; 25 -23e; 5-35e: ELECTRO- 
LYTICS: 8mfd 200v -20e; lOmfd 35v -20e; 3ttmfd 150v -23e; 
20 /20mfd 150v -35e; 30/20 150v -46e; 50mfd 150v -43e: Bmfd 
475v -34e; 16mfd 350v -65e; OIL CONDENSERS: 4mfd 600e 
49c; 2mfd. 600v. 29e 32L lmfd 600, -29e. 
FILTER CHOKES: 200, 300. 400, 500 ohm light duty -59c; 
200 or 300 ohm heavy duty-99e; 250 ma 35 ohm. made for 
U.S. Navy. fully shielded- $I.95. 75 ohm 125 ma -25e or 25 for 
$4.25; Meissner type" tapped filter chokes -25e; 8 amp. iron 
core A filter -25e; Choke -condenser combination, ideal to re- 
place any size speaker field when installing PM speaker -79c. 
110V. CIRCUIT BREAKERS of Magnetic type: Following 
Current Ratings in Stock; 1.25, 3, 4, 8 Amps. Please specify. 
$1.95 each. 
Seven Assorted I.F. Transfomers- $1.98; Five Asstd. Oscil- 
lator Colis -69e. 
SPEAKERS -PM dynamic type -4 "- $1.55; 5" $1.55; 8" -$1.95; 
8 "- $3.95; 10 "- $5.95; 12 "- $7.50. 
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS -Dry disc type 1%" 1". 1.2 
Amp. maximum, suitable for converting DC relays to AC. for 
supplying filament source in portable radios, converting DC 
meters to AC applications, and also may be used in low current 
chargers 90c. 
METER RECTIFIER -Full wave, may be used for replace- 
ment, or in construction of all types of test equipment- $1.25. 
Half Wave -90e. 

MICROPHONES -All nationally known 
brands. Bullet crystal - $5.45; Bullet Dy- 
namic- 7.45; Mike Jr.-60c; Handy 
Alike-90e; Lapel Mike -93c: SHURE T -17 
MIKES. with push to talk switch -99c. 
20 ASST'D COIL FORMS, including 11 
ceramic, 3 polystyrene, and 6 fiber, all 
useful sizes -50e. 
VARIABLE CONDENSERS: 350 MMFD. 
5 gang-$1.95; 4 gang -11.49; 3 gang - 
83e 2 gang -79c: 7.5 to 20 MMFD, 
1750e spacing. extra long shaft Ham - 
marlund -69c; miniature variables, 25 
DfMFD -39c; 50 MMFD -49c: 75 MMFD 
-59c: 100 M IIFD -69c; 140 MMFD -79c. 
TRANSMITTING RF CHOKES, 4 PIE. 
350 Ma. -25e or 5 for $1.00. 

INTERRUPTION FREQUENCY COILS for super- regenerative 
receivers or the tremendously popular FM adapters for 
standard broadcast sets. Iron core with a resonant fre- 
quency of 50 KC -39c: Air Core. 100 KC -29e. 
30 MC IF TRANSFORMERS. double slug tuned -25c. 
VIDEO AMPLIFIER PLATE COILS -Slug tuned -25c. 
REMOTE CONTROL UNIT: Aluminum case 4x3x2" contain- 
ing 2 potentiometers, triple pole switch. 4 knobs. gear mech- 
anism. counter and phone jacks -59c. 
MODULATION TRANSFORMERS -10 watt, metal case 98e; 
30 watt. open -type, $1.95; 40 watt, cast aluminum case. $2.95; 
Class B" input transformers, cast aluminum case, $1.95; 
Transceiver audio transformers, 65c; Transceiver modulation 
transformers. 65e. 
PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIERS -25 watts peak output. 
This unit has separate input circuits for microphone and 
phono. The gain of the microphone circuit is 122db. The 
phono circuit has a gain of 82db. The frequency response is 
fiat from 50 to 12,000 cycles. A $65 value for only $32. 
Miniature pliers set contains one of each of the following: 
Needle nose, flat nose, parrot nose, standard nose. All con- 
tained in a leatherette case. Your cost- $1.98. 
ATR battery eliminator -Handy for servicing car radios or 
any other purpose requiring 6 or 12v at 14 amps. Net 
price -$36. 
SOCKET WRENCH SET consisting of 5 sockets ranging in 
size from 5/18 to 1" and a handle -79e. 
AUTOMATIC WIRE STRIPPERS will strip up to 1000 wires 
per hour. a handy tool for any service job -13.52. 
Six Foot Asbestos Insulated Flat Iron Cord. one end has a 
male plug, the other end has a standard flat iron socket. 
Your price -70c each sr 10 for $5. 
LINE FILTERS-110V-each unit contains two 2 mfd. oil 
filled condensers and a 15 amp. iron core choke. This filter 
has innumerable uses such as oil burner line filter. etc. A 
ten dollar value for 98c. 
Crystal pick -up. phono motor and turntable- $5.25. 
FLUORESCENT LIGHT BALLASTS. Single 30 or 40 watt. 
$1.68; Dual 40 watt High Power Factor -$3.75. 
HEADPHONES- Highest quality Signal Corps headsets with 
12" cord and plug $1.25. 5' rubber covered patchcords with 
phone plug and socket -45c. 

HC -221 FREQUENCY ME- 
TERS with calibrating Crys- 
tal and calibration charts. 
A precision frequency stand- 
ard that is useful for in- 
numerable applications for 
laboratory technician, serv- 
ice man, amateur, and ex- 
perimenter at the give away 
price of only $89,95. 

BUFFALO RADIO SUPPLY, 219 -221 Genesee St., Dept. 12N, BUFFALO 3, N. Ye 
CABLE ADDRESS BUFRAD 
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RADIOMEN'S HEADQUARTERS 4:: WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER SERVICE!! ! 

Minimum order $3.00 -All prices subject to change -25 6. deposit with COD orders. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
150 W. 11 

TRANSMITTER 
Cost the Government $1800.00 

Cost to you $44.50!!!! 
This is the famous transmitter used in Q.S. 
Army bombers and ground stations, during 
the war. Its design and construction have 
been proved in service, under all kinds of 
conditions, all over the world. The entire fre- 
quency range is covered by means of plug -in 
tuning units which are included. Each tuning 
unit has its own oscillator and power ampli- 

fier coils and condensers, and antenna tuning circuits -all designed to operate at top effi- 

ciency within its particular frequency range. Transmitter and accessories are finished in 
black crackle, and the milliammeter, voltmeter, and RF ammeter are mounted on the 
front panel. Here are the specifications: FREQUENCY RANGE: 200 to 500 RC and 1500 
to 12,500 HC. (Will operate on 10 and 20 meter band with slight modification.) OSCIL- 
LATOR: Self- excited, thermo compensated, and hand calibrated. POWER AMPLIFIER: 
Neutralised class "C" stage, using 211 tube, and equipped with antenna coupling circuit 
which matches practically any length antenna. MODULATOR: Class "B" -uses two 211 
tubes. POWER SUPPLY: Supplied complete with dynamotor which furnishes 1000V at 
350 MA. Complete instructions are furnished to operate set from 110V AC. SIZE: 211/2x 
23x9'6 inches. Total shipping weight 200 lbs., complete with all tubes, dynamotor power 
supply. five tuning units, antenna tuning unit and the essential plugs. These unite have 
been removed from unused aircraft but are guaranteed to be in perfect condition. 

BENDIX SCR 522 -Very High Frequency Voice Transmitter- Receiver -100 to 156 MC. This 
job was good enough for the Joint Command to make it standard equipment in everything 
that flew, even though each set cost the Gov't $2500.00. Crystal Controlled and Amplitude 
Modulated -HIGH TRANSMITTER OUTPUT and 3 Microvolt Receiver Sensitivity gave 
good communication up to 180 miles at high altitudes. Receiver has ten tubes and trans- 
mitter has seven tubes, including two 832's. Furnished complete with 17 tubes, remote 
control unit, 4 crystals, 24 volt dynamotor and the special wide band VHF antenna that 
was designed for this set. These sets have been removed from unused aircraft and are 
guaranteed to be in perfect condition. We include free parts and diagrams for the con- 
version to "continuously variable frequency coverage" in the receiver. The cost of this 
unit is only $37.95. 
BRAND NEW 12 VOLT DYNAMOTOR for SCR 522 -112.00, 24 volt dynamotor -$8.00. 
Used SCR 522, less dynamotor. remote control unit and antenna -as is- $19,95. Wide band 
VHF antennas- $1.95. 

BRAND NEW BC 348 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER 
Featuring coverage from 200 to 500 He. and 1500 to 18.000 He on a direct reading dial 

with the finest vernier drive to be found on any radio at any price -high sensitivity with 
a high degree of stability- crystal filter -BFO with pitch control- standard 6 volt tubes. 
Contains a plate supply dynamotor in a compartment within the black crackle finished 
cabinet, the removal of the dynamotor leaves plenty of room for the installation of a 
110V. 25 or 60 cycle power supply. These receivers, which make any civilian communica- 
tions receiver priced under $200.00 look cheap and shabby by comparison, are only $69.95 
brand new. Power supply kit fur conversion to 110V 25 or 60 cycles. is only $8.50 addi- 

tional. 

SCR -274N COMMAND SET 
The greatest radio equipment value 

in history. 
A mountain of valuable equipment that in- 
cludes 3 receivers that use plug -in coils, and 
consequently can be changed to any fre- 
quencies desired conversion. Also areo Tuning Control 
Antenna Coupling Box; four 28V. Dynamo - 
tors (easily converted to 110V. operation); 
two 40 -Watt Transmitters including crys- 
tals, and Preamplifier and Modulator. 29 
tubes supplied in all. Only a limited quan- 
tity available, so get your order in fast. 
Removed from unused aircraft and in guar- 
anteed electrical condition. A super value 
at $29.95° including crank type tuning knobs 
for receivers. 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON THESE 
SUPER -SPECIALS IN TEST EQUIPMENT! 

MODEL 431 

AC -DC Volt -Ohm- Milliammeter 
Volts DC: 0- 30/300/1500. at 2000 ohms - 

per -volt 
Volts AC: 0- 15/150, at ohms -per -volt 
Milliamperes DC: 0 -150 
Ohms: 3000/300,000 
Employs sensitive 425 microampere 
square meter. on aluminum panel. Two 
jacks are used for all ranges. by means 
of rotary selector switch. In hand- 
some steel case, with snap -on carry- 
ing strap, complete with test leads. 
Shipping weight. 4 lbs. 

TOUR COST. 315.00 

SIMPLEX VOLT -OHM -MILLIAMMETERS 
These two instruments a re housed in 
bakelite cases. and employ 2 -inch 
meters. 

MODEL 371 
Volts DC: 0.3/15 /30/300 
Milliamperes DC: 0 -25 
Ohms: 0- 10,000 
With self -contained battery. 

YOUR COST, $4.55 
MODEL 312 

Volts AC and DC: 0/25/50/125/250 
Milliamperes AC and DC: 0 -50 
Ohms: 0- 100.000 
Capacity Meter: -.05 to 15 MM. 
This instrument operates from any 
110V AC or DC outlet. Shipping 
weight, 2 lbs. YOUR COST, $5.85 

MULTI -RANGE AC -DC 

VOLT -OHM -MILLIAMMETER 
WITH OUTPUT RANGES 

MODEL 458 
Volts DC: 0- 5/10/50/100/500 /2000. 1000 

ohms -per -volt 
Volts AC: 0- 12.5/25/125/250 /1250 
Milliamperes DC: 0- 1/10 /100 
Milliamperes AC: 0- 2.5/25/250 
Ohms : 0-1000/200,000/2,000,000 
Output: -5 to -I-55 Decibels 
Overall Accuracy: -1% 

5Y2 INCH RECTANGULAR METER 
with two -tone aluminum scale, set at a 45° angle for easiest 
reading. Special- treated aluminum panel. mounted on a 
wrinkle finish welded steel case. equipped with rubber feet and 
collapsible handle for portability. Complete with self -con- 
tained battery and test leads 

C. Shippi g0 
weight, S lbs. 

YOUR 

FEATHERWEIGHT MINIATURE MODELS 
Just slightly larger than a pack of cigarettes, though they 
feature high accuracy, large, easily readable scales, and rotary - 
switch range selection. A,erage weight, only 12 oz.; shipping 
weight. 2 ills. MODEL 450 
Volts DC: 0- 5/10/50/500/1000. at 1000 ohm = -per -volt 
Milliamperes DC: 

//0 

-1 
Ohms: 5 

YOUR 
0 

COST, O$ 10.60 
MODEL 451 

Volts DC: 0- 10/50/100/500/1000 
Volts AC & Output: 0- 10/50/100/500/ 

1000 
Ohms: 0- 500,000 

10.000 ohms -per -volt on all ranges 
Condenser is built -in for output ranges 

yOUIt COST. 614.50 
MODEL 452 

Volts DC: 0- 10/50/100/500/1000 
Obma: 200/20.000/200.000 /2.000.000 

10.000 ohms -per -volt nn all ranges 
Has sensiODR0 

micro roper 
meter 

1948 MODEL MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE TUBE TESTER $49.95 
No possibility of good tubes reading "Bad" or bad tubes reading "Good" as on dynamic conductance testers or other ordi- 
nary emission testers. Attractive panel and case equal to any on the market in appearance . Large 41,41" meter . . . 

Calibrated micromho scale as well as a Bad -Good scale . . . Front panel fuse . Individual sockets for all tube base types 
-voltages from .75 volts to 117 volts and complete switcing flexibility allow all present and future tubes to be tested 
regardless of location of elements on tube base . . ..Indicates gas content and detects shorts or opens on each individual 
section of all loctal, octal and miniature tubes incluing cold cathode. magic eye and voltage regulator tubes as well as all 

ballast resistors. Name of the nationally known manufacturer withheld because of special price offer. 
Model "C "- Sloping front counter case $49.95 
Model "P "- Handsome hand -rubbed portable case 54.95 
Built -in roll chart with either of above $5.00 extra. 

SUPER SPECIALS YOU CAN'T NEGLECT 
GOVT. AUDIO AMPLIFIER using 6V6's. 2 mike inputs and output at various impedance taps brought to Jacks at rear 
panel. 9" high x 9" long x 6" deep. Shipping weight 18 lb. 2 Tech manuals and tubes included.- $4.95. 
Headphone Scoop -HS30 headsets in guaranteed perfect condition. Rubber earpieces Included. 59e per pair OR 3 PAIRS 
FOR $1.00. 

RT -1579 consists of a three stage (cascade 6SJ7's and 6F6 output stage) high gain, high fidelity amplifier with 60 cycle, 110V 
power supply on the same 13%x14% chassis, which is protected by a substantial steel cover over tubes and parts. Made 
by Western Electric with typical quality components such as a husky power transformer and oil condensers, this unit is 
obviously intended to give years of trouble -free service with no more need for repairs than a telephone. Disconnecting 
one wire each, from the special input and output filters, will result in as high a fidelity amplifier as can be obtained. Your 
cost with tubes, diagram and parts list included -$14.95. 
We also offer the RT -1579 with a Raytheon Magnetic Voltage Regulator already installed beneath the cover. Imagine an 
amplifier complete with tubes, built to Western Electric quality standards, and immune to line voltage variations besides, 
making it perfectly suited for the most difficult industrial, circus, carnival, or commercial installations, offered for a 
total price of only $19.95, our price for both units. 

BUFFALO RADIO SUPPLY, 219 -221 Genesee St., Dept. ® BUFFALO 3, N. Y. 
CABLE ADDRESS BUFRAD 
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END OF YEAR 

LEO oNE SPECIALS 

1000 screws. nuts. washers. lugs. etc. for 
L 

RADIO HARDWARE TREASURE. Approx 

many radio needs $0.49 

ALNICO MAGNETS 
Powerful ALNICO MAGNETS in many sizes and 
shapes always In stock. Write for latest fully descrip- 
tive illustrated supplement. 

UTC "OUNCER" INPUT 
TRANSFORMERS ( %'xl),j'). 
Dynamic mike or low Impedance 
pick -up to grid ea. 59.49 
12 for 5.00 

EXPE RI- 3' MAGNETIC MENTAL 
TUBES. 20 
asstd. recely- 
Ing types for 
testing, re- 
search, etc. 
Fil. tested...51.00 

SPEAKER 
for Majestic 
portables or 

re- general re- 
placement... 52.25 

HANDY RADIO PARTS KITS 
/2- SPEAKER CONES; 12 asstd. 4" to 12' 

moulded and free -edge (magnetic incl.). Less 
voice coils 52.00 /3- MOULDED BAKELITE CONDENS- 
ERS; 50 asst. .00001 to .2 mfd. 200 -600 WV. 
Clearly marked 2.95 

/4- TUBULAR BY -PASS CONDENSERS; 
50 asstd..001 to .25 mid, 200 -600 WV. Stand- 
ard brands 2.49 /8- KNOBS; 25 asstd. setscrew. spring and 
push button. Wood and bakelite .98 

/10- VOLTAGE DIVIDERS; 10 asstd 
multi- tapped. High wattages included 1.98 

/20- SPEAKER REPAIR KIT. Save time 
and money with this professional kit. Con- 
tains: 25 paper rings, 25 voice coil forms, 10 
spiders. 3 yds. felt strips, 20 chamois leather 
segments, kit of 16 shims and tube of cement 2.49 

/27- PRECISION RESISTORS (Weston, 
Shsilcross, etc.). ±1% wire- wound. 10 asstd. 
ohmages to 400 K 1.98 

/28- ROTARY SELECTOR SWITCHES. 
Six asstd. standard makes. Intl multi -deck 
and ceramic insul. 1.75 

TUBES: Perfect condition, but not in sealed cartons. 
Most types in stock at up to 80% off list. Every 
tube guaranteed 90 days. 
{2o. 27 46 or 56 50.29 
/42. 45. 75, 76, 77, 78. 80, 89, 5Y3, 6H6 or 6K7 .39 
/35, 36, 37, 39, 84, 5Y4, 6C5, 6F5, 6J7, 6N7. 

6U7. 68A7, 681(7, 12SA7 or 12SK7 .49 
/1A7, 1H5, INS. 1R5. 6U5. 6X5. 7A7. 7C6, 

7C6. 7Y4 or 50 .59 
TUBE CARTONS: Plain while. 
GT size (1 q sq. x 3)¢ ") Per 100 51.25 
Medium size (154' sq x43e) Per 100 1.49 
Large size (2' sq. x 5) Per 100 1.79 

RCA VICTOR VARIABLE 
P O W E R 
F R A N S- CONDENS- 
FORME R 
for models 
R- 3'2.45, 52 or 
75. Unshleid- 
ed 55.95 

ERS. 2 gang, 
365 mid. Bali 
bearing shaft; 
O.D. Wx'.50.75 

BENDIX AMPLIFIER (Line of Sight) 115 V. 
400 cycle. Contain : power trans., 3 audios. 
) oil condensers, plus other components 
worth many times the price. Black crackle 
finish case. Tx54'x4" Shpg. wt. 9 lbs 51.95 

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE UNITS. Famous 
make. sensitive diaphragm type. Small vise 
(1R.' O.D., y.' deep) ideal for REGULAR 
or CONTACT MIKE or PILLOW SPEAK- 
ER. Rubber shock mfd. metal frame. Less 
housing 50.09 

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS -3:1. DC. Re- 
sist.: 800 /7000. Hermetically sealed. 2x "l 
1 

LINE 
54' 

TRANSFORMER (Intercom., P.A., 
50.69 

phone, etc.) Impedance: Pri, 250 ohms; Sec, 
8 ohms with 5 equal taps. -16 to 0 db. 2' 
O.D., 25¡' high .69 

t V. TELEGRAPH KEY AND BUZZER 
(W.E.). Fully adjustable platinum contacts. 
R' bakelite bsse .. 51.25 
Key only... .39 

Get on our mailing list- Always something neta: 

PROMPT SERVICE ON ALL SPEAKER AND 
PHONO PICK -UP REPAIRS 

Minimum Order 92.00 -20% Deposit Required 
on All Orders. Please Add Sufficient Postage. 

WRITE DEPT. RN -12 

J LuuiÎiiic RADIO CO. 
MAKERS OF CONES AND FIELD COILS 

65 -67 DEY STREET. NEW YORK 7, N.Y. 
WORTH 2- 0284 -5 

12,000 SQ FT OF RADIO PARTS 

I10 

of the power supply. A .1 pfd. con- 
denser (C2-C6) should be connected 
between the screen grid and ground, 
to bypass to ground all fluctuations 
resulting from the radio frequency 
action on the electron stream inside 
the tube. This r.f. fluctuation, were it 
allowed to reach the d.c. power supply, 
could easily produce oscillations or 
other unwanted disturbances in the 
amplifier. 

Plate circuit connections should fol- 
low, and it is well worth emphasizing 
again, that plate leads should be kept 
close to the chassis. The incorporation 
of the two resistor -condenser plate fil- 
ters (R, -C, and R; -C,) aid substan- 
tially in reducing interaction between 
stages. 

The cathode circuit should now re- 
ceive our attention and the two 100 - 
ohm bias resistors (R1 -Rs) should be 
connected between the cathodes of the 
tubes and the 10,000 -ohm potentiome- 
ter (R2) which is used as a sensitivity 
control. The two condensers C2 and Cr 
should be connected between the cath- 
odes and ground to smooth out the r.f. 
fluctuations. 

The germanium diode is furnished 
with tinned pigtails, and no soldering 
precaution is necessary other than 
that which one would exercise in con- 
necting a resistor. 

The power supply should present 
no problem other than the correct 
connections to the selenium rectifiers. 
The positive terminal of the Sylvania 
NC5 rectifier is marked "CATH." It 
is from this terminal that we get the 
positive d.c. output. Normally, these 
rectifiers are used directly from the 
power line but in our voltage doubler 
application complications will be in- 
troduced with respect to grounding of 
the chassis, etc. The use of two fila- 
ment transformers connected as previ- 
ously explained overcomes this prob- 
lem, as well as supplying an isolated 
source of filament voltage. 

Testing 
Assuming that the wiring has been 

in accordance with the schematic dia- 
gram (Fig. 2), we are now prepared 
to test the unit. This testing can be 
successfully accomplished using a good 
volt- ohmmeter and a signal generator. 
More advanced testing can be per- 

formed using an oscilloscope and an 
electronic voltmeter. 

The signal generator need only 
cover the broadcast band (550 to 1600 
kc.), since the tuner employs no i.f. 
amplifier. Should the reader not have 
access to a test oscillator of any kind, 
broadcast station carriers may be used 
conveniently. It is best to select three 
stations, one near the lower end of the 
broadcast band, one near the middle, 
and one near the high end. For this 
testing only, use the shortest antenna 
which will deliver good signals. 

The reader should allow ± 10% tol- 
erance on all resistance or voltage 
measurements mentioned in the para- 
graphs which follow, unless otherwise 
stated. Step 1 in the testing and cali- 
bration program is a resistance check 
of the power supply. Connect the ohm- 
meter from point "A" (Fig. 2) to 
chassis. The resistance should be 
50,000 ohms. Should the reading ob- 
tained be in excess of the ±10% al- 
lowed, check the filter condenser C 
for a shorted condition, and the 
bleeder resistor R for an open con- 
dition. 

Connect the primary of the power 
supply to the 115 volt line and test 
voltages present at the filament of the 
tubes. This should be 6.3 volts. Hav- 
ing satisfied ourselves of the presence 
of the correct filament voltages, at- 
tention should be transferred to the 
plate supply. The d.c. voltage present 
at point "A" should be 250 volts, and 
at both plates should be 240 volts. The 
screen grid terminals should measure 
100 volts. 

We are now ready to apply our test 
signal. Connect a pair of high imped- 
ance headphones to the phone jack. 
Connect the output of a 400 cycle 
modulated r.f. generator to the an- 
tenna and ground posts of the tuner 
and adjust the frequency of the gen- 
erator to 1500 kc. Also rotate Rz of 
amplifier fully clockwise. The moving 
contact arm should now be located at 
the end of the potentiometer which is 
connected to the 100 ohm cathode bias 
resistors. If this is not so, change the 
end connection. 

Rotate the tuning condenser (CO 
until the rotor plates are located at 
minimum capacitance (completely 

(Continued on page 114) 

Fig. 6. Under chassis view of t.r.f. tuner shows location of component parts. 
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MONEY BACK GUARANTEE We believe units offered for sale by mail order should be sold 

only on a "Money- Back -If- Not -Satisfied" basis. We carefully check the design calibration and value of all 

items advertised by us and unhesitatingly offer all merchandise subject to a return for credit or refund. You. 

the customer, are the sole fudge as to value of the item or items you have purchased. 

The New Model 60 -T TUBE and SET TESTER 
A COMPLETE TUBE TESTER 
Tests al' tubes including the new post -war miniatur, 
!octets such as the 12AT6, 12AU6, 35W4, SOBS, 117Z3, 
etc. Tests by the well -established emission method 
for tube quality, directly read on the scale of the mete. 

Tests shorts and leakages up to 3 Megohms in al 
tubes Tests leakages and shorts of any one elemen' 
against all elements in all tubes Tests both plates in 
rectifiers Tests individual sections such as diodes, 
triodes. pentodes, etc., in multi -purpose tubes. 

EXTRA: WE CAN NOW 
ABLE COVER MAKING 

Model 60 -T operates on 90 -120 Volts 60 
Cycles A.C. Housed in sloping leatherette 
covered cabinet. Comes complete with test 
leads, tube charts and detailed operatina 

NET PRICE instructions. 

A COMPLETE MULTI -METER 
6 D.C. Voltage Ranges: 
0 to 7.5/15/75/150/750 /1,500 Volts 

6 A.C. Voltage Ranges: 
0 to 15/30/150/300/1,500 /3,000 Volt; 
4 D.C. Current Ranges: 
0 to 1.5/15/150 Ma. 0 to 1.5 Amps. 

Low Resistance Ranges: 
0 to 2,000 Ohms (1st division is 1 /10th of 
an ohm.l 

2 Medium Resistance Ranges: 
0 to 20,000/200,000 Ohms 

High Resistance Range: 0 to 20 Megohms 

3 Decibel Ranges: -10 to +38, +10 is 
+38, +30 to +58 DB. 

SUPPLY THE MODEL 60 HOUSED IN A BEAUTIFUL HAND -RUBBED OAK CABINET. COMPLETE WITH PORT - 
IT SUITABLE FOR EITHER BENCH OR OUTSIDE USE. ONLY $2.75 ADDITIONAL. SPECIFY MODEL 60 -C 

The New Model 650 -A A.C. Operated 

SIGNAL GENERATOR 
Operates on 110 -120 
Volts 50 to 60 Cycles 
A.C. 

R.F. Frequencies from 100 Kc. 
to 35 Mc. on Fundamentals in 
5 bands by front panel switch 
manipulation. One additional 
band provides Harmonics from 
30 to 105 Mc. 
Audio Modulating Frequency - 
400 Cycles Pure Sine Wave 
Distortion less than 2 %. 
Attenuation: Features a newly 
designed 3 -step ladder type of 
attenuotor (T pod). The first 
step provides lowest output 
and can be multiplied by 10 
and by 100 by turning the 
multiplier switch. 

Hartley Excited Oscillator Electron coupled to a Buffer Amplifier Frequency 
stability is assured by modulating the amplifer stage. 

Complete with coaxial cable, test leads and instructions.$ 95 
Heavy gauge grey crystalline cabinet with beautiful two- NET NET 
tone etched front panel. Size 91/2" x 10" x 6.' 

THE PREMIER 
BANDSPREAD DIAL 

SIGNAL GENERATOR 

EXCLUSIVE FEATURE! The "PRE- 
MIER" Model 570 is the ONLY low - 
priced Signal Generator with a MI- 
CRO- MASTER BANDSPREAD DIAL, 
equivalent to a scale length of ap- 
proximately 60 -a major feature 
for logging, sharp and critical tuning. 

Air Trimmers on All Bands 
Triple Copper Plated Shielding 

EFFECTIVE LINE FILTER -pure 400 cycle modulation (less than 5% 
distortion). 
Range 75KC -50MC on fundamental, and 50 -150 MC on 3rd har- 
monic, useful for aligning FM and Television Receivers. 

Accuracy better than 1%. 
A.C. -115 volts, 50 -60 cycles. 
Overall size -12 "x121 /2'x51 Y2 ". Shpg. wt. 21 lbs. 75 
Complete with co -axial cable and operating in- NET 

structions. 

The New Model 670 SUPER METER 
A Combination 

VOLT- OHM -MILLIAMMETER plus 

CAPACITY REACTANCE, 

INDUCTANCE and 
DECIBEL MEASUREMENTS 

D.C. VOLTS: 0 to 7.5 '15 '75/150/ 
750/1500/7500. A.C. VOLTS: 0 to 
15/30/150/300/1500 /3000 
Volts. OUTPUT VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/ 
150/300/1500/3000. D.C. CUR- 
RENT: 0 to 1.5/15/150 Mo.; 0 to 
1.5 Amps. RESISTANCE 0 to 500/ 
100,000 ohms, 0 to 10 Megohms 
CAPACITY: .001 to .2 Mfd., .1 to 4 

Mfd. (Quality test for electrolytics) 
REACTANCE: 700 to 27,000 Ohms; 
13,000 Ohms to 3 Megohms. 

INDUCTANCE: 1.75 to 70 Henries; 35 to 8.000 Hennes 

DECIBELS. -10 to +18 +10 to +38. +30 to +58 

CRACKLE-FINISHED 
MODEL 670 COMES HOUSED IN A TUGGED. Q /E O 

CRACKLE -FINISHEE D STEEL CABINET COMPLETE MPLETE WITH p -F 
TEST LEADS AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS. SIZE NET 
51/2' x 7V:' e 3'. 

The New Model 450 TUBE TESTER 
Speedy operation- assured 
by the newly designed ro- 
tary selector switch which 
replaces the usual snap, tog- 
gle, or lever action switches. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Tests all tubes up to 117 volts 
Tests shorts and leakages up 

to 3 Megohms in all tubes. 
Tests both plates in rectifiers. 
New type line voltage ad- 

juster. Tests individual sections 

such as diodes, triodes, pen- 
todes, etc., in multi -purpose 
tubes Noise Test detects mi- 

crophonic tubes or noise due to 

faulty elements and loose internal connectons. Uses a 4' /2' square 
rugged meter. Works on 90 to 125 volts 60 cycles A.C. 

EXTRA SERVICE-May 
Leakage 

used 
reas laxation 

an extremely 
oscillator 

Q G O 
condenser Leakage Checker. A relaxation type oscillator p J 
incorporated in this model will detect leakages even when NET 
the frequency is one per minute. 

GENERAL ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO De NEW - YORK87,aN Y °Ce 
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A 

THE NEW 

HEATH 5" OSCILLOSCOPE 
Complete kit to build a beautiful 5" scope, 
cabinet, chassis and panel punched, formed and 
lettered. Every part supplied, including tubes 
with 5BP1, cased power transformer, oil con- 
denser. Frequency compensated amplifier, 15 to 
30M cy. sweep, all controls, blueprint and in- 
structions. This kit makes an ex- $39.50 cellent training course. Complete. 7 

A brand new Navy commu- 
nications type receiver with 
BROADCAST BAND. Covers 
200 KC to 9.1 MC continuous, 
has two RF stages, electric 
motor band switching, com- 
plete with calibrated dial, 6 
tubes, control head, remote 
control box, 24 volt dyna- 
motor, and circuit diagram. 

ea. 
............. ............ .... ........ 

OIL FILLED CONDENSERS 
CAP WVDC PRICE 

5 400 
5 -5 400 
4 400 
5 600 
8 600 
2.5 -2.5 -5 600 
5 -5 -5 600 
8 -8 -8 -8 600 
5 -5 600 
.1 1000 
.25 1000 

$ .39 
.79 
.49 
.59 

1.00 
1.50 
1.95 
3.95 
1.00 
.29 
.39 

CAP WVDC PRICE 

1. 1000 $ .49 

1000 .69 2. 
4 
8 
8-8 
.25 
1.5 

.1 

.25 

.05 

1000 
1000 
1000 
1500 
1500 

3000 
3000 
7500 

.90 
1.00 
1.95 
.49 
.79 

1.20 
1.30 
2.50 

BC 438 
FREQUENCY METER 

A beautifully constructed 
frequency meter, built by 
Link for Western Electric, 
5 tube, AC OPERATED, 
covers 195 to 215 MC, 
comes complete with 
tubes, standard crystal, 
calibration chart, circuit 
diagram, in used condi- 
tion. The excellently fil- 
tered 110V AC power 
supply alone worth our 
price of 

$ 4.50 Only 40 available 

OIL FILLED BATHTUB CONDENSERS 

200 Volt in .5, .1, dual .5 MFD 20 for $1 

400 Volt in .1, dual .1, triple 1, 
.2, .25, .5, 1, MFD 15 for $1 

600 Volt, .1 dual .1, triple .1, .25 
dual .25, .5, 1 10 for $1 

BRAND NEW 
ARMY AIR FORCE 

ASTROGRAPH 
The case of this 
unit makes the 
finest tool and 
service kit ever de- 
signed. Plywood 
construction , 14x 
11x10" high, with 
8 covered com- 
partments in the 
bottom for repair 
parts, leather 
handle, steel re- 
inforced covers, hinged lid. Also excellent 
as case for radio phonograph, movie pro- 
jector, cornera, shell case, fishing kit, picnic 
kit, etc. The astrograph itself, (which cost 
the government 5125.00) makes en excellent 
contact printer, and can be used as a foun- 
dation for enlarger, strip map holder, etc. 
The case alone worth twice the $3.95 give -away price of 7 

PUSH BUTTON TUNER 
This beautifully constructed unit was 
used on an Army FM receiver. A ten 
push -button assembly operating four 
gang silver plated tuning condenser 
drum dial manual tuning. Brand new. 
Shipping weight, $2.50 10 lbs 

DYNAMOTORS 
Consists of electric motor operating 
generator on same shaft. Many applica- 
tions - operating radios from storage 
battery - using as motor. 

O Dynamotor A - Input 12 volts, output 
1000 volts at 350 MA, 
Shipping weight, 72 lbs 

CO 
Dynamotor B - Input 6 or 12 volts, out- 
put 350 volts, 160 MA. $5.95 
Shipping weight, 30 lbs. 
Dynamotor C - Input 28 volts, output 
220 volts at 60 MA. $ 50 Shipping weight, 6 lbs 

$7.95 

BC 457A TRANSMITTER 

SPECIALS 
Selsyn Indicators 5" Brand New ....52.95 
PE 104A power supplies operate from 

6 or 12 volt input - output 84V plate 
1.4 volt filament $4.95 

Ceramic Variable Condensers 50 MMF 
screw driver adj. Special 5 for $1.00 

Lip Microphones T -45 in original sealed 
cartons $1.00 

Thermocouples for RF Ammeters, 3 for $1.00 
10 henry 50 ma Filter Chokes .... 2 for $1.29 
5BP1 Cathode Ray Tubes $2.49 
5BP1 Socket .79 
Syncro Motors 5SDG Brand New, 

per pair 56.95 
Kit of Screw Driver Type Potentiometers 

10 for $1.00 
Kit of Metal Tubular Bypass Condensers 

20 for $1.00 
Kit of Relays, excellent types . 5 for 52.50 

MINIATURE HEADPHONES 
Miniature type headphones. Ideal 
for hearing aids, listening to radio 
in bed, etc. Complete with head- 
band, cord and two sets rubber ear 
plugs. Shipping weight, 
1t /2 lbs. ONLY 

Si 00 

BC 306 ANTENNA 

TUNING UNIT 
GE unit from BC 375 matches 
150 watt transmitter to an- 
tenna. Brand 
new 

ns- 

$2.95 
r 

RG -Bill FLEXIBLE 

COAXIAL CABLE 
Ideal for feeding any 
antenna up to 1 K.W. 
All frequencies up to 
250 MC. Brand new any 
length. Lowest price 
ever offered. 

Brand new transmitters covering 4 -5.3 -- 
MC. Contains M.O. 1625, two 1625's as 
P.A., these make excellent VFO from 

1946 CQ. e ,--.11.....r 
if in May Complete 

in original cartons $4.95 with tubes 

TUNING UNIT 
The heart of the Army 
Walkie Talkie. Contains 
transmitter crystal and tank 
coil, receiver coil, tuning 
condenser and crystal; ideal 
foundation for small set. 
Shlb ipping weight, $1 .00 

ELECTRONIC KIT 
Experimenter's paradise. Five lbs. 
of new condensers, transformers, 
coils, switches, sockets, resistors, 
selenium rectifier, earphones, etc. 
Parts for dozens of experiments. 
Shipping weight,, .00 6 lbs 4:6?`- 

Y i' ' i Y% % i%;%/ 
I j ,ea?/ /%f/ .% %j f 

BC 223 TRANSMITTER 
One of the most desirable military trans- 
mitters, 4 crystal -controlled frequencies 
and master oscillator. Meters for Osc., 
Ant., and total current. Uses 46 speech 
amplifier, 2 -46 modulators, 801 each as 
oscillator and power amplifier. Practically 
no conversion necessary: plug in crystal, 
mike and connect power supply and it's 
ready to operate. Brand new with one 
tuning unit and circuit 

$12.95 diagram. (less tubes) 
Vibrator Power Supply PE 125 for BC 223 
(12 V. operation) new 59.95 

rr:._ 
L.-=1 

Ú 

l. 
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TELEVISION 

!CONDENSER 
Aerovox hyvol .05 MFD 
at 7500 volts $n e0 
Limited quan. L J 

THE NEW 
HEATHKIT 
VACUUM TUBE 

VOLTMETER KIT 
The most beautiful VTVM 
ever offered now available 
in kit form. Every part sup- 
plied: all punched, lettered 
and formed. 

A balanced bridge circuit, 11 megohms 
input resistance, measures both AC and 
DC electronically. Ranges 3.30. 100 -300- 
1000 volts AC or DC. Ohmeter .1 ohm to 
1000 megohms. Includes DB scale. Com- 
plete with tubes, 500 microamp meter, 
cabinet, blueprints, and instructions. Ship- 
ping Wt., 8 lbs. 

TRIMMER 

CONDENSER KIT 
10 brand new va- 
riables 12 MMF to 
50 MMF ceramic 
insulated. 

BUILD IT 
YOURSELF t 
AND SAVE $ 2 ,-.:, J:. 

2/3 COST "- 
. 

et^:v.}ni:::ry:.v:pO:Mfia 

F" MODEL BC 375 

f 
p 

OUR BEST 

CONDENSER BUY 
An ideal power supply '? 

filter has 2.5 MFD., 2.5 
MFD., and 5 MFD., sec- 
tions at 600 V. working. 
All oil filled, C 
extra special. 9JC 

CONDENSER SPECIAL 
Brand new Cornell. 
Dubilier 2 MFD. 600 3 FOR 
V. oil filled filter 
condensers, porce $1 1 .00 
lain insulators. 

VITREOUS 

RESISTOR KIT 
Five and ten watt 
units. 

15 FOR $1 NE. 

BATHTUB 

CONDENSER KIT! 
.1 MFD. to 1. MFD. 
up to 600 Volt. 

20 FOR $1 e00 
?: 

$1.00 TRANSMITTER 

`f CRYSTAL KIT 

b 455 KC I.F.'s 
Dual slug 
tuned square 
can. 

R.F. CHOKE KIT 3 FOR $1 
Perfect sizes from 
1/2 to 21/2 MH. 

4 mounted crys- 
tals between 2 
MC and 3 MC. 

4 FOR $1 

TUNING UNITS 
These units need no in- 
troduction but ours are 
brand new with the cabi- 
net, which is ideal for a 
receiver case, at the low- 
est price yet. State model 
number preferred and we 
will ship as close as we 
can. 

At least a 
$30.00 value 
in parts for 

10 FOR $1 

SOCKET KIT 
20 beautiful octal, 
loctal and minia- i. 
tura sockets. 

;s 

20 FOR $1 
.4 

' 

POWER 
RHEOSTAT KIT 

AH knob types in ?' 

25 and 50 watt 
I.R.C., etc. 

5 FOR $2.95 
SER KIT 

$249 

G.E. CIRCUIT BREAKER 
Protect your equipment at 
one- fourth of cost, new G.E. 
50 amp. 220 V. 95 . $2 circuit breakers L 95 

4 Gang CONDENSER 
A silver plated 147 MFD. 
per section variable 
tuning condenser - long 
1/4" shaft, on outstanding i 
surplus 
buy $1.00 

AIRCRAFT INTERPHONE 

AMPLIFIER 
New BC 347C using 6F8 
tube with tube ouncer, 
transformers, $ 
diagrams, etc. 2.95 

21/2" VOLTMETER 
Ideal for making pocket tester, 
scale 0 -3 D.C. volts, made by 
Weston and Simpson. Tester dia. 
gram and Multiplier 
Resistors for 30 -300 V. $1.95 
D.C. included 7 

G:;:..:r........ r... 

BC 733 
RECEIVER . 

A Western Electric 10 tube re- 
ceiver cover 100 -120 Mc. corn - 
plete with 10 tubes, crystals, 
etc. Used conditi 

MODEL BC 728 

PUSH BUTTON 

RECEIVER 

MICA CONDEN 
An excellent assort- 
ment with silver 
mica and regular. (l% 
All color coded or 
marked. 

25 FOR $1.00 

An excellent portable push but- 
ton permability tuned receiver 
covering 2 -5 Mc. Easily con- 
verted to broadcast band, oper- 
ates from 2 or 6 volts with six 
tubes. PM speaker - two vibra- 
tor power supplies slightly used. 

Only 100 available 

$1495 

MILITARY CONVERSION 
POWER 

TRANSFORMER 
Especially for 24 volt re- 
ceivers. Supplies 500 volts 
C.T. at 50 MA, 5 V. at 2A 
and 24 V. at 1/2 amp. To 
convert command setts 

rewiring $2.95 

NO ORDERS 
UNDER $2.00 

WE WILL SHIP C.O.D. 

BC 645 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 

TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER 
A beautiful brand new 
tranceiver operating in the 
450 -500 Mc range. Cores 
with 15 new tubes (list 
price tubes alone $58.00) 
and all conversion data 
and diagrams. Covers 420- 
450 ham band, citizens 
two way communications 
band, mobile ham band, and 
Exp. television band. Cost 
government over $400.00. Our 
mice complete. 

CERAMIC 

CONDENSER KIT 
20 beautiful condensers 
all marked or coded, 
many zero temp. coef. 
types. 

20 FOR $1.95:: 

RESISTOR KIT 
The best available 
all insulated color 
coded in 1/2.1 -2 
watt sizes. 

1 OO FOR $1.95 

$1495 2 FOR 
$27.00 

FREE 
130 Throat ssw 
pahone with ,h 

d., over $10.00. 
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44' 
111111 

Living Room 
Concerts 

Industrial Factory 
Work Music 

///ore 

economical 
Airport & Train 
Announcements 

Cannot 

Jangle 

ñf 8 HOURS OF 
1/%w o"` a 

e. CONTINUOUS PLAY 
ON THE MAGNETAPE* RECORDER! 

Now - record and 
play back on this 
amazing instrument 
any sound that can 
be heard, and many 
that cannot - from 
a concert hall sym- 
phony, to the beat of. 
your heart. Simple interchangeable capstans pro- 
vide a choice of three tape speeds for high fidelity, 
medium fidelity, or up to 8 hour voice recording. 
The ideal recorder and playback unit for home, 
office, industry, and broadcast station. 
Write today for our free illustrated technical cata- 
log featuring our complete series of Magnetape 
Recorders and accessory equipment. -Send 25¢ in 
stamps or coin for our new booklet, "Elements of 
Magnetic Tape Recording - and 999 Applications." 

Trademark 

.yin proved 

Response 

Kanne 

Comte 
/nJp[e 

.tufomafiC 

erasing 

Broadcast Station 
Monitoring 

30 Second 

Rewind 

1 

4. 
u' /1r 

Conference 
Recording 

eaeg 
editing 

AMPLIFIER CORP. of AMERICA 
398 -2 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y. 

THAT'S what Mr. ReQua 
says about his G -E Handy 
iron. It gives fast, con- 
tinuous heat, lets me 
solder rapidly," he states. 
"It's Ideal for the average 
repair lob around the 
house. The more I use it, 
the more I like it." 

Mr. ReQua has reason 
to like his Handy iron. 
For it has same design 
as G -E industrial irons, 
yet is lightweight, easy 
to use, built to last. See 
the G -E Handy iron at 
your dealer's today. If 
your dealer does not 
have them order direct, 
giving us your dealer's 
name. Dept. D667 -4, 
Apparatus Department, 
General Electric Company, 
Schenectady, N. Y. 

Free: "How to solder" 
manual with every iron. 

George ReQua, 
hobbyist and 
home craftsman. 

GENERAL 6 ELECTRIC 

THE SIMPLEST 

FM 
CONVERTER 

Models 
1002A 
1005A 

Converts 40 -50Mc FM 
Tuners and receivers 
to 88 -108Mc opera- 
tion. Simple to attach 
and adjust. No power 
required. Hundreds 
now in use all over 
U.S. 

Model 1002A List $10.00 

FM INTERFERENCE 

TRAP FOR TELESETS 

Eliminates FM and 
amateur interference 
from tele image by 
absorption of inter- 

fering signal. Two adjustments pro- 
vide for elimination of signals in 80- 
115Mc and 40 -60Mc Ranges. 

Model 1005A List $10.00 

CRYSTAL CONTROL 

FOR FM TV AND BC RECEIVERS 

Send. 25c (no stamps) for booklet de- 
scribing applications of quartz crystal 
control for local oscillator of your 
home receivers. 

See Your Local Parts Jobber 
or write for information 

CRYSTAL DEVICES CO. 
1819 Broadway. NEW YORK 23. N. Y. 

Fig. 7. The r.f. probe. 

open). Adjust output of the signal 
generator until a signal is heard in 
the headphones. To adjust the ampli- 
fier, vary the trimming condensers lo- 
cated on the main tuning condenser 
C, until the signal is loudest. As the 
signal increases above the comfortable 
listening point, reduce signal strength 
by lowering the output of the signal 
generator. In cases where a radio sta- 
tion carrier is used in place of a signal 
generator, the signal strength may be 
reduced by shortening the antenna 
wire. 

More advanced readers may adjust 
the unit with the aid of an oscillo- 
scope. The amplitude of the wave 
represents the measured voltage out- 
put and at the same time the distor- 
tion of the amplifier may be visually 
inspected. To do this properly, pro- 
ceed as follows: 

Step 1. Connect output of signal 
generator to the antenna -ground in- 
put of the amplifier. 

Step 2. Connect ground of scope to 
chassis of amplifier. 

Step 3. Connect generator, scope, 
and amplifier to line and warm up for 
15 minutes to stabilize these units so 
that accurate measurements may be 
taken. 

Step 4. Connect the circuit shown 
in Fig. 7 in series with the Y axis input 
of the scope and the antenna ground 
of the amplifier, and note the audio 
waveform on the scope. Inasmuch as 
this represents the output of the gen- 
erator, the reader will have an excel- 
lent source of comparison as we po- 
ceed with our stage -by -stage visual 
alignment. 

Step 5. Transfer the probe to the 
grid of the first 7B7 tube and note the 
waveform and voltage gain on the 
scope. An amplification of about 1.5 
should be experienced. 

Step 6. Transfer the probe to the 
plate of the first r.f. tube, adjust the 
trimmer of the first stage tuning con- 
denser Cl until the amplitude of the 
waveform present on the screen of the 
oscilloscope reaches maximum. This 
waveform should be the same shape as 
that noticed directly from the genera- 
tor. If any noticeable distortion of this 
waveform is experienced, readjust R,. 
If readjusting R_ does not clear up the 
defect, check R, for correct value of 
resistance and check Cz for either an 
open or shorted condition. Another 
possible source of distortion is that C3 
may be open. This would most likely 
cause oscillation and reduce the stage 
gain. This distortion procedure also 
holds true for the second r.f. stage. 

Step 7. Proceed to align and check 
the next stage of the unit in the same 
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manner, moving the probe to the plate 
of the second r.f. tube. 

Step 8. To complete the visual align- 
ment, we shall discard the r.f. probe 
and connect the Y axis input of the 
scope to the junction of C. and 
The waveform now present on the 
screen of the scope is that of the audio 
output from the detector. The wave- 
form at this point should be compara- 
ble to that witnessed at the first and 
second r.f. stages. The trimmer on 
the third stage tuning condenser (CO 
should be adjusted for maximum am- 
plitude. 

Step 9. With the scope connected as 
in Step 8, readjust the three trimmers 
of the tuning condenser C, for maxi- 
mum output. The over -all gain of the 
amplifier at 1000 kc. is approximately 
1200. 

Although the tuner described is sen- 
sitive enough to pick up strong signals 
with a random length of wire, we 
strongly urge the use of the best pos- 
sible antenna. For maximum effi- 
ciency, a long wire, well insulated, 
and mounted outdoors as high in the 
air as possible, is recommended. A 
simple single wire is entirely ade- 
quate. 

(To be continued) 

Signal Generator 7 
(Continued from page 59) 

upon the setting of the "Modulation" 
panel knob (R:o) at power line fre- 
quency rate, thus eliminating the need 
for special synchronizing conditions 
between signal generator and oscil- 
loscope. 

As a result of this frequency modu- 
lation action, the output signal is 
varied above and below its center fre- 
quency. The fixed oscillator signal is 
proximity mixed with the variable os- 
cillator output. Because of the hete- 
rodyne action, the output frequency 
delivered by the signal generator is 
any possible combination. of 40 mega- 
cycles plus and minus the frequency 
to which the main dial is set. (For 
example : When the main dial is set to 
10 mc., frequency modulated outputs 
are obtained at 30 mc. and at 50 mc. 
The first is 40 -10 mc.; the second, 
40 +10 mc.) To determine the dial 
setting required for any center fre- 
quency needed for FM alignment, it 
is only necessary for the operator to 
add or subtract the desired frequency 
mentally to (or from) 40 mc., and then 
to set the main dial of the generator 
to either this sum or difference fre- 
quency. Either one of these settings 
will give output on the desired center 
frequency. 

The range of frequency -modulated 
center frequencies delivered by the 
Model 906 is 90 kc. to 210 mc. 

The unit becomes an emergency 
beat -frequency audio oscillator when 
the main dial is tuned to the vicinity 
of 40 megacycles. (With "Modula- 
tion" switch set to FM, and sweep 
width set to zero). This is because 
the heterodyne beat note between the 
fixed- and variable- frequency oscil- 
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t ASSEMBLY UNIT 
e For the first time - a IO 

Flat Surface Screen Picture 

unit available in assembly 

form. This is not a kit but 
complete assembly. Picture 
is 51 square inches. 

Also available 

A 12" Screen picture, 75 

square inches, at a slight 
additional cost. 

Superior performance is obtained 
with a new IF Video & Sound Strip 
(pat. pend.), aligned, wired, pre - 
tuned tubed and tested. All the 
above circuits are contained on one 
chassis, ready to use when delivered. 
This unit designed and constructed by 
engineers. Licensed by Western Elec- 
tric & Radio Corporation of America. 

Easier to operate than your home 
radio. 

10" FLAT SURFACE 

C R TUBE 
INCLUDED 

$ 2295° 
5I SQ. IN. PICTURE 

COMPLETE 
WITH ALL TUBES 

AND COMPONENTS 

PRICE 

F.O.B. OUR FACTORY 

GUARANTEED 
FRONT END will handle 13 Tele- 

vision Channels. It is so flexible 

that any number of channels from 

I to 13 can be used. We are now 

supplying channels 2 - 4 - 5 - 7 

- 9 . II - 13 with this front end. 

Install the other channels as 
d 

sired. Aligned and tested, 

to use when delivered. Merely con- 

nect B plus, filament and output 

It 
leads to the 

a make any 

R.F. alignments. 

29 RCA Tubes included plus IO" 

flat faced CR tube or 12" CR 

tube 
Heavy Duty RCA 6.8 ox. slug I2" 

PM speaker 

TERMS: 10% WITH ORDER- 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
12" C R TUBE 

INCLUDED 

$ 2595° 
75 SQ. IN. PICTURE 

COMPLETE 
WITH ALL TUBES 

AND COMPONENTS 

PRICE 
F.O.B. OUR FACTORY 

To operate to your satis- 
faction when simple direc- 
tions are followed. 

Specially designed dipole antenna 

with 60 foot lead in. 

4.5 mc band width for greatest 

picture definition. 
Approximately 10,000 volts second 

anode potential for better contrast 

and brightness. 
5 IF pictures stages 

2 sound IF stages with Limiter and 

Discriminator 
High fidelity obtained with FM 

sound reproduction 
Overall chassis size I7 "x19 "x3" 

Complete pictorial and schematic 

diagrams supplied with assembly 

IF frequency - Audio 21.6 

Picture 26.1 

Only nationally advertised - com- 

ponents used in our assembly. 

BALANCE EXPRESS COLLECT 

540 BUSHWICK AVE. 
BROOKLYN 6. N. YJ 
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TEST UNIT 1 -35 -E 
One of the component units required to test the Walkle Talkie" Transmitter and Receiver BC -611. Consists of a 4^ rectangular multi -range meter. Switching facilities Microphone, receiver, earphone, 
R.F. oscillator, audio oscillator, crystal test socket, pin Jacks, test terminal cable & plug. Comes in cabi- net with removable cover 9^ wide, 14" long x 5" high with Technical Manual and Circuit diagram. Full 
scale ranges of 3 & 150 V D.C.; 1.5, 15, 60 & 600 
MA D.C.; and 60 V A.C. Suitable for modification into a versatile radio test unit. 

$ 
1 3.50 

NET POS, N.Y J .7 

BC- 1072 -A RADAR TRANSMITTER 
150 to 210 Megacycles: Operates off 115 volt. 60 cycle power line. This unit can be adapted to A 2 meter band transmitter but its chief value Is for the 
B SLOWER. 115 volt 60. 28 watts .1E 1525 R.P.M. A.G. Redmond. 
VARIAC. Gen. Radio type 200 B 115 volt input 

135 volt 1.5'ampa. Max- output. 
TUBES. 2- 5UG's 1-807 1 -2x2; 1 -6SN7; 1-6J5: 

1 -9002 2-9006; 2 -856. 
METER. Simpson, 3tí'2 ". round. 0.5 Kilovolt and 

0.10 M.A. D.C. 
TRANSFORMERS. 1 -w 1 t h primary variable from 

0 -135 volt, secondary from 0 -3500 volt; 1 -with 
primary 117 volt secondary 6.3 V at 1.2 Amp. 
275 volt center tap to each side, 5.0 volt at 3 
Am p. 1 -with 117 volt primary, secondary volt 
at 16 am and 2.5 volt at 1.75 amp. 
Consists also of many other parts, relays, trans- formers, circuit breakers, interlocks, resistors, chokes, 

too numerous to itemize. 
Complete in metal cabinet 18 "x20" by 1721"t: net 

wt. 150 1hs. .50 íf 22 NET FOB, N.Y i -7 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMER. G.E., 110 -volt 60 Cycle 
input, 2.5 volt 40 Amp. Output 100 KLA 3 KV 
Insulation. ® $2.75 each, Ten for $17.50 

STEP DOWN TRANSFORMER, Jefferson Electric, 115 
volt 60 cycle primary 20 volt, 10 ARV. secondary, 
mounted in watertight box. lei $3.95 each, Ten 
for $30.00 

VARIABLE RHEOSTAT. Ward Leonard 8" Class, 20 
ohms 4.05 Amps. Complete with all hardware. 
® $3.50 each, Ten for $29.50 

- INVERTER PE -206 -A 
INPUT: 27.5 Volt 38 Amps D.C. 
OUTPUT: 80 Volta 500 V.A. 800 cycle 1.0 P.F. 
1 phase 6000 R.P.M. 
Manufactured by the Leland Electric Co. Type 2 DA. 
Complete with filter, carbon y11e regulator, selenium rectifier, etc. with circuit diagram and handbook of 
maintenance instructions. Dimensions 13" L x 10" 
H x 6" W NET fob, $6.50 

POWER LEVEL INDICATOR 
Weston Model 695 Type 3 A. A rectifier type volt- 

meter with 5 ranges of 1.5, 6, 15, 60 and 150 volts and 
A multirange DB meter for a zero signal level of 6 milliwatt on a 500 ohm line. Arranged to indi 

Cate -8, -4, "O," +4, +8, +12, +16, +20, 
+24, +28, +32 DB at "0" on the DB scale or a 
total spread of 56 DB. 

A plate fastened on back of instrument gives In- 
etructions and conversion data for use 

pother than 500 ohm circuits. 
Dimensions 5t2"x3s/4^ 3t/a " NET 7I 50 
D.C. MOTOR- Permanent Magnet Type 10,000 R.P.M. 

Delco Type 25069370 27.5 Volt D.C. 21/s ", Long 
(t/z shaft) x 1" W x 11/2" High $4.95 

PANEL METERS 
Signal Strength WS") Meter -Simpson 25, 3I/2 ". rd 

n bake case. Use this on the plate circuit of your 
receiver to show the relative strength of incom- 

craih8 DB 
MA Zero with 

Sc, for internal sc Illumination from rear of meter. 
Comp with socket, lamp and leads. For further 
details refer to pages 164.165 & Fig. 730 B of Ra- 
dfo Amateur's Handbook. $4.50 

Decibel Meters -Weston 401, Type 21 3 rd fi 
bake case, minus 10 to lus 6, 6 M.*., 6OÓ ohms; 
General purpose type 0.5 -0.7 Second to final read. 
Mg, 45.62% overthrow, 5000 ohms internal re- 
aistance at ODB $8.50 -W.it., RC-35, minus 10 to plus 6, ODB equals 
1.897 V 6 MW, 600 ohms, 3" square 84.50 Totalizing Flour Meters -G.E., 31/2 ", d fl bake cane; 
Up to 9,999.9 hrs. Operates on 10 -12 volt, 60 
cycle. Ideal for counting the total hours of op- 
eration of the power tubes on transmitters. 
ems- industrial Timer Corp., Indicates up to 9,999 9 
bra for 50 or 60 cycle operation on 103 to 130 volts.t lack scale 3^ rd fl bakelite case, Clamp 

Frequency Meter.- J.H.T. 3th" rd fl metal a 
58 -62 ycle, 5 eed 100.150 voit....rreq 4.50 -JOT. 30-F, bual range covers Frequency 
ranges from 48.52 cycles and 56.62 t.ies: Dual 
element, Vibrating Reed type, 115 vollt, 34h^ d 
flush metal case. $5.95 

D.C. Voltmeters -W.E. 500 V, 1000 ohms per volt 
31/2 ", rd fi bake case, concentric 

with 
yle. 

external 
. 

peer -Weston 901, Sida 4 K.V. wi external v 
resistor $8.50 

-W.H., NX35, 1.5 XV with 1000 ohms per 
volt ext prey wire wound resistor & mtg lip., 
31/2", rd 8 bake case.. $7.25 -1'.li., NX-35, 20 KV with clot prec wire wound 
1000 ohms per volt resistor and mtg clip... $21.00 

D.C. 
bake case. 

DO.41. 30 MA, 31/2" rd 
fi bake case............ sá.50 -G.E., DO.41, 50 MA, black scale, 9ÿ2 ^, rd O 

bake case $3.25 -G.E., DO.41, 200 MA, 32,2 ̂ , rd fl b a k e 
case $3.23 

D.C. Mier r$-W. E., 
resistance, 

microampere, 
pke 

case, 
ately 950 ohms resistance, 31/2 ", rd 0. 

bake as concentric style $6.50 -Triplett, 100 ua mvt approx 500 ohms resist. 

Kcal 0-3, b -15 & 60 V MA, 4" AeM R bake case. 
nife edge pointer $5.50 
--G.E., 00.41, 200 microampere mvt, Knife edge 

pointer, Sc mkd Set Carrier" sups with paper 
V.O.M.A. Sc, 3 . rd fi bake case $4.95 

A.C. Voltm"-r.-W B., NA -35. 15 V, (100 MA) 31/2" 
rd 

flW.H., NA -35, 150 V (10 MA) 31/2 ", rd 9 bake 
cage $5.50 

All items are Surplus- New -Guaranteed. C.O.D 's not 
sent unless accompanied 25% Deposit. Orders 
accepted from rated concerns. public institutions, 
etc., on open - ". 

The above is only a partial listing of the many items 
we have in stock. Send for free circular. MANU- 
FACTURERS, EXPORTERS, DEALERS - we invite 
your Inquiries. 

MARITIME SWITCHBOARD 
336 Canal Street New York 13, N. Y. 

Worth 4.8217 
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lators then lies in the audio- frequency 
spectrum. The instrument is not rec- 
ommended for regular, continuous use 
in this manner, however, since it was 
not designed expressly for this appli- 
cation, and frequency stability accord- 
ingly is not too good at the low audio 
frequencies. 

Attenuator. The r.f. signal from 
the oscillators is delivered to the at- 
tenuator through coupling condensers 
C, and C.. R, is the "fine control" po- 
tentiometer of the attenuator unit and 
is operated by means of the panel 
knob labelled "Microvolts." 

The attenuator is of standard lad- 
der -type design, except that it has 
been made a 4 -step, instead of conven- 
tional 5 -step unit, in order to minimize 
the detrimental effect of shunting ca- 
pacitances and to reduce "strays" 
which are inescapable in any 5 -step 
attenuator. 

While the attenuator is not unusual 
in appearance, being of the same gen- 
eral design so frequently shown in 
print by instrument designers and 
technical authors, we point out here 
that the actual fabrication of an effi- 
cient attenuator is not so simple as 
first inspection of the circuit might 
lead one falsely to conclude. Attenu- 
ator design is a definite art acquired, 
it would seem, by long experience and 
"know how." Considerable- cutting 
and trying were necessary after the 
fundamental design work, in order to 
evolve the successful attenuator in 
the signal generator shown here. 

The "Multiply By" switch, St, en- 
ables the operator to select any one 
of four r.f. output voltage ranges 
which multiply the "Microvolts" (R1) 
setting by 1, 10, 100, or 1000. These 
ranges each may be multiplied by a 
further factor of 10 when the output 
r.f. voltmeter has been set to its "X10" 
deflection. 

In order to standardize the attenu- 
ator, provision has been made in other 
signal generators for adjusting the os- 
cillator r.f. output voltage so that ex- 
actly 1 volt r.m.s. (as indicated by a 

self- contained v.t. voltmeter which is 
the basic hallmark of any true signal 
generator) is applied to the attenuator 
input. In order to obtain 1 microvolt 
from the instrument, it then becomes - 
necessary to attenuate to the extent 
of 1,000,000 to 1. This is not an easy 
operation to accomplish efficiently, 
and the 1 -volt standardizing voltage 
probably has been justified only by the 
onetime difficulty in producing a reli- 
able v.t. voltmeter for voltages under 
1 volt. In the Model 906 design, a sig- 
nal input of .1 volt to the attenuator 
is used on all except the 0- 100,000- 
microvolt and 0 -1 volt ranges. This 
is a very important improvement, 
since stray radiation from the signal 
generator is reduced by a factor of 
100 times at low oscillator voltages 
(strays decrease as the square root of 
the oscillator output voltage). Oscil- 
lator output is controlled by means of 
potentiometer R., operated by the 
"Meter" knob on the front panel. 

The r.f. output of the generator is 
the voltmeter reading times the "Mi- 
crovolts" potentiometer setting times 
the "Multiply By" setting of the at- 
tenuator step switch. 

The "Hi- Output" jack, J1, delivers 
continuously variable r.f. output, con- 
trolled by "Microvolts" potentiometer 
R7. This r.f. outnut voltage is 0 to 
0.1 volts r.m.s. when the meter is set 
to "XZ" by means of `Meter" poten- 
tiometer RD -and 0 to 1 volt when the 
meter is set to "X10." 

R. F. Voltmeter. The vacuum -tube 
voltmeter employed in the instrument 
to standardize the attenuator is a 
special version of the "Vomax," the 
all- purpose v.t. voltmeter manufac- 
tured by the same company. The in- 
dicating meter may be seen in the 
upper right -hand corner of the front 
panel in Fig. 1, its scale only visible 
through a panel window, small to hold 
down "strays." 

The balanced v.t. voltmeter circuit 
includes 6AL5 tube V., 6J6 tube V5, 
and the indicating meter, M. The 
voltmeter is capacitance coupled to 

Fig. 3. Internal view of the signal generator. Easily seen are the small, effi- 
cient tubes; shielding; unique mechanical arrangement to insure short leads; 
and simplified assembly. The coil switching turret is seen on the left -hand side. 
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RADTONIC offers Immediate Delivery! 

It's RADIONIC 

for RELIABILITY 

UNBELIEVABLE 

VALUES 
on Brand New Radios 

ALL GUARANTEED 

(haneeltor RADIO 

Television Kits and 

Components 

Radios 

Test Instruments 

Parts and Accessories 

Inter- Communicators 

Disc and Wire Recorders 

Public Address 

Amateur Equipment 

Tubes 

Record Changers 

Technical Books 

TERMS: 25% deposit - 
Balance C.O.D. or full 
remittance with order. 

edidia/d4 NEW 

FIDELOTUNER 
FOR MAXIMUM F -M LISTENING 

PLEASURE 

CONNECTS to 

ANY RADIO 

RECEIVER or 

SOUND AM- 

PLIFIER or F -M 

revolutionary 
tuning principle* makes 

New and 

EDWARDS 
FIDELOTUNER 

the most efficient F -M 

All the great advan- 

tages 

market today compact, 
converter on 

reception are yours with this comp 

¡/ recep Band 88.108 Mc. 
tones of F 

tuner. Covers full F -M 
finger -tip tuned. 

VHF 

new 
throughout. 

Easy 

VHF insulation 

Slide -rule dial illuminated. Local reception antenna 

veneer cabinet. Beautiful prop°f- 

included. Walnut 
6 

3 /4tß high deep. 

tions -1 1 
wide, Selenium 

Complete with five tubes plus 

weight 7'/4 lbs for 105 -130 

Shipping 2 6SA7- 65H7 -6H6. 
Tube lineup: 616- 

YOUR NET COST........ 
,,,$31.50 

*Patent Pending. 

Edward's High Q Tuning 

Lines. 
Full FM bond coverage. 

88 -108 MC. 
any Radio or 

Connects to 
stem Amplifying System 

or new). 
Selenium 

5 tubes plus 

Rectifier. 
3 IF Stages including 

Limiter Stage. 
Real Discriminator 

Circuit for 

maximum realisation of F -M 

possibilities. Tuned IF and 
Permeability Trans. 
Discriminator K 

throughout. 
VHF Insulation ttuning. g 
Easy Finger -tip 
Slide Rule Dial. 

Local Reception 
included. Cycle A.C. 
105 -130 Volt 60 Cy 

Operated. 
(`Patent Pending) 

Rectifier. 
V. A.C. 

RADIONIC CATALOG FREE 
IT'S A MUST FOR ALL SERVICE DEALERS, AMATEURS, EXPERIMENT- 
ERS, INDUSTRIALS, INSTITUTIONS AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES. 

RADIONIC EQUIPMENT 
COMPANY 

TRIBUNE THEATRE ENTRANCE 170 NASSAU ST., N. Y. 7, N. Y. 

CABLE "CHANSLOR" TELEPHONE WOrth 2 -0421 

MAIL TODAY 
RADIONIC EQUIPMENT CO., Dept. 512 
170 Nassau Street, New York 7, N. Y. 

Send immediately your free catalog listing products of 
Radio's leading manufacturers of ports and equip- 
ment and numerous special items at bargain prices. 

NAME 

STREET 

TOWN 

.P.O. BOX.... 

ZONE .STATE 
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frÎtMCNI4R 
BRAND NEW 

RADIO PARTS 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT from 

MID- AMERICA 
Never before such amazing values in 
brand -new radio parts and electronic equipment. Shown here are but a few 
samples from Mid -America's vast 
stock. Order these money -saving values 
now! And ask for Mid -America's big 
catalog that lists thousands more at 
unbelievably low prices! 

SENSkTIONAL SPARE PARTS 
CHEST! Loaded with all brand 
new parts and 53 popular tubes. 
Thousands of resistors and con- 
densers, transformers. hard- 
ware, everything! Has completely 
wired 15 -tube amplifier for 110 V. 
60 Cycle operation: use for audio, 
television, control circuits, os- 
cilloscope. etc. Sturdy chest 30íS' 
high: idealtor Darts- 
storage and work - 
base. MA- 2096... . 

FM TRANSMITTER 

SPECIAL FOR AMATEURS AND EXPERT MENTERS! Complete AN /APN -I FM transmitter - receiver for 420 -460 MC. Used as indicator for altitudes up to 4000 feet but readily adapted for signalling. con- trol circuit etc. Contains dyhamotor for operation from 27.5 volts. Complete with all 14 

$1395 
tubes: 2 -12H6, 2 -955, 2 -9004, 4- 12537, a 3- I2SH7, and VR- 150 -30. MA -1259 

(SUPER -HET RECEIVER BC -733 -D 
BC -733 -13 10 -tube crystal -controlled superhet re- ceiver complete with 3 -717A, 12SQ7, 12A6, 2- 12SG7, 12AH7, and 2 -I2SR7 tubes. Set includes full comple- ment of 6 crystals for operation in 108.3 -110.3 MC range. Receiver CAA type-certificated (TC -1045) for lateral blind landing guidance. Operates from either 14 or 28 VDC dyn- $995 amotors (not supplied).Parts value ex- 

SPECIAL! 

price many times.MA -2163 

SPECIAL! PUSH -BUTTON TUNING UNIT 
50 mmf variable condenser oper- 
ated manually or by cam action. 
Ten chrome - plated pushbut- 
tons 1 jA- from plate. Each button 
is positive. action DPST with automatic release. Unit has ten removable 100 mmf air padders, 
one 25 mmf air padder. Mount- 
ing plate will take 
6/32 and 8/32 screws. 7 
MA PBS -Ill 

MARKER BEACON RECEIVER 
COMPACT MARKER BEACON RE- CEIVER BC- l023 -A for FCC -approved 
75 -MC modulated signals. Tubes (6507, 6U6GT, 6SC7, 12SH7). Operates from aircraft 12 -14 VDC supply. Ready to install. Experimenters use relay cir- cuit set for 

$445 of equipment. Aluminum innum 
m 

cabinet with shock mounts; 
5%'x514 x37/16'. MA -2107 

High Frequency Antenna AN -10 -B 
Used with SCR -522, ARC -5 and 274 -N; approxi- mately ' a -wave on 100 -156 MC. Very sturdy, use any- where; a real but for amateurs. A pair make an excellent broad -band receiving dipole for FM and television. Coaxial con- hector in base. MA -2153 
PERMEABILITY TUNER for broadcast $ band. Replaces 3 -gang cond., antenna. 1 39 r.f., oscillator coils. Adjustable coils. 455kc output. dial cord drive. Wiring diagram supplied. MA -2162 

C 

FREE CATALOG 
Order now -right from this ad! Send 25% deposit - we ship C.O.D. for balance plus postage. Write, too. for Mid -America's big, complete catalog that lists hundreds and hundreds of hard -to -get items -ALL 
AT UNBEATABLE LOW PRICES! Mail orders and catalog requests to store address -Dept. L -127 

MID *AMERICA CO. Inc. 
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STORE WAREHOUSE 
2412 S MICHIGAN AVE. 2307 S ARCHER AVE 

CHICAGO 16, ILL. CHICAGO 16, ILL 

the signal generator circuits through 
condenser C.. 

One -half of the 6AL5 acts as the 
shunt -diode signal rectifier; the other 
half provides contact potential bal- 
ance. One -half of the 6J6 tube is the 
d.c. meter amplifier; the other half 
provides stabilization. 

Potentiometer R. is the zero -set 
control for the v.t. voltmeter. Poten- 
tiometer B. sets the meter range 
("X1" = 0.1 volt; "X10" = 1 volt). 
For improved stability of this eléc- 
tronic voltmeter circuit, and in order 
to minimize grid current flow and to 
protect meter M against burnout due 
to possible overload, the 6J6 tube, V., 
is operated at reduced plate voltage 
through a voltage divider comprised 
by resistors R. and Re.. Also, the 
heaters of the v.t. voltmeter tubes are 
operated at reduced voltage through 
the dropping resistor, Ree. 

Output Terminal Box. The 3 -foot, 
permanently -attached, shielded output 
coaxial cable of the Model 906 is ter- 
minated with a shielded 3 -post ter- 
minal box, which delivers the metered - 
output signal voltages from much less 
than 1 to 100,000 microvolts. In addi- 
tion to extending the shielding of the 
instrument just as far as practicable 
to the point of signal delivery, the 
output terminal box provides a con- 
stant output impedance of 15 ohms. 

A .02 pfd. isolating condenser, C1, 
permits connection to be made directly 
to amplifier plate circuits and to other 
high -voltage d.c. points, without dam- 
aging any portion of the attenuator 
in the signal generator. The inclu- 
sion of this condenser inside the ter- 
minal box makes unnecessary the 
common bad practice of picking up 
any convenient, unshielded junk -box 
condenser when the signal generator 
must be isolated (as far as d.c. is con- 
cerned) from thé device into which 
its signal is being fed. 

With this output arrangement, the 
operator may take his signal directly 
from across 15 ohms, or through the 
insulating condenser. 

AM Modulator. Standard 400 -cycle 
amplitude modulation is available 
within the instrument when the "Mod- 
ulation" switch is thrown to its AM 
position. 

The heart of the AM modulator is 
the 400- cycle, stabilized output audio 
oscillator which includes 6AÚ6 tube 
V., and 6C4 tube V,. The operating 
frequency of this oscillator is set and 
stabilized by a Wien bridge comprised 
of resistors R::, Rra, R :., condensers C,. 
and C19, and the stabilizing lamp, PL,. 

A buffer amplifier, designed around 
6C4 tube V., isolates the audio oscil- 
lator from varying load effects and 
thereby further stabilizes the mod- 
ulator operation. 

The 400 -cycle amplitude modulation 
is variable from zero to over 100 per- 
cent by means of potentiometer R. 
This modulation percentage control is 
seen in the lower left -hand portion of 
the front panel. 

Power Supply. The internal a.c. 
power supply is conventional, being 

comprised principally of power trans- 
former T,; 6X4 rectifier tube Vs; and 
the filter sections CH :, Rat, Cm, C., and 
Cam. 

The power supply components, to- 
gether with the audio -frequency mod- 
ulator and v.t. voltmeter components, 
are mounted on a separate aluminum 
chassis, as may be seen in Fig. 3. 

A line- frequency (50 or 60 cycles) 
voltage, for the frequency modulator, 
is delivered by the voltage divider 
made up of resistors R. and R. in 
series and Rao in parallel with Rs,, 
when switch S, is set to FM position. 

The r.f. line filter, connected be- 
tween the power transformer pri- 
mary and the line plug (see Fig. 2), 
will be discussed in the next section. 

Shielding and Filtering. The pur- 
pose of any signal generator is to de- 
liver a metered and controlled, mod- 
ulated or unmodulated, signal directly 
to the point of use. The signal from a 
good instrument does not arrive by 
any other paths at all except through 
the generator output cable, and does 
not leak past the controlling attenu- 
ator. Any signal, or portion thereof, 
which passes directly from the oscil- 
lator to the point of use, detouring the 
meter and attenuator circuits and the output cable, is unmeasured and 
serves to impair the accuracy of tests 
and measurements made with such a 
generator. One usual path of such 
stray signals is over the power line 
from signal generator to receiver (or 
other device under test). Another is 
direct radiation of the signal through 
the intervening space between the sig- 
nal generator and point of use. This 
latter radiation generally takes place 
directly from the oscillator and is oc- 
casioned by ineffective shielding. 

In order to prevent direct radiation, 
the shielding of the Model 906 has 
been worked out most carefully. The 
two radio -frequency oscillators, the 
frequency modulator, and all of the 
associated circuit components are 
housed inside a single, substantial 
metal shield box. This is a thick, mul- 
tiple copper -plated chamber. All leads 
entering this box are shielded and fil- 
tered. Edges of the shield box cover 
overlap the box flanges, and the cover 
is fastened tightly to the box by means 
of some 14 screws placed at a number 
of points -many more than are re- 
quired for purely mechanical reasons. 
The box itself is insulated from the 
instrument panel by means of heavy 
steatite spacers. By preventing me- 
tallic contact between the shield box 
and instrument panel, except at se- 
lected points loop circuits are avoided 
and the oscillator field is confined. 

The attenuator ladder section is 
separately shielded; and, as may be 
seen from an examination of Fig. 2, 
leads to this section and to potentiom- 
eter R, are individually shielded. 

The front panel of the signal gen- 
erator is laminated of steel and alu- 
minum in order further to reduce ra- 
diation in the wide frequency range of 
the instrument. The enclosing cabi- 
net is made of steel, this metal being 
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HOT RADIO VALUES at SUN RADIO! 

BC -221 FREQUENCY 

METER 
A heterodyne frequency meter 
complete with tubes, crystal, 
calibration chart and guaranteed 
accuracy of .01 % or 500 cycles, 
whichever is greater. Better than 
two dial division per kc. Funda- 
mental ranges are 125 -250 and 
200 -400 kc. Can be used with 
110 volts AC power pack, bat- 
teries or vibrapack. Makes a fine 
signal generator or converts to 
VFO. These are slightly used but 
Guaranteed 
Al $37.50 
With Modulation $54.50 

WAVEMETER 
Were closing out the last 
few of these precision 
wavemeters which tune 
from 150 -210 me and 
which contain a high quality 
resonant cavity wavemeter, 
oscillator, heterodyne ampli- 
fier, electric tuning eye, com- 
plete with 19 tubes, 110v 
AC power supply. The tubes 
alone for exceed your close - 

ou 
costs of $17.95 

Y 

SPERRY AMPLIFIER 

Brand new Servo amplifier 
containing two beam power 
output tubes (1632) similar to 

2516, two twin triodes (1633 
and 1634) similar to 6SC7, 
two mica condensers, dozens of 
color coded half -watt re- 
sistors, two dual and four 
section bathtub condensers, 
three transformers, two wafer 
switches, one volume control, 
four octal sockets. $3.95 
Easily convertible.. 

CRYSTALS! 
In the greatest purchase of radio transmitting crystals ever made by one wholesaler in the history 
of the Radio Parts Industry, Sun Radio acquired title to over a half million dollars ($500,000) of 
Army Surplus precision built, exactly tooled crystals in moisture -proof, shock -proof holders. 
These gleaming new crystals manufactured by the world's finest crystal makers (RCA, Bliley, 
Western Electric, etc.) are offered at the lowest prices that you have ever seen.... Anywhere! 
These crystals are marked with Army frequencies and Sun Radio will supply translation with 
shipment. To expedite forwarding of orders we pack all shipments of 20 crystals or less in cloth 
shipping containers ... and all shipments guaranteed perfect ... but it's no wonder with the 
beautiful shock- mounted holders. Fundamental frequencies are as follows: 

CRYSTALS WITH A MILLION USES 
FRACTIONS OMITTED 

412kc 423kc 434kc 444kc 459kc 474kc 488kc 498kc 509kc 
413 424 435 445 462 475 490 501 511 
414 425 436 446 463 477 491 502 512 
415 426 437 447 466 479 492 503 515 
416 427 438 448 468 481 493 504 516 
418 429 440 451 469 483 494 505 518 
419 430 441 453 470 484 495 506 519 
420 431 442 457 472 485 496 507 522 
422 433 443 458 473 487 -497 508 523 

49( 
EACH 

I.F. FREQUENCY 

STANDARDS 
450kc 
45I.388kc 
452.777kc 
454.166kc 
455.5565c 

99c EACH 

459.259kc 
461.111 kc 
464.815kc 
465.277kc 

CRYSTAL FREQUENCY 

STANDARDS 

98.356 KC 

Easily altered for 100 -kc. 

Standard. Mounted in low -loss 

g $4.49 
holder 

For Crystal Controlled 
Signal Generators 

525 KC 

526.388 533.333 
527.771 534.722 
529.166 536.111 
530.555 537.500 
531.944 538.888 

99c 

ASSORTED MISCELLANEOUS CRYSTALS 
FRACTIONS OMITTED 

370kc 375kc 379kc 383kc 387kc 
372 376 380 384 388 
374 377 381 385 

priced at a fraction of the 39 cost of their holders alone c 

FOR HAM AND GENERAL USE 
FRACTIONS OMITTED 

390kc 394kc 398kc 404kc 408kc 
391 395 401 405 409 
392 396 402 406 411 
393 397 403 407 

79c 
* Payment with order. -Enclosed 20c for postage and handling.- Minimum order -$2.00 plus 
postage.- Please specify alternate choices or "no substitutes." 

UN RADIO 
938 F STREET, N. W. WASH, 4, D. C. 

December, 1947 

loo 
WATT 

BENDIX 
TRANSMITTER 

TA12 

CHECK THESE VALUES: Three 807 tubes, four 12$K7, one 2 -inch 5 -amp. 
RF meter, four Separate Master oscillators. (These can be easily 
changed to cover 20.40 -80 meters and by using crystal for the 10- 
meter band you will have a complete coverage transmitter.) 

Four separate output tanks. 

One 4- position selector channel switch having seven sections which 
changes the ECO, IPA and output tanks simultaneously. All the controls 
are mounted on the front panel. The housing is cast aluminum; shields 
and case are sheet aluminum. Dimensions 11 x12x15 inches, weight 
351/4 lbs. Complete, simple instructions for conversion $49.95 furnished. Complete with tubes 

110 VOLT AC SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER 
This crystal fixed frequency receiver comes with full conversion instruc- 
tion for variable tuning of all ham bands and broadcast. A highly 
selective superheterodyne receiver, 110 V.A.C. power supply built in. 
Uses the following tubes: 6K7 -RF- Amplifier; 6K8 -Mixer and Oscil- 
ator; 6K7 -I.F. Amplifier; 6F7- Detector and A.V.C.; 6C8- Output 

and Noise Suppressor; 80- Rectifier. Dimensions: 3 /x t 9x 1 1 Vs inches. 
Comes complete, brand new, with one set of coils and $16.95 two sets of tubes 
Extra set of coils $2.95 

A.C. 
VOLT- 

METER 

$3.49 

Brand new G.E. 3' square 
panel motor 0 -150v, ideal for 
checking primary voltage. 

D.C. MILLIAMMETER 
Brand new General Electric 2' 
round panel meters 0.300. 

$2.97 

SCR -522 VHF XMTR -RCVR 

The finest all- purpose equipment on the surplus market. Don't confuse 
these with other incomplete and abused 522s. Sun Radio offers elec- 
tronically perfect and guaranteed 522s ... AND COMPLETE with 10- 
tube superhet receiver with squelch circuit, 7 -tube Xmtr., remote 
control box, 28 -volt dynamotor (can be converted to 1 10V operation), 
4 crystals and all cable connectors, but less cables. $24.95 

TS13 HANDSET 

Combining o 200 -ohm carbon 
mike and 2500 -ohm earphone 
with butterfly switch for listen 
and talk. Has 6' flexible rub- 
ber cord, with 1 -P155 and 
P168 plugs attached. 

New $2.95 

BC 684 F.M. 35 WATT 
TRANSMITTER 

Brand new, complete with eight 
tubes, crystal control 10 chan- 
nel pushbutton, non -linear mod- 
ulation coil ... less coverplate, 
crystal and power $17.95 
supply 
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used especially to minimize low -fre- 
quency radiation (non- magnetic 
shields are not efficient at low fre- 
quencies). 

Transmission of radio -frequency 
energy back into the a.c. power line 
is prevented by the power line filter. 
This is a multi- section unit composed 
of inductors L3, L,, L6 and Le, and con- 
densers C,,, C24, C25, C25, C,,, and C.. 
All of the filter coils, and condensers 
C and C26 are housed in the shield box 
seen to the right of the power trans- 
former in Fig. 3. The otherfilter com- 
ponents are mounted under the shield 
box, beneath the power supply sub - 
chassis. Diagram -wise such a filter 
looks simple indeed. In cold fact its 
design is but one of the many head- 
aches encountered. 

Shielding is completed by the ter- 
minal box on the end of the output 
cable. This unit extends the instru- 
ment shielding right up to the receiver 
or other device to which the signal is 
to be delivered, provided the shortest 
possible leads are employed between 
the terminal -box binding posts and 
the receiver. 

The manufacturer claims strays 
from the Model 906 signal generator 
to be less than 0.1 microvolt at 90 kc., 
rising slowly to never more than 2 
microvolts at 30 mc. Actual tests on 
production models of this instrument, 
however, have shown less than 0.2 mi- 
crovolt stray transmission up to 35 
mc. 

_o- 

What's New 
(Continued from page 88) 

Model 250 volt -ohm milliamme ter. 
The instrument is permanently fast- 

ened into the Roll Top Case which is 
made of heavily molded bakelite and 
is large enough to provide a compart- 
ment for leads beneath the instrument. 
The front is covered by a Roll Top 
Panel, a sliding cover of narrow bake- 
lite segments on a backing of cloth. 
A flick of the finger opens or closes 
the roll top. A heavy leather carrying 
handle completes the assembly. The 
case is so designed that the Model 260 
may be easily serviced for battery re- 
placement. 

Further information on this unique 
housing may be secured from Simpson 
Electric Company, 5208 West Kinzie 
Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

COMBINATION TESTER 
A new combination signal tracer 

and electronic volt- ohmmeter has-been 
introduced to the trade by Coastwise 
Electronics Co., Inc. of Los Angeles. 

This recent addition to the com- 
pany's "Ferret" line of test instru- 
ments is known as the Model 730 and 
features a germanium crystal probe 
developed during the war and recently 
released for commercial use. The 
probe is light in weight and because 
no tube is required measures only r/z" 
in diameter. 

The new tester is capable of testing 
a full audio range from 0- 20,000 cycles, 
and provides r.f. measurements up to 
110 mc. The v.t.v.m. measures a.c. or 
d.c. on seven scales from 0 -3000 volts. 
The ohmmeter has a range of from 

0 -10 megohms 
bands. 

Catalogue sheets on the Model 730 
are available from Coastwise Elec- 
tronics Co., Inc., 130 North Beaudry 
Avenue, Los Angeles 12, California. 

center -scale on seven 

KNOB KITS 
Of particular interest to the radio 

serviceman is the General Cement 
Mfg. Co.'s announcement of a new 
line of knob kits for radio applications. 

These kits are made up of molded 
plastic knobs of a new modern design 

PRESS 
DOWN 
MERE 
AND 
LET 
GO 

FAHNESTOCK SPRING BINDING POST GRIPS THE 
WIRE BY THE ACTION OF A SPRING 

No tools required to make the connection. Grips the wire with just the right 
pressure for good electrical contact. Simply press down, insert the wire and let 
go. Does not injure wire, hence connection can be made or opened as often as 
desired. Available in large variety of types and sizes to fit any radio purpose 
and any requirement as to position, space or method of attachment. You will 
find them in the better sets. 

Positive contact; cannot jar loose. Brass or bronze -nonrusting. 

FAHNESTOCK ELECTRIC COMPANY, Inc. 
46 -44 ELEVENTH STREET 

LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y. Dept. 12 

Please send us at once, Descriptive Literature, Prices and Delivery Schedule on 

FAHNESTOCK CLIPS 
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FREES 
DOWN 
HERE 
AND 
LET 
GO 

For 

Name . 

Address 

City State 
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What better time to give yourself the Receiver or Test Equipment you've always wanted . especially when Wolter Ashe's big "Surprise" trade -in allowance on ycur used equipment means really important money- saving. 'o make your selection right now. Tell us what you have to trade. We'll respond with an extra liberal offer tha ?'s sure to please you. Act today. Wire, write, phone or use the handy coupon below. 

"DO YOUR XMAS SHOPPING EARLY" 
To make sure of pre- Christmas delivery place your 

la order now! Despite the holiday rush Walter Ashe 
will continue to ship the same day ... often the 
same hour ... fnllowing receipt of your order! 

ATTENTION RADIO SERVICEMEN . . . 

DEALERS! 
For amazing bargains in top condition, slightly used Test 
Equipment. contact Walter Ashe right away. Write for de- 
tails or check and return the coupon. 

3 

SURPLUS EQUIPMENT BARGAINS 

#1-Filter Choke, 4 Hy. 300 MA. 40 ohms. 
Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs. 1 4.95 

# 2 -Plate Transformer. 1400/1200 VCT, 280 
MA. Prt. 115 VAC. Shpg. Wt. 18 lbs.... 7.95 

#3-Dual Choke, 12 Hy. 200 MA per section. 
150 ohms. Shpg. Wt. 17 lbs 4.95 

#4- Filter Condenser, 2 Mid. at 4000 VDC. 
Shia. Wt. 7 lbs. 4.50 

#5-BCA Modulation %former. Fin tubes up to 
10,000 ohms. 
P to P. Sec. #1 450 Ma for beam tubes 

plates 
Sec. #2 80 Ma for screen grids 

Sima. Wt. 55 lbs. 14.95 

#6 -Filter Choke, 4.5 Hy. 150 MA. 70 ohms 
8h06. Wt. 5 lbs. 1.29 

ARMY 
SURPLUS 

HEAD- 
PHONES 

Type HS -16A Army Surplus phones. 
Canvas W e b Headband and long 
standard type cord. Packed in origi- 
nal overseas shipping boxes. $1'47 
Shpg. Wt. 3 iba Only 

ALL THE BIG NAME BRANDS OF 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

Hickok 
J ark son 
Precision 
Simpson 
McMurdo Silver 
Special Products Co. 

Industrial Equipment 
Cornell Dubilier 
Coastwise Electronic 
Waterman 

Du Mont 
Feiler 
Meissner 
Triplett 
R.C.A. 
Bliley 
Weston 
Sprague 
Supreme 
Superior 

"ZERO BEAT" by Walter Ashe 
No matter how busy I am I make a point of spending a 
part of each day on the sales floor. This enables me to 
keep in close touch with the preferences of our customers, 
including the young fellows who are buying equipment 
for the first time as well as the old -timers who have been 
doing business with us since 1922. Often the newcomer 
will volunteer. "My dad said I could get it at Walter 
Ashe," while the "regular" acknowledges, "I know I can 
always get here what I want ... when I want it. My re- 
ply to both is, "Depend on us to stock what you want and 
need at all times. And that's a promise I" 

Prices subject fo possible change 

YOUR FAVORITE RECEIVERS IN STOCK 
Hallicrafters S -38 

$ 

47.50 
1fslRmafters S -4OA 81.50 
Hallcratters SX -42 (less speaker) 275.00 
Hallicrafters SX -43 (less speaker) 165.50 
flammarlund Hp -129X (with speaker) 18 .I5 
Ilammarlund SPC -400X (with speaker and user. supply) 3 8._5 
National HRO -7T (lesa speaker and pwr. supply) 27].00 
National NC -240DT (lesa speaker) 
National NC -173 (leas speaker) 
National NC -57 
National NC -46 (less speaker) 
Pierson HP -81 (complete) 
RSIE -45 ,(with speaker) 
RME -84 
RME VHF -152A 
!ME DB -22A 

225.00 
179.50 
89.50 
97.50 

367.75 
IL8.70 

S8.70 
86.60 
66.00 

WE ALSO CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF TRANSMITTERS 

S. B. CARBON HANDMIKE 
Regular T -178 SURPLUS carbon mikes as used 
by the AIR FORCES during the WAIT. 300 ohm, 
with push -to -talk switch, cord. and plug. Brand 
New in original over -seas shipping 
boxes. Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs. 

Only Ó9C 

1948 

furn 
04,4 

COMING! 
AND 

SOONER THAN YOU THINK! 
The new. bigger, better Walter 

Catalog. 
s io 

i that's 
new and in Radio and Elec 
tr nlcs. For "priority" 

deliver on our free copy a y 
your name placed on our mailing 
list. 

OTHER SUPER BARGAINS IN SURPLUS EQUIPMENT 

SelsY Motors, 115 VAC 
80 Cy. Large continu- 
ous duty type. Shpg 
Wt. 25 Pr. 51 

HV By -Pass Condenser, Mica .002 X 3000 
VDC. Show. Wt. t/2.. 

Filter r440 VAC rgood for 
1500 VDC. Shpg. wt 
3 

Plate Transformer, 2500 
VCT, 150 MA Pr/ 115 
VAC. Shpg. art. 18 

Filament Transformer, 5 
VAC at 25 Amps. Pri 
115 VAC. Shpg. Wt. 9 

Filter Choke. 8 Hy. 500 
MA, 55 Ohms. Shpg. 
Wt. 28 

Plate Transformer, 14fni, 
1200 VCT 200 MA. 
Pri 115 VAC. Shpg. 

2.50 Wt. 18 S 7.45 
Filter Choke. e Hy.. 1200 

MA, 27 ohms. Shpg. 
Wt. 94 17.95 

Swinging Choke, 2 to 8 

Wt.Hy, 

500 MA. Shpg 
28 

Dual Filament Xformer, 
Two 5 VAC X 5.25 
Amp. Secs. Pei 115 
Vac. Shpg. Wt. 8 1.95 

Plate Xformer, 3200 VCT 
at 525 M. A. Pr! 115 
Vac. Shpg. Wt. 55 29.95 

Modulation Xformer 30 
Watts. Pet soon Lams 
Cr. See. 1750/2000/ 
2250 Common B plus. 
Shpg. Wt. el 2.00 

.55 

1.50 

8.55 

8.15 

11.85 

11.83 

IMPORTANT REMINDER! 
Place your order now for the 1948 Issue 
of ARRL "RADIO AMATEURS' HAND- 
BOOK" and EDITORS AND ENGINEERS' 
"RADIO HANDBOOK." 

Remember your 
trade- in's worth 
more at the Wal- 
ter Ashe store. 
So get Walter 
Ashe's offer be- 
fore you make 
that trade. 

ri 
PE -103 DYNAMOTOR 

WALTER ASHE still has that ideal power supply 
for your emergency set -up or mobile rig. Brand new 
in original overseas shipping crates, genuine SUR- 
PLUS PE -103 DYNAMOTORS that deliver 500 Volts 
D.C. at 160 Ma. with either 6 or 12 volt D.C. input. 
Get yours while the fast- dwindling SURPLUS sup- 
ply lasts. Shpe. Wt. 81 lbs. Only 59.95 

TIME 
PAYMENTS 
AVAILABLE 

December, 1947 

All Prices 
F.O.B. 
St. Louis 

WOJWD WOULH WOWTM W9NRF 
WtIIYD W4yPGI WOQDF WOKES 

era 
Remember your trade -in's worth more at the Walter Ashe store. 
So get Walter Ashe's offer before you make that trade. 
WALTER ASHE RADIO CO. 
1125 Pine St., St. Louis 1, Missouri 

Am Interested in the following top condition, slightly used Test' 
Equipment 

I want to trade 
(list preference) 

(describe used equipment) 

1 

1 

for 
(above make, model of new Receiver desired or other equlpt.i 

Reserve my copy "Radio Amateurs' Handbook." 
Reserve my copy "Radio Handbook." 

new I D Enter 
te 

my 
n me 

on 
ng your 

"priority" list to receive the big, ne 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 70 \F STATE 
BM 
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RCA VICTOR 
EYE WITNESS TELEVISION RECEIVERS 

note Face Pictures, 13 Channels. 
$296.80 Model 821TS- 7' Set 

Model 630TS -10" Set 432.60 
Model 641TV -10" Console, including Television, 

Automatic Gramophone. F.M. and A.M. radio 888.00 
Prices above include original RCA factory Installation in 
their service areas as well as guaranty for 12 months on 
the set and kinescopes. City sales tax where applicable 
added. 

LATEST TELEVISION COMPONENTS 
Part No. 
47204X RCA FRONT END consisting of a com- 

plete televisio:t 1 3 channel t u n i n g 
assembly including tubes, coils, switch. 
Input converter, IF transformer, and tine 
tuning r 

. 

acitors, ready to attach to a 
suitable IF Input $97.50 

Price 

TELEVISION I -F AND VIDEO COIL KIT 
47204X1 RCA IF and Video coil kit contains all 

the necessary IF and video coils for a 
complete 4 megacycles wide band -pgss 
as well as the sound IF and discrimina- 
tor transformers for a complete televi- 
sion set $33.00 

I.F. Video frequency -25.75 MC 
I.F. Sound frequency -21.25 MC 

7201DI Deflection YOKE for u s e with 7DP4, 
IODP4, 15DP4 magnetically deflected 
tubes 

4720102 Deflection YOKE for u s e with 5TP4 
projection kinescope 

7201X1 Yoke mounting hood for above yokes 
47202DI Magnetic focusing coil for 5TP4, 100P4 

15DP4 for use In series with divider 
4820201X Magnetic focusing coil f o r same as 

above but 10,000 ohm D.C. resistance 
4720301 Ion trap magnet for tubes 713P4 and 

10BP4 
47211T1 Horizontal output transformer with 9000 

volt kick -back output for 2nd anode.., 
47208T8 Horizontal blocking sync. discriminator 

transformer as used in RCA AFC cirq. 
47208TX Horizontal blocking oscillator trans- 

former UTC high perm. iron. SPECIAL 
47201111 Horizontal width control f o r use with 

7DP4, and 10BP4 or 15DP4 
4720181 Spherical mirror for use with 5TP4 in 

projection systems 150.00 
720IP2 Aspherical correcting lens to use with 

above mirror 50.00 
7204T2 Vertical output transformer 9.00 
7208T2 Vertical blocking oscillator transformer 

RCA 
75218 FRAME with shatterproof glass and rub- 

ber mask for use with 12AP4 tube..., 
475300 H.V. capacitor, .03 mid 7500 volt work- 

ing, grounded negative GE Pyranol 
75301 H.V, capacitor, .1 mfd 7500 volt work- 

ing, grounded negative GE Pyranol 
475302 H.V. capacitor, 23.1 mfd 7000 volt 

working, grounded negative GE Pyranol. 
75303 H.V. capacitor, .05 mfd 18000 volt 

working, grounded negative Sprague 
475303 TRANSVISION 7 inch Television Kit, all 

parts and tubes included 159.50 
475306 Trnnsvislon 12" Television Kit 289.50 
73007 Thordarson Transformer, 15000 Volt AC 

and filament winding as required 27.00 

13.75 

14.90 
2.75 

9.10 

9.90 

6.50 

16.85 

4.75 

2.75 

1.30 

5.70 

8.00 

3.75 

7.50 

9.00 

9.90 

RCA HIGH FREQUENCY SWITCH 
AND COIL ASSEMBLY 

RF unit, used in TRK12 RCA television receivers consist- 
ing of 5 band range switch with shield plate and mounting 
studs, including 5 polystyrene antenna coils, permeability 
tuned, each consisting of primary ring, secondary coil and 
primary mica capacitors. The assembly can be need in 
TELEVISION, F.M. and other HIGH FREQUENCY APPLI- 
CATIONS. 
CATALOG No. 5210 -Special price $5.60 

RCA VARIABLE TUNING CERAMIC CAPACITOR 
To be used in conjunction with the above switch assembly 
2.4.5 MMFD. 
CATALOG No. 5211 -Price $2.10 

CATHODE RAY TUBES 
Type Make 
51BP1 DUMONT 
5BP4 RCA 
5CP1 PHILLIPS 
5JP4 DUMONT 
5TP4 Projection RCA 
7DP4 RCA 
7EP4 DUMONT 
7GP4 RCA 
9AP4 RCA 
1OBP4 RCA 
12AP4 RCA 
15AP4 DUMONT 
20BP4 DUMONT 

List Price 
$24.75 
27.50 
24.50 
90.00 

Your Price 
S 7.95 

7.95 
7.95 
7.95 

67.50 
34.95 
23.25 
24.25 
62.50 
49.50 
75.00 

129.50 
270.00 

All tubes are brand new, perfect, In factory sealed car- 
tons, late production. 
Send 50 cents for complete catalog including diagrams 
for RCA, G.E., Dumont, Andrea and Viewtone Television 
Receivers. 

World's First Specialized House in Television. 

TELECTRONICS SERVICE AND SUPPLY CORP. 
264 WEST 40TH STREET NEW YORK 38, N. Y. 

Phone PEnnsylvania 6 -8730 

122 

and are available in walnut and ivory 
patterns. Four kits are available; 35 
assorted push -on knobs and needle 
cup; 28 assorted spring knobs and 
needle cup; 24 assorted set screw 
knobs and needle cup; and 30 assorted 
all type knobs and needle cup. 

Further information, illustrated lit- 
erature, and prices on these knob kits 
are available from General Cement 
Mfg. Co., 919 Taylor Avenue, Rock- 
ford, Illinois. 

PORTABLE ANALYZER 
A new test instrument, the Model 

10 "Rangemaster," has recently been 
introduced to the trade by Bradshaw 
Instruments Company of Brooklyn. 

Designed especially for servicemen 
and hams, this new instrument fea- 
tures three direct reading capacity 
ranges, and a separate ohmmeter 
which permits the measurement of 
leakage as well as capacity. 

Three a.c. current ranges capable 
of measuring up to 15 amps., and a 1 
volt a.c. range which may be used as 
a sensitive output indicator for align- 

ment work are also included. Twenty - 
two separate ranges are incorporated 
in the meter which is available in 
either kit or assembled form. 

Full information may be secured by 
writing Dept. P., Bradshaw Instru- 
ments Company, 942 Kings Highway, 
Brooklyn 23, New York. 

NEW PICKUP UNIT 
Amplifier Corp. of America is in full 

scale production on the new General 
Electric DL 1RM 6C Variable Reluc- 

tance Magnetic Pickup which is fur- 
nished with tone arm and permanent 
jewel- tipped needle as a complete unit. 

The new pickup unit is available in 
two styles, the Studio Transcription 
Model 160GE which will play records 
up to 16" in diameter, and the Program 
Phono Model 120GE which takes con- 
ventional records up to 12" in diameter. 

Although originally developed for 
use with Amplifier Corp. of America's 
ACA -100GE amplifier, these pickups 
may be used with any sound system 
properly equipped with the necessary 
pre amplification. 

The company points out that these 
new arms offer the user less record 
wear because of the soft needle sus- 
pension, less distortion because of the 
soft spring jewel mounting, less needle 
scratch because of response only to 

A tour of inspection of RCA Victors television receiver factory highlighted 
the recent visit of 37 radio set manufacturers to Camden, New Jersey for 
the two -day television clinic conducted by the company. Here. L. W. Teegar- 
den (left), Vice -President in charge of RCA Tube Department displays a ten - 
inch kinescope to F. M. Sloan (center) and Harold Schaefer of Westinghouse. 

RADIO NEWS 
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L r4e, SeáfÍdRrteo*ed Ife4, 

WEST RA ;IOS 
141/2" 

PANASONIC 
SPEAKER 

Here is the finest radio Midwest 
has ever produced in its 28 years of manufacturing -a 
world - ranging, 5 -band radio 
with improved Midwest No- 
Drift FM . plus Standard 
Broadcast and 3 short wave 
bands, Television Audio Switch - 
over, and Color -Ray Tone Selection. 
The Series 16* Super De Luxe Chassis is a 
powerful, magnificently -toned radio that chal- 
lenges comparison for performance, sensitivity. 
selectivity, and advanced engineering features. 
Supplied with satin stripe copper finish panel - 
ready to mount in your present cabinet. Send to- 
day for the FREE 1948 Midwest Radio Catalog. 
Buy your radio direct from the manufacturer 
on Easy Terms and 30 Days Trial and SAVE! 

Ez 

16 CHASStSfISES 

THESE LATEST-TYPE TU 

(11 Audio Inverter 
Ill AM RF Ampliller 

()) FM tlFAmplillr 
11) AM Converter 

il 
ti 

(f) FM 1.11í1.F 
() Ina IF Amplifier 

A COMPLETE LINE OF FINE RADIOS AND 
RADIO-PHONOGRAPHS ... Available in Separate 
Chassis Like the Powerful Series 16' AM-FM Model Scores of NEW Features such as the Exclusive 

above,orin beautiful Radio-Phono ra hConsoleslikethis:, MIDWEST TRI -MAGNADYNE COIL SYSTEM 
9 p and COLOR -RAY TONE SELECTION 

I11 

)et P .r Amplifier 
(Iii FM Detector 

0111+1 

WI tuning InAirlr' tIli lIere r 
1111 AM Detector (11) I.) AWN Ilei Pomer Amplifir 

SYMPHONY GRAND AM -FM 
RADIO-PHONOGRAPH CONSOLE 
with NEW Intermix AUTOMATIC 
RECORD CHANGER 

sensational Midwest NO- 
gajh 

Our Finest! A superbly beautiful j Q, 
musical instrument a 

91" masterpiece of furniture 

nee inga thatraoffers the n( AND MAIL 
ADDRESS 

OD NY IÓ POSTCARD 

exclusive features. 

SEND YOUR NAME AND 
DRIFT FM, Automatic 
Intermix Record -Changer, 
Exclusive Color -Ray Tone M(FI, - 

Selection, World- ranging Dept. ß-M.9 °9 Broadway 

5 -Band Reception, Televi- j Cincinnati 2. Ohio 
send me your new FREE carato¢ 

sion Audio Switch -Over. Gentlemen: your 

MIDWEST RADIO CORP. 
Dept. 37 -M 909 BROADWAY CINCINNATI 2, OHIO 

December, 1917 

liberal 30 Days Trial. 
and details of _ 

I ................ ......... ...._ 
Name ...... 

a Address .................. state................ 
..Zone........... 

_.... .. 
A CITY................... .INI.....t 

1'2:i 
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Scare& 2ceataey AMPLIFIERS 
WITH CUSTOM -BUILT FEATURES 

Design of Bardwell & McAlister's New Commercial Amplifiers 
embodies the principles which have been proven in custom -built 
units developed in the Motion Picture industry, where quality is 
requisite. Fully licensed. 

12w. models operate up 
to8 indoor speakers, 
effectively cover out- 
door audience of 2500. 

2 to 4 high gain 
input channels 
and 2 to 4 high 
or low gain radio 
or phonograph 
input channels. 

25w. models operate 
up to 16 indoor speak- 
ers, effectively cover 
outdoor audience of 
8000. 

Designed & fabricated 
by manufacturers of 
high quality Sound & 
Recording Equipment 
for the Motion Picture 
Industry. Union made 

.1*- 
With or without 
professional "T" 

411"""'` type bass and 
treble equalizers. 

High fidelity reproduction 
at any setting of volume 
controls up to full rated 
output with less than 4% 
distortion. 

A 

Frequency response 
flat within V, db from 
50 to 10,000 cycles. 

Output impedances 
500, 250, 16 & 8 

ohms. Overall gain 
105 db. Hum level 
85 db below full 
output. 

Write today for informative catalog & Technical data. 
Dealer inquiries invited. 

ELECTRONIC DIVISION 

12 

BARDWELL & McALISTER, INC. 
BOX 1310, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA 

DECEM BER SPECIALS 
22 GA. SOLID PLASTIC HOOKUP WIRE 
A real value -solid copper con- 
ductor with 'km plastic insula- LIST PRICE 
lion overall. Available in a va- $4.90 riety of colors. Sold in 500 It. 
coils only. 500 Ft. Cod 

TWISTED PAIR INTERCOM WIRE 
Sanie construction as above. but 
furnished as twisted pair. C..n be 
used for intercom systems, alarm 
systems. and many other ores. 

THREE CONDUCTOR 
TWISTED WIRE 

As aboco 

LIST PRICE 

$3.75 
250 Ft. Coil 

LIST PRICE 

$5.60 
250 Ft. Coil 

18 GA. SOLID PUSH -BACK WIRE 
18 gauge solid tinned copper conductor with 
1 Celanese serve and lacquered ra-rrl hrait 
overall. LIST PRICE $1.25 100 Ft. Coil 

18 GA. 2 CONDUCTOR ELECTRICAL 
INSULATED WIRE -POSJ 

Underwriters approved. For small appliances 
such as lamps, radios. etc. Parallel rubber 
covered rip cord. LIST 

O Ft. RICO $8.45 
The Above List Prices Are Subject To 

Regular Trade Discounts 
Wire For Your Special Net Prices! 

We carry in stock for immediate delivery many 
types of wire and cable in gauges of from _:t to 
2. in addition to various types of multi -con- 
ductor cable for many uses. We also manufac- 
ture cord sets and cables to specifications. Send 
us your inquiries for prompt attention. 

FREE 
Write for our complete, illustrated catalogt 

COLUMBIA WIRE & SUPPLY CO. 
5740 NO. ELSTON AVE. 
CHICAGO 30, ILLINOIS 

124 

CUT HOLES FAST 

WITH A GREENLEE 
RADIO CHASSIS PUNCH 

GREENLEE Punches make this tough 
job easy. Merely turn with an ordinary 
wrench ... make accurate, clean holes 
in a hurry. No reaming or tedious filing. 
There's a GREENLEE punch for each of 
these sizes: 1'; %"; %'; 1 "; 1'; lye "; 

15,ís'; 1,46"; 1W; 13/4"; ly §e; 2W- for 
cutting holes to take sockets, plugs, etc. 
Also GREENLEE makes Knockout 
Punches and Cutters for conduit and 
meter holes up to 33ßi'. Write for facts. 
Greenlee Tool Co., 1R92 Columbia Ave- 
nue, Rockford, Illinois. 

ERE NLEE 

lateral vibrations and less needle talk 
because of the very light and small 
stylus assembly. 

Literature giving all of the salient 
points of these two pickups is avail- 
able from Amplifier Corp. of America, 
398 -2 Broadway, New York 13, New 
York. 

TRIPLETT Y.O.M. 
The Triplett Electrical Instrument 

Co. has just introduced a new pocket- 
sized V.O.M. for the routine checking 

(Continued on page 196) 

Television Installation 
(Continued from page 54) 

nal. The direct wave and reflected 
wave "B" are both weak; and due to 
the angle at which these waves strike 
the dipole, the effect of these signals 
is further minimized. An actual 
screen view of this condition of 3- 
signal reception [see inset, Fig. 7] 
shows from left to right : the faint di- 
rect wave, next the very strong re- 
flected wave via path "A," and last, 
the weak reflected signal via path 
"B." When the simple dipole was re- 
placed with a directional antenna - 
consisting of a dipole- and -director- 
the unwanted images of the direct 
wave and reflected wave "B" were 
eliminated. A clear, ghost -free pic- 
ture image (Fig. 3) was provided by 
the reflected wave "A." 

Whether ghost images are utilized 
or eliminated depends entirely on the 
type and nature of the urban location. 
The individual problems to be over- 
come in a city or metropolitan instal- 
lation are many, but the effects of 
ghost reception are undoubtedly the 
most difficult to solve. 

Special Antennas 
Despite thorough "probing" of some 

urban locations, it is sometimes im- 
possible to find a suitable site entirely 
free from ghost interference. In such 
instances, the direct signal and one 
or more reflected signals arrive at the 
location from almost the same direc- 
tion, and a conventional dipole -and- 
reflector antenna (Fig. 1) often has 
insufficient directivity to reject the 
unwanted signals and accept the di- 
rect signal. When this happens, ghost - 
free reception is only possible by using 
one of the several kinds of highly di- 
rectional antennas, which have been 
designed and developed for this pur- 
pose. 

Extreme directivity, however, means 
extreme selectivity. This characteris- 
tic thus limits the use of many highly 
directional antennas to reception of 
only two or three adjacent channels. 
To accommodate a customer's pref- 
erence for reception of two widely 
separated channels (for example, 
channel 2 and channel 6), it may 
sometimes be necessary to install two 
complete, highly directional antenna 
systems. There may even be similar 
occasions where three separate sys- 
tems are required. 

RADIO NEWS 
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 NEW GUARANTEED 

NEW 
WILLARD PLASTID 

STORAGE BATTERY. 
NON -SPIL 

BB54/ER27 -2. 
2V /30Amp hr. 

BALL Indi Type 
FOR SCR593/72$A GE 

Portables 
Shipped Dry 

TAB" SPECIAL $1.79 
TWO fer $3.30 

Bottle acid pt. 49c; quart 95c 2.95 One gal (95oz) (R EXP) only 
STORAGE BATTERY BB206 /U WILLARD Non - 
8p11 2V /26Amp hrs, SPECIAL $1.25; TWO for 
$2.25; TEN for $10.00. 
BATTERY BURGESS 3V/F2BP/1947 date.. $0.25 
Test Set Supreme 542 VOM /24rangee LN . . .15.95 
Test Set Triumph 324 ACDC /VOM /10 ranges.10.59 
TS Same as WESTON 697 VOM &Case 19.95 
Teat Set Supreme 537 VOM /8ranges 10.95 
Tuning Indicator for FM dual mtcroamp.... 2.95 
VOLTAGE REGULATOR RAYTHEON 

pp 

1.25A1Cased, ropical ed 0.5% Regula -1 0.95 Non 
VOLTAGE Regulator Relay Rack, inpt 

adltaps 198to242V/50 -60cy, Outpt226V 
500Watts; 0.5% regulation rugged dsgn 29.95 
Tropicalized new (Lpt125) 

Same unit with isolation Transi provides 39.95 110 -115V at 1000Watts 
BENDIX GYRO SERVO COMPLETE 4.95 
PARABOLIC ANTENNA COMPLETE with 

motor, driven and Selsyn New 16.95 
BEAM MOTOR & SELSYN & STAND 10.95 
AUTOSYNS Type 5 /115V /60cy new....2 for 1$.00 
Autosyns AY1 &5/24- 28V /60 &400cye 3.95 
AUTOSYN Compass 360° indicator 7.95 
Crystal Diodes 1N34 i $1.39..........5 for 5.75 
Crystal Diodes 1N21 ® 50c.. 3 for 1.25 
Crystal Diodes 1N23 or 1N26 ® $1 3 for 2.00 
WIRE power & lighting Navy #10..100 ft for 1.50 
FOXBORO GRAPHIC 115V /60c strip recorder39.95 
I -222 Crystal calib Signal Generator Free,- 

meter, Monitor, 8to15 & 45to77moe 
dual ow, covers IF ranges FM & Tele- 
vision 2nd,3rd,4thharmonics useable to 39.95 230mm Six tubes, 115V /60cy inpt Cpte. 

TRANSFORMERS 115V/60 cycles input: 
15000V, 35ma/$15.95; 1200VCT 300ma $5.95 

500VCT /60ma, 6.3V/4A/$1.49; 1100VCT /212ma 6.50 
700VCT /120ma, 6.3V/24A, 5V/2A- $2.69....2 for 5.00 
1350VCT/150ma, 6.3V /5A, 5V /2A cased UTC 7.50 
64OVCT and 1540V/250ma/54.95 2 for &95 
1100VCT /150ma, 6.3V /3A, 5V /3A HVins 3.95 
2500V /15ma /$5; EV /115A, Kenyon 7.95 
1000VCT /110ma, 6.3V/5A, 5V /3A, 4x6.3V/.65 4.25 
1000V /45ma, 795VCT/80ma, 3x5V /3A, 6.3VCT/ 

1A, 6.3V /.3A Hmtclly cased HVinsltd 7.98 
772V/26ma, 2.5V/3A/$3.95; 1230V/262ma 5.95 
3200VCT /200ma, 780VCT /200ma, 12VCT/.5A 12.95 
7.5VCT/6.5A, 6.3VCT /3A/$3.75; 10V/8A/12KV 6.95 
1000VCT /250ma/$4.25; 30V /4A 3.25 
76OVCT /120ms, 10V/3.25A, 2.5V/10A, 6.3 VCT/ 

2A, 5V /3A HLLCRFTRS-810 /HVinsltd 5.95 
115 or 230V /50- 60cy /1400Watt 14.95 
110 or 220V to 220 and 440/190Watt 4.50 
AUTO Transf 115/160/170/180V/1.95A 2.95 
230 or 117/112/103/93V/7Amp GE 12.95 
MODULATION Transi PPparallei 6L9s -80r. to 

RF 80Ts /2000ohm load -cased 2.95 
CHOKE 20hy/100ma; 98c 50hy/150ma 1.49 
CHOKE Swinging 15- 29hye/150ma 2.95 
12hy/300ma/$2.95; 12hy /500ma /95ohm 9.95 
15hy /400ma or 20hy /300ma /15KVins 7.95 
3hy /40ma/3 for $1; 0.5hy /100ma 4 for .98 
3hy /400ma /$2.75; shy /200ma 2 for 2.89 
Ohy /150ma new UTC, Cracked Bklte TBd .89 
UTC LVM11 /30Watt Autoformer UTC 2.95 

VACUUM CONDENSERS: 
GE 50MMF /7500V 2.95 

GE 100MMF /7500V 4.95 
JEN 5OMMF /20000V 6.95 
GTD OIL CONDENSERS: 
16mfd /400WVDC $1 ® 2 for 1.59 
4mfd / 600 W V D C .... .. .49 
1Omfd /600WVDC $1.25 ® 2 for 1.89 
20mfd /600WVDC $2.50 ® 2 for 3.98 
2mfd /330VAC /1000WVDC 2 for 1.89 
4mfd /330VAC /1000WVDC 2 for 2.50 
15mfd /330VAC /1000WDC 3.00 
2mfd /2000WVDC 2 for 3.98 
3mfd / 2000WVDC 2for 5.98 
4mfd /3000WVDC 5.00 
2mfd /5000WVDC 10.00 
4mfd /5000WVDC .15.00 
2mfd /12500WVDC 25.00 
lmfd /25000WVDC 75.00 
8mfd /660VAC /2000WV 2.95 
.00025mfd /25KVWKC 4.95 

"TAB" 
THAT'S A BUY 

December, 1947 

"TAB" 
That's A Buy 

"IF" TELEVISION &FM Dbl slugtuned Hi -freq 
design, Constant Q, 11.4 to 13.4mc's...Two for S 0.98 

COAXIAL RG22U dual 95ohm line 50 ft. 2.49 
DIAL TELEPHONES COMPLETE with HAND- 

SET WESTERN ELECTRIC LN ®511 Two for 19.95 
SPEAKERS PM4' Alnik5 /51.30; 5' size.. 1.45 
TRUMPET Reflex Reentrant projector 35to55 watts 

with W.E. head complete 29.95 
WE 125to250Watt multi -cellular NINE 

DRIVER Trumpet complete -Navy 125.00 
WE DRIVERS PM heads 25to55Watts ® 11.00 
WE Diaphragms ES671349 for Drivers 3.95 
RCA Bull Speaker'LN 14.95 
SPEAKER PM 12'Hviduty &outpttransf & box 9.95 
HEADPHONES HS30 /79cea. Two sets 1.50 
WSTGHSE & GE 150VAC MTR 21/2' B'Csd 3.50 
MICROSWITCHES 2 for 39c TEN for 1.49 
5 MFD /600 COIL & BRKT. 2 for .98 
HRO /RAS3 NAVY COMPLETE WORKS 285.00 

PRECISION RESISTORS 
IRC, SHALLCROSS 

MEPCO, INST. RES. CO.. 
OHMITE, WE, for METERS 
BRIDGES, AMPLIFIERS 

,A% '5" /o tl0% (REST 1 ° /.) 
2000 4300 5100 1.2000 
30000 84000 150000 220000 
245000 250000t 950000t 1155 
ABOVE SIZES 30c each asstd IO for $1.98 
1 2 3 4 5 

6 10 12 20 25 
30 
0 

37 
0 100 

55 
01 107 

120 125 150 160 165 
182.4 200 209.4 220 230 
240 250 266 280 286 
300 320 340 400 426 
440 452 480 500 520 
540 550 580 600 612 
640 700 750 800 850 
900 910 1000 1030 1100 
1110 1150 1175 1200 1250 
1260 1330 1350 1500 1000 
1650 1800 1900 1960 2000 
2080 2142 2300 2400 2485 
2490 2500 2600 2635 2800 
2850 2860 2900 3000 3100 
3290 3500 3730 4000 4300 
4440 4444 4500 4720 4850 
4885 4900 5000 5025 5210 
5270 5500 5730 6000 6300 
6500 7000 7500 7613 7700 
7950 800(1 8250 8500 9000 
9710 10000 10500 12000 14600 
15000 17000 18000 19000 20000 
21500 23000 30000 40000 50000 
60000 68000 75000 80000 91000 
95000 100000 120000 130000 135000 
ABOVE SIZES each 45c 10 for $3.00 
147000 150000 166750 175000 185000 
201000 229000 250000 254000 265000 
268000 294000 314000 333000 333500 
400000 402000 420000 422000 458000 
478000 500000 575000 600000 654000 
700000 750000 

575000 

ABOVE SIZES each 60c 10 for $5.00 
950000 1MEG 1.200 2MEG 2.855 
3MEG 3.673 4MEG 4.230 4.250 
4.5MEG 5MEG 9.050 IOMEG 11.55 
12.83 20MEG 
ABOVE SIZES each 90c 10 for 56.95 

VIcter.sn Vacuum Precision Resisters 
83MEG 1MEG 1.5MEG 2MEG 3MEG 
3.75ME0 0.25of1 %accy Hlvolts ea. 91.00 
IRC NAVY PRECISION 1MEG #oily° MF. 1.69 
IRCC NAVY PRECISION 2MEG 1/5011% 

4.95 
WESTON 456 Twin Galvoma 4' accy ;4011% 

Hitlamping 40 -0-40 &10.0 -l0ma. 14.95 

EE5 /WE Telephone complete *LN $10.95 
EE65 Telephone Test Set 19.95 
H23 /TS13 Telephone Handset. 2.95 
TG5B Communications Key, hdphone and mike 6.95 
VIBROPLEX KEY used $3.95; NEW 5.75 
MIKE WE Navy push to talk and plug .98 
CFT RCVR 250- 1500KC *LN 30.00 
AN /AP13 HF RCVR less tubes *LB 5.95 
COILS Hallicrafters BC610/HT4/47 to 52 20.00 
TU49/3 to 4mc's for VFO and Data info 2.50 
TU47, 48, 50, 51, 52 tuning units -HT4 ® 3.95 
AN /CRW -2 RCVR, Dynmtr less tubes 2.95 
ART /13 AMPLIFIER $2.95; with tubes 5.95 
VIBRAPACK MALLORY 12Vinpt /225V /60ma 3.95 
T178 MICROPHONE push button and plug .89 
STROBOFLASH Dual, SC 1503 aircraft set inpt 

12V complete power supply, Cables batteries 
and 2 Krypton Hi intensity lamps 89.95 

STROBOFLASH Krypton Lamp & Ign Transi 7.95 

* 
$2 Min. order FOB N.Y.C. Add Postage all orders 
and 25% deposit. Worth 2.7230. Send for catalog. 
Specialists in International Export. School, College 
& Industrial trade. Money Back Guarantee. 

ELECTRONIC PARTS 

"TAB" FOR TUBES 
1E70 .a9 6SL7 .69 
1L4 .98 6SN7 .53 
1P50 LOS 6V6 .68 
2A5 .60 6X5 .75 
2X2 .81 6Y60 .87 
2V30 .75 7C5 1.00 3A4....... .52 12A6 .60 
3B7/1291.. .49 12ÁH7 1.00 
3S4 .43 12K8 .a4 
5R40 .70 12SA7 .58 
5T4 .97 12507.... .112 
5U40 .63 12SK7.... .69 
5W4 .69 12SR7 .... .69 
5Y30 .41 128Q7 .62 
JZ3 .55 351.6 .62 
5Z4 .89 35Z5 .52 
6AB7 .89 50L6 .64 954.. .46 
6AC7 .65 30 .74 955& Socket .90 
6A05 .97 80 .41 956 .90 
6AG7 .90 15E 1.95 958A & S.. .90 
6AKS .75 3C24/240. .74 991 .39 
6AL5..... .81 IOOTS 2.90 125507.... .57 
6B40 1.20 VR105.... .74 1299/3D6. .49 
6B80 1.00 VR150.... .74 1813 .119 
6C4 .65 2C26...... .74 1616 2.90 
6C5 .45 2C40/446A .88 1625 .49 
6C6 .73 3B24 .74 1641 /RK60 .69 
6C80 .74 304TL.... 5.95 2050 .81 
606 .61 307A 3.25 900'2 .60 
6E5 .69 450TL. .18.00 9004 .49 
66'6 .69 W L531.... 25.00 9006 .58 
661 1.20 5D21 19.00 3AP1 2.90 
61'8 1.26 BARB 1.28 3ßP1 1.59 
6G5/6H5.. .90 703A 3.95 5AP1 3.55 
6G6 1.08 717A .89 5ßP1 2.25 
6H6 .58 723 2.95 5BP4 3.37 
6.54 1.45 725 2.95 5CP1 2.25 
6J5 .62 807 1.30 5FP7..... 4.50 
6.16 .54 608 2.00 7BP7/1813 2.56 
6J7 .81 813 9.00 VT127.... 2.95 
6K7 .66 815 2.20 631P1/8N4 3.75 
0K8 .81 826..... 1.45 CK1005... .49 
6L6 1.15 829B/3E29 2.98 2J21 16.00 
6L7 .97 836 1.47 2J32 18.60 
6N7 1.20 837 2.25 2J55 18.00 
6SA7 .43 864 .60 2K29 6.95 
6SC7 .84 866 & B... 1.00 20X672... 2.95 
6SG7 .54 872A 2.75 199698 .... 2.95 
6SJ7 .63 931A 1.87 289881.... 2.50 
CE206/ CE215/ 805 3.70 

2RA6 ... 3.95 2RAI5..10.00 845 3.70 
For breakages and open filaments no guarantee. 

MAZDA S6/115V Bulb 10 for $1.45: 
49/2V/60ma 10 for 50.90 

44/6.3V/250ma 10 for $0.54; 
Neon NE20 /51 10 for 1.00 

ßC451 or BC450 /SCR274 Control box...each 1.95 
BC433 RADIO COMPASS RCVR only 18.95 
1 -82 Compass bearing indicator & nutosyn . 7.95 

C'TAB for S.C. TECH MANUALS and DIAGRAMS 
BC221 and 211 Tech manual $1.00 
BC312 Maintenance Tech manual 1.00 

DIAGRAMS- ARC5;SCR522SCR274,BC348 and 
BC191; BC375; BC624A and 625A each .40 

SCR211 Frequency Meter *LN 38.00 
BC312 As is, less tubes and manual 16.95 
BC348 With tubes, good condition *LN ...... 39.00 
SCR522 less tubes $9.95, with tubes *LN 18.95 
BC191/BC375, etc. One TU, less tubes *LN 7.00 
BC212 Tank interphone and tubes and Dyn 'tN 3.95 
SCR625 Mine Detector 'LN 18.00 
SCR5856 WALKIE TALKIE *LN 39.96 
R5 Radio Compass set only *LN 18.95 
BC778 /po SCR578 Gibson Girl °LN 4.95 
BC1206 -RCVR 200 -400KC *LN 4.90 
AN /ARN- 5/BC733 RCVR 335mcs less tubes °LN 4.95 
SCR /610 Receiver and Transmitter LN 20.00 
COILS for BC191 or VFO TU5, 7, 8, 9, 10 ® 2.70 
COILS for BC223 TU22, 26, etc 2.70 
WILCOX CW3 and set coils, tubes 14.50 
CW &F 3 coils 5-10 or 9- 16mc's each 2.70 
RT -APN -1 Altimeter less tubes 12.95 
BC456 po SCR274 MODULATOR less tubes 1.69 
BC453 po SCR274 RCVR 190 -550KC *LN 6.95 
BC454 /3 -6mcs RCVR with tubes 'LN 4.50 
BC455/6 -9mcs RCVR with tubes *LN 4.50 
BC457-458-459 XMTTER *LN each 5.95 
Dynamotor PE94A Bendix input 24 -28V, output 

300V /260ma, 150V /10ma, 14.5V/5A, input 
and output filters, V'Reg&S' Relay for SCR522.995 

Dynamotor DA3A inpt28V, outpt300V /260ma, 
150V /10ma,14.5V/5A ContDuty- For$CR5223$ 5 Can be used as 110VAC motor Hi Torque... 

Dynmtr DM4, inpt 12&24V, outpt 225V/100ma, 
440V /200ma, ContDuty, rugged dsgn, fields 
can be paralleled for 6V operation or use as 5.95 motor 

Dynamotor input 28V/1.4A, output 250V /B0ma 
cont duty weight 2Ibs.; operates on 12V fields 
in parallel, also 110V motor Two for 1.80 

Dynamotor 12 and 24V input, 275V/110ma and 95 12V /3A output Alnico P'Magnet unit 
FILTERS IN AND OUTPUT for Dynamotors .49 
DYNAMOTOR NEW 

HiEFF P'MAGNET 
ALNICO 12/24V 
inpt TAB TESTED 
GTD 6V inpt 3 

Amp, output 240V/ 
looms or 125ma 
int duty Rated 
500V /50ma at 12 or 
24V inpt. "TAB" Special. ;3.49 

Dept. 12RN, Six Church Street, New York 
CORNER CHURCH & LIBERTY STS., ROOM 

6, N. Y., U.S.A. "TAB" 
200 THAT'S A BUY 
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STEEL 
Instrument Eases 

XB312 
Six. 83/4" x 111/2" x 18 

BLACK wrinkle finished steel 
cases for use on oscilloscopes, 
V. T. Voltmeters, Amplifiers, Port- 
able Transmitters, Receivers, Test 
Equipment, etc. Supplied with 
smooth black 'é" thick masonite 
panel, nickel plated screws and 
brackets. The two sides are per- 
forated for ventilation. Case has 
strong, genuine, split leather handle. 

Make your own special equipment 
and give it that professional ap- 
pearance. Order several in both 
sizes as supply is limited. 

Shipping weight each approximately 8 lbs. Terms 
orders under $5.00 full amount with order. 
Larger orders 20% with order balance C. O. D. 
Include sufficient money for Parcel Post, unused 
balance refunded. Minimum order $3.00. 

WRITE FOR OUR LARGE GENERAL CATALOG 

OF SUPER BARGAINS. 

BUYERS SYNDICATE 
786 CAREW STREET, SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 
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Fig. 8. High -gain, ghost -free re- 
ception is obtained with a single 
channel antenna, consisting of 
director, dipole, and reflector. 

Fig. 9. This stacked array consisting of two di- 
poles with respective reflectors, provides good 
directivity without displaying excessive selec- 
tivity characteristics at the video receiver. 

Because many urban locations re- 
quire the use of these highly direc- 
tional antennas to obtain adequate, 
ghost -free, interference -free reception 
--the technician should be familiar 
with the more popular and practical 
types. 

Regardless of their unusual design 
and appearance, however, all kinds of 
highly directional antennas are sited 
and oriented according to the Basic 
Procedure of Installation (Table 1). 

Since a degree of directivity is ob- 
tained when either a director or a re- 
flector is used with a single dipole, a 
combination of both director and re- 
flector with a dipole (Fig. 8) provides 
much greater directivity. Although 
originally designed by Workshop As- 
sociates for single -channel operation, 
the antenna can be used for reception 
of adjacent channels with fairly good 
results. 

A variation of the dipole- and -re- 
flector antenna is the RCA stacked 
array (Fig. 9) consisting of two di- 
poles, one above the other, with their 
respective reflectors. Also known as 
a double -doublet, the array is direc- 
tional without too -sharp selectivity 
thus permitting the antenna to be 
tuned to any of the six television 
channels (1 to 6). A variation of this 

Fig. 10. Dual dipole and reflec- 
tor installed at a high eleva- 
tion to insure ghost -free recep- 
tion with minimum of interfer- 
ence from surrounding district. 

array is the TACO dual dipole -and- 
reflector (Fig. 10) used here at a high 
elevation not only to provide strong, 
ghost -free signals but also to over- 
come local "noise" interference of an 
industrial district; a good example of 
the importance of antenna height for 
adequate reception. 

Although widely used in suburban 
areas, so- called "broad- band" anten- 
nas, or folded dipoles, are seldom sat- 
isfactory for urban installations, par- 
ticularly in commercial or industrial 
locations in large cities -because they 
are not sufficiently directional to elim- 
inate ghosts or reflected images. 

The goal of high directivity on every 
channel with a single antenna can 
only be achieved through use of one 
of the rotatable antenna assemblies 
now on the market. A dual -element 
type developed by Farnsworth (Fig. 
11) has one dipole for reception of 
channels in the popular "lower" tele- 
vision band (44 to 88 megacycles) and 
a much shorter dipole for reception 
of channels in the "upper" band (174 
to 216 megacycles). Motor driven, 
with precision control of direction, the 
arms rotate in a complete circle so 
that the dipoles can be directed broad- 
side to any desired television station 
on any channel. Few television cus- 

Fig. 11. A dual -element rotatable dipole anten- 
na provides high directivity on all television 
channels. A precision motor control is used to 
provide for the accurate tuning of several dif- 
ferent and widely separated television stations. 
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IN BUYING RADIO PARTS 
of 

LOWEST PRICES 

Demand This 

SEAL of QUALITY 
of America's Radio Storehouse 

HIGHEST QUALITY NO WAR SURPLUS 

GENERATOR CONDENSERS 
PHILCO part No. 61 -0177 -.5 mfd.- 
%' I 1?e -4' lead -slotted mounting 
strap for easy installation - Standard 
Merchandise -not war surplus- Present 
list price 51.00. 
Our special - 

over 85% off 14c 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
Clean stocks - long leads - 
mounting feet - made to At 
where you need them. 
For 6F6 -6K6- to 4 ohm voice coil 
-size 2'x1 %'x1 %'. 
50L6- 35L6 -25L6 to 4 ohm voice coil 
1 %'x 1%' x 1 %'. 
Specify quantity of each type you 
need at 49c 

Start Y;u:;I;nc. 
R 

gii0P 

99S0 as low as 

Complete Starting -In Business Stocks of 

TEST EQUIPMENT, TUBES, 
PARTS, TOOLS, EVERYTHING 

Write, Wire, Phone for Full Details 

MULTI -RANGE MILLIAMMETERS 
Two types -for A.C. or D.C. measurements 

MODEL 671 - for A.C. current. Seven 
switch selected ranges of 0 -5, 10, 25, 100, 
250, 500, and 1000 milliamperes. 
MODEL 675 -for D.C. current. Eight 
switch selected ranges of 0 -1, 5, 10, 25, I' 
100, 250, 500, and 1000 milliamperes. 
Here are two meters you can't afford to 
pass up -just the thing for radio servic- 
ing, transmitter trouble-shooting. general 
lab and experimental work. 
A One -Time only 
Special buy at 

79S 

CATHODE CONDENSERS 
10 Mfd. at 25 working volts - t;is x 1%' 
tubular type- aluminum cans- overall card- 
board sleeve- tinned leads- quality con- 
struction by a national manufacturer - backed 
by the famous R. S. A E. guarantee -list price 
73e.Priced to make'you money at 12s each 
lots 
10 fort 1o8 

1:; 
900 

MIDGET I. F. TRANSFORMERS 
100 -500 Kc range-131' square x 2%' high - 
ceramic based mica trimmers -high gain iron 
cores -pep up old receivers -ideal for new 
construction. List price 62.10 -up to 88 °' 
discount -stock up now for future use. 

Each 29c Dozen339 Hund -2500 
red 

I 

i 

PHONO PICKUP CRYSTALS 
Standard types -Set Manufacturers close -out 

c - oll Guaranteed 

Webster F2- Replaces L25 -L40- 
L70 etc.- pin type terminals -1 
oz. pressure -I volt output -5000 
cycle cu 
List price $5.00 -you pay us , 
SHURE P93 -W57.1 -pin type 
terminals -34. oz. pressure-1.6 
volt output -6000 cycle cut off. 
List price $4.45 -our Special 

Astatic L-70 -new postwar design - solder terminals -I % oz. pressure - 1 volt output - 4000 cycle cutoff . 

List price $5.55 - we quote you 

149 

198 

198 

AEROVOX GL 8 -600 
Genuine Aerovox 8 mfd.- 600 volt working - inverted screw mounting - aluminum can 
I /x4 !*z' - 6' insulated leads. List Price 
$4.00- quantity limited- order now 

99e 
on this one time item at only .. . 

MODEL 451A 
^- AC -DC 

Volt-Ohm - 
Milliammeter 

A dependable instrument of 
wide utility -sensitivity 1000 
ohms per volt. 
Ranges: Volts AC, DC, an! 
Output Ranges, 
0- 10/50/100/500/1000: 
Ohms full scale, 500,000. 
Ohms center scale, 7200. 

NET complete with batteries 

Pep -Up PHILCO CHANGERS 
At last! All the parts you need to restore brilliant tone 
and volume to "sick" changers! You'll need all three 
items -sell your customer a 100 reconditioning job - 
Selenium cell only, no holder $1.80 
Sapphire needle only, no mirror $1.20 
Special original equipment lamp 27c 
RECONDITIONING KIT - all three above Il1 
items - postpaid - special at 3 

;1' 606B- VOLTAGE TESTER 
Checks voltage and polarity. 
Range: 0 -440 AC-DC volts -defi- 
nite indications for 115, 220, and 
440 volt lines. Separate polarized 
vane for AC or DC indication. 
Built in test leads. Excellent for 
checking wiring, fuses, general fac- 
tory installation and maintenance. 
Every plant - every electrician 
needs several at this low 9 5 price. Regular net 16.67 a 
Special at 

;; 7- VOLTMETERS 
Panel meters by Triplett! Top quality 
instruments - new -boxed -five popular 
types - priced right -your chance to get 
those meters you've always wanted - 

MODEL 331 -0150 A.C. volts -3' 
round flush mounting black brass case. 
MODEL 231 -0.150 A.C. volts -2' 
round flush mounting bakelite case. 
MODEL 137 -0150 A.C. volts -2' 
square flush mounting bakelite case. 

9 5 
MODEL 221 -t D.C. volts 2' 
round flush mounting bakelite case. 
MODEL 324 -0.400 D.C. volts -3' 
round projection mounting- bakelite 
case. 
Supply limited -order now -list models 
you desire. EACH 

149° 

CIS MODEL 312 
Volt-Ohm - 
Milliammeter 

An economy pocket meter 
featuring a 2' moving vane 
meter. 
Reads: AC -DC volts, 

0- 25/50/125/250; 
Mills AC -DC. 0 -50; 
Ohms, 100,000; 
mfd..05 -15. 
Jacks provide range 
selection. 

NET Complete with cord and plug 675 

December, 1 417 

RADIO RULE 
Here is a clear 6' plastic rule - a 
necessity for radio students, drafts- 
men, hams, all who desire cleaner, 

more rrecise work -National 
35 advertised at $2.00. Order yours 

today postpaid only 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

c 

Ilk* 
KMVIV SUPPLY & 

ENGINEERING CO., Inc. 

RESISTANCE LINE CORDS 
Standard 3 terminal 135 ohm 
AC -DC cords - sturdy con- 
struction- flexible-,53.5' long - 
complete with plug -for seta 
having approximately 69 -75.2 
volts drop in the filaments - 
Regular list price 1.17- 

Only 33c 

Include full remittance with orders of $3.00 or less. 
Include 25 ' deposit.with all C.O.D. orders of53.011. 
or more. All shipments sent express collect if posi- 
age is not included. Prices subject to change with- 
out notice. 

BE SURE TO INCLUDE SUFFICIENT POST- 
AGE. EXCESS WILL BE REFUNDED. 

129 SELDEN AVE, DETROIT 1, MICH. 
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CHRISTMAS SPECIALS 
A Large Stock of Scarce Items 

All Items NEW Unless Indicated (U) 
All USED Items Clean and Tested 

Ideal Rig for low Power Amateurs, Emer- 
gency Nets, Portable, etc. Can be Powered by 
Batteries, A.C. Power, or Handcrank Generator. 

BC474A Trans, Rea, P.O. SCR288 Field Set 
3500 -8300 ke., foue -c.w., Rec'r tubes, 1N5GT, 
1A7GT, 1D8GT, 3ASGT; Trans. Tubes, 3- 
6V6GT's. 

NEW with tubes and manual (R.C.A.) $37.50 
USED with tubes -good cond. (R.C.A.) 27.50 

Key (R.C.A.)...$1.50 Mike (R.C.A.) 2.50 
Filter 2.00 Cable 1.00 
4 LOO Bag 1.50 

C 44A Handcrank Generator and stand 4.95 
SCR288 complete with antenna, etc 57.50 
SCR288 complete with antenna, etc. (U) 45.00 
SCR284A, 3800 -5800 kc.-Complete set 59.50 

BC854A Trans, Rec. Tubes, Xtal 19.95 
PE104A 6-12 volt vbrapack, 55.95; (U) 4.95 
PE103A 6-12 volt dynamotor 8.95 
CD501A cable for PE103A- BC654A 1.95 
LS-7 Speaker 4.50 
LS-3 Speaker (U) 5.95 
GN45A Handerank Generator and stand 4.95 

BC348 Mounting Base. Postpaid 2.50 
BC348 Outlet Plug PL -Q103. Postpaid .80 
BC348 Mounting Base and outlet plug. Postpaid 3.00 
CLOUGH -BRENGLE 230A Capacity bridge 42.50 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 6RB6B17 Tungar Batt 

Chgr., 12 battery, 12 amp. or 24 battery, 6 amp 67.50 
BC357J Beacon Receiver, 75mc, tubes, for remote 

control, opening doors, etc., sensitive relay 3.45 
RBL -3 Rec. 15-600 kc., 115V, A.C. tubes, mari 1 44.00 
MARK II Trans. Rec., 12V Dynamtr, 2 bead sets 

and mikes, key, ant., etc. 80 and 40 and 2 meters 39.00 
BC221 Frequency Meters, tubes, xtal 57.50 

TCS9, 1500 -12000 k.c. trans, rec, tubes 115V. 
A.C. (U.) 109.00 

RG59U Coaxial cable -50 ft. min. (per ft.) .07 
148-23 8000 ohm headset 1.29 
HS-33 600 ohm headset 1.29 
HS-30 Earplug headset and matching transfmr 1.50 
HS-23 8000 ohm headset (U) .79 
H23U Handset 3.45 
TS-13 Handset 3.45 

TRIMM commercial 17,000 ohm headset 4.25 
Sound powered chest set $3.95 each, pair 7.50 
Sound Powered handset $16.00 each (pair) 30.00 
200FD20 Johnson var. dual condenser 1.19 
MC1855 BUD 100 MMF midget Var. .69 
23mfd. 2,000 volt photoflash capacitor 10.00 
1 amp. variac (Clean) (U) 7.95 
80 V.A. Sola constant volt transfmr. 115V, 80 

cycle A.C. (U) 13.50 
BC605D Interphone amplifier, tubes 3.95 
VT tube conversion chart -Postpaid 1.00 
Glazed ceramic lead -thru insulator 1M' diame- 

ter, 35e each -3 for 1.00 
115 Volt, A.C. Blower from BC1072A 5.95 
16MM, 24 volt magazine gun cameras [3.5 lens 24.50 

Signal Box Kites. Postpaid 2.50 
4E27 Tube Ppd...56.50 811 Tube Pppdd 3.00 
829 Tube Ppd..... 3.25 75TL Tube Ppd 3.00 
815 Tube Pod 3.50 VT -127A Tube 
VT -225 for C654A Postpaid 3.50 

Postpaid 2.00 872A Tube Ppd.. 3.50 
R -100 Receiver, 560 -1500 KC; 3.5-20 mc, 115V 

A.C., D.C., or battery 55.00 
SCR522 Rec. Trans. 28V Dyn, tubes, ant., plugs, 

etc 70.00 
SCR542 Rec. Trans 12V Dyn, tubes, ant., plugs, 

etc 70.00 
SCR522 Rec. Trans. 28V Dyn, tubes, ant., plugs 

(U) 34.50 
Indoor Telephone wire -twisted pair 250 ft 5.00 
MALLORY G369 Vibrapack, 12 volt input 3.95 
Power transformer 660-0-660 ® 350 m.a., 6.3V ® 

2.7 amps, 2.5V ® 1.75 amps, 5V ® 4 amps 10.00 
Power transformer 650 -0-650 ® 200 m.a., 18V ® 

1 amp. -sealed 7.50 
Buzzer, 6 Volts A.C. or D.C. Postpaid 1.00 
EE-8 Telephone set (U). $9.95 each; (Pair)... 18.00 

Vibrators for PE104A power supply. Postpaid 2.00 
LS104 Reflex trumpet speakers 25 watt 30.00 

Min. orders $2.00, prices FOB Pasadena. 25% deposit 
on all orders. 

PHOTOCON SALES 
1060 N. Allen Ave. Pasadena 7, Calif. 
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tomers, however, appreciate the need 
for directivity as a means of obtaining 
ghost -free reception. Despite good en- 
gineering design, such antennas are 
likely to prove expensive toys instead 
of useful instruments for fine recep- 
tion. 

(To be continued) 

Publicity Means Sales 
(Continued from page 43) 

I 

will be a long, slow process to get 
most of your prospects to the point 
where they know that the "Ideal Ap- 
pliance Center" is run by the Mr. 
Milligan they read about in the 
papers. 

Here is an example. You win the 
annual golf meet of the local Elks 
Club. The newspaper story says: 
"Stewart Milligan, local radio mer- 
chant, yesterday walked off with the 
gold cup at the annual Elks Club golf 
meet ... " If the reader has seen a 
sign saying, "Milligan's Appliance Cen- 
ter," the reference to your being a 
radio merchant rings a bell. Other- 
wise, the name "Milligan" means 
nothing to him and this sort of pub- 
licity is lost. The same thing is true 
along every type of personal publicity. 
Get full benefit from it, if you can, by 
associating your name with the name 
of your store. 

3. Select your audience carefully on 
every story you plan to send to news- 
papers or radio. You have a rather 
definite buying area that includes the 
great majority of your prospects. In 
a small town, it may mean the whole 
town and rural areas for thirty miles 

around; in a big city, it might be only 
one square mile. You must concen- 
trate your efforts in your sales area 
if they are going to pay off. 

Suppose your store is located in 
Elgin, Illinois. The Chicago Daily 
News may be read by 30% of your 
prospects, while the Elgin paper is 
read by 90 %. Even though the Chi- 
cago paper's total circulation is twenty 
times that of the local paper, the latter 
is likely to do you more good. So, if 
you must choose where to send a story 
about yourself or your business (as in 
the case of a feature -type story that 
only one paper will use) you'd be wiser 
to place it in Elgin. Mere volume of 
circulation does not necessarily mean 
effectiveness. 

In most respects, the publicity han- 
dling will be the same for the dealer 
in a small town as for one in a big 
city. The first has his local newspa- 
pers, either small dailies or weeklies, 
while the second is likely to have a 
community newspaper or two which 
serve the people in his own buying 
area. In almost all respects, these 
community newspapers are edited and 
prepared in the same way as small 
town papers, and will use publicity 
from a dealer in the same way. 

For the dealer in a medium sized 
city, which is not large enough to have 
community newspapers but is too large 
to have newspapers with a community 
tone, the acquisition of space for the 
dealer's publicity is likely to be more 
difficult. It must compete with a 
broader scope of other material - 
world and national news, as well as a 
greater area of local sources. In this 
case, the news value of the dealer's 

The reflecting parabola at the left, mounted on the terrace of the Waldorf- Astoria 
Hotel in New York. was used to receive television picture signals beamed from 
a similar microwave relay link transmitted on a roof of the New York Hospital. 
two miles away, when operations at the hospital were televised by RCA Victor 
for the benefit of members of the American College of Surgeons who recently 
held an annual clinical congress at the hotel. The experiment was hailed as a 
demonstration of the contribution television may make to surgical education. 
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THE FINEST 
QUALITY ammudeatiam" 

AT LOWEST 
PRICES 

Units C or L. Each 
Units A. B. E. Each 

TUNING UNITS 
From BC191 and BC375 TU 
6B -3.000 kc to 4,500 kc, TU 
9B-7,700 to 10,000 kc, TU 
10B- 10.000 to 12,500 kc, TU 
22B -350 to 650 kc. Will supply 
closest unit to specified freq. at 
time of shipment. Each ... $2.75 

From TCE and GP -7. Ideal 
basis for ECO rig. Ranges: A 
350$00kc, B 800- 1500kc. C 1.5- 
3mc, E 4.525 -6.5 mc. F 6.2- 
9.05mc, Complete 
set of 5....$11.00 

52.75 
52.00 

GIBSON GIRL EMERGENCY XMTR: 
SCR578A 

'transmits automatic SOS signal on 500 
kc emergency wave. Can be manually 
keyed to transmit additional information. 
No batteries required. Hand 
cranked 525.00 

TEST SET 159TPX 
Signal Generator: 150 -200 mc. 
With calibration chart. Oper- 
ates on 400 cy. but can be con- 
verted to 117VAC or mere re- 
placement of rcvr type pwr 
xfmr 550.00 

Test Set 150TPX measures ire 
quency between 150 and 200 mc. 
by heterodyne method. Pwr. 
output of xmtr can be measured 
directly. Measures DC voltages 
up to 500 V. Operates on 110 V, 
400 cy. but mere replacement of 
power xfmr makes it operable 
on 110 V, 60 cy. Complete with 
tubes. crystal, calibration chart. 
New 549.50 

R4 -ARR2 RECEIVER 
UHF receiver (approx. 300 Mc.) 
with following tubes. 7- 9001's. 3- 6AK5's. 1 -12A6. 
New $17.50 
W /dynamotor 19.20 
Less dynamotor. but w /xfmr for 
filaments 19.50 

MOTOR DRIVEN SWITCH 
Switch operates at 1500 rpm. 
using internal 24 VDC motor. 
Switch is DPDT. and was ori- 
ginally designed for automatic 
switching of Feel radar an- 
tennae S2.00 

AN /PRS -1 MINE DETECTORS 
New and complete. For detection of both metallic and non- 
metallic materials hidden underground. Includes earphones. speaker. amplifier. spare tubes. Another "Communications' 
buy $12.75 With Batteries $21.65 

HEADSETS 
Dynamic mike and headset combina- 
tion. A high quality. efficient unit, 
used in B -19 tank Xmtrs. Mike and 
phones complete, new $2.85 
HS 30 HEADSET: A featherweight 
headset with insert type phones that 
cut background noises to a minimum. 
Low impedance (500 ohms) assures 
efficiency and high fidelity $0.85 
Matching transformer to match 500 
ohms to 5000 ohms output $0.85 
R -15 headsets: 
8000 ohms Im- 

pedance, runner cushions. Comes with 8' 
cord and plug PL 55. New 51.95 
Used, In good condition .60 

RADIO -SONDE XMTR. T -49, AMT1 
Operates on 72.2 Mc. Good unit for port- 
able fly-weight XMTR or walkie- talkie. 
May be modified for 6 or 2 meter opera- 
tion. In its own container. New, Complete. 
with 3A5 tube 52.íd 

MICROWAVE PLUMBING 
10 CENTIMETER 

Sand Load (Dummy Antenna) wave guide 
section with cooling fins, app. 23' high ...$28.00 

Rigid Coax Directional Coupler CU -90/UP 
20 DB drop. has short right angle. about 
R' 5.50 

Coax Rotary Joint with mounting plate 8.00 
Dipole Antenna in Lucite Ball for use 

w /Parabola 5.00 
Flexible Coaxial Connector, rigid coax to 

rigid coax W dlam 2.50 
10 CM Dipole and Reflector with Type "N" 

Fitting 2.75 
Waveguide to flexible coax coupler (RG 18 

U). with flange. Gold plated. App. 10' 
high 17.50 

Rigid 
fsection gd /ppp 

5.00 
Stb- supported rigid coax. ollated, 5' 

lengths. Per 5' length 5.00 

3 CENTIMETER 
Wave Guide Sections 2.5' long, silver plated 

with choke flange 5.75 
Wave Guide 91) deg. bend E Plane 18' long 4.00 
Wave Guide 90 deg. bend E plane with 

20DB directional coupler 4.75 
Wave Guide 18' long 'S" curve 2.00 
Rotary wave guide In /out choke to choke 

joint 
Rotary Coupler choke Input: round guide 

6.00 

output 5.25 
S-Curve Wave Guide 8' long cover to choke 2.50 
Wave Guide 2.5' long, silver plate, 180 deg. 

bend choke to cover 5.95 
Duplexer Section using 1B24 10.00 
Wave Guide 5' length per toot 1.50 
Pick -up loop with adjustable tuning section 

used in duplexer 1.50 
3 CM Wavemeter Maguire 1539TFX 15.00 
3 cm. stabilizer cavity, tunable transmission 

type. Model 1551 (TFX 11 GA) .. 20.00 

1.25 CENTIMETER 
Wave Guide Section l' cover to cover 2.00 
T Section choke to cover 4.50 
Mitred Elbow cover to cover 3.00 
Mitred Elbow and "S" sections choke to 

cover 3.50 
Flexible Section l' long choke to choke 3.00 
Tunable Cavity with Coax input and output 6.00 

CONNECTORS 
UG 21 /C. Type "N." Male 
Ito 86 /F told Plated 

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT 
Wave guide experimental kit. 
Consists of: One direct -read- 
ing wavemeter. app 2600 -3400 
mc. (cavity type): One dum- 
my load w /crystal probe. One 
line stretcher. full wave: two 
wave guide to RG 18 /U coax 
couplers; two l' sections w/ 
flanges. Complete... 5250.00 

10 CM ECHO BOX, com- 
plete with micrometer adjust 
cavity and resonance indicat- 
or. Type TS 2 :38 /GP. With 
calibration chart 5105.09 
10 CM WAVEMETER. Model "BL." Micrometer 
adjust cavity with micro -ammeter resonance indi- 
cator. Includes 115 VAC operation converter sec- 
tion. In grey metal carrying case. complete with 
cables& spares. Made by Western Electric.5135.00 
W.E. 1138A. Signal generator, 2700 -2900 Mc. 
range. Lighthouse tube oscillator with attenuator 
and output meter. 115 VAC Input, reg. Pwr. supply. 
With circuit breaker $50.00 

.85 

.95 

TRANSFORMERS 
All primaries 117 V, 60 oy) 

Filament Xfmrs: 
No. 5058: seo. No. 1: 6.3 V 

@ 2 A CT; sec. No. 2: 
6.3V @2ACT...52.45 

No. 5120: 5 V @ 3 A CT, 

A CT 
3 A CT, 5 $3 

No. 5100: (1.3 V CT @ 1.2 
A, 5000 volt test... $2.45 

No. 5085: 6.3 V NCT @ .6 
A, 6.3 V NCT @ 1.5 
A $1.85 

No. 5057: 6.3 VCT @ 1 A, 5 VCT @ 3 A, 
VCT @ 3 A $2.75 

No. UX 6899: 5 V @ 5.5 A, 5V @5.5A, 
29000 V test $24.50 

VIBRATOR TRANSFORMER 

Input: 24 V, 12 V, or 6 V. Output: Two 120 V 
windings @ .175 KVA. Plus 11 V winding. 
Ea $1.50 

SPECIAL SPECIAL 
Transformer to supply filaments of equip- 

ments using 12 -volt tubes. Input: 117 V 
00 oy, Output: 26 Volts @ 2 A.... $1.50 

CHOKES 

6 Hy @ 150 Ma $2.00 
6Hy @300Ma 4.50 
1Hy @ 800 Ma, 7.5 ohms 8.95 
Dual choke, 2 -2 Hy. @ 100 ma .90 
Dual choke, 7 Hy @ 75 Ma, 11 Hy @ 60 

M 1.95 

MOTOR GEN. T.U. 43 A 

Input: 24 -28 VDC e 62 A. Output: 116 VAC, 
7 A.. 800 CPS .. $15.00 

MICROWAVE TUBES 

3J31 (1cm) 517.50 
Magnet for 3J31 8.00 
2 .132 (10cm) 25.00 
Magnet for 2J32 10.00 
2J38 (10cm with Magnet) 37.50 
WE700A (L band) 45.00 
WE720BY (S band 1000 KW) 25.03 
2K25 -723Aß Klystron 7.75 
QK 59, QK 60. QK 62 Tun- 
able packaged Magnetrons 
(10cm) ea. 45.00 
Small Quantities of Other Types 

Write for Information 

All merchandise guaranteed. Mail orders promptly filled. All prices, F.O.B. New York City. 
Send Money Order or Check. Shipping charges sent C.O.D. 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO. 
131 N. Liberty St., New York City 7, N. Y. Digby 9 -4124 

DYNA- 
MOTORS 

PE 73 CM, Pow- 
er supply for BC 
375 input: 28 V 
DC, Output: 
1000 VDC Cal 350 
Ma. Starting re- 
lay, filter, etc 

$4.95 
Mfrs: Write for 
quantity, prices 
and discounts on 
above Item. 
BD 77KM. Pow- 
er supply for BC 
191. Input: 14 V 
DC, Output 1000 

VDC @ 350 Ma. New. with spare fuse links, 
etc $5.95 

PE 101C, Input: 13/26 VDC @ 12.6/6.3 A Out- 
put: put: 400 VDC @ 135 Ma.. 800 VDC @ 20 Ma. 
(9VAC @ 1.12 A.) $3.40 

PE 86 N. Input: 28 VDC Output: 250 VDC @ 60 
Ma. Westinghouse w /Fluter $1.95 
Without Filter 1.60 

PC 77, Input: 12 VDC, Output 275 VDC @ 110 
Ma, 500VDC @ 50 Ma 53.25 

DAG 33 A: Input: 18 VDC @ 3.2 A, Output: 450 
VDC t?Z 60 Ma 52.45 

DM 33 A. Input: 28 VDC @ 7 A. Output: 5411 
VDC @ 250 MA. Power supply for modulator 
for SCR 274 N 33.95 

Dyn. Model 23350. Input 27 VDC @ 1.75 A. Out- 
put: 285 VDC 75 Ma $1.75 

DM -21: In 14VDC 3.3A Out 235VDC 90 ma with 

DM 25: In 12VDC 2.3A Out 250VDC 50 ma $2.49 
DM-34: In 14VDC 2.8A Out 220VDC 80 ma $2.49 
DM-42: In I4VDC. Out 515/1030 VDC 215/280 

ma and 2 /8VDC $3.95 
BD-77 Input 14VDC output 1000V 350ma DC $5.95 
Motor -Gen. PÚ43 /A Input: 24-28 VDC, @ 62 A. 

Output: 115 VAC @ 7 A., 800 Cycles /sen. 515.00 

OIL CONDENSERS 
.25 mf @ 20000 VDC 

Aerovox $17.50 
1.5 mf @ 6000 VDC 

Aerovox $12.50 
10 mt CCm 25KV $75.00 
.01 mf (? 25 KV $20.00 

MICA 
.08 

XBÓ 1500 VDC. SSr1a1g5 

.03 ml @ 2000 VDC, CD 
551A-50 $12.75 

.045 mf @ 2000 VDC, Samara() 

.00015 mt @ 20 KV, Aerovox 1970-404 

.0001 ml @ 20KV, Sangamo G3. 

.0051 mt @ 15KV, Sangamo G4 

.006 ml @ 10 KV. Sangamo G3 

$25.00 
$25.00 
$25.00 
517.50 

.002 mf @ 15 KV, Sangamo $20.00 
Isolating Capacitor, Cornell -Dubelier PL 1417. 

106 -110 mmf @ 10KV AC (peak). Each...53.50 
MFRS: Send your requirements for bathtubs. 

Micas, Hardware. resistors and connectors. 
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Crystal Mika, guaranteed perfect. Use for replacement of 
shot ike. Lee. holder. Special .............69e our m 

tat law lose bakellte molded 1n metal ring, lt/w" sr 
socket, 

.. 
molded 

sa 
Octal socket, Isolantite molded in metal ring, -1 r%e" di- 
ameter So 

LEEDS 
Ty 

MAUVE 
KNOWN FOR 25 YEARS 

BC -438 

FREQUENCY METER 

110 volt AC operated, ranga 
195 to 215 megacycle,; 
complete with tubes. crys- 
tal, calibration curvee 
and schematic; $9.95 only 17 7 

11C -1066A -UHF 2 Band Re. 
ceiver, battery powered. 
Tubes 2 -957. 1- 1D8GT. Very 
easily adjusted to 2 meters. 
In wooden case. el.95 with schematic.. jai 

MICA CONDENSERS 
Aerovox, type 1590 -111-229 low lass, bakelite case; capacity 
0.4 Mfd 600v EFF. 18 amps at 3000 KC; 25 amps at 
1000 KC. Special 95e 01 Mfd 600v DC postage stamp type 
15 asst silver micas, special 95e 

VARIABLE CONDENSERS 
100 Mfd double bearing silver plated. Isolantite Insula- 

tion; can be ganged either end..... 29e; 10 for $2.50 
25 Mfd balanced stator one hole mtg. Isolantite insulation, 
polished plates; Swell for UHF 29e; 30 for $2.50 
110v Pilot aasepmpbllgies 

p 399ee 

Antenna plug 
Banana ,for 522A dos. 

154 
FT -243 Crystal holden 15e 
FUSES --e AO 1 /100 amp Inst type: dos. 50c 

General Radio Power Transformer 
550-0-550 V at 100 Ma. 6.9 V at 3 amps. 
5 V at 3 ampo $ia7S 
Relays G.E. high u nt, 24v coil, 2000 amp. contacta.35c 
Sigma plug -in type: 5- prong, 200 ohm, 4 Ma DC....950 
300 ohm twin leads, outdoor or Indoor, 100 feet...52.95 
Circuit Breaker, Heineman, 3 -5 -25 -35.65 amp.... ...95e 
50 Millivoltmeters, basic movement, can be used for any 
range, with une of Shunts and resistors 51.95 

RADIO 
TRANSMITTER 

& RECEIVER 
APS 13 

Tunes 410/420 
megacycle. light weight airborne 
Rader, 17 tubes, 
including 5/626; 
9 /6AG5: 2/21)21; 
1 /VR1O5 ut 30 

All r. 11,95 strip. 

OIL F LLED CONDENSERS 
All Standard Brand-G teed 

16 Mid, 400v DC WE..98c 8 Mfd, 1500v DC....53,25 
0.05 Mid, 600v DC dyr.l5c 10 Mid, 1500v DC...53.50 
0.1 Mid, 600v DC 15e 7 Mid.. 330v AC....$1.25 
2 x 0.1 Mid, 600v DC 25c 7.5 Mid, 330v AC...51.25 
1 Mfd, 600v DC 25e 1.78 Mid, 500v AC l\'F. 25e 
2 Mftl, 600v DC 49c 1 M1d, 5000v DC....52.95 
10 Mfd, 600v DC 980 0.1 Mid, 7500v DC..51.50 
1 Mftl, 1 OOOv DC 39e 2 x 0.1 Mid, 7500v DC $2.00 
2 M1d, 1000v DC 79e 02 M/d, 8000v DC... 98c 
0.5. Mid, 15000v DC 25c Mid, 10000v DC..517.50 

General Radio Co.. VARIACS 
200-9 170KVA 0 -135V output, 1 amp $12.50 
V -5 860KVA 0 -135V output, 5 amp $18.50 
V -5MT 860KVA 0.135v output, 5 amp $25.00 
V -10 1.725KVA 0.135v output, 10 amp $33.00 
V -1OMT 1.725KVA 0.135v output, 10 amp $40.00 

NATIONAL CO. PRODUCTS 
ACN Vernier dial 5 x 71/4 52.96 
AR -16 air spaced exciter colts. for 5.10.20.40.80 meters; 
%e 

d. center swinging link $1.15 -18 Socket for above 33c 
Complete stock of NATIONAL CO., Receiver. 
Condenser., dials and other parts ON 1tAND. 

Catalog on request 

WIRE WOUND 

POTENTIOMETER 
100,000 ohm, precision made. 
G.R. type ; 25 watt, 6" C 
diameter. Brand new. 4ieaa747 
Our supply of chassis. panels and 
cabinets, black crackle finish. are 
priced LOW-as usual, 

If not rated 25% with order, balance C.O.D. 
All prices F.O.B. our warehouse New York. No 
order under 52.00. We ship to any part of the 

globe. 

LEEDS RADIO CO. 
Dopt. RN12 

75 VESEY STREET 
COrtlandt 7 -2612 New York City 7 

1:10 

releases must be especially high, and 
the material prepared with greater 
care to make it rate space in the pa- 
pers. A story that appears will reach 
not only the dealer's buying area but 
other sections which ordinarily would 
be considered out of his zone. Such 
publicity can very greatly expand the 
area from which he draws his sales. 

There are other factors that will 
determine your selection of an audi- 
ence. One publication may reach a 
large group of low- income families, 
while another reaches a smaller group 
of high- income families. In all prob- 
ability, the audience you reach in the 
second publication will provide more 
sales and larger ones. Home owners 
usually are better prospects than 
apartment dwellers, women generally 
make more decisions on radios and 
appliances than men, and so on. Keep 
these points in mind in planning pub- 
licity. 

4. At the same time, cover all rea- 
sonable possibilities. Unless a story is 
naturally limited to one paper (for 
example, you have a proposal for a 
new license law which calls for the 
support of a newspaper and cannot 
effectively be proposed to all papers 
simultaneously) give it to every paper 
and radio station which might use it. 
Not only will this assure you the full- 
est possible coverage, but it will pro- 
tect your relations with the papers 
and stations. Be sure that all get the 
story at the same time. (Methods for 
handling news releases will be dis- 
cussed later.) 

5. Always remember that the foun- 
dation of the reputation you are try- 
ing to build is fair play. Ballyhoo alone, 
not based on a sound business policy, 
builds up a name to the point where, 
when unsound practices cause trouble, 
they are played up in the press and in 
conversation beyond normal propor- 
tions because of the prominence of the 
person involved. Select from your 
business practices some special fea- 
ture, develop a slogan or identifying 
phrase, such as "You're sure of satis- 
faction at Milligan's" or "We're as 
near as your phone," and use this in 
your advertising. Then let it be a 
theme -not used -but implied when- 
ever appropriate, in your news re- 
leases. 

6. Good publicity springs from activ- 
ity. Doing things makes news. For 
personal publicity that will reflect to 
the advantage of your store, join local 
civic groups, instigate plans for local 
improvement, talk before business 
groups, work with news- making com- 
mittees, be active in church and social 
organizations. For business publicity, 
do things that are different; offer a 
free orange squeezer to every dark - 
eyed, blonde woman in the circulation 
area of the newspaper in which you 
place the story; give a bottle- warmer 
free to every veteran of World War II 
upon the birth of his first child. These 
things not only will attract attention 
to you through regular publicity chan- 
nels, but they'll make real friends of 
the people who receive the free item. 

7. Develop a sense for news. If 

From: Your name 
Name of Store 
Address 
Telephone 

For Immediate Release 
(or indicated time of release) 

If you have dark eyes and blonde hair, 
and are under 30, you're due for some easy 
squeezing. 

Milligan's Appliance Center, 84 Main 
Street, is giving every girl between 16 and 
30 who has these striking features a newly 
patented orange squeezer, to introduce the 
new item. Stewart Milligan promises to take 
care of all who qualify anytime Thursday 
between 8:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. 

Note: Any traces of recent peroxide rinses 
will disqualify applicants, Milligan said. 

Fig. 1. 

you should employ a one -armed vet- 
eran to sell refrigerators, there is a 
real human -interest in the fact he can 
demonstate how to remove ice cubes 
-and it will show how easy the re- 
friger &tor's trays are to handle. Many 
events and plans that come up 
normally can be developed into news, 
if you'll cultivate the sixth sense of 
watching for them. 

8. Co- ordinate your publicity with 
your advertising. This doesn't mean 
that you should try to get the editor 
to run a story every time you place an 
ad. Many editors resent this, and as 
a general rule the larger the paper 
the more dangerous this practice be- 
comes. Instead, plan your advertising 
to take advantage of stories appearing 
in the papers. If you run a unique 
sale, for instance, get the stories into 
the papers, then come out with your 
ads. Also establish a theme for your 
store's policy, perhaps based on the 
slogans mentioned earlier, and use 
this theme in both publicity and 
advertising. 

9. Know how to handle the mechan- 
ics of publicity. The method of pre- 
paring a publicity release is shown in 
Fig. 1. When the story covers more 
than one page, end each sheet with 
the end of a paragraph, and then mark 
"(more)" at the bottom of each page 
except the last. 

Except where an unusual feature 
that will attract attention is involved 
(as in the story shown in Fig. 1) get 
all essential facts into the first para- 
graph, answering the questions "who," 
"what," "when," "where," "why." If 
the story in Fig. 1 were written in or- 
dinary news style. it might start like 
this: 

"All girls between 16 and 30 who 
have blonde hair and dark eyes will 
receive a newly patented orange 
squeezer free Thursday at Milligan's 
Appliance Center, 84 Main Street. The 
offer is made to introduce the new 
device, according to Stewart Milligan." 

Except when the story must not ap- 
pear before a certain time for a legiti- 
mate reason, mark the story "For Im- 
mediate Release," thus pemitting the 
editor to use it whenever he wishes. 

Pictures accompanying your story 
should be on 8 by 10 inch glossy paper. 
Of course, they should be clear and 
sharp and have as much reader -in- 
terest as it is possible to put into them. 
A picture of a beautiful girl examining 
a new refrigerator is far more likely 
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(Above photo token of servicing bench of the Heppe Co., Phila.) 

ALL(ÓRIDER MANUALS! 
Ever stop to think how many successful 
servicing shops, with which you are per- 
sonally acquainted, have complete sets 

of Rider Manuals? Ever notice how 
many photographs of servicing benches, 
illustrating success stories in magazines, 
show all Rider Manuals? 
This is more than coincidence. It is ir- 
refutable evidence of how Rider 
Manuals profitably meet the day- inday- 
out data needs of busy shops. 

Now, consistent with "Seventeen years 
of Continuing Service to the Servicing 
Industry," Rider has further ANTICI- 
PATED your needs by establishing the 
"24 Hour Data Service" explained be- 
low. 
Here is further justification for the faith 
of the many thousands of servicemen 

who have depended upon and bene- 
fited by the time -saving, authoritative', 
money- making data supplied by Rider 
Manuals. 

It is such informed publishing which has 
resulted in Rider Manuals pouring out 
profits for servicemen year after year 
after year. It is such progressive serv- 
ices which suggest you be sure your 
shop has the sign of successful servicing 
-all sixteen Rider Manuals. 

* Rider Manual data is the OFFICIAL AUTH- 
ORIZED servicing data right from the service 
departments of the companies that made 

the sets. No one knows better than the 

manufacturer what servicing procedures are 
best for his product. This is the basis for the 

authority and the success of Rider Manuals. 

Zef HOUR 
DATA SERI//CE 

On November 30, 1947, we instituted our new photostat service to 

supply you with information on any newly issued, or old, receivers. For 

10c (stamps are OK) we will send you the schematic, voltage data and 

parts list and everything else which will fit on the two pages. Additional 
manufacturers' data is 5c a page with a maximum charge of 35c for 

everything up to seven pages. If the manufacturers' data requires more 

than seven pages, each additional page is 3c. Here is a way to get what- 
ever service data you need between Rider Manual publication dotes. 

ADDING FURTHER WEIGHT TO THE VALUE OF OUR 

"SEVENTEEN YEARS OF CONTINUING SERVICE 

TO THE SERVICING INDUSTRY" 

t ..,.nr7 hnr, 
, 9 

6,' X I I 
VOL. XVI \® 

SHOULD BE OVER YO 
SERVICE BENCH, NOW! 

Volume XVI is the first to be issued . under our new three -volumes -a -year OA publishing schedule which brings you systematically -bound, authoritative* servicing data at the earliest prac- tical date. 
air 
SITe 

It contains data from 94 Curers -a greatly mancnt- 
age of Y increased percent- "clarified- schematics" generous number of - n 
small table Photographs on 
"How It Works" 

and a . span 
to the book, in addition usual authoritative informa- tion 

Pr you 
have 

is made as Rider Manuals 
-and this is 

XVI the , you in Volume 
g eatest possible nomy; less than penny a 

Your jobber has Volume 
Pt e' 

v=im now-Enjoy t XVI in stock 

wir 
Enjoy the benefits of its use l'r.. -get it today, 

768 Pages 
Plus 

"How It 
Works" Book 

$6.60 

B RNEF;?' 

RIDER MANUALS -16 VOLUMES 

Volume XVI s 6.60 
Volume XV 18.00 
Volume XIV to VII (each Volume) 15.00 
Volume VI 11.00 
Abridged Manuals I to V 

(one volume) 17.50 
Record Changers and Recorders 9.00 
Master Index 

(covering Volumes I to XV) 1.50 

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, Inc. 

404 Fourth Avenue, New York 16 
Export Agent: Rocke International Corp. 
13 E. 40th St., N.Y.C. - Cable ARLAB 

RIDER MANUALS neeta SERVICING 
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TELEVISION 
HEADQUARTERS 

TELEVISION 
FOUNDATION KIT 

l he television foundation kit consists of the most 
essential (and expensive) parts needed in the 
construction of a television receiver starting with 
the high voltage power supply. for the picture 
tube. right through to the antenna. The kit con- 
tains the high voltage picture tube transformer 
(for five or seven inch tube). 2X2 filament trans - 
;,,rmer, low voltage transformer for the receiver. 
cathode ray filament transformer, filer choke. 
6.3 filament transformer for the 16 six volt tubes 
along with the five volt transformer for the 5U4. 
The two high voltage -fitter condensers. blo'king 
oscillator, transformer all R.F.'s sound and video 
I.F.'s peaking coils, discriminator transformer. 

Rectine, tubes 2X2 and 51.14, the picture tube 
56P4. an all aluminum Elincor dipole antenna 
are also included. Of course there is the easy - 
to- follow 26 -page instruction book. with a large 
12 by 18 schematic diagram. The instructions 
include television theory, circuit functions. ex- 
plain scanning. give preliminary voltage meas- 
urements. parts layout and final adjustment of 
the television receiver which facilitates easy align- 
ment without the use of elaborate test equipment. 
The only knowledge necessary to build this net 
is the ability to read a simple schematic diagram. 
Most radio men will have many or all of the 
minor parts not included in the 
foundation kit ... _.......... ...75 
Remaining net of necessary tubes. . $16.95 

RAY -LECTRON COIL KIT 
INCLUDES: 

I Oscillator Tank Coil, 1 Antenna Coil, 6 RF 
Tuning Coils, all mounted on Switch Assembly 
Plate; 5 Video IF Coils, Shielded. Permeability 
Tuned; I Shielded Discriminator Coil; 3 Video 
Peaking Coils. and Instruction Manual containing 
Circuit Diagram for 20 Tube Seven Inch Picture 
Tube Set, together with detailed Assembly Instruc- 
tions, and Parts list. 

The design of these Coils makes it possible to 
obtain satisfactory operation within the ENTIRE 
service range of ANY Television Sta- $23.50 tion. Complete 

NEW TELEVISION COIL KIT 510 
Build a 10" or 15" television receiver. Com- 
plete kit of permeability tuned video IF. RF, and 
Sound Coils for high quality television receiver 
designs. Contains all necessary coils for 3 stages 
4mc. wide video. 2 stages sound, discriminator, 
Peaking, oscillator, and RF. Complete instruc- 
tions included. 9.95 Priced at Only... 

ALL CHANNEL R. F. UNIT 
For use in Building your own custom -made 
Television Receiver - Any size or type 

Transvision all- channel R.F. unit is factory pre 
wired and tuned for 7 channels. (covers all chan- 
nels in lower and higher bands in any single area 
operating presently or in the future). Average sen- 
sitivity 20 microvolts; has R.F. stage before oscil- 
lator; complete with 3 tubes: 1 -6AK5. I -6AKG, 
I-6C4; input impedance 300 ohms. balanced to 
ground. Size -9I/2" deep. 41/2" high" $31.95 6%" wide. Net 

CATHODE RAY TUBES 
58PI 13.95 5TP4 554.00 
5BP4 4.95 70P4 19.40 
7EP4 18.95 9ÁP4 50.00 
7DP4 21.60 108P4 39.60 

12AP4 $60.00 

NIAGARA COMPONENTS 
CONDENSERS 

CF 45-A mfd -3500 volt DC S L98 
CF 48-.05 mid -2500 volt DC 1.09 
CB 18-.25 mfd -4000 volt DC 2.95 
ER25AD -dual 25 mmf per sect. variable 

condenser 2.04 
SOCKETS 

il prong isolant scope socket 9 0.59 
Octal socket .12 
Special hi. voltage socket for 2X2 .59 

TRANSFORMERS 
TS.6 -Scope transformer -2500 v. @ .4 a 

2.5 v. @ 1.75 a., 6.3 v. @ .6 a 5 9.95 
TS.5- Western Electric-D303184 -hi. volt 

4200 v. @ 9 ma lo. volt. 640 v. @ 200 
ma -fil. 6.4 v. @ 5 a.. 5.4 V. @ 3 a 
5.1 v. @ 3 a., 2.5 v. @ 1.75 0. -com 
plete television hi. & lo. volt. trans. in 
one compact oil filled unit -will handle 
any television tube 12.95 

TCH 2 -Scope transformer 1750 v. @ 4 ma 
and matching fil. trans. 6.3 v. @ .8 a., 
2.5 v. @ 1.75 a 7.95 

TCH 3 -W. E. Scope trans. 2500 v. @ 10 
mil and matching fil. trans. 6.3 v. @ 2 
a. and 2.5 v. @ 3 a.- combination 9.95 

HF 16- Filter choke 10 by @ 150 ma 1.95 
LO 2 -25 ma R.F. choke .59 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Trimmer -single 3 -30 uuf S 0.20 

dual 5-50 uuf .39 
3" X 17" X 3" steel chassis cadmium 
plated 1.95 

High voltage wire -50 ft. roli roui 1.00 
Peaking coil .45 

Write for Complete Catalog 

NIAGARA RADIO SUPPLY CORP. 

1:t2 

160 Greenwich St. 
New York 6, N. Y. 

to be used than a picture of the refrig- 
erator alone. Each picture must have 
a caption, written on a separate piece 
of paper and attached to the edge of 
the picture in such a way that it can 
be removed easily without damaging 
either the caption or the photograph. 
Be sure the caption contains all es- 
sential information, including the ad- 
dresses of persons shown. Before us- 
ing a picture for publicity or advertis- 
ing, get a signed note from everyone 
who appears in the picture, granting 
permission for such use. This will 
avoid serious legal embarrassment. 

Address the story and /or picture to 
the editor who is most likely to use it 
-city editor, women's editor, financial 
editor, etc. If it is convenient, have 
the story delivered to the newspaper 
office. Otherwise mail it, being care- 
ful to protect pictures from damage. 

Except in the special instances al- 
ready mentioned, send the same story 

to all outlets. In the case of pictures, 
however, when more than one pose or 
idea is available, send a different pic- 
ture to each paper. When each paper 
gets a different picture, mark each 
"This Picture Exclusive" so the editor 
will know his competitors will not 
carry the same one. 

Publicity is not a competitor to 
advertising -it is a supplement. Ev- 
erything you send out as publicity 
must have real news value to the 
publication that receives it, or it will 
not be used. Make every story and 
every picture as close to the highest 
journalistic standard as possible. 

The chief requirements for a highly 
effective publicity program are imagi- 
nation, alertness, and a little effort. 
When well done, it can bring surpris- 
ingly great returns over a long period. 
Add it to your bag of merchandising 
tricks. 

HIGH FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS 
By Kenneth R. Boord, 

ON October 2, after nearly 5 months 
of deliberation, the International 

Radio Conference of Atlantic City (New 
Jersey, U.S.A.) completed its work and 
representatives of the 78 nations taking 
part signed the International Radio 
Regulations of Atlantic City. The At- 
lantic City Regulations will replace the 
regulations adopted at the 1938 Cairo 
Conference, and will go into effect Jan- 
uary 1, 1949, except for those below 
27,500 kc. Allocations below 27,500 kc. 
will go into effect on a date to be set by 
the Conference for approval of new fre- 
quency list, which will meet in March 
of 1949; present estimate of the effective 
date is September 1949. 

The Provision Frequency Board (PFB) 
will meet in Geneva, Switzerland, in 
January 1948, to begin preparation of 
the new International Frequency List. 
There will be a permanent Interna- 
tional Frequency Registration Board 
(IFRB) in Geneva, to consider future 
assignments, after the new frequency 
list goes into effect. Headquarters of the 
International Telecommunications 
Union will be moved from Berne to 
Geneva. 

The International Conference on 
High Frequency Broadcasting con- 
cluded its sessions in Atlantic City on 
September 27. Since this was a pre- 
liminary conference, no final docu- 
ments were signed. A full -scale Inter- 
national Conference on High Frequency 
Broadcasting will convene in October 
1948 in Mexico City. In March 1948, a 
Planning Committee of this Conference 
will meet in Geneva, to draft a fre- 
quency assignment plan for all high 
frequency broadcasting stations. The 
plan drafted will be presented for con- 
sideration and revision at the Mexico 
City Conference. 

By the International Radio Regula- 
tions of Atlantic City, (1) high fre- 
quency broadcast, (2) tropical broad- 
cast, and (3) amateur allocations were 
made as given in the accompanying 
table. 

Region 1- Europe, Africa, Near East, 
Asiatic USSR, and Mongolian Peoples 
Republic. 

Region 2 -The Americas. 
Region 3 -Asia (except as noted un- 

der Region 1) and Oceania. 

REVISED 
ISW Department 

The allocations given in the table 
are worldwide except where otherwise 
indicated. (Asterisks indicate bands 
shared with other services in the same 
region.) 

As has been indicated in the table, 
from 50 to 100 kilocycles will be added 
to each of the broadcasting bands be- 
tween 6 and 17 megacycles. In the 
amateur allocations, major changes 
will be the addition of a 21- megacycle 
band, deduction of 50 kilocycles from 
the 14- megacycle band, and reduction 
of the width of the 7- megacycle band 
in Regions 1 and 3. 

HIGH FREQUENCY 
Bc. 

3900 -3950 
'3950 -4000 
5950 -6200 

'7100 -7150 
7150 -7300 
9500-9775 

11,700- 11,975 
15,100- 15,450 
17,700- 17,900 
21.450- 21,750 
25,600- 26,100 

BROADCASTING 
Region 

3 
1 and 3 

All 
1 and 3 
1 and 3 

All 
AU 
All 
All 
All 
All 

TROPICAL BROADCASTING 
(Usable in Tropical Zone Only)* 

Bc. 
2300 -2495 
3200 -3400 
'4750.5060 (except 4995 -5005) 

AMATEUR 
Bc. 

1800 -2000 Portions may be assigned in re- 
stricted areas, it It will not in- 
terfere wills Loran. 

3500 -3800 AU 
'3800 -3900 Regions 2 and 3. 
'3900 -4000 Region 2. 
7000.7100 All 

'7100.7150 Exclusive in Region 2, shared 
with Broadcasting in Regions 1 

and 3. 
7150 -7300 Region 2, also shared usage in 

China and New Zealand. 
14,000 -14.350 (In USSR, 14.250- 14,350 is also al- 

located for fixed services) 
21.000 -21,450 A11 

'26,960- 27.230 Region 2, Australia, New Zea- 
land, South Africa. 
All 28,0n0-29,700 

Mc. 
50.54 

144 -146 
146 -148 
220 -225 
420 -450 

'450 -460 
1215-1300 
2300 -2450 

'3300 -3500 
'3500 3900 
5650 -5850 
5650 -5925 

10,000 -10,500 

Regions 2 and 3, South Africa 
and Rhodesia. 
All 
Regions 2 and 3. 
Region 2. 
All 
Regions 1 and 3. 
All 
All 
Regions 2 and 3. 
Region 3. 
All 
Region 2. 
AU 
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XMAS GREETINGS TO FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS 

SETCHELL CARLSON RADIO 
RECEIVER BC- 1206 -C 

Designed to receive A -N 
beam signals. 24-28 vdc. 
Tube complement: 14A7. 
RF, 14H7, 1417. 14H7. IF 
amplifier: I4R7, detector 
and 1st audio: 2807. out. 
put. 195 to 420 KC 4" high 
x 4" wide 6 %" long. 
Weight 4 !be. 
Priced $ 98 
At Only 

Less tubes 
Complete set of tubes S2.89 

NEW. STANDARD BRAND TUBES 
TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE 

A3 $ 0.98 
A7GT 1.10 
B24 4.50 
G4 
G6 
H40 
L4 
R4/1294 
T4 

N5GT 
N218 
LN5 
R5 
S5 

2A3 
2C22 
2C26A .75 
2C34 1.15 
2C40 2.60 

1.75 
.75 

1.50 
3.95 

6SL7 $0.89 4I7A $19.95 
6SN7GT.. . .69 446A 2.60 
6SQ7 .... .89 703A . .. 7.50 

.98 6SR7 .... .89 705A 4.95 

.98 6SS7 .... .75 7I3A 1.65 

.98 6U5 .98 715B .... 4.95 
1.10 6V6GT .99 717A .. .75 
1.29 6Y6G .89 723A/B .. 9.95 
1.10 6x4 .98 600 2.25 
.99 6x5 .89 80IA .75 

1.10 7AE7 .... .75 802/RK25 1.49 
.35 7C4 1.50 803 8.95 

1.92 7C5 . .89 807 1.25 
1.10 7F7 .25 808 2.95 
1.10 7L7GT ... .39 809 1.50 
1.39 OY .50 811 1.95 
.98 2A6 . .. .89 812 3.25 

2AH7 ... 1.10 812H 6.90 
2AT6 ... I.10 813 8.95 
2BA6 ... .89 814 4.49 
28E6 ... .89 815 2.25 
2C8 .89 826 1.75 
215 .69 8298 ..... 3.95 
2KS 1.25 830B 5.25 
2SA7GT.. .99 832A 2.25 
2SG7 ... .89 833A 34.50 
2SH7 ... .89 836 1.15 
2S17 .... .79 837 2.50 
2SK7 ... .89 838 3.75 
2SL7 1.10 841 1.20 
2SN7GT. .79 845 3.75 
2SQ7GT. .99 860 3.00 
2SR7 ... .79 861 50.00 
2x3 .98 866A .75 
4A7 .... .10 872A 2.25 
4B7 .... .10 871 1.95 
4H7 .... .25 884 .75 
417 .25 923 .49 
4R7 .... .10 954 .75 
5E .50 955 .75 

2304 .49 956 .75 
2306 ..... .98 957 .75 
24G 1.35 958A .75 
25A6GT .. .75 959 .75 
25L6GT .. .75 991 .50 
25Z5 ..... .75 005 .39 
25Z6 .98 006 .39 
2807 .... .75 613 .95 
30 .78 614 1.75 

32L7 1.50 616 2.95 
34 .98 619 ..... .98 

6AG5 .... .99 35L6GT .75 624 .98 
6AG7 ... . .99 35Y4 .... 1.10 625 .98 
6A K5 . . . .99 35W4 . . . . .69 851 1.25 
6AL5 . ... .99 35Z3 ..... .99 2050 .90 
6AQ5 . .. . .98 35Z5 .69 2051 .90 
6AT6 .... .75 36 1.10 5514 3.95 
6AU6 .... .89 37 .69 7193 .49 
6B4 1.29 38 .89 8005 3.25 
6B6G .... .89 39/44 .... .59 8011 4.95 
688 .99 41 .69 8012 4.95 
6C4 .64 45 . .64 8016 1.49 
6C5 .51 46 . .65 8020 5.95 
6C6 .75 47 .90 9001 1.15 
6C21 12.95 50B5 . . 1.89 9002 .98 
606 . .75 50L6GT .. .75 9003 .98 
6F4 1.35 70L7 ..... .89 9004 .98 
6F5 .51 71A .69 9005 .98 
6F6 .95 75 .69 9006 .69 
6F6G . .80 75T 2.95 HF100 ... 6.95 
6F7 1.25 76 . .75 HY69 .... 1.75 
6F8 1.10 -" .75 HY75 .... 1.25 
6G6 1.10 78 .75 HY6I$ ... 1.25 
6H6 .69 79 1.10 014 1.25 
6J4 1.50 80 .53 RK60 ,... 1.25 
615 .59 82 .98 R K72 . . . . 8.50 
616 .89 83 .98 T20 1.95 
6J7 .89 83V .98 TZ40 .... 2.95 
6K6 .69 84 .75 V70D .... 6.90 
6K7 .79 85 .89 V R78 . . .. .75 
6K8 1.25 100TS ... 3.00 V R90 .... .75 
6L6 1.25 117L7 . . . 1.89 V R 105 ... .75 
6L6G , 1.20 117Z3 . .89 VRI50 ... .75 
6L7 .98 I 17Z6GT. . 1.10 Z225 1.95 
6N7 1.25 121A .... 2.65 902 2.95 
685 .98 205B .... 4.50 913 3.00 
6850 .... .98 211 1.25 2AP1 .... 2.25 
687 .89 215A .... 3.00 3API .... 3.45 
6117 .98 217C 7.50 3BPI .... 2.95 
6SA7 . . .90 25011 3.95 5 B P 1 .... 3.95 
6SC7 .... .85 2748 1.50 5BP4 .... 5.45 
68F3 .79 304TH ... 9.85 5CPI .... 3.95 
6SG7 .... ,89 307A ..... 6.25 5FP7 .... 4.50 
6SH7 .65 371A .... 3.00 7BP7 .... 7.95 
6SJ70 .69 371B .... 3.00 7BP4 .... 14.95 
6SK7 ..... 79 394A ... 4.50 7EP4 . 18.95 

No Mall Order For Less Than $5.00 

2C44 
2021 
2 E22 
2E25 
2E30 
2132 20.00 
2133 20.00 
2156 20.00 
21651 4.95 
2x2 .84 
3A4 .49 
3B7 .98 
3622 4.95 
3624 1.95 
306/1299 .89 
3E29 2.95 
3024 1.10 
3QSGT , 1.10 
3S4 1.10 
4C35 7.95 
5R4GY 1.15 
514 1.25 
5U4 .98 
5V40 .98 
5W4 .98 
5Y3 .60 
5Y413 .59 
5Z3 .89 
5Z4 .89 
6AB7/1853 .99 

TUBE KITS 
Complete set of tubes 

for SCR -522 

$17.95 
Complete set of tubes 

for BC -348 

$7.95 
Complete set of tubes 

for BC -312 

$7.95 
Specify Model 

Numbers 

Combination 

Offer 

Both Items 

$225 
sa. 

,(o. 

HS -16 HEADSET 
8000 ohms Hi- impedance 
Noise proof 
Most sensitive phone built 
May be used as a sound 
powered intercom. 

Light, durable, efficient. Mold - 
ed neoprene a cups shaped to 
completely envelop tire 
Adjustable steel headband ex- 
tends or retracts. Especially 
suited to hams, commercial 
perators. aircraft pilots, re- 

hersan9beeused with others. C 
pie Xtal to make complete radio receiver 

' Special $1 e89 
Original Cost 525.00 

6 foot extension cord $0.49 

CARBON THROAT MICROPHONE 

This microphone will work into any 200 ohm im- 
pedance input circuit. Has adjustable strap to fit 
any neck. In operation this microphone is strapped 
around the throat thereby facilitating full freedom 
of both hands and head movement. Ideal for 
ultra high frequency mobile work for hams. Can also be 
used as a hi -grade Carbon Mike by simply drilling three 
holes in case. Sensitivity of this mike equal to mikes cost- 
ing $10 and $15. Supplied with strap. 10" cord and plug 
Your cost 

i 
POWER!! POWER!! 

Niagara can supply a power supply kit which will completely power the 
ARC 5 Transmitter used as a VFO or any one of the ARC 5 receivers. All 
basic components included for delivering 300 v. C 150 mills & 24 v. er 
12 v. for the filaments -no rewiring of equipment necessary. This kit will 
also power the BC -348. BC -312. and the EC -1206. A good buy at $7.50. 

Master Oscillator MI- 19427 -B 
This unit was built for R.C.A. Add a final - becomes a complete transmitter with signal shifter. 2.20 nlg -also FM -only a few cycles drift from cold start. Complete with regulated 
power supply and heavy duty deluxe rack. Il- lustrated flyer giving complete description, 
technical summary and specifications available 
upon request. 
COMPLETE (less tubes) .. $225.00 

MINIATURE 
TUBE PULLER 

Niagara solves your miniature tube breakage 
problem with this new sensational Invention. 
Tubes may now be easily extracted or placed 
into those hard- toreach places, without the 
fear of breakage or burning of hands. This 
new invention incorporates a heat resistant 
rubber cap with aluminum body and handy 
thumboperated plunger release. Be sure to get 
Yours today. Money back guarantee. Only 88 

ANTENNA 
LEAD IN BOWLS 
Made of genuine Pyrex - 
3" in diameter; brass rod 
8, /z long-complete with 
hardware and waterproof rubber gaskets. 

Special -51.49 

WESTINGHOUSE MN 
OVERCURRENT RELAY 

Adjustable to .4 anie. Has automatic 110 v. 
AC reset -glass encased- perfect for any Over- 
load application where tube damage must be 
avoided. 

A Steal -$12.95 
BAT HANDLE SWITCH 

Mled. by Cutter -Hemmer -10 amp. SPOT with 
neutral position- Perfect for rotary beam con - trol-a positive steal at 29C 

r 

FLEXIBLE ANTENNA MAST BASE 
For Mobile Antennas. 

.-lsse.aemixows o will handle up to 50 
pounds. 

This ends the vibration and breakage problems 
in mounting either receiver or transmitter an- 
tennas in moving vehicles -16" in length, %" 
in diameter. Extra Special while they last. 

51.89 

fr 

DO YOU OWN AN SCR -522? 
We have a complete power supply contain - 
Ing all the necessary parts down to the line 
cord. pilot light switch & terminal blocks 
& delivers the following voltage -300 v. DC 
CN 250 mills, 150 v. of regulated bias and 
sufficient 12 v. to operate the tubes of both 
receiver and transmitter. Complete at the 
amazingly low price of S 1 4.95 

Model 200 -EA. 5- ELEMENT 2 METER 
BEAM KIT. Folded di -pole driven element. 
All- aluminum construction. Feed with low 
impedance coaxial cable. Amateur net 
price $8.40 

OC -348 Owners 
CONVERTER for Broadcast Band 
Convert that BC -348 without any alteration 
in your circuit. Our special converter takes 
power from receiver. Just tune your set to 
450 kc. and forget It. All tuning is done on 
a converter panel covering 550 to 1600 kc. 
-double conversion means High Sensitiv- 
ity. Excellent Fidelity and Higher Selec- 
tivity- complete basic kit with schematic 
and full instructions -less chassis dial and 
tuning knobs. Terrific Buy at $6.50 

Selsyn Motors Synchronous Type 
Pair in Series for i IO v. AC 

Type 1 -5' /4" long, 3" dia. -50 v. AC. 
50 cy.-4 lbs. $9.95 pr. 

Type 11 -6' /4" long. 4'/4" dia. -115 v. AC. 
50 cy. 11 oz. $ 12.95 or. 

Type 111-2I/s" long, 21/4" dia. -50 v. AC. 
50 cy. II oz $6.95 pr. 

SYNCHRO -DIFFERENTIAL 
Model = 1943- C78249- CAL -11280 Bendix 

Aviation 115 v. -60 cy. 6" length to end 
of shaft x 4l /4" diameter.. ..... $9.95 

i 

XTALS 
We can supply power xtals of any frequency 
ground to .02 tolerance in any type of holder 
for any surplus or standard transmitters or 
test equipment as well as any receiver IF 
frequency. Prices on request -write to our 
engineering department. 

Sperti RF Vacuum switch 
used as antenna switch in 
the ART 13 -9200 v. peak 
8 ampo $ 1.95 -4-4 

20 Deposit on all orders un- 

less rated. We prepay freight 

on $100.00 orders in U.S.A. 

NIAGARA RADIO SUPPLY CORP. 
160 Greenwich St. New York City 6, N. Y. 

Write for latest Sullehn I2-RN 
All prices F.O.B. New York City. 
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FIbELórúñr 
FOR MAXIMUM F-M LISTENING PLEASURE! 

Edwards Fidelotuner, in cabinet, as shown, 

ready for your F -M listening pleasure ... 
Size II" long, 6" wide, 63/4" high 

CONVERTS 
A N Y R A D I O RECEIVER or 

SOUND 
AMPLIFIER 

for F M 
New end revolutionary tuning prin- ciple makes EDWARDS FIDELO. TUNER most efficient F -M CON. VERTER on the market today, All the great advantages of F -M re- ception a e yours, with this com- pact, efficient new tuner. Covers full F -M Band 88 to 108 Mc. Fir* tubes plus selenium rectifier. 

'panne pending 

DISTRIBUTORS' Som territories sfill open. W. nuite inquiries. 
WR17É FOR LITERATURE 

More than 

2000 
up -to- the - minute 

RADIO and ELECTRONIC 

PARTS 
in this just -off -the -press 

ICA CATALOG 

R 
E 
E 

SEND 
FOR 

YOURS 
TODAY 

Standard Items 
NEW ITEMS 

New Prices 

1 .G7p..aSo.y.G 

,w.r, y;rr,wirry 

INSULINE 
e...... ,,.e . e,it 

NOTE: The new sensational ICA self -service 
MERCHANDISER IS READY' 

Write and learn how to get one FREE 

nsu ine. 
CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Insuline Building - Long Island City I, New York 

More thee a quarter -century of Duality production 

INSTRUMENTS 
AT NEW LOW PRICES! 

SAVINGS UP TO 30 %! 
SIMPSON model 230 pocket -size volt- ohm -mil- 
lianuucter. Formerly $24.75. 
REDUCED to S19.85 
SIMPSON model 240. The famed " Hammeter.' 
With test leads. Formerly $26.50. 
REDUCED to $21.75 
APPROVED model A -200 Signal Generator. 
100 hic. -75 Mc. Formerly $49.50. 
REDUCED to 839.50 
WATERMAN model SIOA - 2' oscilloscope, 
Regularly 5G6.00. SPECIAL PRICE $55.00 
ELECTRONIC DESIGNS model 100 V.T.V.M. 
Complete with probe. Reg. $59.85. 
SPECIAL SS ?.50 
SUPERIOR model 1553 volt- ohm- milliammeter. 
Made for Signal Corps. Reg. $24.75. 
SPECIAL $20.00 

NOW IN STOCK! 
SPERTI "WALKIE- TALKIE" 

2 -way hand -held radio with a punch! Weighs 
only 3% lbs. Brand new design. 144 -148 Mc. 
Ideal for point -to -point communication up to 
12 miles, 3 miles in flat country: ham tests, Held 
days. volunteer, emergency work. pleasure boat- 
ing, flying, racing. 2 watts input to Rs' stage. 
135 volts of B battery. Size: 10x3x2'. Complete 
with 2 tubes, less batteries. Net $34.50 

RADIO CITY model 655A insulation tester. Up 
to 10,000 mega. Reg. $94.50 SPECIAL $ 72.50 
SYLVANIA Modulation Meter X -7018. For 
monitoring % modulation of AM transmitters. 
Frequency range up to 54 Mc. Net Price S34.75 

SPECIAL TUBE BARGAINS 
35Z5GT- Sylvania -56c. l O for $5.25 
35L6GT- Sylvania -66c. 1 0 for S6. 2 5 43- National Union -74e. 1 O i ur S 6 .9 5 30- R.C.A. -66c. l 0 I or S6.25 

- MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY - 
Please Send 25 % Deposit with C.O.D. Orders 

SCENIC RADIO 
& ELECTRONICS CO. 

53 Park Place Dept. D.C. New York 7, N. Y. 

Ten Meter Transmitter 
(Continued from page 61) 

and, what will prove to be rather an- 
noying, will cause slight capacities 
(such as that existing between the ad- 
justing screwdriver and ground) to 
detune the final. When the transmit- 
ter has a load connected, this detuning 
effect will not be serious because the 
final tank circuit becomes broadly res- 
onant. No effect of unbalance in the 
oscillator tank circuit will appear since 
one side of this circuit is at ground r.f. 
potential. 

The oscillator and final amplifier 
tank coils are wound on W poly- 
styrene rod, dipped in polystyrene coil 
dope to insure no change of inductance, 
and are soldered directly to the tank 
condensers. The tank circuits can then 
be installed as complete units. These 
circuits were designed to be rather 
broadly resonant so that any crystal, 
over a small band of frequencies, could 
be plugged in without the necessity for 
retuning. The antenna link is just 
three or four turns of wire around the 
center of the final tank coil with the 
ends soldered onto the antenna ter- 
minals. The number of turns should 
be determined experimentally since it 
will depend upon the type of antenna 
used. 

There will be a certain amount of 
interaction between coils L2 and L. due 
to the periodically changing magnetic 
fields set up by them. By placing the 
coils axially perpendicular to one an- 
other this effect can be minimized. The 
oscillator plate tank circuit is effec- 
tively across the grid of the final am- 
plifier so that if there were sufficient 
coupling between coils an oscillation 
condition would be initiated in the am- 
plifier and the crystal would no longer 
control the transmitter frequency. 
Such a condition could easily cause the 
transmitter to be operating outside of 
the 10 meter amateur band, which is 
an FCC offense for which the operator 
is held responsible. 

The cathode coil and condenser for 
the tri -tet oscillator can be seen direct- 
ly inside the chassis near the crystal 
socket in Fig. 4. If a 40 -meter crystal 
is used the cathode capacity should be 
about 50 Atgfd. Somewhat greater driv- 
ing power is available when the os- 
cillator doubles rather than quad- 
ruples so it is desirable to use a 20- 
meter crystal, which will probably 
mean changing the cathode capacity. 
This can best be determined by trial. 
The cathode coil (L,) consists of 40 
turns of No. 26 enameled wire, close - 
wound on 1/4" diameter polystyrene 
rod and dipped in polystyrene coil 
dope. It may be found that more pow- 
er from the oscillator can be obtained 
by changing the number of turns on 
this coil. The coil should not be dipped 
until the proper operating condition 
has been found. 

The meter switch has four positions 
which will read as follows : (1) Oscil- 
lator plate current, (2) Final amplifier 
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WELLS' TUBE SPECIAL 

OF THE YEAR! 

The 826 Watt UHF 

Transmitting Tube ..... 
(LESS THAN THE PRICE OF A RECEIVING 

TUBE) 

These tubes are standard make, brand 
new, JAN inspected, and packed in 
their original cartons. 

At our low price, 826's can be shipped 
only in boxes of 4 for $1.96. Add 25c 
for each box of 4 tubes for prepaid 
shipment to any part of the conti- 
nental U. S. 

Accustomed as we are to excellent values in Government radio equipment, we 

were amazed at the remarkably low price at which we were able to get these 

826's. The regular Amateur net price is $9.25 and worth it! So you can see why 

we're calling this the TUBE SPECIAL OF THE YEAR. Build your new rig around 

the 826. Order plenty of spares as we doubt if you will be able to duplicate 

this price when our stock is gone. 

UHF Operation up to 250 MC. 
The 826 will perform beautifully in your 2 meter rig as well as on the lower 

frequency bands. Use it as a final amplifier, modulator, doubler, buffer, or 

oscillator. In fact, the 826 is good for practically any R.F. or audio application. 

826 Specifications 
Max. Plate dissipation 60 watts 
Filament volts 7.5 
Filament amps. 4 
Max. plate voltage 1000 
Max. plate current 125 m.a. 
Approx. grid drive 6 watts 
Max. freq. full rating 250 mc. 

Tube Sockets for the 826 
Ceramic. tube sockets for 826, 829B and 832 tubes . . . 

only 50c each. 

Power Output Watts 

Class C amp. 

Class C plate mod. 

Class B telephony 

Grid modulated 

86 

53 

22 

25 

order directly from us or through 
Your local Parts Jobber' 

WELLS 
SALES, /NC. 

December, 1947 

Write for Amateur Catalog H200C 
Containing Hundreds of Money Saving Values 

320 N. LA SALLE ST., DEPT. R-12, CHICAGO 10, ILL. 

1:;.. 
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NEW! 

SECOND EDITION! 
"Radio Service Standard Rate Book" 

Price $1.00 
Comprehensive pricing system 
and code of ethics covering each 
type of radio in six separate sec- 
tions, outlining general service 
procedures and rates for various 
types of repair service. Retail 
prices on standard parts, tubes 
and crystal cartridges, plus flat 
rates for pick -up, delivery, esti- 
mates, and alignment. 54 pages - 
plastic spiral binding -opens flat. 
Many other features. 

"Trouble Tracing in A.C. -D.C. Radio 
Receivers" 

Price $1.00 
Down to earth servicing data, 
easily read and understood. MI 
material devoted to the servicing 
of A.C. -D.C. sets. Test cases, 
parts analysis, alignment proce- 
dures, repair procedures plainly 
written with technical terms held 
to a minimum. 50 pages. 

"Radio Service Record" 

Pad -100 Job Tickets. .. $1.25 
Book of 100 repair tickets con- 
sisting of customer's receipt, re- 
pair tag, permanent record card. 
Bound with spiral steel binder. 
Opens flat, numbered in groups of 
100. Space is provided for dealer's 
rubber stamp. Size 9% "x4 "x1% ". 

Sample available 

"Radio Service Work Sheet" 

Pad -50 Sheets $0.60 
Show your customer full details 
on his repair job including the 
little things that are never 
brought to his attention. 38 pos- 
sible minor repair check -offs and 
plenty of space for parts used, la- 
bor, tubes, etc. A valuable aid in 
gaining customer good will. Size 
8% "x11 "x 3A". 

Sample available 

1 I Y our Radio Parts Jobber 
or write 

OELRICH PUBLICATIONS 
4135 N. Lawler Ave., Chicago 41, III. 

Fig. 6. Mechanical details of chassis. 

grid current, (3) Final amplifier plate 
current, and (4) Final amplifier plate 
voltage. The meter switch is wired in 
such a way that one side is always 
positive and the other side is always 
negative. A multimeter such as is 
manufactured by Simpson or Triplett 
can then be connected permanently to 
the meter terminals, if desired, and all 
currents and voltages can be read by 
merely turning the selector switch on 
the meter and the meter switch on the 
transmitter. The resistors R,, Re, and 
R6, are mounted on the meter switch 
before the switch is placed permanent- 
ly in the box. This is necessary to 
prevent the resistor leads from short - 
circuiting. The meter switch can then 
be wired into the circuit quite easily. 

The crystal microphone, which is a 
high impedance device, works directly 
into the grid of a high gain 9001 pre- 
amplifier stage and is followed by an- 
other stage of audio amplification 
using the 9002 miniature triode. The 
voltage applied to the second audio 
amplifier is adjusted to give the neces- 
sary modulator output voltage by the 
gain control, R,,, shown on the front 
panel in Fig. 2. There is sufficient gain 
in the three stages of audio that in- 
verse feedback can be used in the 9002 
and the 6AK6 pentode modulator, 
which tends toward better quality 
speech and relieves the necessity for 
putting in two cathode bypass con- 
densers. 

Power requirements are 250 volts 
d.c. at 50 ma. and 6.3 volts a.c. at 0.75 
amps. This can be obtained from most 
commercial communications receivers. 
The heater current will present little, 
if any, overload and plate current for 
the transmitter is used only when the 
receiver does not draw current. The 
entire transmitter can be mounted in 
a vacant corner of the receiver ifr de- 
sired and controlled from the "Send - 
Receive" switch on the receiver. The 
only equipment necessary on the oper- 
ating table would then be the receiver 
and a microphone. 

Tuning the transmitter is as fol- 
lows : With a crystal between the 
limits of 7125 kc. and 7425 kc. placed 
in the crystal socket and with the 
meter switch in position 1, set the mul- 
timeter to the 100 ma. scale and rotate 
cl, with a screwdriver. A slight dip in 
the oscillator plate current should ap- 
pear, which indicates resonance. The 
dip will be quite small since the oscil- 
lator is quadrupling. It is important 
that the oscillator be tuned to the 

The most famous radio de. 
veloped by the Army. Same 
type used with great success 
on all battle fronts. Sends and 
receives voice from I to 5 
miles under normal condi- 
tions. Crystal controlled. 
Weighs only 5 lbs. 

Handie Talkies are recom- 
mended for amateurs, air- 
ports, utilities, surveyors, ex- 
plorers, police and fire de- 
partments. boats, etc. 

Brand new -complete with 
batteries, carrying strap and 
telescopic antenna -ready to 
operate. Fully guaranteed. 
Price only $49.75 each 
F.O.B. Chicago. 

WriteforspecialHandje Talkie 
listing which includes tubes. re- 
Placement batteries and Parts. 

Just out! New illustrated Am- 
ateur Catalog H200C. Send 
for your free copy today. 

7/WELLS/ 
SALES. INC. 320 N. La Sallo St. Dept. 

Chicago 10, Illinois 

NAVY COMPARTMENT 
SPEAKER 

Amplifier Unit with Heavy Duty 
Speaker 132 os.) 

Speaker alone worth $25.00. 
Works from 110 volts AC -DC. Used 
but in operating con- 
dition. Uses I.35Z5 
Rect. & 2.35L6 in 
P.P. Audio Input 
.006 watts 600 ohms 
imp. 5 Channel se- 
lection input. volume 
control complete with 
tubes in gray navy 
case 14x14x7y5'. 

MALLORY LINE 
FILTER 

Rating 110-220 V. ( r 

SI0.00 value , year S295 price 

Vour Price 

$9.95 
Value $100.00 

NOISE 

FREQUENCY METER 
Directly calibrated on large 
Vernier Dial from 80 to 300 
met. Also included -Auto- 
matic Switching arrange- 
ment. Beautiful black metal 
case. Instructions included. 

Sturdily constructed. Never 
this price 
Stock Up Now 12 or More 

A WIRE BUY 
1000 ft. 
5000 ft. 

15000 ft. $270 value 

$349 

CLOSE 
OUT! 

RADIO or 
AMPLIFIER 
CABINETS 

12 "x6' /4 "x81/4" 
again at$ 1 e43 ea 

5 I .25 ea. 

No. 19 -7 strand black plastic OD 
outdoor wiring. Lifetime covering. 
Send postcard for latest bulletin. 
N.Y.C. 20/ deposit. Bal. C.O.D. 

MANUEL KLEIN 

s 3.50 
14.00 
33.00 

eye indoor and 
100 uses. 

Prices F.D.B. 

74 Cortlandt St. 
New York 7. N. Y. 
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FAMOUS SCR -522 V.H.F. XMTR -RCVR 
100 to 156 Mc. 

10 -tube xtal controlled su- 
perhet rcvr, extremely sen- 
sitive; 7 -tube xmtr, tem- 

15rWatts. Used on AAF and 
RAF planes -now yours at 
tiny fractionof original cost! 
Easily converted to 110 volt 
60 cy. operation. Complete with 17 
tubes. A -1 condition only $1 4.25 
TWO FOR $227.90 

Dynamotor power supply for SCR -522 above, 
BRAND NEW $3.95 

WESTERN ELECTRIC 
FIELD PHONE SET 

EE -8 
Leather case, with handset, 
generator, ringer, etc. Re- 
quires 2 flashlight cells. Won- 
derful value! Good 

Each $8.95 
TWO 
FOR $16.50 

HAMS! EXPERIMENTERS! Look at these EXCLUSIVE "G &G" BUYS! 
ARMY AIRCRAFT 

RECEIVER - 
BC -946 -B 

Covers 520 Kc to 1500 Kc 
Broadcast Band. 6 Tubes: 3- 
12.6K7, 1- 12SR7, 1 -12A6, 
1 -12K8. Designed for dyna- 
motor operation; can be eas- 
ily converted to 110 volt or 32 
volt use. Two IF Stages. 
Three -gang tuning cond. 
BRAND NEW, in sealed carton, with tubes and 
instruction manual, less 

$12.95 dynamotor 
Dynamotor DM -32A $1.95 

RADIO RECEIVERS 
All Brand New In Original Cartons 

BC -453 -A 190 to 550 Kc complete with tubes $7.95 
BC -454 -A 3.1 to 6 Mc complete with tubes 5.95 
BC -455 -A 6 to 9.1 Mc complete with tubes 5.95 

40 -WATT VFO DRIVER 
$7.95 

6.95 
6.95 
6.95 

BC-696A 3 to 4 Mc 
BC-457A 4 to 5.3 Mc 
BC-458A 5.3 to 7 Mc. 
BC-459A 7 to 9.1 Mc 

TERRIFIC VALUE! 
24 -VOLT STORAGE BAT- 

TERY, BRAND NEW! 
Made by Delco. 12 cells, 
heavy duty, very rugged. 
Shipped dry, 
uses stand- 
ard sulphuric 

acid electrolyte 
VERY SPECIAL.. $1 4.95 
6 -VOLT STORAGE BAT- 
TERY. Navy Stand- 
ard BRAND NEW. 14.95 
15 ampere -hour ratin 

SETCHEL -CARLSON 

BEACON RADIO RECEIVER 

BC- 1206 -C 
Receives A -N beam signals, 
operates on 24 -28 V DC. 
If Tubes: 3 -14117, 14R7, 

28D7. Tunes 195 to 420 Kc. Size 4'x4'x6 Ç wide. 
4Flbt Slightly used, A -1 condition. $4.95 
Same as above, BRAND NEW. in original 

carton $7.95 

PE -104 -A VIBRATOR 
POWER SUPPLY 

Works on 6 volt or 12 volt battery 
Supplies 84 volts and 51 volts DC. 
also 1.4 volts "C" bias. Size 7'x4'x 
351'. Fits BC -654 (SCR -284) exactly. 

-- Can be used to operate many types 
of receivers now on market. $4.95 ALL BRAND NEW, very low price 

LM -7 Freq. Motor 
195 to 20,000 Kc modu- 
lated, complete with 
tubes and crystals, less 
power supply. Navy type, 
used, good 
condition $39.50 
Less calibration book. 

SC-412 OSCILLOSCOPE 
(Modified to SC -512) 

With very little effort you 
can convert this 5' C.R. 
Oscilloscope to first class 
laboratory instrument! 
ALL BRAND NEW, in 
original sealed crate. Con- 
tains 13 tubes: 6AC7, 6- 
6L6's, 2- 6SJ7's, 879, 
5T4. 6A6, SBP4, C.R. 
Tube. 110 V 60 cycle. 
Shpg. wt. 200 lbs. Only .$59.50 

ALLIANCE PHONO MOTOR, special. .52.75 
ASTATIC CRYSTAL PICKUP, with L -26 
crystal cartridge $1.79 

80 VOLT A.C. 
INVERTER 

Sig. Corps PE -206A. Ter- 
rific Value! 80 Volts AC 
Output, 800 cy. 28 V DC 
Input 6000 RPM. Com- 
plete with Filter. 
Value $100.00. 
Your Cost $6.95 

BC -645 XMTR RECEIVER 
15 TUBES 435 TO 500 MC 

The electronic uipment that saved many lives in the war. 
Set can be modified to use for 2 -way communication, voice 
or code, on following bands: ham band 420-450 mc, citizens 
radio 460 -470 mc, fixed and mobile 450 -460 mc, television 
experimental 470 -500 mc. 15 tubes (tubes alone worth more 
than sale price!): 4 -7F7, 4 -7H7, 2 -7E6, 2-6F6, 2 -955 
and 1- WE316A. Now covers 460 to 490 mc. Brand new BC -645 with tubes, less power supply 
in factory carton. Shipping weight 25 lbs. 

BRAND 

NEW! 

$1495 
2 for $27 

PE -101C DYNAMOTOR for above.. . .53.95 

BRAND NEW! 
ULTRA HIGH FREQ. 

TRANSMITTER AN /APT5 

1500 Mc Transmitter. complete with following tubes' 
2 -6AC7. I -6LÓ, 2 -829, 1 -931A, 1 -6AG7, 1- 
522 I lltra High Frequency tube, complete with Ultra 
High Frequency Cavity, blower to cool the 522. 
Time Delay Relay. 2 filament transformer con- 
densers. and many other component parts for Ultra 
High Frequency. Has Frequency Checker, complete 
Lecher Wires. with Slider, and Sensitive Bulb for 
checking wave length. Operates on 115 Volt AC for 
Filaments only. No plate supply included. Tubes 
alone worth much more than our price for trans- 
mitter -only $11.95! Shipping weight 118 lbs. In 
original wooden case with instruction book. 

RADAR OSCILLOSCOPE 

APN -4, 27 TUBES! 

Very special value! Easily 
converted to service scope. 
Contains 27 tubes: 7 -6H6. 
I -6SJ 7. l8-6SN 7. 1- 
5CP1 C.R. Tube. Com- 
plete with cover. ALL 
BRAND NEW. in original 

sealed crate! Shipping weight 106 lbs. $39.50 All yours for only 
RECEIVER AN POWER SUPPLY FOR APN -1. 

Another Smash Value! Contains 16 Tubes: 1 -6SN7, 
l -6SL7. 1 -6116. 4-6SK 7. 1-V R105-30. I- 
6SJ7, 2 -2X2, 1 -5U4G. 3 -6B4G, 1 -6SA7. All 
BRAND NEW and in perfect working order. In 
original sealed crate. Shpg. wt. 80 lbs. $29.50 Only 

TRANSMITTER 
BC- 223 -AX 

Ideal for 80 -meter band! 
801 ose., 801 P.A.. 2-46 
modulators. 1 -46 speech 
amp., 4 xtal freq. and mas - 
terosc.,on selector switch. 
10 to 30 -watt output. 
tone, voice or C.W. Black 
wrinkle case, complete 
with freq. chart and tubes in original cases, less xtals. 
BRAND NEW, sensationally low pria. $14.95 shpg. wt. 125 lb.. 

QUANTITY PRICES 
Inquiries welcomed from institutions, whole- 
salers, dealers, large users ... Phone, write, 
wire for quantity prices. 

Pleas* Include 25% Deposit with order - 
Balane* C.O.D. Minimum order $3.00. 

I GENUINE MAJESTIC 

(II RADIO PARTS SERVICE 

53 VESEY STREET NEW YORK 7, N.Y. 

HEADPHONES -All Brand New! 
Individually packed, complete with phone plug. 
HS -33 600 ohms, in lots of 3 $1.85 each 
HS -23 2000 ohms, in lots of 3 1.65 each 
HS-30 headphones, with earplugs, 

L 44o each LOTS OF 12 

HANDSET Cradle -type handset with 
butterfly switch, unbreak- 
able black plastic, 4-ft. 3 
wire cable, BRAND NEW. 
individually 
packed, each $275 

Same as above but slightly used, each ....$1.65 

HANDMIKE T -17 
Shure model T -17 mike, 200 -ohm 
carbon single button, with press - 
to -talk switch, 5 -ft. rubber cord 
and plug. BRAND NEW, individ- 
ually packed, 
in lots of 3, each 880 

FREQUENCY METER CABINET 
For BC -221 Series freq. meters. 
BRAND NEW! 3 compartments. 
Massively built. 1434'x10% "x10 ". 
Value $20.00. 
Yours for only $2.95 

WILLARD 6 -VOLT 
STORAGE BATTERY 

27 amp. hrs. 
3 -cell battery, transparent 
plastic case, very 
specially priced $4.50 

WILLARD 2 -VOLT BATTERY 
20 -amp. hrs. similar to above, but 
single cell . $2.75 

ONE -QUART BOTTLE 
BATTERY ELECTROLYTE 

Made by Willard, for above storage 
batteries. 1 quart sufficient for two 
2 -volt cells. Hermetically 
sealed. SPECIAL. per qt. bottle 95it 

7 -PRONG 2 -VOLT RADIO VI- 
BRATOR for Portable and Farm 
Sets Replacement for GE 

$1.65 
40MMFDMIDGET TUNING CONDENSER 

Long shaft. 
Lots of 3 each 44¢ 
180 MMD TRANSMITTING CONDENSER 
Very Special Ham Value! 31 plates, Airgap .109' 
overall length 49 ¡á , ceramic insulation, 
QQormal list price $11.85 each 99¢ 
RUDE DC METER, new, black baise - 
lite case, 3' round 0 -1000 DC Ma. Special $1.95 

December, 111 -17 137 
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COLLINS NOW OFFERS YOU 3 
TOP QUALITY PRODUCTS IN FM 

FM /AM TUNER -17 tubes custom built on 
direct order available with extra accessories 
on request such as bass and treble tone 
controls, 500 -ohm output transformer, pre- 
amplifier for G.E. or Pickering pickup cartridges 
and many others. The only tuner which gives 
high fidelity A.M. as well as FM. 

FM TUNER -11 tubes same circuit and 

components as FM section of combination 
tuner above. 3 IF stages, 2 limiters, Armstrong 
FM. Available as chassis unit ($87.50), with 

rack panel ($94.50), and in cabinet as 

illustrated ($97.501. 

FM RECEIVER -A complete 15 -tube FM 

receiver unit with high fidelity audio stages 
and output transformer requiring only a loud- 

speaker for operat'on. New, miniature tubes 
used throughout. Response of entire receiver: 
2 DB variation, 35 to 20,000 cycles. Power 
output 8 watts. Provision for phonograph input. 

Price: 5186 50. 

Technical data sheets on the above available. 
For the best in FM write: 

COLLINS AUDIO 
PRODUCTS CO. INC. 

126 Park St. Westfield, N. J. 
We 2.4390 

1:i7í 

fourth harmonic of the crystal. This 
cannot be over -emphasized because 
any other harmonic would cause oper- 
ation of the transmitter outside of the 
10 meter band. Next, the 6C4 ampli- 
fier must be neutralized. To do this, 
remove the plate voltage from the am- 
plifier by unsoldering the lead to the 
amplifier plate current meter switch 
position, set the meter switch to posi- 
tion 2 and the multimeter to the 10 ma. 
scale, and rotate C. through resonance. 
With the neutralizing condenser C. all 
out there should be a slight variation 
in the amplifier grid current. By in- 
creasing the neutralizing capacity the 
grid current variation should become 
smaller as C. goes through resonance 
until no grid current variation is ob- 
served. When this condition is reached, 
the amplifier is completely neutralized. 
After resoldering the plate connection, 
set the meter switch to position 3 with 
the multimeter on the 100 ma. scale 
and again rotate C. through resonance. 
Quite a pronounced dip should be ob- 
served, going from 20 ma. when out of 
resonance to 2 or 3 ma. at resonance. 
When the antenna is clipped onto the 
antenna terminals the minimum plate 
current should rise to 15 or 18 ma. It 
may be necessary to vary the number 
of turns on the antenna link to prop- 
erly load the amplifier. 

With the plug for the crystal micro- 
phone inserted in the mike connector 
the transmitter is ready for operation. 
The transmitter frequency should be 
checked on a receiver to make certain 
that the transmitter is on 10 meters. 
If an oscilloscope is available it could 
be used to determine the optimum set- 
ting of the audio gain control. If one 
is not available, the best setting of the 
audio gain can be determined by listen- 
ing to the transmitter on a nearby 
receiver. It is recommended that the 
top and bottom covers of the trans- 
mitter be removed when operating, to 
provide for proper ventilation. 

Care should be taken when plate 
voltage is measured in position 4 of the 
meter switch that the multimeter is 
set to at least the 250 volt scale to 
avoid damage to the meter. 3-- 

TECHNICAL KOs 
Power Xformer Thordarson No. 92R21 780 VCT 

Cal 200 MA, 5V @ 3A. 6.3V ®5A $6.50 
Power Xformer Staneor No. P6335 700 VCT 
120 Ma, 5V @ 3A, 6.3V t 3A 4.95 

Scope Xformer Fri 115V 60 CY. Sec 5400V ® 15 
MA 4.95 
Power Supply Chassis with 600 VCT 60 Cy. 
Xfrm, 2 -4 MFD. 500% Coud., etc 4.95 
.01 -150V -Paper 60 for 1.00 

.02 -1600V Paper 10 for 1.00 

.1 -600V Paper 10 for 1.00 

.002, .005 -600V Mies .06 
Chokes, Thordarson 1213-60 Ma DC- 250 ohm. 1.09 
Resistor Kites & 1 W 100 assorted 2.00 

Condenser Kit -.O1- .00001 -100 3.00 
Bathtuos -3X .1, .5, .1 etc. 400V & 600V 10 for .89 
Rect. Selenium, G. E. 28V. 300M .50 

6V6 Metal 5 .89 
5Y3GT .45 
12SQ7 .45 

OIL-FILLED G E., 

C. D., ETC 

6L6 
12K8 
5BP1 

TRANSMITTING 
MICAS 

S .95 
.85 

3.3. 

30 MFD 330 V ACS2.35 .0015 5000 V S .95 
IO 600V .80 .002 2500 V .27 
8 600 V .70 .003 2500 V .3.= 
8 1000 V 1.75 .001 2500 V .12 
4 600 V .50 .004 2500 V .36 
4 1000 V 1.00 .00005 2500 V .11 
2 1000 V .60 .0005 2500 V .15 
.1 7500 V 3.25 .002 3000 V .66 
5 2000 V .40 .00005 .5000 V .95 
12 15000V 6.95 .00025 5000 V .95 
25 4000 V 2.75 .00072 5000 V .95 
25 6000 V 4.00 .0008 5000 V .95 

$2.00 min. ordtr F.O. B.. N.Y.C. Add postage. 
50% deposit. balance C. O. D. with all orders 

Manufacturers inquiries invited 

TECHNICAL RADIO PARTS CO. 
265 Greenwich St Dept. N -7 N. Y. 7, N.Y. 

rY 

TYPE E & F 

CONDENSERS 

Rugged and compact, JOHNSON Type E 
and F condensers for medium and low power 
transmitters have more capacity per cubic 
inch and occupy less panel space for their 
rating than any other condenser on the mar- 
ket. 

FEATURES 

Heavy aluminum plates .032" thick, with 
rounded edges for maximum voltage rating. 

Heavy aluminum tie rods t/" diameter 
for frame strength and rigidity. . . Steatite 
insulation.. . Stator mounted above to re- 
duce capacity to ground. . Heavy phos- 
phor bronze contact springs, cadmium plated. 

Center contact on dual models. . . 

Chassis or panel mounting. . . . Stainless 
steel shafts. . Front and rear shaft ex- 
tensions permit ganging. In addition to 
mounting foot shown. removable single hole 
brackets are furnished so condenser may be 
inverted from position shown, or other corn. 

ponents mounted above. 

"Of course I ordered one -but that 
ain't no condenser!" E. F. JOHNSON CO. WASECA, MINN. 

!1.1!1I11 NEWS 
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Authorized WAA Electronics Distributors 

EASTERN 
Automatic Radio Mfg. Co., Inc. 
122 Brookline Ave. 
Boston, Mass. 

Carr Industries, Inc. 
1269 Atlantic Ave. 
Brooklyn, New York, N. Y. 

Tobe Deutschmann Corp. 
863 Washington Street 
Canton, Mass. 

Electronic Corp. of America 
353 West 48th Street 
New York, N. Y. 

Emerson Radio & 

Phonograph Corp. 
76 Ninth Ave. 
New York, N. Y. 

General Electric Co. 
Bldg. 267; 1 River Road 
Schenectady, N. Y. 

General Electronics, Inc. 
101 Hazel Street 
Paterson, N. J. 

Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc. 
460 West 34th Street 
New York, N. Y. 

Johanns & Keegan Co., Inc. 
62 Pearl St. 

New York, N. Y. 

Newark Electric Co., Inc. 
242 West 55th 5t. 
New York, N. Y. 

Radio Parts Distributing Co. 
128 West Olney Road 
Norfolk, Va. 

Smith- Meeker Engineering Co. 
125 Barclay Street 
New York, N. Y. 

Standard Arcturus Corp. 
99 Sussex Ave. 
Newark, New Jersey 

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. 
Emporium, Po. 

Technical Apparatus Co. 
165 Washington St. 

Boston, Mass. 

Tung -Sol Lamp Works, Inc. 
95 Eighth Ave. 
Newark, New Jersey 

Hytron Radio & Electronics Corp. W. & H. Aviation Corp. 
76 LaFayette Street Municipal Airport 
Salem, Mass. Rochester, New York 

MIDWESTERN 
American Condenser Co. 
4410 N. Ravenswood Ave. 
Chicago, Ill. 

Belmont Radio Corp. 
3633 S. Racine Ave. 
Chicago, Ill. 

Electro- Voice, Inc. 
Carroll & Cecil Streets 
Buchanan, Michigan 

E. F. Johnson Co. 
206 Second Ave., S. W. 
Waseca, Minnesota 

SOUTHERN 
Navigation Instrument Co., Inc. 

P. O. Box 7001, Heights Station 
Houston, Texas 

Southern Electronic Co. 
611 Baronne St. 

New Orleans, La. 

PACIFIC 
Cole Instrument Co. 
1320 5. Grand Avenue 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

DePPULher. 1917 

Hoffman Radio Corp. 
3761 S. Hill Street 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

large stocks . t 

wide selection... 

quick delivery, too! 

MANUFACTURERS 

WHOLESALERS - 088ERS 
See these WAA Authorized Distributors for 

your share! Their inventories include many types 
of unused electronic devices, tubes and equip- 

ment. 

Purchasing of surplus electronic tubes, de- 

vices and equipment has been simplified to a 

high degree. These WAA Approved Distribu- 
tors were selected on a basis of their ability to 
serve you intelligently and efficiently. 

Write, phone or visit your nearest Approved 
Distributor for information concerning inven- 

tories, prices and delivery arrangements. Fill 

your needs- NOW -while inventories still per- 

mit large purchases and wide selection You'll 
find you can "Save with Surplus." 

OFFICE OF AIRCRAFT AND ELECTRONICS DISPOSAL 4~~re 

ASSETS ADMINISTRATION 
1' et//Í W A 

Offices located at: Atlanta Birmingham Boston Charlotte 
Chicago Cincinnati Cleveland Denver Detroit Grand Prairie, 
Tex. Helena Houston Jacksonville Kansas City, Mo. Little Rock 

Los Angeles Louisville Minneapolis Nashville New Orleans New 
York Omaha Philadelphia Portland, Ore. Richmond St. Louis 

Salt Lake City San Antonio San Francisco Seattle Spokane Tulsa 

1377 

Customer Service Centers in these and many other cities. 
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GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 

We have on hand a large selection of Radio and Electronic Equipment purchased from the United States Government. and solicit your inquiry on prac- 
tically any equipment or component parts used in the Army or Navy. Listed below are only a few of 
the many items we now have in stock. 
Gasoline engine generating plant. PE -182. 9.4 kva 

208 volt, tÁ ee phase, f26am7pereku 
ii120/ 

consists of a Willys Model G.P. gasoline engine and miscellaneous engine auxiliaries directly connected to an alternator with built -in exciter. Export packed with spare parts and tools. Full instructions. Weight 1035 lbs. New $699.00 
Scope 5" 110 V 80 Cycle input. Control 

Has ñ1Ì 1288. 15 tubes including 5CP1. 
power su pliea built in except for 300 Volt amp. B voltage. Can be easily converted to service scope. Shipping weight 100 Iba. Our price 39.99 

Indicator I.22A. Has Selsyn with indicatlnnf[ rase. Relay. Containing tubes: 1 -6E5, 4- 8SLIGT, 1 -6Y80. 1- 6SN7GT. 1- 
SOOTH. Assorted breakers, high voltage condensers, etc. Good for ntenna d transmitter control and remote modulator 
basic kit, 110 V 60 cyc 

SAVE EIGHT DOLLARS! Purchase both of the preceding items. packed in original ship- ping case and crate 56.90 
Handset TS -13, 200 ohm carbon mike and 2500 ohm ear phone with butterfly switch. 

Has 6 ft. rubber cord with 1 PL55, PL88 plugs attached. Bakelite case. l i g h t 2.95 weight 
SCR-522 Receiver Transmitter. Get t h i s swell VHF Transceiver. One of the finest and most economical 2 -meter rigs you can buy today. Now available for a small 

fraction of the riginal cost. Covers 100- 
156 MC. Ideal for aircraft communica- tion control and taxi -cab radio. Furnished 

19.95 
Lineman's pole climbers with straps and pads 4.50 
Safety Belt with strap. State belt sizes 5.75 
Strap, adjustable from 4' to 5' with nap -on hooks. Heavy duty webbing 2" wide. For strapping console in trucks, etc. 
Asbestos gloves. Suitable for welders, hot material handlers. Heavy duty. Sizes 10 

& 11 1.25 
Clipboard, 81A x 11" full length clip and cover. New 
Spark Plug Suppressors -6 for 

Box of 50 
SHURE Featherweight, crystal pick -ups New 
1108/U Coax. 52 ohm, 50' and over. Per ft. 300 ohm twin lead transmission lines. 25' 

or more. Per ft. 
7 conductor cable, heavy duty. 85' 514 stranded. Rubber covered. Connector on 

both ends 3.95 
14 nductor heavy duty. Rubber covered cable g 15 stranded 50' roll. Receptacle 

on one end 3.95 
Terminal 1 u g tinned copper 5/18" hole 

Per 100 .50 
Terminal lug tinned copper 11.6. Per 100 .39 
Pilot 

lamp 
socket bayonet base. 18" lead 

2 f .19 
Fusetron, 10 amp plug style 8710 Ruasman 

4 for .19 
Kit of tubes, 25 all new. Satisfaction guar- anteed or money refunded 6.95 
Resistors, 1/2 watt. Kit of lob, assorted 1.89 
45 V. HA28 Heavy Duty B" Batteries 8x 

41/4x71/2". Date of mfg. May, 1945, or later. Carton of 4 for 1.96 
6 V. Lantern Battery, 25/ax25kx37 /a. Date of 

mfg. June, 1945, or later. Box of 30 2.75 
Fluorescent kitchen units. 2 tube 20 watt Just plug in. 7.29 
Standard Typewriters. L. C. Smith. Rem- ington Underwood. Shipped subject to 

your inspection. Reconditioned. Perfect shape 59.50 

26.99 

.29 

.89 
.35 

2.25 
2.89 

.06 
.025 

SPECIAL $25.00 OFFER 
On a deposit of $5.110 we will ship you C.O.D., 

Freight Collect. a large quantity of Government sur- 
plus Radio Items subject to your inspection and ap- 
proval. If, after inspecting, you are not more than 
satisfied, return to us, Freight Collect, and all It 
will have cost you will be freight charges one way. 
You should be able to dispose of a few of the items 
that you may not need for the entire cost. This is 
the cheapest way we can sell you War Surplus Ra- 
dio Material. Our warehouses are tilled with thou- 
sands of choice Government Surplus Radio Items. 
Lots of them we do not have in sufficient quantity to 
advertise nationally and the cost of inventorying. 
itemizing, corresponding, etc., would only increase 
their cost; therefore. we make this offer. If you 
wish to mention a few items you desire, ire will en- 
deavor to include them in this assortment. 

Above prices F.O.B. Baltimore 
Minimum Order $2.00 

The Abell Distributing Company 

5 E. Biddle St. Baltimore 2, Md. 
Send for our Flyer - 

Name items interested in 
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10.7 me. I.F. Transformers 
(Continued from page 55) 

ameled copper wire spaced symmetri- 
cally as shown. The individual wind- 
ings are divided, that is, the primary 
winding has 10 closewound turns 
spaced aye" from 7 closewound turns 
and the secondary winding has 12 
closewound turns spaced %" from 5 
closewound turns. The primary wind- 
ing is spaced %" from the secondary. 
This division of turns of each winding 
is purposely done in order to accom- 
modate the length of travel of the 
"slugs," get the necessary mutual re- 
lationship between windings, and elim- 
inate any undesirable disturbances 
that may result in having the "slugs" 
too close to one another. Both coils 
are wound in the same direction with 
the topmost ends of each winding be- 
ing connected to the plate and grid 
terminals respectively. The coil wind- 
ings are connected directly to the coil 
form soldering lugs; the primary ter- 
minals at the base and the secondary 
terminals at the top. The secondary 
coil connections are transferred to the 
base by means of rigid conductors so 
placed as to lie midway between the 
shield can and the coil form. The fixed 
capacitance of each winding is a 50 
µµEd. tubular, ceramic condenser, 
which is enclosed within the shield. 
Both tuning "slugs" are grounded by 
soldering a lug to the stationary nut 
in which the threaded member of the 
"slug" rotates and connecting this lug 
to the ground terminal. This is shown 
in Fig. 1 at the extreme right of the 
finished coil; the top right lug being 
the one that is soldered to the top 
"slug" assembly. Once the windings 
have been satisfactorily placed upon 
the form they should be given a thin 
coat of liquid polystyrene coil dope 

Fig. 3. Mechanical details of 10.7 
mc. i.f. transformet construction. 

* * * * * * * 
* STAR 

TUBE- * CHECKER * 

* MODEL TE -1 ,* 

* $2995 
* Best 

* Buy 

* Today 
* 

* 
* 

* No other checker like it for size. quality. price. 
Individual pin switch arrangement enables * 
calibration of any tube made . . . now or in 
the future. NON- OBSOLESCENT. Provides 

Pik 
line check. Rugged, portable metal cabinet 
measures only 7" x 8" x 3%" and weighs only * 
6 pounds net. Extremely easy to operate. 
Complete charts provide data for checking 570 * tubes. 

Order one today from your dealer. 
or write to: * STAR MEASUREMENTS CO. * 

442 East 166th St., New York 56, N. Y. 

* 

HIGH, WIDE and 
ECONOMICAL* 

Te d td(e .euA 

UNIVERSITY 
TWEETER 

flat - 

*High Fidelity 
Wide Dispersion 

Low Cost 
It's thé new UNIVERSITY Tweeter! Ex- 
tends the range of any cone speaker to 
15,000 cycles. Install it in your present 
equipment by merely attaching two wires 
to the voice coil terminals of the existing 
speaker, without creating any electrical un- 
balance. Simply connect, listen and enjoy. 
Twin units provide 100° horizontal and 50° 
vertical dispersion. Three models to choose from- walnut cabinet type, and single or dual unmounted types. Priced from $20.00. Write today for complete details to UNI- VERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS, INC., 80 South Kensico Avenue, White Plains, N.Y. 

RADIO NEWS 
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NOW ... ANYONÉ 
who owns ANY 

RADIO can enjoy 

thrilling FM with 

the amain g 
\fit 

GOLD MINE 
for Radio Service Dealers 

FM o unen 

6'/" high, 
8 % /a" wide, 
5'/ "deep 

Sell while you service! Enjoy bigger 
business and bigger profits with the 
amazing, new FM PILOTUNER that adds 
FM to any radio at all - yet retails for 
only $29.95. 

Every service call is now a potential 
PILOTUNER sale for you! Demonstrate 
it - leave it in the home on trial. And 
watch the volume and profits roll in with 
the miracle unit that has set a new standard 
of superior FM performance! 

Yes...here is your golden opportunity, Mr. 
Radio Service Dealer! Join the growing 
number of alert service dealers who are 
placing reorders weekly for the 
PILOTUNER! Stock the FM PILOTUNER 
now - and start reaping extra dividends. 

Write today for full details on the FM PILOTUNERI 

PI LOT RADIO CORPORATION, 37 -06 36th ST., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y. 
Makers of PILOTONE VINYLITE RECORDS PIONEERS IN SHORT WAVE FM TELEVISION 
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"TELEVISION 
SPECIALISTS" 

771y:1f'taaosciaf - 
NEW TELEVISION -FM 

SWEEP GENERATOR 

THE NEW TELE- SWEEP- Avall- able now at all leading radio dis- tributors. The Vision T E L E - 
SWEEP is designed specifically for 
visual alignment of FM and Tele- vision Receivers. 

Sweep Width 500 Kc to 10 Mc. 
*Mean Frequency Range -5 to 100 

Mc, 170 to 216 Mc. 
Electro- mechanical Sweep Mech- anism. 
Supplied complete with instruc- tion booklet, test leads and RF probe. 

Write for circular giving complete details. Price . . . $68.50 net. 

TELEVISION PARTS 
NEW TELEVISION COIL KIT 510 -Build a 10" or 15" television receiver. Complete kit of permeability tuned video IF, RF, and Sound Coila for high quality television receiver designs. Con- tains all necessary coils for 3 stage 4mc. wide video, 2 stages sound, discriminator, peaking, oscil- lator, and R.F. Complete instructions included. Priced at Only $9.95 

TELEVISION COIL KIT 500 A- including 10 matched coils for low cost 7" television receiver design described in booklet. Only $4.95 
CR TUBE POWER SUPPLIES -2 to 30 Hy 

AC and RF supplies. 
MAGNETIC DEFLECTION components for 

7 & 10 ", 15 & 20" CR Tubes. 
Many other items which will interest the 

television experimenter. 

ALSO DESIGN DATA 
"Design and Construction of a Modern 

5 or 7" Television Receiver" 
New 2nd Edition 

More Pages, Greater Detail, Drawings, Photo- graphs, Designed for Good Performance, Sim- plicity, Economy. For Experimenters, Servicemen .. . any technicians that prefer to build their own. 

"Design and Construction of a Visual 
Alignment Sweep Signal Generator" 

Build s Television Sweep Generator, inexpensive, 
simple . . . yet professional in performance. A "must" for servicemen ... for alignment of Tele- vision Receivers. 

Included with each booklet is an 11 x 17" 
working diagram. 

SEND FOR OUR LATEST PARTS LIST 

P. O. Box No. 52, Kew Gardens 15, N. Y. 

III Quantity 
is $ (check or money order). 

Quantity . Television Receiver Bklet $1.75 ea. 
Sweep Signal Generator Bkiet..,$1,75 ea. 
Television Receiver Coil Kit 500A 

$4.95 ea. 
111 Permeability Tuned Coil Kit 510.$9.95 ea. 

Send circular on the Tele- Sweep. 

Name 

u Address 

City Zone 

State 

Order direct or through your local distributor! 
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6 
-100 -50 0 +50 +100 

KC. OFF MID -FREQUENCY OF 10.7 MC. 

Fig. 4. Over -all characteristic curve of U. 
amplifier. Instruments used were Ferris 
model 16C signal generator and General 
Radio model 726A vacuum tube voltmeter. 

before attempting to solder the ends 
to the lugs. 

A typical two -stage 10.7 megacycle 
i.f. amplifier circuit, using the trans- 
formers just described, is shown in 
Fig. 2. The circuit is of conventional 
design and possesses no unusual fea- 
tures besides the generous use of .01 
pfd. mica condensers and 100 -ohm, % 
watt resistors in the plate and screen 
voltage supply circuits. The use of 
these components helps considerably 
in reducing interstage oscillations and 
spurious responses. 

The attenuation versus frequency 
curve for such an amplifier is shown 
in Fig. 4. This is an over -all charac- 
teristic for the entire amplifier con- 
sisting of three transformers and two 
pentode amplifier tubes. To obtain 
such a characteristic, the amplifier 
must be aligned stage -by- stage, using 
the following procedure: Connect the 
output of a frequency -modulated sig- 
nal generator (in the 10 mc. range) 
to Lt and connect a vacuum tube volt- 
meter across the plate load resistor, 
Ra. As the frequency, at constant out- 
put, of the signal generator is varied 
in 10 kilocycle steps on either side of 
the 10.7 mc. midfrequency, the read- 
ings of the vacuum tube voltmeter are 
noted. Adjust the inductive tuners of 
the transformer, L,, L1, until a sym- 
metrical characteristic curve, similar 
to the one shown in Fig. 4, is obtained. 
Repeat the process for each additional 
stage by merely moving the connec- 
tions of the vacuum tube voltmeter 
across to the plate load resistor of the 
next tube in the amplifier. The char- 
acteristic curve obtained by succeed- 
ing tests should not lose the general 
shape of the one obtained in the first 
stage. An increase in gain should be 
the only outstanding difference. Should 
the characteristic of two stages to- 
gether not coincide with the charac- 
teristic obtained from one stage alone, 
it will be evidenced by a nonsymmet- 
rical curve. Such nonsymmetry will 
appear such that the "peaks" will not 
be equally spaced or do not have the 
value of minimum attenuation. Cor- 
rect adjustment of the tuning "slugs" 
will correct such misalignments. It 
must be borne in mind that after the 
first transformer has been properly 
aligned, just as much care must be ex- 
ercised in aligning succeeding trans- 

REVOLUTIONARY NEW INSTRUMENT 
FOR COMPLETE RECEIVER TESTING! 

&çrnale fie -- - 
MULTI- FREQUENCY GENERATOR 

Generates R.F.. I.F. and AUDIO Frequenclea, 2500 over 
radar 

megacycles, using new electronic 
cyclt v motor t n sc 

Completely 
talned -fits oat pock or tool chest Just plug into 
A,C 

o 
r D.C. line and check receiver sensitivity. 

audio gain, R.F. and IcF, alignment. auto radio aerial peaking shielding breaks in wires, stage by 
stage signal tracing. tube testing by direct com- parson, etc.. etc. Sturdy construction, handsome 
appearance! see at your dealers or write fur details. 

RECOGNIZED JOBBERS -WIRE, WRITE 
FOR DETAILS OF TERRITORY OPEN! 

PRICE 
$9.95 

AT DEALER 
OR F.O.B. 

CINCINNATI 

CLIPPARD INSTRUMENT 

LABORATORY, INC. 
Dept. N 

1125 Bank Street 
Cincinnati 14, Ohio 

Practically Everyone in Radio 
Reads RADIO NEWS 

SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY 

BUILD IT 
Yourself! 

Now! A FLASH GUN 
Good for 50,000 Shots 
Build If Yourself for 1/2 REGULAR COSTI e 
Think of it! A regular, fine corn- ONLY 
pletely portable Electronic Photo Flash 

X89 SA Gun -certified value $250.00 - now 7 
yours, in kit form, for only $89.50! Complete KIt 
All you need to do it yourself is a pair of pliers, 
a screwdriver and soldering iron. 
When assembled, gu is Intel portable, each 
bulb is good for 28,000 to 50,000 

=able, 
c st of Bash Pictures to traction of a penny. slm- 
ple to 

guaranteed. 
together. Chassis already stamped. All 

parts 
,11ed,al tested . pré Scats parts already pre -as- 

tripper at factory. Interchangeable with ith fl 
magnetic 

ulb 
apparatus! Each wiring diagram Included. 100 
Watt Seconde output. Recharged storage battery. 
Weight only 121 /s Iba. Bulbs. battery. eflector. 
leatherette case Included. Order NOW. Send 
check or money order for 889.50 for the kit or 
end $10 NOW, balance C.O.D. on delivery, plus 

ays W postage today! For 815 we will contract 
it assembled for you. ready for use. ready for 
action. Fully guaranteed. 

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS 
Dept. A 141 Broadway New York 6. N. Y 
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A Once-in-a-Lifetime 
Opportunity to Buy 

TRANSMITTING AND SPECIAL PURPOSE 

TUBES 
AT PRICES THAT SEEM UNBELIEVABLE! 

ALL 

Check this list of Transmitting and Special 
Purpose Tubes! Then check our prices! 
Never before - and perhaps NEVER 
AGAIN - will you have such an oppor- 
tunity to get exactly what you need at such 
prices. Every tube BRAND NEW - IN 

ORIGINAL FACTORY PACKAGES AS 
PURCHASED BY THE U.S. GOVERN- 
MENT. Manufactured by WESTING- 
HOUSE, WESTERN ELECTRIC, 
GENERAL ELECTRIC, R.C.A., EIMAC, 
H. & K., others equally reliable. We repeat 

BRAND NEW (JAN) IN ORIGINAL UNBROKEN FACTORY PACKAGES 
AS PURCHASED BY U. S. GOVERNMENT! 

1B24 $ 2.95 ea. 
2AP1 $ 1.95 ea. 
2C22 $ .79 ea. 
2J22 $15.95 ea. 
2J32 $15.95 ea. 
2J38 $15.95 ea. 
2J48 $15.95 ea. 
3CP1 .. .$ 1.95 ea. 
4J26 $15.95 ea. 
5AP1 $ 2.95 ea. 
5D21 $ 9.95 ea. 
5JP2 $ 3.95 ea. 
5J23 $15.95 ea. 
5J29 $15.95 ea. 
6J6 $ .49 ea. 

24G $ .69 ea. 
Type H.F. Triode; Max power out- 
put 90W. Max. operating freq. 300 
M.C. A rare bargain. 

V.T.25A (10 spec.) ... $ .69 ea. 
V.T.52 (45 spec.) .... $ .69 ea. 

V.T. l 58A $ 4.90 ea. 
128A $29.95 ea. 
250R $ 4.95 ea. 
371A $ 1.47 ea. 
388A $ 4.95 ea. 
417A $ 9.80 ea. 
446A $ .74 ea. 
WL530 $39.50 ea. 

WL531 $29.95 ea. 
Type Kenotron Vacuum Rectifier, 
Air Cooled. Inverse Peak Volts, 
50,000. Peak Amps. 75. 

705A 
71 3A 
714ÁY 
715B 
723A -B 
724A -B 
725A 
726A 

$ 1.85 ea. 
$ 3.85 ea. 
$ 9.80 ea. 
$ 3.95 ea. 
$ 2.95 ea. 
$ 1.95 ea. 
$12.50 ea. 
$ 4.75 ea. 

803 $ 4.90 ea. 
804 $ 3.75 ea. 

832A $ 1.47 ea. 
Type Push -Pull R.F. Beam Power 
Amplifier. Max. Power Output 2 6W. 

841 $ .69 ea. 

WL869B $29.95 ea. 
Mercury Vapor Rectifier. Inverse 
Peak Volts, 20,000. Peak Amps, 10. 

954 $ .49 ea. 
1616 $ 1.47 ea. 
1625 $ .49 ea. 
1626 $ .49 ea. 
1641 /RK60 $ .85 ea. 
2051 $ .49 ea. 
7193 $ .39 ea. 
8011 $ .98 ea. 
8025 $ 2.95 ea. 

HOW TO ORDER 
While we have a large stock of every num- 
ber listed, all tubes are offered subject to 
prior sale. Remit with order, or send 20% 
if to be shipped C.O.D. Open account to 

rated firms. Min. order accepted, $3.00. 
Many other types are in stock. If what 

you need is not listed, write us concerning 
your requirements. 

RADIO PARTS OUTLET INC 
Depclos 

4305 No. Lin incoln Ave., 
Chicago 18, III. 

Our 27th Year 
Reference, Dun & Bradstreet or American National Bank, Chicago. 
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NOW! 
END WORRY...MESS... 
UNCERTAINTY OF 
STORAGE BATTERIES! 

PERFECT Radio Reception When Servicing 
Car, Marine and Aircraft Radios! 

NEW Alec "ra 
Model "A" 

POWER 
SUPPLY 

DC Output 
Operates latest type auto 
radios with solenoid tuning 
and tone controls ... also 12 volt marine and aircraft radios. 

Height, 73a" 
Width, 7T.ß' 

Length, 113.¡' 
Ship. Wt. 31 lbs. 

Always dependable! Reserve power 
a- plenty! Big, heavy duty transformers and 
chokes - large capacity condensers, for 
exceptional voltage regulation - instan- 
taneous power for solenoid operation. Two 
separately filtered DC output sources: in 
parallel supply 6V at 15 amps. series, 12 V 
at 71/2 amps. Separately 6 V at 71,2 amps. 

Compact. Sturdy. 18 -gauge 
steel construction. Handsome 
blue Hammerloid finish. 
Comes completely equipped 
including 6' rubber cord and 
plug. Vastly superior and 
costs no more than batteries 
for equal service. 

Send for complete description of this up. to the minute power supply. 

ELECTRO PRODUCTS LABORATORIES 
Pioneer Manufacturers of Battery Eliminators 

549 West Randolph Street Chicago 6, Illinois 

ILLINOIS 
CONDENSER CO. 

NDW HAS UMP! 

Type Ump 

A popular replacement twist prong line of 
Compact, Hermetically Sealed, efficient, dry 
electrolytic condenser, is now a member of 
the ILLINI line of highest quality capacitors. 

The "Illini" UMP capacitors are now avail- 
able at your local jobber. Our latest catalog, 
listing complete Illinois line, will be mailed to 
you upon request. 

ILLINOIS CONDENSER CO. 
1616 NORTH THROOP STREET CHICAGO 22. ILL. 
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TELEPHONE 

NETWORK 
for accurate 
Television 
Installation 

j rter < 

AN. a ß.6c; 

; 

Brand New 2 -way telephone set for 
installation adjustments and all 2 -way 

communication 
Set consists of head and I. PER 
chest units (2 each). Only T Shipped to you in orig-$695 SET 
inal carton. 

BUTTERFLY TUNERS 
80 to 300 MC. 300 to 1000 MC. 
New in cartons $1.89 

PHOTO CELL AMPLIFIER 
110V. 60 cy, panel type has Micro Ammeter on front 
panel with tubes 6V6, 617, 45. 80. I I pG 
VR105 77JJ 

12' SPEAKERS 
.95 Dynamic 6000 Ohm speaker only each 

SERVICE 
Kit includes 

1 pr. head -phones or lip 
mike. 

100 Resistors, 1/s and I- 
watt. 

50 Condensers, paper, 
mica, electrolytic & can. 

10 Switches, Toggle, Gang 
& Rotary. 

100 ft. Spaghetti, various 
sizes. 

12 Knobs, round and bar. 
2 Ibs. Hookup wire. 
20 Fuses. 
6 Volume Controls. 
10 Tube Sockets. 
I lb. Hardware (screws. 

Your Cost $9.95 
New 1947 Circular 

AMERICAN 
1811 W. 47th St. 

KIT 
assortment of: 

nuts. lugs, etc.). 
10 Wire Wound Resistors, 

IO & 25 watt. 
25 Connectors. Plugs, Ties. 
10 Jacks (Phone) & Tip. 
12 Padder Condensers. 
12 Terminal Boards. 
25 Ceramic Insulators. 
2 Panel Lights (I neon). 
I Screw Driver. 
1 Tube Puller. 
2 Allen Wrenches. 
2 Panel Fuse Holders. 
4 Binding Post Strips. 

and many other valu- 
ahle items. 

Complete 
Available. Write Today 

SALES CO. 
Chicago 9, Ill. 

formers. For, no matter how desir- 
able a characteristic has been obtained 
for all but one of the transformers, 
the maladjustment allowed in this one 
transformer will be definitely reflected 
upon the over -all amplifier character- 
istic. 

After the entire amplifier has been 
aligned stage -by- stage, minor adjust- 
ments of the tuning "slugs" can be 
made to improve the final character- 
istic. After these final adjustments, a 
drop or two of collodion or polystyrene 
coil dope placed upon the threaded 
"slug" mounts will preserve their set- 
tings. 

Automatic Key 
(Continued from page 51) 

matic dots and automatic dashes; the 
dots are made exactly as heretofore 
described; however, when the keying 
arm is in the dash position it closes 
the micro -switch S,. This switch is 
mounted snugly against the keying 
arm on the dash side; only a slight 
movement of the lever in the dash 
direction is required to close the 
switch. Closing this switch places Cs, 
in addition to C,, across the relay, prior 
to closing the relay circuit. The total 
capacity across the relay, in this posi- 
tion, is three times as much as it was 
on the dot side, consequently the relay 
will stay in three times as long for 
dashes as it will for dots. This is the 
correct relationship. After Si is closed 
the keying lever then makes connec- 
tion with contact B. The relay opera- 
tion, in this instance, is the same as in 
the dot position except for the differ- 
ence in timing. 

It should be noted that the key does 
not consume any power except when 
actually operated. It can be left 
plugged into the power outlet at all 
times. 

Components 
The relay used in the model illus- 

trated has a 5000 ohm coil with double - 
pole, double -throw contacts. (Potter 
& Brumfield type LM 11). However, 
any double -pole, double -throw relay 
with a coil of from 5000 to 10,000 ohms 
and with adjustable contacts and 
spring tension, can be used. The range 
of the speed control R, is wide enough 
to compensate for this change. The 
physical size of the relay should be as 
small as possible if a compact key is 
desired. 

The condensers C, and C, are in a 
single can. This can has three 10 µfd. 
units in it. The can is the negative 
side for both condensers. One 10 µfd. 
unit is for C2, the other two units are 
paralleled and used for C,. 

The rectifier is a 100 milliampere 
dry disc selenium cell rectifier. These 
units are very compact and are ideally 
suited for use in apparatus of this 
type. 

Construction 
Placement of parts is not important. 

The unit can be made in any size or 
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THE NEW ADDITION TO OUR 

RADIO SCHOOL 

O N ÓÚR 
RADIO 

5%OP 
soss 

BE YOUR OWN 
-_.:.... 

EDUCATION 
A THOROUGH p10 SCHOOL 

FROM 
OUR COMPLETE - - I 

Radio (and its allied fields- electronics, television, radar) now looms as a major industry 

in the United States offering a constant and ever -expanding field of wealth and opportuni- 

ties. Each new development points the way toward further improvements and an increasing 

demand for men and women, specialized in this field. 

The Radio courses offered by the Tyler Commercial College are highly specialized to 

enable you to enter many branches of radio, both as your vocation or your profession. 

The present courses listed represent a partial list of the extensive and complete training 

offered by the Tyler Commercial College who have had over 30 years experience in the 

Radio Training Field. 

They invite you to examine the content of their catalogue and determine for yourself 

how radio training at Tyler Commercial College will enable you to find your own place in 

one of the many interesting and profitable jobs in the vast radio industry. 

1'ft.0 (OMME° 
COU EGE 

115 South 
(ole e Ty ler, T exas 

APPROVED BY ¡ / VETERANS ADMINISTRATION 

December, 1947 

GENERAL RADIO COURSE 

The course in General Radio is desirned 
to provide a broad foundation for careers 

in the technical radio field. Among the 

various job objectives are Radiotelephone 
Operator (broadcast, police, or airline), 
Radiotelegraph Operator (marine, zone 
police, or airline), and Radio -Electronics 

Technician (industry). Success in qualifying 
for F.C.C. Radiotelephone or Radiotelegraph 
License is a requirement for graduation; 
therefore, an extensive study of radio theory, 
essential radio mathematic;, and laws and 
regulations governing radio communications 
is included in preparation for operator 
license examinations. 

Average Time to Complete Course . . 

12 Months 

RADIO MAINTENANCE 
AND REPAIR COURSE 

The Radio Maintenance and Repair 

Course offers preparation for a career as 

radio receiver repairman, sound- system tech- 

nician, and radio service shop operator. 
Accurate, up -to -the- minute knowledge of 

radio principles and practice is essential for 
future success in this important field of radio. 
After a thorough introduction to radio and 

electrical principles, emphasis is directed to 

modern trouble- shooting methods, notable 
"signal- tracing." A section on facsimile re- 

ceivers, frequency -modulation (FM) receivers 
and television sets is provided to bring the 
repairman up -to -dote on recent develop- 
ments. A wide range of topics is covered in 

this course, all of which are important to 

the modern repairman. 

Average Time to Complete Course . . 

10 Months 

se.¢ ?co. q/iee ealo, 
For full details and catalogue 

regarding this unique school, 
write to The Tyler Commercial 
College, Radio Department, RN, 

115 South College, Tyler, Texas. 

Attach this to your letter head 
or card. 

MAIL roDAY 

A STATE APPROVED 

INSTITUTION 

115 
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--a9rt /Veal /e4Seí... 
...d's VARIETY-- 

Sensationally New r li+lc,l, 

12" TELEVISION KIT 
STANDARD MODEL - 
Picture size 75 square 
inches. 22 tubes and 12 
inch picture tube. High 
fidelity FM sound re- 
production. Advanced 
television circuit pro- vides exceptionally 
clear pictures. D E- 
LUXE MODEL -with 
Superb Built -in FM 
Radio. 
12" Standard Television 

Kit $289.50' 
12" DeLuxe Television -FM Radio Kit 359.50' r Television Kit 159.50 
(*Complete with tubes, less cabinet) 
Cabinet for 12" Television Receiver 44.95 
REPUBLIC 7" TELEVISION &IT LESS 

CABINET 1165.00 
Complete Line of Television Components 

Dealers' Prices on Request. 

NEW! 
PREMIER 
Model 510 

MICROMASTER 
Band Spread Dial 

SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

For testing and align - 
i n g BROADCAST, 
SHORTWAVE., F3I 
a n d TELEVISION 
RECEIVERS. Exclu- 
sive Band Spread 
Dial geared to the 
tuning condenser and 
main dial, giving a 
total scale length of approximately 60 inches. Three - color dial directly calibrated in Kilocycles and Mega- 
cycles. Range: 75 KC -50MC. Size: 12í/a "x12 "x5j4". 

COMPLETE WITH TUBES AND $5175 
CO -AXIAL CABLE, NET 

ELECTRIC MOTOR KIT and BOOK 
Complete, everything provided, including 
two batteries, quality construction, $ 99 precision parts, attractively pack- 
aged. Ea. 

Quantity Prices on Request 

Tapped Oscillator Coils for 12SA7- 
A., 6SA7 I5c each ; 10 for .99 

Dual 30 mmf. Air Trimmers, 10 for 
rA, 69e ; 50 mmf. Air Trimmers....10 for on 

Bargain! Guaranteed! 
100 Assorted Bypass Condensers 600V 
Value $ I I .00. $6.95 SPECIAL 

SUPERIOR Model 670 

Super -Meter 

A Combination Volt - Ohm 
Milliammeter plus Capacity 
Reactance inductance a n d 
Decibel Measurements. 

Complete with test leads 
and $28 AO in- 
structins L p 

Full line of Weston-R.C.P.-Supreme 
Superior-R.M.S.-Test Equipment 

Write Dept. RN -12. 20% Deposit with order required. 
I Please add sufficient postage. Excess will be refunded. 

''wetq ELECTRIC CO., Inc. 

601 Broad St., Newark 2, N. J. 
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shape that meets the needs of the 
builder. In the model illustrated, all 
parts were mounted on a bakelite 
baseboard and panel, and insulated 
from the metal case. It should be re- 
membered that one side of the electric 
power line is connected to the ground 
side of the circuit. The following pre- 
cautions should be taken to lessen 
danger of shock or short circuits. If a 
metal box is used, it should be in- 
sulated electrically from all parts. 
Another method is to connect the 
power cord with its ground side con- 
nected to the metal box. 

The keying lever shouldn't present 
any problem. As previously stated, it 
is merely a spring arm pivoting be- 
tween two contacts. The illustrations 
should clear up any difficulties. If a 
more elaborate key is desired, the 
movement on a standard "Bug" should 
be studied. It can be duplicated in the 
average workshop with little effort. 
The only advantage this movement has 
over the spring arm is the fact that 
separate tension adjustments are 
available for dots and dashes. With a 
spring arm the over -all tension can be 
adjusted but the tension will be the 
same for both dots and dashes. This, 
however, is not a disadvantage; it is 
the correct adjustment for any type of 
side operating key. 

In conclusion, a word might be said 
about operating this key. When used 
as a straight "Bug," that is with auto- 
matic dots and manual dashes, anyone 
proficient in the operation of a stand- 
ard mechanical "Bug" can sit down 
and operate this key without further 
ado. Mastering the automatic version 
is a different story. A considerable 
amount of practice is required. Such 
practice is well worthwhile, inasmuch, 
as it is almost impossible to distinguish 
the key transmission and a tape trans- 
mission when the key is correctly and 
skillfully operated. 

FRICTION DRIVEN DIALS 

PLASTIC 
dials that are friction driven 

at the rim often develop flat spots or 
"lows" along the perimeter and, as a 
result, sometimes stick at these spots. 

This can be corrected by applying the 
requisite number of layers of cement to 
the low spots. Do not attempt to fill up 
the hollow with one application of glue 
as it will not harden properly and will 
subsequently drop out of shape. Apply 
several thin layers, allowing each to 
dry, until the spot is built up. . M.A. 

Within the Industry 
(Continued from page 30) 

Radio Distributing Corporation, a 
wholly owned subsidiary of Zenith 
Radio Corporation. 

Mr. Nangle joined the company in 
1944 after having served with the 
Army -Navy Expediting Production 
Agency. Prior to the war, he had been 
in radio sales for nine years, beginning 
his radio career at the Boston Store in 
Chicago. 

s s s 

LEO G. SANDS, formerly a sales engi- 
neer with the Bendix Radio Division 
of Bendix Aviation 
Corporation, h a s 
been promoted to 
the post of District 
Sales Manager of 
mobile radio sales, 
with headquarters 
in Chicago. 

In his new post, 
Mr. Sands will co- 
ordinate the sales activities of the 
Chicago branch office as related to 
railroad radio equipment and v.h.f. 
two -way radio systems for taxicabs. 

Mr. Sands was formerly in charge 
of the company's branch office in 
Kansas City and joined the Bendix 
Radio Division in 1946 after serving 
as an electronics engineer with Cur- 
tiss- Wright Corporation at Bloom- 
field, New Jersey. From 1942 to 1944 
he was foreman in radar maintenance 
for the War Department at Sacra- 
mento Air Depot in California. 

s * s 

WALTER J. NILES was recently elected 
to the post of president of Frederick 
Hart ce Co., Inc., manufacturers of 
sound -on -film recorders and other 
electronic equipment. 

Mr. Niles, who succeeds Charles R. 
D'Olive, joined Hart a year ago as 
vice -president and general manager. 
He joined the company after serving 
as general manager of International 
Business Machines Company's plant 
No. 2 at Poughkeepsie. 

He has been closely associated with 
the electrical and electronics manu- 
facturing fields throughout his busi- 
ness career. 

WILLIAM HATTON, well -known engi- 
neer in the field of international tele- 
phone communica- 
tions, has been 
named Director of 
Manufacture of the 
International Tele- 
phone and Tele- 
graph Corporation 
and its world -wide 
manufacturing and 
sales affiliate, the 
International Standard Electric Cor- 
poration. 

In his new post, Mr. Hatton who has 
been associated with I. T. ce T. and its 
affiliated companies since 1919, as- 
sumes, in addition to his present duties 
as Director of Engineering, full re- 
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STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MAN- 
AGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., RE- 

QUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS 
OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED 
BY THE ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933, 
AND JULY 2, 1946 

Of RADIO NEWS, published Monthly at 
Chicago, III., for October I, 1947. 

STATE OF ILLINOIS 
ss. 

COUNTY OF COOK 
Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the 

State and county aforesaid, personally ap- 
peared Arthur T. Pullen, who, having been 
duly sworn according to law, deposes and 
says that he is the Business Manager of the 
Radio News and that the following is, to the 
best of his knowledge and belief, a true state- 
ment of the ownership, management (and if 
a daily, weekly, semiweekly or triweekly 
newspaper, the circulation), etc., of the afore- 
said publication for the date shown in the 
above caption, required by the act of August 
24, 1912, as amended by the acts of March 
3, 1933, and July 2, 1946 (section 537, 
Postal Laws and Regulations), printed on the 
reverse of this form, to wit: 

1. That the names and addresses of the 
publisher, editor, managing editor, and busi- 
ness managers are: 

Publisher, William B. Ziff, 185 North Wa- 
bash Avenue, Chicago 1. 

Editor, Oliver Read, 185 North Wabash 
Avenue, Chicago 1. 

Managing editor, Wm. A. Stocklin, 185 
North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 1. 

Business manager, Arthur T. Pullen, 185 
North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 1. 

2. That the owner is: (If owned by a 
corporation, its name and address must be 
stated and also immediately thereunder the 
names and addresses of stockholders owning 
or holding one per cent or more of total 
amount of stock. If not owned by a corpo- 
ration, the names and addresses of the indi- 
vidual owners must be given. If owned by a 
firm, company, or other unincorporated con- 
cern, its name and address, as well as those 
of each individual member must be given. 

(Ziff -Davis Publishing Co.), 185 North 
Wabash Avenue, Chicago 1. 

William B. Ziff, 185 North Wabash 
Avenue, Chicago 1. 

B. G. Davis, 185 North Wabash Avenue, 
Chicago 1. 

A. Ziff, 185 North Wabash Avenue, Chi- 
cago 1. 

S. Davis, 185 North Wabash Avenue, Chi- 
cago 1. 

3. That the known bondholders, mort- 
gagees, and other security holders owning or 
holding 1 percent or more of total amount 
of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: 
(If there are none, so state.) None. 

4. That the two paragraphs next above, 
giving the names of the owners, stockholders, 
and security holders, if any, contain not only 
the list of stockholders and security holders 
as they appear upon the books of the com- 
pany but also, in cases where the stockholder 
or security holder appears upon the books of 
the company as trustee or in any other fiduci- 
ary relation, the name of the person or cor- 
poration for whom such trustee is acting, is 
given; also that the said two paragraphs 
contain statements embracing affiant's full 
knowledge and belief as to the circumstances 
and conditions under which stockholders and 
security holders who do not appear upon the 
books of the company as trustees, hold stock 
and securities in a capacity other than that 
of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has no 
reason to believe that any other person, asso- 
ciation, or corporation has any interest direct 
or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other 
securities than as so stated by him. 

5. That the average number of copies of 
each issue of this publication sold or distrib- 
uted, through the mails or otherwise, to paid 
subscribers during the twelve months preced- 
ing the date as shown above is 
(This information is required from daily, 
weekly, semiweekly, and triweekly newspa- 
pers only.) 

Arthur T. Pullen 
(Signature of business manager.) 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 
25th day of September, 1947. 

[SEAL] George H. Fisher. 
(My commission expires December 17, 

1950.) 

December, 1947 

RADIO PARTS 

RADM SSTS 

AM PLIEliERV" 
TESTERS 
E LECTRON IC- 
EQYIPMENT 
HAM GEAR 

MAIL COUPON BELOW FOR FREE COPY 
It's ready now -the new Concord Radio Catalog offering the greatest, latest 
and most complete presentation of radio, electronic and television equipment 
and supplies in radio history! Just off the press, this new Concord catalog is 

packed from cover to cover with thousands of items to fill every radio and elec- 
tronic need -Radio Parts, Radio Sets, Amplifiers, Sound Systems, Test Equip- 
ment for every purpose, Record Players, Record Changers, Television Equip- 
ment, Ham Gear, Kits, Receivers, Transmitters -160 pages of everything and 
anything in Radio and Electronics. Complete showing of Amplifiers and Sound 
Equipment -including famous Concord Multi -Amp Add -A -Unit Amplifiers. 
Special bargain section offers hundreds of money -saving values in top quality, 
standard -make parts -including scores of new items from nationally- famous 
makers. Immediate shipment from stocks in two huge Concord warehouses 
centrally located in CHICAGO and ATLANTA. Mail the coupon now for your 
FREE copy. 

WANTED -TRADE -INS ON COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT - Depend on Concord 

for highest trade -in values on communications receivers. Write, phone or call to tell us 

what you hare -or send it in for free appraisal. 

TIME- PAYMENT PLAN -Buy your Radio and Electronic Equipment from Concord on 

EASY PAYMENTS - Communications Receivers, Transmitters, Radios, Radio -Phonos, 

Sound Equipment, Test Equipment. Write us your needs. 

; 
RADIO CORPORATION 
LAFAYETTE RADIO CORPORATION 

CHICAGO 7 ATLANTA 3 

901 W. Jackson Blvd. 265 Peachtree Street 

Concord Radio Corporation, Dept. E -127 
901 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III. 

Yes, rush FREE COPY of the comprehensive 
new Concord Radio Catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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Wire, Tape, & Disc 
RECORDERS 

Webster Model 80 Wire Re- 
corder, Complete with crystal 

microphone, 3 spools of 
wire, and tubes. Ready 

to record and play 
back, only 

FOR ONLY 

$14950 

The Audar porta- 
ble disc recorder 
cuts and plays 
records at 33l/3 

and 78 RPM with 
hi g h fidelity. 
Complete with 
crystal micro- 
phone, cutter, and 
pickup. 

$1900 
All prices F.O.B. Cleveland 

25% deposit on C.O.D. orders 

Write for Our Free Catalog 
of Recorders and Accessories 

A1'ME ELECTRONICS CO. 
6523 Euclid Ave. Cleveland 3, Ohio 

SPECIAL AT WARNERS 
Carbon resistor kits -over 100 assorted 

values and sizes (uninsulated.) $1.39. 
All standard brand and type receiving 

tubes -any quantity -50% off. Write in 
your needs. 

AC line cords 17c. 
Can electrolytics 25 mfd. at 300 WV 49c 
Famous -make auto radio antennas. Tele- 

scope or whip type-50% off. 66 inch $2.48. 
68 inch $2.73. Write for others. 

Punched chassis 5 tube 81/2x4x1 Y2 15c. 
6 tube chassis with octal wafer sockets 

11 x5x2 1/4 25c. 
Send in your name and address for our 

mailing list. 

Bargains galore. 10% CASH REQUIRED 
WITH ORDER 

WARNER RADIO CO. 
631 Market Street, Philadelphia 6, Pa. 

Priced for Quick Disposal 
CW -3 WILCOX 

RADIO 
RECEIVERS 
$12.75 EACH 

Express Collect 
While they last -Any Quantity 

Superhet circuit 1900 -16500 K.C.; 110 Volt 
60 Cycle A.C. one stage R.F.; B.F.O., noise 
and sensitivity controls; audio output 
limiter; rack mounting; complete with coil; 
complete set spare tubes; original crates. 

Dept. M 

AMERICAN MDSE. MART 
411 Finance Bldg. Philadelphia 2, Pa. 

AMATEURS -YOU CAN'T LOSE 

with Leo's "Globe King" 
275 Watt XMTR Kit 

90- Day Money 

Back Guarantee 

Use it for 90 days 
- if you're not 
cmopletely sotis- 
led, return it and 
your money will 
be refunded. 

IN STOCK for FAST DELIVERY 
Nothing like It on the market! Gives top performance 
on C.W. and fore -6 through 80 meters. Contains RF 
Exciter section, RF Final, Speech Amplifier and Modu 
lator, and Dual Power Supply section. When wired by 
our engineers all you have to do is plug it In, hook 
up your mike and antenna, and you're on the air. 
COMPARE THESE FEATURES -six meter band at no 
extra cost -front panel control of link to final input - 
voltage Controlled OSC and buffer stages -provisions 
for ECO -new speech modulator circuit, modulate up to 
350 watts -dual power supply for OSC, huf and R.F. 
stage -most compact Xmtr on the market, stands 281.4 
high -available complete or in individual sections. 
Write for details. Available on Leo's easy Payment 
plan. And remember, Leo offers you MORE for your 
present Xmtr or receiver. In many cases it will be 
enough for the down payment. 
Complete with all part4 tubes, meters, cabinet, I set 
of coils: 

Kit Form Wired As Low As 
$356.45 $376.45 $70 Down 

Immediate 

Delivery 

On This 

Fine Rig 

WRL Globe Trotter XMTR Kit 
Amateurs the world over are praising the performance 
of this high Quality, low coat rig. Its a 40 watt input 
kit including all parta, power aupply, chassis panel and 
streamlined cabinet. Write for export prices. 
Cat. No. 70 -300 less tubes $69.95 
Cat No. 70 -312 same as above, wired 579.50 
1 set of coils, meters, tubes, extra 17.15 

NEW BC -459 -A XMTR 
Brand New-120 Watts 
input. Tunes 7 me to 
B.1 me 12.15 ord. Two 
1625's 112 volt 807.51 
in final. Complete 
with tulles and crys- 
tal, each $5.95 

VFO and XMTR 
new ew CB'.' - 52232. 

Navy version of 274.N. 
Tunes 2.0 to 3.0 mo. Sim - 
llar to BC- 459 -A. Will 
tune 4.0 me with little 
change. Complete with 
tubes and crystal, only 

$5,95 

VFO and XMTR VFO and XMTR 
BC.457A Xmtr. Tunes 4 Popular 3.0 to 4.0 mc. 
to 5.3 me. Nearly new in Navy version of 274 -N- 
good condition. Similar to CCT -52208 with 3500 KC 
BC- 459 -A. Complete with crystal and tubes. Similar 
tubes and crystal. to BC- 459 -A. Near n 
A steal at $3.95 While they last $4.95 
EC- 654 -Xmtr- Receiver, used. 25 watts output. 
13 tunes; 3800 to 5800 KC; phone and C.W. Regular 
$351.00 value. 
Fine for 80 $12.95 
BC -654 -Brand New Xmtr. Receiver; with spares: in 
original crate. Export Packed $22.50 
PE -104- Receiver Power Pack for above $4.93 
New PE -103 Dynamotor 
Brand new, in original Signal Corps packing: delivers 
160 mils at 500 volta: operates from 6 or 12 volts 
d-c; complete shock. mounted assembly includes break 
ers, switches, relays, filters, and cables 59.95 
New 304TH Tube at $4.95 each 

For the fastest 
service and the 
best deal write 
Leo, WOGFQ - 
744 West Broad - 
w a y , Council 
Bluffs, Iowa 
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sponsibility for the system -wide co- 
ordination and development of manu- 
facturing methods. 

GEORGE F. DEVINE is the new Com- 
mercial Engineer for General Electric 
Company's Spe- 
cialty Division at 
Syracuse, New 
York. 

Responsible f o r 
t h e performance, 
appearance specifi- 
cations, and quality 
control of the divi- 
sion's products, Mr. 
Devine will make his headquarters at 
the company's Electronics Park in 
Syracuse. 

He has been employed by General 
Electric since 1935 and prior to his 
most recent appointment worked on 
the design of the company's line of 
home receivers. 

During the war, Mr. Devine was as- 
signed to naval ordnance projects and 
in 1945 received the Naval Ordnance 
Development Award for his work on 
anti -submarine electronic devices. 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., INC., of Indian- 
apolis has appointed two new repre- 
sentatives to cover sales territories in 
the southern states. 

Grady Duckett of Atlanta will serve 
Mallory distributors in North Caro- 
lina, South Carolina, Georgia, and 
Florida. 

The Texas, Oklahoma, and Louisi- 
ana territory will be serviced by 
Porter Holland of Dallas, Texas. 

JOSEPH A. McLAUGHLIN has been se- 
lected to fill the post of East Central 
Regional Manager 
for the Crosley Di- 
vision of Avco Man- 
ufacturing Corpora- 
tion. 

For the past two 
years Mr. Mc- 
Laughlin has served 
as Brooklyn Sales 
Manager for the 
Crosley Distributing Corporation. He 
is a veteran of 18 years in the radio 
and appliance business and during the 
war served with both Army and Navy 
as an industrial specialist in connec- 
tion with radio and radar manufac- 
ture and procurement. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY is cur- 
rently sponsoring a traveling FM 
workshop for the purpose of educating 
radio technicians for the better serv- 
icing of FM radio receivers. 

The company has scheduled 33 meet- 
ings during the 35 state visit of the 
caravan during which time special 
technical and educational FM dem- 
onstrations are being held in metro- 
politan areas. 

Experienced GE commercial and 
engineering personnel are accompany- 
ing the FM caravan. 

a. 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORA- 
TION has announced the promotion of 
two key members of the Company's 
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extensive education and training pro- 
gram. 

Henry N. Muller, Jr., former man- 
ager of graduate student training, has 
been promoted to the post of manager 
of the entire educational department. 
His former position will be filled by 
Guy Kleis who previously served as 
supervisor of the engineering train- 
ing program. 

In his new position, Mr. Muller will 
supervise both the university relations 
and graduate student training pro- 
grams. The graduate student train- 
ing course, managed by Mr. Kleis, is a 
combination of work assignments and 
classroom study programs that bridge 
the gap between college and the in- 
dustrial world. - 
International Short -Wave 

(Continued from page 65) 

Trinidad is your station and we want 
to give you a broadcasting service to 
which you will be proud to put the 
Colony's name." 

The staff of Radio Trinidad includes 
a number of highly skilled men who 
have worked in broadcasting for 
many years and whose business it has 
been to arrange program schedules 
that would be satisfactory for listen- 
ers. Daily programs have been de- 
signed to include.a number of old and 
familiar favorites to those who have 
been Rediffusion subscribers in Port - 
of- Spain, but these are new to listen- 
ers in other parts of the islands. 
There are many new features for all 
listeners. 

The station is equipped with a 
transmitter which delivers 2 kw. of 
fully -modulated power to the antenna 
system which, on medium -wave, is a 
simple "T" aerial. The transmitter 
design follows conventional lines, 
with the exception that a unique fea- 
ture is the ability to switch rapidly 
from one frequency to an alternative 
frequency. The transmitter is built 
to work on 1295 kcs., medium -wave, 
and also on 6.085 and 9.625, short- 
wave, in the 49- and 31 -meter bands, 
respectively. 

Telephone lines provided by the 
Tr i n i d a d Consolidated Telephone, 
Ltd., connect the transmitter at 
Caroni to the studios in Port -of- 
Spain. These lines are specially 
treated so that the quality of the pro- 
grams originating in the studios at 
Broadcasting House does not deteri- 
orate because of the length of the 
lines over which the signals have to 
pass before modulating the transmit- 
ter. 

An emergency generating plant of 
15 kw. capacity is installed at Caroni 
so that the service will not be seri- 
ously interrupted in the event of a 
breakdown in electric supply. There 
is also an emergency 500 -watt trans- 
mitter which can operate on all three 
frequencies. This transmitter is being 
operated normally as an alternative 
service on 9.625, radiating the same 
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TRAIN FOR GOOD PAY IN A 

FIELD THAT ISN'T CROWDED! 
New! Different! Easy to Understand! 

Opportunities Everywhere! 

This Big Training Course Book Teaches You 
Every Step of the Work . . . for Only 

$5 Complete 
Get where the real profits are-in Electric Motor Repair! 

There are more motors than any other type of electrical 
equipment. Good repair men are scarce and well paid. Now, 
for the first time in modern training history, you can learn 
this work nt home, QUICKLY, in spare time, for only $5. 
ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIR, the big new 570 -page train- 
ing course book is especially written for beginners. No pro - 
vious experience is needed. Start training now for better pay 
and big opportunities in a. field tlutt isn't eroWiled. 

Based on this big book alone, you can 
TRAIN FOR PROMPT, PROFITABLE SERVICE ON 
PRACTICALLY ANY MOTOR IN COMMON USE! 

I 

I 

I 
Address 

City & Zone 

570 Pages 
Over 900 

Special 
Illustrations 

and Diagrams 

1 ..I.l:t"III IC MOTOR REPAIR BOOK teaches you 
the work from the very beginning. Over 900 spe- 
dally prepared diagrams and pictures make your 
training easier and TWICE AS FAST. You learn 
every step of the work from motor trouble diagnosing 
to repair -front simple motor cleaning asid adjust- 
ments to complete rewinding. Covers every type of 
motor ill CO11111mll Ilse and ROTII mechanical and 
electrical motor control systems. Quick reference 
guides show exactly low to handle specific MIN- 

When a certain type of motor eellles in for 
repairs, just look it up. The book shows ex- 
actly what to do. exactly how to do it. Unique 
Duo-Spiral Minding divides book into 2 sec- 
tions so that loth text and related illustrations 
can easily be studied together. 

PRACTICE 

FROM IT 

for 5 full 
days! 

"BORROW" IT AT OUR RISK! 
ELECTRIC It' MOTOR Rr:t'.\llt 1s the ideal. 

easy -to- understand book lot beginners. Hun- 
dreds of motor repair shops use it for train- 
ing new helpers and for daily use at tho 
bench. Seurl coupon today! Practice from 
Electric Motor Repair for 5 full days. If not 
more than .satisfied -if you're not fully con- 
vinced that. at last, here is the ideal training 
for YOU just send the book back. Every cent 
of your money will be cheerfully refunded 
AND NO QUESTIONS ASKED! 

i 

5 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 

Dept. RN -I27, Murray Hill Books. Inc.. 
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

Send nie a copy of "ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIR" for which I enclose $5 ($5.50 

foreign): or O send book C.O.D. for this amount (no foreign C.O.D.'s> and I will 
pay postman $5 plus postal charges when he delivers it to Inc. If book is not satis- 
factory for any reason. I'll return it within 5 days and you guarantee to refund my $5. 

Tame 

'tate 

IOU I 
CANNOT 

LOSE! 
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Any craftsman distinguishes him - 
by the appearance of his tools 
and equipment. For 19 years 
SUPREME equipment has identi- 
fied thousands of successful radio 
service engineers. SUPREME 
equipped repair shops distin- 
guish themselves for their pro- 
fessional appearance, dependa- 
bility, and profitable operation. 

One among the complete 
group of SUPREME radio testers 
is the Model 504B Tube and Set 
Tester. 

METER- large 4 -inch square -face me- 
ter, 500 microampere. 
SPEED- push- button operated. 
FLEXIBLE- simple, yet Universal 
Floating Filaments feature insures against 
obso'esence. 
SIMPLICITY- roll chart carries full 
data for tube setting. No roaming test 
leads when using multi -meter -only push 
a button. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
DC VOLTS - 1000 Ohms per volt: 0.5.25- 

100 -250. 500.1000.2500. 
AC VOLTS - 0 -5.10. 50.250 -1000. 
OUTPUT VOLTS. 0- 5.10.50 -250 -1000. 
OHMMETER. 0-200-2000-20,000 Ohms 

0 -2.20 Megohms 
Condenser Cheek: 

Electrolytics checked on English reading 
Scale at rated voltages of 25.50.100.200- 

250. 300.450 volts. 
attery Test: 
Check dry portable "A" and "B" bat- 

teries under load. 

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP. 

GREENWOOD. MISS. 

U. S. A. 

"SUPREME BY 
COMPARISON" 

See the complete SUPREME line. 
Write for new SUPREME catalogue 

No. 447 

I 50 

programs simultaneously with the 
1295 kcs. medium -wave transmitter. 
In the event of a breakdown in the 
main transmitter at Caroni, the emer- 
gency transmitter will be tuned to 
work on 1295 kcs., thus ensuring con- 
tinuation of the medium -wave service 
while the main transmitter is being 
repaired. 

In addition, the station is equipped 
with the latest type of "outside" 
broadcast equipment and soon will re- 
ceive a central control desk together 
with independent balance and control 
units for each of the new studios now 
being built at Broadcasting House. 
These balance and control units will 
enable the producers of each "live" 
program in the studio to adjust the 
tonal balance of the program to their 
satisfaction before the signal is fur- 
ther amplified and routed via the 
control desk to the Caroni transmit- 
ter. 

Other equipment includes high - 
efficiency recording apparatus for 
both 331/3 and 78 r.p.m., playbacks, 
and a portable short -wave transmit- 
ter for use in reporting topical events 
or in giving running commentaries on 
sports at places where telephone lines 
may not be available. 

The station currently is operating 
on 1295 kcs., 231.65 meters, medium - 
wave, 2 kw., and on 9.625, 31.16 me- 
ters, short -wave, 500 watts. (Actu- 
ally, the 31 -m. transmitter is being 
logged in the United States on ap- 
proximately 9.645.) 

Schedule is week days at 0600- 
0800,* 1100 -1300, and 1500 -2200; Sun- 
days at 0600 -1300, 1500 -2200. News 
is relayed from the BBC at 0600, 1100, 
1500, and 2000; local news is given at 
0700 and 1755, but on Sundays the 
latter period is devoted to "Caribbean 
Review," in which the Caribbean 
Commission gives news of its activi- 
ties and lets each part of the Carib- 
bean area know what is doing in 
other parts. (Incidentally, this pro- 
gram is to be broadcast from almost 
every station in the West Indies and 
in four different languages.) Radio 
Newsreel is relayed from the BBC 
daily at 1600, and there are children's 
programs daily at 1615 -1700. 

As a general rule, all broadcasts 
are in English, but there is Hindu- 
stani for Indian listeners on Sundays 
at 1230 -1300 in "The Indian Hour," 
and at 1900 -2000 on Saturdays. Oc- 
casionally, short paragraphs may be 
given in Dutch or French. 

Reception reports are welcomed, 
and will be verified if correct. An 
IRC is required. QRA is Radio Trin- 
idad, Broadcasting House, Port -of- 
Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I. 

Trinidad has an area of 1864 square 
miles and its estimated (1945) popu- 
lation is 546,088. It is the most south- 

(Note: Unless otherwise indicated, time 
herein is American EST; add 5 hours for GCT. 
Time is indicated on the basis of a 24 -hour clock, that is, 1 a.m. is 0100, 1 p.m. is 1300, etc. All 
times indicated as 1200 through 2400 fall in the 
p.m. so in order to convert the times, subtract 
12 hours front figures over 12 to get the p.m. 
time. "News" refers to newscasts in the Ertplis /i 
language. "V" following a frequency means that 
the frequency varies.) 

Etude's December Special 
WILCOX CW3 RECEIVERS 
Self contained 117 Volt 60 Cycle power supply, 
Sensitivity control, B.F.O., Noise control. 
Uses 2 -6K7, 1 -61(8. 2 -6C8, I -6SN7, 1 -80. 
Complete with full instructions for converting 
to a four band receiver, 2 kits of 

T J tubes, Manuals, etc. Brand New 1} J 
in original Crates. No coils or 
crystals. 

Worth the price for the tubes alone. 

We just received some more 
BC -348 RECEIVERS 

Converted to 117 Volt 60 Cyc. 
A.C. Ready to Plug In and Use 

Heaters are completely rewired to 6.3 volt 
winding on power transformer 
Separate Power Switch 
AVG. STANDBY. MVC (Combined manual 
control operates RF & Audio Gain) 
Crystal Filter 
Beat Free. Ose. 
Dual Phone Jack output 4000 ohms, with 
300 ohm tap available internally 
High Ratio Vernier drive with Precision 
stability, no Backlash 
Six Bands cover ranges from 200 to 500 I(c. 
and 1.5 to 18 Mc. 

\Ve have a limited quantity of 
é these excellent receivers at this 

special price. Send 20% deposit COMPLETE 
on all C.O.D. orders. with 9 Tubes 

Write for Bulletin describing other 
Etude specials and bargains 

ETUDE ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES 
Main 01Bre 1133 F Ind lay Ave., New York 55. N. Y. 
Retail Store 365 E. 167th St.. New York 56, N. Y. 

585-Q 

ORDER NOW 
100' rolls shelded grid wire. § 

T$13 Telephone Handsets. § 
Kilowatt 75 Ohm Amphenol Twin Lead, 

per 100 ft. § 7.20 
Complete stock of 80 and 40 meter MONI- 

TOR Crystals in holders, any frequency 
within 1 KC each § 2.80 

3 Gang 410 Mmfd. Per Sect. Cond. 
Excellent quality S 2.95 

National ACN Dials § 3.00 
24G Transmitting Tube § 1.00 
2C40 Lighthouse Tube 950 
2' PM Speaker (Bakelite Cased) 

Used :n Walkie Talkie § 1.95 
LM 13 Portable frequency meter boxes in 

canva case (New) § 1.25 
SIREN, Commercial type hand operated, 

very loud noise, govt cost $21.00. Spec. § 4.95 
Send for Our Special Bulletin of 

Government Surplus Items 

1.95 
3.95 

DOW RADIO 
1759 E. COLORADO ST. PASADENA 4, CALIF. 

Pasadena Phone- SYcamore 3 -1196 
Los Angeles Phone -RYan 16683 

PRACTICAL 
FOR YOU TECHNICAL 

TRAINING 
Specialize in Electronics, Radio, Electricity, Re- 
frigeration, {eating and Air Conditioning, or 
Welding. Prepare in one year for position as 
Technician, or in two additional years secure your 
B.S. Degree in Electrical Engineering with major 
in Machinery or Electronics. 

Write for booklet "Career Building" 

LWAUtc£Ey 
5CHA L of ENGINEERING, 

"A Technical Institute" 
RN -1247. N. Broadway and E. State, Milwaukee, Wis. 

FREE 
LPDAERGINE 

(easy as 
AR 

FOR EVERY HOBBYIST, CRAFTSMAN, AND 
HANDY MAN AROUND THE HOME. Simple 

step -by -step illustrations explain how to tin 
soldering irons, bind and solder wire splices, 

unite metals, etc. No obligation, just send us 
your n e and address today. We'll mail 

your soldering folder without charge. 

UNGAR EeeCeTee 7444. fee. 
P.O. Box 2255.F.,Terminal Annex, Los Finales 54, Calif 
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erly of the West Indies, lying off the j 

north coast of South America. At- 
tached to it for administrative pur- 
poses is the island of Tobago with an 
area of 116 square miles and an esti- 
mated population of 25,358. Capital 
is Port -of- Spain. Both import and 
export trade are heaviest with the 
United States. Of 1,192,844 acres on 
the island of Trinidad, 348,850 are 
cultivated. Products are mostly as- 
phalt, oil, with derivatives therefrom. 
The island's great asphalt lake of 114 
acres is immensely valuable and 
seems inexhaustible. 

As we wind up our visit to Radio w 

Trinidad, we extend the very best 
wishes to its staff with the fervent 
hope that VP4RD may continue to 
make its services of real and lasting : 

value to the Colony. 
* * * 

Saigon Report 
J. Pipon, head of the English De- 

partment of Radio Saigon, 198, Rue 
Chasseloup -Laubat, Saigon, French 
Indo- China, informs me that the sta- 
tion is extremely pleased with the re- 
ports received on the special broad- 
cast of March 16, dedicated to readers 
of this department. Verification cards ! 

have been sent to all those who fur- 
nished correct reports, Mr. Pipon ad- 
vises. However, those cards mailed 
around April 5 appear to have been 
lost in transit, and duplicate cards a: 

are now being forwarded by the sta- 
tion. 

Here is a summary of reports re- 
ceived by Radio Saigon, as of August 
9, on the March 16 special broadcast 
for RADIO NEWS readers : 

United States -California, 7; Penn- 
sylvania, 6; Ohio, 3; New Jersey, 2; q. 

Illinois, 1; Maine, 1; Massachusetts, 
1; Connecticut, 1; West Virginia, 2. . 

New Zealand - 29. Australia -10. 
Canada -2. India -2. England -2. 
Sweden -2. 

"Reports from California, Illinois, A 
and Ohio all say that reception was 
excellent," Mr. Pipon comments, 
"while listeners in other parts of the . 

United States write that reception 4 
was quite variable. The broadcast 
was picked up easily in New Zealand t and in most parts of Australia. Re- t4 
ports from India also specified good 
reception, but listeners in Sweden and 
England could hardly hear us, appar- 
ently." (Reception in Continental A 
Europe and the British Isles was hin- 4 
dered greatly by interference from 
Radio Wien, Vienna, on the 11.78 fre- 
quency.) * * * 

Spanish Project 
Through the courtesy of Eddy Cop- 

per- Royer, Comptoir International de 
Publicité, New York and Paris, we of- 
fer readers these interesting excerpts 
from an interview Mr. Copper -Royer 
had with Senor don Valentin Ruiz 
Senen, Madrid, Spain, president of 
the Compania de Radiodifusion In- 
tercontinental, with regard to the 
projected super -powered Spanish sta- 
tion to be located on Fernando Poo 
Island, off the West Coast of Africa: 

"As a matter of fact," said Senor 
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TOP 
Radio and Phonograph 

VALUES * 5 -TUBE AC -DC SUPERHET RADIO 

With built -in loop antenna, in attractive black plastic 
cabinet, fine quality. 

For only $13.95 ea. Three for $13.50 

* THE HOLLYWOOD 
PORTABLE PHONOGRAPH 

Three -tube amplifier, high gain crystal, fine 
phono motor, 4" speaker. In attractive leather- 
ette covered carrying case. 

Only $13.95 ea. 
Three for $13.50 ea. 

ea. 

* THE CONQUEROR 
RADIO PHONOGRAPH COMBINATION 

5 -tube AC -DC radio. High Gain Crystal Pickup. 
Smooth Running Phono Motor. In attractive High 
Finish Wood Cabinet $24.95 ea. 

Three for $23.95 ea. 

filtooto- 

EAR 
HEADSEIPE 

Designed to fit in 5ettofióhe 
Corn 

heodbMog^ 
tic Phones, bolding 

..h cord 
and holding 

plete 

clip. Exceptional SeY 

$L99 ea. 

BUILDER'S 
CHASSIS 

for your 
television 

set, 

thing 
Just the 

large 
amplifier. 49 ea. 

remetts, 17X75.4"2.39 ea. Meosu P 

Six for' 

Send for Our Latest Catalog 

Radio Pa4-14 C 
612 W. RANDOLPH - Dept. 0 - CHICAGO, ILL. 
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MONEY 

in your 

POCKET ' 

when you carry the handy Jensen 
Radio Servicemen who take the 

Jensen Phonograph Needle Sales - 
kit on service calls say they would 
not be without it. This handy kit, 
shown above, helps demonstrate 
fine needles, sells on sight, adds 
$$$s to your income. 

Contains 3 Jensen Concert Nee- 
dles retailing at $1 each, and 3 
Jensen Genuine Sapphire Needles 

Saleskit. 
at $2.50 each. Needles are beauti- 
fully packaged. Adds profit to every 
call. What's more, Jensen phono- 
graph needles augment your work, 
assure full, clear tone of'the instru- 
ments you repair, make all records 
sound better. 

Generous discounts to servicemen 
boost your income. WRITE TODAY 
for complete details. 

JENSEN INDUSTRIES, Inc., 33 SOUTH WOOD ST. CHICAGO 12, Ill. 

SENSATIONAL SELLER! 

LAI(E DELUXE CHANGER 
Revolutionizes the Industry! 

A Sensational Seller! 
11 Outstanding Features: 

Positive Internux Completely lam- 
Service Adjust- proof 
ments Eliminated Records Gently 
Minimizes Record Lowered on Spindle 
Wear -not dropped 
Single Knob Control Automatic Shut-off 
Plays ALL Records on last record 
Pick -up arm may be grasped at any time and 
changer will not be thrown out of adjustment 
Resonance -free ball bearing tone arm 
Easily operated -any child can do it 

Dimensions: 1314i a "Wxl2 1/4"13x7% "R. Ì eÌ 
No. II6A YOUR NET L I 

SERVICEMEN -RETAILERS 
Write for our new, illustrated 16 -page catalog N11-116. 

It'a free. Get on ailing Fat! 
Write for or Special Catalog on Microphones. 

Amplifiers and Sound Equipment! 

Lake Radio Sales Co. 
615 We Randolph Street 

DEPT. A 

Chicago 6, III. 
132 

2 t SPECIALS 
fa IMMf01FTEddsway 

RADIO PHONOGRAPH 
COMBINATION 

Finished In beautiful brown leacherrite with a S. 
tube 'superheterodyne radio and 5" spr:il<er. 
Size of Cahlnet -14" wide x 9" $.50 net high ti 23 12" deep. 2O SPECIALLY PRICED at. 

6 FOOT AC CORDS & PLUGS 
Pure rubber No. 18 -2 con- 
ductor. Specially priced In lots 12'/2 "+ ea. of _s or more 

WRITE FOR NEW FREE PARTS BULLETIN 

731 West Washington Boulevard 
Dept. N Chicago 6, Illinois 

Ruiz Senen, "we decided the construc- 
tion of a 200,000 watt broadcasting 
station would be located on Fernando 
Poo Island, such station to give a 
world -wide service covering Europe, 
Africa, North and South America and 
as far as the Philippine Islands. The 
first steps which have been taken up 
to the present time is the constitution 
of Compania de Radiodifusion Inter- 
continental, formed with a capital of 
24,000,000 pesetas. 

"After studying the whole problem, 
we found that the best location for a 
perfect distribution of our broadcast 
would be around and in the equa- 
torial area. This is one of the reasons 
for which Fernando Poo Island seems 
to be one of the best locations on 
which to build high sound projectors 
reaching all over the Atlantic area. 
The broadcasting power will be 200,- 
000 watts in the antenna, but as such 
will not have a round radius but will 
be dirécted, the power which will 
reach the countries where the an- 
tenna will be beamed will be around 
160 kw., based on the same principle 
as Americans realized for two inter- 
continental broadcasting stations in 
California, securing a complete and 
full service to Korea, Manchuria, and 
Japan. 

"Distances do not exist, and when 
the Fernando Poo station -which will 
be called `Radio Atlantica' -is on the 
air, radio listeners in San Sebastian, 
Madrid, Pamplona, London, Milan, 
Stuttgart will hear it as well as a 
local station. The wave to be used 
will be as short as possible, probably 
in between the 13- and 17 -meter bands 
in daytime, and 25- to 30- meters at 
night. 

"Regarding the Spanish Govern- 
ment's attitude toward this great en- 
terprise," added Senor Ruiz Senen, 
"it could not be more enthusiastic and 
satisfactory. Understanding the in- 
ternational interest in such an enter- 
prise and the prestige of the Spanish 
nation which will bring under such 
form, at the disposal of all the na- 
tions, a powerful instrument of ex- 
change, the Government granted a 
concession to build and operate this 
station. The Governor General of 
Guinea, Senor Bonelli, took a very 
important part in establishing the 
conditions under which the station is 
going to be built and will have to be 
operated, up to the point that he 
authorized the construction in a large 
area of 60 acres located at Musola. 
The Compania de Radiodifusion Inter- 
continental, to which the concession 
has been granted, is looking forward 
and will create offices everywhere in 
the principal economic centers such 
as New York, Buenos Aires, Brussels, 
Lausanne, Milan, Lisbon, Paris, and 
so on. There will be a delay of 18 to 
19 months before the first broadcast 
can be on the air. Programs will be 
recorded every day in the principal 
centers of the United States, in Lon- 
don, and so forth; then they will be 
shippéd by air to Fernando Poo. This 
will give to the programs the imme- 
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diate reaction of all international 
artistic activities and the station will 
in such a way broadcast the best radio 
production in all lines. 

"To conclude," said Senor Ruiz 
Senen, "in this dynamic time in which 
the whole world tries to reorganize 
an international economy and a great 
cultural and commercial exchange be- 
tween the nations, I am proud that 
Spain will give one of the best instru- 
ments to help a return to peace and 
prosperity and with its high idiom, 
maintain the constant and tense at- 
tention which will carry a cultural 
spirit which is eternal." 

Mr. Copper -Royer states that this 
is the first time since 1936 that Amer- 
ican equipment is going to Spain. An 
order has been placed with a well - 
known concern in the United States 
for two 5 kw. transmitters -one of 
which will be delivered to Madrid, the 
second to Fernando Poo. These trans- 
mitters will be used by Compania de 
Radiodifusion Intercontinental to es- 
tablish a direct circuit between the 
head office in Madrid and the station 
in Musola. It is probable that the 200 
kw. transmitter will also be ordered 
from the United States, especially 
since this is the only country where 
such powerful equipment has already 
been constructed, he adds. 

* * * 

Verification Data 
HHCN sent letter -verie, signed by 

Carl Etienne, 55 Ave. Christophe, 
Port -au- Prince, Haiti, it was stated 
that the station is authorized for 5 
kw. but is using only 100 watts at 
present; may change frequency soon 
to escape bad aircraft QRM, and will 
notify verieholders of such change. 
(Arthur) 

LRA verified for Paul Kary, Penn- 
sylvania, a special transmission of 
Argentine folklore music, heard July 
19, and dedicated to delegates of the 
Telecommunications Conference in 
Atlantic City, New Jersey, U.S.A.; 
transmission was over commercial 
transmitters LQD, 19.400, and on 
18.150; it was stated LRA is extreme- 
ly interested in receiving reports on 
programs and signals; regular sched- 
ules are given as LRA -5, 17.720, 
1500 -1530 on Fridays only; LRA -1, 
9.690, relaying medium -wave LRA at 
0800 -2200; the program of LRA -5 on 
Fridays is a special one from the 
Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y 
Culto, directed to all American coun- 
tries. QRA is LRA, Radio del Estado, 
Palacio de C. y Telecomunicaciones, 
Del Jefe de la Division de Radiodifu- 
sion, Buenos Aires, Argentina. 

Radio Club Argentino, Av. Alvear 
2750, Buenos Aires, Argentina, desires 
reports on the signals of LRA -1, 9.690, 
and says each correct report will be 
verified by QSL card. (Courtesy 
ARRL) 

The Navy Department in Washing- 
ton is sending out verifications on re- 
ports of reception last winter of 
NAVE, aboard the Mount Olympus, 
flagship of the Antarctic Expedition. 

HI1R, La Voz de Fundacion, San 
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METROPOLITAN'is the largest specialized testing instrument house 
:n the country. We carry approximately 5,000 testing instruments in stock of all nationally 
advertised brands. The items listed below are only a few selected models offered at 
specially attractive prices in order to meet the present day demand for good merchandise 
at fair prices. All units factory guaranteed for one year and available for immediate 
delivery from stock. 

The New 
Model B -45 

Battery 
Operated 

SIGNAL 

GENERATOR 

for servicing AM, FM and Television Receivers. R.F. 
frequencies from 150 Kilocycles to 50 Megacycles 
(150 Kc. to 12.5 Mc. on Fundamentals and from 11 
Mc. to 50 Mc. on Harmonics). Complete with shielded 
test lead, self -contained batteries and instructions. 

Net $27.75 

The Model 689 -IF 
WESTON OHMMETER 

A convenient, pocket size ohm- 
meter for checking circuits by 
the resistance and continuity 
method. The energy for the 
resistance reading is supplied 
by a self- contained 1.5 volt 
No. 2 standard large flashlight 
cell. Built to meet U. S. Army 
Requirements for Accuracy and 
Durability! 

This Ohmmeter also has a 
double range 0 -10 and 0 -1000 
ohms for 
the accurate 
measure- 

ment of low resistance values. 
Model 689 -IF comes complete 
with operating instruction, test 
leads and LEATHER CARRYING 
CASE. 

List price 525.50 
Our Price $14.85 

The New Model 111 
AC -DC QUALITY 

MULTITESTER 

A new pocket -size volt -ohm- 
milliammeter with features 
never before available in an 
instrument of this size and 
price. 

D.C. Voltmeter: 0.5- 50 -250- 
500 -2500 volts, A.C. Volt- 
meter: 0 -10- 100 -500 -1000 
volts. Output Voltmeter; 0- 
10-100-500-1000 volts. 
D.C. Milliammeter: 0 -1 -10- 
100 milliamperes. D.C. Am- 

peres: 0 -1 -10 ampere . Ohmmeter: 0.500- 100,000 
ohms; 0 -1 megohm. Decibel Meter: -8 to +55 db. 
The scale is calibrated for line of 500 ohms impedance. 
For other impedances correction charts are supplied. 
Model 111P, in portable case (not illustrated) 
including testing leads and complete in- $ 

1 9.85 structions 

Model 1 1 1 A, open -face, as shown, com- $16 O J G 
plete with instructions V O 

The New Universal 

COMBINATION TEST SPEAKER 
A new combination test speaker plus resistor substitutor; 
plus condenser substitutor; plus resistor tester; plus con- 
denser tester; plus output meter. 

A MUST FOR EVERY RADIO SERVICE 

MAN AND ENGINEER 

No need to carry the speaker to your shop in servicing 
any radio from the small midget to the most elaborate 
console. Any output tube or tubes can be matched 
simply by rotating input switch to listed tube and rotate 
field switch for proper impedance and proceed with 
testing. External voice coil connection permits testing of 
set -speaker to determine if output transformer is open 
or shorted. Field impedance: 500, 1000, 1500 and 
2500 ohms at 175 Ma. 

This unit comes housed in a rugged, battleship gray, 
crackle -finished steel cabinet, with operating strut 
lions, size 7 "x11 "x5', operates on 110 $27 GO 
V., AC, 60 cyc. Complete Net price J 

Model 570 PREMIER 
Band Spread Dial 

SIGNAL 

GENERATOR 
AIR TRIMMERS ON 

ALL. BANDS 
TRIPLE COPPER 

PLATED SHIELDING 
EFFECTIVE LINE 

FILTER 
Pure 400 cycle 

modulation 
(less than 5% distor- 

tion) 

Range 751KC -5051C on fundamental, and 50- 1501íC on 
3rd harmonic, useful for aligning FM and Television 
Receivers. 

Accuracy better than 1 %. A.C. -115 volts, 50 -60 cycles. 

Overall size -12 "x12,6 "x51/2". 
Complete with co -axial cable 
and operating instructions. N ET 

$54.75 

SPECIAL VALUE! 
National Union 5 -BPI Picture and Oscillo- 
scope Tube -Brand New, it 
Guaranteed -Reg. list price 
$24.75. Our SPECIAL Price. 

NET 

ORDERS FILLED SAME DAY RECEIVED! 

TERMS: 20% Deposit, Balance C.O.D. Or Full Payment with Order. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 
Write for Information about New Metropolitan Time Payment Plan 

We repair all types of Testing Equipment. 
Inquire about amazingly high allowance for your used Test Equipment. 

Methvpolifrin ELECTRONIC & INSTRUMENT CO. 

Dept. RN -12, 42 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y., U. S. A. 
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RADIOMEN! 

GET THIS 

Sot Valuable Book 
mau} e OF "150 NEW 

RADIO DIAGRAMS 

\ EXPLAINED" 

10 to 1 Satisfaction 
GUARANTEE 

"1 ptl'ellnall 
guarantee that at 
the end of 1 year 
from date of re- 
ceipt, my Applied 
Practical It a d i o 
set will have 
earned for you at 
least 10 times its 
cost, or you may 
return it and I'll 
return every cent 
you paid." 
R.W. Cooke. Pres. 

Here's a sensational "get ac- 
quainted" otter I This big, new 
book, "150 New Radio Dia- 
grams Explained" is yours, 
absolutely FREE! It contains 
circuits and data on the latest 
Radio and Television sets. 
Easy -to -read, 81/2x11" size, 
with full instructions on how 
to read and use diagrams. Be- 
longs in every radioman's kit. 

HOW TO GET 
YOUR FREE BOOK 

You get this book Free just for 
looking over -without cost or 
obligation - the sensational 
new 3- volume Coyne set "AP- 
PLIED PRACTICAL RADIO." 
It's lust off the press. Here's 
everything you want to know 
about radio, from basic prin- 
ciples to up -to- the -minute 
Television and FM! PA, short- 

wave, aviation -auto radio, multibands, tele- trans- 
mission, etc., all clearly explained. Shows how to 
construct, install, service all types of apparatus. 
Step -by -step photos break equipment down before 
your eyes! Newest testing methods. Hundreds of 
subjects, almost 1000 pages, 600 illustrations, dia- 
grams. Written for home training and field refer - 
ence-so complete, so up -to -date and practical that 
every man interested in radio should see it. 

SEND NO MONEY 
You can see how much 
this set can mean to 

your future, without cost or obligation. I'll send 
"APPLIED PRACTICAL RADIO" postpaid, for you 
to look over for 7 days FREE -and with it, the 
Radio and Television Diagrams book as an outright 
Gift 1 This book is yours to keep free whether or 
not you decide to keep the 3- VOLUME SET I 

Coupon is Not an 
Order -Just a Re- 

quest to See the 
Set Free 

YOU AltE NOT BUYING 
THE 3- VOLUME SET 
WHEN YOU SEND THIS 
COUPON. You are merely 
asking to see the books free 
for 7 days. This coupon be- 
comes an order only if you 
decide to keep the set after 
7 days' Free Examination. 
Free Book Offer is limited - 
so mail coupon today. 

Cristobal, Dominican Republic, veri- 
fied by nice yellow card with photo 
of studio and transmitter building on 
one side; QRA is Broadcasting HI1R, 
La Voz de Fundacion, % Luis F. Al- 
berti, Director, San Cristobal, Ciudad 
Benemerita, Cuna de Trujillo, Repub- 
lica Dominicana. GBSS, Queen Eliza- 
beth, verified on prepared form and 
with letter; not permitted to state 
type of transmitter used, but gave 
power as 400 watts on phone; antenna 
is single -wire vertical; uses 17.640 
when working WOO, and 17.600 when 
working GBC, Rugby; also uses 13.210, 
8.830, and 4,412.15, latter only when 
within a few hundred miles of port; 
wants reports on all these frequen- 
cies. It is suggested that DX -ers fol- 
low shipping news in metropolitan 
papers (such as the New York Times), 
and send reports to New York when 
ship docks; QRA is HMS Queen Eliza- 
beth, Cunard White Star Liner, Radio 
Station GBSS (aboard), % E. D. 
Walker, Technical Operator, West 
50th Street Pier, New York, New 
York, U.S.A. PUH, Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil, 20.750, verified; QRA is 
"Radiobras," Companhia Radiotele- 
grafica Brasileira, Caixa Postal 500, 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; verification 
was on prepared form. QRA of Sen - 
dergruppe Rot -Weiss -Rot is ISB- 
Radio -Sektion, Seidengasse 11, Wien 
VII, Austria. (Kary) 

s 

Club Notes 
New Zealand -Harold J. Barr, Hon. 

National Secretary, New Zealand DX 
Club, informs us that the official bul- 

letin of that group, "The N.Z DX- 
Tra," is now being published in 
Auckland in conjunction with the 
Headquarters of the Club. Material 
for the bulletin should be addressed 
to "The N.Z. DX -Tra Committee," 9, 
Westmere Cresc., Westmere, Auck- 
land, W. 2, New Zealand. Any in- 
quiries regarding membership and so 
on, however, should still be addressed 
to Mr. Barr at 10, Koraha Street, Re- 
muera, Auckland, S.E. 2, New Zea- 
land. 

United States -A complete world- 
wide SW log has just been issued by 
the Newark News Radio Club, 215 
Market St., Newark 1, New Jersey. It 
is one of the most thorough compila- 
tions I have seen; subscribers receive 
it for $1. Compiled by James J. 
"Jimmy" Hart and M. F. "Matty" 
Williams, short -wave editors of 
NNRC, the log contains three sections 
-stations listed by frequency; sta- 
tions listed by countries and cities; 
and last minute tips. Appended is a 
list of low- frequency police stations, 
compiled by Robert Knox. 

t' 

This Month's Schedules 
Albania -ZAA, 7.852, Tirana, has 

news at 1515. (Miers) 
Algiers -Radio Algerie, 11.835, is 

heard in French to close at 1700, fair 
to good signal. (Pelland) 

Andorra -Radio Andorra, 5.980, is 
heard to 1800 or later. (Pelland) Good 
level in Pennsylvania; announces 
"Aqui Radio Andorra" in Spanish and 
"Ici Radio Andorra" in French (Kary) 
At 1600 now gives a program of re- 

Counting the photons, or light particles, arriving from a star is the unusual occupa- 
tion in which I. M. Levitt (left) and William Blitzstein were engaged when this 
photograph was made at the Flower Observatory in Highland Park. near Philadel- 
phia. A photometer of their own design, which is the first astronomical device to 
count such photons, is used by the two scientists in their experiments. Levitt is 
shown adjusting the photomultiplier tube attached to the eyepiece of the telescope, 
while Blitzstein is seen tabulating results obtained with two RCA Electronic Time 
Interval Counters, used to count electron impulses generated by the phototube. 

B. W. Cooke, Pres., Coyne Electrical & Radio School 
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 97 -T3, Chicago 12, Illinois I 
Send me the NEW 3- Volume Coyne Set "APPLIED 
PRACTICAL RADIO." Also send care the book "150 
New Radio Diagrams Explained" which I am to keep I 
FREE whether or not I keep the 3 -book set. I'll 
either return the 3 -book Set in 7 days and owe noth- 
ing, or pay 53 within 7 days and $3 a month until 
$10.75 is paid -or l'll send the cash price of 59.75. 
You also include FREE one year of Consultation I 
Service. 

NAME AGE 
I 

ADDRESS 

I 
TOWN ZONE... . STATE 
( i Check here If you want to pay postman cash price 
of 59.75 (yea save $1.00) on delivery. Sams Money- 
Back Ouarantee after 7 days' trial. 
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You Get These Advantages with Signal Squirter: 

U. S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 

SURPLUS SPECIALS 
SIGNAL GENERATORS 
15 to 25mc.+ 

and 
190to230mc. 

SPECIAL 

$2295 i 

' 

~- 

ö Á 

oA 

.c:;_ 
-- __ -_ 

. - 

i r _ 

- "' 

° ". 
-- 
I.F.F. RECEIVER 

& TRANSMITTER 
Complete with 14 tubes 

$95 
EACH T 

VIBRO -PAC 
Model 125 AX 

12 or 24 volts new 
complete with vi- 
brators and tubes. $49 
500 volts output at 
160 milliamperes 
New 

5 

BEACON 
RECEIVERS 

BC- 1206 -C 

EACH $495 
USED $295 
EACH 
GOOD CONDITION 

Dynamotors 
12 OR 24 VOLT 

4EACH 
C6J TUBES 

Gas 
Maximum Anode Amperes 6.4 
Nominal D.C. Output Volts 350 
Filament: 

Amps 18 
Volts 2.5 

Heating Time 40 Secs. 
Peak Inverse Volts 1250 
Peak Anode Current 77 
Critical Grid Voltage -2 
Cond. Mercury Temp. Limits 

40° to 63° C. 
Height ñiy, 
Base: 4 Pin #912 

PRICE EACH $3.95 

B.D. 77 DYNAMOTORS 
12 V. input; 1000 V. $495 
output, 6 V. input, 450 
V. output, 350 MA. 

EACH 

INVERTERS 
27 V. input, 115 V. 400 cycle 
output at approximately 1500 
watts. $795 NEW, EACH 

OUTPUT 

TRANSFORMERS 
T Type No. 900885 yp 
CRV -30528 
PRI -5000 Ohms 
Sec. #1 500 Ohms Modulator 
Sec. #2 600 Ohms Sidetone 

RESISTANCE 
PRI -120 Ohms 

Sec. #1 -20 Ohms 
Sec. #2- 5 Ohms 

NEW, EACH 

3 -TUBE AMPLIFIER 
Using 2 -INS and 
1 -1G6. $Z95 
Complete with tubes.... 

FIELD TELEPHONES 
EE8 PAIR $1000 

GRAB BOX 
Approximately 
lbs. of miscellaneous 
radio parts. All us- 
able -All new. 

BOX EACH 

00 

All Orders F.O.B. DETROIT, Shipped RAILWAY EXPRESS 

No order under .$5.00- Please send check or money order. 
Orders shipped C.O.D. subject to 25% advance deposit. 

RADIO CENTER 
2530 E. DAVISON AVE. DETROIT 12. MICH. 

December, 1447 

ROTARY 
BEAM 

_ 060 f!'? 
moves worl 

into your back y¢rd 

Deluxe Rotator 

Direction Indicator 

The Signal Squirter gives your rig the power, 
to punch through to the four corners of the 
globe. Offering full performance on ten and 
twenty meters, for transmission and recep- 
tion, it is comprised of two three -element 
arrays each coupled to the line with a sepa- 
rate inductive coupling. Match between an- 
tenna and line is simplified. Assembly and 
installation are easily accomplished. No 
tedious adjustments are required. 
Ready -to- assemble kit includes: Rotator with 
mounted Inductostub assembly, direction in- 
dicator, center section, elements and insula- 
tors with all hardware ready for installation. 

See your jobber, or write direct 
for complete data. 

Manufactured under Mims patent 2,292,791. 

Unlimited rotation either direc- 
tion 
Inductostub matched coupling 
Two band operation 
Deluxe rotator 
Positive position lock 
High forward directivity 

to assure 
a n t e n n a performance, 

thou- 

sands ot{ s 

mph 

Twin-lead 

ssion ine, 
line spreaders, 

Silicone 
compound, 

stand-off 
and 

insulator, 
enpane, 

as 
screw 

Microphone 
connectors, 

sockets 
an d other 

top quality 
radio components. 

8L 

High front -to -back ratio 
Rigid low -loss elements 
Easily tuned 
Durable and efficient 
Non -resonant transmission line 

AMPHENOI. 

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION 
1830 S. 54th AVE., CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIS 

COAXIAL CABLES AND CONNECTORS INDUSTRIAL CONNECTORS. FITTINGS AND 
CONDUIT ANTENNAS RADIO COMPONENTS pLASTICS FOR ELECTRONICS 
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PEAK SPECIALS 

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH 
Cornell -Dubilier .002 lo-loss Meca -3500 $200 
WV -7500 VT -Xtra Bargain. 69c ea. 3 for 

Industrial -3 Mfd. -3000 v. oil capacitor S395 
with Porcelain Insulators 

G.E. 2" SCOPE 
This compact unit only 4jx2I .x6?i 
ideal for modulation indicator etc., 
has focus intensity and reticle bril- 
liance controls -Uses 2AP1, CRT 
and 9006 rectifier. We supply com- 
plete instructions with each scope. 
Rectifier built in -need only trans- 
former delivering 350 -400 v. 6.3, 1 

amp for operation. Very simple changes. Comes SA 95 
with 9006 but less 2AP1 only 'f 
2AP1 $2.49 

S.C. TEST SET (I-114) 
In portable wood case 6'x 
6'x10', including coven not 
shown, with Weston 0 -150 
v. AC. Meter has 2 switch- 
ing ckts and comes com- 
plete with test and line 
cables. A Buy At Only $3.95 
Same with other make 
meter $3.25 

HERE'S A CUTIE 
This G.E. tiny but accurate me- 
ter is only 1I2'' sq. Basic 0-1 ma. 
Swell for "S" or field strength 
meter, etc. $395 
Only 

Spelt RF Vacuum switch used as 
antenna switch in the ART 13- 
9200 v. peak 
8amps $'95 

2 KW Antenna Changeover relay DPDT isolantite 
insulation -110 -220 v. 60 cy. input- $795 
rigid construction 

RCA POWER TRANSFORMER 
770 v. CT 100 ma,6.3 v. 2a., 5 v.3 A.- $375 
43 'x4'x3I2' 

MISCELLANEOUS SPECIALS 
2 -11 mmfd Butterfly Cond $0.59 
CD16 mfd 450v .59 
Kit 50 mica Condx 2.39 
Kit of 5 relays .99 
Aerovox 1000 mmf 25 v .79 
5 A. 110 v. AC MAG CKT BRKR. .89 
1.5 by 250 ma Choke .79 
11530 HI imp. phones .88 

1% PRECISION RESISTORS, 
IRC, SHALLCROSS, ETC. 

2000 ohm 3.39 ea. 50,000 ohm $.49 ea. 
2500 ohm .39 ea. 95,000 ohm .49 ea. 
5000 ohm .39 ea. 100,000 ohm .69 ea. 
8500 ohm .39 ea. 750,000 ohm .69 ea. 

10000 ohm .39 ea. 1 meg. .95 ea. 

OIL CONDENSERS, G.E., C.D., AEROVOX, etc. 
4 mid.- 600 r. DC ...00.59 1 mid.-5000 v. DC 04.50 

10 mid.- 600 v. DC . . . .95 .1 mfd. 7500 v. DC .. 1.95 
14 mfd.- 600 v. DC .. . 1.35 .01x.01 mfd.-12KV DC 5.75 

2 mfd.-1000 v. DC ... .79 .75/.35 mfd.-9/16 NV 
4 mfd.-1000 v. DC . .. .95 DC 14.95 
2 mfd.-1500 v. DC ... 1.25 .65 mfd -12,500 v. DC 15.95 

I. R. C. WIRE WOUND RESISTORS 
10 Watt 20 Watt 

25 ohm 50 ohm 
40 ohm 100 ohm 
84 ohm 1íe 150 ohm 

400 ohm each 300 ohm 
470 ohm 1000 ohm 

1325 ohm 2700 ohm 
1900 ohm 6 for 5000 ohm 
2000 ohm $1.00 $1.00 
4000 ohm 10000 ohm 

20000 ohm 20000 ohm $A 50 
Assortment of 20 above fL. 

METERS 
2' G.E. -5 MA $1.95 3' WEST. -to Amp AC ...04.95 
2" G.E. -1.2 MA 2.50 3" W.E. -S00 Micro Amp .. 4.95 
3' G.E. -15 MA 2.95 4' G.E. -1 -0 -1 MA 3.95 

20c 
each 

6 for 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 

Full wave - 36 volt input 28 volt output, 6 $$45 
amprs .. Special each 

If not rated, 25% with order, balance C.O.D. - 
Discount 10% on any item ordered in lots of 10. 

PEAK ELECTRONICS CO. 
188 WASHINGTON ST DEPT. MR 

NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 
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cordings for Belgium; English period, 
formerly 1600 -1630, is either discon- 
tinued or at a new time. (Pearce) 
Probably is around 1800. 

Angola -Radio Clube de Angola, 
Caixa Postal 229, Luanda, Angola, 
Portuguese West Africa, in verifying 
by Spanish letter, listed CR6RA, 
11.035, 400 watts; CR6RC, 11.730, 150 
watts; CR6RL, 16.172, 1 kw.; CR6RN, 
9.742, 1 kw., and additional frequen- 
cies were given as 9.500 and 7.299. 
(Nilsson) Correct frequency of CR6RL 
is 15.895. (Kary) Output is 1 kw. 
(Laubscher) The 9.472 channel is 
heard with good level in Newfound- 
land, 1300 -1600, while the 15.895 out- 
let, in parallel, is poor. (Peddle) 
CR6RB, 9.165, is still being logged in 
Australia, fair signal, to closing at 
1400 with Portuguese National An- 
them. (Gillett) 

Australia -Radio Australia recently 
revised schedules. The Eastern North 
America "morning" beam went back 
to old time of 0800 -0915, over same 
frequencies, VLB, 9.54, VLC7, 11.84. 
The "evening" beam to Eastern North 
America is now 1645 -1815 on VLA7, 
17.800, with VLC9, 17.84, in parallel 
to South America; news at 1745. The 
"morning" West Coast beam is now 
1000 -1115 on VLA8, 11.76, VLB9, 9.615; 
"evening" West Coast transmission 
now begins 15 minutes earlier, that is, 
rlins 2330 -0045, radiated from VLA5, 
15.32, VLC7, 11.84, VLG6, 15.24. (Wor- 
ris, Balbi) The Forces' program runs 
2200 -2300, VLB5, 21.540, VLC9, 17.840, 
VLG6, 15.240; on Saturdays and Sun- 
days runs 2100 -2300 with VLA9, 21.600, 
added; to Europe, 0100 -0145, VLC9, 
17.840; to Tahiti, 0100 -0145, VLG6, 
15.240, and on Saturdays VLA6, 15.200, 
is added; to British Isles and Europe, 
0200 -0315, VLA6, 15.200, VLB10, 11.740 
(except Saturdays), with VLC9, 17.84, 
used 0245 -0315 only. To New Cale- 
donia, 0245 -0345, VLC4, 15.320, VLG3, 
11.710; to Forces, 0330 -0700, VLA6, 
15.200, VLB10, 11.740; to Asia, 0355- 
0700, VLC4, 15.32, VLG10, 11.760, with 
VLB10, 11.740, used 0700 -0900, and 
VLC4, 15.32, used 0700 -0750. To Eur- 
ope, 0900 -1000, VLA6, 15.200, VLG10, 
11.76; 0930 -1000, VLB4, 11.810; 1500- 
1615, VLC4, 11.840, and others. 

Striking of the clock at Melbourne's 
post office building is heard often these 
days in Radio Australia transmissions. 
(Worris) 

VLW3, 11.830, Perth, is scheduled 
2230 -0500. (Nankervis) May run to 
0515 or 0530 on occasion. 

Austria - Blue Danube Network, 
7.220, Salzburg, is often good level in 
Britain at 0030 with news; callsign 
seems to have changed from KOFA to 
KZCA ( ?). (Pearce) 

Azores -Ponta Delgada, 11.090, has 
excellent signal in Newfoundland 
around 1300 -1530. (Peddle) 

Bechuanaland -ZNB, 5.900, is being 
heard again in Australia just prior to 
closing at 1430 with "God Save the 
King," recorded music with occasional 
announcements. (Gillett) Location is 
Mafeking. 

Belgian Congo - Leopoldville ap- 

- SCHUH'S RADIO PARTS - 
Guaranteed Satisfaction! 
BC 610 Components . . Modulator Decks 
Less modulation transformer. Completely 
wired $1 4.95 

RA -20 Powerpack Converts BC 312 Re- 
ceiver to AC Operation. Powerpack fits 
right into dynamotor compartment. 
Also for external use with BC 348, 314, 
224, and 455, 456, 457 aircraft receivers. 
Primary: I10 -120 VAC 60 cycles; Delivers: 
250 VDC @ 95 mils; 12 V @ .3 amps; 
12 V CT @ 2 amps $7.95 

BC324 (12 volt BC 348) used In good 
condition with RA20 power suppy..$45.00 

FILTER KITS 
I I Hy @ .600 amp harm sealed choke and 2 
condensers 2mfd @ 5000 volts. Only.$ 15.95 
I I Hy @ .600 amp herm sealed choke and I- 
8mfd @ 2500 VDC condenser. Only...$ 12.25 
8HY @ .250 amp herm sealed choke and 2 con- 
densers 8mfd @ 1000 VDC. Only 55.95 

I5Ft. Length RG8U Co -Ax Cable with connector 
on each end. Special 69c 
MC MURDOS SILVER ... Full line of equip- 
ment carried ... see McMurdos Sliver page in 
this issue. 

TERMS: 30% with order. Balance C.O.D. 

All Shipments F.O.B. Chicago 

SCHUH'S RADIO PARTS 
1253 Loyola Avenue Chicago 26, III. 

HAMS! RADIOMEN! 
LOOK AT THESE CHOICE GOVERNMENT SURPLUS ITEMS: 

HEWLETT PACKARD Audio Generator Model 205A, 20 to 20,000 cycles. Excellent Bond. $149.95 
CONTROL UNIT RM -25. A 81/2" rack mount, telephone communication unit. Talk with 

4 stations. Remote receiver. Xmitter con- trol. New 13.95 
COMBINATION TUBE TESTER AND VOMA 

PRECISION Model 920. Excellent cond 49.95 
WESTON 772 ANALYZER. Excellent condition 39.95 POCKET MEGGER J. G. Biddle, 500v 50 meg. with case 49.95 
WHEATSTONE BRIDGE RUBICON .01040 

Never Used 49.95 
SIGNAL GENERATOR, HICKOK Model 177X Excellent condition 54.95 
CONTROL UNIT BC -1162. Wavemeter 150 

to 210 m9e. 110v 60 cycle power suppiY 
19 tubes included 16.95 

FILTER CHOKE 9H -450MA 3.5KV Weeo 4.95 
SCR 522 local control box. No cable needed 2.49 
.015mfd80OV SOLAR Transoil Jr XT1M .16 
amid 500V, can, lugs, Impregnated paper .39 
TUBES JAN Inspected. Cartoned 307A....52.89 6J6....50.79 810 7.95 
RESISTOR KIT 100 assorted 1/ watt 1.89 
CONDENSER KIT 40 assorted. Bargain.. 1.89 
METER O -1MA Scale 0-20KV, 31/2" GE a D041 3.49 
RELAY 12V Heavy Duty SO Amp SPST Cont. .69 
SPECIAL $10.00 BARGAIN ASSORTMENT 

Useful assortment of parts, tubes, complete units. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. A Real Buy! 
REQUEST FLYERS, SEND POSTAGE ON CASH ORDERS 

EASTERN ELECTRONIC SALES 
31 -B Cedar Drive Baltimore 20, Maryland 

TONE COLOR 
PERFORMANCE 

st ßosiid 
RUGGED MIKE 

New! ST. LOUIS is ready with 
a really rugged dynamic mi- 
crophone that will last a life- 
time, for all component parts 

are replaceable. Range: 40.9000 cy- 
cles, ± 4 db. Variable impedance out- 
put adjustable by switch to low, 200, 
500 or high impedance. 15 ft. double 
conductor shielded cable. Alnico V mag- 
net. Use in or out doors in all weather, 
rain, snow, coastal regions, tropics, salty 
atmosphere, rough and extreme condi- 
tions. May be dropped successively with- 
out failure. Immediate delivery in grey, 
maroon, green, blue, chrome. Ask your 
dealer or write today for full details. 

Lleensed under U. S. Pats. American Tel. & Tel. Co. and 
Western Elect. Co., Inc. 

Ste Louis Microphone Company 
2728 -28 Brentwood Blvd. St. Louis 17, Mo., U. S. A. 
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pears to have replaced OTC2, 17.745, 
with OTM2, 9.745, in the 1530 -1645 
beam to Britain and British Colonies 
in Africa; news at opening. The 11.645 
channel, although not announced, is 
sometimes heard in parallel. 

Brazil- ZYB -7, 6.095, Sao Paulo, is 
heard evenings from around 2030. 
(Pelland) PSF, 14.685, Rio de Janeiro, 
heard with test program in Portu- 
guese to 1700 daily; signs off with 
Brazilian National Anthem. (Hart via 
NNRC) 

British Guiana -ZFY, 6.000, George- 
town, sends an excellent signal to 
Newfoundland around 1530 -2000. 
(Peddle) 

Burma -Rangoon is scheduled 0115- 
0145, 2015 -2030 on 9.54; 0915 -1015 
(English session) on 6.035, news at 
1000. (Radio Australia) 

CeZebes-Makassar's 9.265 channel 
is scheduled 1730 -1830, 2300 -0130, 0500- 
0930. (Nankervis) Is complete sched- 
ule. 

Ceylon -Radio SEAC,15.23, is heard 
on West Coast with weak signal 
around 0900; 15.12, in parallel, is much 
stronger. (Baxter) 

The 15.120 outlet has excellent sig- 
nal in the East on Sundays, 1230 -1430, 
during the special beam to the United 
Kingdom. 

China -XGOY, Chungking, recently 
replaced 15.170 with 1.913 in the North 
American beam, 0745 -0835, and in the 
beam to Europe at 0845 -1045; 7.152 is 
still announced as in parallel. News 
at 0800 (relayed from XGOA, Nan- 
king), 0900, 1000. XGOY's 9.663 out- 
let has an improved signal here in 
the East in the China -South East Asia 
beam, 0535 -0735, news at 0600. The 
11.913 beam to America, 0745 -0835, 
has terrific CWQRM and it may be 
that XGOY will move shortly to the 
49 -m. b a n d, (approximately 6.145) 
where it was heard last winter. It is 
also likely that soon transmissions 
will be one hour later than the sched- 
ule just given; this also applies to 
times of English newscasts. Other 
Chinese outlets may be similarly af- 
fected. 

XORA, 11.725, Shanghai, has Eng- 
lish hours at 0400 -0500, news at 0430. 

Canton's 11.65 outlet carries news 
(relayed from XGOA, Nanking) at 
0800. 

XGIO, approximately 8.450, Shang- 
hai, is reported heard irregularly, us- 
ually around 0830 with items at dicta- 
tion speed; leaves the air normally 
around 0940. 

XMAG, 4.275, Nanking, is heard in 
New Zealand at 0600 with AFRS 
programs. (Gray) 

Paul Dilg, Monrovia, California, in- 
forms us that recently XNCR, 7.495, 
one of the Communist -controlled sta- 
tions, was heard at 0740 with news, 
and signing off at 0800. The outlet 
on about 6.070 gives a call of XGHT, 
which is the old Hatan call sign; this 
channel relays XNCR to 0800 and 
then continues to 0900. There is a 
third Communist -controlled relay out- 
let, XGNC, around 6.470 (varies), 
which also relays XNCR to 0800, then, 
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25 -Watt Re- entrant Speaker 
with Jensen Driver Unit and 
UTC Line -Matching Transformer 

IN ORIGINAL, SEALED FACTORY 
CARTONS 

Only $21.60 Nef 
we have just received our final shipment of 

this outstanding PA Speaker. First shipment sold 
out in a few days. Stock up now. You will no} 
be able to buy this Army Surplus item in future. 
Specifications: 20" overall. Horn 13" dia. Metal- 
lic diaphragm voice -coil assembly (Jensen). 

Driver unit alone weighs 9 lbs. UTC Line - 
matching Transformer 250, 500, 1000 and 2500 
ohms. Speaker is fitted with mounting swivel, 
lock -nut and sleeve for attachment to standard 
pipe stand. Unquestionably one of the best 
surplus buys ever offered. BRAND NEW. IN 
SEALED CARTONS. 

BC -221 FREQUENCY METER, WITH A -C POWER SUPPLY 
KIT AND MODULATION KIT AND CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
Now -AT LAST -you can get a BC -221 Frequency Meter with a complete kit of parts 
for an A -C Power Supply. plus another kit of parts for a Modulator, for about half the 
former price of a complete modulated instrument. You can convert the BC -221 Frequency 
Meter in a jiffy -and use it for receiver aligning, etc. Wiring diagrams are included 
with each kit. Only a few on hand. This may be your last chance to buy the BC -221. 
PRICES: BC -221 Frequency Meter with tubes. crystal and calibration charts, $39.95. 
A -C Power Supply Kit and Diasrant, $5.85. Modulation Kit and Diagram, $2.50. Any 
item sold separately if desired. 

SUPER SPECIALS 
FOR DECEMBER ONLY 

Desk -Stand Telephone Mike. FI -Unit. Long rub- 
ber-covered cord 61.95 net 
GE IMfd. 6000v Pyranol Condensers. Ceramic In- 
sulators. Brand new $4.95 
Signal Corps Telegraph Keys. Bakelite Base. Clo« 
Out special 4 for s 1 .00 
Navy Spare Parts Chest, filled with Roast parts. 
Hundreds sold. Only few left $4.95 

SURPLUS TRANSFORMER SPECIALS 
Filament Transformer. 6.3v at 2a. Pri. -110v 80 

cycles. Upright Type. Fully shielded in black metal 
can. Brand New. $ I .25 net. CAT. *A -101. 

Audio Transformer. Stancor. Single Plate to P -P 
Grids. Uncased. Brand New. 51.25 net. Cat. 
it A -102. 

Oscilloscope Transformer. Jefferson. 2000v at 10 
ma. Fully encased and shielded. Stand -off insu- 
lators on top. Upright type. Diagram included. 
Brand New. $5.95 net. Cat. FA -103. 

Plate & Fil. Xmfr. Chicago Transformer Co. 
270 -CT -270 at 145 ma., 6.3v at 4a.. 5v at 3a. 110v 
60 cycle pri. Upright type. Fully encased. Long 
leads. Brand New. 53.25 net. Cat. FA -105. 

HEAVY DUTY XMMFR. Chicago Transformer Co. 
CT- 11124. Will deliver 382v DC at 220 ma. Sec- 
ondaries: 746- CT -746v. at 220 ma., 6.3v at 4.5a.. 
.5v at 4e. Prl: -117v 50 to 80 cycles. Fully encased. 
Standard horizontal mounting. Leads through bot- 
tom. LIMITED QUANTITY. Brand New. Only 
$4.95 net. Cat. FA -106. 
HV Transformer -SUPER SPECIAL. Western Elec- 
tric. 620- CT -625v at 262 ma. Also additional 
secondary at 18 volts. Primary -117v GO cycles. To- 
tally shielded. in gray lacquered case with mounting 
studs and ceramic insulators. Uptight type. Brand 
New. Only $5.95 net, while limited quantity lasts. 
Cat. *A-107. 
Plate & FIE. Xmfr. Stancor type P -4078. 350 -CT- 
350v at 70 ma., 8.3v at 3a.. 5v at 3a. Prl: -115v 
60 cycles. Upright type. Fully encased. Leads at 
bottom. Brand New. While they last -$3. I net. 
Cat. FA -108. 
Plate & FIL Xmfr. Stancor. Type P -8011. 350 -CT- 
350v at 70 ma., 5v at 3e., 6.3v at 2.5a. Universal 
mounting. Leads thru bottom. Fully encased. Brand 
new. Only $2.85 net. Cat. ßA -109. 

CHOKES 
Thordarson T- 45557. 200 Ma. Upright type. 

Fully encased. Long leads through bottom. Brand 
new. Original cartons. 3.45 net. Cat. *A -115. 

Thordarson Special Signal Corps choke In beau- 
tiful gray lacquered upright shielded ease with sol- 
dering lugs at bottom. 6 -by at 75ma. Sig. Corps 
Type 5567a. In original factory cartons. Only 
s I .49 net. Cat. to -116. 

LOW -LOSS 49f4 
INDUCTANCE %. 

BEST SURPLUS - 
BEST CONDITION - 
BEST APPEARANCE - 
You Can NOT Buy Better Surplus For Less 
Money Because The Electrical, Mechanical 
and Physical Condition Determines The 
Price. For IOOSó Top Quality Our Prices 
Are LOWEST I I I 

ONLY 
$119.50 

WITH TUBES 

Collins Art -13 Transmitter 
Look just like new. Perfect Operating Condition. 

We have the finest lot of these sets ever sold as sur- 
plus. Range 2000- 18.000Er. in 10 channels. voice 
and CW or MCW. 100 Watts Output on Fone. This 
famous Auto -Tune Xtotr is sold complete with Tubes. 
Dynamotor. Control Box and Cable Connectors. OUR 
PRICE $119.50 Net 

YOU GET LESS IF YOU PAY LESSIII 

SILVER-COATED WIRE 
ON PYREX GLASS FORM 

A beautiful Inductance -32 turns *18 silver- coated 
wire on a 2'A" dia. Pyrex forni. with bakelite rod 
thru center for rotating coil. BRAND NEW. In 
original sealed cartons. 69e each, or a standard box 
of 12 for only $6.85!t Limited stock. 

SEND 20% DEPOSIT. BALANCE 

OFFENBACH 

ONLY A FEW LEFT 
BC-645 $9.95 
This 1 a.tube set WM operate 
on frequencies for Citizens' Ra- 
dio. Amateur. etc. Tubes alone 
worth 526.00 t. Too well 
known require pp 

! safe. Order yours TODAY! 
Our Price ONLY 59.95 

12/24V. DYNAMOTOR PE- 
FOlc, SUPPLIES ALL POWER 
FOR BC-644. 400V. 135MÁ. 
Oc. ALSO 9V.. 1.25. AC. 

ONLY $9.95 NET 

BIG BARGAIN ! ! 

6L6 AMPLIFIER 
Not war surplus. but a 

manufacturer's ov er -s toe k. 
Sold for less than the net 
cost of parte. Complete. ready 
to operate, in gray crackled 
cabinet. Made for 24 -hour 
continuous service. Big. husky 

power supply. All new parts throughout. new RCA 
tubes. Relay and counter (counts up to 10.000 rec- 

ord slayings). Input for magnetic or crystal pickup. 
or 600 -ohm phone line for wired music systems, 
Separate tone. treble and bass controls. A SUPER 
BUYI! Only $49.50 net. (List $147.50.) 

5 -GANG VARIABLE CONDENSER 
.un1365 earls .section. 6" lang overall. 3B" shaft. 
spade lug mounts. Scarce item. ONLY $2.98 
net. 

C.O.D. 4 -HOUR MAIL ORDER SERVICE. 

& REIMUS CO. 
372 Ellis Sf., San Francisco 2, California 'Phone ORdway 3-8551 
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Here's how 

can help you plan 

QUICKER... AT LOWER COST! 
The logical approach to any sound system plan- 
ning problem is to first select the speaker or 
speakers capable of proper coverage and quality 
of reproduction. Once the speakers have been 
decided upon, the selection of the correct size 
amplifier becomes a routine matter of totalling 
the powers required for the individual speakers. 
The many UNIVERSITY speakers now avail- 
able readily solve this problem. Included are 
speakers for every class of service -low power, 
super power, directional, radial, explosion -proof, 
submergence -proof, high fidelity, paging talk - 
back and others. 

8ETTER SOUND SYSTEMS 

..WITH LESS 

University speak- 
ers require min- 
imum amplifier 
power. Having a - 

higher conver- 
sion efficiency, 

deliver' 
more acoustic 
output per watt 
input, thon any 

speaker of 
comparable size 
and weight. 

tel' 

_ 

HANDY 
SPEAKER 

?HIS OBLIGATI 
' 

WRITE TODAY 
fOR 

FOWEt MIN NQ 

SELECTION 
CHART 

FN(tlox (1PP0.m5 
WARS 

W11011011 

COOS 

5100.ES 

5108111 

510(1 0.000 

ag' ̂ g and 
onnountmg 

Sub 

P 

Unute lot law elrwenq 

+peahen 
m 1,10,1m 

qt 

ems but dnlnhu 
Same at phare. 

ban 360° 
0,+1 bubon 

Vente and mu+i 

760° 

MODEL 188 
PRICE $34.00 

Paging and ann 
d9uAu 

(s. III M sex 
Same a+ above. 

WO IVA 
ban 760' 1g II 

WOOFS 
Voce and mmit. 

+,,.bu 
11,081 

mlembtlI 
M M tv MI6 Sax oboe. hu1 dI 

Same at 

INC. x11 INO - 
rN vlax px et 

boa ]60 
ERSr 0.E(EIVING It 

LOUDSPEAKERS, 
U 

KTYco 
Avenue, 

White Plains, t `t. 

80 South 

17 waits 
1000 

17 

MODEL SAH 
PRICE $37.00 

FOR QUICK RESULTS -EVERYTHING IN RADIO 

USE RADIO NEWS CLASSIFIED PAGES 
Only 20c per word; minimum of IO words 

* PRE -HOLIDAY CLEARANCE 
SPEAKERS 

5- Alnico 5 Magnet,$1 09 
.M. each 

6 for $6.00 

6° 
2.15 oz. 

P ht Alnico 5 Magnet, 
each 

6 for $9.00 
All other sizes in stock, at money- 
saving prices. 

Volume Controls 
volume control 

1MEG. with switch and 49 
2 long shaft, ea. C 

6 for $2.75 

CONDENSERS 
Tubular Paper (600 V. Test) 

.01 Price Ea 
f 6.500 

.02 .08 6.50 

.Ó5 .12 s.óó 

:óól .08 16.50 
.002 .08 6.50 
.005 .08 6.50 

8 6.50 
.506 26 22.50 

"Illinois" Electrotytics 
Mfd. VDC Price each 
10 25v .30 
100 25v .48 

.34 12 
150v .36 

20 150v .38 
24 150v .38 
30 150v .40 
so 150v .48 
8 450v .38 

o 450V .42 
i6 450v .54 
20 450v .60 
40 450v .80 
100 15v .45 

"Illinois" Duals 
16 -16 150v .50 
20-20 150v .52 
30 -30 v .60 
40.20 150v .60 
50-30 150v .68 
8-8 450v .64 
10.0 450v .74 
20 -220.20 150v .84 

10 % discount on all electroirtics it 
Micax Co den..rnt.a IÌ5.í.. °ax roe h. 

FOR CATALOG. 
ADDRESS DEPT. Al2 

PARTS CORP. 
State St.. Milwaukee 8. Who. 

IS Assorted Volume 
and Tone Controls 
(less switches) 

95 

RESISTOR KIT 
100 Insulated Resis- $195 
fors, I /2, I & 2 Watt 1 WIRE 

4 0 t o (approx.) of 

wire in assorted colors 
and gauges, solid & 
stranded in 2 to 4 feet 
lengths, per pkg. 

PHONO SUPPLIES 
Crystal Pickup Arms .. $1.98 
Phono Motor and Turn- 

table 2.95 

I.F.'s 455 KC 39c 

- 
bS TRSURP 

LONIC US 
PARTS 5.00 

A gold mine of parts for repairmen, amateurs, and experimenters 
sockets, condensers, resistors, transformers, coils, hardware, 

wire, etc., etc. An outstanding bargain in usable parts! Send $5.00 
cash, check or M.O. today! (Pay small express charges on receipt.) 

Minimum Order 53.00 -20% with Order. Balance C.O.D. -WRITE 
TWO CONVENIENT PLACES FROM WHICH TO ORDER. PLEASE 

ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS, INC. ELECTRONIC 
620 W. Randolph St.. Chicago 6. III. 496 W. 

18. 

like XGHT, continues to 0900 close- 
down. XNCR drifts from 6.020 all the 
way to above 6.080. 

Curacao, PJC1, 7.250, Willemstad, 
is fine level in Newfoundland, 1730- 
2000. (Peddle) Widely heard. 

Czechoslovakia- Prague has revised 
schedules; news is at 1245 on 11.840, 
and at 1445 and 1645 on 9.553; the 
9.553 transmitter closes at 1700 with 
announcement that Prague will be 
back on 15.35 to North America in 
English and Czech at 1800 -1900. 
(Pearce) It is possible that by now 
the North American beam will have 
returned to time of 1900 -2000, which 
was the schedule last winter. 

Denmark -Danniarks Radio, Cop- 
enhagen, is scheduled over OZF, 9.520, 
1145 -1545; and over OZH, 15.165, 
1100 -1430; uses 6 kw. (Mattsson) 
OZH2, 15.320, Skamlebak, is heard 
Sundays 0700 -0800 when VLC4 is off 
this frequency. (Legge via NNRC) 

Dominican Republic -HUT, 11.900, 
La Voz del Yuna, Ciudad Trujillo 
(formerly at Monsignor Nouel), is 
heard evenings in parallel with 7.275; 
bad QRM from CXA10, Uruguay, and 
CE1190, Chile. (Legge via NNRC) 

Egypt -SUX, 7.863, Cairo, has a 
good to excellent signal with slight 
QRM in Newfoundland, 1515 -1630 
closedown. (Peddle) 

Ethiopia -Addis Ababa's 19 -m. out- 
let (approximately 15.057) has not 
been reported as heard lately. For- 
merly closed at 1500. 

Finland- Helsinki's 15.190 and 9.505 
outlets have news daily at 0715; poor 
signals in Britain; sign -off is 0725. 
(Harrison) Similar reception in New- 
foundland. (Peddle) Also scheduled 
with news for 1925 but not reported 
as heard lately. 

France -Paris appears to be using 
11.7 to North America, 1915 -2015, an- 
nounced to have power of 100 kw. but 
in Florida it is not as strong as the 
parallel stations on 11.845, 9.55, 15.35. 
(Worris) Official schedules to North 
America are given as 1700 -1715, 15.24, 
15.35, 17.85; 1915 -2015, 9.55, 11.845, 
15.35. 

French Indo- China -Radio Saigon 
is being heard in Sweden on 18.397 
from 1030. (Nilsson) This transmis- 
sion is beamed to France and is heard 
on West Coast; call is FZS, which is 
Saigon's phone station. (Dilg) 

The 11.78 channel is again audible 
here in the East, evenings. Opens at 
1830 with "La Marseillaise"; news is 
scheduled for 1945, and sign -off is 
around 2005. In latter part of trans- 
mission is buried usually by carrier 
from the U.S. outlet on 11.79. Paral- 
lel frequency is officially listed as 
6.165. 

English news periods of Radio 
Saigon are at 1945, 0500, 0900. (Kary) 
Final closedown for the day is at 
1015. (Park) 

Hanoi has replaced 9.645 with an- 
nounced 6.048; gives call as "Radio 
France in Hanoi." News at 0700, off 
around 0755. (URDXC) 

French Morocco - Rabat's 9.080 
channel is heard on West Coast at 
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0145 -0500. (Nankervis) Is also sched- 
uled for around 1315 -1905. 

French West Africa -Radio Dakar, 
11.715, is being heard in Eastern 
United States to around 1800 close- 
down. (Pelland) Widely heard with 
good level. 

Germany -DTSP, 15.105, was heard 
at 0900 recently in a point -to -point 
broadcast; very good level. (Pelland) 

AFN, 6.080, heard on West Coast 
signing on at 2300, heard as late as 
1500 through bad CWQRM. (Nanker- 
vis) Full schedule believed to be 
2200 -1700; Hamburg, 6.115, runs 0000- 
1600; Leipzig, 9.73, 2200 -1700; Berlin, 
6.070, 2200 -1700; Baden -Baden, 6.320, 
2230 -1730. (Short Wave Listener, Lon- 
don) 

Iceland- Reykjavik, 12.235, is still 
used occasionally for special broad- 
casts from this country; if anyone 
picks up this one, reports may be ad- 
dressed to Horst Egilson, Secretary, 
Rikisutvarpid (Iceland State Broad- 
cast Service), Reykjavik, Iceland. 
(Short Wave Listener, London) 

India -AIR, Delhi, has replaced the 
100 kw. station on 11.850 with 11.830, 
10 kw., call is VUD4. AIR schedules 
remain primarily the same. 

Iran -EPB, Radio Teheran, 15.100, 
is still being heard well in Eastern 
United States with news at 0715, then 
music and announcements to sign -off 
at 0730. (Pelland) EQB, 6.155, is 
scheduled 2230 -2315, 0930 -1400. (Short 
Wave Listener, London) Tabriz, 
12.180, is heard in Britain around 1240 
to 1300 closedown with military 
march; uses some western recordings. 
(Pearce) 

Iraq -HNF, 6.780, Baghdad, re- 
ported at 1330 with Arabic music. 
(Short Wave Listener, London) Is 
heard in Britain at 1530 with Eastern 
type programs; has time signals on 
hour and half hour; fair strength. 
(Harrison) 

Ireland -Radio Eirrean, 9.595, is 
good level in Newfoundland with news 
1610 -1630. (Peddle) 

Italy -Radio Italiana has replaced 
9.63 with 15.120 in the North Ameri- 
can daily transmission 1910 -1940, 
news at 1930; fair to good signals; 
11.81 is announced in parallel; the 
15.12 transmitter appears to be on the 
air (in Italian) at least an hour prior 
to beginning North American pro- 
gram; on Mondays at 1910 presents a 
request musical program for U.S. lis- 
teners. Gives QRA as Italian Broad- 
casting System, ROI, Rome, Italy. 
(Worris) Transmitter may be at 
Milan. 

Jamaica -ZQI, 3.48, has good sig- 
nals in Pennsylvania to nightly sign - 
off at 2200; has local and world news 
at 2100. (Glenn) Signs on at 1930. 
The 4.950 outlet is scheduled 1600- 
1730, with world news at 1715. 

Japan -WLKS, Kure, the British 
Occupation Forces' Station, has 
moved to 6.065; relays news from 
Radio Australia at 0400. (Gray) 
Schedule is 1630 -0830, Saturday to 
0900. (URDXC) 

The AFRS outlet in Tokyo on 6.015 
is again being heard here in the East, 
December, 1947 

SHURE Proudly Presents 

SONODYNE 
A MULTI- IMPEDANCE DYNAMIC MICROPHONE 

Here is the microphone in its class -a high output moving - 
coil dynamic that was designed to out -perform...out -smart 
...out-last even higher -priced microphones. The "Sonodyne" 
features a multi- impedance switch for low, medium, or high 
impedance -plus a high output of 52 db below 1 volt per 
dyne per sq. cm. It has a wide -range frequency response (up 
to 10,000 c. p. s.) and semi- directional pickup. Mounted on 
swivel at rear, can be pivoted 90 °. 

SONODYNE -Model 51 -Code: RUSON 
Shure Patents Pending 

SHURE BROTHERS, Inc. 
Microphones and Acoustic Devices 

225 West Huron Street Chicago 10, Illinois 
Cable Address: SHUREMICRO 
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YOU GET 

fiq war 
ATDH 

SPECIAL! 
POWER 

X FORMERS 
WHILE THEY LAST 

Quantities limited, so 
act fast and get in on 
this real transformer 
deal. All standard 

brands -individually boxed. 
50X -50MA5 and 6.3 Filaments S I .34 
75Tí -7511A 5 and 6.3' Filaments I .65 
6OCR -6000 C.R. Tube %former 7.49 

CHOKES 
40C -40MA $0.49 
50C -50MA .58 
85C -85MA .58 
125C -125MA .92 
160C -160MA 1.32 

WEBSTER Model -79 
FOUNDATION 

RECORDER UNIT 
Complete wire trans- 
porting mechanism, a 
triple -purpose r e - 
cording head (rec- 
ords, erases and 
plays back), an os- 

cillator crol. a 15 minute spool recording wire, 
and an instruction sheet with suggested circuit 
diagram. Takes any standard Armour type record- 
ing spool and will make continuous recordings 
up to a full hour. 
Your cost ` 

FILAMENT XFORMER 
2F- 2.5 -10 Amps $1.49 

PUSH -PULL INPUTS 
1PP-Med. Plate to PP Grids -LoZ .88 
2PP -filed. Plate to PP Grids -HIZ .72 

INTERSTAGE 
lIS-PP Plates to Pl' Grids (20,000 Ohms) 2.76 
215-PP Plates to PP Plates 1.56 

10T-25L8-35L6 .58 
XFORMERS 

.58 
20T- Universal -10 watt .72 

M15 Webster Phono Motors 5.10 
Alliance Phono Motors 3.75 
Auto Antennas (Side Cowl) Your Cost 1.19 

BC -654A RECEIVER -TRANSMITTER 
Use it for While They Last 

s dynamotor 

PARTS 
TUBES 
TRANSMITTER 

$14,95 
RECEIVER l as is 

One -th,rd deposit with order. balance C.O.D.. 
F.O.B. shipping point. 

r- 

ASI( FOR OUR EASY TIME PAYMENT 
PLAN ON SUPREME TEST EQUIPMENT 

It's D & H for Dependable 
Parts Service 

RADIO 
PARTS 

DIVISION 

DISTRIBUTING CO., Inc. 
31 1 S. Cameron St.. Harrisburg, Pa. 
31 East Lee St., Baltimore 2, ;Ntd) 
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fair to good around 0600 -0700; some- 
times announces Tokyo- Yokohama. 

JKG, 9.695, carries sports events 
(in Japanese) irregularly around 
2200 -0230, not daily. 

Java -PMW is a new outlet of 
Radio Batavia heard on 17.630 beam- 
ing to Middle and /or Near East from 
1200 -1245 in English and Arabic; news 
at start. The "Voice of Free Indo- 
nesia," 11.001, has news at 1200. 
(Nilsson) PMW is heard on West 
Coast. (Dilg) 

The Indonesian news agency, An- 
tara, broadcasts daily by "CQ" call 
around 8 megacycles, giving the latest 
news of the Far East. (Miers) Sched- 
ule was not given. 

Radio Raja Indonesia is now on 
9.355 from 9.405; scheduled 0930 -1130; 
no English, only Indonesian dialects. 
(URDXC) 

Korea -A new station in this coun- 
try is reported as JBBK, Pyongyang, 
4.400, Russian -controlled, scheduled 
0300 -0800. (URDXC) 

Lebanon -Radio Beirut, 8.036, is 
heard in Sweden signing off in French 
at 1600. (Nilsson) Also heard in New- 
foundland, good signal but some 
CWQRM. (Peddle) 

Luxembourg -Radio Luxembourg's 
6.090 channel was recently heard in 
French in Rhode Island at 0020, very 
good signal. (Pelland) The 9.525 out- 
let has been heard on West Coast, 
testing around 0040 -0100. (Nankervis) 
Also has been testing on 15.350. 

Malaya -In a letter to Paul Kary, 
Pennsylvania, the British Far Eastern 
Broadcasting Service, P.O. Box No. 
434, Singapore, Malaya, advises that 
Radio Malaya was the original BMA 
radio. "We shared studios for a short 
time from December 1945 to February 
1946, but we are an entirely separate 
organization with our own studios 
and transmitters now. Radio Malaya 
serves the local population of Malaya, 
and B.F.E.B.S. broadcasts on short- 
waves only to non -British territories 
in South East Asia, outside Malaya, 
so our angle of program approach 
differs. We relay many BBC programs 
from London" Schedules give the 
Orange Network on 11.735, 6.77, daily, 
0030 -0130, 0300 -1200, news at 0100, 
0400, 0645, 0900 (Radio Newsreel), 
0915, 1100, 1145; the Purple Network 
on 15.30 and 9.69, daily, same sched- 
ule. English portions on both net- 
works are identical. Program sum- 
mary is carried by both networks at 
0330 on Wednesday, Thursday, Fri- 
day. The 9.69 channel is experimental 
and is subject to change. 

Monaco -Radio Monte Carlo, 6.130, 
is heard in Britain with some fading 
around 0230; has man and woman an- 
nouncers. (Pearce) This outlet was 
supposed to increase power in July 
but so far it would appear this has not 
been effected. 

New Caledonia -Radio Noumea has 
returned to its old frequency of 6.208 
from 6.160; closes down at 0500. 
(Cushen) 

New Guinea -Biak, 7.200, Dutch 
New Guinea, signs off at 0630 with 

Gasoline driven 110V. 60 Cycle AC Generators. 
You'll never see another bargain like this. 
2500 Watts, 115 v. 60 cycle, New $250. Slightly 
used $200. Briggs and Stratton Engines. 
1000 Watts, 115 v. 60 cycle, New $175. Briggs 
and Stratton Engines. 
600 Watts, 115 v. 60 cycle, New $85. Slightly 
used, $50.00. Wisconsin Engine. 
Trylon steel ladder towers, 50 foot, new, corn - 
plete with mounting base guy wire and insu- 
lators, hardware, wrenches, rope (320 ft.). gin 
pole and instructions, everything but the labor. 
$100.00 each. Four $75.00 each. In 3 wool 
boxes, 550 lbs. 
Tuning control knob for SCR -274N and ARC -5 
radio receivers, BC -046, BC -453, BC -454, BC- 
455 and Navy versions. Also contained in this 
kit are Allen wrench, Phillips Head screw 
driver and a metal tube puller for removing 
those hard -to- get-at tubes. Priced at $1.00 a 
kit, 3 kits for $2.00. Postage paid. 

When Bigger and Better Bargains are of- 
fered, Van Norman will offer 'em. 

VAN NORMAN 
Radio Supply Co. 
Naperville, Illinois Naperville, 813R1 

. 

SEND 100 
For a T -30 Throat Microphone 
and our Big Bargain Catalog on 
Surplus Radio Parts, or Catalog 
Sent Free on Request. 

We just bought 200,000 pounds of 
Navy Electronic and Radio Spare parts. 
This is really a swell bunch of merchan- 
dise, transformers, resistors, chokes, 
condensers, relays, insulators and plen- 
ty of other choice items including 
Meters of all types. 

Send that dime today. 

QUINN'S GADGET SHOP 
2253 E. 14th St., Oakland 6, Calif. 

MOBILE TRANSMITTERS 
Used -Mid. by KAAR -Uses instant heating HY -65 
osc.. HY -69 RF, HY -69 Mod. Self- contained 6 Volt 
Vib. Supply. push to talk & Ant. relays. Full sim- 
ple instructions for conversion to 10 meters. Com- 
plete with tubes. power supply. dust cover & shock 
mounts. 

$50.00 f.o.b. L. A. 

ALVARADIO Los Angellesr6 Calif. 

TRADING NEWS 
"The Advertising Paper For All Radiomen" 

Published monthly and distributed 
FREE to OVER 25,000 HAMS and SERVICEMEN - 
CLASSIFIED ADS 7c Per Word -Quick Results! 

Get on Mailing List TODAY 

TRADING NEWS 
P. 0. Box 7012, Lafayette Sta., Norfolk, Va. 

i.k Jur 

ELECTROp14RTJ' v V 
"The Finest At The Lowest" 

Write for Latest Catalog I -47. Dept. R 

GLENDALE CALIFORNIA 

RADIO NEWS 
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"A Perfect Day" Sign -on is 0500. 
Uses both Dutch and English, many 
American recordings. Speech modula- 
tion is poor. (Gray) 

New Zealand -Frequencies allocat- 
ed to New Zealand's National Broad - 
cating Service are 6.080, 9.540, 11.780, 
15.280. The service should get under 
way by some time this month. Al- 
ready tests have been heard irregu- 

(Continued on page 190) 

Voice Controlled Relays 
(Continued from page 57) 

and switchless break -in operation is 
maintained. The gain control R. is ad- 
justed to permit positive operation of 
the relay without maintaining high 
enough gain so that any extraneous 
noises actuate the control circuit. In 
radio -telephone operation it is desir- 
able to keep the gain as low as possible 
and talk closely into the mike in a nor- 
mal voice, to prevent the receiver 
loudspeaker as well as other sounds 
from automatically throwing the 
transmitter on the air. Placing two 
or more sensitive relays in series will 
permit the unit to perform a multi- 
plicity of operations. 

Utilizing a voice controlled relay in 
conjunction with a transmitter in- 
creases the over -all percentage of effi- 
ciency. For,. when there are pauses or 
short silent periods, the equipment is 
placed in power- saving "standby" un- 
til the instant that modulation recom- 
mences. 

The "master control" switch in Fig. 
3 is a five -position, three -pole affair 
and serves the following purposes : 

Position 1 disconnects the a.c. line 
and the entire unit is off. 

Position 2 connects the a.c. line to 
the unit, turning the heaters of all 
tubes on, while keeping the high volt- 
age off the unit. Position 2 also shorts 
R,0 and C %, the time delay constants. 
This is the standby position, when the 
transmitter is to remain in "standby" 
for long periods. 

Position 3 is the full automatic voice 
control. The heaters are on, the high 
voltage is applied, the time constants 
are in normal and the bias is correct 
for V,. Ready to operate. 

Position 4 removes the major por- 
tion of the bias from V, by shorting 
the potentiometer R,,. This keeps the 
relay closed and independent of audio 
input to Vi. This is for adjustment, for 
maintenance, or for the use of the unit 
as a preamplifier without relay con- 
trol. 

Position 5 grounds the grid of V,, 
keeping audio from actuating the re- 
lay. A key inserted in the jack pro- 
vided for the purpose shorts the bias 
control and operates the sensitive re- 
lay as an ordinary keying relay for 
c.w. operation. Another set of con- 
tacts can be added to the switch mak- 
ing it a four -pole, five -position affair, 
and the extra set of contacts can be 
used to disconnect the power from the 
final modulators while in the 5th or 
c.w. position. 

a low -cost transcription 

quality crystal pickup! 

THE 

This is sensational news! 
The BR -203 crystal pick -up 
offers unequalled character- 
istics and at low-cost! 

Maximum stylus life due to highly 
compliant mounting and low stylus 
force ... almost impossible to chip. 
High output. 
Internal equalization. 
Flat frequency response. 
Low distortion. 
Only '/z ounce stylus force required. 
Stylus removable and replaceable 
without fools. 
Low stylus talk. 
New crystal mounting keeps crystal 
effective in high humidity. 
Tests show cartridge unharmed after 
15 minutes in boiling water. 
New PN crystal will withstand 
temperatures as high as 250 °F. 

For the complete story on this latest 
Brush Development, write TODAY! 

Cartridge requires only 
,/s ounce stylus force. 
Sapphire stylus can 

be removed and 
replaced with. 

out tools. 

DEVELOPMENT CO. 

3405 Perkins Avenue Cleveland 14, Ohio, U.S.Â.' 

MAGNETIC RECORDING DIV. ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS DIV. 

INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS DIV. CRYSTAL DIVISION,. 
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Take the "Guess -so" 
out of your 

SERVICING 

44 

;i eso 
A good signal generator k a must" for every 
service technician. Jobs come off the bench in 
half the time and net profits take a healthy 
rise. In this class of instruments we recommend 
and stand back of the - 

SIMPSON 
MODEL 315 SIGNAL GENERATOR 

because of its in -built accuracy, high stability, min- 
imum leakage and excellent wave form. Big 9" meter 
dial with knife edge pointer. Modulation 30% at 400 
cycles. Vernier controls. Electron coupling. Six ranges: 
75 -200, 200 -600, 600 -1700 kcs and 1.5 -4.5, 4 -12, 
10 -30 rats. Freq. accuracy 1 % . Price complete $67.35. 
Extra for 220v 50 or 60 cyc. $7.50. Shipping weight, 
20 lbs. 

EASTERN MODEL 600 A.M. 
6 VOLT FIXED /MOBILE TRANSMITTER 

A well built ¡ob that will operate efficiently in the 
10 Meter band from either 6v DC or AC. Output 10 
watts intermittent or 7.5 watts continuous on phone. 
2E30 crystal oscillator and doubler, 2E30 P.A., 2E30 
modulator, OZ4 rect. Range 27 -30 arcs. Zero stand -by 
current. Push -to -talk and switching relay. Shock mount- 
ing. Weight 5 lbs. Designed to work portable, mobile 
or fixed as desired. Price less tubes, crystal and micro- 
phone $62.50. 

ACT FAST IF YOU WANT 'EM! 
TUBES 

807 $1.35 1T4 5.59 

1140 1.85 5R4GY .95 

HK24 .79 6AC7 .69 

1625 .49 6AG7 1.05 

955 .45 All brand new! 

15 -E's .. $1.95 
An ideal VHF triode for 
144 mss. and above. 
Plate dissipation 20 
watts. Extremely low 
interelectrode capacities. 
Max. ratings to 600 mcs. 

CRYSTALS -Mounted crystals in FT -243 Holders with 
1/2" pin spacing - these are armed forces surplus sold 
at the unheard -of price of 95c ea. See our adv. in 
November RADIO NEWS for list of frequencies. Fre- 
quency accuracy guaranteed. Also thousands of un- 
mounted crystals at 3 for $1.00. Name your frequency - the chances are we have itl 

COMPONENTS - Johnson No. 210 sockets 29c, 
Acorn ceramic tube socket 19c, 550 ohm, 50 watt poten- 
tiometers (similar to 1RC PR -50) $1.74, Aladdin IF 
Transformers GA -101, Polyiron cores, 465 kcs., Con- 
verter 98c, Aladdin IF Transformers GA -201, Polyiron 
cores, 465 kcs., Diode, 98c, Same per pair $1.75. 

COAXIAL CABLE RG -11/U 10e per foot, 100 feet 
or more 83/4c per foot. 
Terms, 20% cash with order - Balance C.O.D. If "not 
in stock" we'll refund by check - not credit slip. 

ELECTRONIC 
MARKETERS, Inc. 

200 VARICK STREET, NEW YORK 14, N. Y. 
Phone: WAtkins 4 -9488 
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Under chassis view of the voice controlled relay unit. This particular piece of equip- 
ment was used to drive a paging system. Schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 2. 

The relay contacts, in transmitter 
control operation, are perhaps best 
connected in the exciter circuit to per- 
mit complete and instantaneous break - 
in operation with a minimum of me- 
chanical operations. 

An interesting unit is diagrammed 
in Fig. 4. This unit is now under con- 
struction and installation. It is to be 
installed in a wire recorder. The relay 
contacts will be used to start the wire 
motor and automatically turn it on 
and off as the voice operates it. In the 
office it can be used by an official as a 
dictating machine. The recorder is 
placed in the "record" position and 
concealed in some convenient corner or 
closet. The microphone is plugged in 
as it would normally be and all the 
user has to do is pick up the micro- 
phone and start talking. This starts 
the motor pulling the wire. The time 
delay constants will keep the motor 
running for as long as desired after 
the dictation is stopped. Experiment 
has shown that a four second delay is 
adequate for dictation. No switches 
for the busy executive to bother about. 
Everything is automatic. No discs to 

replace. Then at the end of the day, 
the secretary rewinds and plays back 
the wire recorder. The machine is used 
as it would normally be used without 
the addition of the automatic voice 
controlled relay unit. The measure- 
ments of this unit will be small enough 
to permit it to be easily fitted inside 
the wire recorder case. It Uses a 6J7 
pentode amplifier and a 6SN7 rectifier 
and relay control tube. The power is 
taken right off the wire recorder sup- 
ply. The grid of the 6J7 is connected 
through a coupling condenser to the 
plate of the output tube of the re- 
corder amplifier. 

There are many uses suggested by 
the unit. The relay can be made to 
operate a counting device or a stepping 
relay. Being a sound -operated device 
it can be made to operate an alarm 
circuit when a pre- determined audio 
level is reached. This is designed for 
the ham, the experimenter, the serv- 
iceman, the public address system, the 
engineer, the laboratory, the office, the 
production plant, or for the gadgeteer. 
It can be a necessity or it can be a toy. 

_o- 

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of unit that is now under construction. It is the author's 
intention that this piece of equipment control the operation of a wire recorder. 

INPUT 

6J7 3 

R 
2 

R3 

4 R5 C5 

To WIRE RECORDER POWER SUPP.Y (B +) . 

R1- 500,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R2-1000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R1-2 megohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R4-200,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R5-1 megohm, 1/2 w. res. 

megohm pot. 
R7- 20,000 ohm, wirewound rheostat 

R6 

R7 
Rvi 

C1 -.OI µtd., 400 v. tond. 
C2-10 Aid., 25 v. elec. cond. 

µtd., 400 v. tond. 
µtd., l00 v. oil -filled cond. 

RY,- S.p.d.t. sensitive relay (Any make - 
equivalent to Ward Leonard Á507.544) 
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BUILD YOUR OWN SIGNAL TRACER 

and saue / / 

MODEL CA-1 2 Kit 
includes ALL PARTS 
assembled and ready 
for wiring, circuit di- 
agram and detailed 
operating data for 
the completed in- 
strument. 

20°Z DEPOSIT 

We are pleased to announce we have obtained an exclusive 
franchise to distribute the well known Model CA -12 Signal Tracer in 

kit form. The Model CA -12 sells regularly for $34.85, here is your 
opportunity to save $10 with the added advantage of complete 
familiarity of design and operation made possible when you build 
your own instrument. 

THE MODEL CA -12 KIT COMES COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED. Can be 
wired in 30 minutes. Components and circuit guaranteed to meet 
the following: 

FEATURES: 
* COMPARATIVE INTENSITY OF THE SIGNAL IS READ DIRECTLY ON 

THE METER -QUALITY OF THE SIGNAL IS HEARD IN THE SPEAKER. 
* SIMPLE TO OPERATE -ONLY ONE CONNECTING CABLE -NO 

TUNING CONTROLS. 
* HIGHLY SENSITIVE -USES AN IMPROVED VACUUM -TUBE VOLT- 

METER CIRCUIT. 
* TUBE AND RESISTOR CAPACITY NETWORK ARE BUILT INTO THE 

DETECTOR PROBE. 
* BUILT -IN HIGH GAIN AMPLIFIER -ALNICO V SPEAKER. 
* COMPLETELY PORTABLE -WEIGHS 8 POUNDS- MEASURES 5Y2" 

x61 /2 "x9 ". 
REQUIRED ON ALL C. O. D. ORDERS 

GENERAL ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO 
Dept. RN -I2, 98 Park Place 

New York 7, N. Y. 

Amazing Bargain in Diagram Manuals 
Here are the diagrams and service help you need to simplify and speed- 

up all radio repairs. Use these low priced most -often -needed diagram manuals 
to service radios faster, better, easier, and save money and time. For the 
trivial price of $2.00 for most volumes, you are guaranteed of having in 

your shop and on the job, needed diagrams and essential repair data on 4 

out of 5 sets you will ever service. Details on special offer below. Rush 
no -risk trial coupon today or see these manuals at your jobber. 

1u 41) 

1:.11)l 
1)I ,1: 

Be prepared to repair quickly all new 
1947 sets. In this big single volume you 
have clearly -printed, large schematics, 
needed alignment data, replacement 
parts lists, voltage values, and informa- 
tion on stage gain, location of trimmers, 
and dial stringing, for almost all new 
sets. A worthy companion to the six 
previous volumes used by over 100,000 
shrewd radio servicemen. The new 1947 
manual covers 327 models of 52 different 
manufacturers. Large size: 8 %xll in., 
192 pages + index. Manual style bind- 
ing. Earlier volumes, covering previous 
years, similar in appearance and con- 
tent. See next column and send coupon 
to examine manuals without risk. 

Get ahead and save money by using 
SUPREME PUBLICATIONS Dia- 
gram Manuals. Every popular radio of 
every make from old -timers to new 1947 
sets, is included. Clearly printed cir- 
cuits, parts lists, alignment data, and 
helpful service hints are the facts you 
need to improve your servicing ability. 
Save hours each day, every day, let 
these seven volumes furnish diagrams 
for 80% of all sets. See pictures of these 
attractive manuals above. Each volume 
has between 192 and 240 pages, large 
size 8 %x11 inches. Manual style bind- 
ing. Complete satisfaction guaranteed. 

Send coupon today.' 

VOLUMES NOW 
NO RISK TRIAL COUPON 

December. 1917 

SUPREME PUBLICATIONS 
9 S. KEDZIE AVE. CHICAGO 12, ILL. 

SHIP THE FOLLOWING MANUALS: (Complete sat- 
isfaction guaranteed, or your money refunded.) 

1047 1948 1942 t $2.00 II 1928 -1938 
1941 1940 1939 1 Each Price: $230 

f am enclosing I ; send postpaid. 

Send C.O.D. I am enclosing S deposit. 

Name 

Address 
163 
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FULL WAVE CENTER TAP CAPACITORS 
Input Output Current Price 1000 MFD., 15 V.D C 98c 

0 -400 V.A.C. 0 -350 V.D.C. 600 Mils $5.95 Dual 3500 MFD.. 25 V.D.C. 2.95 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
FOR ALL APPLICATIONS 

FULL WAVE BRIDGE TYPES 
Input Output Current Price 

From 0 -18 V.A.C. From 0 -14 V.D.C. 1 AMP. $2.49 
0 -18 V.A.C. 0 -14 V.D.C. 5 AMP. 4.95 
0 -18 V.A.C. 0 -14 V.D.C. 10 AMP. 7.95 
0 -18 V.A.C. 0 -14 V.D.C. 15 AMP. 10.95 
0 -18 V.A.C. 0 -14 V.D.C. 20 AMP. 13.95 
0 -18 V.A.C. 0 -14 V.D.C. 25 AMP. 16.95 
0 -18 V.A.C. 0 -14 V.D.C. 30 AMP. 19.95 

HALF WAVE TYPES* 
Input Output Current 

From 0 -18 V.A.C. From 0 -7 V.D.C. 3 AMP. 
0 -18 V.A.C. 0 -7 V.D.C. 5 AMP. 
0 -18 V.A.C. 0 -7 V.D.C. 10 AMP. 
0 -18 V.A.C. 0 -7 V.D.C. 15 AMP. 
0 -18 V.A.C. 0 -7 V.D.C. 20 AMP. 
0 -18 V.A.C. 0 -7 V.D.C. 25 AMP. 

Price 
$2.25 

2.95 
4.95 
6.95 
8.95 

10.95 

Input Output 
From 0 -36 V.A.C. From 0 28 V.D.C. 

0 -36 V.A.C. 0 -28 V.D.C. 
0 -36 V.A.C. 0 -28 V.D.C. 
0 -36 V.A.C. 0 -28 V.D.C. 
0 -36 V.A.C. 0 -28 V.D.C. 

From 0 -120 V.A.C. From 0 -100 V.D.C. 
0 -120 V.A.C. 0 -100 V.D.C. 

Current 
3 AMP. 
5 AMP. 

10 AMP. 
15 AMP. 
20 AMP. 

2 AMP. 
5 AMP. 

Price 

$5.9 
7.95 

13.9 
19.9 
25.9 
14.95 
19.95 

Input Output Current Price 
From 0 -36 V.A.C. From 0 -14 V.D.C. 3 AMP. $2.95 

0 -36 V.A.C. 0 -14 V.D.C. 5 AMP. 4.95 
0 -36 V.A.C. 0 -14 V.D.C. 10 AMP. 7.95 
0 -35 V.A.C. 0 -14 V.D.C. 15 AMP. 10.95 
0 -36 V.A.C. 0 -14 V.D.C. 20 AMP. 13.95 
0 -36 V.A.C. 0 -14 V.D.C. 25 AMP. 16.95 

*Use with capacitor to obtain any voltage up to twice 
rated output. 

It would be impossible to give a complete listing of all ou rectifier types. Our engineering staff is at your service 
to help you work out the application of selenium rectifiers to your specific problems. Write us for quotations or 
further information on capacitors and transformers to be used in conjunction with selenium rectifiers. 

All Merchandise shipped via Railway Express, unless otherwise specified. 

OPAD GREEN COMPANY 191 GREENWICH ST. Dept. 2 
NEW YORK 7, N. Y. Phone: BEEKMAN 3 -7385 

Preparatory, Broadcast. 
Marine Operating, Servic- 
ing, Aeronautical, Televl- 
s i o n , Frequency Modula- 
tion, Radar. 

Classes forming for mid -year term 
February 1st. Entrance Exam. Jan. 12th. 

Veteran Training. Literature. 

Commercial Radio Institute 
3e W. Biddle 

..(Founded 1e20)Baltimore 
I, md. 

EASY TO LEARN CODE 
it Is env to learn or increase Sneed with an 1natructoaraph Code Teacher. 
Affords the quickest and oat orae- 
lical method yet developed. For be- 
sinners or advanced students. Avail. 
able tapes from beginner's alpha, 
to typical menage. on all subjects 'seed ra 

no @RM.to 
40 WPM. Always 

ENDORSED BY THOUSANDSI 

T h e Instructorranh Code Tear he] literally taxes the place or an oper- 
ator- Instructor and enables anyone 
lo learn and master code without 
I urther assistance. Thousands of successful operate, 
nave "acquired the code" with the Inetructograph System. Write today for convenient rental and purcheae plans. 

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY 
4711 SHERIDAN ROAD, CHICAGO 40 ILLINOIS 

Model TS -IOK Sound Powered Phone DECEMBER SPECIALS! i (never used) $28.50 Pr. 

AMAZING BLACK LIGHT 
Complete with resistance line cord & ultra violet ray filter. Ready to operate from your 
110 v. AC line. 
Rigid Mount $2.95 Gooseneck Mount 3.49 Replacement Bulbs .35 ea. 

FILTER CHOKES 
30 Henry 50 MA. 2500 volt RMS 500 ohm 

DC resistance. Open frame $0.75 
10 Henry 100 MA. 455 ohm DC resistance 

Mfd. by Westinghouse. hermetically sealed .85 
WIRE WOUND RHEOSTATS 

50 Watts, 8 ohms and 35 ohms $0,85 ea. 
25 Watts, 100 ohm. 25 ohm. 35 ohm. 2500 

ohm .75 ea. 

MALLORY CAPACITORS 
1100 MFD. 50 Volt $0.90 
1500 MFD. 50 Volt I , I 
2000 MFD. 50 Volt I .25 

SWITCHES 
Slide switch: Stackpole DPDT $0.15 
SPDT momentary, center off position, long 

bat handle .29 
CONDENSERS 

3 Gang Variable Condenser 50 MMFD per 
section. Ceramic Insulation $0.65 

4 Gang Variable Condenser 50 MMFD per 
section. Ceramic insulation .85 

Oil filled condensera: 
.03 mfd. 7500 v. 

DC. 51.1 5 I mfd. 2500v. D.C. I .25 
4 mfd. 2000 v. DC. 2.75 I mfd. 1200 v. DC. .65 

SURPLUS SPECIAL 
Small 110 v. AC open frame motors. ye" 
shaft, 2700 R.P.M., 1/70 H.P., mfd. by BAR- 
BER COLMAN CO. $2.00 ea. 

KNOBS 
Large skirt knobs 2" diam. -y4" shaft 
Finger grip knobs 11/4" -1/4" shaft 
Red bar knob 2V4" long -1/4" shaft 

$0.25 
.12 
.10 

MISCELLANEOUS 
PL259A Coax Connector and Socket. Sil- 

ver Plated for RG8U and RG I I U $0.50 pr. 
3AG fuse holder. Mfd. by Littelfuse .20 
Flexible shafts, 41/4 inches long 3 for .25 
Grounding straps, heavy flexible wire, 

lugs both ends-4 inches long 4 for .05 
Mica trimmers: Variable 3 -30 Mmfd 4 

gang .20 
Variable ceramicon 4 -30 mmf. 7-45 mmf .25 
4 Gang dial assembly I : : I ratio. Ideal 

for centralizing controls using flexible 
shafts 1.25 

Filament Transformer: 5 volts @ 4 amp 
110 volt pri. open frame, porcelain 
standoffs. Mfd. by G.E 1.00 

0 to 15 DC Milllammeter. Simpson 31/2" 
Bakelite case 2.95 

SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR 
Va" shaft 110 v. AC 60 cy, I RPM, 2.2 watts. 

Mfg. by Hayden Mfg. Co. .51.25 

A.M. RADIO SALES COMPANY 
,...345 CANAL ST. NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 

I 

No Sale Less than $2.00 
All Prices F.O.B. New York City l 

20e/4 Deposit Required with All Orders- / 

T2 
Boos$ 

"TELEVISION RECEIVER CON- 
STRUCTION" by Arthur Liebscher. 
Published by the author. 47 pages. 
Price $1.50. 

In this "how- to- do -it" book, the au- 
thor has broken down the construc- 
tional process into 243 well- defined 
steps, beginning with the sorting and 
labelling of components to the instal- 
lation of the last tube and turning on 
the television receiver. 

Each series of steps is pictured so 
that non -technically trained persons 
who might have difficulty reading a 
schematic diagram can construct this 
television set without assistance. 

The first chapter is devoted to a 
brief resume of how television works. 
The discussion is non -technical and 
should prove of interest to the layman. 
A second chapter is devoted to the pre- 
cautions which must be taken by the 
constructor in handling the high volt- 
ages present in a television receiver. 
The necessary tools and instruments 
are listed and explained in a separate 
chapter while a complete parts list 
including quantity, type, suppliers, and 
descriptions of the components is given 
in Chapter 4. 

Details on inspection test and align- 
ment, operation of the receiver, trou- 
bleshooting, antenna construction, and 
a glossary of television terms com- 
pletes the text. 

The receiver described in this book 
is the same unit described in Mr. Lieb- 
scher's article "Learn as You Build - 
Television" appearing on page 39 of 
the September issue of RADIO NEws. 

The material is clearly presented 
and no difficulties should be encoun- 
tered by the constructor who follows 
instructions "to the letter." The lav- 
ish use of photographs and sketches 
further clarifies the presentation. 

* * * 

"QPRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERING- by T. F. Wall. Pub- 
lished by Chemical Publishing Co., 
Inc., Brooklyn, New York. 554 pages. 
Price $8.50. 

This text is a comprehensive study 
of the basic principles of electrical en- 
gineering. The author has presented 
the subject in an orderly and well - 
thought out progression which starts 
with a thorough discussion of the basic 
technical units used in electrical en- 
gineering. A complete discussion of 
absolute units, the M.K.S. system, and 
the rationalized system is included. 

Latest data on synthetic insulation 
materials, as applied to high- frequency 
applications, should be of particular 
interest to the radio engineer. One 
chapter is devoted to the principles of 
propagation, through space, of electro- 
magnetic waves, with particular refer- 
ence to the method of calculating 
energy relationships of receiving and 
transmitting antennas. 

One valuable addition to the book 
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is a Bessel functions table in a sim- 
plified, easy -to -use form. 

Ordinarily we would not recommend 
this book as a home -study text, but 
because of the clarity of presentation 
there is no reason why a student with 
a thorough background in mathemat- 
ics shouldn't derive much benefit from 
a serious and careful study of this 
material. 

A series of test examples covering 
each chapter are included in the book 
and those using the text can easily 
check their grasp of the subject by 
solving the problems related to the 
subject matter. 

A rather comprehensive appendix 
has been provided and covers certain 
mathematical relationships, hyperbolic 
function tables, skin effect, and physi- 
cal constants. 

* * * 

"ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING - 
PROBI.EMS AND THEIR SOLU- 
TIONS" by T. F. Wall. Published by 
Chemical Publishing Co., Inc., Brook- 
lyn, New York. 307 pages. Price $5.00. 

In this companion volume to "Prin- 
ciples of Electrical Engineering" the 
author has extended the subject by a 
practical discussion of actual engi- 
neering problems and how they may 
best be solved. 

A detailed, step -by -step description 
of problems covering the whole field 
of applied electricity and magnetism 
has been presented and then the au- 
thor has carefully laid the foundation 
for the correct solution of the individ- 
ual problem. 

Each chapter contains a series of 
problems which might be encountered 
by the electrical engineer. Directly 
following each of these problems is a 
complete technical solution to the 
problem including the necessary for- 
mulas, mathematics and test proce- 
dures to be followed. 

The structure of the book follows 
closely the companion volume and the 
two texts should be used together to 
provide maximum coverage and com- 
prehension of the subject under dis- 
cussion. 

Like the book, "Principles of Elec- 
trical Engineering," the student study- 
ing independently will require a good 
working background of mathematics 
before tackling this text. 

SERVICE GROUPS 
LAST month we published a fairly 

comprehensive list of radio service- 
men's associations in the United States, 
Canada, and Scotland. 

The names and officers of three addi- 
tional organizations have been fur- 
nished this office. Please add these 
names to your listings. 

Radio Servicemen's Assn. of Luzerne 
County; E. L. Manual, Sec'y., 183 Brad- 
ford Street, Wilkes- Barre, Pa. 

Radio Servicemen's Assn. of Salis- 
bury; Harry Cohen, 219 Highland Ave- 
nue, Salisbury, Md. 

Detroit Radio Servicemen's Assn.; 
Mr. Buchart, 12019 Hamilton, Detroit, 
Mich. 

We will welcome additions and cor- 
rections for these listings at any time. 
December, 1947 

"The Kif for 
the Millions" 

NO TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE 
REQUIRED FOR ASSEMBLY! 

... Tops in ea/J.0 ... Tops in oalecef 

TELE- 
VISION 

KITS 
BUILD YOUR OWN TELEVISION AND FM SETS 

12" TELEVISION KITS- 
Standard and DeLuxe Models 

Picture size 1% times larger than with 10" 
tube . . . A big 75 square inch picture! 
Sharp, steady picture achieved with advanced 
Transvision television circuit. Picture has re- 
markable brightness even in lighted room (no 
darkening of room is required). IDEAL FOR 
HOME or COMMERCIAL INSTALLATIONS. 

12" TRANSVISION TELEVISION KIT . . . 

Standard Model ... FEATURES: 12" picture 
tube . Picture size 1% times larger than 
with 10" tube . RF Unit designed for 13 
channels: factory wired and pre -tuned for 7 
channels (no areas have been assigned more 
than 7 channels; however if desired, up to 6 
more channels may be added at very nominal 
cost) . 4 me bandwidth for full picture 
definition . . . High fidelity F.M. sound repro- 
duction . picture size 75 square inches . . . 

9000 volts second anode potential for brightness 
and contrast . maximum picture, sensitiv- 
ity (better than 50 microvolts) . 22 tubes 
and 12" picture tube, antenna, lead -in wire, 
etc. Cabinet extra, if desired).. LIST $289.00 

12" TRANSVISION TELEVISION KIT . . . 

DeLuxe Model with Superb Built -in F.M. RA- 
DIO. Same characteristics as the Standard 
Model, plus the following ADDITIONAL FEA- 
TURES : -50 -216 me continuous tuning . 

Covers the entire F.M. band and all 13 tele- 
vision channels . Cut -off switch eliminates 
unused tubes when set Is used only as F. \I. 
receiver LIST $359.00 

12" KIT (Table Model) 
ALL TRANSVISION KITS ARE COMPLETE 
-Nothing more to buy ! All Transvision 
Television Kits are COMPLETE with all tubes, 
including picture tube, wired and pre -tuned RF 
units and IF's, high gain folded di -pole an- 
tenna with 60 ft. lead -in cable, wire and solder. 
TRANSVISION TELEVISION CABINETS . . . 

Beautiful, sturdily built cabinets with hand- 
some rubbed wood finish. Fully drilled. 
12" Table Model Cabinet LIST $44.50 
I2" Console Cabinet with compartment for rer- 

ord changer LIST 74.50 
7" Table Model Cabinet 32.50 
Other TRANSVISION Television and F.M. Radio 
values described in our advertisement this Issue. 

TRANSVISION ALL -CHANNEL R. F. UNIT 

FACTORY PRE -WIRED and TUNED . . For use 
in Building your own custom -made television re- 
ceiver ... for any 7 ", 10 ", I2 ", 15 ", or 20" Kit. 

Transvision all- channel R.F. unit Is factory pre - 
wired and tuned for 7 channels' (covers all chan- 
nels in lower and higher bands in any single area 
operating presently or in the future). Average sen- 
sitivity 20 microvolts ; has R.F. stage before oscil- 
lator ; complete with 3 tubes ; 1 -6AK5, 1 -6AK6. 
1 -6C4 ; input impedance -300 ohms, balanced to 
ground. Size -9 %" deep, 4%" high, 6 %" wide. 
*NOTE: No single area is scheduled for more than 
7 channels. However, 6 more channels can be added 
to this unit, if desired, at nominal factory cost. 
It is not expected that these additional 6 channels 
will be required for several years....LIST $37.95 ALL- CHANNEL R -F UNIT 

TRANSVISION FEATHERWEIGHT SOLDERING IRON 

NOTE THESE NEW, REMARKABLE FEATURES: Weighs only 
3 ounces (without the cord) . . . Delivers working output of 200 
watt Iron at fraction of curret normally consumed by heavier 
irons ... Heats up in 20 seconds ... Finger -tip button control 

Cool grip ... Retains heat (with switch off) up to one min- 
ute . Featherweight permits long periods of soldering without 
fatigue . Economical -intermittent control feature prevents 
tip corrosion and necessity of frequent cleaning . Long, thin 
tip permits soldering in tight corners . . Tips are interchangea- 
ble to suit work at hand . For operation on 110V, AC, 60 
cycles. Complete with 6 volt transformer LIST $1 3.95 Featherweight Soldering Iron 

All prices listed above are 5% additional west of the Mississippi. All prices are fair traded. 

See your local dis- 
tributor or for further 
information write fo 
Dept. R.N:- 

TRANSVISION, INC. 
385 NORTH AVE., NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. 
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IT'S HERE! 

TRANSVISION 
12" TELEVISION KIT 

This 12" television kit 
is tops in television 
Set, less cabinet 

For this low cost you get a kit complete with 
22 tubes, 12" picture tube, specially designed 
dipole antenna with 60 ft. of leadin wire. Noth- 
ing more fo buy. Easy -to- follow instructions 
come with each set. No tools or skills necessary. 

De luxe with continuous tuning in- 
cluding FM Broadcasting reception $35900 
Table model cabinet in walnut finish 
for 12" model $4495 

12" model 
Console model in walnut finish for $7450 

$7500 
Same kit with approximately 50% 
larger picture. Uses 15" C.R. Tube, 
additional 

25% with order, balance C.O.D. 

TELECTRONICS SERVICE AND SUPPLY CORP. 
264 WEST 40TH STREET NEW YORK 19, N. Y. 

Phone PEnnsylvania 66730 

.Sdoo oj SOUND RECORDING 

and TRANSMISSION ENGINEERING 

Learn sound recording and trans- 
mission engineering techniques of 
the professionals, as used in Motion 
Picture, Broadcast, F -M, Television, 
and Commercial Recording Studios. 

A nine months practical engineer- 
ing course, devoted exclusively to 
the technique of sound recording 
and transmission measurements. 
Well equipped studios, profes- 
sional recorders and circuit 
laboratory containing latest model 
test equipment installed for 
student training. A portion. of 
our laboratory is pictured above. 

New classes admitted the first 17't,/ e 
School day of Jan., Apr., July, Oct. Director 

Affiliated with the Don Martin School of Radio Arts 
Approved for Veterans 

Write for Literature Sound Department 

Dass7-167, SCHOOL of RADIO ARTS 
1655 Cherokee Hollywood 28, California 
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Readers are asked to write directly to the manufacturer for the liter- 
ature. By mentioning RADIO NEWS, the issue and page, and en- 
closing the proper amount, when indicated, delay will be prevented. 

MARINE RADAR BOOKLET 
Installation views of radar equip- 

ment and actual radar scope photo- 
graphs taken at strategic points in 
Chesapeake Bay, the Great Lakes, and 
the Neches River near Port Arthur, 
Texas are included in a new booklet 
on marine radar just issued by West- 
inghouse Electric Corporation. 

The booklet explains how radar en- 
ables the navigator to see through 
"blind" weather, at distances from 100 
yards to 32 miles. Sketches show how 
two developments, the two degree 
beam and the .3 microsecond pulse of 
the transmitted radar signal, improve 
bearings and range resolution. 

Copies of booklet B- 3845 -A may be 
secured from the Westinghouse Elec- 
tric Corporation, P.O. Box 868, Pitts- 
burgh 30, Pennsylvania. 

CATALOGUE SHEET 
Telegraph Apparatus Co. of Chicago 

is now offering a new catalogue sheet 
describing the company's line of plugs, 
jacks, connectors, prods, and clips. 

Complete specification and prices 
for these units is given. 

A copy of the catalogue sheet, along 
with the newly revised price list, will 
be forwarded upon request to Tele- 
graph Apparatus Co., 412 South Green 
Street, Chicago 7, Illinois. 

SHEET MICA PRODUCTS 
A new price list and discount sheet 

covering compressed sheet mica prod- 
ucts has just been released by The 
Macallen Company of Boston. 

Included in the listing are India 
plate, amber plate, flexible plate, mica 
paper, mica cloth, mica and fish paper, 
mica and rope paper, mica and cello- 
phane, India heater plate, amber heat- 
er plate, mica and fiberglas combina- 
tions, mica tape, mica fiberglas tape, 
mica tubing, mica V rings, and mica 
commutator rings. 

A copy of this new listing is avail- 
able from The Macallen Company, 16 
Macallen Street, Boston, Massachu- 
setts. 

SPEAKER CATALOGUE 
The company's complete line of loud- 

speakers is illustrated and described 
in the new catalogue, No. 1010, recent- 
ly issued by Jensen Manufacturing 
Company of Chicago. 

The 24 -page catalogue, which, con- 
tains useful information and data, is 
arranged by groups to facilitate ref- 
erence. Included in the listing are the 
company's Standard Series, Concert 
Series, Extended Range Single- Radia- 
tor Series, Coaxial Series, Bass Reflex 

Reproducers and Cabinets, and the 
Professional Series. 

Three pages of the catalogue are 
devoted to a listing of impedance 
matching transformers in both fixed 
and adjustable impedance designs. A 
comparison chart has been included 
showing all Jensen models in their 
relative gap energy levels. Each band 
of gap energy is separated from the 
next by 1.5 db. 

Copies of Jensen catalogue No. 1010 
are obtainable from any company dis- 
tributor or from Jensen Manufactur- 
ing Company, 6601 S. Laramie Ave- 
nue, Chicago 38, Illinois. 

REFERENCE CHART 
A handy, vest pocket reference chart 

containing special sales features for 
the complete Stromberg- Carlson radio 
line is now available to authorized 
dealers for use by their floor salesmen. 

Features of each set in the line are 
listed, along with selling points for 
freshman salesmen. 

Copies of this chart may be secured 
from Stromberg- Carlson distributors. 

RADIO KITS 
Eagle Electronics, Inc. of Irvington, 

New York, have published a new bulle- 
tin covering their line of "Pict -O- 
Graph" radio kits. 

Included in the bulletin is informa- 
tion about the company's 1, 2, 3, and 
4 -tube a.c. -d.c. regenerative receivers, 
two 5 -tube superheterodynes, a 4 -tube 
t.r.f. receiver, a code practice audio 
oscillator, 3 -tube and 4 -tube ampli- 
fiers, wireless phono oscillator, crystal 
radio, and v.t.v.m. 

A special constructional technique 
has been incorporated in the instruc- 
tion manuals which accompany each 
kit. 

A copy of this bulletin may be se- 
cured by writing Eagle Electronics, 
Inc., Irvington, New York. 

A.S.A. PRICE LIST 
American Standards Association has 

issued a new price list covering avail- 
able standards on civil engineering and 
construction, mechanical engineering, 
electrical engineering, automotive, 
transportation, ferrous materials and 
metallurgy, non -ferrous materials and 
metallurgy, rubber, etc. 

This new listing is available free of 
charge from American Standards As- 
sociation, 70 East 45th Street, New 
York 17, New York. 

IRC DISPLAY 
International Resistance Company 

of Philadelphia has developed a novel 
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and colorful display piece for the 
merchandising of their volume control 
cabinets and resistor assortment kits. 

The display is specially designed for 
adaptability to most space require- 
ments on the counter or in the win- 
dow. It is constructed in three sec- 
tions which are easily erected and can 
be used individually or as a unit. 

Displays are available to Interna- 
tional Resistance Company's distribu- 
tors who should contact the company 
at 401 North Broad Street, Philadel- 
phia 8, Pa. 

SALES AID FOLDER 
A new sales aid folder, illustrating 

and describing the complete line of 
promotional pieces and displays pre- 
pared for the radio dealer and service- 
man, has just been issued by the RCA 
Tube Department. 

This handy catalogue, from which 
the radio dealer and serviceman can 
select store display material or mail- 
ing pieces, or otherwise plan a corn - 
plete business getting program, de- 
scribes 32 separate items ranging from 
counter to window displays to mats for 
newspaper advertising. 

The folder is available free of 
charge from RCA distributors. 

CRYSTAL DATA 
Technical data co v e ring twelve 

widely used crystal types is given in 
the new Bulletin No. 201 just issued 
by Premier Crystal Laboratories, Inc. 

This four -page bulletin is profusely 
illustrated w i t h photographs and 
drawings and includes specifications 
of - crystal characteristics, frequency 
ranges, construction features, and 
physical dimensions. Information on 
supersonic crystal blanks and hints on 
ordering are also given. 

Bulletin No. 201 may be secured by 
writing Premier Crystal Laboratories, 
Inc., 57 -67 Park Row, New York 7, 
New York. 

SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT 
Of particular interest to manufac- 

turers, testing and research laborato- 
ries is the new 43 -page booklet "Spe- 
cialized Testing and Measuring Equip- 
ment Catalogue" just issued by the 
Apparatus Department of General 
Electric Company. 

The contents of the catalogue have 
been broken down into eleven sections 
with each individual section being de- 
voted to a particular type of equip- 
ment. Covered are magnetic equip- 
ment; time, speed, and torque meas- 
uring equipment; force, strain, and 
thickness gauges; color, light, and 
spectro equipment; chemical analysis 
equipment; resistance and insulation 
testing equipment; materials testing 
equipment; vibration, sound, and bal- 
ancing equipment; vacuum and pres- 
sure measuring units; electric circuit 
testing devices; and miscellaneous test 
units. 

Applications for copies of this cata- 
logue should be made to the Appa- 
ratus Department, General Electric 
Company, Schenectady, N. Y. -1M- 
December, 1947 

make henry 

"u`hallicrafters 

headquarters 
COMPLETE STOCKS 

Henry has everything in 
the ham field 

QUICK DELIVERY 
Shipments 4 hours after receipt 

of order 

S-38 Biggest little buy on the mar- 
ket. Frequency range: 540 kc 

to 32 Mc in 4 bands. Separate electrical 
bandspread dial. CW pitch control adjust- 
able from front panel, automatic noise 
limiter. Self- contained PM if. 

5 0 dynamic speaker . . 

TRADE -INS 
You e beat Bob 

about your 
Write, wire wire or p hone 

equipment and Bob Henry will make 

you a better offer than you can get 

anywhere else. 

SX -43 Hottest ham per- 
formance ever at 

this price. All essential ham fre- 
quencies from 540 kc to 108 Mc. 
In the band of 44 to 55 Mc, wide 
band FM or narrow band AM, 
just right for narrow band FM 

provided 
is 

$169.50 p ed 

SX -42 Greatest continuous / frequency coverage 
of any communications receiver 
-from 540 kc to 110 Mc. Six 
bands; AM, FM, CW. Combines 
in one superb unit a top -flight 
standard and VHF communica- 
tions receiver; standard short 
wave and FM broadcast receiv- 
er. Finest Halli- 

00 crafters equipment L 

TIME PAYMENTS 
Because Bob Henry finances the terms 

himself you get a better break. Save 

time and money, deal with Bob Henry 

on his personal, profitable time pay- 

ment plan. 

BUTLER 

MISSOURI HENRY RADIO STORES f 
LOS ANGELES 2ISd 

CALIF. 

"World's Largest Distributor of Short Wave Receivers" 
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Tye watts phone. ATubeso inc 
4.5 

udec 18 30 MOtt 807 buffer. 
two 814's in parallel for PA, 1613 modulator. Gov't 
cost 51227. Your last chance to get this fine et at 

such ridiculous price. BRAND NEW /tubes & 

diagram, leas dynamotor..S29.00; w/o tubes.. 515.00 - - - -- -- PORTABLE FIELD 
TELEPHONE EE -8 

With handset, genera- 
tor, ringer, etc., in 
leather or heavy web 
case (please do not 
specify). Requires 2 
flashlight cells. Fine 
for garage extension, 
farm phones, ware- 
houses, etc. For lo- 
cal or common bat- 
tery lines. 
NEW, ea.....$15.95 two for $31.00 
GOOD USED.. $9.95 

ea., two for $19.00 
USED, FAIR...56.95 

ea., two for $13.00 
HIGH QUALITY SPEED KEY....$5.85 

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE If you are not well pleased 
Ith this fine key made by Lionel on the pattern made 

famous by a well -known speed key mfr. Army J -36. 
BRAND NEW IN ORIGINAL BOXES, four for 

923; each $5.85 
Very slightly used. perfect 4.5 
SPECIALS THIS MONTH (Dec. only) 
TUBES: 888 -40c; 6116 -35e; 884 -SSc. NEW. In 
orig. cartons. 
ATTENUATOR. Davon T -800: "T" network: 10 
steps 0.5 db per step. 50,000 ohms Z plus o r minus 
5c/o; Linear; shaft t/ "x15 /18 ". $2.95 

FM TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER 

Altimeter typé RT7 /APN -1, freq 418 -462 Mc FM; with 14 tubes; 3- 12SJ7, 4- 125137, 2 -12136. 1- VRI50, 2 -955, 2 -9004, 27V dyn., diaR easily 
to communications: as shown, till a few left. BRAND NEW, 58.86; or GOOD, USED...56.68 

REMOTE CONTROL UNITS 
RM -12 (left); good for commer.; dal or amateur stations. lias' 

handset, ringer, generator, 
Weston 301 (or e q u 1 v) db 
meter. Contains EE -8 'phone. 
Used 11.95 

RM13; same as above but in- 
cludes 115 V 60 cps Power;. 
supply. one tube amplifier; 

/2 tubes. Used 514.95; 
RM -29 (right); like EE -8 tele -' 

phone but In metal case 91/a "x6 "x5" includes f[cen 
erator, ringer, coil; no handset. Used 54.85 

.,( KORN SQUAWKER, 
115 VA CJ 5th "x 
51h "x4th eath 
er -proof case, Navy 
t 

G LOADIN COIL /5 
sliding tapa, 35 
turns f r 14 w i r e 
on porc. form 
81 x4 "d 52.95 

ATTENUATOR, Daven T -800; "T" Network; 10 steps 0.5 db per step, 50,000 ohms Z plus or 
INVERTER, ER 5%; linear: 

input 1/4"515/16" 
or 12 VDC, output 11'5 V 60 cp.. 15 -50 watts; 8a/-x8340x9a/a "; UN- USED, GOOD 512.95 TRANSFORMERS Filament; 4 V a 16 a, 2 5 v H 1.75 

SCOPE, 4000 vrms 
1159 shielded 

51 ma 10 2X2, Jeff 1158 shielded $3.88 
Postage extra. Minimum order $2.00. FREE LIST. TERMS: Net cash, 25% deposit on C.O.0.'s. 

ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES 
317 -R East 2nd St. Tulsa 3, Okla. 
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NEW MINIATURE, SUPER POWERED 

fiLAMENT POWER SUPPLY 
BY BOB GUNDERSON, W2JI0 

ONE of the outstanding battery de- 
velopments is the new line of "Vi- 

tamite" miniature lightweight storage 
batteries. These batteries are second- 
ary, or rechargeable, (lead acid) type 
cells. They are durable, leakproof, and 
non -spill as there is no free -flowing 
electrolyte within the batteries. 

A photograph of the "Vitamite" Fly- 
weight Battery, Model 2A0.45 is shown 
in Fig. 1. This battery weighs one 
ounce, measures 9/16"z T /sex 113/16 and de- 
livers an open circuit voltage of 2.2 
volts, with short circuit current of bet- 
ter than 10 amperes. When fully 
charged, the battery can deliver in ex- 
cess of 250 ma. for approximately 1.5 
hours. At a discharge rate of 200 ma., 
the battery will run in excess of two 
hours to an end voltage of 1.7 volts, 
with corresponding increases in life at 
100, 60, and 50 ma. 

For the amateur, this 2 volt cell lends 
itself nicely to small battery -powered 
transmitters and receivers using mini- 
ature and subminiature tubes, to field 
strength meters, to heterodyne moni- 
tors, etc. Tubes having two volt fila- 
ments, such as the 19, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 
1B5, 1F5, 1J5, 1J6, etc. are quite satis- 
factory types for use in numerous kinds 
of equipment. Tubes in the 1.4 volt 
classification such as types 1A7, 1N5, 
1115, 105, 1Q5, 1A5, 1TS, 3Q4, 3Q5, 3S4, 
1S4, 1S5, 1T4, 1R5, and many others 
may be used, with appropriate values 
of dropping resistance. Incidentally, 
the writer has used this dropping re- 
sistor as a means of providing "C" bias 
voltage for equipment. The 1.4 volt 
filament type acorn tubes, such as the 
957, 958 and 959 are also applicable for 
amateur and experimental applica- 
tions. 

In addition, the new subminiature 
line of tubes introduced a short time 
ago, will meet many of these applica- 
tions. A list of the most popular of these 
tubes is given below, and operating 
data can be obtained from tube man- 
uals. The design of circuits with which 
such tubes can be used may be left to 
the amateur himself. 
CK502AX, CK503AX, CK505AX, 
CK506AX, CK507AX, CK51OAX, 
CK512AX, CK518AX, CK52OAX, 
CK521AX, CK522AX, CK556AX, 
CK568AX, CK569AX, 2E31, 2E32, 2E35, 
2E36, 2E41, 2E42, 2G21, 2G22. 

The "Vitamite" Bantamweight Bat- 
tery, Model 4A0.90, delivers 4.4 volts, 
open circuit, and has two lead acid 
cells, each twice the size of the Flyweight 
series.The battery measures 13 M1s "x3 /t6' 
x17 /16', and weighs 4% ounces. A pair of 
floats built within the battery provide 
a means for visually checking the con- 
dition of the battery at all times. At a 
discharge current of 250 ma., the bat- 
tery will supply this current for 3.5 
hours, to an end voltage of 1.7 volts per 
cell (3.4 volts). This unit can well serve 
in the above mentioned circuits and in 
test equipment such as the common 
multimeter. 

Owners of the Flyweight or Bantam- 
weight Batteries may purchase ready - 
made charging equipment. However, a 

Fig. 1. 

variety of methods for charging these 
batteries is possible. The simplest 
method is to charge these batteries from 
the standard automobile battery, as 
shown in Fig. 2A. The series resistor 
R1 may be a fixed or variable resistor, or 
may be made up with one or more pilot 
lamps, depending upon the type of 
bulb available in the amateur's "junk 
box." The charging rate for the Fly- 
weight should not exceed 140 ma., and 
at this current rate, the charging time 
is from eight to ten hours. The charging 
current for the Bantamweight should 
not exceed 250 ma., with the same 
charging time. Lower charging currents 
result in less gassing and, therefore, 
distilled water need not be added as 
often. Also a lower charging rate re- 
sults in a more uniform chemical ac- 
tion, which gives longer battery life. 

The most satisfactory method for 
charging these batteries, however, is 
illustrated in Fig. 2B. The transformer 
is a common six -volt filament trans- 
former which can deliver at least .5 
amperes. The rectifier can be either 
copper oxide or selenium oxide. In this 
particular charger the rectifier is a sin- 
gle selenium plate. The value of the 
series resistor will depend upon the 
type of battery, together with the par- 
ticular type of rectifier, and the value 
of the line voltage. 

Fig. 2. 
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NAVY -CRV -46151 

AIRCRAFT /' 
RADIO 

RECEIVER 

INCLUDING '- '1 
# 

CASE 
, 

_ 4 i S 
- 

`// 5 '/ 

Four bands, including broadcast (195.9,050 KC). 
Circuit is six -tube superheterodyne with mechanical 
band change or remote operated electrical band 
change. Remote band change and tuning controls in- 
cluded, making this set readily adaptable to mobile 
ham use. Powered from self -contained 24 V. DC 
dynamotor. 

The sets are complete with tubes, mounting rack 
and remote controls. No cables. 

!; 
,T /' ;* . a t NEW WILLARD RECHARGEABLE 

STORAGE BATTERY 
New 6 Volt bat - 
tery in spill -proof 
clear plastic case, 
housed in metal 

wf case for easy 
mounting. Ap- 
plicable for a =. wide range of ?m -' - ° uses where baf- 

T- 7` - --- tery power is 
_ needed. Shipped 

s 
dry. Uses stand - 
a r d battery 
electrolyte avail - 
able everywhere 

Price, each $4.00 
In lots of ten, each $3.35 

$ Without metal case, each $3.00 
In lots of ten, each $2.85 

a 

_-, - -' 
RADIO ALTIMETER APN /1 

A complete 460 mc. radio receiver and transmitter 
which can be converted for ham or commercial use.'_,r- 
Tubes used and included: 4.12SH7, 3- 12517, 2 -6H6 
1- VR150, 2 -955, 2 -9004. Other components such as 
relays, 24 V. dynamotor, transformers, pots, con- 

densers, etc., make this a buy on which you can not go 
wrong. Complete as shown in aluminum case 18'x 
7'x7 1/4'. 

$ 95 

5i02, 

x . -. K. - -- :.- 
OXYGEN TANKS 

These oxygen tanks, removed 
from surplus aircraft, have a 

capacity of 500 lbs. pressure. $895 
Type D2, with complete regu- T 

lator assembly. Size of tank 
22 °x5 °- 

ARC -4 TRANSMITTER 
AND RECEIVER 

I 

I 

INCLUDING 

I 

s 
1ePl 

CASE 'S 

Brand New SCR -625 
MINE DETECTOR 

ATTENTION, PROSPECTORS, MINERS, 
OIL COMPANIES, PLUMBERS, ETC. 

Metallic Objects Only 
Used by the Army to detect buried metallic mines 
Its private use suggests the location of underground 
or underwater pipes, cables and ore- bearing rock, 
the location of metallic fragments in scrap materials, 
logs, etc., and the screening of personnel in plants for 
carrying of metallic objects. 
New, complete in original overseas pocking con - 
lainer. Originally sold by War Assets for $166.00. 
The U. S. Forestry Service has recommended pro - 
cedure for using the SCR -625 Mine Detector to find 
concealed metal in tree logs and other timber 
products.l 

1 

s I 

r 
-; 

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER 
F.o. B. Indianapolis, Ind. 

Operates on any of its 4 predetermined crystal con- 
trolled frequencies in the range of 140 MC. Complete 
with tubes, remote control, junction box, shock mount- 
ing base and connecting plugs. This unit is ideal for ' 

amateur UHF or mobile telephone. Operates from 
self -contained 24 V. DC dynamotor. 12 V. available 
upon request. 

AMERICAN SURPLUS 

PRODUCTS 
537 N. CAPITOL 
INDIANAPOLIS, 

C O 

AVE. 
IND. 61 

December, 1917 

RADIO INSTITUTE 
Outstanding PRE -WAR Technical 

Training Center for 

TELEVISION & RADIO 
Under the personal direction of Frank Melville, former Airlines, Merchant Marine, and 

Broadcast technician, you may soon quality as: 

RADIA TECHNICIAN 

AIRLINES RADIO OFFICER 

PT. TO PT. TELEGRAPHER 

RADIO AMATEUR 

MERCHANT -MARINE RADIO OFFICER 

TELEVISION TECHNICIAN 

HOME RECEIVER REPAIRMAN 

VISUAL TELEGRAPH OPR. (SLIP TAPE) 

MELVILLE RADIO INSTITUTE believes vocational training means vocational training. Thus 

we, like many radio schools, teach ample theory. But, unlike most schools, two -thirds of 

our technical students' time is spent in laboratories and shops, where, with superior 

equipment, they learn by doing - not memorizing. 

FREE employment service is available to all 
MELVILLE graduates. 

Visit the 10 -story MELVILLE Building today as 

our guest and observe the school in operation. 

Day and evening classes approved for vet- 
erans. Licensed by the State of New York. 

i-' MAIL THIS COUPON NOW! 

MELVILLE RADIO INSTITUTE 
Melville Building 
15 West 46th St., New York 19. N. Y. 

1 
R.N. 

Gentlemen: Send me Free information about 
your school. 

I Name 

I------------- 
MELVILLE RADIO INSTITUTE Address 

Melville Building 
15 West 46th St., N. Y. 19 BRyant 9 -5080 
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MODEL 
100 

Never Before 
REG. Never Again . . . PRICE 

SUCH VALUE 
at this price! 
We cannot replace this 
instrument at this price. 
Therefore, it's first come, 
first served. Please send 
check or money order. 
C.O.D.'s filled only if 

deposit of $5.00 accom- 
panies order. 

A special "buy" makes this offer possible. 
This famous meter gives constant accuracy 
and guaranteed performance. Stable bridge 
circuit type. Hand calibration. Acid etched 
panel. 500 micro -amp Simpson meter. Re- 
versal switch for positive or negative in 
dication. Resistor in DC probe permits read 

ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER 
OHMMETER 

ings in signal carrying circuits. 
Meter Ranges DC 0 -3; 0-30; 0 -150; 0.300; 
0 -600. AC 0 -3: 0.30; 0 -150: 0 -300. Ohms 
0 -1000; 0 -10M; 0.100M: 0-1 Meg.; 0 -100 Meg. 
In original cartons. 1 pair test leads and 
1 DC probe included. Complete instructions 
and diagram. 

RADIO DISTRIBUTING COMPANY 
140 SOUTH SECOND STREET HARRISBURG PENNA. 

Model 6 
4000 -6000 VOLTS D.C. 

FILTERED & SHIELDED 
IT'S SAFE. No 60 cycle a.c. 

means no dangerous high ca- 
pacity condensers. 

Does a PERFECT JOB with ECONOMICAL. Compare 
the 7GP4: the new, brighter cost of transformer, filter con - 
?J e P4: the lust out 16' electro- densers, recti- 95 static tubes. fier and insula- 

GUARANTEED 3 months. taon. 

C-B MFG. CO., 412 W. 37 St., N. Y. 18, N. 

Experimental Work? Development and Design? 

Eliminate Your Resistance Guesswork 
with 

LECTROHM ADJUSTABLE RESISTORS ¡ 

They're ideal for unknown or variable re- 
sistances . . . as potentiometers and voltage 
dividers. Durable vitreous enamel coating .. . 

accurately spaced winding of low temperature 
coefficient resistance wire ... low loss ceramic 
cores . . . silver soldered connections -these 
are quality features built into every Lectrohm 
Adjustable Resistor. 

Complete range of carefully rated styles from 
1 to 100,000 ohms and from 10 to 200 
watts. One adjusting lug supplied with each 
resistor. All standard sizes and ratings avail- 
able for immediate delivery. 

5131 West 25th Street, Cicero 50, Illinois 
Division of National Lock Washer Co. 

Newark, N. J. 
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Write for 
Lectrohm 
Catalog 
-It's Yours. 

Television Tubes 
(Continued from page 42) 

revealed in 1932 by Bernard Schmidt, 
a research assistant in a German lab- 
oratory. At that time astronomica 
photography was unsatisfactory, due 
to spherical aberrations caused by 
the mirror used to reflect light from 
the stars and planets to the camera. 
By placing a "correcting lens" (cor- 
rector plate) between the mirror and 
the camera, Schmidt discovered that 
he obtained much clearer pictures. 
These plates, however, had to be 
ground by hand, and prior to the war 
there were only a few in existence 
because of the extreme difficulty of 
their manufacture. During the war, 
American scientists developed a new 
method for mass producing these 
"corrector plates" which were used 
in infrared viewing devices. Now, 
tens of thousands of these plates, em- 
bodying the same technique are being 
used for television reception. They 
are made by heating a flat piece of 
glass until it flows into the specially 
curved surface of a refractory on 
which the glass is placed. This mold 
is made of special composition that 
does not adhere to the glass and yet 
permits it to assume the desired cur- 
vature. One side of the glass is then 
ground and polished to a plane sur- 
face. 

The mirror is aluminized in such 
a way that the reflectivity will be as 
high as possible. The problem of 
aluminizing large surfaces and pro- 
ducing an aluminum surface of the 
required durability was not simple, 
but it was solved. 

Another contribution to the devel- 
opment of television receiving sets 
was the result of a war -time inven- 
tion for producing glareless glass. 
This process makes possible the re- 
ception of clearer, sharper television 
pictures. The successful removal of 
light- consuming reflections from a 
television tube's glass face, which 
serves as the screen of a. direct -view- 
ing home television receiver, has been 
obtained through a new glare -re- 
moval technique which also produces 
images of greater clarity when ap- 
plied to the optical system of the 
projection type. The technique was 
developed during the war to increase 
the efficiency of such military optical 
instruments as binoculars which 
gained over 60 per -cent in light trans- 
mission when reflections were re- 
duced. Reflections are removed by 
directly coating the face of the tele- 
vision tube with a secret chemical 
composition. It is not necessary to 
disassemble the tube for the coating 
process or to apply the coating in the 
vacuum chambers used in earlier 
glare- removing techniques. 

The coating improves the reception 
of television pictures by: (1) Reduc- 
ing reflections in the glass face of the 
tube caused by light sources in the 
room housing the receiver. (2) Re- 
ducing the intensity of false images 
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caused by reflections from the outer 
surface of the image -producing flu- 
orescent screen in the tube, thus in- 
creasing the sharpness of the images. 
(3) Reducing light losses from reflec- 
tions, thus increasing the amount of 
light transmitted. 

It is a tribute to glass craftsmen, 
machine designers, optical techni- 
cians, skilled operators, and elec- 
tronic engineers that these relatively 
high temperatures, automatic oper- 
ations, accurate optical amplification, 
and extreme electronic sensitivity 
can be used effectively in such nar- 
row confines as the interior of tele- 
vision tubes -the iconoscope and the 
kinescope -an accomplishment which 
has been due to the efforts of these 
men of vision and skill working in 
close cooperation. 

30 

Traffic Transmitter 
(Continued from page 47) 

nearly as great as the output obtained 
when operating "straight through" 
on 80. 

The tuning of the amplifier tank 
will be somewhat different from the 
usual, and the following procedure is 
recommended: 

1. Disable the 807 by removing the 
plate cap and, with the key 
closed, resonate the oscillator 
plate tank by using a neon bulb 
or a pickup loop and a pilot lamp. 

2. Set the output condenser C to 
maximum capacity, and replace 
the plate cap on the 807. 

3. Apply all voltages by pressing 
the key, and rapidly rotate the 
condenser C,;; until resonance is 
reached. This will be indicated 
by a sharp dip in the reading of 
the plate milliameter. 

4. If the meter reading attained in 
step 3 is less than 80 mils, which 
will probably be the case, slowly 
decrease the capacity of the con- 
denser Cl,, all the while main- 
taining the plate current at a 
minimum by rotating the con- 
denser C,:, in the opposite direc- 
tion. It will be noted during this 
procedure that the "minimum" 
plate current will steadily in- 
crease. Continue this procedure 
until the indicated current is 
about 80 milliamperes. 

5. Retouch the tuning of the con- 
denser Cy for maximum reading 
of the meter. 

T 
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Fig. 2. Calibration curve. 
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Nagle de Zee 9eztitcne 
ZUilt few Zoae to Pzactiee 

IT'S only a wild dream now, of course, but perhaps science will 

be able to do something about Youth's greatest burden - learning 

to play the piano. 

Marvels are being accomplished by electronics. And wherever 

you find applied electronics -or electric circuits of any kind - 
there is a place for Cannon Plugs. 

For Cannon Plugs make circuits flexible -easy to install, change, 

repair. Cannon Plugs make electric contacts positive and firm - 
disconnects quick and simple. See what Cannon Plugs can do for 

your equipment. Write for Cannon Condensed Catalog. 

Here's a clever number, picked at random from 

the Cannon Catalog -a cord plug with socket 

insert and cable clamp, (Type AP- CG -15), to 

be had in 2 to 8 contacts. A removable cap 

makes it easy to install. Interesting? Why not 

learn the whole story? Send for the Type AP 
Bulletin showing the various standard fittings 

in this series. 

CANNON ELECTRIC 
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 

3209 Humboldt Street, Los Angeles 31, California 
Canada 8, British Empire - Cannon Electric Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ontario World Export 
Agents (excepting British Empire) Froror & Hansen, 301 Clay St., San Francisco 11, Calif. 
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ArAlo Iv D EGG R E ERINGZ7 MONTHS S 

RADIO, TELEVISION 
PHONOGRAPH, ELECTRICAL 

SERVICING? 

EXPERIMENTING? 

BUILDING A SET? 

Then this big, value -packed 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 

RADIO PARTS KIT 
is your once -in -a- lifetime bargain! 

A "natural" for the "ham "! 

IMAGINE... 
158 valuable rodio parts you need every day! 
Every kit contains two coaxial switch units complete 
with 24 volt motors -worth much more than our price 
for the entire kit! It's the spare parts gold -m'ne you 
always wished you hod -now available at a sensa- 
tional bargain price. 

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET: 
2 COAXIAL SWITCH UNITS WITH 24V .MOTORS 
2 AEROVOX .01 MFD -5000 V. Oil Condensers 
2 AEROVOX .02 MFD -8000 V. Oil Condensers 
1 AEROVOX .1 MFD -3000 V. Oil Condenser 
2 1 -1 MFD -600 V. Oil Condensers 
1 Dual 8 -5 MFD Oil Condenser 
1 80 MA. Filter Choke 
1 .1 -500 V. Oil Condenser 
1 .02 -600 V. Oil Filled Tubular 
1 .01 -600 V. Oil Filled Tubular 
1 .05 -600 V. Oil Filled Tubular 
1 .1 -600 V. Oil Filled Tubular 
2 .1 -1000 V. Oil Filled Tubular 
4 20,000 ohm Volume Control W.W. 
1 2000 ohm Volume Control W.W. 
1 5000 ohm Volume Control W.W. 
2 100,000 ohm Volume Controls 
2 250,000 ohm Volume Controls 
1 2 -deck Wave Bond Switch 
1 Noise Filter Choke 
2 IRC Candohm Resistors 
1 Fast .01 -600 V. Oil Condenser 
1 U1H R.F. Choke 
4 Insulated Grid Slips 
1 IRC 25w. Ad¡. Reist. 

-PLUS wire wound resistors, carbon resistors, acorn 
grid clips, screws, lock washers, nuts, mica condensers, 
pilot lamps, ceramlcons, motor brushes and many 
other usefu items. 

Entire kit {,o.b.New York City 
Entsationally 
priced at shipping wgt. 24lbs. 

Order yours TODAY- stocks are 
extremely limited 

Check our ad every month for unusual values in radio, 
television, phonograph and electrical parts and sup- 
plies bearing America's most famous trade- marks. 
Don't miss our monthly AUDIVIEW Super Value. 
Write for our big, value -packed 1948 catalogue, 
available soon. 

AUDIVIEW 
RADIO PARTS CO. 
325 Canal St., New York 13, N. Y. 
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TIME IN MINUTES 

25 

Fig. 3. Frequency drift vs. time. Curve 
shows that drift is negligible after the 
first five minutes of operation. 

30 

In tuning the condenser C, over the 
range of the 80 meter band it will be 
found that it will be necessary, in the 
average installation, to retouch only 
the condenser C. for minimum plate 
current at each desired output fre- 
quency. The tuning of the oscillator 
plate tank condenser C, is broad 
enough to permit the oscillator to "put 
out" over the entire band. 

For forty meter operation it will be 
found that closing the switch S_ and 
repeating the steps 2 to 5 will pro- 
vide output at the desired frequency. 
In each case the use of an absorption 
wavemeter coupled to the output in- 
ductor is recommended in order to 
ensure that the output circuit is tuned 
to the desired band. 

Upon completion, it was decided to 
make qualitative measurements of the 
amount of drift of the oscillator as it 
was allowed to run continuously. The 
resultant graph of drift vs. time is 
illustrated in Fig. 3, and it will be 
obvious that the drift is negligible 
after the first five minutes of opera- 
tion. 

The operator will find that the 
transmitter described herein really is 
"what the doctor ordered" for traffic 
work, and will also find that this really 
flexible rig is hard to beat in contests 
and the like when the ability to QSY 
rapidly to the frequency of a calling 
station, and the snappy break -in per- 
mitted by the keyed oscillator really 
pays off. 

The author wishes to express his 
thanks to W2TYU who offered many 
helpful criticisms of the output signal 
at various times during the develop- 
ment of preliminary models. 30 

TAPE GLASS VIAL COVERS 
CERTAIN radios use a glass cover over 

the dial as in the case illustrated. 
The glass often becomes chipped 

under the holding clamps so that it is 
free to vibrate at some frequencies and 
make an annoying sound. 

Adhesive tape applied around the 
edge of the dial will keep the glass in 
place and eliminate the noise. H. L. 

TA CAREER WITH 
A FUTURE! 

ELEVISION 
Shop Work . Shop Techniques . Theory 

FULLY EQUIPPED LABORATORIES 

RADIO SERVICE &REPAIR 
F. M. & TELEVISION 
TRANSMITTER COURSES 
Preparing for F.C.C. LICENSES 

RADIO TECHNOLOGY 
A Junior College Level Course preparing 
for positions in Radio -Electronic Engineer- 
ing Field. 

Morning Afternoon Evening Classes 
MODERATE RATES INSTALLMENTS 

Available Under G. I. Bill 
Come In and See Our Students of Work 

DELEHANTY SCHOOL OF 

RADIO ELECTRONICS TELEVISION 
105 East 13 St., N. Y. 3, N. Y. Dept. S. 

LICENSED BY STATE OF NEW YORK 

RECEIVING 
TUBES 

TRANSMITTING 
TUBES 

TEST EQUIPMENT- AERIALS- 
ELECTRONIC SPECIALTIES 

STANDARD ELECTRONICS 
DISTRIBUTING CO., INC. 

1497 Main Street Buffalo 8, N. Y. 

1x1xi /, 

SPECIAL VALUE 

SELENIUM 
RECTIFIER 

Save time, space and money. 

REPLACES 
25Z5 35Z4 
25Z6 35Z5 

Max. A. C. Input. 130 volte. 35W4 117Z3 
Max. Inverse Volta 380. 35Y4 117Z6 
Max. D. C. Output 100 milliampe. 35Z3 

and many others. 
ONLY JCP RECTIFIER 

65 West 181st St. 
New York 53, N. Y. 

85¢ ea. 

Any Quantity 

Are You Getting Our Flyers??? 
If not, PRINT your name and address on a penny 
postcard. It will mean dollars in the bank for you!! 
Ask for our latest catalog and flyer. 

RADIO EQUIPMENT CO. 
377 E. Main St. Dept. RN Lexington, Kentucky 

"YOUR FRIENDLY PARTS HOUSE" 

Intensive, specialized course, including strong basis 
in athematics and electrical engineering, advanced 
Radio Theory d Design. Modern laboratory. Low tuition. Self-help opportunities. Also 27month 
courses in Aeronautical, Chemical, Civil, Electrical 
and Mechanical Engineering. Gov't approved for 
G.I.'s. Enter Dec., March, June, Sept. Catalogue. 

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
127 E. Waahinaton Blvd., Fort Wayne 2, Ind. 
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Practical Radio Course 
(Continued from page 74) 

tween the primary and secondary 
windings of the r.f. tuning trans- 
former, the typical double- humped 
tuning characteristic illustrated at 
Fig. 4B results. This may be flattened 
and broadened somewhat (with at- 
tendant reduction in gain) as shown 
in Fig. 4C by shunting the windings 
with resistors of appropriate value. 

Frequency Conversion 
It is common practice to use a single 

local oscillator to beat the incoming 
frequency -modulated video signal and 
amplitude - modulated sound signal 
(which is 4.5 mc. higher in frequency) 
into a video r.f. signal and a sound i.f. 
signal respectively. 

Frequency conversion of both the 
video and audio signals to the proper 
respective intermediate frequencies is 
accomplished in the frequency convert- 
er. The conventional pentagrid con- 
verter tubes that are successfully used 
in ordinary sound broadcast receivers 
are not satisfactory for television re- 
ceivers because they are troubled by 
undesirable interaction between the 
signal and oscillator circuits at fre- 
quencies above about 60 mc. This re- 
sults in considerable variation in the 
oscillator frequency and output volt- 
age. The conventional triode -hexode 
converter is not completely satisfac- 
tory. Consequently, at this writing, 
television receivers employ a separate 
oscillator (usually a triode) and a 
pentode mixer as shown in Fig. 3. Use 
of a pentode mixer has the added ad- 
vantage of generating only about t/a 

as much noise as does a conventional 
pentagrid converter. 

Since two separate signals (video 
and sound) having carrier frequencies 
which differ by the amount 4.5 mc. 
(see Fig. 2) are applied to the mixer, 
the signal of the local oscillator, beat- 
ing with each, will produce in the 
plate circuit of the mixer tube two i.f. 
signals (video and sound) whose car- 
rier frequencies also differ by 4.5 mc. 

It is now standard practice to pur- 
posely have the oscillator frequency 
higher than both the video and sound 
r.f. carrier frequencies, with the result 
that, since the video r.f. carrier fre- 
quency is always 4.5 mc. lower than 
that of sound r.f. carrier (see Figs. 2 
and 5A) the difference between the os- 
cillator and sound r.f. carrier frequen- 
cy is less than the difference between 
the oscillator and video r.f. carrier fre- 
quency. This is illustrated in Fig. 5B. 
Consequently, the frequency of the 
sound i.f. carrier will always be 4.5 
mc. less (lower) than that of the video 
i.f. carrier. This is illustrated in Fig. 
5B. Observe that the result of em- 
ploying an oscillator frequency higher 
than that of either the video or sound 
r.f. carrier frequencies is to "invert" 
the frequency relation of the video 
and sound carriers when they are both 
translated to intermediate frequencies 
December, 1947 

STAHL "SEZ "!! 
If it's Radio- Electrical- 
Electronic Equipment- Parts- 
Supplies -Sets -these 
BARGAINS must interest you 

Gaze at these Items & Values 
ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY 

TRANSMITTER AN APTS 
BRAND NEW 

ARMY AIR FORCE 

TRANSMITTER - RECEIVER 
SCR -522 -IDEAL 2 METER RIG 

1 500 Megacycle Transmitter, made for the U.S. 
Government, complete with the following tubes: 
2 -6AC7, 1 -6L6, 2 -829, 1 -931A, 1 -6AG7, 
1 -522 Ultra high frequency tube, complete 
with the Ultra High Frequency Cavity, 1- 
Blower to cool the 522, 1 -time delay Relay, 
2- Filament transformer condensers and 
many other component parts for Ultra High 
Frequency work. It has a frequency checker. 
complete Lecher Wires, with slider and a sen- 
sitive bulb for checking the wave length. The 
Lecher wires are so calibrated, that the setting 
of the slider may be read directly in Centi- 
meters. Operates on 115 volt AC for filaments 
only. Does not Include any plate supply. The 
tubes alone are worth many tintes more than 
What we are selling the complete Transmitter 
for. Each one is packed in original wooden 
case and contains instruction book. At this 
price. you cannot afford to miss this excep- 
tional buy ; Only 
Shipping weight 118 lbs $I I.95 

INTERPHONE AMPLIFIER 
BRAND NEW 

Beautifully constructed, in grey finish sturdy 
metal cabinet. Operates on 24 volt input, com- 
plete with dynamotor. Has 1 -6V6 and 1- 
6SJ7 tube, volume control, carbon or magnetic 
microphone input. Fastened to sturdy resilient 
mounting on rubber. The case is 

c 3. 
Ac 

worth the price. Only TJ 

METERS 
Westinghouse 2" bakelite case 0 -150v 

AC $3.25 
Westinghouse 3" square 0 -3 amp R.F 3.00 
Weston model 801 -4" sq. 0 -20 Mil DC 4.75 
\Veston model 476 -3" sq. voltmeter, 

130v AC 4.95 

Its the best all around 100 -156 Mc job. Crys- 
tal controlled, extremely sensitive superhetero- 
dyne; easily worked by anyone. 4 crystal 
controlled channels, push -pull operation. Re- 
ceiver has 10 tubes -transmitter 7 tubes with 
15 watt output. Can be easily converted to 
110 volt, 60 cycle AC operation. Described in 
July C.Q. This wonderful buy conies com- 
plete with all tubes. Like new. 

$ 
1 4.50 All for only LJ 

6 TUBE Brand New Receiver 
with tubes, Only $5.95 

Receivers 01 the SCR -274 -N (AN /ARC -5) 
Series. All -aluminum aircraft receivers 5" 
wide, 8" high, 12%" long; weight 6% lbs. 
Typical tube line -up is: 12SKT RF, 12K8 Con- 
verter, two 12Sú7 IF's, 12SRT Detector and 
BFO, 12A6 Output, gas -filled antenna -signal 
voltage limiter, and gas -filled output signal 
voltage limiter. Each set comes complete with 
all tubes in sockets. Item I : 3 to 6 Meg less 
dynamotor. Item 2: 6 to 9 Meg. $ 95 less dynamotor. The dynamotor.... 7 

MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER 
BC216A 

Never been removed from their original pack- 
ing carton. This 2 -tube Amplifier is in a mag- 
nificent heavy aluminum case, on resilient rub- 
ber mounts. Two single button carbon mike 
input requires 12 volt filament, 150 volt plate. 
Uses a 39/44 and 657 tube. The $ 95 complete job case and all, less tubes 

Prompt Delivery -Write Dept. RND 

25 °° deposit required on C.O.D. order 
Shipped F.O.B. New York. Min. Order 52.00 

MICHAEL STAHL, INC. 
39 VESEY ST. 

Tel. COrtland 7 -5980 New York 7, N. Y. 
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RADIO SURPLUS 
Here are a few specials: 

RADIO COMPASS 
RECEIVERS 

100 to 1750 kc in four bands, 15 
standard 6 v. tubes, makes an ex- 
tremely sensitive and selective broad- 
cast receiver by changing 110 v. 400 
cycle power supply to 60 cycle sup- 
ply, takes about two hours for a 
mediocre radioman, and adding con- 
trols. Conversion instructions 
included. New, $19.50 

ANTENNA CHANGEOVER 
RELAYS 

BC 442 A- include 10 amp. rf meter, 
50 mmf, 5000 volt vacuum condenser, 
thermocouple heating element and 
Tr. -Rcvr. relay. New, $1.95 

MODULATORS 
BC 456B, excellent for salvage or 
conversion. Contains many readily 
useable mica condensers and high 
wattage condensers -tubes 12J5, 
1625 and VR 150. Four sfe 20 fuses. 
Slightly used but guaranteed to be in 
good condition. $1.70 

CONDENSERS 
Mica, .01, 5000 v. test, 2500 w.v.d.c., 
well known manufacturer, with 
mountings, New, 85c 

TRANSMITTERS 
BC 459A, used but in good condition, 
without dynamotors. $2.75 
Many other very desirable items are 
in stock but not in sufficient quantity 
to advertise nationally such as Scopes, 
Meters, Coils, Crystals, Dynamotors, 
Transmitters, Receivers, and others. 
Substantial discount for quantity 
orders. Write, wire or call. (Write for 
complete catalog.) 

SOUTHEASTERN 
RADIO SURPLUS 

Rochelle, Georgia 
Phones 4 and 51 

b J 

RADIO ENGINEERING 
TELEVISION 

ELECTRONICS 
Courses In every phase of radio and electronics open 
to high school graduates. Thorough training, modern 
courses. Enrollments limited. Approved Veteran 
Training. 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Dept. RS Valparaiso, Indiana 

TELEVISION RECEIVER -$1.00 
Complete instructions for building your own tele- 
vision receiver. 16 pages-11"s 17" of pictures, 
pictorial diagrams, clarified schematics, 17e522' com- 
plete schematic diagram and chassis layout. Also 
booklet o1 alignment instructions, voltage and reds- 
tame tables and trouble-shooting Mats. -All for 
51.00. 

CERTIFIED TELEVISION LABORATORIES 
5507 -13th Ave., Brooklyn 19, N. Y. 
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at the plate of the mixer tube. The 
reason for wanting this inversion to 
occur will be pointed out further along 
in this discussion. 

The frequency of the sound i.f. car- 
rier has now been standardized by the 
RMA at between 21.25 and 21.9 mc., 
thus providing a necessary tolerance 
for manufacture of the tuning units 
required in sound i.f. amplifiers. The 
frequency of the video i.f. carrier will 
be 4.5 mc. higher than this, that is, 
between 25.75 and 26.4 mc.5 Use of 
these standard video and sound i.f. 
values throws all possible image fre- 
quencies outside of the TV band. 

Fig. 6 illustrates this and also sum- 
marizes pictorially what has been said 
about "inversion" of the video and 
audio carrier frequencies as a result 
of the frequency conversion process. 
The position in the frequency spec- 
trum of the video and sound signals 
(marked V and S respectively) trans- 
mitted by a television transmitter as- 
signed in each of the six television 
channels between 44 and 88 mc. is 
illustrated at the center. Observe that 
for each transmitter, the sound carrier 
frequency (S) is 4.5 mc. higher than 
the video carrier frequency (V). Also 
observe that the shape of the video 
transmission characteristic is similar 
to that illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. The 
local oscillator frequency required 
for reception of the signals of each of 
the transmitters is indicated in its 
proper frequency position to the right, 
and labeled Osc. (Use of a sound i.f. 
of 21.9 mc. has been assumed.) The 
video and sound image frequencies 
(V, and S. respectively) corresponding 
to the signal of each of these trans- 
mitters are drawn dotted in their 
proper frequency positions at the far 
right. Observe that since all such fre- 
quencies fall outside of the television 
broadcast band, no signal from a tele- 
vision transmitter can qualify as being 
the image frequency signal for that 
from another television transmitter. 
Hence no television signal can cause 
image- frequency interference with re- 
ception of another. The sound and 
video i.f. carries (S..,. and V e.f.) that 

result in receivers tuned to these tele- 
vision signals are shown in their 
proper frequency positions at the far 
left. Observe that the video i.f. car- 
rier is 26.4 mc., which is 4.5 mc. higher 
than the 21.9 mc. sound i.f. settled on. 
Observe also that this frequency rela- 
tion is "inverted" from that which 
exists between the corresponding video 
and sound r.f. carrier frequencies 
V and S. 

Separation of the Video and 
Audio I.F. Signals 

Since the mixer plate circuit con- 
tains both the video i.f. and accom- 
panying sound i.f. signals, these sig- 
nals must be separated before they 
are fed to the separate i.f. amplifiers 
employed to amplify them (see Fig. 
3). It is especially important that none 
of the sound signal voltages enter the 
video i.f. amplifier and reach the ca- 
thode -ray picture tube, since they will 
produce alternate dark bands across 
the picture. The intensity of these 
bands will change with the variations 
in the sound program. The possibility 
of video signal entering the sound i.f. 
amplifier is not important because the 
video signal is amplitude - modulated 
and would be automatically sup- 
pressed by the pulse -clipping action of 
the limiter stage of the FM sound i.f. 
amplifier. In addition, since the FM 
sound i.f. transformers have a com- 
paratively narrow passband accept- 
ance characteristic that is only about 
80 kc.G in total width (approximately 
40 kc. each side of the intermediate 
carrier frequency), and the nearest 
video signal is .5 mc. (or 500 kc.) 
away from the audio carrier (see Fig. 
2), the likelihood of interference from 

e Pre -1941 television receivers generally used 
a sound- channel i.1. of 8.35 mc. and a video i.f. 
of 1.3.75 me. 

e The acceptance band of the sound i.f. ampli- 
fier is purposely broadened somewhat beyond 
that required for reception of the ±25 ke. de- 
viation FM sound signal transmitted by television 
broadcast transmitters because of the difficulty 
of keeping the local oscillator frequency from 
drifting. (Oscillator frequency drift results in 
a change in the video and sound intermediate 
frequencies produced). By purposely broadening 
the acceptance band of the sound i.f. channel, 
slight variations in oscillator frequency will have 
no appreciable effect on the quality of the re- 
produced sound. 

Fig. 7. Ideal over-all bandpass acceptance characteristic for video i.f. amplifier in 
a television receiver employing a 21.9 mc. sound i.f. (postwar television standards). 
Note the variations in this diagram as compared with those shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 
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When Your Electronic Problem 

Hinges on a TRANSFORMER 

Transformers 
Impedance Matching 
Bridging Filament 
Input Output 
Filters Plate Supply 
Smoothing Chokes 
Swinging Chokes 

Components 
Jacks Jack Panels 
Plugs Patch Cords 
Sound Effects Filter 
(Frequency cut -off adjust. 
able from either end.) 

I- z 
W 

a 

W 
AUDIOG 

When your circuit calls for a transformer response of ±1 /2 db 
from 30 to 15000 c.p.s. -with low transmission loss and 
low harmonic distortion -for such applications as AM and 
FM broadcasting and high quality music reproduction ... 
investigate ADC Quality Plus Series. 

When you need top transformer performance for other 
audio circuits, you will find ADC provides you complete 
satisfaction. Because ADC has specialized in designing and 
building high quality audio transformers for the most exact- 
ing electronics equipment makers and users for 12 years. 

From this experience you may feel confident that an ADC 
transformer can give the quality performance you need 
regardless of the specification. Note the catalog line of 
transformers and other components listed on the left. 
Write today for your copy of ADC's catalog 46 -T. 

For difficult or unusual transformer prob- 
lems, send us your requirements. Our 
engineers will work with you to de- 
velop the most practical solution. 

1c dío V eafelyfd ei(e 7«ce4e 
2833 -13th Avenue So., Minneapolis, Minn. 

At low cost 
An extremely sensitive 6 tube 

receiver for the broadcast band 

with calibrated dial. Has one 

RF and two if stages all with 

iron core coils and air trimmers. 

Compactly built. Makes an ex. 

optionally "hot" car radio, 

portable, P.A. tuner, or home 

radio. Brand new, complete 

with tubes and modification 

data, less power supply. Stock 

No. B -422. Shipping wt. 9 lb. j 
We have sold hundreds of these receivers at $14.95. 

$12 aá 
Now a new shipment at a new lower price of only -- TT 

SPARE PARTS KIT 

BC -645 -A TRANSMITTER 

Makes an excellent transceiver for 
hams, citizens radio and other ser- 
vices in the 420 to 500 MC range. 
See Feb. 1947 QST for conversion to 
420 -450 MC amateur band. 
Brand new complete with 15 tubes 
less power supply. 

Stock No. B -828 
Shipping Weight 25 lb. 

$9.95 
BC - 1023 -A MARKER 

Designed for reception of modulated Mar- 
ker Beacon signals on the 75 mc. band. 
Variable tuning permits 62 to 80 mc 
coverage. 
Sensitive relay circuit can be used to 
control indicator lamp, or external cir- 
cuits for opening doors, etc. 
Plates and filaments operate directly 
from any 12 to 14 volt DC supply. 
Brand new complete with tubes, shock 
mount and instruction book. Dimensions 
31" x 5 -3/8" x 5 -3/8 ". 

Stock No. B -567 
Shipping weight 4 Ib. 

$4'95 
3 - BK -35 SPDT Relays 

Stock No. 13-712 
6 -AF Chokes 23hy, 3 ma. 
6 - RF Chokes 15.8 mlcrohenry Shipping 
2 - 17 mmfd Var. Condensers weight 5 lb. 
2 - Bakelite Octal Sockets 
2 - Ceramic Octal Sockets 

30 - Mica Capacitors (4 values) 
10 - .01 mid 400V Molded Paper Capacitors 

5 - .5 mid 400V metal cased paper capacitors 
io - 50 mmfd ceramic capacitors 
30 - ; watt carbon resistors (5 values) 

6 - small ceramic feed -thru insulators 
And other miscellaneous parts. 

The relays alone are worth more than the cost 
of the kit. Originally used in Marker Beacon 
Receivers, they have SPDT contacts and are 
very sensitive. Closing current .5 ma, opening 
when current drops to .2 ma, 10500 ohms DC 

resistance. Ideal for keying monitors and all 
types of plate current control circuits. 

Over $40.00 worth al brand new $5.95 
useable radio parts - all for only PER KIT 

TERMS: Order. under $3.00, cash 

with order, order. over $3.00 
'.quire 2 0: deposit, balance C. O. D. 

11140.41. stilts gig 

RECEIVER 

BEACON RECEIVER 

AIR 

Operates on 6 to 12 volts, easily con- 
verted to 24 volt operation. 
Frequency coverage 2500 to 6500 kc. 
6V6 Xtal Osc., 6V6 Pwr. Amp., 2 -6V6 
modulators. 
Electron -eye Tuning Indicator. 
Intercom Circuit Incorporated. 
Compactly built (5 -3/8 "x 6 -1 /4 "x 4 -7 /B1 
for aircraft use. Makes an Ideal port- 
able xmtr for hams and other services. 
Brand new complete with 8 tubes and 
instruction book, less power supply 
and crystals. 

Stock No. B -652 $12.95 
Shipping weight 8 lb. 

Special - Brand-new HK24G Transmitting Tubes Only 69 Each 

On orders of rom 1 to 4, add 20Ç to cover packing and postage. 

)i 

STANDARD RADIO & ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS CO. 
ItS E. SECOND ST DAYTON 2, OHIO. 

RAFT TRANSMITTER 

All prices are net, 
f.o.b. Dayton, O. 
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AMATEUR VHF MOBILE XMTR -RCVR 

One each Transmitter - Receiver, 
Dynamotor and Hand Set 

$14.50 
Package of six each Transmitter - 

Receivers, six Dynamotors and 
six Hand Sets 

$75.00 
Sold as Is, F.O.B. Pasadena, 

cash with order. 

WESTERN ELECTRIC #233A 12 volts 
VHF Transmitter - Receiver without 
tubes. Used equipment. 

BALLENTYNE DYNAMOTOR. Six or 
twelve volt input, 500 volts, .16 amps. 
output. New. 

T -13 HANDSET. New. 

FLETCHER RADIO, 194 West Colorado Blvd., Pasadena 1, Calif. 

DRY BATTERIES 
Signal Corps Surplus- unused -new. Guar- 
anteed, perfect condition. Made by leading 
U. S. Mfrs. in 1945. Packed in Vapor -proof 
Export Cases. 

Suitable and used for 
"MINE' DETECTORS." Handie- Talkies - 
Walkfe- Talkies. Radio Receivers and Trans- 
mitters. Hallicrafter Radios No. S -29, No. S -39. 
Double Lantern Batteries. Amplifiers -Test 
Equipment. Heavy Duty Large 45V. "B." 

Countless others 
Contact us for your special needs. Inquiries 
-Tests- Inspection -Invited. Samples avail- 
able on request. Immediate Delivery. 

Write or phone 

SIMWAR DISTRIBUTING CORP. 
452 Rodney Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Evergreen 8 -2129 

ENLARGE YOUR 
Cathode Ray Tube 

IMAGES 

Here's A War Surplus Bargain 

SCHMIDT OPTICAL SYSTEM -These were used in the 
Navy's Infra -Red Sniperscope and Signalling Units. Black 
plastic body, size 316 (s'x5. '. F.L. 2.4' with amazing 
speed of F 0.9. Gov't cost $134.00. Can be placed in front of 
C.R. Tubes for enlarging images of wave forms. Also used to 
project images of miniature Television Receivers employing 
l' tubes. Useful, too, with Oscilloscopes, Pan -Analyzers. 
Stock No. 720-V $6.00 Postpaid 

We have literally millions of war surplus 
Lenses and Prisms for sale at bargain prices. 
Also numerous Optical Instruments, Includ- 
ing Telescopes, Sextants, Binoculars, etc 
Write for Catalog ''V" -sent tree! 

Order by Stock Number Satisfaction Guaranteed 

EDMUND SALVAGE CO. 
P. 0. AUDUBON NEW JERSEY 

THE NEW SYMPHONY RECORDER 
MODEL -RE 80 

$12950 LIST 
FEATURING: 

1. 6 tube super- heterodyne radio receiver including 
rectifier. 

2. High gain symphony loop using 300 ohm line. 
3. Miniature P.A. system. 
4. High Fidelity Record Player and Home Recorder. 
6. A precision built radio transcriber. 

6. Streamlined portable cabinet that 
around; size 19x16' 

7. Plexiglas dial. Variable tone control. 
8. Beautiful Multi Color Etched Dial & Panel. 
9. Crystal Cutter & Crystal Pick up. 

10. A good unit for schools, stadium, etc. 

is easy to carry 

This net is manufactured for top quality, appearance and performance. Set crame, complete with microphone. 
40% discount off list to Approved Dealers. Write for our latest Catalogue. 

SYMPHONY RADIO & TELEVISION CORP. 
230 S. Spring St. Los Angeles 12, Calif. 
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this source is remote. The usual trou- 
ble of this kind that is encountered is 
the presence of sound signal interfer- 
ence in the picture, and not vice versa. 

Separation of the video and accom- 
panying sound i.f. signals is accom- 
plished by circuit arrangements that 
differ somewhat with each manufac- 
turer. However, they all consist 
basically of the use of a suitable filter 
network (since the frequencies of 
these two signals differ by 4.5 mc.) 
that diverts these signals to their re- 
spective i.f. amplifier systems, as illus- 
trated in Fig. 3. 

A suitable filter is also employed to 
prevent the sound signal from the 
television transmitter operating in the 
next lower channel (see Fig. 6) from 
entering the video i.f. amplifier, for 
this too could cause interference in the 
picture. 

The Sound I.F. Amplifier 
Since the 21.25 (to 21.9 mc.) FM 

sound i.f. signal has fundamental char- 
acteristics similar to those of the i.f. 
signals dealt with in ordinary high - 
fidelity FM sound broadcast receivers, 
it is amplified, passed through a lim- 
iter to remove any amplitude modu- 
lations that have been picked up, then 
applied to a discriminator for suitable 
demodulation, conventional audio gain 
stages and on to a loudspeaker (see 
Fig. 3) in accordance with normal 
high -fidelity FM sound broadcast re- 
ception practice.? Most television re- 
ceivers employ two sound i.f. stages 
with the second stage designed to pro- 
vide the limiter action. In the more 
elaborate receivers, two limiter stages 
are employed to provide more thor- 
ough limiter action. 

The Video I.F. Amplifier 
Returning now to the output side of 

the filter network that separates the 
video and sound signals (see Fig. 3), 
we have the video i.f. signal which 
has a bandspread 4 mc. wide. This 
signal is applied to a specially designed 
video i.f. amplifier whose passband 
acceptance characteristic (at least in 
television receivers employing the 
larger picture screen size) is usually 
made somewhat greater than 4 mc. 

Fig. 7 illustrates what might be con- 
sidered an ideal over -all bandpass ac- 
ceptance characteristic for a video i.f. 
amplifier designed for a video signal 
having the standard transmission 
characteristics illustrated in Fig. 1. It 
should be carefully studied, and the 

'I At the time when most of the prewar tele- 
vision receivers were built, television transmis- 
sion standards called for an amplitude -modu- 
lated sound channel. In these receivers. the i.f. 
passband was quite wide (of the order of 950 
ke.I. When the standards were later changed to 
specify frequency -modulation for the sound chan- 
nel. most of these receivers were modified to 
include a suitable discriminator in the sound 
channel. but in some cases the expedient of sim- 
ply moving the 1.f. passband slightly so that the 
center frequency of the sound i.f. carrier fell in 
the middle of the slope of one side of the pass - 
band characteristic. Although this is admittedly 
sound signal is accomplished as the frequency 
varies up and down along the slope of the pass - 
band chracteristic. Although this is admittedly 
not the ideal method of accomplishing FM re- 
ception, it has proven fairly satisfactory in these 
receivers since the fidelity capabilites of the 
sound channel are rather limited anyway due 
to the limitations imposed by the use of AM 
transmission. 
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following important things about it 
observed: 

(1). An unusually wide passband is 
required.8 

(2). The response at the carrier fre- 
quency of the sound i.f. signal 21.25 
mc. (to 21.9 mc.) is purposely made 
very poor (see Fig. 7) in fact the 
response at this frequency is usually 
made at least 40 db. below that at 
the midfrequency level. The purpose 
of this is to drastically attenuate as- 
sociated sound i.f. signal voltage that 
may get through the preceding sepa- 
ration filter network, and so keep it 
out of the video channel of the re- 
ceiver. To further insure complete 
rejection of the associated sound i.f. 
signal from this channel, a 21.25 mc. 
(to 21.9 mc.) tuned rejection circuit 
will be found in an early video i.f. am- 
plifier stage of some receivers. To 
prevent the sound signal from the 
adjacent lower - frequency television 
channel (see Fig. 2) from getting into 
a 25.75 mc. video i.f. amplifier of a re- 
ceiver (crosstalk), a 25.75+1.25+ 
0.25 =27.25 mc. tuned rejection circuit 
(see Fig. 7) is also inserted in an early 
video i.f. amplifier stage of some tele- 
vision receivers. 

(3). Because the modified single - 
sideband (vestigial) method employed 
for the transmission of the composite 
video signal (see Fig. 1) would result 
in over - emphasis of the lower - fre- 
quency video modulations, the pass - 
band response characteristic in the 
video i.f. amplifier must be designed 
to compensate for this so that all 
modulation frequencies will be re- 
stored to their proper relative ampli- 
tudes in order to achieve, for the com- 
plete transmitter -receiver system, es- 
sentially flat response over the entire 
video modulation frequency band. This 
is accomplished by designing the video 
i.f. amplifier response characteristic 
with the unusual shape illustrated at 
the right of Fig. 7. It will be observed 
that the energy at the video carrier 
frequency is attenuated to one -half 
intensity; the transmitted upper side - 
band components from .75 mc. above 
the carrier to 4 mc. above the carrier 
(these invert to from .75 mc. below 
the carrier to 4 mc. below the carrier 
in the "inverted" diagram of Fig. 7), 
are allowed through at full intensity; 
the transmitted lower sideband com- 
ponents beyond .75 mc. below the car- 
rier frequency (above the carrier fre- 
quency here) are attenuated com- 
pletely (cut off). 

It is obvious that the video i.f. am- 
plifier bandwidth and response -curve 

s The reason for employing a higher inter- 
mediate frequency in the video i.f. amplifier than 
in the sound i.f. amplifier may now be discussed. 
It arises from the wider passband requirements 
of the video i.f. signal. The higher the video 
i.f. used, the smaller becomes the ratio of the 4 
mc. video bandwidth to the intermediate fre- 
qency and the easier it becomes to design band - 
pass networks possessing the required sharp end 
attenuation and higher resistor loading. Con- 
sequently, a higher amplifier gain per stage may 
be realized. 

The oscillator frequency is made higher than 
either tha incoming video or sound r.f. carrier 
frequencies so that due to the "inversion" which 
takes place. the video i.f. carrier resulting from 
the frequency conversion process will be higher 
in frequency than the sound i.f. carrier I see 
Fig. 5B) . 
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The World's 
RadioT4bes 

The 

WORLD'S 
RADIO 
TUBES 

( "Radio Tube 
Vade Mecum. ") 

More than 10,000 tubes 
of 143 manufacturers 

listed! 

New "1948" Seventh 
Edition Now Ready 

The Only Book of Its 
Kind in the World - 
and one of the world's 
largest- selling radio 
books. 

COMPLETE -IN TWELVE LANGUAGES! 
CHARACTERISTIC TUBE DATA OF 

U. S. 
BRITISH 

FRENCH 
CZECH 

GERMAN 
ITALIAN 

RUSSIAN 
also Australian, Hungarian, Swedish, Japanese, Danish, Spanish, Dutch, 

Belgian, Finnish, and all other available types! 
More listings than ever before. New, larger page size; 427 pages. 

Better paper and appearance. 
Of the previous, smaller edition, ELECTRONICS said, "Here at last is the radio 

tube handbook radio engineers have dreamed of . . in many carefully prepared 
tables and charts." "Probably the most complete and authoritative set of tube - 
data in existence," said RADIO CRAFT. 
GET YOUR COPY NOW AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALERS, for $3.00 (in U.S.A.,. or by 
mall front us, $3.10 postpaid; foreign, 53.20. 

DEALERS: "Technical" discounts allowed on this book when purchased by the radio, book. and news 
trades in quantities for resale. 
CUSTOMERS OUTSIDE THE AMERICAS should send orders on Inquiries on this book to P. H. Brans, 
Ltd., 28 Prins Leopold St.. Borgerhout, Antwerp. Belgium. Price. 195 Belgian francs per copy. 

[LO. 1 3 0 2 K E N W O O D ROAD S e e . C a . U a.Vvn.t,( C A L I F O R N I A 

Condensers, .01-400 volt. midget moulded, 83.00 per 
100. 
Electrolytics, 20 -350. 10.300, 20.25, single can. 
common negative. 20c ea. 
Wire, It 22 stranded tinned. "ROokbestos" Insula- 
Eton 83 z0' too0 ft. sp,ol. 
Rubber grommets, fit Vs" hole. Inside dia. qk" 50e 
per 1(10. 83.00 per 1000. 
Tubes: 955. 3Q5 40e ea.: 125K7, 12SK7GT (RCA. 
H(tron) 45c ea. 

Postage extra. 25% deposit on C.O. D. 

FRONTIER SUPPLY COMPANY 
36 hamper Street 'Buffalo 10, N. Y. 

REPAIR PARTS Distributors 
TItAFI 1C APPLIANCES (Irons toaclers, uusrrs, 

fans, etc.) 
VACUUM CLEANERS (All makes) 
MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRICAL ITEMS 
ARMATURES REBUILT (yac. & small appliances: 

ONE SOURCE SERVICE 
Write for Catalogs 

ELECTRIC SWEEPER SERVICE CO. 
Dept. 5 2034 Euclid Cleveland 15, Ohm 

ELECTRONIC 
VOLT-OHMMETER 

511" 
110 VOLTS AC 20 RANGES 

O / 5 / 10 / SO / 100/500 /1000 /5000 
volts DC and AC 0- 1.000.000,000 
ohms In six overlapping ranges. Sen- 

POSTPAID attivlty: over MILLION OHMS per 
VOLT on 5 volt range. 

Complete kit includes all component parta. tubes, 
punched and drilled chassis and beautifully enam 
eled panel. Easily assembled and wired. 

Special ulideback circuit developed during war 
by scientist at the California Institute of Technol- 
ogy gives amazing sensitivity and flexibility while 
completely eliminating necessity of batteries and ex- 
pensive meter. Each instrument is individually cali- 
brated. Dial scale over nine Inches long! 

In addition to performing the usual voltohm 
functions, this instrument easily 

ea 
s these 

voltages: SUPERHET OSCILLATOR, AVC, AFC, 
TRUE GRID BIAS AT THE GRID. BIAS CELLS with- 
out affecting the circuit. Measures the exact leak - 

DN 
CON- 

DENSERS. It cant be used withh a signal generator E or 
for SIGNAL TRACING. 

STERLING ELECTRONIC COMPANY 
BOWLING GREEN. KENTUCKY 
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OUTSTANDING 
VALUES 

BC 348 P BC 375 E 

BRAND NEW ORIGINAL BOXES 

` 
..r__. 

+ 

RECEIVER BC 348 P 
Slx Bands -200 to 500 and 1.5 to 18 mc. Hi 
ratio vernier tuning, crystal filter, complete 
with 8 tubes, dynamotor, shock mounted base, 
and 2 technical Manuals. Shipping weight: 
62 lbs. 

PRICE $4950 

.... 
w 

Ì 

k 

e ':-..z,, 

TRANSMITTER BC 375 E 
Basic transmitter, complete with seven tuning 
units 200 to 500 and 1.5 to 12 mc. Antenna 
tuning unit and 2 technical manuals, less tubes 
and dynamotor. Shipping weight : 275 lbs. 

PRICE $2950 

SPECIAL OFFER 
BOTH UNITS -$75.00 

NOTE: 25% DEPOSIT WILL HOLD 
UNITS FOR 30 DAYS! 

Shipments made F.O.B. Lima, Ohio. 
25 °c Deposit required on C.O.D. orders. 

FAIR RADIO SALES 
223 S. MAIN ST. LIMA, OHIO 

I 
i 

I 

GET HIGH SPEED WITHOUT 
NERVOUS TENSION 

Amazing Book shows how "crack" operators 
rely on something besides practice to develop 
high speed and proficiency. You can learn 
code or improve your present efficiency in 
sending and receiving by the same system 
that has made code champions and radio tele- 
graph experts. Send for 52 -page book. It is 
free. CANDLER SYSTEM CO. 
P.O. Box 928 Dept. 2-0 Denver, Colo. 

1aß - es 

I 
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shape requirements are far more dif- 
ficult to satisfy than are those in 
sound i.f. channels. Not only is the 
4 -mc. bandwidth to be passed more 
than 26 times as great as that in a 
high -fidelity FM sound channel, but 
the over -all band acceptance char- 
acteristic required is of rather com- 
plicated and precise form. This 
makes accurate design and adjust- 
ment (alignment) of such video i.f. 
channels a very important "must." 

In order to obtain the unusually 
wide 4 mc. over -all passband charac- 
teristic required in the video i.f. am- 
plifier, double -tuned interstage cou- 
pling transformers are used. The 
primary and secondary are deliber- 
ately over -coupled sufficiently to pro- 
duce a broad double -peaked response 
characteristic, then the secondary 
(and usually the primary) is suffi- 
ciently loaded with shunt resistance 
to flatten out the major portion of 
the peaks. Obviously, the gain per 
stage is much less under these loaded 
conditions than is the gain in the 
narrower -band i.f. amplifiers employed 
in the sound channels of superheter- 
odynes. Consequently, even though 
high -gain r.f. pentode amplifier tubes 
of the latest type are used, it is not 
unusual to find four or five such stages 
of video i.f. amplification employed in 
a television receiver in order to pro- 
vide sufficient gain.0 

The smaller table model television 
receivers which employ small diameter 
cathode -ray tubes having picture 
screen widths of the order of 5 or 7 
inches do not require as sharp an 
image as is necessary when the larger 
C -R tubes are used. The sharpness of 
the reproduced image is a function of 
the bandwidth of the video signal ap- 
plied to the picture tube. Consequently, 
since extremely fine picture detail is 
not required in such receivers it is not 
necessary to reproduce the higher 
modulating frequencies of the video 
signal. Therefore, the i.f. band -ac- 
ceptance width is usually sacrificed 
for increased gain per stage so that 
fewer video i.f. amplifier stages are 
required and the receiver cost is corre- 
spondingly reduced. The selectivity of 
the video i.f. tuning circuits in these 
receivers will be found to be such that 
band -acceptance widths of only 2.5 or 
3 mc., instead of the full 4 mc., are 
employed. 

Rest of the Video Circuits 
After passing through the successive 

video i.f. amplifier stages the corn - 
posite video signal (which contains 
both the picture impulses and the syn- 
chronizing information) is applied to 
a diode video detector (see Fig. 3) 
which demodulates it. From there 

0 Most cathode -ray picture tubes can be modu- 
lated over the useful brilliance range by a signal 
of the order of 50 volts. A well -designed video 
amplifier stage (see Fig. 3) roughly will provide 
a gain of 20 to 30 -let us say a gain of 25. 
This makes necessary a detector output of ap- 
proximately 50/25 = 2 volts. Four video 1.1. 
stages having a 4.5 mc. passband (see Fig. 7) 
usually will produce a gain of approximately 10 
each or 10 X 10 X 10 X 10 = 10.000 total. This 
results in a mixer output signal strength require- 
ment of 2 _ 10,000 - .0002 volt, or 200 micro- 
volts. 

RADIO VALUES 
EICOR DYNAMOTORS 

Widely used in Police, amateur, 
broadcast and radio equipment. 
Volts input 5.5 Amps. 5.5- 
Volta output 210 Amp s. 070 
Temp. rise 40° C. RPM 4400. 
Duty continuous. Size 5" L. X 

4" H. x 3a/4" Die. Four colored lead wires. 
N0. 9642 Each, $3.50 

WI NCO DYNAMOTORS 
Winco Double Shaft Dynamotor. 
Input volts 18, output volts 

iiinv 
450. 1. 1/16" shaft length. 
1/4" shaft length with email 
gear. Size of motor 7t /f L.41/4" II., 33/4" Die. 
No. 9645 Each $5.50 
Winco Dynamotor. Input volts 12 Amps. 9.0, out - 
put volts 400 Amps. 180. Temp. rise 40° C.. 
R.P.M. 4200. Duty nt. Size 7' L. x 4" H. x 

No. 9648 
Four lead wires. 

Each, $6.50 
RADIO 

CONDENSERS 
stragne Auto Ra- 

dio Condenser 6 V. push button 
MFD. 000 V. switch. 2 screw 
D.C. Size 2" L. terminals. S f c 
x 11/16" Dia. 1a/a' L.. 66" Dia. 
with lead wire. N. 9644 
No. 9841 -lots V. 
1R ..loN ea. 

ROTARY SNAP 
SWITCH 
d i Snap 

switch. Split 
hart I L 

lock nuts. Lind. BAKELITE HANDLE 

inApproved. AmpRat. . a10 
Drown 

Handle 
Marbleized Bake. 

V., 
V 

Amp., dios luggage. etc. Size 

Pole. s Ingle ¡Mow. g l2 
5" ole. n each end i for 

solder lugs. rings. 
o 

No. 9643 No. 9647 
Lots of 10. Each, 15e Lots of 10. Each. Sc 

PUSH BUTTON 
SWITCH 

Each. 15e 

SHUNT MOTOR 
Aluminum Body Shunt Motor. 
Tyne B -O -I. 7 Amps., 271/ 

° volts. D.C.. 5600 a.P.M. 1 t /z^ 
shaft length. Plunger Type. 3/16" shaft. 
No. 9848........ Each $2.25 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 
G. A E. EQUIPMENT SUPPLY CO. 
OGDEN AT FULTON, CHICAGO 7. ILL. 

We ship C.O.D. All prices F.O.B. our warehouse. 

RANGEMASTER 
MODEL 10 

BY BRADSHAW 
A COMPLETE 

SERVICE 
INSTRUMENT 

The model 111 RANGE - 
DIASTEIR corers 22 rances. 

Three direct reading 
capacity rances. 

Three A.C. current 
ranges for checking cur- 
rent drain of electric 
motors and appliances. 
A.C. VOLTAGE: 

1 -IO- I00.500-1000 Volts 
D.C. VOLTAGE: 10 -100- 500.1000 Volts 
A.C. CURRENT: .15- 1.5.15 Amperes 
D.C. CURRENT: 1 -10- 100 -1,000 Mllliamps 

OHMS 10,000. 100.000 -1 Mee.-2 Meg.-20 Meo. 
CAPACITANCE: 001 -.1 .01 -1 .1.10 Mid. 
RANGEMASTER MODEL 10 $23.50 
COMPLETE KIT 

1 7.95 
FOUNDATION METER WITH 3 COLOR 

SCALE & INSTRUCTIONS 7.85 
TEST LEADS .85 

COMPLETE SET OF PLANS, 25c 
Stamps or Coin 

AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER 

BRADSHAW INSTRUMENTS CO. 
942 Kings Highway, Brooklyn 23, New York 

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE 

LOOK! 
RESISTOR KIT 
172 Assorted Carbon Resistors 

From l/3 to 2 WATTS 

POPULAR VALUES -Less Than lc Each 

SPECIAL OFFER 

Your Cost -$1.69 per kit of 172 
Subject to Prior Sale. Write for Latest Parts 

Bulletin 

INTERSTATE RADIO & PARTS CO. 
6357 South Ashland Avenue. Chicago 36. III. 

RADIOMEN SERVICEMEN BEGINNERS 

MAKE MORE MONEY 
EASILY - QUICKLY 

$250 WEEKLY POSSIBLE 
WE SHOW YOU HOW- INFORMATION FREE 

MERIT PRODUCTS, 
216 32F 132 Ave.. Springfield Gardens 13, New York, N. Y. 
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it proceeds through the video ampli- 
fier and on to the control grid of the 
cathode -ray picture tube. Also neces- 
sary are the pulse clipper, sync 
pulse separator, and horizontal and 
vertical sync sweep generators (all 
shown in Fig. 3) whose actions need 
not be discussed at this point. 
1.F. Amplifier Design and Circuits 

In this detailed discussion of the 
selectivity and passband acceptance 
characteristics required in the i.f. am- 
plifiers of various types of receivers, 
no details of the i.f. amplifier com- 
ponents or circuits usually employed 
to achieve the desired performance 
have been given. The aim has been to 
first acquaint the reader with the re- 
quirements to be fulfilled in each type 
of receiver. In the next few articles 
of this series, the actual details of i.f. 
transformer construction, i.f. ampli- 
fier circuits, and methods of achieving 
wide -band response, variable band- 
width and freedom from interference 
will be explained. 

(To be continued) 

Hands That See 
(Continued from page 67) 

are soon heading for the FCC offices. 
Keynoting the entire course is the 

practical application of the basic radio 
instruction absorbed by the student. 
The school's high fidelity audio system 
which serves the auditorium and play- 
grounds is an outstanding example of 
this application. With this system, pro- 
grams are recorded for future presen- 
tation to assemblies, recordings by the 
student choral group are made for 
study and analysis, and general sound 
coverage is given the school for regu- 
lar or extra -curricular activities. 

Bob Gunderson's own call, W2JIO 
(Jump In the Ocean), is the basis for 
the "shack" in the school's administra- 
tion building, where many of the boys 
are indoctrinated in the pounding of 
brass and talking one's self hoarse. 
The fellows are proud of their work 
at the school, especially Bob, for here, 
tomorrow's citizens are training today 
to become independent, self -sufficient 
members of an honorable profession 
and a happy fraternity. 30 

"Hey Joe. c'mere and look at the a.v.c. 
in this set!" 

December, 1947 

NEWCOMB 
MANUFACTURER OF AMERICA'S TOP QUALITY AMPLIFIER 

ANNOUNCES the NEW E- SERIES 
A LOW- PRICED LINE OF SUPERIOR UTILITY 

% AMPLIFIERS 
JHE maker of the incomparable K and H Series of 

quality amplifiers has designed and produced the new E- Series 
with the same high quality materials and workmanship, to pro- 
duce the best low- priced 10 -, 17- and 25 -watt amplifiers ever 
offered. Included in the line are phono tops and portable 
assemblies. The E- Series fills the need of those who want a 
superior, dependable amplifier, but who must confine their 
purchases to the lower -price range. Here are amplifiers that fill 
all the requirements of standard utility applications, priced 
within reach of all. 

MODEL E -10: An outstanding value in the 5U),) public address .market, the E -10 delivers a 

full 10 watts from push -pull 6V6 tubes in a 

multi -stage inverse feedback circuit ... has RETAIL 

inputs for microphone and phonograph and 
o full range tone control. 

MODEL E -17: 17 watts of undistorted audio 
from push -pull 6L6 tubes. Inputs for a micro- 
phone and phonograph ... Full range tone 

control ... Multi -stage inverse feedback. 

MODEL E -25: A really fine utility amplifier 
for better performance, more dependable 
operation. Full range tone control, 25 watts 
of undistorted power and inputs for 2 mikes 
and a phonograph make the E -25 easily 
applicable to most sound jobs. Inverse feed- 
back assures lowest distortion. 

(Prices slightly higher east of the Rockies.) 

With tubes 
less cover. 

7950 

RETAIL 

With tubes 
and cover 

9950 RETAIL 

With tubes 
and cover 

PRODUCTS CO. 
Dept. F, 6824 Lexington Avenue Hollywood 38, California 

SENSATIONAL NEWSY two WEEK DELIVERY! 

SPEAKER REPAIR PRICE LIST 

2%3'1-4" $1.20 10" $2.20 

5" 1.30 12" 2.40 

6 " -4 "x6" 1.40 15" 3.30 
7,r 1.70 5 "x7" 1.90 

8 " -6 "x9" 2.00 

Above prices do not include replacement of 

field coil. 

Write for FREE Parts Buying Guide 

SPEAKER REPAIR SERVICE 
We repair and recondition any type or kind of 
speaker at the lowest price. All work done by 
factory trained experts -all work GUARAN- 
TEED. 

-U SAR: S. 
U. S. RADIO SUPPLY 
5116 HARPER AVENUE 

CHICAGO 15, ILLINOIS 
DEPT. NE 9 
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NOW -A REALLY HIGHPOWERED- 

R adio Engineering 
Library 

NOTE: 
The Library comprises a selection 
of books culled from leading Mc- 
Graw-Hill publications in the radio 
field. 

especially selected by radio specialists of Mc- 
Grow-Hill publications. 

to give most complete, dependable coverage of 
facts needed by all whose fields are grounded on radio fundamentals. 

available at a special price and on easy terms. 

THESE books cover circuit phenomena, tube the- 
ory, networks, measurements, and other sub- 

jects -give specialized treatments of all fields of 
practical design and application. They are books 
of recognized position in the literature -books you 
will refer to and be referred to often. If you 
are a practical designer. researcher or engineer 
in any field based on radio, you want these books for the help they give on hundreds of problems 
throughout the whole field of radio engineering. 
5 VOLUMES, 8559 PAGES, 2558 ILLUSTRATIONS 
I. Eastman's FUNDAMENTALS OF VACUUM 

TUBES 
2. Terman's RADIO ENGINEERING 
3. Everitt's COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING 
4. Hund's HIGH FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS 
5. Henney's RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK 
to days' examination. Easy terms. Special price under this fer less than books bought separately. Add these standard works to your library now: pay small monthly installments. while you use the books. 10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION -SEND COUPON 

MCGRAW -HILL BOOK CO. 
330 W. 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y. 

Send me Hadio Engineering Library. 5 vols., foe 10 days' examination on approval. In 10 days I will send $2.50 pus fw cents postage, and S5.O0 monthly till $27.50 is paid, or return book. postpaid. (We pay post. 
ag Il mnnt .)der. 

accompanied by remittance of first In- 

Nam* 

Addreu 

city and State 

Company 

Ponitton EN-12-47 

Embry ddle 

TRAIN FOR RADIO 
IN MIAMI 

Prepare for a radio career in one of Amer- 
ica's most beautiful cities -busy, romantic 
Miami -at the crossroads of two continents. 

Embry- Riddle's internationally known Gov- 
ernment- approved School of Aviation offers 
a full year Radio Course, designed to 
qualify you for important jobs in the Radio 
Industry. Approved training under G.I. Bill. 
Immediate enrollment. 

FOR FREE INFORMATION 

MAIL THIS COUPON -TODAMI 

Dean of Enrollments -Dept. 55 
EMBRYRIDOLE SCHOOL OF AVIATION 
MIAMI 30. Florida 

Name Age 

Address 

City State 

Cheek One: r: Veteran Non - Veteran 

17:0 

NEW RECEIVERS 

for Winter Market .... 
TABLE MODEL RADIO 

Symphony Radio & Television Cor- 
poration of Los Angeles has just in- 
troduced a new table model receiver 
in the low priced class. 

Known as the S -90, this four -tube 

receiver has a 4" speaker. This model 
is available in either a natural wood 
finish or ivory. 

Full details on the Symphony line 
will be furnished upon request to Sym- 
phony Radio ce Television Corpora- 
tion, Los Angeles, California. 

FIVE -IN -ONE TV UNIT 
Garod Radio Corporation of Brook- 

lyn have announced a new five -in- 
one television receiver, their Model 
42FMPT2, which combines television, 
AM -FM and short -wave, automatic 
record changer, and record storage 
space. 

This model features a 10" picture 
tube, an automatic station finder, and 
image synchronizer. The receiver dr- 

cuit employs 34 tubes, 4 rectifiers, and 
1 ten inch picture tube. 

The phonograph has a two -post au- 
tomatic changer which accommodates 
10 twelve inch or 12 ten inch records. 

The unit stops automatically at the 
end of the last record. 

Full details on this new model re- 
ceiver, which is moderately priced, 
may be secured from Garod Radio 
Corporation, 70 Washington Street, 
Brooklyn 1, New York. 

COMBINATION- RECORDER 
Featuring a 6 -tube a.c. receiver, the 

new "Ultratone" Model PR -7 radio - 
recorder- phonograph just announced 
by Audio Industries of Michigan City, 
Indiana, provides, within a single unit, 
complete home entertainment. 

A dual speed recorder makes rec- 
ords at either 33% or 78 r.p.m. The 
plywood case is covered with DuPont 
Fabricoid. The case is fully enclosed 
to protect the recording and reproduc- 
ing unit. A companion extension 
speaker, available at an extra charge, 
converts the unit into a public ad- 
dress system. A specially designed 
midget microphone facilitates record- 
ing. 

Audio Industries, Michigan City, 

Indiana, will furnish additional infor- 
mation on the "Ultratone" line of 
radio -recorders to those requesting it. 

RADIO -CAMERA 
Air King Products Co., Inc., of 

Brooklyn, New York, has recently in- 
troduced a novel radio -camera port- 
able which is causing quite a stir in 
the industry. 

This new Air King radio -camera 
weighs less than four pounds complete 
with batteries. It is 9% inches high, 
4% inches wide and 3% inches in 
depth. The radio is equipped with 
miniature tubes and operates on one 
671% volt "B" and two flashlight type 
"A" batteries. The camera is housed 
in an eveready case and contains a 
50 mm. meniscus lens. It can take 
both black and white and color pic- 
tures, using number 828 standard film. 
The unit is equipped with an adjust- 
able strap which permits either shoul- 
der or hand carrying of the unit. 

Further information on the radio- 
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camera may be obtained from Air 
King Prcgducts Co., Inc., 1523 Sixty - 
Third Street, Brooklyn 19, New York. 

THE MODERN" 
Freed Radio Corp. of New York has 

just added a new AM -FM radio -phon- 
ograph console to the Freed- Eisemann 
line of home receivers. 

Designated "The Modern," this unit 
is constructed of striped African ma- 
hogany veneers and is available in 
both blonde and brown mahogany fin- 
ishes. The receiver incorporates a 20- 

tube radio section with a separate 
power supply with an undistorted out- 
put of 20 watts and a coaxial speaker 
system with a high -fidelity tonal range 
of 30 to 15,000 cycles. The phonograph 
equipment consists of a Garrard Inter- 

Mixer Record Changer that plays 10" 
and 12" records, in any sequence, au- 
tomatically. 

Prices and delivery information will 
be supplied by Freed Radio Corpora- 
tion, 200 Hudson Street, New York 13, 
New York, upon request. 

LOW -COST PORTABLE 
Production on the new Model 300 

portable radio has been announced by 
Philco Corporation of Philadelphia. 

Designed to sell in the low- priced 
class, this new portable operates on 
a.c. -d.c. as well as batteries. The unit 
weighs only 121/ pounds with bat- 
teries. Among its features are a beam 
power pentode audio system, and oval 
speaker. A built -in high impedance 
antenna has been included to facilitate 
pick up of distant stations. 

The Philco Model 300 is housed in a 
hardwood cabinet with novel decora- 
tive spatter lacquer finish and con- 
trasting ivory grille with brown plas- 
tic controls. 

The unit is now in production at the 
Philco Corporation plant in Philadel- 
phia. 

CHILD'S PHONOGRAPH 
A new line of electrically amplified 

phonographs for children is now avail- 
able from Universal Mart Associates 
Corp. of New York under the trade - 
name "Fon -O- Pal." 

One of these units, the "Disc - 
Jockey," is a console model equipped 

with a two -tube amplifier, high gain 
crystal pickup, 5" Alnico V speaker, 
and a.c. motor and turntable for play- 
ing both 10" and 12" records. 

Sides and top of this unit are made 
of pressed masonite and comes either 
in red or blue. The front grille and 
sound board is made of kiln dried 
white pine and finished in buff. Pro- 
vision is made for housing both 10" 
and 12" record albums. The finish on 
the unit is washable. Rubber feet on 
the bottom of each cabinet help pre- 
vent scraping. 

Universal Mart Associates Corp., 15 

' -The New Model 241 

TUBE TESTER 

re 

The Model 247 incorporates a newly designed element selector switch 
which reduces the possibility of obsolescence to an absolute minimum. 
Any pin may be used as a filament pin and the voltage applied between 
that pin and any other pin, or even the "top- cap." 

The new free -point system described above permits the Model 247 to 

overcome the difficulties encountered with other emission type tube testers 
when checking, Diode, Triode and Pentode sections of multi -purpose tubes, 
because sections can be tested individually when using the new model 247. 

The special isolating circuit allows each section to be tested as if it were 
in a separate envelope. 

The Model 247 provides a super sensitive method of checking for shorts 
and leakages up to 5 Megohms between any and all the terminals. Con- 

tinuity between various sections is individually indicated. 
One of the most important improvements, we believe, is the fact that the 

4 position fast -action snap switches are all numbered in exact accordance 

with the standard R.M.A. numbering system. Thus, if the element ter- 

minating in pin No. 7 of a tube is 
ONLY 

under test, button No. 7 is used for 
that test. 

Model 247 comes complete with new speed -read chart. Comes housed in 

handsome, hand -rubbed oak cabinet sloped for bench use. A slip -on port- 

able hinged cover is included for outside use. Size: 161/4" x 81/4" x 51/4'. 

20% deposit required on all C.O.D. orders. 

MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO. 

9 90 
DEPT. RN -12, 229 FULTON ST. 

NEW YORK 7, N. Y 
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Television Servicing -15 Months J 

THIS WIRE RECORDER 
HAS EVERYTHING 

(Including Record Player) 

-and you can build it easily! 
Model B -1 Magnetic Wire Betorder. (Foundation 
Unit) records up to 1 hour continuously. Full range 
fidelity 30- 8000 CPS records front standard phono 
records, radio or microphone. This model uses 
two motors-one for play-recording. second motor 
for rewind. Connect to amplifier or radio. Model 
B -1 (as illustrated above) with crystal mike. 1 hour 
spool of wire, phono pickup. 40 If.C. oscillator wired 
and tested. and schematic diagrams. 
1 Model B -1. $65.00 
2 Model B -1's 60.00 each 
3 Model B -Fa 55.00 each 
Quantity prices prevail while present stock of Re- 
corders lasts. Prices will go up again after these 
have been disposed of. See your friends and act 
now. A diagram of a simple 4 tube amplifier for 
portable usage to connect to this Recorder can be 
had by requesting saute. 
Quantity sales ordered in name of one customer ship- 
ment will be made to same. Remit payment in 
full for Recorders with order. All Recorder sales 
are final. 

M -110 Western Elec- 
tric Sound Powered 
Microphones. These 
can be used with 
P.A. and Recording 
systems. Good fre- 
quency response. 
Complete with chest 
plate and 20 feet of 
high grade low im- 
pedance microphone cable $5.00 each; 
with 50 feet length of 
cable $6.50. The mi- 
crophone cable atone 
is worth more than 
the purchase mice. 

NATIONAL UNION RADIO TUBES 
Standard htdividually cartoned tubes. Discount 50% plus 10% from current list prices. Minimum order 
50 tubes. Mail your order promptly with remittance. 
On band large stock of standard and hermetically sealed wire 

w 
and resistors. mica condensers and 

other parts. Surplus assemblies too numerous to 
mention. Write a needs. 
30% Deposit with C.O.D. Minimum Order $3.00 

Recorder orders remit in full 

Electronics of Staten Island, N. Y. 
(Formerly Clarion Sound Eng. Co.) 

P. O. Box 169 
Gibraltar 7 -8975 Staten Island 1, N. Y. 

TRANSMITTER KIT 
81295 

APPROX. 6 to 10 WATTS INPUT 

COMPLETE witf 
bi15V AC e d DC ply 

Key (as Illustrated) with 
plug 51.25 additional 

Extra coil .75 
Crystal mounted, within 

10 KC of freq. 80 or 40 
meters 1.50 additional 

20 meter crystal 3.50 additional 

All condensers, choke, resistors and Res- 
onance indicator lamp mounted and sol- 
dered. Only six wires to connect. Ready 
to operate within 15 minutes. Wire, coil 
for one band, 80 -40 or 20 meters, and 
tube supplied. Excellent as a standby rig, 
or for local contacts. Ideal for apartment 
house use. No BCL- QR11i. Size 7x7x2. Com- 
plete instructions included. 
We will wire and test this kit for $2.00 
additional. 

Terms: 20% deposit, balance C.O.D. 

TEK -KIT LABS 
P. O. BOX 6, 

Kew Gardens 15, N. Y. 
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Moore Street, New York 4, New York, 
will supply additional information on 
the "Disc- Jockey" or other units in 
their line on request. 

MAGNAVOX ''BERKELEY" 
The beauty of 18th Century cab- 

inetry has been faithfully reproduced 
in the Magnavox "Berkeley," a new 

radio -phonograph which has been de- 
signed to fit into the modern home. 

Available in mahogany finish, this 
new receiver features 18 watts undis- 
torted power output, two 12" "Duo - 
sonic" speakers and a precision auto- 
matic record changer with noiseless 
feather -touch pickup. 

The cabinet is 35" high, 30%" wide 
and 18" deep. This same model is 
also available with Armstrong FM 
carrying a tube complement of 14 am- 
plifier tubes, 2 rectifiers, and 2 tuning 
tubes. 

The Magnavox Company is located 
in Fort Wayne, Indiana. Requests for 
additional information on the "Berke- 
ley" should be addressed to the com- 
pany. 

TAVERN TV SET 
Colonial Television Corporation of 

New York has announced production 
on a new multi -color illuminated cab- 
inet, the first of its kind to house a 
television receiver. 

The new club model, No. 1530 "Vi- 
sion Master," has been designed espe- 
cially for taverns and other public 
viewing places. 

The new cabinet was designed by 
Henry Anchester, who was instrumen- 
tal in designing the present -day illu- 
minated juke -box cabinets. 

Colonial Television Corporation, 2139 
Harrison Avenue, New York, New 
York, will merchandise the new unit. 

AM -FM -PHONO CONSOLE 
The popular "split lift -up" top has 

been incorporated in the new Model 
H -168 AM- FM- phonograph combina- 
tion just announced by Westinghouse 
Electric Corporation. 

Available in either mahogany or 
blond avodire finish, this new receiver 
provides full -width record storage 
space for 52 albums or 350 single rec- 
ords. 

Featuring the new are vernier dial, 
illuminated by edge and indirect light- 
ing to provide a rainbow of color along 

DECEMBER SPECIAL 
Two Gang super -het tuning condensers' 50.75 

3 for 2.00 

OPERATES FROM A BEAM OF LIGHT 
Photo -electric relay kit complete with all parts in- 
cluding tubes, relay. sensitivity control and sim- 
ple assembly instructions. Build your own magic 
eye alarm system -use light beam control. Only 
$4.95. 
LABS - SC "OOLS - INDUSTRIALS - GET ON OUR 
MAILING LIST -SEND US YOUR REQUIREMENTS. 
Allied relay 24v. d.c., d.p.d.t. 10 amp. con- 

tacts, 75e; 10 for Sß.00 

G. E. Solenoid operated contactor 
SCR282O- Controls 6 circuits -operates 
on 115V. 6OCY., SS /saga/4, 15 amps 
contacts double break each circuit, G.E. 
Catalog price 825.00. YOUR PRICE..59.95 

Si mfd. P 600V oil tilled with mtg. clamp. 
59c; 10 (or........... .5 5.00 

Dual I4mfd P 200V electrolytic- KS8877; 
made by W.E.. 59e; to for 5.00 

Leach 6V de relay. 3 pole n.o.. 51.25; 10 for 10.00 
UTC "S -B" Input Xmtr. -line Or mike to 

grid; dealer's price, $3.10. Your cost. 
51.25; 10 tor 10.00 

Weston Ií476 -31/n Bakelite; 0.8V AC. 53.95 
Weston Ií507 R.P., mps. .0-1.5 2% 

accuracy to 05m,,; bake)lte case 3.95 
Westinghouse Filter chokes -4 by 65 .90 

mills, 300 ohms res. hermetically 
sealed 2^ can 890; 5 for 3.00 

25% deposit with order; balanes COD; save COO 
e barges; send full a cant. 

RADIO DEVELOPMENT & SALES CO. 
382 State Street Brooklyn 2, N. V. 

2 -IN -1 CHANNAL 
ANALYZER 

NEW PENCIL THIN PROBE 

Extremely sensitive tracer permitting signal to be 
heard at any stage of radio under test. 
Uses new Pencil Thin Probe with loud speaker 
operation. 
Plus a signal generator that delivers a strong A.F., 
I.F.. and R.F. Signal. permitting the serviceman to 

Uses an multi - vibratory networkt 
receiver under test. 

A.C.. D.C. operated. 
Only two controls for complete operation., 

NERVIC CEN'S $14'95 
See your local jobber. 

If he can't sun1,1V v 

a 

write t s direct. 
CONSTANT ELECTRIC 

112 Cornelia St. Brooklyn 21, N. Y. 

LEARN RADIO! 
IN ONLY 10 MONTHS 

PREPARE FOR A GOOD JOB! 
COMMERCIAL OPERATOR (CODE) 

BROADCAST ENGINEER 
RADIO SERVICEMAN 

(Approved for Veterana) 
SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE 

BALTIMORE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
1425 EUTAW PLACE, BALT. 17, MD. 

ROTA -BASE 
NEW HANDY LAB. DIAL actually gives 
-prong picture of radio tube connections, 
INSTANTLY, ACCURATELY. No more valuable 

time lost thumbing pages or on lengthy readings. 
Filament, grid, plate, cathode, etc., to more than 
300 tube types are shown. NOW ONLY $1.00 post- 
paid, or t C.O.D. plus postage. Order TODAY, 
money refunded if you are not delightfully pleased. 

REED MFG. CO. 
11330 -P, Burbank Blvd., N. Hollywood. Calif. 

LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE 
TUBES: Standard Brands - sealed cartons - All 
Types 60% to 80% off. 
HAND MIKE: "SHURE" Ste. Corps Type T175. 
ú R. cord and PL 68. New. 11.79. 
MIDGET CHOKES -"UTC "- Unlyersal replace- 
ments 69e each. 
Send 20% Deposit -Bal. COD -Fast Service. 

-Perfect Mdse. -Write for Catalog - 
COMMERCIAL RADIO 

36 BRATTLE ST.- BOSTON B 

RADIO NEWS 
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Include Postage With Cosh Orders 

WRITE FOR FREE VALUE- PACKED BULLETIN 

the full arc of the tuning band, this 
combination console has a tuning 
range of 540 to 1600 kc. on AM and 88 
to 108 mc. on FM with a tuning ratio 
of 16 to 1. 

Using a low- pressure crystal pickup 
and permanent needle, the H -168 has 
the new Westinghouse Speed Record 
Changer that plays 12 ten inch or 10 
twelve inch records. 

The receiver uses seven tubes plus 
rectifier and has a 10" electrodynamic 
speaker. Two built -in antennas are 
included in this model with provision 
for outside antennas if desired. 

The Home Radio Division of West- 
inghouse Electric Corporation, Sun- 
bury, Pa. will supply additional in- 
formation on the Model H -168 upon 
request. -- 

FRSMAP CONVENTION 

THE 
Federation of Radio Servicemen's 

Associations of Pennsylvania has 
announced plans to hold its first 
annual convention in Philadelphia, 
January 11, 12, and 13 at the Bellevue - 
Stratford Hotel, Broad and Chestnut 
Streets. 

The PRSMA is acting as host to the 
statewide group with Dave Krantz, 
president of the Philadelphia group 
serving as chairman in charge of ar- 
rangements. 

Mr. Krantz points out that this meet- 
ing will convene for the purpose of 
exchanging mutually profitable ideas 
on operating a successful service busi- 
ness. 

Persons interested in attending this 
convention may secure full details from 
Dave Krantz, 2109 South Seventh 
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

COMMUNITY RADIO- 
PHONE SERVICE 

AGROUPofprominentFreeport,Long 
Island citizens have recently banded 

together to form a new non -profit 
organization known as the Freeport 
Community Radio Association. 

The purpose of this organization is to 
provide a new community radio -phone 
service which will be available to any 
resident of Freeport, Long Island and 
vicinity. 

Designed to fill a need for radio- 
telephone services in small communi- 
ties, continuous 24 -hour operation of 
the central station will be provided. 
Central station equipment will be 
installed on the roof of the First 
National Bank and Trust Company. 
The signals are carried by telephone 
line to the switchboard of a local tele- 
phone answering exchange where the 
operator will acknowledge the radio 
call, take any message for delivery, and 
then relay it to its destination by 
ordinary telephone connection with 
any telephone subscriber of the Bell 
System. In a similar manner, messages 
may be transmitted from any telephone 
to the central station operator and 
then by radio to mobile units. No 
actual line connections are made with 
telephone circuits of the Bell System 
under this arrangement. 

The new system will operate on the 
152.03 and 157.29 mc. bands. Frequency 

equipment is being used. 
Selective calling is used throughout the 
system. 

30 

December, 1947 

BC 645 ULTRA HI- FREQUENCY 

TRANSMITTER- RECEIVER 

You Read 
About It 
in Feb. 
DST! 

Originally operated in the frequency band 
from 450 to 500 M.C. Con be converted 
to 420 MC amateur bond. Consists of com- 

plete transmitter and modulator system, 
and receiver. instructions for con- 

version to AC supply. 
Complete with 15 

tubes, 149 Jr 

U. S. Army Signal Corps 

HS-18 HEADSET 

Burgess De Luxe 
VIBRO TOOL 
Complete with 22 ot- 
tachments and case. 
Engraves on metal, 
gloss, stone, plastics. 
Cuts patterns on 
cloth, rubber; tools 
leather, etc. 

With Needle /110 V AC, 60 Cycle- 9 90 Alone 4.50 No. V 150, Complete 

For Beginners and Experimenters 
ELECTRIC MOTOR KIT 

Meissner's 
BREWSTER MODEL 

FM RECEPTOR 
Adds fre- 
quency mod- 
ulation to 
any regular 

AM set. 
Complete 

with 8 tubes 
38.33 

FIDELITY - Flat within 2 DB 
from 50 to 15000 C.P.S. 

ANTENNA INPUT Impedance -300 ohms 
SENS I TI V ITY -40 microvolts 

CONTROLS -Tuning and combination 
volume control -line switch 

POWER SUPPLY -105 to 125 
volts, 50 or 60 cycle AC 

Standard type. double 
phones, 2000 ohms D.C. 
resistance; 8000 ohms 
impedance, similar to 
Trimm featherweights. 
Brand new, in original 
pocking. Complete with cord, 
plug, leather -trimmed 1.49 headband. Adjustable 

AUDIO 

Consists of complete 
set of 33 precision 
parts for building 
on electric motor 
that really runs, 
plus profusely illus- 

264 
c- 
book 
rated 

'Thc 
32 

Drampage a 
of electricity" 

NEW SHURE T -17 
MICROPHONE 
Single button 
mike used by 
armed forces. 
Perfect speech 
qualities. For 
portable rigs or 
simplified home 

transmitter, or where 
carbon mike is speci- 
fied. In original cartons. 
With rubber covered 

5 -ft. cord and plug, 
cover, and switch. 

Listen to FM 
Stations with 

PILOTUNER 

"RADIOGRAPH" for fun 
Includes a com- 
plete kit of parts 
with earphone to 
build crystal re- 
ceiver. Also 3 -way 
telegraph outfit 
(blinker, buzzer, 

sounder). 2 persons can practice code, one 
sending, one receiving, through earphone. 
Complete with instructions and 
radio dictionary 7 

4 -Prong 6 -Volt VIBRATOR 
Similar to 
Mallory 294 or 
Radiant 5300 

1.29 eo. 1.1S ea. 1.05 ea. 
Lots of 12 Lots of 25 

'49 

A complete 
tuner less 
audio system. 

2995 
PILOTUNER features: 
3 gong copper condenser - Heavy duty 

transformer - Own power supply - Tuned R.F. stage - Walnut 
cabinet - 83/4" wide; 

63/4" high; 
53/4" deep. 

7TH AND ARCH STREETS, PHIIA. 6. PENNA 
Bron,hec5930 Marker St. a 3145 N. Broad St , Philo. 

Also in Wrlmrngton.Dtl.. East on ,Pa..AllenIown,P4..Camden,N.l. 

NEW VINYLITE FREQUENCY RECORD 
331/2 & 78 RPM; 50 to 10,000 CPS; voice 
announcements; unmodulated grooves 
for checking rumble content. Avail- 
able your local Jobber or 

UNIVERSAL RECORDING CORP. 
20 North Wacker Drive 

Chicago 6, Illinois 

COMPLETE Radio Engi- 
neering Course. Bachelor of 2' "- 
Science Degree. Courses also 
in Gish, Electrical. Mechanical. Chemical, Aeronautical 
Engineering, Business Administration, Accounting, Sec- 
retarial, Science. Graduates successful 64th year. En- 
ter Jan., March. June, 9epL Write for catalog. 

TRI -STATE COLLEGE 0D " N'a 

VERIFIED SPEAKERS 
"Let The Guarantee Protect I ou Too" 

WRIGHT 
Inc. 2232 University Avenue St. Paul 4, Minnesota 
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ATTENTION: PROSPECTORS -EXPLORER` 

FIND HIDDEN TREASURES! 

Do you seek hidden treasures 
ores? If so, construct 
Metallic Mine Detector 
Mine Detector Amplifiers 
at a ridiculously low price. 
(as illustrated) (less 
Battery case and cables. 
cord and jack (no phones). 
wiring diagram. U.S. 
Amplifier Type AN /PBS 
scribed. 

or rare metallic 
a U.S. Army Type of 
from these U.S. Army 

that we are offering 
Complete Amplifier 

tubes and batteries) with 
Cables, headphone 

Complete Army 
Army DETECTOR SET 

-1, as de- $2.95 Only 

L 

CLOSED OPEN 
No C.O.D.'s. Eveready 45 volt batteries #482, 
61.66 ea., 6 volt A. 73C. 2 -1N5 tubes, 95c ea. 
U.S. SIGNAL CORPS 5 METER SHORT WAVE 

XMTRS. 
172.258e1 XMTRB and TUBE only, less mike, bat- 
teries and antenna. One 11/2 volt dry cell and 671 
volts of B operates It. Just attach dl -pole. key or 
mike, connect the batteries and it's ready to use. 
Signal Corps spec. wired with silvered wire, mies 
Condensers, and precision resistors. Highly stable 
circuit with Lo -Loss silvered inductance. 
(Adjustable padded) Schematic supplied. Converts eas- 
ily to walkie- talkie and Ham bands. $2.95 
Only 
No C.O.D.'s 

FEDERAL SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
Lots of 12 65c 
Single Lote 750 

BRAND NEW WESTON SENSITIVE RELAYS 
MICRO -AMMETERS MODEL 705 

121 -0 -2% 2 -0 -2 range) 
Cost Uncle Sam $95.00. Our price S 1 0.00 with 
A.C. Rectifier. 

h GENUINE SIGNAL CORPS FEATHER- 
, s WEIGHT HEADPHONES WITH CORD 

AND PLUG 2000 OHMS -8000 OHMS P11- 
PEDANCE SI.00 

SPRAGUE -CORNELL -DUBILIER 
OIL FILLED FILTER CONDENSERS 

1. -MFD -1000 working volts. $ I .00 
4 for 

WEBSTER RECORD CUTTING HEAD 
Here is your opportunity to buy a genuine WEBSTER 
HOME RECORDING CUTTING HEAD. 
These units are all Brand new and were made for a 
nationally advertised manufacturer to be In their 
quality Home Recording Radios. Size 1%x)% ready 
to at your cutting arm or bracket. $2.95 

SPECIAL 
NEWARK SURPLUS MATERIALS CO. 
324 Plane Street Dept. N. Newark I, N. J. 

WAREHOUSE 

CLEARANCE 
25 Lbs. $250 25 Lbs. 

Miscellaneous Radio Parts and Sub -Assemblies 
SWITCHES FUSE HOLDERS 
CONDENSERS PILOT LIGHTS 
RESISTORS CABLES INSULATORS TRANSFORMERS DEFROSTERS SOLENOIDS MOTORS, IIO VAC 
THROAT MIKES HARDWARE ASS'T. 
ANTENNA BASES TERM. BOARDS 
Lots of other items ... Hundreds of Pieces. 

Remit with order only 52.50 for each unit wanted. 
No shipments outside of U.S.A. Sorry, no C.O.D. 

SPECIAL VALUES! 
NEON LAMPS, LAMPS, I W., G.E. type NE 18, per $15.00 
SOCKETS, for the above (4 on a strip), per 100 10.0o 
CAPACITORS, G.E. Pyranol, 1 MFD 300 Y.D.C., per 100 30.00 
CAPACITORS, G.E. Pyranol, .25x.23 MFD 1000 VDC, per 100 30.00 
CAPACITORS, Indus. cond., 4 MFD 800 V.D.C., per 10 4.00 
RELAYS, Guardian Elec., 25 V.A.C. SPST, per 

25.00 
RELAYS, G.E., 1 amp DPDT, 8000 ohm., 10 

MA. per 8 2.50 
BATTERY CLIPS, Mueller, 23 amps, per 100 4.00 
MOTORS, Emerson, 24 V.D.C., aeries wound 

back geared, 100 RPM -Torque, 150 os. ft. 
3 x 8 . Each 3.50 

TOGGLE SWITCHES, SPST, V9a shank, screw term., per 100.. 
* t 

18.00 
PILOT L1TE, Dial Late CO.. o mounting, rand. base (red only), 123 V. per 100 35.00 

GEORGE BROOKS & ASSOCIATES 
777 West Adams Street Chicago 6, Illinois 
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A COMPLAINT eg think your mag is tops, except 
for the "hire- purchase" sys- 

tem of your articles -'continued on 
page so and so.' 

"The mag is full of time saving 
instruments, but to read about it is 
a hopeless case. Why not complete 
first one story and then start on the 
next one." 

W. Niemann 
Johannesburgh, South Africa 

Yours is not the only complaint on 
this score, Mr. Niemann, but take it 
from us, it is not as easy to correct 
as you might think. We are doing 
everything we can to alleviate this 
situation. 

* * * 

ENGLISH RADIO eewITH reference to your 'Let- 
ters from Our Readers' page 

in the September issue of RADIO NEWS 
and with particular reference to the 
letter from Robert Barlow, I would 
point out that International Reply 
Coupons are available at any main 
post office in this country, at a price of 
6 pence (10 cents) each. These can 
be exchanged in almost any country 
in the world for local postage stamps, 
of a value to pay the ordinary letter 
post to the United Kingdom. 

"I have sent these to two or three 
American manufacturers and all have 
replied to me. I would also mention 
that it is possible to obtain dollar cur- 
rency, in the United Kingdom, to pur- 
chase technical publications. 

"The great snag, of course, is when 
one decides to construct a device from 
an American circuit. Most U. S. re- 
ceiving and low -power transmitting 
tubes are available at present here, 
being government surplus equipment, 
but of course this source will dry up 
soon. It is in the other components 
that the snag crops up. 

"As an example, I was very kindly 
sent the specs on the 'R -9'er' by Gen- 
eral Electric, and I decided to con- 
struct it. However, the construction 
notes state that the 'Q' of the coils 
must be high, and that the dimensions 
were critical. The notes specify cer- 
tain Millen coil formers, without giv- 
ing dimensions and of course unless 
one is prepared to spend a consider- 
able amount of time and money on 
trying various coil formers which are 
made in this country, of which there 
is a very poor selection available at 
present, one has to give up the idea of 
being the proud owner of an 'R- 9'er.' 

"However, we're better off here than 
some countries in Europe, as we do 
have an industry which turns out 
high -class components, although only 
a limited range. 

"As regards prices, ours are very 

much higher than yours. The retail 
price of a new 807, manufactured in 
this country, is approximately $6.50, 
although a government surplus 807 
costs $3.50. A 6L6 costs $3.75, and 
standard r.f. pentodes, such as the 
6SK7 and 6K7, cost $2.50. (These 
prices are government controlled 
prices). A 1000 v. d.c. 100 ;dd. vari- 
able condenser for a transmitter can- 
not be obtained much under $4.00. 

"As you can see from the foregoing, 
to build one's own receiver, or a 150 
watt transmitter (which is the legal 
maximum here) costs one a very con- 
siderable sum, even if most of the 
components are purchased on the sur- 
plus market. For this reason, most 
people here try and make their gear 
as efficient as possible with the min- 
imum of components. 

"Finally, I would like to say how 
much I appreciate your magazine, 
and I hope to be a subscriber, the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer permit- 
ting, for many years to come." 

N. H. Pettifor 
Member, R.S.G.M. & A.R.R.L. 
Sutton, Surrey 

Thanks for the interesting sidelights 
on the radio game in England. 

* * * 

CYPRUS REPORTING 

M-Al 

OOKING through my July issue 
of your excellent magazine 

RADIO NEWS, page 140, I came across 
'We Get Around.' Yes, I guess you do 
at that! 

"My wife wishes to thank you sin- 
cerely for the information sent along. 

"Our chief entertainment here is our 
SX -28A. I enclose a list of the few 
hams we get and thought you might 
like to pass them along in the issue. 
They might be interested to know that 
they can reach out to this little is- 
land." 

S. C. Hanford 
Skouriotissa, Cyprus Island 

Thanks, Mr. Hanford, for your let- 
ter and your listing. He indicates that 
the following U. S. amateur stations 
can be heard in Cyprus; W1SI, W1GP, 
W2FG, W2AFQ, and W2QWS. 

* * * 

SOME FILE 
EeTHE other night I was looking 

-a over some of my old back issues 
of RADIO NEWS and came across the en- 
closed ad from the August, 1935 issue. 

"Would it be possible to secure the 
booklet mentioned or a reasonable 
facsimile ?" 

G. V. Tatham 
177 Grenedier Road 
Toronto, Ontario 

That certainly must be some file of 
back issues you have there Mr. 
Tatham. -- 

RADIO NEWS 
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,-SERVICEMEN- AMATEURSI 
Why GUESS About Capacitors 

For Only $24.95 You Can Own a 

SOLAR CB -160 ANALYZER 

Measures capacitance of elec- 
trolytic, paper, mica and air 
trimmers. Range from .00001 to 
70 Mfd. in 3 ranges (48 in. of 
scale). 

Detects defective capacitors - 
directly indicates leaky, short- 
ed, or wrong capacity units, 
and intermittents. 
Direct reading of all measure- 
ments eliminates extra charts. 

Measures power factor of any electrolytic directly on a scale in per- 
centage. 
Cathode Ray Tube balancing -the "magic eye" 6E5 tube gives sensitive 
visual balance "Quick as a Wink." 
Measures resistance directly in ohms -50 ohms to 2 megs. in two ranges. 
Measures insulation resistance of capacitors and insulation at voltages 
up to 450 -Self contained power supply. 

(This instrument being offered at this low price due to slight damage on bottom 
of cabinets. Instruments otherwise guaranteed perfect.) 

Solar CBB160 -Same features as above except extended capacity range to 800 
Mfg! Special Net -834.95 (Reg. Price 539.80). (Cabinets slightly damaged 
as mentioned above.) 

Solar CF -100 Exam- meter -$59.70- Combination condenser tester and vacuum 
tube vo ltmeter. This unit allows for checking condensers under actual load. 

Also in stock for immediate delivery 
Triplett 625N- 10M /20M ohm per volt AC -DC multitester $44.10 
Triplett 2405 -Square line -25M ohm per volt AC -DC V.O.M 55.61 
Triplett MOH-Pocket type -AC -DC Multitester 19.60 
Triplett 2413 -Square Line -Tube Tester 48.51 
Triplett 2432 -Square Line- Signal Generator 75 RC to 50 MC 86.73 
Radio City 802N- Combination Tube Tester and MWtttecter 59.50 
Radio City 481 -20M per volt. AC -DC Multitester 39.50 
Radio City 447 -1,000 ohm per volt. AC -DC Multitester 17.95 
Radio City 805 -DeLuxe Tube and Multitester 89.50 
Radio City 705 -Signal Generator 49.50 
Radio City 710 -Portable Generator. AC -DC 17.95 
Radio City 776- Dynatracer- complete with tubes 29.95 
ORDER NOW From this ad- Immediate attention guaranteed. Write 
us about your requirements as we are glad to be of any assistance. All 
standard lines in stock. 

ADSON RADIO CO. 
221 Fulton St. New York 7, N. Y. 

Fixing Radios the Old 

-.. Hard Way ? 

The Feiler Stethoscope does every- 
thing but make the actual repair. 
And the Stethoscope does it faster, 
better and much easier. Thousands 
of radio men, many with little ex- 

perience, are already fixing ra- 
dios and other electronic equip- 
ment this new way. 

You will find that just this one 
low priced unit and a few basic 
hand tools are all you need to 
fix practically any radio. Here is the new Model TS -5 

"Pocket Stethoscope" built 
to take out on the job. It's 
light, compact and rugged 
yet performs like the bench 
models. Stethoscopes are 
available in 4 types ranging 
from $9.85 to $34.95. 

The "Inside Story" of the STETHO- 
SCOPE -how it works -how it instantly 
locates trouble in any circuit -is yours 
for the asking. The "Inside Story," 
a 24 page illustrated booklet, is full 
of practical tips and hints on radio 
servicing. To get your free copy, 
send your name and address on a 

penny post card today. 

"MAKES RADIO REPAIRS 
AUTOMATIC" 

Available for Export- Choice 
Territories Still Open 

FEILER ENGINEERING COMPANY 
945 George St. Dept. 12H7 Chicago 14, Illinois 

December, 1947 

TRIPLE BONUS - - -TRIPLE BONUS 

the GREATEST- - 

yes, the GREATEST- - 

TEST EQUIPMENT story ever told 

1000 pieces of LATEST MODEL, Stand- 
ard Brand Test Equipment to be sold this 
month. TUBE CHECKERS, SIGNAL GENER- 

ATORS, OSCILLOSCOPES, VTVM'S, MULTI - 

TESTERS, etc. 

LABORATORIES, SCHOOLS, RADIO 
DEALERS, SERVICE MEN, HAMS, 

EXPERIMENTERS, STUDENTS : 

Get a TRIPLE BONUS on EACH piece 

of equipment valued at $40.00 or more. 

Just fill out the coupon below. Act now! 

Buy for cash, on time -payment 
plan, or Radiomart lay -away plan 

Dept. RNA 
149 Riverdale Ave. 
Yonkers, New York 
I am interested in learning more about the greatest test 
equipment story ever told. Please send details of your great 
triple -bonus plan. I am particularly interested in buying 
the following equipment: 

Name 

Address 

Laboratory Service Man 

School Ham 

Radio Dealer Experimenter 
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WAR SURPLUS 
BRAND NEW 

COMPONENTS FROM FORMERLY SECRET 

SPERRY "AUTO PILOT" 

VERTICAL 

GYRO UNIT 
Designed for 

B -29 Superfort 
ARMY PAID 

$2355.00 

YOU PAY ONLY 

$1495 
Less than Vse on the dollar! 

Aluminum casing, housing one 400 -eye., 
115 -v., 3 -ph. motor propelled Gyroscope 
two 24 -v. DC shunt -wound Motors 2 Elec- 
tronic Relays Auto -Transformer and 
hundreds of other parts. A masterpiece of 
precision. 15x14x9"; 36 lbs. 

AMPLIFIER 
RACK 

WITH RELAYS 
AND METERS 
GOVFR',r Ftli PAID 

YOU PAY ONLY 

$695 
Consists of magnesium cabinet that mounts 

7 DPDT Allied Relays 1 SPST Relay 
1 Weston 0 -125 AC Volt Meter 
1 350 to 450 -cycle Frequency Meter 
1 115 -volt, 400 -cyc. Transformer 
And many other parts 

This unit is of special interest to "hams"! 
The cabinet would be excellent for small 
transmitters or receivers. 125x14x10" ; 23 
lbs. 

You pay shipping costs. Send check or money 
order to 

SURPLEX RETAIL SALES INC. 
2409 S. LaSalle St.. Chicago 16, III. 

Dept. RN -12. Phone CALumet 9130 

r 4 TUBE AC PHONO 

AMPLIFIER 

tone controls. Complete with 
1 -6V6 or 6K6; 1 -6X5. 
6V6 output Trans. for above unit 

Completely 
wired, vol- 
ume and 

tubes; 2 -9002; 

44c 
seaburg 2 post changer $19.95 
Oak 2 post changer 17.00 
G.I. or Alliance Motors 2.50 
Astatic 1 -70 crystal pickup 1.89 
vol. Control & Sw. t meg. L. shaft .45 
Vol. Control 20.000 ohm .20 
Astatic Dynamic Mike if DN -H2 12.10 
Gen. Cement, dial cable 1173, 100 ft., heavy 
AC -DC choke 250 ohm 1.45 
6 ft. rubber cord .17 

5" 
Speakers P.M $1.15 

P.M. 1.15 
6" Sppeeakers P.M 1.55 

Speakers P.M. with SOLS output 1.60 
61/2' Speakers P.M. with SOLS output 2.25 
Wire. cotton on rubber covered, all colors. 
20 Ga. stranded, per 1.000 ft. spool $6.00 
22 Ga. stranded, per 1,000 ft. spool 7.00 
Tubular electrolytic cond. aa. per 10 
40x40 150v. $O.15 $4.10 
50 150v .30 2.75 
30 150v. .23 2.25 
10 50v. .15 1.25 
.01, 05, .005. 000V. .09 .50 
.1 -6007. .07 .60 
.25-200v. .......... .10 .8o 
.0004- 2500v. transmitting cond ea .20 

"BABY GUARDIAN" 
Speed phone -intercommunication system -2 way sys- 
tem 105 to 125 volts -AC DC-50 60 
cycles -easy to install- economical to on- 
erate-amelent and dependable. Com- 
plete with 50 feet of cable. complete 

ALL PRICES F.O.B. N. Y. C. 
25% DEPOSIT, BALANCE C.O.D. 

THE ROSE COMPANY 
88 West Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. 

Spot Radio News 
(Continued from page 20) 

color, and language, but united in a 
common objective of furthering the 
technical means for world -wide under- 
standing." 

CONFIRMING THIS attitude was 
Charles R. Denny, recently- resigned 
chairman of the Federal Communica- 
tions Commission and one of the ring- 
leaders at Atlantic City. He said: "To 
me, the cooperation, goodwill, pa- 
tience, and perseverance of the dele- 
gates to the Atlantic City conferences 
were inspiring. They arrived with 
varying interests and with widely dif- 
fering initial positions." (NOTE: For 
instance, U.S. gave up one major point 
-having permanent headquarters for 
international radio here. Switzerland 
was favored by many delegates, and 
U.S. voted with the majority.) "They 
made friends with each other. They 
worked hard. They worked with great 
skill. They solved numerous technical 
problems of immense difficulty. They 
submerged their individual differences 
for the common welfare. The success 
of their efforts insures the orderly use 
and the maximum growth of commu- 
nications throughout the world." And 
P.S. - as we said before - will the 
United Nations please copy? 

ONE THING that Mr. Denny found 
and frowned upon at Atlantic City 
and now points to with alarm is that, 
while other nations, almost without 
exception, are expanding their inter- 
national broadcasting facilities, we 
are cutting ours down. When the war 
began, we had 13 short -wave trans- 
mitters sending programs to South 
America and Western Europe. During 
the war, this increased to 40, and by 
1944 we were broadcasting over 1000 
hours of programs in 40 languages and 
dialects each week. But today our 
operations are down to 232 program 
hours per week, leaving us a poor 
third in international broadcasting. 
Russia and England place first and 
second. "The Voice of America," in 
Mr. Denny's words, "has become a 
whisper." He adds : "Broadcasters 
have a duty even above and beyond 
their duty as citizens to take steps to 
insure that the United States plays its 
proper role in this important field. 
The voice that reaches out from our 
shores must be firm and clear. It must 
be heard throughout the world." 

THAT FM IS STILL ROLLING 
along became dramatically clear fol- 
lowing their first annual convention 
early in the fall, during which a num- 
ber of new plans were revealed. One 
was the proposal that sets be built 
with, say, ten buttons, all but four of 
which would be tuned to variety -pro- 
gram stations. The other four would 
hook up with networks specializing in 
one type of feature only. There would 
be a net catching only classical music, 
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Ragged RCA outdoor speaker. Magnet 7 lbs, 30 watts. 
Complete with multiple use output transformer and 
voiCOcoil. Only $9.95 at Almo. Model No. MI- 2917 -S. 

10% Cash with Orders 

Covers Globe 
ALMO RADIO COMPANY 

509 ARCH STREET PHILADELPHIA 6, PENNA. 

BARGAINS 
ARC 5 TRNSMTR 4 to 5.3 or 5.3 to late with tubes & crystl $5.25 

SENSITIVE RELAYS 
SIGMA SPOT type 4A11, 2000 ohms, 4ma 

close 1.5 ma hold, 5 prong shidd plug -In 
SIGMA B 

.9S 
same as 1tR2S but 2500 ohms A 

CLAR29 

E SPDT 3300 ohms, erne, 7t R3O. .79 
EDISON Thermal time delay, SPST norm 

open. 110 v A.C. or D.C., 45 sec. delay, 
10 amp contacts ............. 1.39 

CHOKES & TRANSFORMERS 
OUTPUT, PP8L8 Class AB2 or 2A3 Class 

A to 1.5, 3, 5. 8 S. 18. UTC PA Serles 
23 watts ft T37 2.95 

Class B INTRSTGE, driver plate to pp 
Grids, ratio 1 to 0.9, upright full skid 
Y T38 1.59 

25 by PLTR, 50 ma 400 ohm ctr tappd, 
shidd 2 "0 x 4h ¢T38 .......... .95 

7.23 by SWINGING, 300 ma 130 ohms, full upright skid 31/4 x 31/2 X 41/2" h 
2T42 2.95 

NI- VOLTAGE CAPACITORS 
0.0008 mf 2500 wvdc Sanramo mica RC05 .95 
0.02 mf 2000 wvdc Aerovox mica It C08 1.25 
0.2 mf 3000 wvdc popular makes 1íCO2. 2.35 
Write for additional lists of bargains ln Radio & 
Electronic parts. Also Kita designed by ROBERT 
G. HERZOG. 

Oniversat s¢¢r9! sgrp. 
(Dept. N -12) 

365 Canal St.. New York 13, N.Y. WAlker 5 -9642 

FREE! VALUABLE 
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About 

NEW VIBRATORS 

Write for it today! 
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THE BEVITOR CO. 
Box 5802, Cleveland 1, Ohio 

WORLD'S SMALLEST RADIO KNOWN! 
Wt. only L Ib. Beautiful S5.er Black plastic 

ease. Has Inductive Slide Tuner -W4 Crystal 
Diode -NO TUBES, BATTERIES OR ELECTRIC 
"PLUG IN NEEDED! Should last lar yews! 

GUARANTEED TO PLAY' 
NEW 1948 MODEL on local stations if complete Instructions sent 

ere followed. Use It et home. in bed. in many offices, hotels, cabine -mast any- 
where! HUNDREDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS ALL OVER THE WORLD! 

SEND ONLY $1.00 C.sh, M.O. Check) and psy postmen 12.99 plus de- 
livry fees on ar ref o send 53.99 far Paat Peid 

delivery. Complete as 
CHILDREN! 

play with self contained personal phone. 
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another exclusively devoted to dance 
tunes, a third to features, a fourth to 
news. Thus listeners would be at'e to 
get what they wanted when they 
wanted it without so much as looking 
at a program or turning a dial. . . . 

How fast this type of broadcasting 
will become a reality depends on the 
speed with which FM itself develops 
audiences, but experts in the field say 
that such networks are not too far 
in the future. 

THIS WAS A TOUGH YEAR for 
sunspots, according to the world's 
greatest authorities, who hasten to as- 
sure you that they will be able to pre- 
dict future radio sunspot troubles with 
far more accuracy than formerly. This 
prediction of solar activity, which as 
you may know greatly affects radio 
communication and is evidenced by 
spots on the sun, has been advanced 
through the application of a new sta- 
tistical method by two Americans - 
A. G. McNish and Virginia Lincoln, of 
the National Bureau of Standards. 
The method should also prove helpful 
in determining long -term weather va- 
riations and climatic changes. Teamed 
with the American method is basic in- 
formation on sunspot numbers ob- 
tained from the Zurich, Switzerland, 
Observatory, which has kept records 
on all types of solar activity since long 
before radio was developed. Indeed, 
1949 will mark the hundredth anni- 
versary of the Zurich records. Also 
helping the Bureau of Standards ex- 
perts are amateurs belonging to the 
American Association of Variable Star 
Observers as well as professional 
sources such as the Naval Observa- 
tory. 

SUNSPOT HARVEST this year will 
be among the biggest of all time, the 
researchers report. May ran the high- 
est score. The May record was pre- 
ceded by the three largest sunspot 
groups ever observed in February and 
July, 1946, and in March and April of 
this year. The February group of '46 
covered an area on the sun's surface 
of over a hundred times the area of 
the earth's disc. On the other hand, 
at times in a sunspot cycle, they reach 
almost zero. This was true in April, 
1944, when only one sunspot showed 
for the entire month. The importance 
of sunspot prediction is shown by com- 
parison of radio transmission in 1944, 
a lean year, and this year, a record - 
breaker. During '44, transmission 
across the North Atlantic was rarely 
possible for frequencies above 20 meg- 
acycles. During '47, when the ex- 
tremely high annual sunspot number 
of 126 is predicted, already transmis- 
sions using frequencies above 50 mc. 
have been logged over this path. 

EVERYBODY USING radio in a big 
way follows the Bureau of Standards 
predictions closely. This includes air- 
lines, steamship lines, television and 
radio schools, universities, radio and 
telegraph companies, manufacturers 
of communications equipment, con- 

December, 1947 

TELEX MONOSET... 
WHEREVER, WHENEVER HEADSETS ARE REQUIRED 

MODERN LIGHTWEIGHT 
Cleverly designed in tough durable Tenite, 
the TELEX Monoset is quickly replacing old - 
style, cumbersome headsets because it is 
made to wear under the chin instead of over 
the head. Precision -built magnetic receiver 
assures excellent fidelity. 
The NEW Monosets incorporate a volume control 
feature that permits the wearer to control volume of 
sound at the peint of reception. Write Department 
AU for information. 

Canadian Distributors: 
Addison Industries, Ltd., Toronto 

COMFORTABLE 
Specifications 
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2000 ohms -Pan No. 2 568 
500 ohms -Part No. 2569 
128 ohms -Part No. 2570 

SENSITIVITY 
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microwatt input. 
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TELEX PARK 
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7 W. 84th Street New York City 

In 
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Wht You Want the Best . . . 

RISCO HAS IT 
All Changers Brand New 

V. M. MIXER 
CHANGER 

PLAYS 10" and 12" 

Recorda at the same 

$15.50 

time. 
SEEBURG ..519.50 
DETROLA.. 13.75 
OAK 2 POST 17.00 
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ALLIANCE 
MOTORS .. 3.50 
SHURE 
PICKUPS .. 1.79 

Above Easily Attached to Any Radio 
or CAN BE USED WITH AMPLIFIER BELOW 

PHONO AMPLIFIER 
3 TUBE AC -DC 

Wired 
Control 

Vol. & Tone 
$e1.75 

Uses 12SQ7, SOLA, (,3525. 
Wired A Tested- 

Set of subee. -51 .39 
5" Alnico Sisk 1.19 
DIAGRAMS for any radio 
sent prepaid 50c ea. to 
cover cost of printing A 
mailing. 

250. on C.D D. orders. Orders Filled as Received. 
BE. 3 -8554. We Sell Retail. 

Free Catalpa Just Out. We Specialize in Mail Orden. 

RISCO ELECTRONICS 
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 

22 Warren St., New York 1, N. Y. 

NETTouraINGOF 
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N\I\ 

1440 PACES 
2600ILLUS. 

rrfr 
PRICE $ 

COMPLETE 4 
AUDELS HANDY BOOK OF ELECTRICITY 

for Maintenance Engineers, Electricians and 
All Electrical Workers. A quick, simplified, 
ready reference handy book, giving complete 
instruction and practical 

INSIDE TRADE INFORMATION ON 
rules and laws of electricity -maintenance of 
electrical machinery -A.C. and D.C. motors - 
armature winding and repair- wiring diagrams 
-house wiring -power wiring -cable splicing - meters - batteries - transformers - elevators 
-electric cranes -railways -bells -sign flashers 
-telephone -ignition -radio principles- refriger- 
ation -air conditioning -oil burners -air com- 

pressors- welding and many mod - 
% S ern applications explained so you 

can understand. 
All indexed for ready reference. 
To get this assistance for yourself, 
simply fill in and mail the FRED 
EXAMINATION COUPON below. 

AUDEL, Publishers, 49 W. 23 St., NEW YORK 
1P 
Practical y 

for 
me "AutlNS Handy Bats of Py, will 

iou fiin free examination. It lyuntil I will 

Otherwise I will days, un it. Si monthly until $4 is paid. 
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Address- -_ 
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Employed by RN 

FM - RADIO -TV TRAINING 
FREE BOOKLET NOW AVAILABLE 
This new booklet gives you the facts you 
want to know before you enroll in any 
school. Profusely illustrated, interesting 

and 'factual. Enables you to check why WRCI 
SPECIALIZED TRAINING METHODS are 
outstanding in the West; why WRCI labora- 
tory trained specialists are preferred for re- 
sponsible high paying positions in the fields 
of Radio Communications and Radio -Tele- 
vision Servicing. Choose your school with care; 
read this 16 page booklet before you enroll 
anywhere. Our course i4 approved for veteran 
training. Get your free copy of this revealing 
booklet now. Send a penny postcard or letter 
today. Please mark it Dept. N for quick 
service. and address: 

WESTERN RADIO COMMUNICATIONS 
INSTITUTE 

631 West Ninth Los Angeles IS, Calif. 
Member Loa Angeles Chamber of Commerce 

MILES "TELEMIKE" 
A midget unit (11 /a "X11/4 "xt /a ") requiring([ no physical 
TELEPHONtelephone. CONESATÌONS for 

BOTH 
loud Espeak. er listening or for recording when used with stand and amplifier or recorder. PRICE 825.00 postpaid. 

Write for details on our complete line of FILMGRAPH TELEPHONE - CONFERENCE - DICrATION- 'TALICDF 
RECORDERS @ REPRODUCERS. 

MILES REPRODUCER CO., Inc. 
Dept. RN -12. 812 Broadway, New York 3, New York. 

PEN -OSCIL -LITE 
Extremely convenient test oscillator for all radio 
servicing: alignment Small as a pen Self 
powered Range from 700 cycles audio to over 
600 megacycles u.h.f. Output from zero to 125 
v. Low In cost Used by Signal Corp. 

Write for information. 

GENERAL TEST EQUIPMENT 
38 Argyle Buffalo 9, N. Y. 
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suiting radio engineers, newscasters, 
research labs, and electric power com- 
panies. Federal agencies, among them 
the Weather Bureau, State Depart- 
ment, FCC, CAA, the Forest Service 
and the Coast Guard, are also steady 
customers. Bureau of Standards is- 
sues predictions each month for the 
following three months. 

COULD 11E YOU ARE ALREADY 
FAMILIAR with the electronic ana- 
log, the radio brain that can calculate 
three million times faster than the 
human mind, but here are a few items 
on it that you may have missed. They 
were recently released by the men 
who developed the gadget. The fath- 
ers of the device are W. T. Stark and 
W. C. Schaffer of the Wright Engi- 
neering Department and C. A. Phil - 
brick of Philbrick Researches. The 
analog can solve over a million math- 
ematical operations in a single day, 
operated by a single engineer. Put it 
another way -in one two- hundred- 
and- fortieth of a second it can crack 
a problem that would take a highly - 
trained engineer or mathematician a 
full day to solve. Wright is using the 
machine to solve various problems 
covering a wide range of engine types. 
A typical one; investigating the at- 
tainment of temperature control un- 
der conditions of maximum power and 
efficiency in a jet engine. Expensive 
engine operation was minimized by 
designing control components from 
the analog data. Thus time- consum- 
ing tests were drastically cut without 
subjecting the engines to possible 
damage under actual test. . . . In 
operating the analog, a skilled expert 
presents the problem to the machine 
by setting a number of dials and read- 
ing the answers on either of two 
screens similar to those used in tele- 
vision sets. The answers are given in 
graphs intelligible to trained techni- 
cians, and are permanently retained 
by a camera which takes pictures of 
the screened solutions. 

WITH ITS MOST successful Na- 
tional Radio Week (Oct. 26 -Nov. 1) 
now a matter of history, the industry; 
this time under the leadership of the 
National Association of Broadcasters, 
is staging another nation -wide cam- 
paign, this time against juvenile delin- 
quency. Justin Miller, president of 
NAB and spearhead of the campaign, 
has launched it by urging the public 
to "call on radio to help with increas- 
ing frequency." "Broadcasters," he 
added, are becoming increasingly con- 
scious of their civic responsibility and 
are not only willing but anxious to co- 
operate with local government offi- 
cials in all movements for community 
welfare." 

BEFORE SOME NORTHERN 
COMMUNITY is snowed in and 
learns the value of ham radio in keep- 
ing them in touch with the outside 
world, mention should be made of 
amateur work done during the re- 
cent devastating Florida hurricane. 
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30 Church Street New York 7, N. Y. 

MULTI -METER 
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Box 51, Berkeley. Calif., Dept. 12. 

PROJECTION TELEVISION 
Adapt your present RCA, GE, Crosley, Philco tele- 
vision receiver for Ex8 foot projected picture with 
the addition of s 30 KV -RF power supply and a 
5TP4 projection lens assembly. Complete pictorial 
construction details of the 30 KV supply and pro- 
jection system based on actual New York tavern in- 
stallations described in booklet just published at E2 
each, postpaid. 

PERFORMANCE RADIO CO. 
2898 Jerome Avenue, New York 58, N. Y. 
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Authorized by the Federal Communi- 
cations Commission, the ham network 
in Florida started operations almost 
before the big blow had died down to 
bridge the communications gap caused 
by downed wire circuits. FCC moni- 
toring stations at Powder Springs and 
Miami were ordered to stand by, and 
P. H. Herndon, Jr., Atlanta FCC man, 
rushed to Miami to coordinate the 
work. Everything on the ham circuit 
was ready for activity before the first 
wire communications, telephone links 
between Atlanta -Miami and New 
York -Miami, went down. Aided by the 
American Radio Relay League, FCC 
cleared amateur frequencies between 
3905 and 3915 kc., enabling hams with- 
in 1000 miles of West Palm Beach to 
get messages out. Coordinating the 
work up North was the FCC monitor- 
ing station at Laurel, Md., and more 
than 1000 hams in the greater Wash- 
ington area got in on the job. Typical 
of their reaction to the work was the 
comment of Maj. Burke Edwards of 
Chevy Chase, Md., who spent most of 
his time during the night that the 
hurricane was at its height answering 
queries of relatives on the welfare of 
their loved ones in' the stricken area. 
Asked if he had been bothered by the 
requests, Edwards said: "Bothered? 
No. We're always glad to be of help." 

TELEVISION FOUND A NEW USE 
recently when the first public view of 
surgeons performing operations was 
televised for the benefit of doctors 
attending the eighteenth annual sci- 
entific assembly of the District of 
Columbia Medical Society in Wash- 
ington, D. C. The operations were 
televised from Georgetown and Doc- 
tors Hospitals to the Statler Hotel, 
where the medics assembled. 

Constant and continuous radio contact by the 
AAF in Washington with aircraft flying any- 
where in the world is made possible by the 
new Signal Corps- engineered rotary beam 
which depends on rotating, receiving and 
transmitting antennas which point in the 
direction of and "follow " aircraft in flight. 
The planes need no special radio equip- 
ment for this communications miracle. Here 
AAF officers explain the new beam to a 
visiting scientist as S Sgt. Edwin B. Rosen- 
berg of River Falls, Wisconsin climbs up 
an antenna tower to make an inspection. 
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THORDARSON 
MAGUIRE INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED 

ELECTRICAL TRAINING 
Intensive 32 weeks' residence course in fundamentals of 
industrial electrical engineering, including radio, elec- 
tronics. Prepares for technician. engineering aides. Ap- 
proved fOr veteran training. 54th year. Catalog. 

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
7698 Takotna Atm. 
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NOW ''a 
FOR YOUR SILENT PROJECTOR 

$5993 Convert your 16mm silent pro- 
jector to sound (regardless of 
make) with Apex sound head & 

a radiofilm adapter. Guaranteed 
excellent performance. Write 
today for free information. 

APEX VIDEO 12209J Branford St. Roscoe. Calif. 

i 

Latest RCA 
Television Schematics 

RCA 7" Model 621 TS 
RCA 10" Model 630TS, 63OTCS 
RCA 10" Model 641TV 
RCA Projection Model 648PTK 

ALSO PREWAR RCA MODELS 
TRK5, TRK9, TRK12 
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Values Marked 

50e ea. Postpaid 
Send Check or Money Order 

BRITE -RAY TELEVISION CO. 
7 Clinton St. Brooklyn 2, N. Y. 
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"America's Best Buy 
TUBULAR ELECTROLYTICS 

Fresh Stock. Fully Guaranteed 

Each 
20 mfd ... 150V $0.21 

20-20 mfd 150V .29 
8 mfd 950V .19 

10 

$1.79 
2.49 
1.85 

100 

$19.95 
22.98 
17.98 

BY -PASS CONDENSERS 
.01 600V $0.06 $0.55 $ 4.60 
.02 600V .06 .55 4.75 
.05 600V .06 .55 4.95 
.1 600V .07 .65 5.49 
.25 600V .11 .98 8.95 
.005 1700V .14 1.25 9.95 
.01 1700V .15 1.30 10.20 
.02 1700V .16 1.40 10.95 

RESISTOR ASSORTMENT 
100 assorted % -; -1 watt carbon re.;ietore. 

All RMA color coded. Special $1.29. 

CRYSTALS 74c each 
Your f equency plus or minus 10 KC 

80 Meter, 3500- 4000KC 
40 Meter, 7000- 7300KC 
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"America's Best Buys." 
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MANUFACTURING CO. Ire. 
4111 Fort Hamilton Parkway 
Brooklyn 111, Now York, U.S.A. 

International Short -Wave 
(Continued from page 154) 

larly around 0400 -0500 on 9.54, 11.78, 
beamed to Australia. (Radio Austral- 
ia) QRA is P.O. Box 3045, Welling- 
ton, New Zealand. (Cushen) 

Nicaragua - YNEW, 8.190, Ma- 
nagua, heard several times lately 
testing with records and with regular 
Spanish programs; good level eve- 
nings. (Nankervis) HTX1, 8.320, Ma- 
nagua, is heard evenings through 
heavy CWQRM; the "HT" prefix is 
assigned to Nicaragua in addition to 
"YN" prefix. (Legge via NNRC) 

Northern Rhodesia -ZQP, Lusaka, 
is scheduled week days 1000 -1200 on 
7.220, 3.900, 9.710; Sundays to Euro- 
peans at 0400 -0530 (news at 0400). 
The stations also transmit on Sundays 
at 1030 -1130, although official sched- 
ules do not list this transmission. The 
9.710 channel is heard on the West 
Coast, best on Sundays around 1030- 
1115, using English and native, period 
includes religious services. (Dilg) 

Norway -Our Norwegian monitor, 
Bjorn Sundby, lists Norwegian sched- 
ules as LKJ, 9.54, Oslo; LLS, 15.17, 
Tromsoe; LKQ, 11.735, and LLJ, 6.185, 
Fredrikstad, at 1100 -1700. These sta- 
tions relay the Home Service. 

LKV, 15.170, Tromsoe, was recently 
logged in Pennsylvania on a Sunday 
at 1500 -1600, in clear. (Kary) 

Palestine - Roland Peddle, New- 
foundland, reports JCKW, 7.22, "The 
British Forces Station" in Jerusalem 
heard well on Sundays (may be Sat- 
urdays) around 1700 -1815 closedown 
with a "Midnight Special" program; 
announces as beamed to Western 
Europe, North Africa, and East Asia; 
has program summary at 1645 Sun- 
days and Wednesdays; gives QRA as 
British Forces Radio, 1st Unit, British 
Forces, Jerusalem, Palestine. Sched- 
ule is 1400 -1600 except Sundays (may 

be Saturdays) and Wednesdays when 
runs to 1815. 

Jaffa appears to have added 9.653 
to its frequencies. (Pearce) Has been 
heard in California on this "new" 
channel. 

Philippines -KZRH, 9.64, Manila, is 
heard in Sweden signing off at 1100. 
(Nilsson) Full official schedule is 
1700 -1100. 

KZRC, about 6.13, is heard on the 
West Coast announcing at 0850, nice 
level. (Balbi) This station, listed of- 
ficially as 6.140, is affiliated with 
KZRH, Manila, and is located at 
Cebu. Operators of these stations 
project another SW outlet, to radiate 
in the 25 -meter band. Cebu leaves the 
air at 1000. 

"The Voice of America in Manila," 
11.84, appears to be scheduled 0400- 
1005; has late news at 1000. (Balbi) 

Radio Australia reports that KZRM 
has returned to the air on its prewar 
channel of 9.570, heard at 0500. The 
Philippine outlet widely reported on 
9.515 is KZFM (Dilg). 

KZPI, 9.500, is on the air 1700 -1100 
daily and on Saturdays (in America) 
runs full 1100 -1100 (Sundays). KZOK, 
9.690, is scheduled 24 hours a day ex- 
cept 1100 -1630 Saturdays when its 
transmitters are off the air for main- 
tenance. (KZPI is on during those 
hours.) Frequencies of KZPI and 
KZOK appear to vary. 

Poland -Warsaw, 6.115, at last re- 
port had news yet at 1450; at 1515 on 
Saturdays has news in Yiddish. 
(Miers) The English news may be 
changed by this time to 1550 -1610, this 
being the schedule last winter. 

Portuguese China- CR8AA, 9.248, 
Macao, wants more reports. (Cushen) 
Present schedule is not known but 
probably is mornings to around 0915 
or 0930. Not reported lately in U.S. 

Rumania - Bucharest, 9.253, now 
has news at 1315; announces, "This is 
Rumanian Short Wave Station Dek- 
ka- Rumania on 25 meters and 32.4 

This well- equipped listening post belongs to Wally Moore, Lawrenceburg, Tenn. 

RADIO NF.WN 
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FIX ANY RADIO 
Amazing New Invention 

Find radio faults with a new simplified method. Repair all 
radios in minutes instead of hours. Revolutionary, differ- 
ent Comparison technique permits you to do expert work 
almost immediately. Most repairs can be made without 
test equipment. Simplified point -to- point, cross -reference, 
circuit suggestions locate faults quickly and easily. 

CHARTS, BLUE -PRINTS, TESTS, HINTS, JOB -SHEETS 
Learn time -saving trouble- shooting short -cuts; find any radio 
fault with ease. Follow the tests shown on 24 large circuit blue- 
prints. Over 1,000 practical repair hints. For all types of radios. 
Hundreds of simplified tests using a 50 resistor and any filter 
condenser. Introductory material for beginners and to serve as 
review for experienced radio men. Several chapters on test 
equipment. Complete plan in manual form, 61 job- sheets, data 
on all tubes, 84 large pages, 81/2x11 in. Schematics, pictures, 
charts. Sold on no -risk trial. Price, only $1.50. Send 

RE ?AIR RADIOS WITHOUT TESTERS 

NEW METHOD DEVELOPED BY BEITMAN 
This newly developed method tell, you how to locate the source of trouble in 

any radio set without equipment. Make needed tests. measure voltage. trace the 
signal, by using only a 50 resistor, small condenser, and a crystal detector. 
Inject signals without any signal generator. Test parts by the new Comparison 
method. Test tubes without equipment. Repair any radio expertly following 
simplified picture plans. Improve your radio servicing ability. Data on all sets. 
portables, AC -DC, FM, recorders, intercoms, P.A. Examine and apply the plan 
for 10 days without obligation or risk. Send trial coupon today w110- 

coupon. 

NO RISK TRIAL ORDER COUPON 

SUPREME PUBLICATIONS 
9 S. Kedzie Ave., Chicago 12, Illinois 

Ship postpaid the new complete Simplified Radio Servicing by 
Comparison Method manual for 10 days' examination. I am en- 
closing $1.50, full price. I must be entirely satisfied or you will 
refund my total remittance. 
Name: 
Address: 

Manufacturers - Jobbers -Dealers -Radio Schools 8 Repairmen 

HERE ARE NEW OFFERS -THE PRICES SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES! 
RADIO TUBES- KNOWN BRANDS - BULK 

Ed. It 

80, 5134G, 5Y3GT, 5Y4GT $0.42 
35W4, 25Z5, 25Z6GT, 35Z5 .45 
6F5G, 6F6GT, 6J5, 6SA7, 6SK7, 6SQ7 .47 
12BE6, 12BA6, 12AT6, 12SK7, 12SA7, 12SQ7 .49 
6116, 6J7, 6K7, 6Q7, 6SF5GT, 6SN7GT .55 
5Z3, 35A5, 35L6, 50B5, 50L6 .55 
43, 6A7, 6A8, 6V6GT, 25L6GT .59 
OZ4, 6X5GT, 7A8, 7B4, 7B5, 7B7 .65 
1A5GT, 1A7GT, 1H5GT, 1N5GT, 1R5, 184, 1S5 .74 
1T4, 3Q4, 3Q5GT, 50A5, 14A7, 14B6, 14Q7 .79 
6AC7, 6L6G, 25A6G, 35Y4, 117Z6GT .95 
1LA6, 1LE3, 1LN5, 70L7, 117L7GT, 117N7GT 1.35 

BUILD YOUR OWN FM TUNER 
FM - CONDENSER & COIL KIT - 88 to 103 Mc 

Variable Condenser 
Discriminator Coil 
2 -I.F. Coils 
1- Limiter Coil 
Antenna Coil 
Oscillator Coil 
Schematic Diagram 
Instruction Chart 

$495 
VOLUME CONTROLS, t3 or 1 Meg. with switches $ 0.39 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS, match 50L6 .39 
VARIABLE CONDENSER, 2 -Gang, 420/162 .68 
VARIABLE CONDENSER, 3 -Gang, 420/420/420 1.17 
SOLDERING IRON, 60 Watts, list price $2.95 1.77 
SOLDERING IRON, 100 Watts, list price $3.95 2.37 
ELECTRIC MOTOR, with 9' T urntable 2.95 
CRYSTAL PICK -UP ARM 1.75 
CRYSTAL CARTRIDGE, fits most pick -ups 1.25 
4' PM SPEAKER, Alnico No. 5, 1-oz. Magnet .95 
5' PM SPEAKER., Alnico No. 5, 1 -os. Magnet 1.22 
DETROLA AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER 13.50 
BROOKS INVERTER, 50 Watts, 110 V 8.95 
LOOP ANTENNAE, assorted sizes, oval .39 
I.F. COILS, 456 Ko .49 
TOGGLE SWITCHES, SPST -15E. DPST -25E, DPDT -40t 
LINE CORD 6 feet .14 
RESISTANCE CORDS, 160, 180, 220, 290 ohms .49 
OSCILLATOR COIL, 456 Ko .19 
RESISTORS, h Watt, 100 -assorted 1.50 
SOCKETS, 100 assorted 4.50 

PAPER TUBULAR CONDENSERS 
100 -assorted, .001 to .02, 200 to 600V $3.9S 
.001 -600 V, per hundred 3.95 
.002 -600 V, per hundred 3.95 
.005 -600 V, per hundred 4.40 
.01 -600 V, per hundred 4.40 
.02 -600 V, per hundred 4.40 
.05 -600 V, per hundred 4.95 
.1 -600 V, per hundred 7.20 

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 
10-150 V 
20/20-150 V. 
30-150 V. 
40/40/20-150 V, 25 V 
8-450 V. 
10-450 V. 
16-450 V. 
16/16-450 V 
20-450 V 
30-450 V 
40-450 V 

BROOKS RADIO DISTRIBUTING CORP. 
80 VESEY STREET DEPT. B NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 

Decent her. 1917 

E:eL 
$0.22 

.26 

.28 

.44 

.27 

.32 

.36 

.59 

.39 

.47 

.54 

C0.7-2312 . 
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WE SHIP ANYWHERE 
IN THE WORLD 

7fttatuatioisaliv i'Ctis's4bo 

FLANAGAN 

RADIO TUBES 

UP TO 80% 
OFF 

STANDARD 

LIST PRICE 

RADIO 
CORP. 

Send for free 
catalog and prices 

of hard -to -get Radios, Ra- 
dio Tubes, Radio Parts, Pickups, 

Motors, Condensers, Tube Checkers, Volt and 
Ohm Meters, Signal Generators, Signal Trac- 
ers, etc. 

FLANAGAN 
RADIO CORP. 

America's Largest Stock of Radio Tubes 

MAIL ORDER DIVISION 

5251 MARKET ST. 

PHILA. 39, PA. 

THE "ßaoh" RADIO 
The lightweight Portable 

that Plays Anywhere! 

LOMPLETE KIT 

$9.95 
less batteries 

FEATURES 
4" PM Alnico Speaker 
Fingertip control of station 
and volume. 
Four miniature tubes. 
Size: 71/2" x 91/2" 

3" 

Weight: Only 4 lbs. 
Leatherette bound. 

Here's the ideal gift for Xmas . . , the 
ideal radio for everybody. 
Send $3.50 with order. Balance C.O.D. 

GENERAL RESEARCH 

LABORATORIES 
222 Sf. Marks Avenue 

Brooklyn. New York 
Dealer's Inquiries Invited 
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meters." (Pearce) Has anyone heard 
this one on 25 meters? 

South Africa -ZBB is the callsign 
of the new South African Air Force 
station heard testing on 7.445, leaving 
the air at 0140; asked for reports to 
O /C, 64 Air School, Waterkloof, Dis- 
trict Pretoria, South Africa. ZBB is 
to be used primarily for providing re- 
ports on weather, ionospheric condi- 
tions, and other data useful to pilots. 
The proposed program calls for hour- 
ly weather reports and other data 
every two hours; music will be used 
to fill in the gaps. Major N. Thomas 
of the station informs that the trans- 
mitter is an AVT RCA, 5 kw., feeding 
into a Kraus antenna (three half - 
wave dipoles folded back on them- 
selves). Reports from overseas are 
welcome, the Major stated, and will 
be acknowledged. No IRC required. 
According to South African newspa- 
pers, the station is actually operated 
by the Telecommunications Branch of 
the Department of Defense at Pre- 
toria, using S.A.A.F, transmitting fa- 
cilities at Waterkloof (about two 
miles outside Pretoria). (Laubscher) 

SABC, Johannesburg, lists current 
schedules as follows: 

Johannesburg -No. 3, 5 kw., 3.450, 
not operating; 4.895, daily, 1050 -1605; 
6.007, week days at 2345 -0130, Sun- 
days at 0055 -0110; 9.523, week days at 
0315 -0710 and 0900 -1040, Sundays at 
0315 -1040; 11.710, not operating. No. 
4, 1 kw., 6.095, week days at 2345- 
0130, 1120 -1605, Sundays at 0055 -0130, 
1120 -1605; 9.870, week days at 0315- 
0710, 0900 -1110, Sundays at 0315 -1110. 
No. 5, 4.373, week days at 2345 -0130, 
0315 -0710, 0900 -1605, Sundays at 0055- 
0115, 0400 -1605. 

Cape Town -No. 3, 5 kw., 5.887, 
week days at 2345 -0130, 1100 -1605, 
Sundays at 0055 -0110; 9.61, week days 
at 0315 -0710, 0900 -1045, Sundays at 
0315 -1045. 

Pietermaritzburg -No. 2, 0.5 kw., 
4.878, week days at 2345 -0130, 0315- 
0710, 0900 -1605, Sundays at 0055 -0115, 
0400 -1605. 

International regulation has caused 
SABC to change the 9.912 Johannes- 
burg frequency to 9.870, as the former 
was outside the allocation. (Laub - 
scher) 

Surinam - PZR, Paramaribo, ap- 
pears to have moved from 11.332 to 
about 10.970; good signals evenings 
but has bad CWQRM. Uses many 
U.S. popular recordings, announce- 
ments are in Dutch, signs off with 
Dutch National Anthem around 2035. 
No English noted. 

Switzerland -Berne appears to be 
using 9.535 now in the 1730 -1815 beam 
to North America. (Worris) Watch 
for United Nations Radio, Geneva, on 
9.515; heard irregularly with news 
bulletin, sometimes at 1430; wants re- 
ports to European Office of United 
Nations, Geneva, Switzerland. 

Syria- According to Radio Austra- 
lia, "Houna Damaash" is identifica- 
tion of the Damascus station operat- 
ing on 6.000; schedule is 0000 -0030, 
0530 -0630, 1100 -1600. Uses mostly 

-PITCO- 
LINE 

FILTERS 
5 Amp. 110.220 

Volts, A.C. or D.C. 

10 Amp. 110.220 
Volts, A.C. or D.C. 

Highest Quality ... Dependable Performance 
Exhaustive tests and actual operating performance 
have definitely proven the superiority of the Pitco 
Line Filter over other designs. This dependable unit 
presents a solution to the problem of serious radio 
interference from potter lines, motors. and appliances 

. provides inductance as well as capacitance. there- 
by assuring thorough filtering action. 
The Pitco Line Filter plugs into the electrical outlet 
and can be connected at the receptable of the filter 
telth either the radio set or interfering device. Wher- 
ever installed, you'll find this sturdy, compact filter 
is unsurpassed for high quality and outstanding per- 
formance. 
See the Pitco Line Filter at your local distributor to- 
day. He has both the 5 Amp. and 10 Amp. sizes 
ready for immediate delivery. 

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS, SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 
OR WRITE DIRECT. 

Pittsburgh Coil Co., Carnegie, Po. 
Coils Test Leads Line Filters Indoor Aerials 

RECORDS 
LATEST & HARD -TO -GET BACK NUMBERS 

Some slightly used and some brand new - 
Victor, Bluebird, Columbia, Okeb, Decca, 
Capitol, etc. Cuch artists as Glenn Miller, 
Benny Goodman, Harry James, Bing Crosby. 
Frank Sinatra, Gene Autry, Duke Ellington. 
Fats Waller, Guy Lombardo, Andrews Sis- 
ters, Kate Smith, Ink Spots, Mills Bros., etc. 

BIG PROFITS Your opportunity to cash 
in on this new field that 

Is sweeping the country. Specify the type of 
music that sells best in your territory such 
as Swing, Sweet Music, Cow -boy, Hill -billy, 
Polkas, Blues, etc. Your price $13.90 per 
000 records, f.o.b. Chicago, 2% off for cash 
with order. All shipments made within Id 
hours. 

CHAS. HOODWIN CO. 
4419 Broadway, D -15 Chicago 40, Illinois 

World's Largest Dealers in Used Records 

L. I. Specials 
Dynamotor BD77L 

illustrated. 12 volt 
input, 1060 volt 
360 ma. output, 
complete w /filter, starting relay, 
mounting and men - 
val. NEW, ea. $5.35 

Dynamotor PE73, 
same as above 
except for 24 volt 
input. USED, less 
manual, ea. $4.95 

Extension Cord for 11533 headset, complete 
w /JK26 Jack on one end and PL55 Plug 
on other. Ea. $0.27 

MC211A, Right Angle Coupling for 
SCR274N. NEW, ea. .75 

MC203A, "T" Coupling for SCR289. NEW 3.90 
Flexible Tuning Shaft for SCR274N, 79" 

length, complete w /ferrules, spline, etc. 
NEW, ea. 1.45 

BC375 Tuning Units (TU5 to TU26) com- 
plete w /black crackle finished case. 
USED, ea. 1.95 

M299 Microphone Adapter. Allows use of 
carbon microphone on SCR522. NEW, 
ea. 1.35 

All prices F.O.B. Flushing, N. Y. 
See our list of Schematics in October Radio News 

LONG ISLAND RADIO CO. 
164 -21 Northern Blvd. Flushing, New York 

Radio Technician and Announcers 
A practical 15 -month course in First Class Radiotelephone 
Ope tion d Announcing is offered by Don Martin hoot of Radio Arts. Meet station, these days req ire c mbina- ti n men. We specialize to this type of ates.nd main- tain a placement bureau for our graduates. 

training 
Serving a Industry for 10 yeah, the School of Radio Arts can train you. Write for pur catalogue outlining the ourses offered. Classes can be arranged so you can do part time work tu the stile. 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS 

DON MARTIN SCHOOL OF RADIO ARTS 
3655 North Cherokee St. Hollywood 28, Calif. 

RADIO NEWS 
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Arabic, but does play some French re- 
cordings. 

U.S.S.R.- Tashkent (Usbek S.S.R.) 
is heard in Britain with news for In- 
dia at 1200 on (announced) 6.825. 
(Pearce) 

Moscow's 9.710 (announced) channel 
has excellent signal in beam to Bri- 
tain mornings, including news at 1130. 
(Harrison) This is usually a good 
signal here in the East at 1500 with 
news. 

Moscow's Home Service has been 
heard on West Coast lately on 8.100 
at 0300 -0425, poor quality. (Nanker- 
vis) 

Vatican -HVJ, Vatican City, has 
moved from 5.968 to about 5.890, par- 
allels 6.190 with German at 1445. 
(Nilsson) 

The 15.095 outlet has been heard in 
Rhode Island at 0900 with news, good 
signal. (Pelland) If returned to win- 
ter schedule, this newscast may be at 
1000 now. 

Still has news at 1345 on 9.66 and 
5.890. (Miers) Some list this for, 1315. 

Last Minute Tips 
An Arabic -speaking station is heard 

well in Sweden at 1230 -1500 on 12.000 
and on approximately 7.500; some 
Swedish listeners believe this is Port 
Said; others give location as Medina; 
call sounds like "Hona Dimach." 
(Nilsson) Holmberg, Stockholm, 
gives call as "Hona Medina." Pearce, 
England, hears this one signing off at 
1500 with military march; has news 
in Arabic at 1445; thinks call is "Huna 
Asmara." Very bad CWQRM at times. 

Roster i Radio, Stockholm, reports 
a station called Radio Venezia, heard 
in Sweden at 1300 in the 49 -m. band. 
(Nilsson) 

ZYZH is the call of a ship, Port of 
Beaumont, of the Ronne Expedition, 
heard in Germany giving location as 
1500 km. south of Cape Horn; fre- 
quency appears to be 8.2/8.33, heard 
at 2300. Also on 10- and 11- meters as 
W3LYK /MM. (Miers) 

Swiss schedules to North America 
are listed as 1730 -1815, 11.865, 9.535; 
2030 -2200, 9.535, 11.865, 15.315; 2200- 
2230 (to Pacific Coast), 9.535, 11.865, 
15.315. (Cain) However, Beck, New 
York, just flashed us revised Swiss 
schedules for the winter which are to 
South America, 1830 -2000 on 9.539, 
7.21, 9.655; to North America, 2030- 
2230, 9.539, 9.655, 6.165. 

Radio Makassar, Celebes, reports it 
will shortly utilize full normal power 
of 10 kw. (Beck) 

Jaffa's 9.645 outlet has terrific sig- 
nals in New York around 2330. (Beck) 

Officials of XGOA, Nanking, China, 
have notified me that the 15.35 fre- 
quency is being replaced with 11.835 
for the transmission to North Amer- 
ica beginning at 1930. Wants reports 
from North America on the 11.835 
channel. It was not stated whether 
the 9.73 XGOA outlet would be paral- 
lel, but this is likely. 

AIR's outlet on 6.190 is being heard 
again on West Coast after 0900. 
(Balbi) 

December, 1947 

BUY THE PROGRESSIVE 

Our prices for radio kits and parts have always 
been amazingly low. NOW, mass sales have made 
possible even further drastic reductions through 
our revolutionary PROGRESSIVE UNIT Plan. 

The Progressive Radio Kit, for instance - 
earlier reduced from $19.75 to $14.75 -can now 
be purchased at a cost of two kits for $28.1 5 
and three kits for only $41 .501 

Buy the PROGRESSIVE UNIT way and save 
$S$$$$$! See below for our Progressive prices on 
individual items. 

PROGRESSIVE AMPLIFIER KIT 
This newest Progressive Kit- complete with all 
parts, tubes and a 12 -inch speaker -will enable 
you to build a newly- designed, high fidelity, hum - 
leas amplifier for phonograph, AM or FM tuner 
or microphone. 

Regulated power supply maintains constant 
voltage supply. DC heater supply, whether ampli- 
fier is used on AC or DC, provides humless 
operation by eliminating cathode -heater leakage 
hum. Contains degenerative feedback for im- 
proved frequency response, balanced phase in- 
verter and push -pull beam power output. Every 
stage thoroughly decoupled to improve low - 
frequency response and prevent motorboating. 
Tone control completely variable. Six -tube per- 
formance. Uses 1 -VR 105, 1- 12SL7, 2- 50L8's and 
two selenium rectifiera. 

Progressive Unit 
Prices on 

Amplifier Kit 

1 kit 
2 kite 
3 kits 

$25.75 
49.50 
69.00 

UNIT WAY! 

NOW BUILD 
15 RADIOS 
Complete Kit 

ABSOLUTELY NO KNOWLEDGE OF 
RADIO NECESSARY 

YOU NEED NO ADDITIONAL PARTS 
The Progressive Radio Kit is the ONLY 
COMPLETE KIT. Contains everything you 
need. Instruction Book, Metal Chassis, Tubes, 
Condensers, Resistors and all radio parts. The 
36 -page book written by expert radio instructors 
teaches you to build radios in a professional 
manner. You start with one -tube receivers, then 
build two-tube receivers, then three -tube re- 
ceivers. (The three -tube receivers are equal to 
four -tube receivers because of the addition of a 
selenium rectifier.) You then construct a powerful 
public address system which will permit you to 
address large audiences. Then you make three 
different transmitters so you can get a real thrill 
out of being on the air. Before you are done with 
this kit, you will have built 11 receivers, 1 Publio 
Address System and 3 transmitters. 
PROGRESSIVE UNIT PRICES ON RADIO KIT 

1 Iiit $1 4.75 
2 Kits 28.1 5 
:t Kits 41 .25 

SPECIAL FREE OFFER 
Electrical and Radio Tester sent absolutely FREE 
with each Progressive Radio Kit. PLUS FREE 
membership in Progressive Radio Club. Entitles 
you to free expert advice and consultation service 

with licensed radio tech. 
nicians. Write for fur- 
ther information or OR- 
DER your KIT NOWT ----A-- Radio Pant.¢ Sca (0, 

NO SURPLUS - ALL PARTS GUARANTEED BRAND NEW! 

PHONES 
Single Headset. 

1000 Ohms, DC. Reg. 
Price 51.65 

Buy 1 for 1 . 1p and save 55e 
Buy 2 for $1 . 90 and save $1.40 
Buy 3 for S2.55 and save 32.40 

ELECTROLYTIC 
CONDENSERS 

20 -20 mfd. 150 W.V. DC. 
Reg. price 75c 

Buy 1 for 30c and save 45c 
Buy 4 for 1 , 6 and save $1.84 
Buy 7 for .96 and save $3.29 
Buy 10 for 2.65 and save $4.85 
40-40 mfd. 150 W.V.DC. Reg. 
Price $1.05 
Buy 1 for 45e and save 60e 
Buy 4 tors 1 . 70 and save $2.50 
Buy 7 for 2, o and save $4.55 
Buy 10 for 3. and save $6.70 
10-10 mid. 450 W.V.DC. Reg. 
Price $1.25 
Buy i for 65c and save 600 
Buy 2 for $1.24 .24 and save $1.26 
Buy 3 for $1.74 and save $2.01 

VARIABLE CONDENSER 
(420 -420 mid.) Reg. price 

51.80 
Buy 1 for $1.45 and save 35e 
Buy 2 for $2.60 and save $1.00 
Buy 3 for $3.60 and save $1.80 

CONDENSER KIT 
50 paper tubular con- 
densers. Values from 
.1)02 mfd. to .1 mid.. 
400 v.dc. to 600 v.dc. 
Regular Price $5.00 

Buy I kit for $1.95 and save $3.05 
Buy 2 kits for $3.80 and save $6.20 
Buy 3 kits for MSS and save $9.45 

RESISTOR KIT 
100 carbon resistors, .4- 

Y iivlRrc 3h - values from 330 ohms 
to 2.2 megohms. Reg. price $5.00 

Buy 1 kit for $1 .50 and save $3.50 
Buy 2 kits for $2 .80 and save $7.20 
Buy 3 kits for $3.90 and save 
$11.10 

if ANTENNA AND RF 
IIVV77 COIL SET 

(broadcast Band) Reg. Price $1.00 
Buy 1 set for 59c and save 41e 
Buy 2 sets for 1 . 1 O and save 900 
Buy 4 sets for $2.08 and 

save $1.92 

Famous Make 
SOLDERING 

IRON 
55 watts 110/120 
volts. Reg. rice 52.50 
Buy 1 for 1:90 and save 60e 
Buy 2 for 3.6 and save $1.40 
Buy 3 for 5.1 and save 82.40 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
Regular price $1.10 
Buy 1 for 79c and 
save 31e 

Buy 2 for 1 .54 and save 66c 
Buy 3 for $2,25 and save $1.05 

12' ALNICO SLUG 
SPEAKER 

Regular price 58.00 
Buy 1 for $5.60 and 
save $2.40 

Buy 2 for S10.80 and save $5.20 
Buy 3 for $ 1 5.95 and save $8.05 
(No more than 3 to a customer) 

Radioman's Combination 
LONG NOSE PLIERS 

and CUTTERS 
6" exceptional quality. Hydryzed for 
extra toughness. Diamond -tested 
cutters. Reg. price $1.95. 
Buy 1 for $1 .4 and save 50c 
Buy 2 for $2.7 and save $1.20 
Buy 3 for $3.6 and save $2.25 

PROGRESSIVE RADIO TOOL KIT 
A Progressive Electronics Special. 
Contains 55 watt 110/120 volt sol- 
dering iron. radioman's combination 
long -nose pliers and cutters, amber 
handle screw driver, Polystrene 
alignment tool. Reg. price $4.95. 
Buy 1 kit for S3.25 and save S1.70 
Buy 2 kits fora 6. 1 

0 
and save $3.80 

Buy kits for a88 70 and save $6.15 
(No more than 3 kits to a customer) 

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRONICS CO. Dept. RN -4 
22 HAVEMEYER ST, BROOKLYN 11, N. Y. 

RADIO 
Technician and Radio Service Courses 

FM and TELEVISION 
American Radio Institute 

101 West 63rd St,. New York 23. N. Y. 
Approved Under G/ Bill of Rights 

Licensed by New York State 

Soa...:.g Rnda s AppLu.,co 

SERVICE DEALERS 
FROM COAST TO COAST Il 106 CARDS 

SAMPLES RADIO PRESS WORGAúIRclaIS 

TOOL STEEL 

DRILL ROD \\ 1:QSTPAID 
n Confi- 

ne/1W U.S. 
D.'S ACCEPTED 

25 Rods SAMPLER KIT 25 Size 
WO/ USES FOR CRAFTSMEN, HOBBYISTS, 

MECHANICS, ETC. 
Free machining, 
ea ally worked. 
yet can be made 
file hard. Hard- 
ening Instructions 
included! 
ORDER TODAY! 

For Making 
Punches 
Chisels 

Engraving 
Tools 

Shafts, Etc. 

FREE 
With Every Kit 
or first order 
6" Steel comb. 
rule & depth 
pocket e clip. 

FLAT TOOL STEEL 
The Precision ground flat tool steel with the satin - 

smooth finish. Simple to work, easy to harden, ready 
to use. 
SHOP ASSORTMENT 54.50; 5 d!f. Pieces 1/32^ to 

1/0 thick; t/a^ wide; 18" long. 
BOTH KITS FOR $6.50 

Include 25c postage on orders under $5.00. 
We can supply ALL your Tool Steel Needs. 

BESSEMER STEEL COMPANY OF AMERICA. Dept.LC -11 
Small Shops Div., 1958 W. 59th St., Chicago 36, 111. 
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CONVERSION 

TELEVISION CABINETS 

Television 
Cabinet 
for 15" 

Cathode 
Ray Tubes 

$485oó 
Build yourself in two hours your own 

15" or 20" Television Set from a new 
RCA latest Model 7" Television Receiver. 
We supply you with Cabinet, new RCA 
13 Channel Television set complete with 
tubes, 15" or 20" Picture tube, Focusing 
Coil, Focus Control and diagram of 
changes. 

Cabinet for 20" $67500 Cathode Ray Tubes V 
World's First Specialized House in Television 

TELECTRONICS SERVICE AND SUPPLY CORP. 
264 West 10th Street New York 18, N. Y. 

Phone PEnnsylvania 6.8730 

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY 

PORTABLE PHONOGRAPH 
Has 3 -Tube amplifier with Tone and 
Volume controls, 5' Alnico P.M. 
Speaker. Shure lightweight 
crystal pickup and Alliance 
Phono Motor for use on 
110 -120 Volts, 00 Cycle 
A.C. Luggage type simu- 
lated leather covered wood 
carrying case $19.95. 

it Form $16.95 

Above with Walnut Finish Table Model 
Cabinet $17.95 ..Kit Form $15.50 
INTERCOM UNITS 

Up to ten stations 
maybeusedwitheach 
Master unit. The 
Master unit can call 
and talk with anyre- 
mote unit. Hasavol- 
ume control forquiet 

conversation, a talk- listen switch and a station se- 
lector switch. Housed in walnut finish cabinets. 
Master and one Remote unit.. $24.95 for both units 
Remote Units. . ................each S 5.25 
PHONO AMPLIFIER KITS 
3 Tube Phono Amplifier Kit. .52.35 

Completely wired and tested 2.85 
Kit of 3 tubes for above 

12817, 50E6, 3525 1.95 
5' Alnico Permanent 

Magnetic Speaker and 
Transformer $2.00 

Asiatic Crystal Pick- 
up Model L-70 $1.95 

Shure Glider Crystal 
Pickup s 1.95 

Alliance Phono Motor 3.25 
V.M. Automatic Mixer- Changer 17.95 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 
ALL PRICES F.O.B. OUR WAREHOUSE N. Y. 

25% Deposit. Balance C.O.D. 

RAYTONE ELECTRONIC COMPANY 

25A Frankfort St. New York 7, N. Y. 
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HHCN, 5.660, Port -au- Princ, Haiti, 
has good signal in Eastern U.S. to 
closedown around 2032; frequency 
sometimes as high as 5.675. (Kary) 
Bad aircraft QRM noted. (Hankins) 

PCJ, Hilversum, Holland, is. send- 
ing out questionnaires to find out likes 
and dislikes of its listeners. (Pearce) 

ZBW3, Hong Kong, has returned to 
9.525 from 9.515; signs off at 0900. 
(Balbi) Sign -off seems to vary, 0845 
to 0915. (Nankervis) 

I recently picked up a station on 
5.990 at 0545 -0630 fade -out or close- 
down; had Chinese -like music at 0600- 
0615, then man reads news (seemed to 
be in English; probably is Bangkok, 
Siam. Usually, this spot has bad QRM. 

Radio Malaya, Singapore, should be 
testing soon on 6.120 around 0230- 
0330, 0830 -0930. (Radio Australia) 

According to Radio Australia, the 
undercover station, "Radio Espana 
Independiente, Estacion Pyrenaica," 
purporting to be the Spanish Freedom 
Radio, transmitting from "somewhere 
in the Pyrenees," is heard at 1030 -1100 
on 15.390 and 11.640; at 1130 -1200 on 
17.690 and 15.400; at 1530 -1545 on 
15.400 and 10.280; at 1630 -1645 on 
11.640 and 10.300. 

Radio Saigon has Listeners' Letter- 
box each Friday at 0855 on 11.78, 
6.165; it is likely, however, that this 
may be changed soon to around 0515, 
as suggested by Arthur Cushen, New 
Zealand, to officials of the station, this 
being a more suitable reception time. 

Radioelectricia Ushuaia, Tierra del 
Fuego, Argentina, sent a card with a 
view of the town, text in Spanish, 
signed by Vicente Rafael Guillem. 
(Holmberg, Sweden) 

YHN, 11.001, Djokjakarta, Java, 
"Voice of Free Indonesia," is still 
heard in Britain signing on at 1200 
with "Knightsbridge March "; news, 
commentary, music, more news and 
music from 1230 to sign -off of English 
program at 1800; afterwards often is 
heard in language that may be Ar- 
abic. (Pearce). 

Rubens Villela, Brazil, reports call 
of Ushuaia, Tierra del Fuego, Argen- 
tina, is LPC on 5.250, 7.425, 10.330; 
lists schedule for commercial work as 
around 1915 to LQHE, 9.235, in 
Buenos Aires. 

John Woodruff, California, has re- 
ceived this official list of Indonesian 
stations in Java, from "The Voice of 
Free Indonesia," Indonesian Broad- 
casting Centre, 10 Setjodiningratan, 
Jogjakarta, Java: 

Jacarta I, 3.183; Jacarta II, 2.600; 
Jacarta III, 2.235; Bandung, 5.085; 
Garut, 4.000; Tjirebon, 1.525; Tegal, 
4.120; Pekalongan, 3.532.5; Purwe- 
kerto I, 4.215; Purwekerto II, 2.888.6; 
Tjilatjap, 3.797.5; Kebumen, 2.335; 
Magelang, 3.630; Salatiga, 4.600; 
Djokja I, 5.620; Djokja II, 2.082; Silo 
I, 4.930; Solo II, 3.350; Madiun, 
3.409.99; Pati, 3.986.25; Modjokerto, 
4.724; Kediri, 3.750; Malang, 2.651; 
Djember, 4.630; Nusantara, 400 kcs.; 
and Indonesian Broadcasting Centre, 
11 megacycles. Schedule of the main 
outlet, 11.001, Jogjawarta, is given as 

LEARN 

TELEVISION 
ELECTRONICS RADIO 

Modern Completely Equipped 
Laboratories 

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES 
G.I. Approved -Veterans Receive 

Subsistence 

ENROLL NOWT 

ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE, INC. 
11 Henry, Detroit 1, Mich. 

Mr. Radio Service Dealer 
"S 0uh Mai.ta rr 

One day service on all orders. None 
too small. Only Nationally Advertised 
Merchandise (No Surplus Handled). 
TUBES -Any quantity 50% off list. 

Mail us your orders. 
Illustrated list on request. 

délefaawl 
Fifth at Commerce 

Wholesale 
Electronics 

Fort Worth, Texas 

AMPLIFIER 
For Call System or 
Phono. Amplifier 

25% 
Deposit 

Required 
COMPACT -WIRED 

READYTOOPERATE 
USES 35Z5 -50L6 

SINGER RADIO & TELEVISION 
553 Market St. Dept. A Newark 5, N. J. 

Ratio Shop Owners 
Increase Your Profits Through 
Our Speaker Reconing Service 

Quick Service -Prices on Request 

S & R CONING SERVICE 
169 West Eldorado Decatur, III. 

./ 

YEAH, END SPECIALS 
USED. CM%- 49131 -C SPEAKER AMPLIFIER 
UNIT. USES 3555 & 351.6, 103 -125 AC or Dc. 
Would make a talk back with a little $5.95 work and some parts. Less tubes 
5" Speaker (New) s1.65 

SEND FOR OUR YEAR END SPECIAL 
BULLETIN OF UNBELIEVABLE BARGAINS 

G. 5C ILEAItl) 
202 W. Brookdale Fullerton, Calif. 

RCA Institutes, Inc 
Offer thorough training course' 

lis all technical phases of 
Radio and Television 

WEEKLY RATES DAYS- EVENINGS 

VETERANS: RCA Institutes is approved 
under G. 1. Bill of Rivhts 

For Free Catalog write Dept. EN-47 
RCA INSTITUTES, Inc. 

A Service of Radio Corporation of America 
75 Varlck St.. New York 13. N. V 

RADIO SERVICE MENI 
RCA RADIOTRON 
TUNGSOL SYLVANIA 
TUBES, PARTS AND EQUIPMENT 

Serving Eastern New York Stat 
Distributors of RADIO EQUIPMENT 

CHIEF 'f ELECTRONICS 
104 MAIN STREET, POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y 

The Square Deal Supply House 
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0400 -0430 (in English to Australia); 0430 -0530 (in Dutch 
to Australia, Indonesia, Malaya); 0530 -0730 (in English 
to Australia, South East Asia); 0730 -0800 (in Indonesian 
to Australia, South East Asia, Indonesia); 0800 -0830 (in 
Chinese to China and Malaya); 0830 -0900 (in French to 
Siam and French Indo- China); 0900 -0930 (in English to 
India and Middle East); 0930 -1000 (to same area but in 
Hindustani); 1000 -1030 (in Arabic to India and Middle 
East); 1030 -1130 (in Dutch to Holland); 1130 -1230 (in 
English to Great Britain); and at 1730 -1930 (in English to 
United States, news and commentary. 

XGOA, Nanking, appears to be using 11.835 again in the 
transmission around 0300 -0915; has very good signal in 
West Virginia at 0700 -0745; is buried at 0800 due to in- 
terference from Radio Australia's VLC7, 11.84. 

Java's 9.685 outlet has been replaced by 11.768; reported 
from Texas and California. It is presumed this is Radio 
Batavia. 

Revised Moscow schedules to North America are an- 
nounced for 0745 -0815, 17.17, 15.17, 11.88, 11.75, 11.72, 9.56; 
1820 -1950, 15.17, 11.72, 9.78, 9.500, 5.95; 1820 -1930 only, 
15.23, 11.88. (Patterson) 

YHN, 11.001, Djokjakarta, Java, recently announced 
that the present 2 kw. transmitter will soon increase 
power to 100 kw. (Anderson) 

Graham Hutchins, DX editor of Radio Australia, flashes 
new schedules for the weekly DX sessions: To Western 
North America, Sundays, 0025, VLA5, 15.32, VLC7, 11.84; 
to South Africa, VLG6, 15.24. To Eastern North Amer- 
ica, Sundays, 1800, VLA7, 17.800; to South America, VLC9, 
17.84; to the Forces, VLB6, 15.200; to Europe, VLG7, 
15.160. To the British Isles and Europe, Sundays, 1600, 
VLB9, 9.615, VLA8, 11.760, VLC11, 15.210. (Latter may 
change to Sundays, 0902.) 

Engineer -in- Charge, Warrant -Officer Johnson of WLKS, 
the B.C.O.F. station in Kure, Japan, 6.065, has informed 
Graham Hutchins, Radio Australia DX editor, that he is 
interested in receiving reports from overseas listeners 
and that all correct reports will be confirmed by verifica- 
tion card. QRA is simply WLKS, B.C.O.F., Kure, Japan. 

KZRC, Cebu, Philippines, is being heard on 6.130 (listed 
6.140) to 1000, announcing as "The Voice of Cebu." KZFM, 
9.515, Manila, runs to 0830. (Hutchins) 

Rex G. Gillett, DX editor of "Radio Call," Adelaide, 
South Australia, sends these late tips: Tokyo is being 
heard in the Home Service on 15.235 at 1800, announcing 
as JOAK, which may be a medium -wave callsign since 
it is heard announced on various frequencies. Norway 
appears to be using the former frequency of 9.610, which 
had call of LLG, in relay with LKQ until both leave the 
air around 1705; has been heard as early as 1200; at sign - 
off has interference from ZYC -8 Radio Romania Libera, 
6.120, Rumania, has been heard at 1430 using English; 
after a little recorded music, more English is heard; signs 
off at 1500 with vocal anthem; signal only fair in Austra- 
lia. PCJ, Hilversum, Holland, has revised schedule to 
Pacific; the Tuesday beam is now heard at 0400 -0630 on 
15.22, 17.77. Schedules received from Brussels are listed 
0600 -0730 on 21.450; 1100 -1200, 21.450; 1355 -1500, 17.845. 
Officials of CR8AA, Macao Portuguese China, advise Mr. 
Gillett that the station is at present off the air awaiting 
the arrival of new equipment; former schedule was 0400- 
1930 on 9.248. KZRC, Cebu, Philippines, states power is 
1 kw.; has news at 0730. KZFM, 9.515, uses the slogan, 
"The People's Station," and is heard in Australia from 
around 0500 with English. 

VUD5, 15.19, Delhi, has improved signals evenings, news 
213, 2230. VUD3, 11.85, heard at 0930 in native; AIR's 
15.16, 9.59 heard in news at 0930, 1030. At 2200 Moscow 
uses 15.27, 15.40, 15.44, 11.74, 11.87, 11.89 in Home Service; 
after 2300, 15.17, 15.36 heard as late as 0430. The BBC's 
Pacific Service is now scheduled at 0100 -0500. Paris is 
heard on 15.24 at 0200 -0300; there is a separate program 
on 11.845. (Balbi) 

Acknowledgment 
Many thanks for the fine reports coming in. They 

should be mailed to reach your SW editor at 948 Stewarts- 
town Road, Morgantown, West Virginia by the sixth of 
any month K R. B. 
December, 1947 

ATR 
BATTERY 

ELIMINATORS 
For DEMONSTRATING 
and TESTING AUTO RADIOS 

New Models . , Designed for Testing D.C. Elettrica. 
Apparatus on Regular A.C. lines. Equipped with Full -Wave 
Dry Disc Type Rectifier, Assuring Noiseless, Interference - 
Free Operation and Extreme Long Life and Reliability. 

Eliminates Storage Batteries and Battery Chargers. 
Operates the Equipment at Maximum Efficiency. 
Fully Automatic and Fool- Proof. 

Type 60 -ELIA ... Rated Output 6.3 Volts at 6.5 Amperes. 
Dealer Net Price $22.80 

Type 120C -ELIO . . Rated Output 6.3 Volts at 14 
Amperes. 

Dealer Net Price $37.20 

ATR 
AUTO 

RADIO 

VIBRATORS 
Designed for Use n Standard Vibrator- Operated Auto Radio Re 
ceivers. Built with Precision Construction for Longer Lasting Life. Price - 
are approximately 15% lower. 

ATR 
STANDARD 

AND 

HEAVY DUTY 

INVERTERS 
I-or Inverting D.C. to A.C. 
Specially Designed for Operating A.C. Radios, 1 e.ev,sion Sets 
Amplifiers, Address Systems, and Radio Test Equipment from D.0 
Voltages in Vehicles, Ships, Trains, Planes and in D.C. Districts. 

Write for New ATR Catalog -Today! 

0111/_ 11__ 
AMERICAN TELEVISION AND RADIO CO. 

Quality Products Since 1931 
SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA -- U. S. A. 
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SURPLUS SAVERS 
IN STOCK 

ZA localizer converter & audio adapter. Housed 
in beautiful black crackle shock mounted. 
NEW cabinet; 5%x6x8 ". Complete with tubes. 
for less than you would pay for the chassis 
and cabinet. 7 lbs. $2.50 

ZA Control box & dummy plug: new 1.00 
COLLINS control box- contains SP 10 pos. 7 

deck rotary switch SPDT rotary switch .75 
Littelfuve 1 amp. 2 doz., $1.00: 2x2 or 816 

H.V. Socket; 4 fur 1.00 
White Bead Pilot Lamp Bay base: GE Mazda 

tubular 6.3v; 20 tor 1.00 
TOBE dual 8 mfd -600v DC -plug into 4 prong 

socket -oil Condenser; some clean. some shelf 
worn, but guaranteed unused; each .95 

EXPERIMENTING? Brand new RCA 9" cath- 
ode ray tubes; each 4.95 

The Famous MAC telegraph key -black crackle 
sv /switch; new . .75 

A splendid selection of rotary switches. ceramics 
silver contacts. etc. Single and Multi deck; 
new; 7 asstd. for 1.95 

40 meter -150 watt air wound coils: each 1.00 

Dual .5 mfd -400v upright oil condensers; 4 for 1.00 

BC 654 TRANSCVR- complete w /tubes & Crys- 
tal; L.N 14.50 

Less tubes and crystal 7.95 
IIAMMARLUND 3 section 500 mmfd variable; 

large shielded case; terrific worm gear drive. 
with air padders; Brand new; exceptional 
value 2.00 

New throat mike with 8 ft. extension cord: 
press to talk switch & terminating in PL- 68 
standard mike plug 1.10 

6 Conductor ext. shield cable; F.B. for Selsyn. 
etc.; per ft. .05 

MICAS -.01, 2500v DC test SPRAGUE: I 

4 for $1.00 ?New 
.002. 5000v DC test C. D.; 3 for 1.001 

25% deposit required on all C.O.D. orders. 
Prompt delivery assured. Write Dept. RND. 

Include postage with order. 

GREENWICH SALES CO. 
59 Cortland St. Dlgby 9-3813 

NEW YORK CITY 7. N. Y. 

I 

(MOOT l 
YOUR, 
!_lye, 

HERE'S a new and 
highly profitable 
business that's a 

dead natural for 
the radioman who 

wants to supplement his income with a 
minimum investment in both time and 
money. Today, individuals like yourself, 
all over the country, are realizing big 
dividends with TRADIO, the radio func- 
tionally- designed for coin operation ;n 

hotels, tourist camps, hospitals, etc. And 
they're doing it right in their own backyards, 
too. 

BIG EARNINGS, STEADY INCOME 

TRADIO has pioneered in this new and 
Flourishing post -war field. Get in on the 
ground floor and assure yourself of financial 
security for life. 

TRADIO * TRIED * TESTED * PROVEN 

TRADIO sells to operators only through fran- 
chised distributors. No routes are sold. We'll 
put you in touch with the distributor in your 
territory if _._..1L - -. 
you'll phone I 

Asbury Park 
2 -7447 or 
Write Dept. 
P -12. 

TRADIO, Inc. N EW 

ASBURY PARK 

JERSEY 
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What's New 
(Continued from page 124) 

of d.c. and a.c. voltages, d.c. and re- 
sistance analyses. 

The new instrument features great- 
er scale readability on the 3" "Red- 

Dot" lifetime guaranteed instrument 
with black and red scale markings; 
simplified switching to provide greater 
ease in changing ranges; lower jack 
contact resistance and trouble -free 

plug -in connections by means of bana- 
na type jacks; greater stability on 
a.c. -d.c. voltage ranges 0 to 5000, at 
1000 ohms /volt by means of special re- 
sistors, and on current ranges to 500 
ma. d.c., by means of a 250 ma. in- 
strument. 

The entire unit measures only 31,10" 
x 57/8" x 21;iß" and weighs 13 pounds. 

The Triplett Electrical Instrument 
Co., Bluffton, Ohio will provide com- 
plete details on request. 

NEW OSCILLOSCOPE 
Browning Laboratories, Inc. of Win- 

chester, Massachusetts have developed 
a new all- purpose, 5" oscilloscope, 
their Model OL -15A. 

Among the salient features of this 
new test unit is the response curve of 
the vertical amplifier which is linear 
and without positive slope from 10 
cycles to 4 mc. Thus, the transient 
response is such that a 100 kc. square 
wave which rises or falls in the order 
of 500 v. per microsecond is faithfully 
reproduced, according to the com- 
pany. The horizontal amplifier re- 
sponse extends linearly from 10 cycles 
to 1 mc. to accommodate any type of 
externally generated sweep voltage. 
The sawtooth sweep range is from 5 
cycles to 500 kc. with synchronizing 

REPORT ON LOS ANGELES TELEVISION SURVEY 
THE results of the Los Angeles tele- 

vision survey made by "Television 
Research" reveal some interesting facts 
regarding the audience reaction to this 
new medium of entertainment. 

In answer to the direct question 
"What do you think of television recep- 
tion and programs at present ? ", 3996 
of the home audience voted "Very 
Good," 57% voted "Fair," and 4% voted 
"Poor." Those owning a set for more 
than six months were not more critical 
than those who purchased a set within 
the last six months. 

Owning a television set seems to have 
two contrary effects on sports attend- 
ance. Sports fans in general go to 
events less frequently after purchasing 
a television receiver. Of all the set own- 
ers who frequented some sporting 
event at least once a month before 
owning a set, 55% attended less times 
after purchasing the set, 37% attended 
the same number of times, and 8% at- 
tended more times. On the other hand, 
owning a television set makes fans out 
of some persons who never attended. 
For that part of the audience who never 
went to a sporting event prior to own- 
ing a set, 20% have attended since pur- 
chasing a set and 80% still have not at- 
tended. The net effect for a specific 
sport can only be judged after an audi- 
ence survey to determine the percent- 
ages applying to that sport and the 
number of fans among the set owners. 
For the Los Angeles area, and for all 
sports in general, the average attend- 
ance of set owners was reduced from 
1.5 times per month to 1.3 times per 
month, or 13%. 

Television will evidently give radio a 
run for its money because the survey 
showed that among 77% of the tele- 
vision audience, radio listening de- 
creased after the installation of the TV 
receiver. Among the other 23%, radio 
listening remained the same. 

Televiewers were asked that if their 

favorite radio program and favorite 
television program were on at the same 
time which would they tune in. 86% of 
the set owners replied that they would 
view their favorite television program 
while only 14% would pass up the TV 
show in favor of their favorite radio 
program. 

Movie attendance will eventually be 
cut considerably by television, if the 
results of this survey are indicative. 
Movie attendance of the television au- 
dience surveyed averaged 3.6 times per 
month prior to owning a set, but now 
it only averages 2.3 times per month, or 
36% less than before. 

More than 90% of the audience would 
like to see first -run movies regularly on 
television. Newsreels are high on the 
audience "want" list. Most of the audi- 
ence wants sports programs continued, 
with emphasis on football, wrestling, 
boxing, baseball, hockey, basketball, 
and horse races. Marked preference for 
musical comedies, and variety shows 
was indicated by the audiences. 

This survey was taken in the Los 
Angeles area where there are approxi- 
mately 3000 television receivers in use, 
about 1900 sets in homes and 1100 in 
places of business. 

The average size of the families own- 
ing home television sets is 3.6 persons. 
Children under 10 years constitute 17% 
of the family audience and those be- 
tween 10 and 19 years make up an addi- 
tional 10%. The number of males and 
females in the families is approximately 
equal. 

At home an average of 5 persons view 
a single TV program at the same time 
during an average evening. During the 
average morning there are 2.3 viewers 
and during an average afternoon there 
are 2.7 viewers for each set turned on. 
Approximately 36% of the home sets 
are never turned on in the mornings 
and 22% never turned on in the after- 
noons. -- 
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sensitivity permitting synching and 
viewing 10 mc. r.f. sine waves. 

Full details on the Model OL -15A 

may be secured by writing Browning 
Laboratories, Inc., Winchester, Massa- 
chusetts. 

CHASSIS HOLDER 
The JFD Manufacturing Co., Inc. of 

Brooklyn, New York has recently in- 
troduced a new service aid, the "Re- 
pairack," an all- purpose, cast alumi- 
num radio chassis and phonograph 
turntable holder. 

With this new stand, it is possible 
to rotate the chassis through 360 de- 
grees in a horizontal plane, thus mak- 
ing it unnecessary to remove the set 
until the job is completed. 

Special descriptive literature is 
available on this unit. Requests ad- 
dressed to JFD Manufacturing Co., 
Inc., 4117 Fort Hamilton Parkway, 
Brooklyn 19, New York should specify 
Bulletin No. 5479. -430 

Amargit Singh, a native of Punjab Province, 
India (center), recently visited the research 
laboratories of Sylvania Electric Products. 
Inc., at Flushing, New York. At his right is 
R. K. McClintock, Field Engineer, Interna- 
tional Division, and at his left, Dr. R. M. 
Bowie, Manager of the Research Labora- 
tory. Mr. Singh plans to apply some of the 
techniques he saw at Sylvania in his own 
research laboratory on his return to India 
after completion of his studies at Harvard. 

December, I947 

HEAR all v FROM DIRECTIONS 

Ward Products scores again with a new high -gain 
non -directional FM dipole, the Model FMT -61. 

This new "turnstile" dipole picks up FM signals 
efficiently from ALL directions, does not require 
orienting! 
Engineered for quick assembly and easy mounting, 
it comes complete for only $13.50 list. 

See your Ward dealer or jobber, or write us direct. 

NEW 
II 

1 

TURNSTILE 

LIST PRICE 

$13.50 

NON- DIRECTIONAL 

mDIPOLE 

THE WARD PRODUCTS CORP. Division of the Gabriel Company 
e 1523 E. 45th St., Cleveland 3 

EXPORT DEPT.: C. W. Brandes, Mgr., 4900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 3 
IN CANADA: Atlas Radio Corp., 560 King St.. W., Toronto, Ontario 

AUDIO OSCILLATOR 
Sine Wave -Square Wave 

1 

Model 710 
Range: 20 to 24,000 Cycles. 
Oscillator: RC type. 
Sine or square wave through- 
out range by rotating panel 
switch. 
High impedance output. 
2% accuracy over all bands. 
Three color, completely en- 
closed 9" dial for ease in 
reading. 
Tubes: 6X4, 6AQS, 6AU6, 
A4522, 6SL7. \` Qo95 r* Write for catalog sheecNet 

Dept 12 -A 

Coastwise Electronics Co., Inc. 
130 North Beaudry Ave., Los Angeles 12, Calif. 

New York Office 6 Warehouse 
258 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. 

40titat-titei#19 

DONGENE 
Laboratories 

New Better 
FM -AM TUNER 

13 TUBES -including tuning indicator. 
CERAMIC CONDENSERS - temper- 
ature compensated! -used through FM 
section minimizing drift. 
IF TRANSFORMERS -all FM -IF Coils 
wound on ceramic coil forms. Iron core 
type used on AM and FM. 
HIGH FIDELITY -broad band AM -IF 
amplifier. 
SELF -COTAINED POWER SUPPLY 
-117 volt, 50 -60 cycles. 
SLIDE -RULE DIAL - 3- color, edge - 

lighted. 
ONLY HIGHEST QUALITY COMPO- 
NENTS used throughout! 

If your dealer is out of 
stock, write us today. 

DONGENE LABORATORIES, INC. 
95 Van Dam Street 

New York 13, N.Y. Wotkins4 -9454 
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Perfect Christmas Item! 

ELECTRON -0 KITS 

Today's newest, most excit- 
ing and instructive hobby. 

Immediate delivery. 

ELECTRON-0 KIT No. 1 

LITTLE GIANT AMPLIFIER. $1025 
Reg. $16.95 

ELECTRON -O KIT No. 2 

RECORD PLAYER AND 
CONTROL UNIT. Reg. $16.95 SI 

ELECTRON -O KIT No. 3 

LOUD SPEAKER AND 
BAFFLE BOX. Reg. $7.25 

ELECTRON -O KIT No. 200 
COMPLETE P.A. SYSTEM. $1 350 Reg. $22.50 J 

1025 

$435 

Write for our Radio Parts 
Bulletins - issued monthly. 

He ry O. BERMAN Co. Inc. 
IO & 12 E. LOMBARD STREET 

Dept. R -3 BALTIMORE 2, MD. 

Electronic Equipment and Replacement Parts 

RADIO TUBES 
For immediate shipment 

R.M.A. Guaranteed 
Below Distributor Costs 

Individually Sealed Cartons 

Type 
6K6GT 
6K5GT 
6V 6GT 
6SA7GT 
6SJ7GT 
6SK7GT 
6SQ7GT 
6X5GT 
I2SA7GT 
I2SQ7GT 
I 2SK7GT 
I2SJ7GT 
35L6GT 
35Z5GT 
50L6GT 

Price 
.40 

.46 

.46 

.46 

.46 

.46 

.46 

.40 

.46 

.46 

.46 

.46 

.40 

.32 

.46 

RATED ACCOUNTS -2% 10 DAYS 

ALL OTHERS 2% C.O.D. 

10% DISCOUNT ON LOTS OF 50 OR MORE 

RAVAC ELECTRONICS CORP. 
432 -4th Avenue 

New York 16. N.Y. 
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Rate 20c per word. Minimum 10 words. 

RADIO ENGINEERING 
RADIO Engineering Broadcasting, Aviation and 
Police Radio, Servicing, Marine Operating and 
Electronics taught thoroughly. Expenses low. 
Write for catalog. Valparaiso Technical Institute. 
Dept. N, Valparaiso, Ind. 

FOR SALE 
BUILD a Portable Radio Tube Tester ; improved 
design, checks all type radio receiving tubes; 
complete kit with easy to follow assembly blue- 
prints; saves you $20. Brand new factory parts. 
Standard Appliance Co., 1438 West Third Street, 
Dayton, Ohio. 
ERECO Beam Rotator: 110VAC, Heavy Duty, 
Variable Speed. Selsyn Indicator, weather- proofed. 
Complete indicator and rotator ready to operate. 
$49.95. Satisfied users all over the country. Write 
for free literature. Ereco, 2912 Hewitt, Everett 7, 
Washington. 
KENTUCKY values! 826's, 50W HF triode, $1.00; 
829B's, $4.95 ; Socket for either above, $.59; New 
TU- 5 -B's, case. $2.75. JAN 807's, 866's, many 
other items, tremendous bargains. Bmfd, 450V 
tubular, guaranteed equal of any made, $.25. 
W'orld's lowest prices service trade items. Write 
for circular and save money. Kentucky Radio 
Supply Co., Lexington, Ky. 
FM TELEVISION antennas, ham parts, tubes. 
Bargain list. Wholesale Supply, 347 Lunenburg 
St., Fitchburg, Mass. 
"FLASH -O- TEST. Probe light and continuity 
tester. Bulb, batteries, leads, complete $1.00, 
postpaid. Special model also checks 2, 6, 110 
volts, 50c additional. Stelco, Bowling Green, Ken- 
tucky. 
NEW and used Hallicrafters, National, Hammar- 
lund, Collins, Millen, RME, Sonar, Meissner 
Pierson, other receivers, transmitters, amplifiers 
test equipments, speakers, etc. Lowest prices 
World's best terms. Reconditioned 538, $33.00 
52011, $49.00 ; 040, $59.00 ; RME84, $69.00 
RME45, $99.00 ; DB20, $29.00 ; NC240D, $169.00 
SPC400SX, $199.00 ; SPC400X, $249.00 ; KP81 
$249.00 ; S22R, SX25, SX16, SX28A, SX42 
HQl29X, NC173, HRO, HT9, other receivers and 
transmitters. Shipped on approval. Write. Henry 
Radio, Butler, Mo. 
CONVERSION plug for B. C. 645, $5.00 set of 
three. Standing Wave Meter, $12.00. John W. 
Collins, 758 Delaware Ave., Columbus 8, Ohio. 
HALLICRAFTERS S2OR for sale, $55.00. One of 
last made. John Sherwood, Griswold House, Law- 
renceville, N. J. 
$3.00. COMBINATION Directory. 600 Radio & 
Equip. Mfrs. 55 Radio Amplifiers Mfrs. 49 Radio 
Tube, tube parts mfrs. All $3.00. House of Butte, 
60 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 
TELEVISION components for assembly of a mod- 
ern 52- square inch screen receiver using the new- 
est circuits and tubes. The only kit on the market 
featuring an aluminized cathode ray tube, A.F.C. 
on horizontal sync and a wired. pre -aligned r.f. 
tuner covering any combination from 1 to 13 tele- 
vision channels. Sound and Picture IF's are on 
one sub -chassis using new 6AH6 miniature tubes 
having a gni of 9000! The IF Strip and the 9000 
volt 11F Power Supply are sold in kit form. The 
main chassis is sold with all holes punched, or 
blank with suggested chassis layout print. All 
components individually priced. Our catalog lists 
television components exclusively and shows parts 
and circuits of the "hard to find items" you have 
been looking for. Send for it today. It's free! 
Television Specialties Co., 315 Madison St.. Oak 
Park, Ill. 
NEW Cornell- Dubilier .5 mfd. 3000 volt working 
D.C. oil condensers with mounting clamps, $.75 
each, postpaid in U. S. Guaranteed. Production 
Control Units, 901 Shroyer Rd., Dayton 9, Ohio. 
HALLICRAFTERS 527, 28.7, 144MC, FM -AM, 
$210. Hammarlund Super Pro (Signal Corps 
1004) 540KC. 20MC with power supply, $175. 
Both used. Annie, 264 West 125th Street, New 
York, N. Y. 
CONSTRUCTED seven inch Andrea Television Kit. 
Good condition. Reasonable. Irving Joseph, 548 
Sheffield Ave., Brooklyn 7, N. Y. 

6V DYNAMOTOR from 12V surplus. No rewind- 
ing. Full original output. Instructions, 50c. Paul 
Hawkins, 1306 E. 27th, Kansas City, Mo. 

HOW to align Superheterodynes without a Signal 
Generator. Alignment jobs are better, and faster 
with this proven method. Money back if not en- 
tirely satisfied. Send $1.00 to: C. J. Gates, 302 
)toss Blvd., Pecos, Texas. 
RADIO Tubes -Dealers, order your needs -be sur 
prised at prices. Address Radio Tubes, Box 108. 
Elizabeth City. N. C. 
SELENIUM Rectifiers, full wave, 1 ampere, $1.85 ; 

1 ampere, $2.50. Half wave 5 amperes. $4.50. 
2.2 amperes. $2.25 ; 1.5 ampere, $1.85. Bulletin 
Burma Radio, Route 5, Grand Rapids, Mich. 

FREE wholesale bulletin. Tubes, parts. Bargain 
prices. Renshaw Radio Supply, 3313 Delavan. 
Kansas City, Kansas. 
WRITE Dept. RN18 for our free wholesale list of 
Radio parts & accessories. R. C. Radio Parts & 
Distributing Co., 731 Central Ave., Kansas City 6, 
Kansas. 
LOWEST Prices. Radio Tubes, parts. Bargain 
lists 3c. Potter, 1314 McGee, Kansas City 6. Mn 

CHOKES, swinging, rated 2 -12 henries, 100 -1000 
MA. 51/4"x7 "x10 % ", heavy duty with porcelain 
insulators, $7.50 ; Filament transformers, 2.5 volts. 
11 amps, cased. porcelain insulators, $2.50; with 
pair 866, $4.00. SKL Laboratory, Box 188, Lex- 
ington 73, Mass. 

TWO Meter Transmitter, BC -625 part of 522, in- 
cluding modulator and tubes. brand new in orig- 
inal carton, $17.50; T -13 handsets, new, $2.75; 
T -17 carbon mikes, $.75 ; Filter condensers, 2 

MM., 3000 Volts, $2.95 ; Tubes (cartoned), 6AC7, 
6AB7, 6SN7, 6H6, $.25 ; 6SA7, 65117, 6J5, 6Y6. 
6V6GT, 6N7, 6E5, 6U5, 6116, 5Y3GT, $.35; 5Ú4G, 
1624, 1625, 1641, 935, 956, 9002, 9006, 807, $.50. 
SKL Laboratory, Box 188, Lexington 73, Mass. 

TUBES, $40.00 per 100 assorted. Brand new car- 
tons, 100% meter tested, all numbers in stock. 
Best Radio Shop, 3349 Fulton, Cleveland 9, Ohio. 
10% Deposit, Balance C.O.D. 

IMPEDANCE calculator, new, plastic and dura - 
luminum. Solves vector triangle or unit circle in 
five seconds. $3.50. C.O.D. Trlculator, 643 W. 
109 Place, Los Angeles 44, Calif. 
HOTTEST Item ! Make your SCR -522 Receiver op- 
erate on 144 to 148 Mc with one dial control in 
less than 1 hour! Parts and Instructions. $3.00. 
Merit Radio Supply Co., 471 Merrick Rd., Lyn- 
brook. N. Y. 

TRANSFORMERS, Microphone, Audio and Output, 
highest quality, hermetically and glass sealed ter- 
minals, cylindrical, space -saving, size lxl% in. 
Audio tfr. fiat to 10,000 cycles, Output tfr. 600 
ohms output can be used push -pull. $1.50 each, 
three for $4.00. Radioco, 1110 Marshall Bldg., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
SUPERHET two section variable .00036 condenser, 
$1.00. 2mc permeability tuned I. F. transformers, 
$1.00. Antenna Relay, silver contact switch. $.75. 
Oil filled condenser .1 mfd 2000 volt. $.50. Midget 
Plastic cabinet 4x6x6 in., $1.00. Flexible Drive 
Shaft, bronze, 24 in., $.75. Radioco, 1110 Mar- 
shall Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio. 

RF, AF SIGNAL generator, $5.00, diagram, 25c. 
100 dials nameplates (silver paper). 25c. "Re- 
ceiver Alignment without Instruments", 25c. Three, 
50c stamps. Nine foot circumference balloon, 
$1.00. "Black light" (ultra -violet) bulb, $1.00. 
Continuity tester, flashlight, $1.00. Jackson, Box 
853. Bowling Green, Kentucky. 

B -29 SIGHTING stations, turret motors, connec- 
tors. etc. Get list. W7RK, Everett, Wash. 

NEW bulk tubes 49c. 1R5, 155, 1T4, 3S4, 3Q4, 
TY3gt, 6AL5, 6C5, 6J5gt, 6SAT, 6SD7gt, 6SH7, 
6SK7, 6SQ7, 6V6gt, 6X5gt, 12A6gt, 12ÁT6, 12BA6, 
12BE6, 12J5gt, 12Ií8, 12SK7, 12SQ7, 12SN7gt, 31, 
35W4, 3525, 38, 76, 80, 89. Sylvania bulk tubes 
69c : OZ4, 1H5gt, 1LD5, 5Z3, 6K7, 7A4, TA6, 7A7, 
7B4, 7B6, 7B7, 7C5, 7C6, 7E5, 7F7, 7117, TNT, 
7Q7, 7Y4, 7Z4, 12SAT, 125L7gt, 14A7, 14B6, 14J7, 
14Q7, 35A5, 35Y4, 50A5, 50B5, 50L6gt. One hun- 
dred blank tube cartons $1.39. Three tube phono 
oscillators complete with tubes for $3.98. Write 
for bargain flyer. Henshaw Radio Supply, 3313 
Delavan, Kansas City 2, Kansas. 
3 "RADIO- BUILDERS," 25c. Unusual parts. Cata- 
log, free. Laboratories, Eye -h, San Carlos, Calif. 

REVERSIBLE Induction Motor or Selsyn, 1/20 
hp 110 volt A.C. 60 cycle, size 3x5, weight 5 

lbs., shaft 5/16 in. ball bearing precision made 
for rugged service. Simple conversion for use as 
motor or selsyn. Instructions included. Value 
$22.50, our. price $5.50. Radioco, 1110 Marshall 
Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio. 

WANTED 

VOLUME One Rider's Manual. I. Goldwasser, 
Louisville, Georgia. 

SITUATIONS WANTED 

FIRST class radiotelephone, desires broadcast en- 
gineering. Edward Guertin, Oxford, Massachu- 
setts. 

HELP WANTED 

RAILWAY Telegraphy needs men. Complete 
training. Instruments furnished. Positions wait- 
ing. Bell Telegraph Railway Institute, 10 Parker 
Ave., San Francisco 18, Calif. 
INSTRUCTORS in Radio -Electronics and Televi- 
sion. Prefer former Navy Radio Technician In- 
structors with Teacher Training. Must be willing 
to locate in Detroit, Mich. Write to Box 452, 
Radio News, 185 N. Wabash Ave.. Chicago 1. III. 

RADIO NEWS 
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OIL Burner service and Installation mechanic. 
Steady employment in semi -rural area in Central 
New Jersey. State experience, references and 
wages required in letter to Box 454, % Radio News, 
185 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 1, Illinois. 

PATENT ATTORNEYS 

PATENTS -U.S. and Foreign Patents Secured 
Trade -marks and Copyrights registered. Searches 
made to determine Patentability and Validity. 
Patent, Trade -mark and Unfair Competition 
Causes. Lancaster. Allwine & Rommel, Registered 
Patent Attorneys. Suite 414, 815 15th St., N.W., 
Washington 5, D. C. 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES 
USED correspondence courses and educational 
books bought, sold. rented. Catalog free. Educa- 
tional Exchange, Reneger, Ala. 

USED Correspondence Courses and Educational 
Books sold or rented. Inexpensive. Money -back 
guarantee. Write for Free Catalog listing 4000 
bargains. - (Courses Bought.) - Lee Mountain, 
Pisgah. Ala. 

AMATEUR radio licenses. Complete code and 
theory preparation for passing amateur radio ex- 
aminations. Home study courses. American Radio 
Institute, 101 West 63rd Street, New York City 23. 
BOOKS Astrological : Sold, rented. Write for 
catalog A -R. Library Astrolyte, 6531 West Blvd., 
Inglewood, Calif. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

ELECTRIC meter laboratory. Electrical instru- 
ments, tube checkers, and analysers repaired. 
checked and calibrated. Prompt and reliable serv- 
ice guaranteed. Hazelton Instrument Co., 140 
Liberty St., New York 6, N. Y. Tel. Barclay 
7 -4239. 

WHOLESALE Radio Service at reasonable rates, 
quick service, no job too big. Write for full in- 
formation. Elkins Radio, Elkins, W. Va. 

RADIOMEN, servicemen, beginners. Make more 
money, easily. $250 weekly possible. We show 
you. Information free. Merit, 216 -32R 132nd 
Ave., Springfield Gardens 13, New York, N. Y. 

TESTING Equipment. All types and models. Expert- 
ly repaired and calibrated. Free estimates. Metro- 
politan Electronics. 42 Warren St., N. Y. 7, N. Y. 

BUILD your own Radios, Phonographs, and Elec- 
tronic Equipment. Send for our free gift offer and 
complete catalogue. McGee Radio, 1330 Broadway, 
Denver, Colo. 

SQUARE -ROOT simplified. Easily remembered 
short cut. 10c. Prof. Lineback, Oklahoma A & M, 
Stillwater, Oklahoma. 

LET us do your shopping for radio parts, ham 
gear, electrical appliances, etc. We can save you 
money. Arkay Buyers Service, 2575 Eighth Ave.. 
New York, N. Y. 

BC 929 RADAR Scope circuit schematic diagram, 
$1.00. B. A. Carlisle, Box 336, Shawnee, Kansas. 

PHONOGRAPH records cheap. Catalogue sent 
free. Paramount, NF -313 East Market, Wilkes - 
Barre, Penna. 

$1.00 RADIO Service. Write Wholesale Service, 
780 E. 214 St., New York, N. Y. 

EXPERIMENTERS, Technicians, Engineers! Build 
a laboratory tube tester. Emission, Transconduc- 
tance, Power Output tests. More economical and 
flexible than best commercial models. Illustrated 
Pamphlet, $2.00. Polytech Laboratories, Salina 
Star Route, Boulder, Colorado. 
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SPECIAL SURPLUS SALE 

,....r . 

;ark] t e 

FL -8 -C Radio Filter S1 .29 
(A) ANTENNA TUNER 

A. BC. 306-A National "Velvet Vernier" dial with 
100-0 scale. 5 position heavy duty high voltage - 
3 section RF switch. Two high voltage standoff 
insulators with spring type binding posts. Low 
frequency variocoupler. Overall dimensions ap- 
prox. 184' high, 8' wide, 
8' deep $1.66 

(B) ANTENNA RELAY UNIT 
B. 0-10 Meter Weston Thermo -couple unit with 
50 MMF, 5000 V Vacuum cond. (illus- $2.45 
trated as B -A). Complete 

(C) RECEIVERS (274N Series) 
B.C. 454A. 3-6MC. New S 3.9 5 
B.C. 454A. 3-6MC Used 2.95 
B.C. 455A. 6 -9.1MC 3.9 5 
B.C. 453A. 190 -55OKC 4.9 5 

TRANSMITTERS 
B.C. 696. 3 4MC (VFO) 55.95 
B.C. 457A. 4 -5.3MC 3.95 
B.C. 458A. 5 -3.7MC 3.95 
B.C. 459. 7 -9.1MC (VFO) New 4.95 

G.E.- SPBAGIUF- AEROVOX oil filled condens- 
ere, 4000 Volta, 2MMF 53.1 9 

4000 Volts, 3MMF 3.95 
BEACON Receiver tunes to 75 Meg., has current 
relay. Operates on 2 Mile S 1 .79 

1O -meter Receiver -New. 3 -6 MC Re- 
ceiver converts to 10. Diagram furnished. 
SPECIAL 274N- SERIES. 

MODULATOR UNIT 
B.C. 458A . S 3.9 5 

Conversion diagrams furnished. 
DM -32 DYNAMOTOR 1 .50 
B.C. 348. Receiver Mount and Plug 2.49 
Fil. Trans. 1M-amp., 24 Volt 1 .79 
Fil. Trans. 2%-amp. 12-24 Volt 2.95 
F. Band Pass Filter, 1000 cycle, close 

tolerance 
Dual Choke -12 HY -200 MA 550HM 

D.C. resistance. Steel case with stand- 
off insulators. New 2,95 

1 .98 

TUBES 
6AK5 79e 6AJ5 79e 
Bendix Ant. Insulators, CAA approved - 

4-inch 111.00 doz. 

Also thousands of additional special items such 
as condensers, tubes, capacitors, transformers, in- 
sulators, radar equipment. Inquiries solicited. 
Get your name on our mailing list. Terms: 
Cash with order. 

ESEGE SALES, Ltd. 
1306 Bond Street 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
TEL. RICHMOND 71162 

LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE 
TUBES 

Standard brands, in sealed cartons, 60% to 
80% off. All types. No discount less than 
60%. 

5 tube kit -50L6, 35Z5, 12SA7, 12SK7, 12SQ7, 
$2.75; 5 tube kit -50B5, 35W54, 12AT6, 12BA6, 
12BE6, $2.75; 70L7 -79c; 12SA7, 717A, 6AK5, 
12BD6, 9001, 9002, 6J6, 69c; 12SK7, 12SQ7, 
35L6, 50L6, 59c; 35W4, 35Z5, 49e. 

Raytheon -Acorn Tubes -Nos. 954, 955, 956, 
957, 49c each; Hearing Aid Tubes -Nos. 
501ax to 509ax, 49c each. 

CONDENSERS 
All popular brands, fresh stock, guaranteed 1 

full year. 20 @ 150, 25c; 20/20 @ 150, 35c; 
8 @ 450, 29e; 8/8 @ 450, 49c; 16 @ 450, 49e; 
50/30 @ 150, 49e; 30 @ 150, 29c; 20 @ 100, 
15c; Can type -15/15 @ 450, 59c: 30/30 @ 
450, 89e. 

VOLUME CONTROLS 
3" Shaft -1/4, 1/2, 1 and 2 meg. with switch, 
47c; Alnico No. 5 P. M. Speakers, Heavy 
slugs, 5 ", $1.39; 5" with output Transformer, 
$1.79; 6 ", $2.49; 12 ", $4.95; 6" Dynamic, 450 
Ohm field coil, $2.95. 

KIT OF 100 IRC assorted carbon resistors, 
most popular types, at V2 and 1 watt, $1.79. 
4 Prong "OAK" Vibrator, fits any auto radio, 
$1.49. 

"Asiatic" L -71 Pick -up, $1.68; 50L6 Output 
Transformer, 39e. 

Money back guarantee 
20% deposit with order -balance COD 

COMMERCIAL RADIO 
36 Brattle Street, Boston 8, Mass. 

Up -to- the -Minute 
Buying 

Information e&1 ARTS -7/C 

Radio Repair Parts 
Sound Systems Tools 
Kits Phono Equipment 
Tubes Test Instruments 
Experimenters' Supplies 
REGULAR SUPPLEMENTS 

KEEP YOU POSTED 

Catalog sent immediately upon 
request. Price and Data Supple- 
ments, issued regularly, assure 
you of up -to- the -minute infor- 
mation -give exact and current 
data you need for profitable 
buying. Send the coupon today 
for this helpful buying service. 

BIG VALUES, LARGE STOCKS, 
FAST. DEPENDABLE SERVICE. 

FREE...SEND TODAY 
RADOLEK CO., Dept. B -I27 

601 W. Randolph St., Chicago 6, III. 
Please send your Free Profit Guide Catalog and 
Mar Supplements. 

Name 

Address 

City 

reg. 

7.0110 State 

SAVE AT RADOLEK 
1 919 
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TELEVISION and 
OSCILLOSCOPE 
COMPONENTS 

TUBES -ALL NEW- J.A.N. Inspected 
5 BM $3.00 5 BP4 $3.25 
3 API 2.75 2x2/879.... .69 

TRANSFORMERS 
All Primaries-115V. 60 Cycle 

ALL ARE METAL CASED WITH CERAMIC STANDOFFS 

2100V. at 10 M.A. $2.50 
735V. at 5 M.A. and 2.5V. at 3 AMP.. 2.95 
6.4V. at 12 AMP. 6.4V. at 10 AMP., 
5V. at 3 AMP., 5V. at 3 AMP., and 

2.5V. at 1.75 AMP. 4.95 

OIL FILLED CONDENSERS 

.5 MFD. 750 V.A.C. $0.98 

.2 MFD. 5,000 V.D C 2.49 
1 MFD. 3,600 V.D C 2.95 
2 MFD. 1,000 V.D C .79 

I.F. TRANSFORMERS 

Set of 5, single slug tuned, staggered for 
4 MC. band width from 9 to 13 MC.. $2.95 set 

HEINEMAN MAGNETIC CIRCUIT BREAKER 

10AMP.1 15V.A.C.Protect Power Supply.$1.95 
10 MA. 2,360 V.D.C. Protect C.R.T. and 

Trans. 1.95 

Write for free circular. 

Sorry -No C.O.D. 

All prices F.O.B. our Warehouse 

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE. 

QUAD ELECTRICAL SUPPLY 
1650 N. Damen Avenue 

Chicago 47, Illinois 

QUICK, STEADY PROFITS 

CORADIO.... 
The Coin Operated Radio 
Every day more and more men and women 
are going into the fabulous coin operated 
radio business. It's new, fast -growing depres- 
sion proof. Coin operated radios are placed 
in hotels, tourist courts, clubs, hospitals, etc. 
on a commission basic... plays 1 or 2 hours 
for 25c and produces immediate profits. You 
continue to draw your profits every single 

for years to come. 
The best and most popular coin operated 

is the CORA DIO. 
ACT NOW 

Here is a golden opportunity to start your $;,,, 

own business, full or part time. Be your own 
boss at your own hours. 

Send for Free Illustrated Catalogue and 
Complete Information 

WRITE TODAY -Dept. R.N. 

CORADIO 
COIN OPERATED RADIO 

108 W 311 Si. N Y 1, N Y WISCONSIN 7.5902 
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December, 19-17 

FOR AM, FM 
& TELEVISION 

FOR 
BETTER SERVICING 

THE MULTI -ANALYST solves your 
radio problems quickly -The easiest, 
most effective method of diagnosis -Saves 
time -wide frequency response -No fre- 
quency controls -Both audible and visual 
indications -Perfect for checking distor- 
tion or fading -This handsome, compact 
unit contains a complete, stable Vacuum 
Tube Volt -Ohmmeter -electronic on all 
ranges -Reads video voltages -Big 4'' 
meter-Exceptional 
value $89.50 

THE MODEL 315 SIGNAL GENERATOR with 
microcycle band spread vernier tuning can be used to 
align AM, FM, and television receivers. Permits accu- 
rate adjustment of any bandwidth. Calibrated in seven 
ranges from 75 kc to 150 inc. Accuracy better than 1% 
on all ranges. Linear dial calibration. Praised 
by all who use it $64.50 

r Write for FREE illustrated 7 
brochure. Before you buy, 
see and hear EICO instru- 
ments at your jobber. 

Complete instruction 
manual with each i 
ment. 

s 

: TWO NEW HIGHS 
IN VALUE 

Kit Model FM -7, a splendid, low- 
priced, self -contained table model Fre- 
quency Modulated Radio Receiver Kit 

Complete with tubes, 
speaker and beautiful 
Bakelite cabinet. The 
FM -7 has a frequency Y_ 

' " gel: response of 86- 110MC, 
" t s'' can also be used as a 

TUNER with a high 
e * ' quality amplifier. A 

;? t' - phonojack is provided 
in the rear of the chas- 

' ' sis with double pole, 
,, 

î 
double throw switch 
for feeding signal to 

s either the radio speaker or to the phonojack. An ad- 
ditional jack for connecting extra loud speaker is in- 
eluded. The R.F. section of kit is pretuned at factory. 
This kit uses 2 I.F. stages, 1 limiter and 1 discriminator. 
Miniature tubes used throughout. Price of Model 
FM -7 complete as described $29.95 

Kit Model 210, a 
Three Way Port- 

` . able Receiver - - Operating on either AC 3, 

or DC or self- contained 
batteries . . . power '` switch conveniently lo- 
cated on front of set so 

:h:: that "battery" or "AC- 
DC" may be selected 
without opening case. e 

'- .... Five -inch Alnico 5 per- 
s manent magnet dy- 

namic speaker, and case covered with weather tested 
s aircraft material. Price of Model 210 complete with 

tubes... $18.95 
s All kits accompanied by a detailed illustrated instruc- 

Pion sheet. Many other kit models available. Write for 
catalog K. 

Now ready! New educational pamphlet ... 
complete and simplified diagrams and instruc- e 
tions on all our models 50e 

RADIO KITS COMPANY 
120 Cedar Street, New York 6, N. Y. 

CO -AX 
CONNECTORS 

AVAILABLE FOR 
IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY 

We carry all popular stand- 
ard and British type coaxial 

cable connectors in stock. These connectors are 
brand new and were produced for the Government 
by the leading manufacturers in this field. Our in. 
ventory contains sufficient quantities for the largest 
users at prices well below the market. Write or wire 
for special Coaxial Cable and Connector Listing 
100A or send us your requirements. 

Manufacturers 
and Distributors 

Wells maintains one of the 
world's largest inventories 
of highest quality radio. 
electronic components. 
Our new catalog, now 
ready, will be mailed upon 
request. 

WELLS/ 
INC. 320 N. LaSalle St., Dept. R 

Chicago 10, Illinois 
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...for 
and TELEVISIO 

(finest in radio) 

i 

engen 

® and Television - latest refinements 
in the electronic art - are bringing to the 
radio listener new and undreamed -of 
realism and fidelity in program quality. 
Listening enjoyment has been increased 
a hundredfold for him whose receiver 
is capable of these lifelike programs. 
For finest ® and Television reception, 
both receiver and loud speaker must 
offer smooth extended -range frequency 
response, low distortion, and startling 
"presence." Such a speaker, of course 
is a JENSEN! 

World famous as fine acoustic equip- 
ment, JENSEN speakers are especially 
suitable for ® and Television. Before 
you purchase your ® or Television re- 
ceiver, be sure it's JENSEN equipped. If 
the receiver you have does not include 
a JENSEN speaker, have your dealer 
replace it with one. The best ® or Tele- 
vision receiver made is made better with 
a JENSEN speaker. 

JENSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
' 6617 South Laramie Ave., Chicago 38 

In Canada. Copper Wire Products, Ltd., ti King St., W. Toronto I 

ge.siptetb and alma« /acluteíd 
i,iee nyícaulic 4w/wield 

(finest in sound) 

engen 
SPEAKERS g 

with WWI 

STOCK MODELS* 
for FM and 

Television Receivers 

'See Catalog 

202 

6-Inch 
P6-TH 

8-Inch 
P8-SH P12-SH 

F12-NH 

12 -Inch 
P12-0H P12-NH 

F12-SH 

15-Inch 
P15-NH Fl 5-NH 

1010 for complete listing of single radiator and Coaxial extended range speakers, reproducers and systems, ranging in price from $5.00 to $1,500. 
PRINTED IN U. C. A. 
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You Get PREMIUM QUALITY in 
Mallory Approved Precision Products 

...amend premium quality costs nó_more 

FIFTEEN years of performance continue 

to justify the Mallory slogan, "Approved 

Precision Products." It's the kind of per- 

formance that's the natural result of Mallory 

insistence on premium quality -quality 
achieved through topnotch engineering, the 

finest raw materials and the most rigid 

standards of manufacture and inspection in 

the replacement parts industry. 

Now, more than ever, Mallory performance 

is available to you in complete lines of 

premium quality replacement parts at no 

extra cost. It's available through distributors 

who have been especially selected for their 

ability and willingness to serve you ... who 

give you quick delivery on the items you 

need when you need them ... and who 

offer special assistance on business prob- 

lems, including those of management, sales 

and personnel. 

The MALLORY "Good Service for Good Business" Plan 

includes ideas that will help your business grow. 
Ask Your Distributor about it. 

P. H. MALLOHY a CO. Inc. 

et 
MALLORY 
APPROVED PRECISION PRODUCT4i 

VIBRATORS ... VIBRAPACKS'... CAP n TORS ... VOE 
CONTROLS ... SWITCHES ... RESISTORS ... FILTERS 

... RECTIFIERS... POWER SUPPLIES. 

*Rep. U. S. Pot. Off. 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 
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View of truck cab showing 
driver "on the road" in 
communication with head- 
quarters statjo.n. 

The lock-In Tube In Action 
For Electric Department 

Public Service Electric and Gas Compan 

E S2 

THROUGH an ingenious system of radio communication, the Electric 
Distribution Department of the Public Service Electric and Gas 

Company is able to service a given area swiftly and efficiently. 
With 153 vehicles in operation (at the present time) , equipped with 

two -way radio units, Public Service can direct any one of these mobile 
units to the scene of an electrical breakdown in a matter of minutes! 

This elaborate repair system can't afford to risk communication failures. 
Sylvania Lock -In tubes are used in these Link Radio Corporation sets 
because no matter how rough the way, they'll stay in their sockets. Tubes 
have few welded joints and no soldered ones -the elements can't warp or 
weave. Short, direct connections ... less loss; getter located on top ... leak- 
age reduced by separation of getter material from leads. See Sylvania 
Distributors or write Radio Division, Emporium, Pa. 

SYLV 
ELK 

MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES: CATHODE 
FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, WIRI 

NIA 
RI 

RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES 
NG DEVICES; ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS 

Headquarters station in 
communication with any of 
the many Public Service units 
ready for prompt trouble- 
shooting, 

Transmitter and Receiving Units used in Public Service 
mobile equipment, manufactured by Link Radio 
Corp., New York. 

The famous Lock -In tube's superiority makes it the 
ideal choice for equipment on the road, in the air, 
on the rails, marine radar, FM and television. 
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